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Iuliu-Marius MORARIU
Editorial
If in the beginnings of Astra Salvensis journal we have published there local
history research1 or articles of history2 and theology3 and most of the authors were
coming from the Romanian space, later, step by step, researchers from other
countries and articles in English, French and German started to appear there.
Now, thanks to Dr. Mehdi Mahmoodi from Iran, we have already a
regularly issue and to supplements for 2017, which contain articles from different
areas of the socio-humanistic research written by authors from cultural spaces like
the Russian, Chinese, Iranian, Kazakhstanian and Turkish one. As a form a
continuation of this project, we offer in the first supplement on 2018 also some
articles from the same thematic sphere. If the first supplement of our journal,
issued in 2015 was filled with studies and articles dedicated to topics like the
spiritual autobiography4 and other theological researcher, this, with a huge amount
of articles written in English contains sociological, historical, philological,
Like: Iuliu-Marius Morariu, "Pagini din istoria Salvei. Partea I – Salva în documentele vremii în
secolele XIII-XVIII," in Astra Salvensis, I (2013), no. 1, p. 13-24; Ana Filip, "Salva-prima comună
membră a Astrei din 1861," in Astra Salvensis, I (2013), no. 1, p. 6-12; Mihai-Octavian Groza,
"Sebeşul şi ,,Primăvara popoarelor," in Astra Salvensis, I (2013), no. 1, p. 43-66; Ovidiu Halas,
"Mănăstirile din Judeţul Bistriţa-Năsăud," in Astra Salvensis, I (2013), no. 1, p. 25-30; Iuliu-Marius
Morariu, "Elemente ale opresiunii comuniste in localitatea Salva, județul Bistrița-Năsăud," in Astra
Salvensis, I (2013), no. 2, pp. 54-59; Mihai-Octavian Groza, "Despre stema oraşului Sebeş," in Astra
Salvensis, I (2013), no. 2, p. 71-73; Ovidiu Halas, "Istoria monahismului din județul Bistrița-Năsăud.
Partea a II-a – vetre monahale din secolele XV-XVIII," in Astra Salvensis, I (2013), no. 2, p. 15-22;
Iuliu-Marius Morariu, "Elevi sălăuani în primele promoţii ale Gimnaziului Grăniceresc Năsăudean",
in Astra Salvensis, II (2014), nr. 3, pp. 60-63; Alexandru Dărăban, "Revenirea” la Ortodoxie în zona
Năsăudului," in Astra Salvensis, I (2013), no. 2, p. 10-14.
2 For example: Adrian-Cosmin Iuşan, "Închisoarea – spaţiu de opresiune şi supravieţuire în lucrarea
autobiografică Insula Robinson de Ion Eremia," in Astra Salvensis, I (2013), no. 1, p. 81-89; Mircea
Gheorghe Abrudan, "Valoarea persoanei umane în teologia creștin-ortodoxă," in Astra Salvensis, I
(2013), no. 2, p. 95-103; Raluca Botoş, "Contribuția călugărilor franciscani la modernizarea orașului
Targu Mureș," in Astra Salvensis, I (2013), no. 2, p. 37-41; Mihai-Octavian Groza, "Blajul și Marea
unire. Pagini din activitatea Consiliului Național Roman din Blaj (noiembrie 1918- februarie 1919),"
in Astra Salvensis, I (2013), no. 2, p. 46-53;
3 Like: Grigore Furcea, "Libertatea şi libertinajul – o perspectivă patristică şi post patristică," in Astra
Salvensis, I (2013), no. 1, p. 31-42; Grigore-Toma Someşan, "Icoana" care ucide," in Astra Salvensis, I
(2013), no. 1, p. 67-80; Emanuel Căşvean, "Elemente ale misticii germane reflectate in opera
omiletică a lui Meister Eckhart," în Astra Salvensis, I (2013), no. 2, p. 74-78; Iuliu-Marius Morariu,
"Bioethics in the discussions of the Pan-Orthodox Synode from Crete (2016)," in Astra Salvensis, IV
(2016), no. 7, p. 247-255. Tijana Petkovic, "A Christian Perspective on Genetic Manipulations," in
Astra Salvensis, IV (2016), no. 7, p. 235-246; Grigore Toma Someşan, "Zborul dorinţei cãtre
Dumnezeu”. Doctrina epectazei la Grigorie de Nyssa," in Astra Salvensis, IV (2016), no. 7, p. 124134; Olha Soroka, "The nature and mission of the parish," in Astra Salvensis, IV (2016), no. 7, p. 4062; Inocent-Mária V. Szaniszló OP., "Denken des Hl. Thomas von Aquin als eine gute basis für
gerechte sozialpolitik," in Astra Salvensis, IV (2016), no. 7, p. 10-19; Emanuel Căşvean, "Teologie şi
neoplatonism la Dionisie Areopagitul," in Astra Salvensis, II (2014), no. 3, p. 142-149.
4 Iuliu-Marius Morariu, "The Spiritual Autobiography in the Eastern space in the second half of the
XIXth and XXth century," in Astra Salvensis – Supplement No. 1/2015 – "New Approaches in
Contemporary Theology", 2015, p. 166-174.
1
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"Editorial," Astra Salvensis, VI (2018), Supplement no. 1, p. 9-10
philosophical and other kind of approaches which will surely enrich the
contemporary research and will be very useful to our readers. We wish them a
pleasant lecture and to find answers to their questions inside of these pages. We
thank also to our guest editor for his help and we wish to Transylvanian
Association for Romanian Culture and Literature of Romanian People – ASTRA
the already traditiona: Vivat, crescat, floreat!
Iuliu-Marius MORARIU
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Laleh LOGHMANI
The Study of the Performance of Educational Duties of Village Health Workers
in the Villages of the Suburbs of Hamadan City (2016)
Laleh LOGHMANI
School of Nursing and Midwifery, Bam Medical Science University, Bam, Iran
Abstract. This survey is a descriptive cross-sectional study in rural areas of Hamadan which was
conducted in 1999 with the aim of evaluating the performance of village health workers’ educational duties in
the field of health services provided through health care homes. In this study, the effect of educational programs
provided by village health workers on the rural population was measured by measuring the villagers' knowledge
using a questionnaire. The results show that 85.7% of the studied population has a good knowledge of the
educational programs provided by village health workers. The results also show that village health workers have
been successful in providing training programs, especially in the field of vaccination, child nutrition, providing
care for pregnant mothers, dangerous pregnancies, spacing pregnancy, breastfeeding, healthy water supply and
oral fluid therapy for children with diarrhea, and the rural population was not aware of their role in
participating in health activities.
Keywords: primary health care, education, village health worker, performance, village.

Introduction
Promoting community health and enhancing individual and social physical and
mental abilities are the result of interaction and participation of health section and
people, which ultimately increases the ability to diagnose the health needs of people
and, as a result, self-esteem in the community, which is the result of comprehensive
health care.
Since health care is a public right and the government is responsible for
providing these services equally to all people, and these rights are recognized by
almost all states of the world, in this regard, plans to provide health services to meet
the health (hygiene) needs is planned using available knowledge and resources1 which
includes care, preventive, therapeutic and rehabilitation programs, and in Iran's health
care system, with the adoption of a primary health care program, plays a very
important role in advancing the health of the community, and the achievement of the
goals of WHO and the promotion of community health.2
Primary health services at their first level are provided by a set of health-care
homes and health centers, and by multidisciplinary health workers or trained village
health workers and midwives, one of the main tasks of which is to provide health
education programs regarding the health complexity of the community and methods
of preventing and combating it, as well as providing modern healthcare methods for
the adoption of a productive and helpful life style. With proper and continuous
education, their level of health awareness can be increased and change their attitude
toward health issues favorably. With proper education, people can contribute to their
health decisions and their participation in health care can be attracted.

1

J. Park, E.Park, Preventive and Social Medicine textbook, translated by H. Shojaei Tehrani, and H. Malek
Afzali, 2nd volume, 2nd edition, Guilan University of Medical Sciences Press, Rasht, 1998.
2 K. Shadpoor, Health Care Network in Iran, Tehran, Ministry of Health and Medical Education, 1993.
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Also, the evaluation of the professional performance of health workers is one
of the most important activities of the health sector management, which plays an
important role in the creation, maintenance and promotion of community health, and
since public awareness of health issues can be a health indicator in evaluating the
activities of health programs, especially in the field of health education, provides
useful information to health sector managers. Therefore, evaluating the performance
of village health workers in health houses as the most environmentally service
provider that covers all rural populations can result in valuable outcomes in
determining the health education strategies in villages, and given that health education
as one of the components of PHC is the only element that should play an active role
in all components: therefore, evaluating the performance of educational programs of
village health workers not only reflects the activities of health education, but also
indirectly judges the performance of village health workers in the relationship with
other components of PHC and the purpose of this study is to evaluate the
performance of health education programs of village health workers in order to
evaluate the effectiveness of primary health care in promoting community health
awareness and knowledge.
The study method
This study is a cross-sectional descriptive one was conducted in the villages of
Hamedan. Our statistical population included all rural households living in Hamedan
suburbs. The sample size in this study was estimated based on the formula for
estimating sample size in descriptive studies
and p=0.05 and with a
precision of 5% was estimated equal to 384 samples. Sampling method was such a way
in which 6 villages were selected from Hamedan suburbs, which were covered by
Hamedan Health Center. Then, the estimated number of samples was distributed
equally among 6 villages and in each village, using the number of households (the first
household was selected) and taking into account the distance in terms of households
by number of samples
, the next samples was selected and
gathering the information was attempted.
The required data were collected by a questionnaire consisting of 20 questions
designed to measure the households’ awareness, based on the common activities of
village health workers in health care homes that are emphasized in primary health care
and were included in educational programs for village health workers. Data were then
analyzed by descriptive and analytical statistics (mean study) (minimum achievable
score was zero and maximum was 31).
Table 1- Frequency of correct answers (villagers' awareness) from health education
programs provided by village health workers
With
Without
Row
awareness awareness
1
Awareness of the age of the
63.5%
36.5%
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

vaccine
Knowledge of the reasons for
vaccination
Aware of vaccine-preventable
diseases
Knowledge of the age of
injection of measles vaccine
Awareness of the time taken
to monitor the growth of
children under one year
Knowledge of nutrition of
children under 5 years of age
Awareness of the health care
program for pregnant women
Awareness of the
effectiveness of contraceptive
methods
Awareness of the right age
for pregnancy
Awareness of effective
measures for having a healthy
pregnancy
Awareness of favorable
distances in the births
Awareness of the risk of
mental retardation children in
pregnancies over 35 years
Awareness of how to make
healthy water
Awareness of the
participatory role of villagers
in health activities
Awareness of the therapeutic
role of ORS in the treatment
of diarrhea
Awareness of how to feed
children with diarrhea
Knowledge of exclusive time
for breastfeeding
Awareness of nonbreastfeeding complications
Awareness of auxiliary
(complementary) nutrition in
infants
Awareness of the steps
needed to lower fever at
home
13

94.4%

4.6%

65.4%

34.6%

13.8%

86.2%

66.8%

32.7%

83.2%

15.9%

79.5%

19.7%

51.9%

47.8%

85.7%

14.3%

74.3%

17%

82.7%

17%

75.1%

24.6%

94.1%

5.4%

34.1%

65.9%

65.7%

34.3%

74.6%

25.4%

48.6%

50.3%

74%

26%

20.3%

79.7%

79.2%

20.8%
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Results
The results obtained in this study show that:
1) The level of awareness of the community in the field of health information
indicates that 13% of the population had good knowledge, 72.7% had moderate
knowledge and 14.3% had a low knowledge.
2) The results of the questions presented in the questionnaire are divided by
the topic of study in table (1).
3) The results showed that 9.2% of the subjects in the study did not know
the name of any preventable disease with the vaccine, 25.4% only referred to a disease
and 35.4% referred to two diseases preventable with vaccine and 29.5%, were familiar
with three or more than 3 diseases. 50.8% of the subjects in the study had a good
knowledge on conditions of a healthy pregnancy, and 7% had no information about
this. Knowledge of contraceptive methods is presented in table (2). The mean score of
awareness (Knowledge) in terms of age is presented in table (3).
4) The mean score of awareness (Knowledge) in terms of literacy shows that
the illiterate group awareness is 17.19 and in the literate group about 21, which oneway analysis of variance shows with p=0.00001 this difference significant. The mean
score of villagers' awareness of health information in terms of the age of the youngest
child is presented in Table (4).
5) This study showed that the mean score of men's knowledge about health
information is 15.4 and in women is 20.3, which the group test shows this difference
with p=0.001 significant.
6) In addition, 78.3% of the studied population introduced village health
workers as the source of their education and 11.1% of the community members
mentioned their relatives and acquaintances as the source of education, and 7.3% also
introduced mass media (broadcasting) and 3.3% of them personal studies as a source
of education.
Table 2 .Frequency distribution of villagers' awareness of contraceptive methods in
terms of the number of methods
Number of methods
Number
Percentage
Knows none of the methods
47
13.7
Knows one method
43
11.6
Knows two methods
55
14.9
Knows three methods
97
26.2
Knows four methods
81
21.9
Knows five methods
47
12.7
Table 3 The mean score of knowledge in the field of health information based on the
age of the studied population
Knowledge score Mean score of
Standard
P value
Age (year)
knowledge
deviation
Less than 15
19.70
6.33
0.00001
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15-25
26-35
36-45
Up to 45

21.64
19.5
19.01
15.43

4.30
5.31
4.29
5.74

Discussion and conclusion
Supervising and monitoring the performance of human resources is one of the
functions of management and leadership, and is a general measure to ensure that
employees are effectively able to perform their activities and become more qualified in
their work.3
In each health system, human resources and their management, and the
assessment of human resource abilities are of great importance. In the total quality
management, human resources as a factor of production (generating health conditions
in the community) should be monitored continuously in two directions of program
improvement and promotion of quality of the produced product (service).
The results of this study, which was to evaluate the performance of village
health workers in the field of community health education programs, showed that
85.7% of the population in the field of common health activities in country had
relatively good information and in the overall judgment on health education programs
provided by village health workers, it can be said that their performance has been very
good in this regard, and by providing more comprehensive health programs and
appropriate methodology, the level of awareness of the community can be increased
to a more acceptable level.
Based on the results presented in table 1, rural households' awareness of the
EPI program is highly desirable and more than 60% of households are fully influenced
by EPI programs, which also indicate the utility of vaccination programs in creating
vaccine coverage above 98% in rural areas, as well as good awareness of households.
However, the results of question 4 indicate the fact that despite the fact that village
health workers have provided training on the importance of vaccination, more
information is needed to provide to the public to see more participation from them.
The results of nutrition for children under the age of 5 actually indicate the
effect of training in eliminating this false illusion (belief) that boys are in need of more
nutrition than girls, and 83.2% said that the nutritional needs of both sexes are the
same. Also, the results obtained in relation to the care of pregnant women (table 1) as
well as family planning methods (table 2) show the success of village health workers in
the presentation of educational programs in this area. The results show that rural
families have enough insight about high-risk pregnancy age, and we hope that over the
coming years we will continue to reduce the risk of pregnancy in the at-risk age. In
general, providing educational programs with prenatal care, family planning and
prevention of high-risk pregnancies by village health workers show the success of
PHC's primary health care in maintaining and promoting healthy lifestyle.
3

D. M. Flahollet, M Beyot, L. Franklin, Management of Health Center Staff, translated by M. Akbari, & Is.
F. Majlesi, Isfahan, Isfahan Publishing House, 1992.
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However, in this case, the public education of the community should be
considered through broadcasting (mass media) and their role should be studied in
raising awareness of the community.
Also, the results show that rural households have not realized the importance
of public participation in the implementation of the health plan (table 1), and after
more than 15 years of activity in the health care home, they were still not aware of
their responsibility in rural health activities and they considered village health workers
being responsible for health activities.
Mothers' awareness on dealing with diarrheal diseases and the importance of
breastfeeding is also indicative of the success of village health workers and the
effectiveness of educational activities provided by village health workers.
The obtained results in table 3 show that age groups of 20 to 30 had the
highest awareness that considering the possibility of the impact of mass media on
increasing the knowledge of all rural households and taking into account the fact that
this age group have the most visit to the health home, therefore, is the acceptable
information provided by rural households related to the performance of village health
workers. Given that the level of awareness of rural men is less than that of women,
appropriate measures should be taken to account to provide health education by male
village health workers. The results showed that 85.7% of the studied population in the
village had a moderate and high level of knowledge which indicates the effectiveness
of educational activities of village health workers. With the emphasis on continuation
of educational activities of village health workers, it is expected that in the near future,
self-empowerment and self-care and participation of villagers in all health issues in the
village.
Considering that in this study, 78.3% of the subjects studied had introduced
village health workers as their educational resources, and because in public education,
mass communication media have less pointed out to issues such as vaccination,
childhood monitoring, ORS therapy, safe water supply and prevention (contraceptive)
methods, so it seems that the highest amount of information in the study group, has
been transmitted through village health workers.
The results obtained in other countries such as Pakistan, Nigeria, Indonesia,
Guinea, Colombia, Ecuador and Thailand4 represent a significant role for village
4

A. Sadeghi Hassan Abadi, Public Health Generalities, 6th edition, Shiraz, Shiraz University of Medical
Sciences, Shiraz, 1994; DC. Akpovi Su. Jhonson, W. R. Briger, "Guinea worm control: testing the
efficacy of health education in primary care," in International journal of health education, XXIV (1981), no. 4,
p. 229-237; K. M. Ahamed MS..EL-Tahir "The role of village leaders in the implementation of
multidrug therapy for leprosy," in Leprosy Review, LXVII (1996), no. 1, p. 39-46; H. Brown Barrett, A.
Brown, "Health, hygiene and maternal education: evidence from the Gambie," in Social science in medicine,
VIIL (1996), no. 11, p. 1579; W. R. Beriger, "Health education to promote community involvement in
the control of tropical diseases," in Acta tropical, LXI (1996), no. 2, p. 93 - 106; B. A. Berman, "Village
health worker in Jawa Indonesia: Coverage and equity," in Social science in medicine, XIX (1984), no. 4, p.
411-422; Twong W. Chongsuviva, "Impact of training of village health volunteers in reduction of
morbidity from acute respiratory infection in childhood in southern Thailand," in Southeast Asian journal
of tropical medicine and public health, XXVII (1996), no. 2, p. 333-338; D. Elkins et al, "Toward reducing the
spread of HIV in northeastern Thai village: evaluation of a village based intervention," in AIDS16
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health workers in promoting awareness of the community as well as controlling
diseases and improving the delivery of services and care. The information obtained in
this study also confirms the results of these studies.
Considering the usefulness of the provision of health services depends on the
performance of health care staff at the level of service provision, so doing such
studies, in addition to clarifying the present status of the service delivery system, can
determine the role of identifying the problems and barriers to achieving optimal health
based on which we be able to work more efficiently in community health
management.

Education prevention, IX (1994), no. 1, p. 49-69; A. Kroeger, R. Meyer, "Health education for community
based malaria control: an international study in Ecuador, Colombia and Nigeria," in Tropical medicine and
international health, VI (1996), no. 1, p. 836-846; Then Ch. Lin P. Chou Ch., "A hypertension control
program in yu-chi," in Taiwan Journal of medical association, DCCCCLXI (1997), no. 8, p. 613-620; A. Biloo
Mehnaz, A. G. T. Yasmeen, "Detection an management of pneumonia by community health worker - a
community intervention study in Rehri village, Pakistan,” in Journal of Pakistan medical Association, IIIL
(1997), no. 2, p. 42-45.
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Abstract. Background: Introduction: Establishing an effective communication with patients is an
essential aspect of nursing care. However, most of studies described the nurse-patient relationship as weak.
Recognition of barriers in nurse-patient’s effective communication from their point of view could facilitate the
actions need to be taken for removing such barriers. The study aimed at assessing barriers of nurse-patient’s
effective communication from nurses and patients’ viewpoints and to compare them.
Method: This study was qualitative study. Participants were 8 Iranian registered nurses working in
educational hospital and 10 family members and 4 physician in Kerman, Iran. Non –structured interviews
were used for data collection. All interviews were transcribed verbatim and simultaneously Constant
comparative analysis was used according to the Strauss and Corbin method.
Results: Through data analysis, 3main themes emerged to describe the factors that hindered or
facilitated Communication process. As for factors that facilitated nurses to communicate with family member, it
was found that the values and moral of nurse patient relationship, recognizing patients' needs, nurses'
responsibility, nurses’ commitment, in Communication process between ICU team with and family’s members.
Conclusions :The study revealed there is some facilators factor in communication between nurse’s and
patient's family. Thus health manager should put their attempts on supporting and auxiliary the most
important facilators announced by nurses and patients, especially on factors which both groups reported.
Key words: facilators, Nurse-patient communication, Effective communication.

Introduction
The lack of communication between the family and the therapeutic team
brings a lot of anxiety and tension to both sides, especially when a member of the
family dies. In any case, when communication is good, family members feel that they
will get the best results.1 On the other hand, the lack of effective communication with
the patient and his/her family for the therapeutic team is also a major source of stress.
Therefore, according to a number of nurses, patients and physicians providing
accurate information and to communicate effectively with the patient's family is
necessary.2 In intensive care units, not only there is a need to provide information to
the patient and the family about diagnosis, prognosis and treatment, but also should
help the patient's family to achieve the goals of the treatment, and support them in
emotional and stressful situations at any time.3 Many studies have shown that
communication plays a major role in decision making for patient, as Angus (2003)
1

K. E. Maxwell, D. Stuenkel, C. Saylor, "Needs of family members of critically ill patients: A
comparison of nurse and family perceptions," in Heart & Lung, XXXVI (2007), no. 5, p. 367-376.
2 E. Wittenberg-Lyles, J. Goldsmith, S. Sanchez-Reilly, S. Ragan,. "Communicating a terminal prognosis
in a palliative care setting: Deficiencies in current communication training protocols," in Social Science &
Medicine, LVI (2008), p. 2356-2365.
3 M. J. Johnsone, O. Kanitsaki, T. Currie, "The nature and implications of support in graduate nurse
transition programs: An Australian study," in Journal of Professional Nursing, XXIV (2008), no. 10, p. 4650.
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suggested that health services should be more patient-centered than clinically-based.
This suggestion was a move toward providing a participatory model for decisionmaking based on the beliefs of the patient and his family, and there is no place more
important than intensive care unit to participate in decision-making for the patient,
where the family of patients should take the most difficult decisions for their beloved
ones.4
There is also evidence of the need to improve communication between the
family and the health care (therapeutic) team in intensive care. In the case of existence
of problems such as lack of communication education, high workload, experience
level, stress level and cultural differences, efforts to get effective communication is not
possible, and if these problems are fixed, communication will not be a problem.5 Since
there has been no research in Iran for facilitators of communication, the researcher
decided to do a qualitative research in order to obtain more information in this field.
The purpose of this research is to identify the experienced factors facilitating the
communication between families and the therapeutic team of intensive care units in
the hospitals of Kerman.
Research method
According to the purpose, qualitative study was used to conduct this research
and to find out more about the study of facilitators of communication process
between family and personnel in the intensive care units according to the purpose.
Research environment in this study, intensive care units of educational hospitals in
Kerman, were studied. For the interview, firstly the purposeful sampling was carried
out and then continued theoretically and the sampling continued until the data
saturation. The participants in this study were 10 families of patient, 8 nurses and 4
physicians. The age range of participants was between 18 and 50 years old. Two of the
nurse participants had a master's degree in nursing, and the rest of the participants had
a nursing degree and the families of patients were illiterate to baccalaureate. Initially,
the purpose of the research, the interview method, and the right of individuals to
participate in the study or refusal of it was explained to the participants, and informed
consent was obtained from them. An unstructured and in-depth interview was used to
collect data. In the interview question, in general, participants expressed their
experience in communicating with the patient's family. The duration of the interview
was forty-five minutes to one hour and a half with an average of one hour, which was
individually guided. All interviews were recorded and then written word to word to be
analyzed. Qualitative content analysis was used to analyze the data. In this study, using
this method, based on the descriptions of the participants in the study, the explicit and
implicit concepts were recognized, the concepts were codified, summarized and
4

D. C. Angus, A. E. Barnato, W. T. Linde-Zwirble, L. A. Weissfeld, R. S. Watson, T. Rickert, G. D.
Rubenfeld, "Use of intensive care at the end of life in the United States: An epidemiologic study," in
Critical Care Medicine, XXXII (20004), no. 3, p. 638-643.
5 C. Heaven, J. Clegg, P. Maguire, "Transfer of Communication Skills Training from Workshop to
Workplace: The Impact of Clinical Supervision,"in Patient Education and Counselling, LX (2006), p. 313–
325.
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categorized and themes were extracted. The codes were extracted from the description
of the participants based on units of meaning, and then classified according to
differences or similarities. It was trying to have the most homogeneity within the
classes and the greatest heterogeneity between the classes and do not include any data
within the two classes. For classification of data one note software was used. Finally,
the data were analyzed in three ways. In order to validate the data, similar to the
validity and reliability of quantitative research, the researchers' acceptance method, the
review of handwritten notes with the participants, the review of the supervisors and
the complementary views of the colleagues were used. In this research, the principles
of confidentiality of information and informed consent for interviewing and recording
were observed. The right to withdraw from research at any time as one of the ethical
considerations was observed.
Findings
Analysis of the participants’ manuscripts about communication, led to the
formation of the three categories of values and beliefs of the spiritual care team and
the mutual understanding of the facilitators of communication classes, each of which
was subcategory. This means that communication is conducted in different ways
between families and the care team.
1.
The values and beliefs of the care team
Responsibility, conscience and accountability towards the patient and patient's
family were one of the most important values and beliefs of the nurse and physician in
communicating with families. Many families acknowledged that they felt satisfied with
the care team being responsible and understanding them. A nurse participant says, "I
think it should be explained to the patient's companions, because the companions are
worried, they are far from the patients, and they want to know what their conditions
are. If this was not a law, but was our human duty to worry the family, while we have a
duty to do this, we are human, and have conscience and affection (p. 6).
Conscientiousness and commitment are one of the most important factors in
communicating with the patient's family. If a person has awake conscientious, then
there is no need for law and regulations, and listening to the conscience will solve
many problems. “Providing information to the family of patients is a nurse's
supporting roles. When we give information to families, in some way we support them
and support them spiritually, tell them we understand them, we will give families
responsibility” (p. 12).
2.
Spiritual attention
Hope – No matter how much hope recovery is for the patient, yet the family
of patients wants to hear the hope from the language (words) of the care team. Even if
they are false, they want to hear that lie. One of the nurses said: "Futile hope is not
right, but disappointment is also not; giving false hope, which says that the patient is
getting well, will increase the expectation of the companion, and in his mentality,
he/she does not consider his/her sick person ill; the patient's actual condition must be
told to the patient’ companion, the facts must be told in such a way that the patient’
companion isn’t exposed to mental illness, said he had to tell the facts with the patient
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that he would not suffer from mental illness. God's will must be the end of sentences,
it may patient’s companion accept the condition of the patient when he does not have
good conditions, but when you say, whatever the God wants, he/she calms down, we
do not give him hope and nor disapprove him"(p. 3).
Driving to religion - Nurses, with consolation to the family, when families
think that they have no hope, will push them toward religious practices and the
remembrance of God, to somewhat reduce the family's concerns and discomfort, and
they can make these bitter and painful moments more tolerable. In fact, one can say
that they have a spiritual connection with the family. Another participant said: "This
unit is really sensitive and the patient is suffering from death. It is the last place and we
should hope and pray to God (p 5).”
3.
Mutual understanding
Empathy - One of the points that patients often pay attention to is that if a
nurse can put himself in the patient’s condition and look at things in his/her eyes,
many patients will find that the problems will be solved. If the care team understands
the patient’s family, many problems will be solved. One of the participants said, "They
understood me spiritually, when I spoke, I would have been mentally better."6
Gaining confidence and sympathy for the family - In other words, families
demanded the empathy and trust of the care team. They considered the nursing
sympathy more closeness and more intimacy with the nurse, and a feeling of pleasure
was created in them, another participant stated that "the relationship with us has been
good and they communicated psychologically-emotional with us. If the patient is good
and has no problems, they would give us information, they told us that the patient was
recovering and understandable, we were convinced by the conversations they were
making and two other three people we encountered were good”.
The families of patients need this trust very thoroughly, and this confidence
makes them worry greatly reduced. "The ICU is very horrific. I did not know how it
would be." The nurses were good, sympathetic, and they said, do not worry, we had a
lot of like these patients, or worse, they were treated, really I trusted them and my
heart would calm down. The family of patients hospitalized in ICU really needs to be
comforted. They quickly trust the nurses who comfort them (p. 7). The family of
patients will have an internal trust in the care team, so that they feel that the care team
members do their best to take care of their patients. When they encounter with the
feelings and emotions of the nurses, a good feeling is created in them. Patients in the
face of such sentiment feel closeness with nurse, feel more affectionate to him and
feel him more emotionally.
Discussion and conclusion
The results of this study were categorized into three categories: values and
beliefs, spiritual attention and mutual understanding.
The people who serve in the care team come up with a set of ideas and values
into this profession. They adhere to a set of principles. Among these values are
6

Ibidem, p. 313 – 325.
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accountability, conscientiousness, responsibility, conscience and commitment, respect
for patient's rights, human dignity, justice and respect for the patient and patient's
family. If the care team is constantly up to these values and beliefs, the consequence is
the satisfaction of patients and their families. Also, the mutual understanding between
the patient's family and the care team comes when they put themselves in place of
patients and their families and understand them, which will make them more closely
connected with the patient's family. The care team looks at all patients in one eye and
does not discriminate between them. Conscious consent is one of the patient's rights
and one of the principles of the patient's charter. The staff of intensive care unit
should also provide patients with general, non-specialized, explanations about what
patients are signing up to. Bloomer (2011) also said in a study on communicating with
the family of patients admitted to the intensive care unit that considering the high risk
of mortality in intensive care unit and given the patient's condition is not predictable
in these areas, nurses are obliged to provide clear and accurate information to family
of patients who are in the ends of life so that they can make the best decision for their
patient or visit him.7
The nurse should have characteristics such as kindness, empathy, etc., and
affect the patient during clinical care. This is also reported in the study conducted by
Norman et al. (2008): Patients who have reported high levels of satisfaction have been
impressed by the great attention of the nurse and her/his empathy. Also, due to lack
of sufficient information about their illness and unfamiliarity with the environment are
in a difficult and insecure situation, they need to be empathized and well- comforted
by the staff.8 Interviews and observations made in this study also showed that family
members will feel comfortable when the care team communicates with them using
communication techniques and skills and explain them about the unknown
environment of ICU.9 Cleary et al. (2001) also believe that organizations that allow
nurses to privately provide nursing care or be able to communicate more closely with
the family of patients will lead to greater empathy and better communication.10
Ramsey et al. (2012) also stated in their studies that the more patients' families would
be understood by the staff, the more satisfied they would be.11 Families are affected by
nurse behaviors and nursing quality, which leads to a positive and desired relationship
7

Melissa Bloomer, Susan Lee, "End of life clinician-family communication in ICU: a retrospective
observational study - implications for nursing," in Australial Journal of Advanced Nursing, XXVIII (2011),
no. 2, p. 17-22.
8 V. Norman, D. N. Rutledge, A. Keefer-Lynch, G. Albeg, "Uncovering and Recognizing Nurse Caring
From Clinical Narratives," in Holistic Nursing Practice, XXII (2008), no. 6, p. 324-335.
9 Mohamadi Ghods A., E. Z. Vanaki A. Kazemnejad, "The meaning of patient satisfaction of
nurses:qualitative study," in Journal of medical history and ethics, IV (2010), no. 1, p. 46-61. Registered
nurses association of British Columbia; nurse-client relationships: stablishing prefesional relationships
and maintaining appropriate boundaries; 2003, 2 page www.rnabc.bc.ca Research. 2005; 15(9): 12771288.
10 P. D. Cleary, B. J. McNeilm "Patient satisfaction as an indicatore of quality care. Inquiry," in
Contemporary Nurse, X (2001), no. 1-2, p. 91-101.
11 Jennifer Ramsey, "Family-Physician Communication," in The Intensive Care Unit. Meeting Abstracts,
CVIIL (2012), no. 4, p. 757A.
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between the nurse and the patient's family, which, of course, requires a responsible,
kind, careful, calm and encouraging nurse 12
Final conclusion
The results of this research could lead to the discovery of the real and
underlying meaning of the communication process between the care team and the
patient's family. A definition beyond and differed with the meaning that experts or
managers provide based on their mentality and ideal. With greater awareness of
facilitators of communication, the creation of new rules and regulations, and the use
of creative learning methods in teaching communication to care team and
enforcement of rules in practice and implementing a patient-centered approach in the
clinical settings, communication can be effectively created. The care team will be in
touch with the patient's family because of having a spirit of altruism and
communication skills, and in terms of clinical and ethical qualities.
Table 1 Facilitators of communication between care team and families)
The ethical values and beliefs
Attention and recourse to
mutual understanding
of the care team
Spirituality
1. Responsibility And
1. Giving hope
1. Psychological support
Accountability
2. Religious beliefs
2. Empathy
2. Respect For Patient's
3. Recourse to God and
3. Physical support
Rights
Imams
Patient privacy
3. Trust
8. Prayer and benediction
4. The nature of the disease
4. Commitment And
5. Patience
Conscientiousness
6. Kindness and
5. Dutifulness (Loyalty)
Compassion
6. Respect For Personality
7. Secrecy
And Human Dignity
7. Impartiality

12

Joanna J. Bailey, Sabbagh Melanie, G. Carmen, Loiselle Johanne Boileau, Lynne McVey, "Supporting
families in the ICU: A descriptive correlational study of informational support, anxiety, and satisfaction
with care," in Intensive and Critical Care Nursing, XXVI (2010), p. 114-122.
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The Effectiveness of Educational Parenting Skills on Mothers' Self-esteem*
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Abstract. Parenting is one of the most challenging tasks of parents. Parents often have concerns
about how to deal adequately with their children. On the other hand, self-esteem has been a factor in mental
stress adjustment, and it has a great impact on the fields of family relationships and the parent-child
relationship. Therefore, parenting education can be effective on levels of self-esteem. The present study was a
pretest-posttest and control group educational intervention design that the sample consisted of 50 mothers of
elementary school children who were selected from urban schools by multi-stage sampling. The instruments used
in this study were researcher-made demographic questionnaires, Cooper Smith self-esteem questionnaire, and
educational package for parenting skills of the Ministry of Health. Data were analyzed using SPSS software.
For data analysis, variance analysis was used first, but due to lack of assumptions of analysis of variance, Ttest was used. The results of t-test showed a significant difference between the scores compared to post-test and
pre-test. Maternal parenting skills significantly increased the self-esteem of mothers in the experimental group
compared to the control group, which indicates a positive effect of this intervention.
Keywords: parenting, education, mother's role, results of educational parenting skills.

Introduction
Self is one of the fundamental variables for adaptation and is also one of the
main components for research on parenting practices and an ultramodern feature,
which is affected by the ethical action. In addition, self-esteem is one of the important
factors of growth, which, on the one hand, deals with the behavior of the family
system1 and, on the other hand, is related to its own beliefs and excitement.2 The
concept of self-esteem is the amount of value people place in their self. A high level of
self-esteem represents a positive assessment of self. People experience the desire and
passion for self-esteem as a basic need. Because self-esteem has a significant impact on
decision-making power, initiative, creativity, innovation and mental health.3 Selfesteem is a moderator of psychological stress and has a great impact on the fields of
family relationships and parent-child relationship.4 A person who has high self-esteem
has a high sense of self-esteem and can easily confront anxiety-threatening threats and
events. What a mother needs to have healthy children. Mothers with low self-esteem
do not feel well about themselves and their social and family roles and have a low self*

Acknowledgement: This research was funded by the Research Center for Determinants of Health of
Sabzevar University of Medical Sciences (Research Deputy of Sabzevar University of Medical Sciences)
and has an ethical code number of IR.Medsab.Rec.1395.87.
1 P. R. Amato, F: Fowler, "Parenting practices. Child adjustment and family diversity.," in Journal of
marriage and the family, LIV (2002), p. 703-716.
2 J. W. Santrock, A topical approach to life-span development, 3rd edition, New York, McGraw-Hil, 2007.
3 N. Branden, Breaking free, Los Angles, Nash Publishing, 1970.
4 R. F. Baumeister, Self-esteem: the puzzle of low self-regard, New York, NY Plenum Press, 1993.
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concept. Low self-esteem and inability to convey a sense of disability and inability to
perform parental duties have the greatest impact on parental stress.5 If parents feel the
disadvantages and weaknesses of their child's education, they will experience severe
stress and low self-esteem and gradually develop depression and other mental health
problems. And these issues affect their ability to effectively train.6 Given the
importance and importance of teaching parenting skills with the goal of educating
healthy and efficient children, the lack of these skills will reduce the value of the
mother.7 Parents are factors that influence the lives of children. Throughout history,
they have been caring for the child, teaching, discipline, and managing the child's life.
They are considered as the primary and fundamental factors of social change and
socialization.8 Hence, child-rearing is a relatively new area that has focused on research
attention since the 1970s, and since then, many approaches have been taken to
prevent and resolve parent-child problems.9 Parenting skills are the methods parents
use to educate their children and expresses the attitudes they have towards their
children. It also includes the standards and rules that are set for their children. These
skills include learning about how children grow up and behave, and how they should
be expected from each age, learning positive and effective ways to cope with
inappropriate behaviors, gaining confidence in affection and affection Listen to
children and learn well, and speak explicitly.10 Parenting is one of the most challenging
tasks of parents. Parents often have concerns about how to deal with children. Very
few parents are prepared for this important task and they are trained. A child's birth
along with a sense of happiness brings with it a level of concern and stress in the
family.11 Excessive stress due to lack of information on child rearing can lead to
depression, anxiety, and aggression, and increase negative evidence of self-esteem and
reduce self-esteem,12 as opposed to when parents believe incompetence in parental
affiliation, they also show great competence in using parental skills, which increases

5

S. Franzoi Social Psychology, translated by M. Firozbakht, 4th edition, Tehran, Rasa Publication, 2001.
Y. Costin, C. Lichle, A. Hill-Smith, "Parent group treatments for children with oppositional defiant
disorder," in Australian E-Journal for the Advancement of Mental Health, III (2004), no. 1. Available at:
http://www.auseinet.com/journal/vol 3 iss 4/ Costin. Pdf., accessed 12. 01. 2018.
7 K. Klynkeh Life skills, translated by Sh. Mohammadkhani Gh. Abedi, Tehran, Toloe Danesh, 2005.
8 M. J. Breismeister, E. C. Schaefer, Hand book of parent training, Helping parents prevent and solve problem
behaviors, 3rd edition, New York, John wiley & sons Press, 2007.
9 Z. Stanbor,. "Monit in psychology," in American psychological Association, 2006.
10 M. Mehrabi Honarmand, B. Najariyan S. H. Bahriyni, "The relationship between parenting style and
mental health and Coordination of the components of the self-concept, "in The journal psychology, XIII
(2000).
11 S. Kücüker, "The family-focused early intervention programme: evaluation of parental stress and
depression," in Early Child Development and Care, CLXXVI (2006), no. 3-4, p. 329-341.
12 S. Hee Sun, K. Jeong Mee, "Analysis of Relationships between Parenting Stress, Maternal
Depression, and Behavioral Problems in Children at Risk for Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder,"
in JKorean Acad, XL(2010), no. 3, p. 453-461; M. Hintermair, "Parental resources, parental stress, and
socioemotional development of deaf and hard of hearing children," in Journal of Deaf Studies and Deaf
Education, XI (2006), p. 493–513.
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self-esteem in parents.13 Research has shown that parenting in parenting education
programs can reduce the behavioral problems of children and reduce anxiety and
depression and increase self-esteem in parents.14 Educational intervention can reduce
stress and improve parental care by creating a sense of competence and increasing the
level of self-respect in the proper role of parents through social networking support.15
Two important dimensions of parenting, namely, care and education, in addition to
creating a sense of competence, can be combined with the difficulty of this
responsibility to feel the pressure and tension in parents and reduce their self-esteem.
Therefore, teaching parenting strategies with the empowerment of mothers can also
increase the strategies. Their childbirth and the reduction of various stresses. And this
leads to effective responses to the needs of the child and increases the well-being of
parents and children.16 With regard to the above issues and the lack of research in this
field, the research was aimed at investigating the effect of parenting skills on mother's
self-esteem.
Method
The study design was experimental design with pretest, posttest and control
group. The control group and control group were 50 people. These were mothers of
elementary school children who are selected from city-level schools by multi-stage
sampling. These individuals are randomly divided into two groups. Both groups
completed Cooper Smith's self-esteem test. The experimental group underwent 6
sessions of training and again tested the self-esteem as a control group. The training
was held in a salon of sessions of one of the schools. Parenting skills were presented
in six group sessions of 90 minutes and weekly, trained by a psychologist and
supervised by a specialist psychologist. The training was based on the educational
package of parenting skills of the health ministry. The following tools were used in
this research.
1- Researcher made demographic questionnaire:
Which includes information such as age, education, occupation, etc.
2- Cooper Smith Self-Esteem Questionnaire:
To assess the self-esteem of the subjects, Cooper's Self-Esteem Questionnaire
(1967) was used. This questionnaire has been widely used in psychological research in
recent years, and its form has 58 articles, 8 of which are polygraphs. If the subject of
the 8th article of the lie detector has more than four grades, it means that the test is
low and the subject attempts to make himself better than that. The method of grading
this test is zero and one. A total of 50 articles are divided into 4 self-esteem scales,
13

F. D. Montigny, C. Lacharite, "Perceived parental efficacy: Concept analysis. child adjustment: A
review," in Clinical Psychology Review, XXV (2005), p. 341-363.
14 M. Kaitz, M. Maytal, "Interaction between anxious mother and their infants :An integration of theory
and research finding," in Journal of infant mental health, XXVI (2005), no. 6, p. 570-597.
15 J. Kotch, D. Browne, V. Durfort, J. Winsor, R. Catellier, "Predicting child maltreatment in the first 4
years of life-from characteristics assessed in the neonatal period," in Child Abuse and Neglect, XXIII
(1999, no. 4, p. 305–319.
16 R. R. Abidin, Parenting stress index (PSI): Manual, Odessa, Psychological Assessment Resources, Inc.,
1990.
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social self-esteem, family self-esteem, and self-esteem. This scale, in addition to the 4
sub-scales, gives a general score. Obviously at least a score that a person can take is
zero and a maximum of 50. Individuals who score more in this test have higher selfesteem. In this way, the person who scored more than 25 in this test has high selfesteem and a person below this amount has low self-esteem. Several studies have
highlighted the validity and reliability of the Cooper Stim's Self-Esteem Questionnaire
(Watkins and Steal, 1980, Ahmad et al., 1985, Chi, 1985, Brinkman et al., 1989)
(quoted by Pazhouh et al., 2007). (26).
Educational package for parenting skills:
Skills training is based on the educational package of parenting skills of the
health ministry. This educational package focuses on parental skills for parents of
children aged 2 to 12 years by the Iranian Child and Adolescent Psychiatry Association
and at the request of the Ministry of Mental, Social, and Addiction Affairs of the
Ministry Health, Medicine and Medical Education of the country. To collect this
program, the most up-to-date and diverse collections of parenting in the world and
the experience of psychiatric and pedagogical professors in the field of children and
adolescents have been used. This tutorial has a handbook and a workbook for parents.
Prepared by the Ministry of Health (Dr. Zahra Shahrivar and Dr. Fariba Arabgol).
This package is set up in a 6-session program, which is listed below the program of
each session:
Session

Type of program

First
session

Teaching Basics of Child Behavior for Parents

Second
session

Causes of behavioral problems in children and positive relationship

Third
session

Strengthening children's desirable behaviors

Fourth
session

Ordering and Legislative

Fifth
session

Management of inappropriate behaviors
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Sixth
session

Preparation for managing difficult situations and planning for the future

Results:
Covariance analysis was used to analyze the data. The mean and standard
deviation of the pre-test and post-test scores of the groups are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of pre-test and post-test scores in the
study groups
Groups
Control
Experiment

Average pretest
34.68
32.31

Standard
deviation
4.52
4.78

Average posttest
34.63
36.18

Standard
deviation
4.80
5.65

According to Table 2 and Table 3, the assumptions of covariance test included
the normalization of the data due to the lack of significance of the results of
Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests (Table 2) and also the consistency of
variances with regard to the significance of the Levine test (Table 3).
Table 2. Results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests in the examination
of data normalization

Pre-test
scores
Post-test
scores

Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sig.
d Statistic
f
Control group 0.132 2
0.2
2
Examination
0.095 2
0.2
group
2
Control group 0.133 2
0.2
2
Examination
0.105 2
0.2
group
2

Sig.

Shapiro-Wilk
df
Statistic

0.2

22

0.132

0.2

22

0.095

0.2

22

0.133

0.2

22

0.105

Table 3. Levin test results in homogeneity analysis of variances
Pre-test
Post-test

Levene Statistic
0.001
0.798

df1
1
1

Levene Statistic
0.001
0.798

Sig.
0.971
0.377

To investigate the hypothesis of homogeneity of regression slope, the
interactive effect of groups was tested with a pre-test, the results are presented in
Table 4.
As the results of Table 4 show, the interactive effect of the independent and
integral variables in the groups is significant and therefore the regression slope
homogeneity assumption is not established.
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Table 4. Results of covariance analysis Comparison of scores of study groups
Degrees of
Average squares
F
Sig
freedom
Width from
1
19.19
1.98
0.16
origin
Pre-test *
2
393.27
40.70
0.00
Group
Error
41
9.66

Regarding the absence of a presumption of homogeneity of the slope of
regression and the vital importance of this assumption for using covariance analysis, it
is not possible to use this analysis to continue the analysis. Therefore, to analyze the
results and to investigate the effect of the intervention in the experimental group and
comparison of the control group with the t-test was used. The results are presented in
Table 5.
Table 5. Differences between t-test and comparison of post-test and pre-test differences
between groups
t
Degrees of
Sig
freedom
Difference in post-test and pre4.26
42
0.00
test scores

As the results of Table 4 show, the difference between the post-test and the
pre-test scores is significant between the experimental and control groups, which
means that parenting skills training significantly increased the self-esteem of the
mothers in the experimental group as compared to the control group Which indicates
the positive impact of this intervention.
Discussion and conclusion
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of parenting
skills training on mothers' self-esteem. The results showed that the difference between
the post-test and the pre-test scores was significant among the experimental and
control groups, meaning that parenting skills training significantly increased the selfesteem of the mothers in the experimental group as compared to the control group
Indicates the positive impact of this intervention. The results of the research are
consistent with the research that Skotarzak and Lee performed in a group of mothers
in 2015. This study aimed to study the self-efficacy and teaching of parenting skills,
and the results showed that improving maternal self-efficacy strategies and parenting
education strategies and after the training, parents were able to expand their parenting
skills to areas in the home and in the community. Similarly, with the results of
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research,17 also found that the effectiveness of teaching parenting skills on reducing
maternal stress was consistent. That is, the mothers of the experimental group had a
lower level of tension in comparison to the control group mothers. On the other
hand, the children of the mothers in the experimental group showed less behavioral
control group in the mothers' children, and it is also in agreement with the results of
the study,)18 who examined the relationship between self-efficacy and parenting skills
training. The results of this study showed that the improvement of childcare strategies
and practices would make it possible for parents to extend their parenting skills to
various areas of child-rearing at home both in the community. In general, it can be
said that the parenting program Positive has been able to improve the level of selfefficacy of the mother's parents through strengthening the positive behaviors of the
children by the mother, appropriate parenting modeling, integrating the level of
knowledge and ability of mothers, and creating effective parent-child interactions and
providing social support. In explaining the results of the study, it can be said that if
parents, especially mothers, feel unworthy and poorly educated in the child, they
experience severe stress and low self-esteem and gradually become depressed and have
other mental problems and their self-esteem with These issues affect their ability to
effectively train, and it can be said that due to the value and importance of teaching
child-raising skills with the goal of educating healthy and efficient children, the lack of
these skills will lead to a reduction in valuable in the presence of the mother. Parenting
skills are the methods parents use to educate their children. And expresses the
attitudes they have towards their children. It also includes the standards and rules that
are set for their children. These skills include learning about how children grow and
behave, and how they should be expected to behave from age, learning positive and
effective ways to cope with inappropriate behaviors, gaining the ability to reassure and
love children and good listening and expressive conversation. Parenting is one of the
most challenging tasks of parents. Parents often have concerns about how to deal with
children. Very few parents are prepared for this important task and they are trained.
The birth of a child along with a sense of happiness brings with it a level of concern
and stress in the family. Excessive stress due to lack of information on child rearing
can lead to depression, anxiety and aggression, and negative attributes for self-esteem
and reduce self-esteem. On the contrary, when parents have the right to parental
authority, they also show great value in using parental skills, which will increase their
self-esteem in their parents. Research has shown that parenting in parenting education
programs can reduce the behavioral problems of children and reduce anxiety and
depression and increase self-esteem in parents . Educational intervention can reduce
stress and promote parental care by creating a sense of competence and increasing the
level of self-respect in the proper role of parents through social networking support.
And while the parents in our country currently do not see any formal education about
17

B. Ajilchi, A. Borjali A. Janbozorgi "The Effectiveness of Positive Parenting Program on the reducing
maternal stress," in Journal of clinical psychology studies, IV (2011), no. 16.
18 M. R. Sanders. M. L. Woolly, "The relationship between maternal self-efficacy and parenting
practices: implications for parent training Child," in Journal of Care, Health, and Development, XXXI (2005),
no. 1, p. 65-73.
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this, while the training is for parents, except parenting needs. We all know that doing
things like driving, cooking and so on is needed. Learning that skill. Perhaps the
results of these studies will make the training compulsory and part of the formal
education program to see its positive outcomes in the advancement of society and the
scientific training of the next generation.
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Abstract. Quality of nursing care and nurses' performance in the field of patient care are influenced
by professional values. It seems that adherence to professional values can reduce enormous consequences in
nurses’ performance. The present study was carried out to determine the correlation between professional values
and burnout of nurses. This descriptive correlation study was performed on 388 nurses working in one of the
medical universities of Tehran, capital of Iran. The nurses were selected using the convenience sampling method.
The data collection was done using Nurses Professional Values Scale-Revised (NPVS-R) and burnout
inventory. Data were analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistics by use of Stata software version 13.
The results of this study showed that there is a significant and reverse correlation between all aspects of
professional values with the mean score of severity of burnout (p = 0.001). The improvement of professional
values in nurses decreases nursing burnout. By educating these values and developing strategies, nurses’
motivation to deliver service can be increased and. their burnout can be prevented.
Keywords: professional values, occupational burnout, nurses.

Introduction
Nursing is a profession that decisions made by nurses directly affect the health
of the patient. On the other hand, the work environment of nurses in Iran, along with
other countries, appears to be more complicated than ever before due to factors such
as lack of manpower, technological progress, care management and patient diversity,1
which this complexity has increased nurses’ ethical dilemmas when making decisions
and providing care.2 To work in these situations, nurses need to have the ethical
knowledge and unifying professional values in the workplace so that when dealing
with a moral dilemma, these values can be used to solve the problem. If hospitals and
health institutions have a moral atmosphere, nurses will be more committed to work.3
Ethical conflicts and increased conflicts between the personal, professional and
organizational values of health care facilities are increasingly increasing due to rapid
technological changes.4

1 F. Borhani, M. Keshtgar, A. Abbaszadeh, "Moral self-concept and moral sensitivity in Iranian nurses,"
in Journal of Medical Ethicsm IV (2015), no. 8, p. 4.
2 V. Zamanzadeh, M. Rassouli, A. Abbaszadeh, A. Nikanfar, H. Alavi-Majd, A. Ghahramanian, "Factors
Influencing Communication Between the Patients with Cancer and their Nurses in Oncology Wards,"
in Indian Journal of Palliative Care, XX (2014), no. 1, p. 12-20.
3 F. Akbarizadeh, F. Jahanpour, A. Hajivandi, "The Relationship of General Health, Hardiness and
Spiritual Intelligence Relationship in Iranian Nurses," in Iranian Journal of Psychiatry, VIII (2013), no. 4, p.
165-167.
4 D. J. Barbara, T. A. Iacobucci, D. M. Q. Griffin, "Professional values, self-esteem, and ethical
confidence of baccalaureate nursing students," in Nursing ethics, XX (2013), no. 4, p.479-490.
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Working conditions, service and care limitations, and the existence of different
forms of motivations and values around the world, lead to the failure to apply
professional values according to nurses' personal beliefs and attitudes. Therefore,
nurses can not reflect their values and beliefs as social and cultural needs in interacting
with others as service drivers and motivating them to upgrade their performance
levels, resulting in fatigue, depersonalization and a sense of personal success will be
low in them, and one can say that it can be considered a factor in burnout.
Occupational burnout is now considered a public health problem, because in addition
to economic and social costs, it endangers physical and mental health5 and has many
complications in the family, social, individual and organizational life. One of the most
important of these is the absence and leaving of service, sequential delays, various
psychological complaints, conflicts, job changes, and poor quality of patient care and
interpersonal conflicts with colleagues.6 Therefore, the insight and identification of
potential strategies toward the important and effective factors on burnout, while
further research to clarify the causes of burnout can be helpful in protecting nurses in
this profession.7 Thus, the aim of this study was to determine the correlation between
professional values and burnout of nurses in the capital of Iran.
Materials and methods
This is a descriptive-correlational research that 388 nurses from hospitals in
one of the major universities of Iran were selected. Nurses Professional Values ScaleRevised (NPVS-R) and Maslach’s burnout inventory were used to collect data. Validity
of the questionnaires was confirmed by determining the content validity. The
professional values inventory consists of 26 items that include 5 dimensions of care, (9
items), pragmatism (5 items), trust (5 items), professionalization (4 items), and justice
(3 items). This questionnaire is scored based on the Likert scale of five options. The
burnout questionnaire consists of 22 items in three dimensions of emotional
exhaustion, depersonalization and personal achievements within the framework of
professional activity.
This research has the code of ethics IR.SBMU.PHNM.1394.222. The collected
data in this study were analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistics by Stata
software version 13.
Findings
In this study, 388 nurses from different hospitals were enrolled. The mean age
of nurses in this study was 34.02 years (SD: 7.31 years). In terms of gender
distribution, 70.53% (307) were female and 20.47% (79) were male. 143 (36.86%) were
5

J. A. D. B. Campos, J. Maroco, "Maslach Burnout inventory-student survey: Portugal-Brazil crosscultural adaptation," in Revista de saude publica, IVL (2012), no. 5, p. 816-824.
6 F. Cheng, A. F. Meng, T. Jin, "Correlation between burnout and professional value in Chinese
oncology nurses: A questionnaire survey," in International Journal of Nursing Sciences, II (2015), no. 2,
p.153-157.
7 X. Sydney, A. L. Luk, G. D. Smith, "The effects of hazardous working conditions on burnout in
Macau nurses," in International Journal of Nursing Sciences, II (2015), no. 1, p. 86-92.
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single, 60 57.6% (235 persons) were married and 57.5% (10 persons) were other
(divorced or widowed). Among them, 346 (89.18%) had bachelor's degree, 40
(10.31%) had graduate degree and 2 (51.5%) had a doctorate degree. In terms of job
position, 2 (53%) were nursing director, 4.72% (18 persons) were supervisor, 19.9%
(35 persons) were matron and 85.56% (326 nurses).346 of them (89.18%) were
experts, 40 (10.31%) were graduate students and 2 (51.5%) had a Ph.D. In terms of
job position, 2 (53%) were nursing managers, 4.72% (18 persons) were supervisors,
19.9% (35 persons) were matron and 85.56% (326) were nurse.
Table 1 Correlation of professional values with burnout Severity and their dimensions in
nurses

Variables

Mean
Score
of
Severity
of
Burnou
t

Correlatio
n
Coefficient
(R)
Significanc
e Level (pValue)

Profession
al Values

Care
Dimensio
n

Pragmatis
m
Dimension

Trust
Dimensio
n

Professionalizati
on Dimension

-0.206

-0.206

-0.218

-0.273

-0.218

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

Ju
sti
ce
Di
m
en
sio
n
0.
25
9
0.
00
1

Table 2 Correlation between professional values and the frequency of burnout and their
dimensions in nurses working in hospitals affiliated to Shahid Beheshti University of Medical
Sciences in 2016
Variables
Mean
Score of
Frequency
of
Burnout

Correlation
Coefficient
(R)

Professional
Values

Care
Dimension

Pragmatism
Dimension

Trust
Dimension

Professionalization
Dimension

Justice
Dimension

-0.135

-0.071

-0.121

-0.190

-0.132

-0.118

Discussion
The results of this study showed that there is a reverse and significant
correlation between the professional values and the mean score of burnout (and there
is only a direct and significant correlation between professional values and its
dimensions with the intensity of personal success and burnout. According to findings
there was no significant correlation between professional values score and mean score
of job burnout. Only there is a direct (positive) and significant correlation between the
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score of professional values and all its dimensions with the frequency of personal
success rates of job burnout. Only in the dimension of the trust of professional values
with the mean score of the burnout frequency a diverse and significant correlation was
found (p = 0.005). Professional values include a set of ideals and beliefs that create
behaviors and are the basis for guiding nurses' clinical decisions. In fact, these values
are, like a guiding charter, within the framework of professional ethics codes and
guides to action in making ethical decisions . In a study by Cheng et al. 2015, the
results of this study showed that there is a positive and significant correlation between
occupational burnout and the dimension of care of professional values. This finding,
together with the results of Altan's research, confirms the results of the present study.8
Concerning the findings of this study, it can be said that care dimension of
professional values has become more important for nurses since nurses consider care
dimension as the main and most important part of nursing responsibilities and tasks
and perhaps the intrinsic, individual and personality characteristics of nurses as well as
the efficiency and effectiveness of nursing education programs have been involved in
how to prioritize this dimension of professional values.9 In case of failing to
implement this dimension of professional values, due to social, cultural, environmental
and work factors, reduced sense of competence and individual competence,10 lack of
sense of desirability and the ability to successfully perform the task of doing work or
responsibility in relation to others, and negative attitudes and evaluations are occurred
in nurses, thereby causing mental health damage to nurses and predispose them to
burnout.11 Considering the findings of the study on the reverse and significant
correlation between the professional values and the mean score of the frequency of
burnout, we can analyze this way: the dimension of trust is those values that are
related to doing activities in the direction improving clinical competence and getting
advice from other professionals to improve the quality of care for the client. Since all
dimensions of important professional values are complementary then trust dimension
isn’t also irrelevant to care dimension, because it is in connection with clinical activities
for better quality care, thus, it forms patient-nurse relationship and is effective in
nurses' satisfaction with their organizational environment. As a result, nurses will feel
empathy, closeness and accountability, and will increase their positive attitude towards
themselves and their clients, and more energetically, do their job well, thus ensuring
their mental health and preventing burnout. Evidence suggests that personal and
professional values of nurses play an important role in the rate of job burnout, and

8

MD McHugh, Ma C. Wage, "Work Environment, and Staffing: Effects on Nurse Outcomes," in Policy,
politics & nursing practice, XV (2014), no. 15, p. 72-80.
9 F. Borhani, A. Abbaszadeh, S. Moosavi, "Status of human dignity of adult patients admitted to
hospitals of Tehran," in Journal of Medical Ethics and History of Medicine, VII (2014), no. 7, p. 20.
10 F. Jahanpour, A. Paimard ,S. H. Pouladi, F. Azodi, A., Shayan, P. Azodi, M .Vardenjani Molavi, A.
Khalili, "Comparing the Durability of Professional Ethics’ Learning in Two Methods of Group
Discussion and Multimedia Software," in Research journal of medical sciences, X (2016), no. 3, p. 120-123.
11 M. Shahriari, E. Mohammadi, A Abbaszadeh, M. Bahrami, M. M. Fooladi, "Perceived ethical values
by Iranian nurses," in Nurs Ethics, XIX (2012), no. 1, p. 30-44.
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working in an environment that develops professional behavior can lead to less
burnout.12
Conclusion
According to the results, it is suggested that education and promotion of
awareness about professional values and developing social support strategies should
be addressed to create an appropriate environment for professional activities in order
to reduce the burnout in nurses.

12

W. A. N. G. Xia, "Impact of professional practice environment on job burnout of the nurses," in
Journal of nursing administration, VII (2013), p. 5.
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Abstract. Moral courage means the practice of ethical values in the face of moral problems, is
required by ethical professionals such as nursing and its prerequisite is to train and enhance this feature in the
student's period. The purpose of this study was to determine the moral courage of nursing students in Iran. This
descriptive cross-sectional study was carried out in 2017 on 185 samples from Shahid Beheshti University of
Medical Sciences in Tehran. The data were collected using the moral courage questionnaire (Sekerka et al.,
2009) and analyzed using descriptive and analytical statistics in SPSS version 24 software. Mean score of
moral courage for nursing students was 52.75 ± 9.11 (range 15-75). The highest and lowest mean dimensions
were related to moral factor (11.09 ± 2.66) and threat tolerance (9.56 ± 1.71), respectively. The educational
level (p = 0.04) and the choice of nursing with interest (p = 0.04) had a positive and significant relationship
with moral courage.
In this study, the moral status of nursing students was favorable. Given this finding, this moral
attribute can be reinforced in them, so that they can have moral reasoning in the clinical environment and make
the right decisions in the face of moral problems.
Keywords: nursing, moral, courage, Iran Republic, students.

Background and objective
Professional ethics is considered to be important in the world and has a
growing trend, as scientific texts point to the need for ethics to be taught in curricula.1
In the meantime, a profession such as nursing, considered as an ethical effort, must
adhere to ethical principles more than other professions in order to solve moral
problems with the greatest benefit to the patient. From Florentine's point of view,
among the characteristics and individual competencies, moral temperament is an
essential characteristic for a nurse.2 In nursing, moral values such as courage are
needed for professional growth.3 Courage is an attitude and thinking that enables one
to face without any fear against everything that is dangerous, difficult, painful and
hard. From a philosophical point of view, courageous also considered as overcoming
fear.4 Moral courage as the culmination of ethical (moral) behavior means that one,
*

Acknowledgement. The researcher needs to acknowledge and appreciate all the dear students
participating in the research.
1 K. Zegwaard, M. P. Campbell (eds.), Ethics and values: The need for student awareness of workplace value
systems, Philadelphia, WACE World Conference, 2011.
2 O. Numminen, H. Repo, H. Leino-Kilpi, "Moral courage in nursing: A concept analysis, " in Nursing
ethics, 2016:0969733016634155.
3 A. Sadooghiasl, S. Parvizy, A. Ebadi, "Concept analysis of moral courage in nursing: A hybrid model,"
in Nursing ethics, 2016:0969733016638146.
4 W. Nash, SJ. Mixer, P. M. McArthur, A. Mendola, "The moral courage of nursing students who
complete advance directives with homeless persons," in Nursing ethics, XXIII (2016), no. 7, p. 743-53.
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despite difficulties and problems, when faced with a moral problem, act on the basis
of his moral values and stand up to them 5. When individual beliefs and values are
confronted with non-acceptance and agreement, moral courage is manifested 6. Moral
courage entails a sense of fear and action in all circumstances 7, and usually there is no
direct reward for the practitioner, and even a person may incur some disadvantages
.Nurses are also faced with ethical problems in the clinical setting, such as invasive
treatments for dying patients, unnecessary tests (trials), cheating in doing and
reporting of tests, inadequate and incomplete treatment by staff, unfair distribution of
power among employees, etc 8. From the human point of view, nurses need moral
courage to provide acceptable care for the patient, family, and community . The
researches have shown that moral courage is learnable and educational .Today,
bioethical experts believe that professional ethics should be taught and strengthened at
universities so that students can fight the moral challenges in the clinical environment
9
. In recent years, attention has grown to ethical issues and concerns, and the attention
of managers to these concepts is important in planning. However, the concept of
moral courage in nursing students has not been taken into account in domestic
studies, thus the purpose of this study was to determine the moral courage of nursing
students in Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences.
Materials and methods
The present study is a descriptive-cross sectional study conducted in 2017 at
the Faculty of Nursing and Midwifery of Shahid Beheshti University of Medical
Sciences in Tehran, Iran. The study population included all nursing students of Shahid
Beheshti Nursing and Midwifery Faculty in undergraduate, postgraduate and doctorate
degrees. The sample size is estimated at 185 subjects with a prediction of 20 percent
loss. Sampling method was convenience on the basis of the inclusion criterion of
education in one of the undergraduate, postgraduate and doctorate degrees of nursing.
This research was approved by the IR.SBMU.PHNM.1396.765 code at the ethics
committee of the research and technology deputy of Shahid Beheshti University of
Medical Sciences. Oral consent was taken prior to completing the questionnaires.
Data collection was done by Sekerka's (2009) moral courage questionnaire.
This questionnaire has 15 questions and the questions are scored on a Likert scale of 5
options from never (1) to always (5) and include five dimensions of moral factors,
multiple values, threat tolerance, beyond submission and ethical (moral) goals, and
each dimension has 3 questions. Validity of the questionnaire by content validity
5

M. C. Corley, "Nurse moral distress: a proposed theory and research agenda," in Nursing ethics, IX
(2002), no. 6, p. 636-650.
6 S. Osswaald, D. Frey, B. Streicher, "Moral courage," in Justice and conflicts, Springer; 2011. p. 391-405.
7 R. H. Savel, C. L. Munro, "Moral distress, moral courage," in AACN, 2015.
8 R. Mahdaviseresht, F. Atashzadeh-Shoorideh F. Borhani, H. R. Baghestani, "Correlation between
moral sensitivity and moral courage in nurses of selected hospitals affiliated to Tabriz University of
Medical Sciences in 2014," in Journal of Medical Ethics and History of Medicine, VIII (2015), no. 3, p. 27-39.
9 W. Martinez, S. K. Bell, J. M. Etchegaray, L. S. Lehmann, "Measuring moral courage for interns and
residents: scale development and initial psychometrics," in Academic Medicine, IXC (2016), no. 10, p.
1421-1438.
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method was confirmed by experts in previous studies in Iran10 and the reliability of
this questionnaire was 0.83 by using the internal consistency of Cronbach's alpha.
Data analysis was done using SPSS software version 24 and by use of descriptive and
analytical statistics.
Findings
A total of 185 nursing students with a mean age of 22.6 (range 18-35)
participated in this study. Of them, 55.1% were female and 93.5% of them were
single; 85.9% of subjects were undergraduate students, 11.4% were graduate students
and 2.7% of them were Ph.D. students; 83.2% of students had Shiite religion, 15.7%
were Sunni and 1.1% of other religions; 56.2% of participants selected nursing by
interest and 8.1% had a history of ethics course. The mean score of moral courage and
its dimensions in nursing students was 52.75 ± 9.11 with a range of 15-75, which is
higher than the average, which is presented in Table 1, by dimension.
Table 1 The total mean of moral courage and its dimensions in nursing students
Beyond
Threat
Moral
Variable
Moral
Multiple
the
toleranc
(ethical)
dimensions
factor
values
submissi
e
goals
on

Female

11.21±2.
61

10.75±2.
41

9.44±1.
90

10.47±2.
41

10.98 ±
2.35

Male

10.95±2.
73

10.77±2.
8

9.72±1.
45

10.49±2.
48

10.67±2.7
6

P>0.05

P>0.05

P=0.03

P>0.05

P>0.05

Yes

11.29±2.
43

10.95±2.
25

9.66±1.
52

10.72±2.
22

11.04±±2
.14

No

10.83±2.
93

10.51±2.
37

9.44±1.
94

10.17±2.
67

10.58±2.7
9

P=0.02

p>0.05

P=0.04

P=0.02

P=0.00

Gender*

Test result

Choosing
nursing
with
interest

Test result
10

To
tal
me
an
52.
86
±
9.1
3
52.
61
±
9.1
3
P>
0.0
5
53.
68
±8
.43
51.
55
±9
.84
P=
0.0

S. Mohammadi, F. Borhani, M. Roshanzadeh, "Relationship between moral distress and moral
courage in nurses," in Journal of Medical Ethics and History of Medicine, VII (2017), no. 3, p. 26-35.
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4

Single

11.10±2.
70

10.72±2.
31

9.57±1.
75

10.45±2.
45

10.87±2.5
6

Married

10.91±2.
10

11.25±2.
22

9.50±1.
16

10.91±2.
23

10.41±2.3
1

p 0.05

p 0.05

p 0.05

p 0.05

p 0.05

Undergradu
ate

11.08±2.
66

10.62±2.
27

9.53±1.
68

10.55±2.
46

10.8±2.59

Postgraduat
e

10.95±2.
81

11.47±2.
54

9.85±1.
68

10.33±1.
95

10.66±2.3
5

Doctorate

12.20±2.
16

12.00±1.
87

9.40±2.
96

8.60±3.0
4

11.00±2.2
3

p 0.05

p 0.05

p 0.05

p 0.05

p 0.05

Yes

11.86±3.
44

11.06±2.
28

9.80±2.
14

10.00±2.
69

10.40±3.4
8

No

11.02±2.
58

10.73±2.
31

9.54±1.
68

10.52±2.
42

10.88±2.4
2

p 0.05

p 0.05

p 0.05

p 0.05

P=0.01

Marital
status*

Test result

Education
al level *

Test result

Participati
on in
moral
(ethics)
courses

Test result

52.
73
±9
.28
53.
00
±6
.41
p
0.0
5
52.
66
±9
.42
53.
28
±7
.13
53.
20
±7
.29
p
0.0
4
53.
13
±9
.76
52.
71
±9
.08
p
0.0
5

Discussion
Based on the findings of this study, the mean (average) moral courage of
nursing students and their dimensions was higher than the mean (average). In their
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study on moral courage in nurses, Mousavi and colleagues reported the average moral
courage of nurses as desirable.11 In the study conducted by Mahdawi Seresht and
colleagues regarding the correlation between moral courage and moral sensitivity, the
mean (average) moral courage was reported to be high. The average (mean) of moral
courage in the study conducted by Mohammadi et al on the relationship between
ethical distress and moral courage was expressed moderate. In relation to the analysis
of the components of moral courage in the questionnaire, the highest mean was
related to ethical factor and the lowest was the threat tolerance. The ethical (moral)
factor is the inner desire that gives an individual the ability and resolve to solve moral
problems, and in fact creates a sense of responsibility in the individual. This feature
can be very valuable for nurses because such a person spontaneously goes on a moral
path and the nurse who has developed this dimension can provide comprehensive and
inclusive care for the patient and family. The nature of the nursing profession is such
that the nurse may face a lot of ethical issues, and if people entering this profession
are considered ethical actors, they can do the right thing in the right way and develop
the ethics of their profession and be a model for others.12 The threat tolerance means
that the individual, despite the existing threats, remains inclined to behave ethically
and accepts its risks. In the present study, the mean of this dimension is less than
other dimensions, which can be due to various reasons including: the importance of
maintaining a job, lack of organizational support, the ability to tolerate the reactions of
colleagues and friends and ... . The organizational atmosphere and culture play an
important role in promoting this dimension of moral courage. In the clinical setting,
increasing the support of managers, increasing the level of job security and
encouraging people's ethical behaviors can be effective in developing threat
tolerance.13But in terms of promoting this dimension in students, our attention is
directed toward universities and the role of nursing teachers and educators. The
atmosphere at the university should be such as to raise the morale of risk taking and
ethics in students. The role of instructors in internships is very important in this
regard because they are directly linked to the students in the clinical setting and can be
a model for students as a moral person. Given the competitive atmosphere among
students, by encouraging ethical behaviors in them, moral action can be motivated in
others.
The results of the research showed a positive and significant relationship
between gender and the degree of tolerance of the threat, which showed that the mean
of male students was higher than that of a woman, and since this dimension indicates
11

S. S. Moosavi, F. Borhani, A. Abbaszadeh, "The moral courage of nurses employed in hospitals
affiliated to Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences," in Hayat., XXII (2017), no. 4, p. 339-49.
12 B. PGCEA, "Moral distress and moral courage in everyday nursing practice," in Online journal of issues
in nursing, XVI (2011), no, 2, p. 1B.; L. E. Sekerka, L. Godwin, "Strengthening professional moral
courage: A balanced approach to ethics training," in Training & Management Development Methods, XXIV
(2010), no. 5, p. 63-74.
13 F. Borhani T. Jalali, A. Abbaszadeh, A. A. Haghdoost, M. Amiresmaili, "Nurses’ perception of
ethical climate and job satisfaction," in Journal of medical ethics and history of medicine, XXII (2012), p.5; M.
Abbasi, N. Nejadsarvari, M. Kiani et all, "Moral Distress in Physicians Practicing in Hospitals Affiliated
to Medical Sciences Universities," in Iranian Red Crescent Medical Journal, XVI (2014), no. 10, e18797.
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that a person is risk taking, its superiority is justified in male gender. Findings show
that interest in the field can be effective in having ethical courage and making
decisions right in the clinical setting. Participating in medical ethics courses had a
positive and significant relationship with dimension of ethical (moral) goals, this
dimension refers to "setting goals based on ethical virtues," so participating in these
courses can help students target ethics in their decisions and take into account respect,
honest, fair, and other ethical virtues. Of limitations of this study we can refer to use
of convenience sampling, which may reduce the findings generalizability.
Conclusion
This study showed that the moral courage level of nursing students is above
average, which reflects their responsibility in clinical decision-making in dealing with
ethical issues. This positive feature can be taken into account in clinical studies,
education and research, and be more cultivated, because this virtue in nurse helps
providing better care for the patient and family and even at the community level. As
nursing students need to acquire a number of functional abilities prior to entering the
field, they need to be ethically matured, which is essential for completing their clinical
abilities. Given the lack of scientific evidence in this regard, this result could be a
starting point for further evaluations that could find ways to educate this virtue and
other ethical virtues in the students.
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Abstract. Mural paintings which are painted directly on the prepared architectural structure (e.g.
wall or ceiling) are not transferable without the manipulation of their structure. They are defined by material
and spiritual features, as a result of their visual nature which easily communicates with a wide variety of
audiences. In human perspective (as individual or community), they can contain a variety of values that come
from various theoretical and Intellectual foundations and sometimes overlap or differ from each other. In the
perspective of audiences and stakeholders, various positions have been intended for these values. The method
utilized in this study is the descriptive and historic research method and its aim is the expression of theoretical
principles, which focuses on the role of Islamic Persian mural paintings' values in their conservation and
restoration process, likewise the introduction of problems in assessing their values and seeking the knowledge to
determine the natural value of murals and refers to the bilateral relationship between them and the science of
conservation and restoration. To achieve this goal, the typology of values carried by mural paintings is
performed. The identification of values as a skeletal support, will shape conservation plan, and is directly or
indirectly inspired by it simultaneously.
Key words: Iranian Mural-Painting, Value, assessment, Conservation, Typology.

Introduction and Problem Statement
Murals or wall paintings are a type of painting which is created by using paint
directly on the prepared architectural structure (such as the wall or roof) and are not
transferable without manipulation, due to details of the structure. Therefore other
architectural decorations such as tile working, brick working, mirror-biting, carvings,
plaster decorations and lime-molding are unique from this definition. In addition,
based on the given definition in this paper, paintings which are run on pillars and then
installed through a wall (or other architectural structures) are also separated from it.
However, in the various literatures available, especially Persian and Islamic texts
sometimes equivalent word mural is considered as decorative or architectural
decorations which is more general.1
To understand the importance of the existence of a wall painting in an
architectural work it would be better the wall painting be examined in the context of
values which they contain.
In the latter part of the 19th century, the term value was used with a materialist
economic quantitative measurement concept and had realized the value and quantity,
1

S. Moshen Alavinejad, "The concept of mural painting in Islamic art resources," in Journal of analytical
theory, VII (2008), p. 29-17; S. Moshen Alavinejad, Ahmad Nadealian, Kafshchyan Moghaddam, Shirazi
Asghar, "Comparative study on the use of the terms (architectural ornaments) and (wall painting) in
Islamic art resources", Journal of analytical theory, XV (2010), p. 17-5.
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of which the amount was more or metric.2 Although this term was also used as a
metaphor for spiritual matters a while ago. Gradually, this metaphorical application
overcame the major application, even today sometimes value merely is used in the
sense of its spiritual concept and it is forgotten that value is not only placed in
philosophy. It's also one of the most important topics in theoretical economics. For
example, it is said that we are not searching for materials things we are in search of
"values" i.e. for the same spiritual values.3 For the definition of value this article, refers
to observed quality and characteristics directly in the works as it points out the
importance and dignity, in particular positive characteristics (actual and potential). A
perspective of anthropology has been brought to bear in an attempt to understand a
wide range of values and valuation processes of wall painting works.
Protection interventions in these works is defined and justified as well as their
values and characteristics and its effects recognized. In other words, the order of
protection is the safety measures taken on the quality and value of a resource
(Monument), protecting the material and guaranteeing its integrity for future
generations.4 Assessment values of a mural as a reference point and guide played a
significant role in conservational, restoration and financial planning for the future of a
historical site. Therefore, our evaluation of hidden values in a work of wall painting
conservation and restoration informs our manner of protection and restoration of the
wall painting, which is considered a very important preparation in this regard, thereby
sparing desired values significantly. Therefore, we face extensive knowledge in
planning and decision-making on protection methods because the range of values can
be used to evaluate the effects of wall painting.
Research questions
In order to assess the value of Iran's work of wall paintings, this fundamental
question is raised on how the values of an Iranian painting play a role in the protection
process, so the answer can be developed in three levels:
 From the perspective of the method of value evaluation, what are the
available approaches suitable for assessing the value of murals in Iran?
 After identifying the methods, how can their values be derived from the
different perspectives that contribute to the presentation, recognition and protection
of wall painting works?
 How can a wider range of murals be identified, which can be responsive to
the interests and security of maximum audience for optimal conservation management
plan of these works? (Final evaluation and decision-making guidance)
Purposes
2

Civil deserve, "What is the value (Part I)", May 12 90, (access date: 02/10/90), URL:
http://www.anthropology.ir/node/9542, accessed 12. 01. 2018.
3 Hillary, Pantem, "The dichotomy of fact / value", Tehran, Fereydoun Fatemi, Markaz publishing center,
2006.
4 Bernard Feilden, "Valuation in order to Conservation," translated to Farsi by Bahram Mallemi, in The
Seven Cities, XII-XIII (2003).
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The purpose of this paper is to develop criteria for the selection of appropriate
method and tools to assess the values of mural-paintings as a part of a comprehensive
conservation plan of murals of Iran.
Wall painting conservation works are like all works that are a subset of cultural
heritage. It is not simply a technical and stereotype action or an understandable sociocultural activity because it contains the observance of many measures and calculations
that must be considered before and after each intervention (including the use of
different materials and techniques). For the protection of murals, various areas should
be considered such as conscience, religion, social, geographical and a variety of others
on this note. Naturally, the values are different, and sometimes are in conflict with
each other. The murals values are generally based on historical concepts, aesthetics
and archeology, which sometimes are identifiable by specialist's qualitative study so the
data cannot be converted to numerical values. Therefore, no police or one- side
method leads to a complete assessment of the values of the murals. So, it seemingly
combines a variety of methods in various disciplines, which must be applied on a
comprehensive assessment of each of the values of the work. In Conservation
Management Plan and related programs, you need to apply a strategy that includes
diverse views from different fields.
Now In this study, the values of Iranian murals will be considered as a
specialized part of the immovable cultural heritage and its typology is carried out to
explain their role in the process of conservation and restoration because examining of
values are a useful way to understand the context and cultural aspects of social
protection of the species of these works. A comprehensive assessment of the values of
the murals in the country and the integration of values have better planning,
protection, sustainable management and more effective protection will be responsive
to the needs of conservation of mural paintings in contemporary society and future
generations.
Theoretical fundamentals and historical research
Neither in Iran nor abroad has it been written as a source in direct contact
with the Iranian issue of clarifying the role of values in the process of wall painting
conservation works. Although in a more general scale, the explanation of cultural
heritage, with the beginning of the twentieth century in Europe, traces of such
attitudes is detectable.
. Generally, the hidden values have always been considered in cultural heritage
in order to evaluate the characteristics, prioritizing resources and also deciding to
protect them.
Almost all of them recognize that the value of heritage has been changed
throughout history and have different meanings for different operators.
Alois Reigl by development of the concept of the word “voicefulness” Ruskin
has presented a systematic classification of the various values of a monument.5
5 Alois Reigl, "The modern cult of monuments: Its character and its origins," trans. D. Ghirardo and K.
Forster, in Oppositions, XXI (1982), p. 21-51.
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In 1908, in his article "Modern cult of monuments" described and classified
the values of historic, artistic, old, memorial, functional and values of the new division.
He believes that the values have relative and contingent nature. In this regard,
conventions and different opinions also presented various divisions. United Nations
Educational Scientific Cultural Organization has viewed the world heritage values of
the historical, aesthetic, scientific, ethnographic and anthropological armature with the
aim of highlighting the originality (UNESCO, 2011). In Venice Resolution (The
Venice charter, 1964) values with the question of the argument of restoration were
discussed and later in the Burra Charter in 1979 (and revisions thereof), these values
were interpreted more strictly (The Burra charter, 1979,1999 & 2013). However, Sir
Bernard divided all values of work into three main categories, with titles affective,
cultural and other divides that value is classified as a subset of the three values.6
Table 1. Typology and segmentation values of Sir Bernard M. Feilden (Feilden, 2003)
Emotional values
Cultural values
Applied values
Wonder
Documentary
Functional
Continuity
Historic
Economic (including
Respect and veneration
Archaeological and age
tourism)
Symbolic and spiritual
Aesthetic and architectural
Social (also including
value
identity and continuity)
Towns Scape
Educational
Landscape and environment
Political
Technological and scientific

The research method
Considering the debate is about the values of the mechanism quality within
the paper, it has been outlined based on the concept of value in the context of history
and religion in the field of humanities related to aesthetics and behavior. Therefore in
this research paper, the method utilized is based on historical-descriptive, library and
field study.
Findings
Difficulties in assessing the value of murals
In this wide scope, it is necessary to refer to problems that exist in the values
of mural and its subsets in terms of aim and method that have been addressed by
different systems of planners and policy makers’ protection. In terms of methodology,
evaluating the values of all heritages that murals are part of these are fraught with
problems that arise from factors such as the divers nature (like many kinds of cultural
values, economic, political, aesthetic and more, some of which overlap or compete ).
The fact is that the values can change itself over time depending on the severity of its
risk factors (such as social revolution, economic opportunities as well as cultural religious and political tendencies). Due to these conflicts and changes, a wide range of
methods and tools for the assessment of the value is used (for example, a wide range
of disciplines and professions). All protection models of murals are based on values
6

Bernard Feilden, Conservation of Historic Buildings, London, Elsevier, 2003.
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for the wall paintings and consist of a primary step i.e., the understanding of the
importance of building or structures within it. In many cases due to the lack of
theoretical resources as well as necessary and sufficient expert, determination of the
values of murals are carried out by experts on the basis of a limited number of
criteria. Now, as an alternative approach, this article tries to analyze and evaluate
various aspects of Iran's mural values during a rigorous, systematic and transparent
process. It can be concluded that assessment of the value of murals in the planning
and management of their protection, is faced with three main challenges:
How to identify the value of murals
1- Description of the identified and counted values
2-Integration and ranking (because different values sometimes contradict each
other)
The mentioned contradictions in the last case originate from the views of
contacts to one class of these values (and emphasize certain values while ignoring
others) (Figures 1 and 2).

Figure 1. Sayed Shohada's battle with the armies of Umar ibn Sa'ad, by Seyyed
Hashem and Hussein Rashtian in khansari shrine, Isfahan. In this picture, which
belongs to the year 2003, before its treatment half of the murals has suffered serious
damage due to throwing of stones by pilgrims because of the presence of Ashura's
hated personages; An example of the contrast between the spiritual value (enmity
against villains Ashura) with historical and aesthetic value (Photo by authors)
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Figure 2. Murals event of Ashura, Monument shah zeyd, Isfahan. Murals have
been fixed inexpertly in recent decades; or rather they have been colored again. [An
example of the contrast between the intellectual (revive the image of perfection
Ashura) with the historical value and old (origin)] (The images before and after the
restoration of restoration of cultural heritage archive of Isfahan)
Description of values
Value is the reference of the usefulness and benefits of a work, not as a cult of
investment but due to the fact that the murals (as one of the aspects of material
culture) has the role of verbal, symbolic, and other functions which are included in the
discussion of the legacy and are valuable. In order to achieve a clearer understanding,
it is continuously raised for various types of values of wall painting heritage. In the
area of heritage material, this simple question "What is the value?" evokes a wide range
of responses in the human mind that all is acceptable and significant. We will find
simply that at a given moment a work carries a variety of values. For example, murals
in religious or historical places are considered hypothetical.
 It is normal that those works have spiritual values as a place for worship
 Having historical value dating back to its terms
 In other word having aesthetic value
 In addition, they are valuable as a good work of a professor
 They can have social- political value as a symbol of representation of a
certain type of social order and so on.
Such cases in which all have different values can be considered according to
expert observers. These are some basic and undeniable quality of the heritage of a wall
painting and are a multi-dimensional and holistic approach to the topic worth
evaluating.
Constitution is the second important insight about the value of heritage of the
wall painting. In this subject values contrary to what traditionally has been argued in
the area of protection is not so easily known, fixed and immutable. Value is not merely
received from the physical components, but these values can be re-understood,
defined and explained with the developments in social, historical field and even in
simple things like point of view. Therefore it is recommended that the protection
expert at any time of preparing a protection plan, take steps for revision in research
and required knowledge and use different effective perspectives and expertise.
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Typically the current procedure in the country, the value of restoration experts'
analysis in the mural is the only priority that is used in the restoration project. The
recent approach of protection is in such a way that contains the role of various factors
such as economic, cultural movements, public policy and religious and social issues
which are completely integrated. Also the factors of shaping value is manifested in
recent approach of protection in such a way that contains the role of various factors
such as economic, cultural movements, public policy and religious and social issues
completely integrated and also the factors for shaping the value is manifested in the
meta-shell.
Typology of values:
How can one identify and determine a wide range of values of the murals such
that it can include optimization politics, decision-making and planning. Secondly, do
all disciplines and involved stakeholders utilize its benefit? In response, it must be said
that different species of values are so diverse and the relationship between them is so
complex that it is necessary that each item be defined in components and separately.
Typology of the values of the wall painting can be an effective guide to
describe the method of protection by using the international language in which one
can express and discuss the value of many aspects. On the other hand, any attempt to
analyze the specific values of a wall painting work, make it a conceptual and practical
problem immediately. Various values impress the audience in terms of individual or
social views. For example, the standards that were expressed by art historians,
sociologists and economists cannot be translated or compared easily (due to
differences in epistemology and method of expression). The next problem in the
description of hidden value in the works of these kinds is the fact that the values are
constantly changing because their priorities will be changed and we need to consider it
as an essential part of the social nature of the cultural heritage. Regarding all levels, it
is recommended that all value analysis be performed with ease and as many individuals
and institutions that have been attempting to define its components, in order for its
typology be considered. The practical aspect of this debate facilitates the typology and
understanding of different processes of evaluation of a mural and protects it, by wider
participation in the planning process Conservation Management Plan. For example, in
the revision Bora charter analysis of the values decomposition Orientation is such that
the economic values are prioritized after historical and cultural values because he
believed that the economic values owe to historical and cultural values of cultural
heritage.7
It is clear that in general discussions, heritage has several distinct categories
(but not independent of each other). The heritage With economic, historical, spiritual,
political, educational, beauty, art value and any of this kind overlaps partially in the
framework of the provided value by Fery (with a focus on economics) and Reigl (with a
minor in art history). According to many experts like Mason, the most comprehensive
7

ICOMOS, "Burra Charter: Australia ICOMOS Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Significance"
Burra, South Australia, 1999.
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and balanced framework for the typology of values is presented by English Heritage
(English Heritage 1997). In the presented analysis in English Heritage which is
provided by the experienced experts, there is the tendency to protection directly, while
other frames resonate the natural aspects of worth.
Table 2: The summary of typology of values by theorists and various charters
(Reigl, 1902)
(Lipe,1984)
(Burra charter, (Frey, 1997)
(English
1998)
Heritage,
1997)
Age
Economic
Aesthetic
Monetary
Cultural
Historical
Aesthetic
Historic
Option
Educational
and
academic
Commemorative AssociativeScientific
Existence
Economic
symbolic
Use
Informational Social(including
Bequest
Resource
spiritual,
political,
Newness
Prestige
Recreational
national other
Educational
Aesthetic
cultural)

Historical values
Historical values are fundamental concepts and strong cultural heritage. The
historical value of a work, including its capacity to transfer, visualizes or provokes a
reaction of an audience about the past relationship or a mural is part of a fundamental
nature of a wall painting. Historical values are effective on several occasions including
the age of the used materials in it, relationship of work with special, rare or unique
people and events, specific features of technology and the likes. In general historical
values are divided into two major subtypes:
(A) Educational value or scientific value is a kind of historical value that refer
to the hidden educational value in wall painting heritage for obtaining knowledge
about the past. For example, the artist's creative interpretation of the ceremony and
reception banquet of Safavid kings in Chehel-Sotoun murals informed the audience
from the historical record of the situated event, coatings and feeds in the heritage
(Figure 3).
B) The value of antiquity: it is natural that any cultural tangible work will have
value from the time of creation and with the passage of time this value is developed to
maturity due to the passage of time. The material of this maturity may vary from the
effect of physical and chemical factors of aging and obsolescence to memory refer to
the point / points. (Value of the memory) In simple words we can say human interest
to the old facade of some of these things originate from the tendency towards
historical value.
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Figure 3. Levee Shah Abbas I, the ruler of Turkistan in the western body of
the palace of Chehel Sotoun well illustrates the customs, dressing, food and common
entertainment in the time of the Safavid kings (Photo by authors).
Social-cultural values
Social customs, beliefs, norms and languages all constitute human identity and
the reality of a person or group. Based on this approach, the foundation of a person's
thinking is very much influenced by social and cultural background. In other words we
can say that social and cultural values are the result of the effort to understand
cognitive processes of person a / people in their living environment. Socio-cultural
values which is the origin of all the processes of cultural affiliation are among the
fundamental values of conservation restoration of wall painting works. That's why
individuals or social groups are associated with antiquity, beauty, artisan or
relationships with a person or event (or otherwise). Socio-cultural values contain
different values that largely overlap each other and the values of other fields.
For example, political values in wall painting whose concepts are mixed with
political, national and ethnic traits are also socio-cultural values. One of such wall
painting that have political value is mural in the main hall of the palace of Chehel
Sotoun in Chaldiran war. In this work, the army of Shah Ismail I, had been defeated
from Sultan Selim (King of the Ottoman Empire). The image of this failure with order
of the Qajar king might humiliate the Shah Safavid war to provide political and
propaganda value. Description of the victory of Mohammad Shah Nadir by Shah
Afshār in the same building could have commercial value for Afshārids,8 the
consolidation of this event in history; provide a kind of national pride in the minds of
the audience.

8

The Afsharids were members of an Iranian dynasty which originated from the Turkic Afshar tribe in
Iran's north-eastern province of Khorasan, ruling Persia in the mid-eighteenth century.
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The religious values of wall painting sometimes tinged with sacred religious
and spiritual meanings. These values can be derived from the beliefs and teachings of
religious (or irreligious) people and are able to create experiences such as surprise,
fear, sadness, divine promises, and the likes to motivate the audience. The themes of
the murals are more related to traditions and historical events that are related to
religions or themes of sacred books. Isfahan Vānk Cathedral Chapel frescoes or
murals of some Shia shrines carry these values within.
The values of aesthetic
The value of aesthetic which refer to the visual features of the mural principle
of special attention is the beauty and fitness. Beauty is one of the most important
criteria for labeling the cultural heritage throughout history. Ghana and innovation of
design, color, are common examples of aesthetic values and its concrete example of
wall painting is invented by Agha Reza Kashani School (known as Riza-yi Abbasi).
Whereas for the audience the means to receive these values is a sensory organ that
provides sensory experience, perhaps it's one of the most personal and the most
individualistic values that overlap socio-cultural values. In general it can be said that
Artistic value of an overlap historical value based on visual principles being unique
and, original for various reasons such as being attributed to the school or a particular
artist in the history of the evolution of art which has been tied to historical values. In
such values cases such as numerous murals in a building, focus on particular mural
work or excluded from other works in a building and is a way to preserve and repair
the building to preserve its authenticity which are contributing factors to accessing
these values.
The Mystic values
It might be better to introduce these values by giving an example to explain
and interpret them. In one of the paintings in the main hall Chehel Sotoun dual
Isfahan, there is a painting which is attributed to Riza-yi Abbasi and his disciples, it
shows the lying sculpture of a woman resting on a pillow peering into a mirror while
applying makeup on her face (Figure 4).
Unfortunately, her face has been destroyed deliberately and carefully in a
different way from other faces, by investigation in the work of Riza-yi Abbasi, we find
that the version of the painting has the same form and subject of many paintings of
the Chehel Sotoun House. Richard Ettinghausen believes that the purpose of Reza
from drawing of the figure is something more than arousing the admiration of his
supporters in the implementation of forms and processing line. He believes that Reza
by choosing his subject between the middle and lower classes shows nakedness in
personages. Perhaps the imaginative lady had been the Portrait of one of the
prostitutes in eleventh century AH with dreams of a man who has been stamped on
the pillow .9
9

Sheila Canby, The rebellious reformer: the drawings and paintings of Riza-yi Abbasi of Isfahan, translated to Farsi
by Yaghoob Azhand, Institute of authoring, translation and publishing of Artwork in Academy of Arts,
2010.
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Figure 4. The comparative image of the figure of an imaginative lady on the
left and similar mural to it in the main hall of the palace of Chehel Sotoun, (left photo
by authors and the right is from Canby, 2014)
However, some believe that the imaginative lady has evoked the mystical and
religious poems in the minds of the experts of the eleventh century AH. At this time,
attention to poems like couplet-poems of the Secret Garden by Sheikh Mahmoud
Shabestari10 with descriptions and annotated of Abd al-Razzaq Lahiji11 was very
common. Perhaps recalled following verses in the minds of the imaginative lady.
The mirror signifies non- existence and the universe is reflection, and man is
the reflected eye of the unseen person.
You are that reflected eye, and he the light of the eye,
In that eye his eye sees his own eye.
The world is a man and the man is world
There is no clearer explanation than this.
When you look well into the root of this matter,
He is at once seer, seeing eye, and things seen.
The holy tradition has declared this
And, ' without eye or ear,' demonstrated it.
Know the world is a mirror from head to foot,
In every particle are a hundred blazing suns
This can be considered merely as the material or physical condition or explain
it as a metaphor for the spirit intuition at the moment of being one with God (ibid:
155).
Mahmoūd Shabestarī (1288–1340) is one of the most celebrated Persian Sufi poets of the 14th
century.
11 ʿAbd-Al-Razzāq B. ʿAlī B. Al-Hosayn Lāhījī (died c. 1072 AH [1662 CE]) was an Iranian theologian,
poet and philosopher.
10
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Such Iranian murals which have unique value are not rare. There is a room on
the south side of the palace Chehel Sotoun which is called the room of Chaharshanbe
Suri12. It was named thus because of the wall painting that was thought for many years
have depicted Iranians participating in bonfire. On this basis, it carried a particular
value intentionally or unintentionally by itself and perhaps created an extra pleasant
feeling even more memorable than other existing paintings for the audience. Some
also assumed it is a picture of the wedding ceremony of the Zoroastrian. Until some
referred to the relationship between this painting with Masnavi13 of Suz u Gawdaz
(Melting and Burning) by Mohammad Reza Nau’i Khabushani (poet of the tenth century)
on the implementation of the Sati ceremony in India. According to this regulation, the
wife of the deceased man set himself on fire to mess with him. Before the selfImmolation, she was tested to clear how true she was to her words and action. If she
was honest and did not hesitate, they did not stop her from burning, but if he
hesitated, his marriage was solvent with others. Nau’i in Masnavi of Burning and
melting has narrated self-Immolation of a loyal wife after his wife was killed. Aside
from the fame of this story in Iran, at the time of Shah Abbas II, something happened
that connected this ceremony with the story of the conquest of Kandahar. Probably
this event and its significance in the cultural management of Safavid period at that
time led to a scene carved on the wall of Chehel-Sotoun. (Azhand, 1385: 118-122).
Each of these thoughts depending on the origin of its imagination and the mentality
of people would have particular value because it was an innovative subject during that
time. So we consider such values as special values (Figure 5).

12

Chaharshanbe Suri is an Iranian festival celebrated on the eve of the last Wednesday before Nowruz
(the Iranian New Year)
13 Masnavi, or mathnawī, is the name of a poem written in rhyming couplets, or more specifically, "a
poem based on independent, internally rhyming lines". Most mathnawī followed a meter of eleven, or
occasionally ten, syllables, but had no limit in their length.
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Figure 5. The mural in the room known as the Charshanbe Suri in Isfahan
Palace Chehel-Sotoun Palace with the theme of self-immolation of a Hindi woman
mourning her husband (Photo by authors).
Another example of particular value is that which is relevant to some strange
features contained in a work; although they seem very small and insignificant, refers to
profound states or phenomena. A wall painting work, such as the battle of Shah
Abbas with the army of Uzbeks on the market entrance of Caesarea, the expression of
each character indicates inner feelings and adoration of battle. Face of Shah Abbas,
unlike the dynamic state of his body that is commanding his troops for battle, has a
particular poise and relaxation which may show the superiority of the power of the
king and his army against their enemies that perhaps could not cause them concern.
While, in that time the painters were able show emotions in faces completely (Figure
6).

Figure 6. Parts of the murals of the battle of Shah Abbas I with Uzbeks, the
steady face of Shah Abbas ahead of the fearful face of Uzbek army. (Photo by
authors)
Economic values
Economic point of view is one of the powerful ways in which a society
determines relative valuation of works. The difference between economic values of
cultural heritage and other values originate from their epistemology. It means that
economic values are done by humans with economic criteria and insight tool. Thus
with the existence of such, the economic value of a work of cultural heritage is listed
in accordance with the considerations that method of evaluation, does not craft its
cultural value as an insight tool.
Discussion
Now this course of study led to this question; that by the understanding and
acceptance of the values contained in the murals, how can we choose the conservation
and restoration of dignity for them in the restoration plan? We can identify the types
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of existence values in a mural due to the nature of their multi-stem; given more
complete and comprehensive guide to the preservationists in order to ensure its
survival with the least possible risk. In general, understanding the value as following
order can play a significant role in the restoration plan and its policies.
a) Type of value involved in the selection of protective intervention. The type
of intervention must be in such way that it does not damage its most important values.
For example, in a wall painting work that has been studied and have historical,
archaeological and antiquity values, the method of our interventions in order to keep
those documents can be valuable.
b) Values limit and specify the amount of intervention. Identification of the
type of value can take steps to revive values. The interventions can be varying like
optimal maintenance of works, high intrusive treatments or even balancing. About a
work that is based upon the strong foundations of aesthetics, sometimes intervention
can be done for balancing (of course with rich intellectual foundations, strong and
aesthetic arguments based on solid documentation.
c) The values determine the continuity of protective operation. This operation
determines policies including revisions, regular health care and procedures that are for
keeping the particular species of value (s). As you can see, what distinguishes the most
important of the previous two methods is continuity that takes place after the events
in the name of restoration or protection.
Considering these cases for the reader should not be documented in the idea
that there is an unidirectional relationship of value to its restoration (i.e., the values
that are in the direction restoration). The fact is that protective actions are for the
preservation, restoration or even displaying of forgotten values and the formation of a
variety of value after they are detected.
Conclusion
Murals can offer the benefit of different values which are based on various
foundations. These values are categorized in historical, cultural, aesthetic, economic
and mysterious classes. Thus, overlap or conflict between the values depending on the
conditions of time and place is not inconceivable.
These values are invaluable by various individual means (senses), social
(ethnicity, culture and religion), historical background and instrumental techniques
(such as archaeometery) and have qualitative nature except in some cases. Knowing
these values leave useful strategies for preservationists for the manner of idea with the
conservation and restoration of mural paintings in which while observing ethical
principles in this field, has noted the needs of murals in different aspects such as the
inner demand of the artist or its founder in the explanation narration or artistic and
aesthetic aspects and will be guarantee the survival and continuity of the work for
future generations. On the one hand the values credit and inspired the way of
restoration. In a larger sense, we can say as the values have such support and posture
that form the Conservation plan and on the other hand, the chosen method in the
Conservation affects them directly or indirectly.
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Abstract. In order to avoid vulnerability to natural hazards, identification of capacities,
explanation of the effects of accidents and vulnerability zoning in the community, it is essential to design and
implement an appropriate response to disasters in order to build a safe path for sustainable development in the
future. Based on this, the present article aims at identifying management solutions to reduce the vulnerability of
this region, in order to identify the factors affecting the vulnerability of the area, and then, based on them, to
zonate the area against the natural disaster of the earthquake. The present study is based on the nature and
method of research-descriptive-analytical and correlation and, in terms of its ability to perform, is a type of
development-applied. The data collection method was based on the nature of the research in both libraries and
fields. Data collection tools include pinpointing, translating and terminating related texts, digital and nondigital maps, questionnaires and interviews (for determining indicators and criteria in the multi-criteria
decision-making process), and geographic software (ArcGIS) for spatial modeling and Preparing spatial layers,
MATLAB for the DMATEL method, SUPER Decision To calculate the index weight, python is used to
create a tool for sorting the options based on the SSP profile. The statistical population of the study is 6th
district of Tehran. The results showed that the vulnerability of the area is located in the south-eastern part of
the earthquake. The various indexes studied, such as population density and access to determining vulnerability
at the time of the earthquake, are essential. More damage after earthquakes due to limited access to relief and
relief supplies to earthquakes.
Keywords: vulnerability, zoning, natural crisis, earthquake, Tehran Municipality.

Introduction
One of the important and significant aspects of development planning is the
emphasis on the vulnerability of the country and, most importantly, the vulnerability
of cities to the threats posed by war and natural disasters; our country, because of its
special geographical and political situation, is always in Exposed to a variety of natural
hazards and human-induced threats. Cities are at the head of threats (natural, industrial
and human-made) because of the wide geographic extent and role,1 importance and
accumulation of centers of gravity, facilities and manpower, and in some cases they
work together. Over the past decades, different theorists have presented a variety of
urban hazards, and each of them has a particular dimension to the category of urban
hazards. Due to the complexity of the urban environment, it is difficult to address all
of the vulnerable urban areas. Human complexities and the interconnectedness of
human and social relationships, along with human interaction with the environment,
including the organizations, facilities, technologies, structures and essential human

1

Seyyed Bahrain Hossein, Urban Design Process, Tehran, Tehran University Press, 1999.
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biochemical equipment, are the main reasons why the study of the vulnerability of
cities is complicated.2
Vulnerability assessment is a multi-criteria decision-making problem based on
spatial information, in which the weight and importance of each of these criteria is
also different. Therefore, in the zoning of urban vulnerability, the combination of
multi-criteria decision making and GIS methods are used. In many cases, the nature
and reason for the use of a particular model in combination with GIS is either vague
or the model is not applied correctly and reasonably. 3Vulnerability in equal to natural
disasters is Multi-dimensional phenomenon, multi-level and dynamic.. Therefore, in
analyzing its vulnerability, in addition to analyzing the current situation, factors
causing, increasing, and also reducing the vulnerability should be considered. The
vulnerability is considered in various aspects of social, economic and ecological
(physical-environmental), as well as in different levels of social-spatial aspects.
Therefore,4 the complexity of the problem is high, which requires location modeling in
the most appropriate form. The sixth city of Tehran is one of the most important
areas of Tehran located in the central area of the city. Every day a huge number of
Tehran citizens from around the city are attracted to daily activities. Also, as one of
the most densely populated urban areas of Tehran, it faces unlimited urban
development constraints, with more than 98 percent of the space built, it has virtually
no expansion, and therefore the vertical development Altitude has been very much
considered, at present, the largest number of buildings from 6 to 10 floors is located in
this area. Based on this, the residential density of this region is 75 percent above the
average density of Tehran. And the existence of important uses such as ministries,
embassies, higher education institutions, medical centers and public hospitals, large
corporations, and so on, show the high importance of this region from a city and
country perspective. This, in turn, shows the need for attention to crisis management
and disaster management issues in this area. The damage to the area in the event of
possible accidents could have many consequences for urban and even urban
management, and impose numerous social and economic losses on citizens and
authorities. Therefore, due to the high density of population and construction in cities,
precise studies and plans are necessary to minimize the damage caused by this natural
event. 5For this purpose, one of the most important measures can be identifying
effective factors in reducing the vulnerability of cities to earthquakes. Accordingly, the
2

Mohsen Ahangnejad, Shahnaz Jalilpour, "Evaluation of external factors affecting the building
vulnerability of the old texture of cities to earthquakes," in The first national conference on GIS, Shahid
Beheshti University, Tehran, 2011.
3 Abbas Shayannejad, Estimation of the vulnerability of human-made factors by using the technique of the analytical
network, Supervisor: Dr. Mostafa Behzadfar, Master's Degree in Urban Planning Urban and Regional
Planning, Iran University of Science and Technology, 2011.
4 J. Habib, R. Farah, "The Role of City Form in Reducing the Risks of Earthquake," in Proceedings of the
First International Conference on Natural Disasters in Urban Areas, Section 1 of the Seismology, Tehran Office of
Study and Planning, 1993, p. 1607.
5 Zer Qaedermahmati, Rohallah Ghanei-Bafghi, "Analysis of the Impact of Spatial Spread of Tehran
City on Increasing the Impact of Earthquake (Time Period: Physical Expansion of 200 Years)," in
Geographical Quarterly, XXVII (2012), no. 2, p. 189-169.
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present study aims at identifying management solutions to reduce the vulnerability of
the area, in order to identify the factors affecting the vulnerability of the area and then,
based on them, to zone the area against the natural earthquake crisis.6
Research background
In the article Shia et al. (2010), entitled "Investigating the vulnerability of cities
against earthquakes using Analytical Hierarchy-Analytical (IHWP) and GIS", a case
study of Tehran Municipality 6, indicators such as access to health centers , The ratio
between the width of the street and the height of the buildings (degree of
confinement), construction density, population density, land use, PGA area and the
quality of the building, which are calculated and combined with the Analytical
Dynamic Ratio Analysis and GIS model, the vulnerability level of the area Six are
identified against an earthquake. The results of this paper show that the areas with
high population density, low build quality, high distance to relief centers than other
parts and higher degree of enclosure, high vulnerability points They are In general,
existing buildings in the north of the region are less vulnerable than the rest of the
study area. Moving from north to south of the region increases the vulnerability. The
reason for this is that the north of the area is relatively small in the south, with
sufficient passageways, stable buildings and old days. The congestion of trans-national
utilities in the south of the region, such as the universities of Tehran, Amir Kabir,
ministries and commercial attractiveness of commercial traffic, especially in the streets
of Revolutionary and Vali-e-Asr streets, both of which have urban roles, have caused
the south of the region In case of earthquake high vulnerability. Also, Kargar Street is
not good due to its low width. The vulnerability of the workers' street is evident after
the Jalal Al-Ahammad highway in its eastern body. The reason for this is the
deployment of low density compacts in the western body and its image in the eastern
body. Ahandaghad and Jalilpour (2011)7, in their paper titled "Factors Influencing the
Impact of Historic Town Buildings against Earthquakes", using indicators such as
access to transit networks, compatibility and incompatibility of applications, access to
open spaces, Population density and access to health centers have examined the
factors affecting the vulnerability of urban buildings to the earthquake. The results of
this study, Caydarmahmand and Ghanei Bafghi, in a study entitled "Analysis of the
effect of spatial expansion of Tehran on increasing the earthquake-induced
vulnerability (time period: physical expansion of the last 200 years)" shows that
according to earthquake records Historical sites, seismicity and multiple faults in
Tehran are among the cities with high seismic risk. The physical expansion of the city
of Tehran during the study period was 91% due to population growth and 9% of the
city's growth was due to the horizontal and sparse growth of the city. Uncoordinated
and unsustainable growth in Tehran, especially in recent decades, construction in fault
6

X. Zhang, Z. Wang, J. Lin, "GIS Based Measurement and Regulatory Zoning of Urban Ecological
Vulnerability," in Sustainability, VII (2015), no. 8, p. 9924-9942.
7 Moshen Ahangnejad, Shahnaz Jalilpour, "Evaluation of external factors affecting the building
vulnerability of the old texture of cities to earthquakes," in The first national conference on GIS, Tehran,
Shahid Beheshti University, 2011.
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zones and areas susceptible to geological instability show that in case of severe
earthquake in Tehran, casualties and irreparable injuries to this The city and the whole
country will arrive. Finally, the most important factor in increasing seismic
vulnerability in Tehran is the horizontal extension of the city, regardless of the fault's
safe area.
Rashd and Wake (2003), to determine the vulnerability, select indicators such
as the minimum performance of bridges, medical emergency services, hospitals,
highways, the maximum cost of rebuilding buildings, etc by using the AHP and GIS
Modeling of earthquake vulnerability .8Panahi and Rezaei (2015) assessed the seismic
vulnerability of urban tissues to natural hazards (earthquakes). In their assessment,
they considered environmental, geotechnical and socio-economic indicators. Like all
other related studies, they also used MCDM methods to weigh indices and to combine
indices. They concluded that 6.16% and 10% of the seismic vulnerability in Tehran
was related to Masha fault and Rey fault in north of Tehran.
Research questions
- What are the factors and elements affecting the vulnerability of the 6th
district of Tehran in the face of an earthquake?
- Which areas in zone 6 are more vulnerable to earthquakes?
Research methodology
This research is based on the purpose and operational capability of having a
fundamental-applied research component, and has a developmental dimension. At the
same time, based on the nature and method, it is a descriptive-analytic type of
research. The statistical population of the study is 6th district of Tehran. Based on
this, the level of analysis of all areas of the region. This area is located in downtown
Tehran. In order to select the sample, an important regional criterion is that the
density of administrative, educational, commercial and residential centers is high and it
attracts a large number of people every day and is the main destination for many
people, and their lifespan is high. , Is considered. In the present study, in order to fully
understand the subject, obtaining the necessary theoretical insights and extracting the
variables and indicators from books, articles and related research topics has been used
in a combination of libraries. In this research, SSP is used to zon the vulnerability of
the six Tehran area against natural disasters. In this model, the classes are predefined,
and each option is categorized according to the distance from each profile or its
center, this method has advantages over common methods. And in the next steps,
based on the subject and research hypotheses, the information needed to test the
hypotheses has been used through GIS-based data. Since the relationship between the
criteria and the impact of each of them was different in relation to the purpose of the
research, two Demettel questionnaires and ANP network analysis were used. When

8

X. Zhang, Z. Wang, J. Lin, "GIS Based Measurement and Regulatory Zoning of Urban Ecological
Vulnerability," p. 9924-9942.
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the only network analysis is used, the dependency of the factors is solved in the form
of two-way values. This is while the Dimetel system is closer to the real systems.
In the first step, to determine the relationship between social criteria (relative
density of population, household size and population concentration in the residential
unit) and physical (access to the network of passages, the number of construction
floors, the occupation level of the building, the age of the building unit (life), the
distance from the spaces Urban body, distance from fire and distance from health
centers) Demettel questionnaire will be designed and made available to professionals
and elites. After determining and drawing the relationship between the criteria in
accordance with the output of Dimetal, in order to calculate their weight and
importance, a second questionnaire will be given to decision makers to compare the
pair. To validate and validate the instrument for measuring this research, the content
validity method, which depends on the judgment of the judges or experts specializing
in the subject matter, has been used. The validity of the research was confirmed. In
spatial analysis, after identifying the decision problem, each criterion must be
represented as a layer in the GIS-based database. To do this, the standard maps were
prepared in the ARC GIS environment and the fuzzy membership functions were
used in the IDRISI environment in order to standardize the layers. In fact, because the
fuzzy logic structure is more compatible with the structure of urban systems and
systems, applying this logic will be more effective in analyzing issues related to crisis
management, especially in decision making and decision-making. In the final step
using the GIS capabilities, the MCDM decision rules were used to organize the layers
and zonation of vulnerabilities. In the research process, the software EXCEL,
MATLAB, SUPER DECISIONS, IDRISI and ARC GIS 10.1 have been used. For the
purpose of providing the standard maps and their final integration into the GIS
environment, the following points are introduced: the insertion of information layers
with an appropriate format and model into the GIS environment, reference and
alignment of all the layers together, level out the information in terms of size The cells
and the geographical coordinate system were applied to the layers. These reforms are
one of the most time-consuming and essential requirements of any research in the
GIS, which is sometimes not carried out in research because of lack of time or lack of
sufficient facilities. Generally, the Raster structure is considered as an appropriate
approach in spatial analysis and vulnerability modeling. Therefore, all of the layers of
information were transformed into the Raster structure. The study area was also
adapted in the 39-N zone and the UTM coordinate system, and all maps were defined
with a cell size of 10 meters.
Results
Determine theoretical foundations and weight assumptions
At this stage, for 10 variables, the research is considered exhaustively. For
example in: Physical-spatial index The percentage of occupancy level of the building,
the main assumption is that buildings with less occupancy levels are less likely to
maneuver, the volume of rubble is less, while the degree of destruction and
vulnerability in buildings with minimal space Open more. Therefore, we map the
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occupancy level of the building into 3 floors. Regarding the earning points of this
index, among the indexes, the lowest occupancy buildings with the highest score and
the lowest occupancy buildings occupy the lowest points. Open spaces have an
important role in reducing the negative consequences of natural and artificial
accidents. One of its main functions in the event of an earthquake or social crisis is
the separation of a region with potential risk from another, thus concentrating the
activity of destructive forces and preventing the development of a chain of events.
Open spaces can also be found in emergencies as an area with the ability to escape and
shelter.
Thus, the design of open spaces within urban tissue is one of the most
important threats to counteract the risk. The usefulness of open spaces in urban areas
depends on the number of these spaces, the same distribution in all urban areas as well
as the continuity of green area systems (Radi, 1373). Hence, access and remoteness
and proximity to urban spaces during urban crises reduce or increase the vulnerability
of the city. The ways and means of communication of a city or region can be
considered as one of the most important features of the physical reflection of the
concept of "need for access." From this perspective, the city can be defined as a set of
buildings linked by highways and streets and streets to each other. This network forms
the shape of a skeleton and urban structure. In this network, the main determinant of
the status of access per type, size, location, etc., is the status of the user, since access is
essentially close to the user interface. The spatial distribution of users is the mode of
access between them (Bahrain, 1998).
In critical and abnormal conditions, the importance of arterial networks is
doubled, because if optimum access in normal conditions of the community improves
the desirability and quality of life, in a crisis, maintaining access and flow to urban
roads Helps to save lives and survive (Mirkoquili, 2006). In addition to these three
factors, this basic principle exists in every society: the higher the density of the
building, the height of the building, the failure to comply with building standards, the
maximum horizontal acceleration of the earth or PGA, the life or age of the building,
the incompatibility of users, the lack of Ability to deactivate the user, the length of
infrastructure networks such as gas and oil lines, etc., can be further damaged (the
same source). From the perspective of economic-social pathology of urban texture,
the higher the percentage of households living in a residential unit, the more
sustainability and vulnerability will be less. And with increasing unemployment in a
community, we will witness the development of poverty, lower income, declining
production and undermining social justice. Each of the indicators has its own
consequences, for example, reducing output, increasing inflation, weakening selfsufficiency, reducing per capita income and ultimately economic instability. As a result,
regions with higher unemployment rates are considered as unsustainable regions, and
Or vice versa. Because this basic principle exists in each society, the population and
population density, the elderly, women, the disabled, children, the poor economic
classes, the average household size in the residential unit, the average density of the
household in the residential unit, and more ... May be more and more damage.
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Such equations can be assumed for 10 different physical, socioeconomic
indicators (Table 1).

Socio-economic indicators

Table 1: Categorized Variables and Indicators for Determining the Regional Textile Damage
Features
Average index
Indicator
Reverse rating based on Part variable
Weighing assumptions
ranked
DEMATEL
model
The lower the population
Relative
5
density the more stable and 6
population
less vulnerable
density
The lower the household size
the more stability and less 5
6
Family size
vulnerability

7

Population
concentration in
residential units

Access to the higher passage
network = more stability and 4
less vulnerability

8

Access to transit
network

7

Number
of
building floors

5

Building
occupation level

6

Old building unit
(life)

11

Distance from
urban spaces

Fewer building floors = more
5
stability and less vulnerability
Less building occupancy =
more stability and less 7
vulnerability
Older unit of building (life)
lesser = more stability and 6
less vulnerability
Fewer spaces than urban
spaces = more stability and 1
less vulnerability
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Physical Indices

The greater the concentration
of
population in the
residential unit = less 4
sustainability
and
more
vulnerability
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The distance from less fire =
more stability and less 3
vulnerability
The distance from the lower
treatment centers is more 2
stable and less vulnerable

9

Distance
fire

from

10

Distance from
health centers

Input data

Socio-economic indicators

Family
size

Relative density of
the household

Relative density of
the household

Key Indicators

Sub-criteria
Number of
building floors

Distance from
urban spaces

Access to
transit network

Building
Old residential
Distance from
level using Super
Figureoccupation
1: ANP model
unit Decision health centers

The distance from
fire department

Mapping the zoning of effective indices in tissue texture vulnerability
In this research, one of the natural earthquake disasters that has the highest
frequency in recent years in Tehran has been studied. To this end, the indicators of the
region's vulnerability to this natural disaster have been obtained and their zoning map
is mapped and analyzed.
1- Mapping the population density index
The relative density of the population expresses the relation between the
human being and the occupied space, that is, the average number of inhabitants per
unit area is shown on the average. Dr = p / s.
In the above relation, Dr density p is the population and s is the area occupied
by the population in square kilometers. The use of this method depends to a large
extent on the area of the area. In studying the zoning map of the relative density of the
population of the area 6, it is determined that the highest density is found in the
central and southern parts, and assuming weighing (the lower the population density is
less, the more stability and less vulnerability), these areas Exposed to the most
damage.
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Figure 3: Mapping the density of population density.

2- Mapping of the household size index
The household or household index is one of the most important householdrelated demographic indicators. As the impact of the population on the demand for
housing is shaped by the household, paying attention to the burden and increasing the
size of the household and then it becomes very important. It should be noted that in
2006, the household size of the country was 4.5 and the unit and the household size in
the residential unit was 1.9. Considering the importance of the household dimension
index in natural disaster vulnerability, it can be said that according to this indicator,
most of the parts of Zone 6 are vulnerable to damage and sustainability is very low.
Among them, the central, southern and eastern regions have the least stability.

Figure 4: Mapping of the household dimension index

3. Mapping the concentration of population concentration in residential
units
According to Figure 5, the highest concentration of population in residential
units is high in demographic and construction areas. And this means that the more
this indicator is, the greater the vulnerability and sustainability in coping with natural
disasters.
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Figure 5: Mapping the concentration of population concentration in residential units.

4- Mapping the access to the transit network
Due to the fact that all the pieces have access the threshold width is used in
the analysis of access to the gateway. The sweep width is important in both directions.
The higher the width of the passage, the more traffic possible will be provided. On the
other hand by increasing the width of the tile: the ratio of the height of the gutters to
the width (degree of confinement) is reduced and the probability of the seal closed
due to the collapse of the buildings and debris resulting from it decreases. As a result
of the possibility of escape, better salvation and relief will be provided (Shayan-Nejad,
2011). Given the zoning of access to the transit network in Figure 6, the southeastern
regions have the least access and are therefore more vulnerable.

Figure 6: Mapping the Access to the Transit Network

5- Mapping the number of building floors
Homes usually have one floor or few floors. Buildings are usually classified
according to the number of floors. The tallest buildings are skyscrapers, the highest of
which is about 100 floors. The highest density of building blocks in the 6th district of
Tehran in the center and south, which will increase vulnerability to natural disasters.
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Figure 7: Mapping the number of building floors.

6. Mapping the occupancy level of the building
The value of the occupancy index is 6th level in the south and center relative
to other areas, indicating that these areas are most vulnerable.

Figure 8: Mapping the occupancy level of the building.

7- Mapping the old building unit
The life of buildings is also considered as an important parameter in the
resistance to natural disasters. According to Fig. 9, the buildings in the southern
regions are more ancient and more vulnerable.
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Figure 9: Building structure dating age

8- The role of the zoning of distance from urban spaces
The pattern of bialal spaces and the distribution and distribution of them
throughout the tissue surface of the residential parts is an important factor in
increasing tissue efficacy in the event of an earthquake (Habib, 1992). In the event of
an earthquake, open spaces can save people and use as shelter. After the earthquake, a
place for the provision of relief, treatment and wounding centers is a place for the
collection of temporary relief and earthquake relief or emergency landings (Ahmadi,
1997). Also, the proximity of open spaces to residential areas and their low enclosure
will increase the city's resistance to earthquakes and other natural disasters (Raduga,
1995). In Figure 10, the zoning of the distance from the free space shows that the
central and southern regions are vulnerable to damage and have a lower level of
sustainability.

Figure 10: Distance mapping map of urban areas

9. Mapping distance from Firefighting
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Access to fire centers is considered to be a very important factor in relief, and
the increase in the distance between the settlements and the fire centers reduces the
speed of relief and increases the risk of danger (Habibi, 2008). In Figure 11, the areas
with the greatest distances from the fire and the most vulnerable to the linear sound of
the center extend to the south.

Figure 11: Mapping the distance from Firefighting

10. Mapping distance from health centers
Easy and quick access to these centers will speed up the relief operation. The
more distance to these centers, the greater the time between the source and the
treatment centers and the treatment is endangered (Habibi et al., 2008). According to
Figure 12, the central regions to the south of the region have the greatest distance
from the treatment centers and are more vulnerable to other areas.

Figure 12: Mapping the distance from the treatment centers

Given that the purpose of this article is vulnerability zoning of a type of
natural disaster, ie earthquake, for the 6th district of Tehran, the vulnerability mapping
map was mapped and analyzed at the time of the earthquake and after the earthquake.
1 - Coastal vulnerability zoning during and after the earthquake
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As shown in Fig. 13, the vulnerability of the area occurs when the earthquake
occurs in the southeast. The various indexes studied, such as population density and
access to determining vulnerability at the time of the earthquake, are essential. As it is
shown in the map, the most vulnerable areas are densely populated and more
populous.

Figure 13: Mapping vulnerability mapping at the time of the earthquake

Post-earthquakes that occur after an earthquake are often not a major
earthquake, but they can still reduce building resistance and cause parts of the building
or objects to fall. Also, most of the financial and financial losses incurred after the
earthquake occur. The lack of urban space for alpine resettlement and the risks and
aftermath of the earthquake can be very vulnerable. According to the studied
indicators, the vulnerability of the area in the aftermath of the earthquake is much
higher than the time of the earthquake, and in Figure 14, this vulnerability is clearly
seen. More damage after earthquakes due to limited access to relief and relief supplies
to earthquakes.

Figure 14: Impact zoning map after earthquake

Conclusion
The growing and growing trend of urbanization and urban populations is a
factor in many damage to natural disasters. The development of communication
networks and urban infrastructures on the one hand, and failure to observe the most
basic safety aspects in urban construction and without the plan of urban growth and
development, on the other hand, provides for the possibility of causing great damage
during the occurrence of natural disasters. To make The results of this study show that
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the logic of the 6 municipality of Tehran in the above-mentioned issue faces a number
of major problems and crises. It is easy to see that the region is very vulnerable to
natural disasters and natural disasters, and it is evident that there will be many
problems in the event of an incident, according to the indicators obtained at the area
level.
The research findings indicate that the use of GIS, if there is accurate and
complete information, and the logical and correct conduct of the analysis process, has
positive and undeniable efficiency in the course of crisis management and passive
defense. Obviously, the greater the accuracy of the information and the analysis
process, the outputs and outcomes will also be more reliable. As the surveys show, the
vulnerability of the area occurs when the earthquake occurs in the southeast. The
various indexes studied, such as population density and access to determining
vulnerability at the time of the earthquake, are essential. As it turned out, the most
vulnerable are areas with higher population density and greater population density.
According to the studied indices, the vulnerability of the area in the aftermath of the
earthquake is much higher than the time of the earthquake. More damage after
earthquakes due to limited access to relief and relief supplies to earthquakes.
Suggestions
One of the issues that most of the big cities, including Tehran, are facing is the
natural disaster that has the characteristics and natural conditions governing urban
spaces and the density of investment and environmental loading, the need to pay
attention to the necessary planning They have made them more vulnerable to
impunity and less damage. They have or do not have the necessary elements or
components. Therefore, in the policy of assigning new tasks to municipalities,
deficiencies should be identified and recommendations made. Therefore, in order to
prevent irreparable damage or reduce it to a minimum, the following are suggested:
1. Establishing a database of buildings, facilities, bridges, passages, gas,
electricity, water, telecommunications and all industrial, chemical and non-chemical
centers in the study area and Tehran from the relevant organizations, in order to gain
access to This information evaluates the vulnerability of cities in different regions of
the country.
2. Approval of education, advertising and information policies for people in
the level of vulnerability of residential buildings and their living environment in order
to create incentives for reconstruction and rehabilitation of these areas in order to
reduce the vulnerability of environmental hazards .
3- Development of analytical models for assessing the vulnerability of cities to
natural hazards and preparing vulnerability maps for earthquake-prone areas of the
country in order to guide the planning and organization of measures to reduce the
vulnerability of these areas.
4. Observance of safety notes in vital structures such as facilities, power plants,
airports, hospitals, communication centers, etc. (in earthquakes, damage to
transportation systems, energy distribution and Water transfer is more important and
the damage caused to them will cause many problems in rescue.
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5. Reviewing information about similar incidents in the past, continuous
monitoring of possible signs of emergence and the use of strong warning systems.
6. Management of secondary hazards such as: fire burning, gas leakage,
flooding, etc. (In most major earthquakes, such as China earthquakes, secondary risk
factors have caused a lot of casualties).
7. Creating Regional Balance and Sustainable Social Justice.
8- Prevention of the construction of structures, without applying the standards
and standards of the earthquake.
9. Establishing special relief groups to deal with potential risk.
10. Provide database of close or effective faults in hazard.
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Abstract. The purpose of this research is to identify the relationship between employee design
design on performance enhancement and human resource development by mediating skill, knowledge,
and ability levels in Isfahan Zobahan Company. The descriptive-correlation research method is
structural equation modeling. The statistical population consisted of 650 executives, supervisors, and
experts in Zobahan Company in Isfahan. The sample size was determined on the basis of Cochran's
formula in 3.5% of the subjects. For data collection, a staff design questionnaire has been used to
improve the performance of human resources development. To determine the validity of the questionnaire,
a confirmatory factor analysis was used to measure the reliability of the Cronbach's alpha coefficient
which was estimated to be 0.86, 0.75, 0.81, 0.87, 0.90 and 0.72, respectively. Data were analyzed
by SPSS and LISTREL software. The results showed that the direct effect of designing on the
promotion of human resource development is positive and significant. In addition, the direct effect of job
design on personal and organizational performance by mediating skills, knowledge and ability are
positive and significant. In addition, the indirect effect of designing a job on the performance of human
resource development by mediating skills, knowledge, and awareness with ability to learn is positive and
meaningful. Based on the research findings, senior managers of the organization can focus on supporting
the design of the employees' occupation on the performance and development of human resources, and
enhance the functions of the staff via that (individual and organizational).
Key words: Job design, employee performance, organization performance,
consciousness and knowledge, skills and abilities, human resource development.

Introduction
Companies and organizations are directly evolving and constantly
striving to adapt to their surroundings. In the case of theoretical organizations,
the emphasis was on coherence and stability, the realization of the goals of the
companies and organizations, the lack of attention to personnel needs and
feelings, and the lack of compatibility with the environment. But today's
companies and organizations focus on the uniformity and unity of the staff and
the organization, and the participatory decision, focusing on the supreme values
of humanity, efficiency and effectiveness, human resource training and
development, improving efficiency, quality and performance, and organizational
development. New organization and management theories and approaches, in
addition to achieving organizational goals and development, focus on feelings
and emotions, requests, and needs of employees. These issues have been
emphasized more than ever by factors such as employee design, skill, ability, and
knowledge of employee awareness. In spite of scholars and researchers, the
support of top executives and organization leaders from designing employee
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occupations promotes efficiency, satisfaction, commitment, creativity and
innovation, learning, career and performance approach, and more. According to
Stone et al. (2009), one of the key challenges for senior executives is that they
are aware of the importance of employee satisfaction, but they do not know how
to design a job to improve the performance of human resource development
staff.
The scholars and researchers in their research have achieved positive and
negative relationships between job design and some organizational variables,
some of which are referred to. According to Angie and Feldman (2014) and,1 job
designing with job performance and their job implications has a positive
relationship and negative relationship with organizational management
(Feldman, 2014, Nahrgang et al, 2011). Job design is based on having the choice
and control on the work involved, the need for staff to design in a work period
includes the right to choose at work.2 Occupational design is the extent to which
the top management makes decision and special decisions are left to be taken by
the lowest level.3 The main design features are: (1) the person can determine his
actions; (2) himself / herself can properly designate the actions (3) the actions
and decisions of the individual are based on deep thought, (4) the application of
the decisions of the individual or the collection are related to the internal rules of
the person who believes in them, (5) external factors do not restrict the
decisions of the individual.
Employee job design can enhance commitment to goals and the
importance of learning.4 Leadership and senior managers support from job
designing also have an impact on individual and team learning and their
scientific collaboration.5
According to Wang and Ho (2015), employee performance is correlated
with the level of employee independence.6 In addition, the support of senior
executives and organization leaders in designing occupations affects individual
performance and organizational outcomes. .
Today, many organizations focus on the effectiveness and individual and
team performance to improve organizational performance.
Senior executives and organization leaders must examine three factors in
performance evaluation: 1) the results of individual tasks, 2) employee behaviors,
1

T.W.H Ng, D. G. Feldman, The Moderating Effects of Age in the Relationships of Job Autonomy to work
out coms., Tehran, 2014.
2 H. Fock, F: Chiang, Y. K. Au, M. Hai-K, "The Moderating Effect of Collectivistic orientation,"
in Psychological Empowerment and Job Satisfaction Relationship, 2011.
3 Stefan P. Rabies, Stefan, Hajj Teimuri, Organizational Behavior, 2nd volume, translatedby Mehdi
Zare, Tehran, Publications House of Tehran University, 2011.
4 H-J. Cho, M. Wehmeyer, N. Kingston, Factors that Predict Elementary Educators, practice and practice
in teaching Self- determination, Tehran, 2013.
5 Jo Mahdi Hatch, Organization Theory, Modern, Symbolic, Interpretative, Postmodern, translated by
Hossein Danayeifard, Tehran, Mehrban Nashr Publishing, 1991.
6 Wie H. U. Wang, Ya-Pei Tsong, Motivations of employees knowledge shortening behaviors, A selfdetermination perspective, Tehran, 2015.
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3) individual traits such as having a good attitude, having confidence, being
reliable and having a lot of experience.
Empirical research background
Feldman7 found that job design has a positive and significant relationship
with self-efficiency and job performance (Ng, Feldman, 2014). Browan, Avital,
and Terms (2012) found that organizational support for job designing had an
impact on job satisfaction, individual performance and organizational outcomes
(Bran et al, 2012) and Abbasi and Zamani (2013) in their research showed That
career design in organizational learning affects organizational performance.
Wang & Ho (2015) in a research on employee behavior and awareness
based on job design perspectives found that job design involves individual
satisfaction, including helping colleagues and organizational interests in
achieving the goal and growth of the organization, and has effect on behaviors,
Direct knowledge and organizational awareness .
Senior managers and organizational leaders can improve individual and
organizational functions by designing employee jobs, increasing employee
participation, improving the quality of products and services, facilitating decision
making, and achieving efficiency, effectiveness, and productivity.
Leaders and senior managers of organizations can achieve significant
results in organizational, managerial, and human resources through job design
on human resource development. So, the importance of this research was felt in
the country. Therefore, the objectives of this research are:
1) Investigating the relationship between employee design and individual
and organizational learning (knowledge and Consciousness)
2) Investigating the relationship between knowledge and consciousness
(individual knowledge and consciousness) and organizational performance
3) Investigating the relationship between individual and organizational
learning (knowledge and consciousness) with individual and organizational
functions of the company
4) Identify the role of mediators of knowledge and consciousness, skills,
and ability in relation to employee job designing with individual and
organizational focus.
Accordingly, the research hypotheses are:
1- Analysis and Relationship between Inputs and Processes of Designing
a Job and Performance of Human Resources Development by Managers,
Supervisors and Experts in the Status of Steel Industry-Isfahan Zobahan Co.
2- Analysis and investigation of the relationship between inputs and
outputs of job design and human resource development performance of
managers, supervisors and experts in the current state of steel industry-Isfahan
Zobahan Co.
7

T.W.H Ng, D. G. Feldman, The Moderating Effects of Age in the Relationships of Job Autonomy to work
out coms.
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3. Analysis and evaluation of inputs and outputs. Designing the job and
the performance of human resources development managers, supervisors and
experts in the current state of steel industry-Isfahan Zobahan Co.
4. Analysis and Investigation of the Relationship between Environmental
Factors and Components of Designing a Job and the Performance of Human
Resources Development by Managers, Supervisors and Experts on the Status of
the Steel Industry-Isfahan Zobahan Co.
5. Analysis and Investigate the Relationship between Inputs and Design
Design Processes and Performance of Human Resources Development by
Managers, Supervisors and Experts in the Desired Condition of Steel IndustryIsfahan Zobahan Co.
6- Analysis and investigation of the relationship between the design
process of the job and the performance of human resources development
managers, supervisors and experts in the desired situation of the steel industry Isfahan Zobahan Co.
7- Analysis and analysis of the relationship between inputs and outputs.
Designing the job and the performance of human resources development
managers, supervisors and experts in the desired situation of the steel industry Isfahan Zobahan Co.
8- Analysis and Investigation of the Relationship between
Environmental Factors and Job Design and Performance of Human Resources
Development by Managers, Supervisors and Experts on the Desirability of Steel
Industry-Isfahan Zobahan Co.
According to these goals and hypotheses, the conceptual model has been
identified as Fig. 1.

Career
designing

Individual
Learning (SKA)
Knowledge,
Consciousness,

Organizational
Learning (SKA)
Knowledge,
Consciousness,
Skill and Ability

Figure 1: Specific research model
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The research method in this descriptive-correlation study is structural
equation modeling. In this study, the variables studied are: job designing performance enhancement of human resource development as an independent
variable and individual learning variables (knowledge, consciousness, ability, and
SAK) and organization learning. Individual performance (knowledge,
Consciousness, skill, ability, and SAK) and organizational learning are referred to
as an independent secondary variable or resources for employee and
organization performance. The statistical population of this study was 650
people who were managers, supervisors and employees of Isfahan Smelter
Company. The sample size of Kualan formula was used and 315 tests were
estimated. The method of sampling was conducted using random sampling
methods.
The main tool for collecting data was the questionnaire. Accordingly,
Bayer and Mulder (Bauer, Mulder 2006) have been used to assess the
performance of employees and organizations.
The reliability of this questionnaire was based on Cronbach's alpha
coefficient. Estimated.
To investigate the validity of the questions and dimensions of this
research, the questionnaire has been used for confirmatory factor analysis and
the value index has been obtained as follows:
CFI= 0.95, AGFI= 0.95, FGI= 0.95, RMSEA= 0.078, X2df= 2.82
Indicates the proper validity of the Employee Career Design
Questionnaire.
To measure job design and performance (human resource development
of managers, supervisors, employees with knowledge mediation, consciousness,
skills, ability to use the questionnaires of Chan Lim and Kisserry (2003) and
Berne Artyal (2010).
The reliability of the questionnaire was calculated on the basis of
Cronbach's alpha coefficient according to Table 1.
Table 1: Cronbach's alpha coefficients
Cronbach's
Item
Research Variables
Coefficients
1
Career designing
0.86
2
Performance development
0.75
3
Human resource development 0.81
4
Knowledge and consciousness 0.87
5
skill
0.9
6
ability
0.72
Source: Negarandegan

Alpha

Research findings
Before testing the research hypotheses, the assumption of the normality
of the research variables should be evaluated. For this purpose, Table 2
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describes the indexes of the variables including the minimum value and the
maximum, mean, standard deviation, skewness and elongation.
Table 2: Descriptive indices of research variables
Minimum Maximum
Variable
Mean
value
value
Career
1
4.8
2.75
Designing
Performance
1
5
2.75
Development
Human
Resource
1.2
4.8
2.98
Development
Knowledge
and
1
4.9
2.69
Consciousness
Skill
1
4.8
2.53
Ability
1
4
2.17
Source: Negarandegan

Standard
Deviation

Skewness

Elongation

0.75

0.115

-0.072

0.8

0.052

-0.065

0.73

-0.25

-0.017

0.69

0.095

-0.4

0.86
0.63

0.15
0.35

0.52
-0.20

Therefore, according to Table 2, the absolute value of skewness and
elongation of all variables and components is less than one which indicates the
assumption of the normal variables for testing the variables of the research, and
Table 3 is the correlation coefficients of the research variables presented
Table 3: Correlation matrix of research variables
Variable
1
1 Career Designing
0.68
2 Performance Development
0.52
3 Human Resource Development
0.57
4 Knowledge and Consciousness
0.65
5 Skill
0.63
6 Ability
0.61

2

3

4

5

6

0.79
0.55
0.67
0.64
0.63

0.73
0.67
0.67
0.7

0.8
0.48
0.74

0.73
0.68

0.55

Considering the data in Table 3 in Figure 2, the research model has been
shown:
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Figure 2: The correlation coefficients model

Analysis of the first to eighth hypotheses is shown in Table 4. In the
optimal situation, the relationship between inputs and outputs of job design and
human resource development performance has been investigated at a significant
level of 5%.
Table 4: The relationship between inputs and outputs of job design and human
resource development performance
Hypothesis Relationship
Standardized weight P-Value
1
Input-process
0.89
>0.05
2
Process-output
0.58
>0.05
3
Human-output
0.86
>0.05
4
Individual-output
0.86
>0.05
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5
6
7
8

Organizational-output
Environment-input
environment-process
Environment-output

0.57
0.44
0.83
0.76

>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

In order to evaluate the proposed model, value based indicators were
used.
Therefore, in this study, among the various indicators of goodness on
value, the fitness indicators mentioned in Table 5 were used.
Table 5: Indicators of goodness on the value of the tested research model
GFI
CFI RMS / EA
CMIN / df df CMIN Indices
0.92
0.95 0.07
2.82
66 186.59 Value

According to the obtained indicators according to Karin's views (2005
and 2011), the test pattern of research is worthy of value.
Discussion and conclusion
The purpose of this research is to investigate the effect of designing a
job on the performance of HR development by mediating knowledge and
Consciousness, skills and abilities that affect organizational learning and
organizational performance. Leading executives and leaders of the Isfahan
Zobahan Organization can empower, motivate and persuade employees to learn
new skills and competencies, as well as improve individual organizational
performance and job design and human resource development, so that
employees can freely think And express their ideas and opinions, Creating new
procedures, supporting senior executives and organization leaders in the
independence and freedom of action of the staff, will allow the employees to do
their best to carry out their tasks in accordance with the scheduled task design.
The support of top managers and leaders of the Isfahan Zobahan Company
from designing jobs and independence and the freedom of employees'
performance makes employees more responsible for their duties and in doing
their job functions with higher quality and maximize their potential for achieving
organizational goals.
Leading executives and leaders of the Isfahan Zobahan Organization can
improve their staff performance, participate in decision-making decisions,
develop positive and sincere communication, focus on trust, and provide
feedback on their performance outcomes.
In order to facilitate and develop the support of senior managers and
leaders of the Isfahan Zobahan Company, the design of employee jobs to
improve individual and organizational functions and the use of individual and
organizational learning as intermediaries, suggestions are presented as follows:
Senior managers need to establish and maintain close relationships with the staff
so that all environmental stress staff delivers their own problems, ideas and
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needs, and in fact senior managers must support employees, this can be done at
team meetings.
Managers should, after creating social belongings among employees,
support their competencies, that is, encourage employees to work on new
knowledge and skills. Improvement of employee competence can be done
through training classes in-service training, retraining and practical training.
After establishing friendly relationships and paying attention to the merits of
employees, managers now have to schedule tasks, assign tasks, make decisions
related to job roles, according to new ideas, perform tasks, delegate staff
responsibilities, and provide more responsibilities to employees in designing job
occupations.
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Abstract. The enactment of the military penal code is an attempt to stabilize and establish order in
the armed forces. The second chapter of this code deals with the commission of crimes against internal and
external security by the armed forces, which, despite improvements over the Islamic Penal Code and the former
codes, is associated with some weaknesses. in addition, some crimes against security are criminalized in the
Islamic Penal Code as well. In the present article, attempts are made to study the articles laid down in Chapter
II of military Penal Code and other relevant articles in the Islamic penal code (the fifth edition), in order to
make amendments to this code and achieve a higher level of national security in the armed forces.
Key words: internal security, foreign security, armed forces.

Introduction
Greater attention need to be paid to legislations associated with "crimes
against national security" should (1), because these crimes are linked to national
sovereignty and the foundations of government, and the damage resulting from these
crimes can affect the interests of the nation and the country.
The military Penal Code consists of thirteen chapters, the second chapter of
which deals with "crimes against internal and external security" (2), this implies the
fact that internal security is inseparable from external security. (3) The abovementioned code includes some innovations and has succeeded in overcoming some of
the ambiguities and shortcomings of the former code. the amendments in the new
code include: the criminalization of crowd gathering to disturb the public order(Article
19), act of espionage for foreigners (Article 24), participation and cooperation in the
crime of espionage (Notes 1 and 2 of Article 24), Definition of enemy (Article 25),
and the act of Intelligence Debriefing by enemies or aliens (Article 28) However, this
code also includes some shortcomings that will be discussed and categorized into
crimes against internal security and crimes against external security in the present
article.
Moharebeh
The criminal offense of Moharebeh has many extensions that can be
categorized into six sections.
Subversion of the Government of Islamic Republic of Iran
According to Article 17 of the military Penal Code: "Any military officer who
devises a plan for subversion (transition or elimination) of the government of the
Islamic Republic of Iran, gathers or administers a crowd for this purpose, or even
takes part and contributes to the activities of such a crowd, shall be labeled as
Mohareb.
Subversion refers to all political movements that provide the grounds for the
collapse of a government. In a political system, two groups may embark on subversion
actions, first, the parties; and second, pressure groups that intend to influence the
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political policy of the government, and don’t seek subversion; on the contrary, the
parties mainly demand political power.1
In another definition, subversion refers to all insurgent activities in one
country. But this concept basically refers to the activity of the unsatisfied groups of
people in a country, with the support or organization of foreign countries, for
undermining the government in the country.2 The physical behavior in this article is
the gathering and management of crowds which is seemingly regarded as material
plurality of crime. Accomplice a person who contributes to the crime by inciting,
persuading, and threatening of the public to have active contribution or participation
in the crime. in this article, however, the punishment foreseen for the accomplice is
the same as the one considered for abetting. This kind of criminalization and the like
can be interpreted in two ways: first, this type of criminalization can be legitimized
from the perspective of the importance of crime against national security, because,
considering the importance and characteristics of such crimes, it can be argued that
the blame principle is preferable to the harm principle. this point that has also been
taken into account in legislations associated with other crimes against national security
such as criminalization of independent complicity in Article 33 of this code or
consideration of attempted felony punishments that are comparable to accomplished
felony punishments in the aforementioned article, or Article 20: On the other hand,
considering the of the narrow scope Hudud and the specific features of these crimes,
the development of criminalization in these cases is contrary to the rules and
principles of the Shari'a, and this has also been confirmed by jurists. . For example, in
the jurisprudential texts, the spy guards and scouts and those who lurk along the
caravan roads to inform the thieves, are not always labeled as Mohareb.3
In case a military officer devises a plan for subversion of the Government of
the Islamic Republic of Iran or make attempts to do so, but doesn’t gather crowds for
this purpose, their deed will not be subjected to this article. In this article,
"participation in the crowd activities" is not specifically defined, and it is not clear
whether contribution to the material element is a crime or mere membership in such a
crowd is enough to label the perpetrator as criminal. Also, if the term "effective" is
considered applicable to the act of abetting as well, mere membership in such crowds
without active partition in their activities shall hardly be subjected to this article.
However, considering the need for severe punishments for Moharebeh, the legislator
is supposed to take decisive measures in this regard.
Armed measures against the Islamic Republic of Iran
According to Article 22 of the military Penal Code: "Any military officer who
takes armed measures against the government of the Islamic Republic of Iran shall be
considered a Mohareb".
1

A. Farahani Jamrassi, Investigation of the theoretical Concepts of National Security, Tehran, Governmental
Management training Center, 1374.
2 J. Roshanandel, National Security and International System, Tehran, Samt publications, 1995.
3 Mousavi Khomeini, SR. The second volume, Qom, The Dar- Al-elm press publications, First print, 1995.
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The crime described in this article is an absolute crime in terms of the material
element, and mere physical behavior or attempts to carry out such a crime shall bring
about criminal liability. If the act is committed against one of the elements of the
government, it will only be subjected to the afore-mentioned article if the perpetrator
intends to confront the government in general. The armed action in this article is
described in absolute terms, but it seemingly refers to criminal acts committed by
means of a gun and the criminal acts committed by melee weapons are covered in the
material element of such crimes. Moreover, the intention to act against the Islamic
Republic of Iran is the specific mens rea of the crime.
The Ja'fari jurists define Moharebeh as: "drawing weapons to intimidate
people."4 Therefore, weapon drawing and intimidation intentions serve as the
necessary conditions for realization of moharebeh.5 Ja'fari jurists have provided
different interpretations for the term "weapon". According to a Imam Sadiq: "once a
man invaded a house with a torch in his hand and set everything in the house on fire,
when asked to serve as a judge, Amir al-Mu'minin (peace be upon him) gave the man a
death sentence after having him compensate for the loss he had caused " Ameli, 1409,
Volume 28: 315). Drawing on this saying, some jurists believe that, stone, stick and
any other similar tool could be weapon. Shahid-e Thani provides a broader
interpretation in this case and believes that ability and power serve as the necessary
criteria for fulfillment of Moharebeh.
On the contrary, some believe that acts such as intimidation of people by
means of scourge or stick should not be deemed as an act of Moharebeh (Mousavi
Khomeini, Bita, volume 2: 492). Some also believe that weapon includes any tool that
is used to fight.6 Similarly, some jurists believe that even in cases where an individual
intends to do something against the Islamic Republic of Iran, The utilization of fake
weapons similar to real weapons used to loot people , in an attempt to play havoc with
public security, should not be deemed as an act of Moharebeh. According to another
fatwa: “fake weapon doesn’t serve a valid criterion for marking people as Mohareb,
frequent use of fake weapons, however, could serve as a sufficient criterion for giving
the label of mufsid fī l-ʾarḍ to individuals.7
Forcing or provoking to escape

4

Allameh Helli, Tahrir al-Ahkam al-Shar'iyya, Volume 5, Qom, Imam Sadiq's institute, 1420; Majlesi-ye
Thani, M. Hudud, Qisas, Diyat, Tehran, The institute for publication of Islamic works, BiTa
publications, 1420; M. Maki Ameli (Shahid Awwal), Al-Lamia Al-Dameshqiyah Fi Fiqq Al-Islamiyah,
Beirut, Dar El Torath, First Printing, 1410; Ibn-e Idriss, Mohammad ibn-e Mansur ibn-e Ahmad, Alsar Eer
al-Hawi al-Tahrir al-Fatwi, Volume 3, Qom, Islamic publications office affiliated to the Society of
Seminary Teachers of Qom 1410 AH.
5 A. Meli Z. Jabaei, (al-Shahīd al-Thānī), Masalik al-Alafam Ela Tanqih Sharia al-Islam, Volume 15, Qom,
Islamic studies institute, 1413.
6 M. Fazel Esfahani, Kashf Al-alsam wa Al-ibham An qavid Al-ahkam, Volume 10, Qom, The institute
of Islamic publications affiliated with the Qom Seminary Teachers Society, 1416.
7 Vice-chancellor for Education and Research in the Judiciary, the institute for Judicial Jurisprudence studies, Tehran,
Jurisprudence Research Center of the Judiciary, 2002.
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According to Article 23 of the military Penal Code "any military officer who
compels or incites military or non-military staff to escape or surrender or refrain from
performing their military duties, or even facilitates their escape or harbors them while
knowing that they are fugitives, shall be treated as a Mohareb in case they try to
perform subversive acts or provide the ground for the enemies to defeat the national
forces, otherwise they will be sentenced to imprisonment for 15 years. The intention
to subvert the government or support the enemy against the friendly forces are the
specific mens rea of the crime and in case it is found out that the perpetrator doesn’t
have any mens rea, he shall be sentenced to imprisonment. Compulsion or incitement
to escape or surrender or refrain from performing military duties are considered to be
absolute crimes in terms of the material element. Consequently, it does not matter
whether compulsion or sanctions lead to escape or surrender or non-performance of
military duties, because this article is usually recognized and examined as the
independent complicity. Therefore, if the perpetrator doesn’t known that the people
he is dealing with are actually military officer or are somehow affiliated with armed
forces, his actions shall not be subjected to this article; compulsion or sanction must
effectively contribute to the act of escaping, surrendering or failing to perform military
duties, otherwise the perpetrator would not be subjected to this article.
Potential measures to disrupt the territorial integrity of the Islamic
Republic of Iran
According to Article 20 of the military Penal Code: "Any military officer who
takes measures to detach part of the territory of the Islamic Republic of Iran or to
impair the territorial integrity or independence of the Islamic Republic of Iran, shall be
punished as a Mohareb."
The territory of the Islamic republic of Iran covers land, air and sea territories.
This article is deemed absolute in terms of its final consequences, and mere attempt to
detach part of the territory or impair the territorial integrity or independence of the
country shall bring about criminal liability
5-1. Collaboration with enemies
according to Article 21 of the military Penal Code: "military officer’s who
commit the following crimes, shall be punished as Mohareb in case they seek to
subvert the government or collaborate with the enemy, otherwise they shall be
sentenced to three to fifteen years or imprisonment:
(A) Any military officer who surrenders his subordinate personnel, the base or
place under his control or protection, or reveals the military equipment, maps,
documents and military secrets
B) Any military officer who collates with enemies to help them achieve their
goals.
(C) Any military officer who assists the governments, militants and Moharebs
at war with Iran or provides them with military forces or the necessary equipment, or
encourages other individuals to join enemies or corruptors, ".
The Crime described in this article is an absolute crime and mere physical
behavior or attempts to carry out such a crime will bring about criminal liability. In
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clause (c) of this Article, no distinction is made between contributions made by
Iranian or foreign elements. The intention to overthrow the regime and cooperate
with the enemy is the specific mens rea of the crime. Hence, in case the perpetrator
merely intends to overthrow the system, but does not intend to cooperate with the
enemy (or vice versa) he will not be subject to the criminal punishment considered for
Moharebs in this article. In other articles of this code, however, mere intention for
subversion of the government shall bring about enough criminal liability for
realization of Moharebeh. The mens rea and the criminal intentions of the perpetrator
shall be authenticated and proved by the judge. Therefore, if his perpetrator denies his
intentions to overthrow the government and cooperate with the enemy, the judge shall
be required to prove the potential subversion intentions of the perpetrator. If a
military officer colludes with enemies for purposes other than the enemy's objectives,
and this collusion leads to fulfilment of enemy’s objectives, this crime shall not be
subjected to the present article, because the intention to collude with enemy to fulfill
the enemy objectives, is the specific mens rea applicable to paragraph B.
Repentance before making attempts to impair the order and security of
society
According to Article 18 of the military Penal Code: "in case any of the
individuals laid down in Article 17 repents before the plot is discovered, and introduce
and reports the details to the police, they shall be exempted from the Hodud
considered for Moharebeh (if his repentance is established in the court of law). If the
acts committed by the perpetrator disrupt the order and security of the society or
bring about concerns of possible disobediences in the future, they shall be sentenced
to one to five years of imprisonment”
If the Mohareb repents before he/she is arrested, they will be exempted from
the Hodud, but he will still have to pay compensation for all the financial damages and
embrace criminal liabilities such as Qisas, if the perpetrator repents after he has been
arrested, he/she will not be exempted from Hodud punishments, because exemption
of Hodud punishments is only applicable before the Mohareb is arrested.
2. Gathering of crowds to undermine the security of the country
According to Article 19 of the military Penal Code: "Any military officer who
gathers crowds consisting of more than two individuals in order to undermine the
security of the country (through intimidation, rioting and murder), shall be sentenced
to three to fifteen years of imprisonment (in case they are not found guilty of
Moharebeh). The members of the crowd who are aware of its objectives shall be
sentenced to two to five years of imprisonment if they are not found guilty of
Moharebeh. "
The Crime discussed in this article is an absolute crime and the intention to
undermine the security of the country is the specific mens rea of the crime, and the
deliberate or non-deliberate gathering or management of crowds constitutes the
general mens rea of the crime. Mere Awareness of the crowd members of the
objectives (undermine the security of the country) shall bring about criminal liability,
this will hold true even when the crowd seeks other objectives and the crowd
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members are not aware of them. The number of crime partners is therefore not
subject to this article as long as there are two persons and one person is also known as
a deputy of the offender. The abettors (in case there are two abettors) and the
accomplice will not be subjected to this article.
The Legislators must distinguish between members of the crowd who are
aware of their goals and perform more effective activities in pursuit of the crowd
goals, and other members who have merely joined the crowd, but don’t play any active
role in it. This important issue that is not been taken into account by the legislator, is a
serious objection to the code. In case a military officer gathers and manages such a
crowd, اhis action will amount to material plurality of crime.
Espionage
According to Article 24 of the Military Penal Code: "the following persons are
considered as spies and shall be sentenced to the following penalties:
(A) Any military officer who provides the enemies or aliens with documents or
information or objects of great intelligence value, and consequently undermines the
military operation or security of facilities, fortifications, bases, factories, permanent or
temporary arsenals, Temporary military stopover, military buildings, ships, aircraft, or
military ground transportation vehicles or the security of the national defense facilities,
shall be punishable as a Mohareb;
(B) Any military officer who manages to acquire documents or information for
enemies or foreigners, but fails, for any reason, to surrender them to the enemies, shall
be sentenced to three to fifteen years of imprisonment;
(C) Any military officer who submits military, political, security, economic or
industrial secrets associated with the armed forces to the domestic or foreign enemies
or foreigners or informs them of the provisions thereof, shall be punished as a
Mohareb;
D) Any military officer who enters the top secret sections to acquire classified
document or information in favor of the enemy or aliens, shall be sentenced to two to
ten years of imprisonment, if not punishable by more severe penalties under other
laws
Note - Any military officer who entered the document storage site either
intentionally or inadvertently, shall be sentenced to six to three years of imprisonment;
E) Any alien who enters bases, factories, arsenals, military camps, armed forces
units, temporary military stopovers, military defense buildings, and ground, airborne
and maritime vehicles or enters the places where the documents or information are
stored, shall be sentenced to execution and otherwise to one to ten years of
imprisonment.
Note 1: anyone who abets the military officer in the crime of espionage, shall
be punishable in the military courts in the same way as the main military criminals and
shall be sentenced to the same penalties considered for the military officer.
Note 2- complicity in the act of espionage or hiding or harboring a spy is a
crime and the perpetrator shall be tried in military courts, and in cases where the spy is
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sentenced to execution as a Mohareb, the accomplice shall be sentenced to three to
Fifteen years of imprisonment. "
The documents or information in paragraph "b" of this article are classified. In
paragraph (b), it is not specified whether the person who attempts to collect
information for enemy or aliens, is still punishable after he reports to the police and
contributes to discovery of the crime.
Paragraph "C" deals with domestic or foreign enemies, but in other cases, such
as paragraph "B" of Article 21, the legislator describes enemy or enemies in absolute
terms. ; The reason for this dichotomy is not known.
The death penalty in paragraph "e" is a T’azir punishment and is therefore
commutable. The term "otherwise" in paragraph "e" refers to cases where the alien
enters the afore-mentioned places inadvertently or with intentions other than
collecting information for enemy. It is not specified in this clause whether the term
“alien” refers to civilian or foreigners, or a military person who is not authorized to
enter that place. In case this term includes civilians, the jurisdiction of military courts
has increased, in contrast to Article 172 of the Constitution, unless it is believed that
civilian affairs are handled in public courts. Given that in Article 503 of the Islamic
Penal Code, similar punishments have been considered for such a crime, the latter
interpretation will be quite unlikely
4. Enemy and national security
in Article 25 of the military Penal Code: " enemy is defined as: the hooligans,
groups and states that are at war with the Islamic Republic of Iran or intend to
overthrow it or act against national security of the country. .
Note - Whenever the court of law is unable to authenticate the adversary or
the hostile state, the matter will be brought to the attention of the supreme national
Security Council through the inquiries made by the judiciary "
The hooligans and groups in this article can be either domestic or foreign. The
note allows the court to act on its own discretion and, in case the court fails to identify
the hostilities, they will have to inquire the ideas of the Supreme National Security
Council. The final judgment on authentication of enemy is made by the judge of the
court, and therefore if the Supreme National Security Council recognizes and declares
a given state as the enemy, the judge is required to accept it. In the inquiry of the
Supreme National Security Council’s idea, the crime commitment time should also be
announced, so that the council can provide an adequate response in accordance with
the time of the crime.
National security mainly relies on political and military dimensions, and the
government plays the main role in recognition of this phenomenon. Of course, the
social, economic, cultural and other aspects of it must also be taken into
consideration.8
Efforts to limit the scope of the term “national security” to any of its levels,
regardless of other dimensions, will disrupt the perception of the national security.9
8

M. Malmir, Designing a Security Model for the Islamic Republic of Iran through describing and Redefining Political
Crimes, Ph.D thesis. Tehran, Farabi Faculty of Science and Technology, 2002.
9 Mandel, R, the changing face of National Security, Tehran: the institute of Strategic Studies, 1998.
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According to the definition of national security, this concept is a relative condition. In
other words, no individual, at the micro level, and no country, at the macro level, can
claim to enjoy complete security.10 National security is defined as protection of
material, political and cultural existence against the aggression of other nations.11 Some
believe that national security is crystallization of public interests within the territory of
the country.12 Others consider it a multifaceted concept, and believe that the sense of
freedom from fear or sense of security is the most obvious form of recognition of
national security . Some believe that national security is protection against risk
(objective security), the sense of safety and mental security, and the sense of freedom
from doubt (trust in personal revelations).13
Disclosure of confidential secrets
According to Article 26: "Any person who submits documents, negotiations,
decisions or classified information to the non-authorized individuals, or inform them
of the provisions thereof. Shall be sentenced as follows:
A) If the documents, negotiations, decisions or information are top secret,
they shall be imprisoned for three to fifteen years;
(B) If the documents, negotiations, decisions or information are secret, they
shall be imprisoned for two to ten years;
C) If the documents, negotiations, decisions or information are highly
confidential, they shall be imprisoned from three months to one year;
Note 1- If the documents, negotiations, decisions or information are
confidential, they shall be disciplined by the commander or president
Note 2: in case the above acts require more severe punishment according to
other codes, the perpetrator shall be sentenced to more severe punishments
Note 3: Classification and changes in the classification of documents,
negotiations, decisions and information, as well as the manner of classified document
storage shall be determined in accordance with the instructions provided by the
General Staff of the Armed Forces after it is approved by the Commander-in-Chief.
This crime is absolute in terms of the material element, and mere submission
of documents to non-authorized persons shall bring about criminal liability, and if the
perpetrator fails to submit the documents, his action will not be subject to the present
article. However, considering the importance of the issue, it would be better to
consider a more lenient penalty for the latter case as well. The intention to act against
internal or external security is the specific mens rea of this crime, and deliberate and
non-deliberate submission of documents, negotiation details, and decisions or
classified information to unauthorized persons, is the general mens rea of this crime.
A. Kazemi, A Controversial Chain in International Politics and Relations, Tehran, Qūmis, 1373.
H. Behzadi, Principles of International Relations and Foreign Policy, Tehran, Dehkhoda publications, 1989.
12 H. Seyfzadeh, National interests, the articles and Concepts collection, Tehran, The institute of Political and
International Studies, 1991.
13 B. Buzan, People, states, and fear, translated by: research institute of Strategic Studies, Tehran, Research institute
of Strategic Studies, 1999.
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If a military officer undergoes intelligence debriefing due to negligence or recklessness,
they shall not be subject to this article.
The highly confidential classification (11) refers to information and
documents, such as intelligence and counter-intelligence reports and figures related to
forces that could undermine the interests of the country, in case they are disclosed in
an unauthorized way. Confidential classification (12) refers to information and
documents that must never be publicly available and requires a degree of protection
lower than what is considered for highly confidential information.14 According to the
above-mentioned points, if the judge doubts whether the information are top secret or
highly confidential, and fails to make sure about it even after thorough investigations,
he should resort to the ascertained ordinances and consider them highly confidential.
In addition, it should be noted that the crime occurrence time should be taken into
account when dealing with top secret, secret or highly confidential categories. If a
military person provides unauthorized individuals with top secret, secret and highly
confidential information, these criminal acts should be regarded as a subdivision of
crimes against domestic and foreign security.
Recklessness in protection of classified information
According to Article 27 of the military Penal Code: "any military person who
discloses information and decisions, or eliminates the documents referred to in article
26 out of recklessness, negligence or non-compliance with public regulations, shall be
punished as follows ( depending on the importance of disclosed information and
documents):
(A) If the documents, negotiations, information or decisions are secret, they
shall be imprisoned for six months to two years;
(B) If the documents, negotiations, information or decisions are secret, they
shall be imprisoned for three months to one year;
(C) If the documents, negotiations, information or decisions are highly
confidential, they shall be imprisoned for two to six months.
Note- If the documents, negotiations, information or decisions are
confidential, they shall be subject to disciplinary punishment by their commander. "
Recklessness is often used in contrast to negligence, in other words negligence
mainly deals with inaction while recklessness is mainly related to action and is defined
as taking an action without foresight (as to the prohibited consequence) which must
be observed.15 The term "negligence" in this article seems to be redundant and
criminal acts or transgressions mainly result from recklessness or non-compliance with
public regulations. Moreover, a situation in which negligence is separable from
recklessness is hardly conceivable. According to Articles 616 and 714 of the Islamic
Penal Code (1375) fault or criminal error includes recklessness, inconsideration, lack
of skill, and failure to comply with public regulations., while in this code, lack of skill is
not considered as fault or criminal error and should therefore be taken into account
14
15

M. Rostami, The dictionary of Military terms, Tehran, Joint Staff of the Islamic Republic of Iran, 1999.
P. Sanei, General Penal code, Tehran, Ganj-e Danesh publications, 1371.
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by the legislator. Therefore, according to this article, the military officer can only be
convicted when recklessness, inconsideration and failure to comply with public
regulations on the part of him can be proved, and when it has been proven that the
criminal action has resulted in the elimination of documents.
Intelligence debriefing
According to Article 28 of the military Penal Code: "Any military officer who
is debriefed by enemies or aliens (after receiving the necessary training on protection
of classified information) due to inconsideration and non-observance of the
protection principles, shall be sentenced to one to six months of imprisonment."
The crime of Intelligence debriefing was first taken into consideration in The
Penal Law on Dissemination and Disclosure of Classified Information and
Documents (1353). According to this article, disclosure of the provisions of the
documents due to non-observance of the regulations or due to negligence and
inconsideration on the part of the agent responsible for protection of the documents,
is punishable by three to six months of imprisonment. In this crime, act or failure to
act (omission) don’t take place deliberately, but recklessness and the failure to observe
the regulations lead to commission of the crime, and this article does not cover the
punishment of the person who performs the act of Intelligence debriefing. In this
case, it is generally argued that: “the perpetrator of Intelligence debriefing is charged
with the act of intelligence acquisition that serves as the material element of the crime
(committed by the government agent), and the government agent who is responsible
for protection of the information, is punishable as the abettor to the spiritual element
of the crime.“16According to the above-mentioned points, this argument is subject to
an objection: in case the military officer doesn’t receive the necessary training on the
protection of classified information, and is subjected to intelligence debriefing due to
inconsideration, recklessness and non-observance of the protection, this article shall
not be applicable to them. According to the article, a military officer who has access to
classified information can be the agent of personnel or archiving department, or serve
in other sections of the military unit. In this article, enemies and aliens could be both
domestic and foreigner, and the term alien refers to an individual who is not qualified
to have access to classified information.
The military officers who are subject to military debriefing after receiving the
necessary training on the storage of classified information, shall be sentenced to one
to six months of imprisonment, but in the previous article, more serious penalties are
considered for the perpetrator while The criminal offense seems to of less serious than
that in the previous article
Conclusion:
The commission of crimes against domestic and external security on the part
of armed forces will lead to serious, and sometimes irreparable damages to the
16

I. Golduzian, Exclusive penalties (1-3-2), Tehran, Amount, Chag First, 2009L Iraj Emdouzian, Exclusive
penal code, Tehran, Mizan publications, University of Tehran, 2001.
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national security of the country. In the second chapter of the military Penal Code, The
legislator has tried to prevent the commission or development of such crimes by
criminalizing different derivatives of measures against national security and
considering appropriate penalties for them. . This code has largely succeeded in
achieving its goals, but some ambiguities and shortcomings in this code require further
reflections and revisions. these shortcomings include the lack of a specific definition
for political crime, assignment of the repentance of the Mohareb to Article 17, lack of
a definite standard for judgment on participation in the crowds for subversive
purposes (Article 17), uncertainty about the state of war (Article 22), and uncertainties
about the term alien (Article 24), the necessity of criminalization of criminal acts
associated with intelligence debriefing (Article 28), which, considering the importance
of crimes against national security, requires further revisions.
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Abstract. The issue of messianism and the advent of the savior in apocalypse is one of the beliefs
that exist in many societies, including Zoroastrian society. In this regard, people, according to their beliefs,
expect the promised truth to emerge and realize the utopia and ideal society and to wipe the wicked and the
devil off the people's lives and off the face of the earth. Using library resources and descriptive-analytical method
in this paper, we endeavor to examine the issues of politics, prophesy and messianism in Zoroastrian thought
and their roles in the socio-political movements of pre-Islamic Iran until the first two centuries AH. The
Zoroastrians have never given up their hopes of a bright future and the promised advent of the apocalyptic
savior; however, due to the cooperation of religion and politics, the presence of this belief in the political and
social movements of ancient Iran is faint, though in the movements of the first two centuries AH, it has a
stronger presence.
Keywords: messianism, Zoroastrians in Iran, socio-political movements.

Introduction
The idea of the messianism and the emergence of savior dates back to the
formation of the human social life. Humans always wished for an ideal utopia where
people would live happily in peace and quiet without any disturbance. In pursuit of
such a supreme goal, they sought an individual who could be the architect and
constructor of such an ideal society. Even a slight reflection upon various religions
and different cultures reveals that all of them, although with different attitudes, believe
in and await the arrival of the world's savior who emerges in Apocalypse. He will fight
despotism, tyranny, and injustice and humanity will evolve both materially and
spiritually. The savior called "Sushyant or Sushyans" in the Zoroastrian religion, is the
same as Kalki of the Hindus (the tenth manifestation of Vishnu), the fifth Buddha of
Buddhists, Messiah of the Jews, the Christ of the Christians, and Mahdi of the
Muslims.1
Knowing the importance of messianism and the apocalyptic advent of
Sushyant for the followers of Zoroastrianism, the present essay sought to find answers
to these questions: What is the relationship between politics and messianism in the
Zoroastrianism? What were the roles of messianic thinking and the emergence of the
savior in political and social movements? Our response is based on the assumption
that in the Zoroastrianism, politics and messianism are seen together and as each
other's assistants, and the belief in messianism was insignificant in the political and
social movements of ancient Iran: However, in the movements of the first two
centuries AH, its presence becomes more effective and significant most likely under
the influence of Islamic messianism.
Messianism in Zoroastrianism
1

Hassan Asef Agah, Sushyant: The Savior of Iranvij, Introduction by Bono Christine, Qom, Institute of Bright
Future, Mahdist Institute, 2008, p. 13.
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In Zoroastrian religious texts, the savior is named "Sushyant or Sushyans". In
general, "Sushyant" literally means anyone whose being profits other creatures; or the
one who sets people free from humiliation and misery, whether it is the humiliation of
oppression or that of ignorance. It is an adjective meaning beneficial or profitable.
The words su and suh, translated into sud (Persian word meaning profit) in the
Pahlavi interpretation of Avesta, are frequently used in Holy Letter. In the Gathas
(Zoroastrian hymns), the word "Sushyant" is mentioned singularly, meaning
"salvation" or "savior", and the Iranian Prophet, Zarathustra, has called himself a
Sushyant.2 Each of the Sushyants will appear at the time when the world has been
corrupted by the evil and Ahriman's wrath and grudge, and that is why they are called
Sushyant which means helpful or Savior.3
Although the Sushyant introduced in the Gathas is not different in terms of
meaning from the one in the later Avesta, and both of them mean beneficial and
savior, but according to Mobid Soroushpour,4 they are very different in terms of
examples. He says: The term "Sushyans" is used six times in the Gathas, one of the
oldest Zoroastrian religious books; three times in singular form and three times in
plural form. Ashu Zarathustra in Haat (chapter) 34, paragraph 13 says: "Oh, Lord of
the universe! The path you showed me is the way of goodness. It is a method based
on the training of Sushyans; a training that recommends every good thing done
faithfully in the right way will bring joy." Joy here means peace, or complete happiness
and salvation. So if we are to say plainly, Sushyans, from the viewpoint of Ashu
Zarathustra, is the perfect man. A person who has gone through Zoroastrian
mysticism becomes Sushyans and all his existence is a benefit equally shared by all
human beings. Now, how does he benefit others? By means of training. In Haat 34,
paragraph 13, the teachings of Sushyans has been discussed. In the next section,
teaching is mentioned again; thus, the only weapon of Sushyans is, in fact, to inform
and to move people through their teachings. Since it is very difficult to reach such a
position, there are, in the Avesta, very few people named as ones who could achieve
the rank of Sushyans; while in Gathas, they are not named and the number of them is
not clear. In other words, everyone should try to be profitable and beneficial even
though it is possible for them not to make a perfect Sushyans. But, it is different in the
Avesta; In the Avesta, we see that those called Sushyans are certain individuals whose
number is specified; there are only three of them. But we believe that anyone can
achieve a degree of Sushyans' rank.5
On the difference between Sushyans and its examples in the Gathas and
Avesta, Mobid Soroushpour states: The point of view of Gathas is different from that
of Avesta. From Gatha's viewpoint and in all of the Gathas, the number of
2

Ali Asghar Mostafavi, Sushyant, or the Persuasion of Iranians about the Promised Apocalypse, Tehran, without
publishing house, 1982, p. 54-53.
3 Abraham Pourdavood, (1927), Sushyans (The Promised Mazdisna), Tehran, 1927, p. 32.
4 Engineer Pedram Soroushpour is the young director of Adrian and a prominent member of the
Tehran Mobid Association.
5 Pedram Soroushpour, "Sushyans or Messianism in Zoroastrianism," in Ma'arif Monthly, December
2008.
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Sushyanses is never mentioned so we don't know whether they are three or not. The
word Sushyans is sometimes used in single form where it seems that Ashu Zarathustra
means himself. Ashu Zarathustra accepted himself as a Sushyans and his ambition was
to find other Sushyanses who would continue his path and realize his ideal world.
Assuming that Sushyans' only weapon is teaching and making aware, such an ideal is
not only easy, but also requires a very long time and a lot of Sushyanses to bring the
world closer to that ideal model. Thus, since from Gatha's viewpoint, the number of
Sushyanses is not determined, everyone can achieve a degree of Sushyans' position.6
In the Gathas, the 17th hymn, second paragraph, Zarathustra introduces
himself as a Sushyans, a savior, and one who liberates from ignorance. "Saoshyt"
means to save from the darkness and corruption of mankind and human community.
Since there are always some factors to make people miserable, there should always be
one or more Sushyanses to free people from pollution and turmoil. According to the
teachings of Zoroastrianism, every man and woman who follows the religion of truth
and believes in the ethics of the Gathas can play the role of Sushyans and be a
liberator and savior from evil.7 With regard to the above-mentioned issues, Sushyans
has a very typical concept, not a personally specific one, and may refer to many
individuals; while in the Avestan texts, there are only three Sushyanses whose
characteristics are clearly mentioned. In the Gathas, the Sushyant is mentioned in
plural form and spoken of as religious assistants. In other words, the successors of
Zarathustra; those who are beneficial and helpful to others; those who guide people to
the right path; and bring the welfare to the worshipers are called Sushyants. Perhaps
they are also intended to be three promised saviors of Mazdayasna or Zarathustra's
future sons who eventually will appear in their turns.8
Christine Boneo writes in the introduction to the book "Sushyant, the Savior
of Iranwij": In the sacred history of Zoroastrianism, the names of three saviors are
found in the texts that are considered as later Zoroastrian texts. The name, by which
they are called, Sushyant means beneficial and useful. This word was previously
presented in the Gathas _the text, which is the most sacred part of the Avestan
literature and is said to be better preserved than the other texts and has traditionally
been attributed to Zarathustra himself_ as "the hero whom Zarathustra could rely
on." Of course, the character of this savior is not clearly depicted, but is definitely a
part of Zoroastrian historiography, which is considered the oldest part. But as Sayed
Hassan Asif Agah notes, it has nowadays been revealed that all the Zoroastrian
religious literature that is available to us, including the Gathas and other Avestan texts,
were written in India and Iran after the Arab conquests, during the first three centuries
of Islam's rule (from the seventh to the tenth century AD). Thus, the oldest existing
manuscripts are at most fourteen centuries old.9

6

Ibidem.
Abtin Sassanfar,, Gathas: The Hymns of Zarathustra, Translation of the Seventeen Haats together with Transcripts
of Avestan Text and Linguistic Reports, Tehran, Behjat Publishing, 2011, p. 1094.
8 Sushyant or the Persians' Perspective on the Promised Apocalypse, p. 59.
9 Sushyant, The Savior of Iranwij, p. 14.
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Some believe that during the Sassanid era, Sushyant took on some mythical
and fictional aspects, and it was changed into a conviction that within a thousand
years, a liberating person or savior emerges from the Zarathustra's generation and
fights to save and improve the society that has been degenerated both materially and
morally.10
Purdavood believes that probably in the Avesta of the Sassanid era, a special
section was dedicated to the promised Savior of Mazdayasna. This section called
"Dawn Nask" (ancient Persian word for book) is not available today, and from which
the contents of the 30th chapter of Bundahishn on Sushyans are derived.11
In Avesta, the names of the three messiahs; the names of their mothers and
their birth places; how they were born; and the names of some companions of the last
eternal promised messiah are mentioned. In "Farvardin Yasht", the two brothers of
Estot Ert, who emerge before the last messiah's emergence, are named: the first
brother is Hushidar Bami (Khashit Erteh) that means increasing; uplifting; developer
of truthfulness; cultivator of the sacred law, and the other brother is called Hushidar
Mah (Khashit Nameh) that means the developer of prayer and worshiper of the
Lord.12
According to Zoroastrian religious doctrines, apocalyptic messiahs will emerge
from the eastern Iran: From the land of Sistan i.e. the land of the Iranian national
heroes; the same spot where the Iranian religion was reinforced in the past;
Zarathustra's refuge; and the ruling region of Zarathustra's patron and friend,
Goshtasb.13 That is why the Helmand River and the Lake Hamun (Kianissi) and
Mount Khaje (Oshidim) are among the Zoroastrian holy locations, which are
mentioned in Zamyad Yasht, section 66: "... [Glory] is the one's whose magnificent
origin is where Helmand River joins Kianissi Lake; where the mountain "Oshidem"
has risen, and on the surrounding mountains, a lot of water flows down."14 This
sacredness is due to the birth of Hushidar and Hushidar Mah and the advent of the
promised Zoroastrian Sushyant.15 Purdavood believes that the one whose reign
originates from the Kianissi (Hamun Lake of Sistan) is Sushyans.16
In the narratives, it is written that Zoroaster has sexual intercourse with his
wife, Hovey, three times and each time Hovey sinks in the water of Kianissi, and
Zoroaster's sperms enter the water through Hovey. The god Narivsang takes these
sperms and delivers them to the goddess Erdoy Anahita and she keeps them in order
to intercourse with the mother of Zarathustra's promised sons at the right time. To

10

Abtin Sassanfar, Gathas: The Hymns of Zarathustra, Translation of the Seventeen Haats together with
Transcripts of Avestan Text and Linguistic Reports, p. 204.
11 Sushyant (The Promised Savior of Mazdayasna), p. 4.
12 The Sushyant or the Perspective of Persians on the Promised Apocalypse, p. 63.
13 Ibidem, p. 217
14 Doostkhah Avesta, Jallil (Report and Research), 1st volume, Tehran, Pearl Publications, 2006, p. 497.
15 Jamasb Asana (ed), (Collector), Pahlavi texts, Saeed Nairi's report, Tehran, National Library of the
Islamic Republic of Iran, 1992, p. 70.
16 Sushyant (The Promised Savior of Mazdayasna), p. 20.
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preserve these sperms, 99999 sacred Foruhars (angles) have been designated.17 This is
also mentioned in Farvardin Yasht.18 Therefore, the three messiahs introduced in the
Avesta are characterized and even the places where they emerge are specified.
According to the contents of the Avesta, the Zoroastrians considered Sushyant to be
their apocalyptic messiah and await his advent to realize the promised ideal society.
Politics and Messianism
In the Zoroastrian belief, there is unity and solidarity between religion and
politics, and this correlation beginning since Zoroaster's time, reaches its peak in
Sassanid dynasty. Politics gains legitimacy and power through discourses of culture
and religion. Religion is also trying to survive and publish itself through policy. That is
why there is a mutual relationship between them. Zarathustra could succeed in
defending his enemies and offering his religion to others after he had been supported
by Goshtasb and his court.19 In the Zoroastrian religious texts, the relationship
between politics and messianism is explained based on the cooperation of the religious
leader with the political leader. According to a narration, in the Zarathustrian
millennium, Khurshid Chihr, one of Zoroaster's sons, will unite with Pashootan,
Goshtasb's immortal son, in Cangdezh and together they will emerge to exterminate
the bad guys and conquer Iran. After the battle, Pashootan goes back to Cangdezh to
return whenever he is needed.20
Also, thirty years before the end of the tenth century of the Zoroastrian
millennium, a maid who is among the followers of Zoroastrian religion, called "Namig
Pad" and a descendant of Zarathustra, sits in the waters of the Kianissi and drinks
some. Zarathustra's sperm enters her body and she later gives birth to Oshidar or
Hushidar, the first messiah. Of the major events of this era is the coming of the giant
Malcus or Mercus, which at the end of the Oshidar's millennium causes very heavy
rains and extreme cold. But, Malcus is finally destroyed by the prayers of the believers,
and the people and livestock come out from Varjamkard _the castle built by Jamshid
to secure the people from the cold_ and disperse on different lands to increase their
population.21 In this period too, we see the cooperation of political and religious
leaders. Assisted by Jamshid's castle, Oshidar overcomes the giant Malcus.
The emergence of the next messiah, Oshidar Mah or Hushidar Mah, is also
tied to politics. Thirty years to the end of the Oshidar's millennium, a maiden named
"WahPed" and descended from Zarathustra, baths in the water of Kianissi and drinks
some, and Zarathustra's sperm enters her body. This 15-year-old maiden gives birth to
Oshidar Mah or Hushidar Mah and a period of joy and prosperity begins for the
people, but at the end of this period, Zahak is released from Fereydun and overthrows
17

Mahmoud Haririan et al., History of Ancient Iran, Volume I, Tehran, Center for the Research and
Development of Humanities, 2011, p. 175-174.
18 Avesta, vol. 1, p. 418.
19 Gathas: The Hymns of Zarathustra, Translation of the Seventeen Haats together with Transcripts of Avestan Text
and Linguistic Reports, p. 1044.
20 Mahmoud Haririan et al., History of Ancient Iran, p. 174.
21 Ibidem, p. 175-176.
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Fereydun and restarts ruling over the tribes and people and damages water, fire,
plants, and people. At last, Urmozd together with Amesha Spentas goes to Fereydun
and because he declars his disability, this mission is given to Garshasb. Keykhosro
wakes Garshasb up and he throws an arrow and kills Zahak.22
Of the events of Hushidar's emergence is the coronation of a king descended
from Kayanids. This just king will be born in the Kinnistan region (Samarkand or
China), and some say that he will be born among the Hindus and his father is
descended from the Kayanids. Some call this Prince Bahram Varjavand and some call
him Shapur.23
Assisted by political leaders, Sushyans, the last messiah, can fulfill the
promised goals. Thirty years to the end of the Oshidar's millennium, a 15-year-old
maiden named "GoagPed" descended from Zarathustra, baths in the water of Kianissi
and drinks some water too. Zarathustra's sperm enters her body and she gives birth to
Sushyans. At the age of thirty, he can talk to Urmozd and Amesha Spentas. On
returning from this conversation, Keykhosro, riding on the god Vay (Vieo), recalls his
ancestors' good deeds when they destroyed the pagoda near Lake Chichest and
destroyed Afrasiab. Sushyans asks Keykhosro to accept the good religion. Keykhosro
admires this religion, and thus he becomes the ruler and Sushyans becomes Mobid
(priest) of the Mobids.24
Obviously, in Zoroastrians' notion, religion and politics are separated, and the
political leader or religious leader alone does not manage the society, but they manage
the society together. However, in some reports religion and politics are integrated and
political and religious leadership is at the disposal of the king, and he is even
introduced as a Savior and Promised messiah. Mashkur says: "As soon as some kings
of the Seleucid and Parthian dynasty were crowned, they were called the Suter
meaning the Savior."25 It is certain that the foundation of this thinking, used by kings,
has already existed in the society.
Some scholars believe that Oshidar is the Achaemenid Cyrus, although not
specifically mentioned in ancient texts. Ardeshir Babakan is also known as the second
Sushyans because he is the king who, during the reign of the foreign culture in Iran,
revived Zoroastrian religion once again and spread the prayer of Ahura Mazda, the
only Lord, throughout the vast Iranian empire.26
When the Sassanid came to power, they emphasized the unity of religion and
state. The struggle against the expansion of the Romans; the domination of the EastWest trade routes; and the elimination of the feudal monarchy were the main reasons
why the Sassanid kings took advantage of all the phenomena in their territory to
create a central authority and a powerful empire. The unity of religion and state was
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part of their great plan to achieve their goal.27 In this regard, the Mobids (Zoroastrian
priests) expanded the culture of messianism to protect the Sassanid monarchy among
the people in case there is a danger to the government. And that is why when
Ctesiphon was invaded by Muslim Arabs, Mrzban cried out that "Demons came,
demons came!"28
Now, the question is why he did not say: "The enemies came" and why he
said: "The demons came?" In response, it should be said that the bellman was going to
make people stand out against the danger that threatened Iranian society and
strengthen their spirits of hope. It was as if the end of the world and the time for
messiah's emergence dad been near: so, the bellman meant: "Rise and together with
the promised messiah fight the Demons". However, why did the people not unite
based on this belief? Why did they not show much resistance against the strangers?
And why was this thought not welcomed by the people?
Its answer is hidden in the position of Zoroastrian religion and that of its
political-religious leaders in people's mind. The Zoroastrian religion was weak and
passive at the end of the Sassanid rule and was not popular. According to some
scholars, the torture and persecution of religious beliefs in all people created a sense of
hatred against the official Zoroastrian religion and the royal family, which helped to
impose this religion on the people. According to some scholars, the torture and
persecution of people for their religious beliefs created a sense of hatred in all people
against the official Zoroastrian religion and the royal family that helped to impose this
religion on the people. This led the people to think of Arab conquest as a kind of
salvation, liberation, and freedom.29 Of course, the sort of political viewpoint to the
issue of messianism and the philosophy of expectation were also involved; a topic that
will be referred to in the following discussion.
Messianism and socio-political movements
Messianism and salvation are two faces of one single social reality. In the
context of social crisis, the idea of salvation grows and people look for rescuers who,
in the form of a promised hero, relieve them of the hard social conditions. According
to the Zoroastrian narrations, their promised messiah will appear when wherever one
looks, one sees various kinds of evil, cholera, famine and need and, in general, the
events that only ruin the earthly life of human beings and others creatures. The world
before the advent of the savior is a world of oppression, blackness and ruin, in which
everyone and everything is caught up with all kinds of hardship, ugliness, and disorder
and cannot go beyond corruption and destruction. Everything is vise versa, and not
only is the personal and social affairs destroyed, but also the natural system has lost its
natural and permanent flow. The emergence of rainless clouds in the sky; the untimely
27
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Publications of the Razi, 1989, p. 126
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cold and hot winds; the creation of irregular seasons in the year with unbearable
warmth and cold; the drying of springs; and the infertility of seeds make people's life
harder and harder.
At that hard time, everything is deceptive and false just like their rulers, and
the demon of greed overcomes all and severely punishes them. Good deeds are
random done by people, and bread and salt are not respected. And more surprisingly,
religionists and religious clerics are so devastated that they are among the most sinful
people, so that they commit the three sins of five sins.30 In such a situation, the minds
of the people are attracted to the promised savior of the apocalypse; they expect his
impending emergence and participate in messianic movements.
Given the difficult conditions that sometimes occurred to the Iranian people,
we believe the role of prophetic and messianic beliefs was not significant in the sociopolitical movements of ancient Iran. In the Sassanid era and following the
dissatisfaction of a group of people from the status quo, Mani presented a ritual for
reforming society and in response to the political and religious situation of his time.
He considered himself Paraclete about whose advent Jesus (PBUH) had spoken.31
Ardeshir Babakan and Shapur I did not impeded Mani in the publication of his
religious invitation because they thought of him as a unifying means among the
followers of different religions in their own territory, not against the Zoroastrianism.
Probably another reason for Shapur's tolerance towards Manichaeism was his
intension to prevent the expansion of Zoroastrian clerics' power and their intervention
in government affairs.32 Mani introduced himself as Paraclete, whose advent had been
revealed by Christ and he did not mention any Zoroastrian messiah to describe
himself maybe because the situation was not in favor of the Zoroastrian savior's
emergence at that time; or Zoroastrian clerics opposed it; or he might even have lost
the support of political leaders. For these reasons, he did not declare himself a
Zoroastrian messiah.
Mazdak movement is another social movement shaking the Sassanid
aristocracy in the second half of the fifth century AD; this movement has been called
"true religion" in some of the ancient texts (religion of justice and equality).33
The path and progress of Mazdak movement (Zarathustra Khurakan, who was
the Mobid of Mobids and from Fassa in Fars region) is not well known from its
beginning to the time of Ghobad the first. But, the economic hardship of the country,
which was a heavy burden on the shoulders of the lower social classes and the masses
of the people, in addition to the pressure of the autocracy; the increase of the Mobids
(priests) and the nobles' power; and the widespread famine and miserable defeats of
the Sassanid made a fundamental contribution to the development of this mentality
and the final development of the Mazdak movement. Besides, Ghobad who
30
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constantly sought to limit the elders and Mobids' power realized the importance and
features of Mazdak movement and supported by Mazdak and his followers, he used
this movement against the nobility for strengthening the monarchy.34
Due to their disappointments and opposition to the egalitarian aspects of this
ritual, Mazdak's opponents always tried to introduce it as the outright contrary to the
Zoroastrianism; however, this religion could not have attracted numerous supporters
without being subjected to Zoroastrian and Avesta teachings. In fact, had Ghobad, a
number of noble classes, and a majority of the masses of the people found Mazdak's
religion contrary to their official and ancient religion, it would have been unlikely that
they would have supported it so extensively.35 In this movement too, there was no
mention of the Zoroastrian messiahs; Mazdak did not identify himself as one of the
promised Sushyants; and the presence of the Zoroastrian messianism in this
movement was insignificant, although it was accompanied by a slogan of justice and
equality.
At the time of the Muslim Arabs' attack on Iran, the idea of messianism and
apocalyptic thought was more widely raised among Zoroastrians, but it became
passive and submissive at the same time. However, there are two general
interpretations of the concept of messianism and waiting to which Motahari refers:
One is productive, vibrant and committed, and the other is a destructive and deterrent
waiting.36 The constructive expectation is the basis for changing the attitudes and
behaviors of the people, and it leads to an ever-increasing expansion of reformist ideas
and an attempt to change. The consequence of such a belief is not to surrender against
the tyrannical rulers and to have the hope and desire to defeat injustice. But the
devastating expectation is the state of passivity and submissiveness. In the Zoroastrian
vision, believing in the apocalypse and the emergence of savior was passivity and
surrender to the Muslim Arabs' attack and the religion of Islam. According to the
author of "The History of Sistan", in the year of 30 AH, when the Arabs came to the
suburbs of Zaranj, the bellman of Sistan said to the Mobid and the elders of the city:
"... No one can change the heavenly fate; it is a thoughtful and reasonable to
compromise. Everyone said:" It is right ..."37 When Iran Ibn Rustam (ruler of Sistan)
and the Mobid and city elders went to negotiate with the commander of the Arab
corps; they observed that Rabi' ibn Zayad was sitting on a mass of the corpses of
Sistan's dead people. Marzban, then, said to his companions: "They say that you
cannot see Ahriman (Demon) during the day; however, we can see Ahriman now and
there is no doubt! Rabi asked about what he said and the translator finished
translating, Rabi' laughed a lot."38 The Zoroastrians believed that an apocalyptic sign
was the physical manifestation of the Demons and when they thought they were
34
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witnessing the apocalyptic signs, they became passive because their expectation and
waiting were of devastating and submissive sort.39
After the fall of the Sassanid, the belief in messianism gets more pronounced
in the uprising against the Muslim Arab domination. The intention to get rid of the
strain and difficulties caused by the Arab invasion made a group of Zoroastrians, who
were looking for rescue from the status quo, welcome any messianic movement.
When the son of Yazdgerd III, who is called Bahram or Pirooz in the source books,
came to China as a refugee and attracted their attention and a part of their military
power, he returned to the eastern borders of Iran and was elevated as one of the
prominent Zoroastrian Mobids.40
At the beginning of the Abbasid Caliphate, the idea of messianism became
more prominent with the Zoroastrians, and movements based on the messianism
appeared against the domination of the caliphate system. However, with regard to the
Islamic teachings and the institutionalization of some of them, the leaders of these
types of uprisings, in adopting their opinions and views, contemplated in accordance
with the requirements of time and place.41 Uprisings such as Beh Afarid, Ostadisis,
and Behzad Majus are some examples. Beh Afarid uprising was formed at the same
time as the Abbasid invited people in Neyshabur. He introduced a mixed ritual from
Zoroastrianism and Islam. In the words of ZarrinKoob, "Perhaps he intended to
reconcile Zoroastrianism and Islam."42 A large number of villagers from Sistan, Herat,
Badghis, and the surrounding areas participated in this uprising. 43 After his death, his
followers said: "He was taken to the sky on a yellow horse, and on this horse he would
descended from the sky and take revenge on his number."44
Behzad was also a Zoroastrian who initiated his claim at the beginning of the
Abbasid Caliphate in Khorasan. He goes on top of a dome that apparently has no
clear path for climbing, and since people are asking him how he is, he says: "I am
Behzad and I come from God to invite you people to Zoroastrian religion." He was
also killed by Abu Muslim.45
Ostadisis or Ostazisis also rebelled in Badghis in 150 AH and many people
joined him from Sistan, Badghis, Herat and other Khorasan provinces, reaching
300,000 warriors. A Sistani commander, who was very close to Ostadisis and was
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brave and highly trained, managed his army. 46 Mansour, the Abbasid Caliph, was
forced to assign his son Mahdi, who was also his crown prince, to suppress the
uprising. Killing 70,000 people and taking 14,000 people captives from Ostadisis's
followers and corps, it took a year for the Caliphate to force him to surrender and
release 30,000 people who were captives in his hands.47 According to ZarrinKoob,
Ostadisis "had a lot of followers and proponents in [Sistan] the land where all of
Mazdayasna's messiahs would emerge".48 Ostadisis called himself Zarathustra's
messiah i.e. "Hushidar". A group of Beh Afarid's followers joined him.49
Due to their tyranny and oppression, the discussion on the savior's emergence
was so widespread in the Abbasid period that even Moghne', the leader of the White
Gowns, told his followers: He would return to the world to spread justice. At the time
of his death, he burned himself and did not leave a trace so, his followers believed that
he would return and eradicate oppression.50
The main stimulus of the villagers to join these movements was their
dissatisfaction with the Abbasid rulers. A large number of villagers in Sistan and
Khorasan had not yet been converted to Islam, and they had to pay ransom. Some
others, who had converted to Islam, sought a savior to get rid of their miserable
conditions when they found the caliphs to be cruel; had to pay enormous taxes; and
felt various type of contempt imposed on them. Sometimes even the people who
became Muslims abandoned Islam and became apostate, as Ostadisis and some
converted people from Badghis returned to their former creed and supported
Ostadisis.51 Ostadisis himself became a Muslim before his uprising, and also he was
one of the powerful and influential people of Badghis but, when Mansour elected his
son, Mahdi, as his provincial governor, all the commanders and people of Khorasan
sworn allegiance to him, except for Ostadisis and the people of Badghis who refused
to do so and opposed him.52
At the same time as Ostadisis's movement, in Sistan especially in the town of
Bost and around it, a person from the "Loghbarians" named Mohammed Ibn Shaddad
raised, and Azaroye al-Majusi; Marzban al-Majusi; and a large group of people joined
him to oppose the oppression of the caliph and his ruling system. Then, they moved
towards Zaranj City. Yazid Ibn Mansour, the ruler of Sistan, went to war against them;
he fought them for a long time and was eventually defeated by them and fled to
Neyshabur.53 In a footnote of The History of Sistan, Malek al-Sho'ara Bahar has
proven that the movements of Mohammad Ibn Shaddad, Azaroye, and Marzban in
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Sistan is related to the movement of Ostadisis and is, in fact, a branch of this
revolution, which, after its termination in Khorasan, also came to an end by itself.54
The liberation from the Umayyad's' oppression had made villagers and poor
people hopeful about reforms, but some years after the rule of the Abbasids, they
realized that not only there was not any changes in the functioning of the new
government towards them, but also it had become even worse than before. Thus, they
were desperately looking for someone to save them from this injustice; one who could
realize their aspirations. The people who rose to fight the current situation were
supported by the villagers and farmers who joined the rebels with the same shovels
and axes that were in their possession.
Purdavood believes that Iranian history shows us that Iranians have always
been tolerant and patient in their sufferings and difficulties; they have never been tired
of fighting against the calamities of the times, and were continually diligent to achieve
a higher position to compensate for their lost glory. The belief in the Sushyans also
reminds us of this Iranian national character because it says do not be discouraged in
difficulties. Wait for a better day while working hard. Ahura Mazda will send a new
Savior to Iran, who will take away all the damages and will protect you from the
Ahriman.55
Conclusion
The followers of Zoroastrianism, like most of the divine and non-divine
religions, look at the history's ending from a positive angel, and according to their
religious teachings, they believe that their savior will appear in the Apocalypse and will
give them a good future. They are looking forward to the future for the realization of
this ideal state and waiting for the promised savior's emergence. Such a faith will not
only pacify people in distressful and insecure situations, but also turn their worries and
distress into hopes, and by opening the door to hope for a future world of justice,
intensify the sense of resistance and movement against oppression and persecution.
In Zoroastrianism, there is unity and solidarity between religion and politics
and this bond began at the time of Zoroaster himself and was at its height when the
Sassanid dynasty had power. Under such circumstances, politics, using the discourses
of culture and religion, legitimizes its power and government, and religion pursues the
policy of surviving and publicizing; thus, a mutual relationship is established between
them. In the same vein, politics and messianism in Zoroastrianism are not conflicting
or challenging each other; and the presence of messianism in the socio-political
movements of ancient Iran is not significant; however, with the collapse of the
Sassanid government that was a patron of Zoroastrianism and the domination of the
Muslim Arabs over Iran, especially in the first two centuries AH, this idea was
strengthened among the Zoroastrians who opposed the caliphate, and messianic
movements were created including the uprisings of Ostadisis, Behzad Majus, and Beh
Afarid.
54
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Obviously, the tense pressures of the Umayyad and Abbasid rulers from one
hand, and the expansion of Islamic messianic movements with the thought of
Mahdism on the other hand, influenced the messianic thought, prevalent among the
Zoroastrians, in the socio-political movements of this period.
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Abstract. The domestic courts of the countries with regard to the resolution of the issues of private
law, which have an external element of nationality, are divided into two categories: courts that have both the
citizenship of the state and the foreign government, and the courts that are beneficiaries of the two countries are
foreign. Its first category He considers the person solely a national of his own government and considers his
foreign citizenship to be prohibited. Secondary courts are required to choose a nationality. Therefore, if a
particular agreement is reached between the country of the court of the court and one of the countries concerned
about the preference for the nationality of the country, it must agree on it, but if there is no agreement, different
theories The choice of one of the nationalities is most commonly the dominant and effective choice of citizenship
choice.
International courts, mainly in the context of a lawsuit filed by a government of a person with a dual
nationality in support of him against another government of that person. These tribunals are also divided into
two categories: 1. A mechanism in which the method of resolving the conflict of citizenship is determined by the
statutes or subsequent agreements and should decide according to that method.2.If a particular method to solve
the conflict of citizenship in them before Which is usually referred to as the theory of the non-accountability of
governments towards their own nationals or the theory of the choice of dominant and effective nationality, which,
given the current approach, and in particular the judgment of the Iran-US Arbitration Court, is the heaviest of
the second theory.
Keywords: rule of law, conflict of laws, double citizenship, effective citizenship.

Introduction
In the case of the factor of the relation of citizenship when ruling on a matter
governed by the law of the individual state government and having the benefit of a
nationality, there will be no problem as the beneficiary or subordinate to the state is
the court of the headquarters or subordinate to the foreign government. In the first
case, he will be subject to the law of the court of the court, and in the second case will
be subject to the law of the foreign government.
The problem is the definition and explanation of citizenship in cases where the
beneficiary has more than one nationality. In these cases, in order to determine the
beneficiaries' nationality, sometimes the law of the court of the court, that is, the law
of the court of reference, should be applied, and sometimes it should be invoked by
the law of the same foreign law Made.1
The court, in the face of a person who has more than one nationality and one
of his nationalities, is the nationality of the government of a judge, he must consider
him a national of his own government and not to be in a position to dispose of his
foreign nationality because each state has independence in determining its citizens.
And sovereignty. This solution is also applicable to double births and to double
1
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acquired citizenship. In Articles 1 and 2, The Hague Agreement of 2011 states that
any issue regarding whether a person has the nationality of a certain government or
not will be settled in accordance with the law of the same state. In other words, the
relevant foreign law of the beneficiary can be as The law of jurisdiction shall be
chosen if the person is not a national of the country of the court.
If any of the citizenship of the beneficiary is not a national of the State of the
court of the court, we refer to the foreign law for the determination of a nationality.
Conflict of citizenship
Whenever a lawsuit involves a person's individual situation, in which one has
two nationalities, the judge will inevitably direct the lawsuit on the basis of one of
these nationalities. Some jurists believed that in the case of The plurality of citizenship
is equal to their value, and the judge does not have the right to prefer one to another.
But following that belief, the judge would be forced into disregard because he had no
choice but to deal with the lawsuit. Today, in international law, the rule is that "if a
person with different nationalities resides in a foreign country Being treated with him
will be based only on one of his nationalities."(International Law Conference, 1930,
Article 5).
Proceedings in the form of citizenship occur in three forms: either the two
states are in conflict with the citizenship of a certain person, or the individual and the
state, as to the nationality of that person, or two persons of the nationality of one of
them. In the first case, a state by the person She considers her a citizen to file lawsuit
against another government. The second case itself is twofold: sometimes individuals
claim the existence of a relationship of nationality between themselves and the state,
and sometimes the state that claims to be a citizen of the individual. Claims of the
third type are those claims that the element of nationality of one of the advocates in
the course of a legal dispute between two individuals arises as a lawsuit.
To select a judge from among several nationalities, we must distinguish between the
four different assumptions:
One of the nationalities, the citizenship of the state is the judge
The judge must treat him as a dependent on his or her government and not
arrange for his or her foreign citizenship because the law of the citizenship of the state
is the judge's ruling. While foreign citizenship laws are a matter of fact, in addition to
that, the judge is an employee of the state and his duty is respect for the rules and their
implementation.2
None of the citizenship of the claimant is the nationality of the
government of the judge
2 Ali Al-Zini, Al-Qanoun al-Dula al-Khasa al-Masri and Al-Muqarran, Al-Qaher al-Muqt al-Rahmaniyah, alta'ba'a al-Awli, 1930; Mahmoud Saljouqi, With private international law, Tehran, Publishing House of
Faculty of Law, 2007; Abtullah Ezzeddin, Al-Qanoun al-Dawi al-Khassi, Al-Qaher, al-Qa'r al-Qa'ī al-Alīnah
al-Masri al-'Ahā'ī al-'Alābāb, al-Mutla al-Awli, 1986; Najjad Ali Almasi, Private International Law, Tehran,
Publishing House of Faculty of Law, 1935, p. 8.
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In this assumption, if the State that the person is still subject to that country
does not challenge the citizenship. The court will enter the proceedings, but if it
objects to it, the judge shall examine the nationality of the individual in accordance
with the domestic laws of each of his or her respective governments. If one of the two
citizenship of the person is legal and legitimate, but the other nationality is illegal, the
issue of dual nationality is eliminated and the person is deemed to be a single citizen in
the opinion of the judge. If, however, the nationality of the supportive and lawful state
is recognized, the proceedings The lawsuit will continue, but the lawsuit will be
rejected if the law of the state does not require legal action. But if both citizenship is
legal and legal, then the dual identity of the individual will remain. Because the
citizenship resolution is a necessary precondition for entering the nature of the lawsuit
and ruling on the case, the judge of the court will be allowed to comment on the
citizenship and its scope, which is related to the sovereignty of an independent state.
Of course, the judge does not have the right to refer to the laws of his country for the
purpose of determining the nationality of the case unless the subject matter of the
treaty has been negotiated between the relevant government of a judge and one of the
respective governments, and the rights of the nationals of that State have been taken
into account.3
Thus, if no treaty between the headquarters of the court and the relevant
governments is established, at this stage, the court judge will refer to Article 5 of the
Hague Act of 1930, which states: "In the case of a person having a dual nationality,
any third country may Within its territory, he or she may recognize the nationality of
the country in which he or she has a domicile or nationality, or the nationality of a
State which, depending on the circumstances, it appears to be more relevant in
practice. »
The dominant and effective citizenship is determined by factors such as the
main residence, political-cultural relations, the center of interest, and the expression of
interest in one of the two countries, and then, based on the same dominant and
effective citizenship, a decision is made.
The interlocutory authority is an international tribunal, but a dispute
settlement method has been established
In this assumption, as states have called for a solution to a dispute through the
signing of a particular international agreement or a referral contract for arbitration, or
if, in the absence of a particular agreement, the government has established that the
State is a dual citizen He has never behaved like his own citizen.
Or after a lawsuit filed against a double-member State of the State (Resolution
of the International Law Institute, 1965: Article 4), or the case which has declared a
double-sided state to be a foreign national and has treated him as a citizen of the other
State; the judge or arbitrator It should be in accordance with the agreement of the
parties, and if it does not agree, the proof of one of the above will be considered by
the government as requiring it.
3

H. Batifol, P. Lagarde, Droit international prive, tome premier, Gallimard, Paris, 1981.
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The interlocutory authority is an international tribunal, but the dispute
resolution method has not been determined
According to this assumption, there is no predetermined strategy to choose
one of the nationalities as it was in the third hypothesis. Therefore, the resolution of
the dispute must be based solely on the rules of international law. There are several
theories in international law in this regard, which we will discuss in more detail below.
When a person with no country in the international community is not or
is not a natural person
In this case, a person will experience a state of irregularity on the world stage.
As a rule, in the discussion of people without citizenship, or the negative conflict of
nationality, the law of the court of the court or the law of the home as the best and
most appropriate hypothetical law is usually for a person without Citizenship is
considered because it does not have any specific government.4
Theories of conflict resolution of citizenship in international courts
International tribunals have used certain theories to solve the conflict of
citizenship at different times, and other theories are predicted by the international law
doctrine.
The Equality of Citizenship Theory
In accordance with the principle of equality of states in international affairs
and respect for the law of each state, the nationality of all states is equal in determining
which persons are citizenship. Therefore, none of the citizenship of individuals is
preferable to the other. This view leads to the judge's unenforceability and is not
acceptable because, in international law, the rule is that if a person with different
nationalities resides in a foreign country, the behavior that he becomes with only one
of his nationalities (The Hague Convention of 1930: Article 5: Almasi, 2016: 172). Mr.
Charles Rousseau, while contending that the International Court of Justice, in his vote
of April 6, 1955, had condemned the theory of the "rooftop" case, and Article 5 of the
1937 Hague Convention implicitly rejected that theory, it considered the theory
considering to be unacceptable.5
The theory of the application of the first nationality
According to this view, the first nationality that a person finds to be
considered international as an actual nationality. The advocates of this theory state that
the first issue of citizenship is the right to make a lawyer. Secondly, it should be for
each individual, but the citizenship that the person later gains will only be valid in the
respective country unless he leaves his first nationality.

4
5

Solomon Fadavi, Conflict of Laws in Private Persons, Tehran, Publishing House of Novin, 2006.
Ch. Rousseau, Droit international public, tome5-ieme, Paris, Sirey, 1983.
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The disadvantages of the theory that, firstly, the world's people do not live up
to the realities of today's life and their broad correlations between them. Secondly, the
obligation for both citizenship to be deemed to be primary citizenship does not
specify the birthdate of the same nationality. Thirdly, this view is based on the
existence of a permanent link between the person and his or her government, while
under Article 6 of the 1930 Hague Convention and Article 5 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, 1948, each individual has the right to change his
nationality in a ceremonial manner.
This theory has been applied to AuDINET cases, "Pyroud," and PILLET,
1923: n126. The adherents of this theory can be Barakov and the opponents Charles
Rosso, Batiffol and Lagarde.6
The beneficiary's selective citizenship theory
According to this view, the interlocutory authority in an international case of
dual citizenship of the birth of a person should consider the nationality that the
beneficiary considers valid. This theory was presented at the Stockholm Congress of
the International Law Institute in 1928,7 the 1955 Convention between Indonesia and
China8 and the 1930 Hague Conference on the International Law of the 1930s, with a
number of conditions and hammering Accepted.
It is objected that its use is limited to the birth of a dual nationality, and the
political interests of governments override the important issue of nationality and hand
it over to individuals. Some lawyers suggested that the authority indirectly to the
person granting it, thus a citizen, he considered that the circumstances of one's life
and actions and relations in social life for the individual is good. The right to choose
according to this theory has a fundamental difference with the freedoms known to the
individual under some internal laws or international treaties. The purpose of this
theory is to solve the problem of dual citizenship in a case-by-case manner, but the
freedom in the laws and treaties is a general principle for the elimination or prevention
of dual citizenship.
The theory of law enforcement is more similar to the law of the
reference authority
9
According to this theory, the judge should apply the law on a person with a
dual nationality, which is more similar to the law of other governments involved in the
issue than its national law (judge), and the reason is the ease of issuing a vote. 10
This theory is not logical because the system of nationality of a judiciary's
government, which is a particular system, is considered to be outside of its realm and
causes the judge to bother and determine his citizenship, much like his own law, and
6

Nichola Bar-Yaacov, Dual Nationality, London, Stevense and sons, 1961.
Mohammad Nasiri, Private International Law, Tehran, Agah Publishing House, 2006.
8 J. H. W. Verzijl, International law in historical perspective, 5th volume, Leiden, Sijthoff, 1972.
9 I. Morelli, Elementi de dirritto international private, 2 edition, Rome, 1949.
10 Seyyed Jalaluddin Madani, Private International Law, Tehran, Ganj Danesh Publication, 1993.
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extends the judge's discretion and is not applicable in practice. are sympathizers of this
view: "Mauritius", "Sarvili" and "Weiss", and opponents of "Charles Rosso", "Batitul"
and "Lagarde".
The theory of the application of the principle of blood in the first
generation and the principle of soil in subsequent generations
Resolving the nationality conflicts of a dual citizenship person is that the
referring agency will apply the principle of blood to the first generation [or the first
and second generation], and for the next generations, which will, in principle, increase
interest and attachment to the country of birth. And the interests of a country in
which a family has lived on its soil for two generations, has a system of soil in relation
to the material of the country in which the person relates to it. This method has been
used between the French and the United Kingdom for the people of the island of
Malta. The objection of the theory is that it is solely for the dual citizenship of the
birth of determination and does not work in relation to the acquired divorce
nationality.
Theory of new citizenship
The new citizenship that the person chooses should be considered as his or
her true nationality. Because the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other
international regulations for individuals have the right to leave citizenship and the
choice of new citizenship, although in the process of acquiring the new citizenship,
the procedure for the abandonment of the previous nationality has not been observed,
but due to the request for naturalization by the individual , The granting of citizenship
by the state and the interest that a person has in relation to his new citizenship, his
new citizenship should be recognized as a nationality. This theory has also been
applied to the apostasy issue of the Mixed Court of Fresnes-Turkey Judgment and
other tribunals .The objection that, in accordance with international regulations, in
particular, Article 1 of the 1930 Hague Convention and the adoption of a new
nationality is valid if it is in accordance with international law, if, in accordance with
this theory, the abandonment of nationality is not carried out under legal procedures
The objection is that usually the second citizenship is formal and material for
the material.
Theory of execution of former citizenship
If, in an international case, he wishes to have a dual nationality, both of whom
are both one and the other, he must consider his former nationality as valid and
consider the new nationality to be the norm because the former nationality has the
right to marry Brought up Therefore, in some countries when a foreigner acquires the
nationality of the country, it is mentioned in the Citizenship or Passport document
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that the new government refuses the political protection of the holder of the
document against his former government.11
Theory of the application of the citizenship of the country of residence
An international court should consider the nationality of a dual citizen of his
dwelling in the territory of the state concerned. The preference of this theory, the
reference to the nationality of the country of residence for a double nationality, has
been affected by national conflicts of laws. Because most of the systems in conflict
with law conflict or residence consider personal issues as a criterion or, if the national
law of the person under discussion, considers his or her place of residence as an aid in
solving the problem They think. If the person who wishes to have a dual nationality,
the citizenship of his country of residence is counted as a reference. In fact, based on
the notion that issues raised at international courts are the same as those raised in
domestic courts, the international private law solution to private international law has
become a matter of public international law,12 and applied in the following theories:
First: The Commission of Italy-Venezuela; the role played by the Brignone, Michege,
Sebastuano and - Americo Poggloli. Second: the Venezuelan Commission (France); in
1905, in the cases of Manina and Masiani, it declared that in conflict with the laws of
nationality, the law of the country was to govern the residence.
Third: the Venezuelan Commission - the United States; in the cases of "narcisa de
Hammer", " Amelia de Brissot ", and " Helrs of jean manjnat ", the priority has
been given to the residence requirement.
Theory of the exercise of the nationality of the victorious state
This theory was enforced by the mixed courts of arbitration, which were in
accordance with the peace treaties of the First World War. In cases where one of the
other states of the dual nationality was a conqueror state, the conqueror's nationality
was his reference and the decision was based on that. Generally, the victorious
government was the dominant supporter of a demanding government. In terms of the
arbitration tribunals, it was sufficient to obtain the citizenship of the victorious state in
the filing of a suit, and the protest of the State party was not considered. . This theory
has been applied to the Danjel blumenthal and Oskjnar cases in the English-German
Mixed Court in the case of George Hin and Bank Heathsheim and in the Mixed Court
of France-Germany.
Theory of non-responsibility
Most scholars of law have mentioned this theory under other titles, such as the
"Equality Doctrine", by which a state cannot protect one of its nationals against
another state of which he or she has a nationality. In other words, no one can be
11

Reza Fiuzi, International Law, International Responsibility and Political Citizenship Support Theory, Tehran,
University of Tehran, Publishing & Printing Institute, 2000.
12 Antonio Cassis, "Common international law on dual citizenship, translated by Nosratollah Halami,"
in Journal of Law, XIV (1995), no. 14, p. 7, 9, 10.
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supported by his government. This theory is based on two principles: First,
governments have exclusive jurisdiction in determining which individuals are legally a
national, national, and under what circumstances they are deprived of their nationality.
Second: "The principle of equalization of governments on the international scene"
means all countries in the international arena of equal rule.
Proponents of this theory invoke Article 4 of the 1930 Hague Convention,
which states: "A state is not permitted to grant political citizenship to one of its
nationals against a state that the person has the nationality of. They also appealed to
the "Alexander" case at the British-American Litigation Commission in 1873. Given
that this theory is one of two important and useful theories, the second chapter will be
discussed in detail.
The dominant and effective citizenship theory
An effective nationality is a nationality that the judge chooses from among
several nationalities and selects it. Thus, when a person with a dual nationality has a
real, deep, closer, and stronger relationship with one of his or her governments, a
citizen, that government is known. Proponents of this view point to Article 5 of the
1930 Hague, which states: "In the case of a person who has a dual nationality, any
third country may, in its territory, enjoy, through its different nationalities, the
nationality of the country in which it has a residence Ordinary or original, or
applicable to the nationality of a country that, depending on the circumstances, it
appears that he or she is more dependent on that country. » Also, Article 22 of the
International Public Procurement Plan refers to damages to individuals or property on
their soil in 1961, which states: "In cases where two or more nationalities are raised,
the lawsuit must be filed by the government Which has a stronger, more fundamental
legal relationship or other relationship with the outside world."
And then refer to Article 6 of the International Law Institute's International
Statute.
Conclusion
In order to be able to validate their country's identity and citizenship and to
consider more people as their function in the global arena, the thinkers of the
countries have become theoreticians of the theorists so that they can combine with
the thinking and arrangement of a small group of creatures. Which was sought by
governments, and this was not the first time that the world appeared. In the past, the
issue of nationality and who can function as a country depends on the policy of that
country, Therefore, legal thinkers have been working to justify that philosophy, for
example, the countries that emigrated and most of its people immigrated to other
countries for work, etc., and because most of the people in that country did not live
inside the country. And they were not born there, therefore, they thought that the
criterion for granting nationality should be blood, that is, if the father was dependent
on that country, the child born of him would be dependent on him, so all the rights
and duties of that country were born for that newborn born in a The foreign country
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will be loaded and they will be given the title of inheritance due to blood or
inheritance.
A number of other newly established countries with a small native population
and most of its inhabitants from other countries became theoreticians in order to be
able to grow up against other great countries, and they suggested that everyone on the
territory of that country He will be born under the jurisdiction of that country, and the
nationality of his parents will not be arranged so all the rights and duties of the
country of birth will be borne by the newborn born in their country, they have
introduced the citizenship of the birth or nationality caused by the soil.
If we wanted to establish a reality based on the fact that we did not justify the
fact that we were able to call people into nationality and regulate the rules of
nationality, many would not be subject to two or more nationalities, because today,
according to the principle of national interest, the country of birth, parents Each of
them considers him to be his function, and the baby at the moment of birth has two
or more nationalities.
In discussing the theory of solving a multi-nationality crisis, each country is
considering its own interests, and so any idea of its short-term and long-term interests
is watered. Suppose that a person from the father of an Iranian and a Japanese mother
in the United States is open to the world, and each of these countries considers him to
be his country, and today he wants to fight against four countries, three of which are
their own countries, and the other is Turkey. It will also be available to international
authorities and to the individual judicial authorities of the four countries; how will the
resolution of the crisis be?
I call the hypothetical person “Fatima”, and Fatima has appealed to the judicial
authorities for a certain amount of his rights trampled by governments, but can they
gain their overpaid rights?
In Iran, and against the Iranian government, the Iranian government, based
on its civil law, considers him solely under the control of Iran, and does not
differentiate between him and his other citizens, so he will deal with the dispute and if
Fatima wants to help other states Iran does not allow such a permission because it
considers it merely an Iranian. Fatima fights in the United States and against the US
government, and litigates against Japan in Japan, these countries deal with him like
other citizens and do not allow him to help other states.
Fatima protests in Turkey and against the Turkish government and then tries
to exert pressure on the Turkish government to cover all their respective countries.
The Turkish government should choose a choice that will ensure the interests of that
individual but also the interests of the Turkish state. Turkey faces different options to
choose from, such as equality of nationality, first nationality, individual choice, law
similar to Turkey's law, former citizenship, new citizenship, citizenship of the country
of residence, citizenship from the blood, citizenship from the state, non-responsibility
of the state and Dominant citizenship.
But all options in our assumption do not have the ability to choose because
there is no first, last, last, and new citizenship, since these are for the acquired
citizenship, and here the fundamental nationality of Fatima remains, therefore, the
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chosen nationality of a person, that is, any nationality that Fatima chooses. Therefore,
the Turkish government should allow the chosen country to intervene in the
proceedings and Fatima benefit from its support, but this solution is a little worrying
because Fatima may choose a country that the Turkish government does not like and
with whom It is not a good deal, and because of this, this option is no longer
acceptable to the countries, and Turkey is also discarded. The next issue of the blood
system is from the Iranian and Japanese citizenship which is blood and the United
States, which chooses the blood system, but the problem of friendship with that
country is still here, and the next problem is that, as in our case, there may be two
blood states, what should be and so it was necessary to add another contention that
the blood of a parent or father who did not like this thing and which Turkey did not
want. The next is the soil system, which should take precedence over the country of
birth, and again the issues of the preceding cases are dominant.
The next is the citizenship of the country of residence, that is, from among the
three, the country in which the person resides and the residence is close to the hands
of the states, because the person can choose to occupy a home to close the hands of
the government and force the country in accordance with the wishes of the individual,
to grant the state support to which he has a residence and is subject to it.
The next is the non-responsibility that this applies to the countries of
citizenship that Turkey is not the only three of those countries and therefore does not
apply to this country. If, in one of these countries, and against another country of
theirs, they would object to Citing this theory could have prevented the government
from taking political support, for example, if Fatima was litigating against America in
the United States, with the argument that he is also a US citizen, he has no right of
litigation against the United States and is subject to the theory of non-responsibility,
the theory Which has been abundantly accepted by governments, and because of the
closure of the hands of other governments to support Nationals with dual citizenship.
The next issue is the dominant and effective theory of citizenship, a theory
that is beautiful in appearance but interpretable in practice, and leaves the hands of
governments to choose each of the respective governments that are appropriate for
their own interests as the dominant state, so that the state Support him.
The next thing is that countries sometimes come to an agreement, according
to which both governments commit that if a person has a multi-nationality, one of
whose citizenship is the citizenship of the state, to make him known solely under the
responsibility of the government without entering into the discussion of theories. In
fact, governments in the initial process of securing more self-interest, first of all, are
bound by agreements that make it possible to choose another country through
dominant citizenship.
If Fatima is fired in Turkey, not against the Turkish government and not
against any government, but against the French government, is the dispute possible
and that Turkey will allow its governments to support it? Today, the formation of
international tribunals has opened the way for such a dispute, and that a country
whose interests are not compromised by the choice of each country as an international
tribunal and away from national interest issues by choosing the right way to pursue
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Correct and legal file, but it should be noted that here too, if Turkey has an agreement
with a country to consider the dual nationals of that country solely under the control
of that country, it must inevitably have to comply with the agreement, but if there is
no such agreement, as well as international tribunals to advance Legal goals, which are
the same as the provision of justice, are among the theories presented, which tend to
turn around the interests of the majority, seeking to adhere to the dominant and
effective citizenship theory, since they show the true and effective bond of the person
with that country. Although the purpose of other theories is to find such a real and
effective link, it is not possible to find that in those theories in the real world, but only
the prevailing and effective theory, which, if elucidated and explained in a precise
manner, is a way It will be closed to political parties and will be able to make progress
in this matter.
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Abstract.Clustering analysis is an important concept in pattern recognition exactly when there is
no available information about class labels of a dataset. Many researchers have worked on clustering and have
tried to propose and improve clustering algorithms. One of the most famous clustering algorithms is Fuzzy CMeans which uses Fuzzy logic to find reliable cluster centers in a pattern set. As it uses fuzzy logic, it is a
method of clustering which allows a point of data to belong to two or more clusters with some membership
degrees. Despite FCM is a powerful algorithm, it suffers from outliers and cannot perform well when there are
uncertainties in data or when it faces the clusters with different volumes or densities. IT2FCM is another
clustering algorithm to overcome this problem using Interval Type 2 Fuzzy Logic. In this paper, we have used
density concept in IT2FCM and proposed a method that improves its accuracy. We have also tested our
method using several artificial and real UCI datasets and we have computed the accuracy for each data set
using confusion matrix. The results show that our method is a better method than IT2FCM and FCM
methods for most of tested data sets.
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Introduction
Cluster analysis is the organization of a collection of patterns (usually
represented as a vector of measurements, or a point in a multidimensional space) into
clusters based on similarity. Intuitively, patterns within a valid cluster are more
similar to each other than they are to a pattern belonging to a different cluster.
Clustering is useful in several exploratory pattern-analysis, grouping, decisionmaking, and machine-learning situations, including data mining, document retrieval
and image segmentation.1
Several researchers have worked on different techniques of clustering in
many years and therefore now there are many clustering algorithms that have good
accuracies on different data sets. One of the best algorithms in this area is called
FCM (Fuzzy C-Means) method that uses fuzzy logic to find groups in an unlabeled
pattern set. In contrast to a classical set, a fuzzy set, as the name implies, is a set
without a crisp boundary. That is the transition from “blog to a set” to “not belong
to a set” is gradual, the smooth transition is characterized by membership functions
that gives fuzzy sets flexibility in modeling commonly used linguistic expressions.2
Algorithms such as FCM are used iteratively to seek partitions that are representative
of the pattern set.3 The original FCM algorithm seeks an exhaustive partition of the
input data set into a non-empty set of clusters.4 The employed fuzzy membership

A. K. Jain, M. N. Murty, P. J. Flynn, "Data Clustering: A Review”, in ACM Computing Surveys, XXXI
(1999), no. 3.
2 Jyh-Shing Roger Jang, Chuen-Tsai Sun, Neuro-Fuzzy and Soft Computing, 1997.
3 Cheul Hwang Frank Chung-Hoon Rhee, “Uncertain Fuzzy Clustering: Interval Type-2 Fuzzy
Approach to C-Means”, in IEEE transactions on fuzzy systems, XV (2007), no. 1.
4 J. Tou, R. Gonzalez, Pattern Recognition Principles, Reading, MA, Addison-Wesley, 1974.
1
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grades allow each point to maintain gradual membership to multiple clusters 5.If a
pattern set forms compact clusters and each cluster is reasonably separable from each
other, desirable clustering results can be obtained using FCM.6 However, in real
world applications, pattern sets like this, may be seldom encountered. For example,
in several practical cases, a few non prototypical patterns in a pattern set (e.g.,
patterns far from the cluster prototype) can cause the cluster prototypes to end up as
“poor” representatives of the cluster partitions, since they contribute “fully” in the
prototype update. Hence, these patterns may cause undesirable clustering results.
FCM based methods are known to perform well on pattern sets that contain
clusters that are of similar volume of hyper spherical shape and density. However, if
the clusters in a pattern set are of different density (i.e., different cluster
size/different number of patterns ratios or same clusters size/different number of
patterns ratios or different cluster size/same number of patterns ratios), accuracy of
FCM may significantly differ depending on the choice of fuzzifier . Hence, a good
choice of m may be considered to be related to the distribution of the patterns for the
pattern set.7
To overcome this problem, Hwang and Rhee proposed the IT2FCM
(Interval Type 2 Fuzzy C-Means) algorithm which was designed to handle the
uncertainty in fuzzy clustering using the tools of Interval Type 2 Fuzzy logic.
The concept of Type-2 Fuzzy sets was introduced by Zadeh as an extension
of the concept of an ordinary fuzzy set.8 Type-2 fuzzy sets have grades of
membership that are themselves fuzzy.9 A type-2 membership grade can be any
subset in [0,1], the primary membership; and, corresponding to each primary
membership, there is a secondary membership(which can also be in [0,1] ) that
defines the possibilities for the primary membership. Similar to a type-1 FLS (Fuzzy
Logic System), a type-2 FLS includes fuzzifier, rule base, fuzzy inference engine, and
output processor. The output processor includes type-reducer and defuzzifier; it
generates a type-1 fuzzy set output (from the type-reducer) or a crisp number (from
the defuzzifier). A type-2 FLS is characterized by IF–THEN rules, but its antecedent
or consequent sets are now type-2. Type-2 FLSs can be used when the circumstances
are too uncertain to determine exact membership grades such as when training data
is corrupted by noise 10or when there are clusters with different densities or different
volumes.

5 J. Bezdek, Fuzzy Mathematics in Pattern Recognition, PhD thesis, Applied Math. Center, Cornell
University, Ithaca, USA, 1973.
6 J. Tou, R. Gonzalez, Pattern Recognition Principles.
7 Cheul Hwang, Frank Chung-Hoon Rhee, “Uncertain Fuzzy Clustering: Interval Type-2 Fuzzy
Approach to C-Means.”
8 L. A. Zadeh, “The concept of a linguistic variable and its application to approximate reasoning—I,”
in Inform. Sci., VIII (1975), p. 199–249.
9 D. Dubois, H. Prade, Fuzzy Sets and Systems: Theory and Applications, New York, Academic, 1980.
10 Qilian Liang, Jerry M. Mendel, “Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Logic Systems:Theory and Design,” IEEE
TRANSACTIONS ON FUZZY SYSTEMS, VIII (2000), no. 5.
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Type-2 Fuzzy Logic became the scope of work for many researchers in
recent years.11 It been successfully applied in many engineering areas, demonstrating
improved accuracy and its robustness relative to type 1 fuzzy logic when confronted
with various sources of data uncertainties.For exampale in 2004, Hagras, presented a
novel reactive control architecture for autonomous mobile robots that is based on
type-2 Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) to implement the basic navigation behaviors
and the coordination between these behaviors to produce a type-2 hierarchical FLC.
In those experiments, he implemented this type-2 architecture in different types of
mobile robots navigating in indoor and outdoor unstructured and challenging
environments.12
In 2005, Figueroa and others presented a type-2 fuzzy logic controller for a
robotic agent intended to track a mobile object in the context of robot soccer games.
They showed how the type-2 controller overcomes the problem without
incrementing the computational cost of the application.13 In 2006, Lynch and Hagras,
introduced an embedded Real-Time Type-2 Neuro-Fuzzy Controller (RT2NFC)
which overcomes the iterative type-reduction overhead and learns the parameters of
interval type-2 FLC for marine engines [14]. In 2011, Linda and Manic, presented a
paper that proposed an extension to the fuzzy voting scheme via incorporating
Interval Type-2 (IT2) fuzzy logic. They showed that The IT2 fuzzy logic allows for
an improved handling of uncertain assumptions about the distributions of noisy and
erroneous inputs which are essential for correct design of the fuzzy voting scheme.14
In the other hand, several researches are done to improve the clustering
accuracy using Type 2 Fuzzy Logic. For example, in 2001, Rhee and Hwang,
presented a type-2 FCM algorithm that was an extension of the conventional fuzzy
C-means algorithm. In that proposed method, the membership values for each
pattern were extended as type-2 fuzzy memberships by assigning membership grades
to the type-1 memberships 15. In another research in 2002, they presented an interval
type-2 fuzzy perceptron algorithm that was an extension of the type-1 fuzzy
perceptron algorithm proposed by J. Keller et al. (1985).16 In 2003 also, they
presented an interval type-2 fuzzy K-nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm that was an
extension of the type-1 fuzzy K-NN algorithm proposed in Rhee Hwang.17

11

Ondrej Linda, Milos Manic, General Type-2 Fuzzy C-Means Algorithm for Uncertain Fuzzy Clustering,
IEEE Trans. Fuzzy systems, 2012.
12 A. Kaufmann, M. M. Gupta, Introduction to Fuzzy Arithmetic:Theory and Applications, New York, Van
Nostrand Reinhold, 1991.
13 C.-T. Lin, C. S. G. Lee, Neural Fuzzy Systems, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, Prentice-Hall, 1996.
14 N. N. Karnik, J. M. Mendel, “Type-2 fuzzy logic systems”, in IEEE Trans. Fuzzy Syst., VII (1999); p.
643–658.
15 F. Rhee, C. Hwang, “A type-2 fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm,” in Proc. Joint Conf.
IFSA/NAFIPS, Jul. 2001, p. 1926–1919.
16 F. Rhee, C. Hwang, “An interval type-2 fuzzy perceptron,” in Proc. Int. Conf. Fuzzy Syst., II (2002), p.
1331–1335.
17 F. Rhee, C. Hwang, “An interval type-2 fuzzy K-nearest neighbor,” in Proc. Int. Conf. Fuzzy Syst.,
II(2003), May, p. 802–807.
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In 2007, They presented the Interval Type 2 Fuzzy C-Means and focused on
the uncertainty associated with the fuzzifer parameter m that controls the amount of
fuzziness of the final partition in the (FCM) algorithm. To design and manage
uncertainty for fuzzifier , they extend a pattern set to interval type-2 fuzzy sets using
two fuzzifiers m1 and m2 which creates a footprint of uncertainty (FOU) for the
fuzzifier . Then, they incorporate this interval type-2 fuzzy set into FCM to observe
the effect of managing uncertainty from the two fuzzifiers.18 This is the base paper
for us to follow and try to improve their algorithm.
As mentioned above, IT2FCM works well in many cases and has good
accuracy on many datasets. In fact this algorithm fined centers within an interval in
each dimension and iteratively updates each interval to find better centers. This idea
is very good but this algorithm does not pay attention to data density in intervals. We
have added density concept to the algorithm provided by Rhee and Hwang, to
improve that algorithm and show that the new algorithm works much better in many
cases.
In this paper we will explain the IT2FCM algorithm and our proposed
method and we will show that our method works better than IT2FCM and finally we
will compare both methods with FCM to show that our method has better accuracy.
The rest of the paper includes explanations FCM and IT2FCM algorithms, after that
we will explain our proposed method, we will show the results of running our
method on different data sets later and finally in the last part, we will explain
conclusions.
Fuzzy C-means
1. (Style: Times New Roman, 10pt, Bold, Title Case)
Consider an input data set
,
, where n is the number of data
points and denotes the input space dimensionality. The membership of pattern to a set of
clusters can be defined by the membership value
which is an element of a
fuzzy partition
matrix that shows the complete assignment of all data points to the set of clusters [6]:
Subject to constraints:

Where , is the total number of data set instances.
The optimality of the membership matrix with respect to the data set
clusters is achieved via the constrained minimization of the following objective function:

and the

J. Valente de Oliveira, W. Pedrycz (eds.), “dvances in Fuzzy Clustering and its Applications, New York,
John Wiley & Sons, 2007.

18
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denotes a distance norm (e.g. Euclidean) of data to the cluster center
and
Here,
parameter (
), is referred to as a fuzzifier, which controls the fuzziness of the extracted
clusters. The greater the value of fuzzifier , the softer the cluster boundaries become. The objective
function can be minimized by iteratively re-computing the membership values (
matrix as:

and then updating the cluster center

) of membership

as follows:

The FCM clustering algorithm starts from a randomly initialized cluster centers and
converges when the accumulated change in cluster centers falls below a certain threshold. A hardpartitioning can be applied to determine the final assignment of pattern to its designated cluster
as follows: [7]
study’s aim is to get metal flow and distributions of equivalent stress on some
special sections such as longitudinal and transverse sections under processing tube
tension-reducing.
Interval Type 2 Fuzzy C-Means
An interval type-2 fuzzy set Ã can be represented as:
is the membership grade of pattern
to set Ã and
Where
indicates secondary membership grades that are all equal to 1 according to Interval
Type 2 Fuzzy Logic.

Fig. 1. Example of an Interval Type 2 Fuzzy Set

In general, computation of fuzzy memberships in FCM is achieved by
computing the relative distance among the patterns and cluster centers according to
(5), mentioned above. Now, to define the interval of primary membership for a
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pattern, we define the lower and upper interval memberships using two different
values of . Figure 1 shows an Interval Type 2 Fuzzy Set and lower and upper
membership grades for a sample pattern.
The primary memberships that extend pattern by interval type-2 fuzzy sets
becomes (7) and (8), as shown below:

and
are upper and lower membership values of pattern
to
Where
the th cluster
and fuzzifiers
and
represent different fuzzy degrees.
According to (7) and (8) the membership matrix witch indicates final memberships
to cluster
is a
matrix like (3) that each element
, is the
of pattern
average of lower and upper membership values as below:
We define the interval of a primary membership for a pattern, as the
highest and lowest primary membership for a pattern. These values are denoted by
upper and lower membership for a pattern, respectively. The uses of fuzzifiers which
represent different fuzzy degrees give different objective functions to be minimized
in FCM as:

And

This algorithm uses rules above and an iterative algorithm mentioned
in [3] to find the best c centers in a data set. This iterative algorithm each time finds
an interval around the center in each feature and computes the middle of that
interval as a center. After several times that the interval bounds are updated and the
algorithm converged, the middles of final intervals are final cluster centers.Like type
1 FCM, the centroid is calculated as (6) ,where the value of fuzzifier in it, switches
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from
or
and (8).

according to the values of

and

which are calculated from (7)

Proposed Method
As mentioned before, in IT2FCM algorithm, an iterative algorithm finds left
and right bounds for each center and iteratively updates these bound to find the
better center. Because this is the most important part of the IT2FCM algorithm, we
will explain it below:
Iterative algorithm for finding right bound (

) of center

1.
compute primary memberships
and
for all patterns
using (7) and (8)
2.
sort all of the patterns in each feature in ascending order
3.
for all features(
) do
3.1.
set comparison = FALSE
3.2.
While ( comparison = FALSE)
3.2.1. Find an index
such that
3.2.2. For all patterns( ,
) Do
3.2.2.1. IF
Set

,

ELSE
Set
3.2.3.
3.2.4.

Compute new center
IF ( = )

using (6)
Set comparison=TRUE
ELSE
Set =

4.

Set

=

This algorithm finds the right bound ( ) of center
and as the
membership values
are updated in each run, after several iterations we can find
the best right bound for each center. We also have to do the same process for the left
bound too. The left bound ( ) can be obtained using the previous procedure and
replacing the first IF statement by:
IF
Set
ELSE
Set
After finding the right and left bounds, Rhee and Hwang [3], suggest
that we can consider the center as:
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This means that the middle of each interval should be considered as
the final center. Despite their idea was great and they showed that their method
works very well, it seems that they didn’t take the density concept into their
calculations. Figure 2 explains the importance of density concept.
According to figure2, assume that in one feature (e.g., f1) we have
found
and
, by using (12) the center will be 0.45. As it is clear in
this figure, the density of patterns are closer to the left bound and the center is more
likely to be near there.

Fig. 2. An example of patterns density

In our method we use this concept to find weights for each bound because
their effect on the center are not the same and it is better not to use (12) . If we use
our method for the example above, as 20 point out of all 21 point are closer to the
left bound, its weight will be 20/21 and the weight of the other bound will be 1/21
and (12) will be changed to:
And in this example will be 0.13 instead of 0.45 that seems to be more
acceptable.
Totally in this method we use the amount of data points in each interval and
count them to find out how much of data is nearby each bound as the weights of
bounds and totally the equation will be:

Experimental results
In this section, we compare the results between the type-1 FCM, interval
type-2 FCM and our proposed method for several pattern sets. All the calculations
are done using a windows 7 laptop, with processor core i5 2.4 GHz and 4 GB RAM.
Our first experiment shows the clustering results for eight patterns that are
distributed as two identical squares in structure and density. In this experiment, all
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these 3 algorithms worked well and all patterns were clustered successfully. The
results are shown in table 1. In general, FCM performs well for pattern sets that
contain partitions of similar volume and similar number of patterns. As expected,
FCM and interval type-2 FCM and New IT2FCM method gave desirable results.
In another experiment we generated a dataset with different cluster volumes
and
and we tried to get different result using different values of m for FCM and
for IT2FCM algorithms. The data we did this experiment on is shown in figure 2.
From now on we will call this data D1.

Fig. 3. Data with different cluster volumes D1

We chose all the values from the interval [1.1-10] and compared the results.
The results are shown in tables 2-4.
Table 1. The accuracy of FCM on D1 with different values of m
Accuracy
1.1
1.4
1.7
2
2.6
3.2
4
5

91.17
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23

The results show that for that data set our proposed method works better or
at least the same as IT2FCM in all experiments and this means that our new method
could pass this experiment too.
Table 2. The accuracy of IT2FCM on D1 with different values of
1.1

1.4

1.7

2
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1.1
1.4
1.7
2
2.6
3.2
4
5

85.29
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23

88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23

Table 3. The accuracy of NewIT2FCM on D1 with different values of

and

1.1
1.4
1.7
2
2.6
3.2
4
5

91.17
91.17
88.23
85.29
85.29
85.29
85.29
88.23

91.17
88.23
88.23
88.23
85.29
85.29
88.23
88.23

88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23

85.29
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23

85.29
85.29
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23

85.29
85.29
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23

1.1

1.4

1.7

2

2.6

3.2

4

5

91.17
91.17
88.23
94.11
85.29
91.17
88.23
88.23

91.17
88.23
88.23
88.23
91.17
88.23
94.11
91.17

88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
94.11

94.11
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
94.11

85.29
91.17
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
91.17
91.17

91.17
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
88.23
91.17

88.23
94.11
88.23
88.23
91.17
88.23
88.23
88.23

88.23
91.17
94.11
94.11
91.17
91.17
88.23
88.23

In order to compare the results of three algorithms together, we will show
there average accuracies in table 5.
Table 4. Average accuracy of three algorithm on D1
Algorithm
Average accuracy
FCM
88.59 ± 0.97
IT2FCM
87.81 ± 1.36
NewIT2FCM 89.56 ± 2.20

As the next experiment we repeated the previous one but this time we added
40% random noise to our data in order to find out the robustness of our proposed
method to noise. This data set is called D2 in this paper. Figure 4 shows the data we
used in the previous experiment with 40% random added noise. The results of this
experiment are shown in tables 5-7 and they will confirm that our proposed method
is robust to noise rather that other 2 algorithm. As it is shown in the tables, our
algorithm is better or equals the IT2FCM with all different values of
and
and
it is robust to noise.
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Fig. 3. Data Set D2
Table 4. The accuracy of FCM on D2 with different values of
Accuracy
1.1
1.4
1.7
2
2.6
3.2
4
5

78.72
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
74.46
74.46
74.46

Table 6. The accuracy of IT2FCM on D2 with different values of

and

1.1

1.4

1.7

2

2.6

3.2

4

5

78.72
78.72
76.59
76.59
76.59
74.46
74.46
74.46

78.72
76.59
78.72
76.59
76.59
78.72
76.59
74.46

76.59
78.72
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59

76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59

76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59

74.46
78.72
76.59
76.59
76.59
74.46
74.46
74.46

74.46
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
74.46
74.46
74.46

74.46
74.46
76.59
76.59
76.59
74.46
74.46
74.46

Table 7. The accuracy of NewIT2FCM on D2 with different values of

and

1.1
1.4
1.7
2
2.6
3.2
4
5

1.1

1.4

1.7

2
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1.1
1.4
1.7
2
2.6
3.2
4
5

78.72
80.85
76.59
74.46
74.46
76.59
76.59
76.59

80.85
76.59
78.72
76.59
78.72
78.72
76.59
76.59

76.59
78.72
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
78.72
80.85

74.46
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
74.46
80.85

74.46
78.72
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59

76.59
78.72
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59
76.59

76.59
76.59
78.72
74.46
76.59
76.59
74.46
74.46

76.59
76.59
80.85
80.85
76.59
76.59
74.46
74.46

Table 8 shows the average accuracies of these three algorithms to make
comparison easier.
Table 8. Average accuracy of three algorithms on D2
Algorithm
Average accuracy
FCM
76.05 ± 1.40
IT2FCM
76.25 ± 1.26
NewIT2FCM 76.95 ± 1.70

Now it is clear that our method works better that IT2FCM in many cases but
we have to examine and compare methods by using real UCI datasets. For this
experiment we choose datasets, Iris, Bupa, Pima, Wine, Sonar, Haberman, Glass,
Page-Blocks and Shuttle to compare the results of our method with the IT2FCM.
Table 9 gives some information about these datasets. And table 10 shows the
accuracies of running methods using these data sets. In addition table 11 shows the
confusion matrixes computed for some of data sets to indicate number of correct
and incorrect clustered patterns.
Dataset
Iris
Bupa
Pima
Wine
Sonar
Haberman
Glass
Page-Blocks
Shuttle

Table 9. Summary of datasets
No. of Attributes
No. of samples

No. of Classes

4
7
8
13
8
3
10
10
9

3
2
2
3
2
2
6
5
2

150
345
768
178
208
306
214
5473
43500

Table 10. Accuracy of three algorithms on deferent data sets
Dataset
IT2FC
FCM
NewIT2FCM
M
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Iris
Bupa
Pima
Wine
Sonar
Haberman
Glass
Page-Blocks
Shuttle

96.00
57.97
66.53
92.13
55.76
73.52
71.02
90.44
99.88

96.00
57.97
66.40
91.01
55.76
73.52
71.96
89.76
99.88

96.00
57.97
70.05
91.01
56.25
74.83
72.89
90.68
99.88

Table 11. Confusion matrixes
FCM
IT2FCM
50
0
0
50
0
0
0
48 2
0
48
2
0
4
46 0
4
46
347 153
348 152
104 164
106 162

NewIT2FCM
50
0
0
0
48 2
0
4
46
352 148
82
186

Wine

57
9
0

2
59
0

57
9
0

2
57
0

Sonar

57
52
255
81

40
59
0
0

58
52
199
51

39
59
26
30

Data set
Iris

Pima

Haberman

0
3
48

57
9
0

2
57
0

57
52
255
81

40
59
0
0

0
5
48

0
5
48

Conclusion
These experiments show that our method can work much better than
IT2FCM in many cases because it has a good focus on density of the data. As
mentioned before, IT2FCM does not pay any attention to density of data in the
space. The problem becomes more important in updating intervals from old intervals
to new, where the center will move to its new position. If we do not use density
concept, each center will exactly be the middle of each interval while the data density
might be leaning to one side of the interval. In this paper we showed our method and
explained the importance of the density concept. Our method was tested using
several artificial and real UCI data sets and the results were compared with some
FCM and IT2FCM algorithms and in order to show that our proposed method
works better than them in many cases. Final clustering results show that our method
has better accuracy for most of tasted data sets. We will also try to improve our
method using some other ideas in future.
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Ibāḍiyya Sects
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Abstract. Khawarij was formed during the war of Siffin and following the advent of arbitration. In
spite of Ali (AS)'s war with them and the massacre of them, their opinions remained intact. Because of
differentiation in the Khawarij, several sects came out of which two sects of Azāriqa and Ibāḍiyya are among
them. As the most extreme sect, Azāriqa disappeared after a while, but Ibāḍiyya continued to live with the
modest way. According to author, ideas, the areas of influence and the way of entering these areas influenced the
life of these two sects. The result shows that the extreme performance of Azāriqa compared to the planned
actions by Ibāḍiyya has been effective to promote ideas and differences in the selection of areas for activity.
Keywords: Khawarij, Az riqa, Ib ḍiyya, dissimulation (Taqiya), North Africa.

Introduction
During the battle of Siffin, when the defeat of the Damascus was certain, the
Qur'ans were placed on the spear followed Amr Ibn al-' s’s trickery. Ali (AS) strongly
opposed the pausing of the war and the start of negotiations, and under the pressure
of a large group of his troops, he was forced to accept this negotiation. These
superficial people can be both the first founders of the case of arbitration and its first
opponents. They then changed their stance and this time they blamed and even
threatened Ali (AS) not because he did not accept the invitation to the Qur'an, but to
accept the issue (arbitration). Ali (AS), after knowing the vote of arbitrators, while
attempting to gather the troops to confront Mu'awiya, received news of the Khawarij
atrocity, inevitably went to them and imposed a severe defeat on them.
During the reign of Mu'awiyah, Khawarij repeatedly revolted against the
Umayyad government and were suppressed by government agents each time. From
the 64th to the 79th lunar years (AH) can be considered as the stage of differentiation
and publication of foreign insurrections. During this period, the distribution of
Khawarij is observed in most cities of Iran. After failed alliance of Khawarij with Ibn
Zubair and also the emergence of the wide splits in the Khawarij movement, foreign
insurrections were concentrated in three different constituencies, namely, the Arabian
Peninsula, Iraq, and Iran. From this date onward, several folds appeared in Khawarij,
and several sects emerged, that two sects of the Az riqa and Ib ḍiyya were among
them. In this research, these questions are raised: 1) how did the intellectual system of
Az riqa and Ib ḍiyya influence their livelihoods? 2) What impact did the areas
influenced by these two sects and how they enter these areas, on the life of these two
sects? The purpose of this study is to investigate the factors affecting on the process
of life of Az riqa and Ib ḍiyya sects.
The political life of the Azāriqa
The followers of this sect, takes its name from their leader, Nafe-Ibn Azraq.
From the point of view of thought, what separated Az riqa from the other groups of
the consolidation, at first glance, was their extremism on condemnation of the sitting
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and imperative for the uprising with their sword and their extreme method to deal
with their non- coterie.
Ibn Azraq was stationed in a neighborhood of Basra with a group of warlords.
Then, along with his companions, he took the road to Ahvaz. At the same time, with
the authority of the Khawarij in Ahvaz, Nafe-Ibn Azraq established some religious
positions which, in the history of the separation of the sects of court (arbitration), is
considered a sensitive section. He stated that the uprising was unlawful and that he
avoided from the groups of the guardians (including Ib ḍiyya).1 Nafe in 65 AH,
conquered on Basra regions. After the death of Nafe, Az riqa followers selected
Obaidullah Ibn M hooz as Imam.2 He quickly continued the war with the opposition.
In Ahvaz, he enshrined the rule of Az riqa throughout Khuzestan and, to a certain
extent, stabilized Fars and by collecting taxes from his affected territories attempted to
prepare his military needs.3 Late 65 AH, in the war between the Basraian and
Az riqans near Ahvaz, the leader of the Az riqa was killed. Following this defeat,
Az riqa retreated to Fars and Khuzestan. Then Az riqa followers gave allegiance to
Zubair Ibn Ali. By 67 AH, the Fars ruler succeeded in removing the area from under
their influence. The Az riqa followers, dependent on Zubair who also saw Fars as an
unsafe environment, settled for some time in Isfahan’s mountains. After the
revitalization and reorganization, Zubayr Ibn Ali went to Fars, and in several
occasions he had scattered battles with the ruler of Fars.4 He then traveled to Isfahan
and suffered severe resistance and was killed in a war with the ruler of Isfahan.5
Qatari Ibn Fajaeh, as a new leader of the Az riqa, stepped down from the war
at the beginning of the rule (reign) and went to Kerman to rebuild power. He
provided many supporters in that area and then in Fars. By defending the foundations
of the Az riqa regime in Fars, and in a tough battle with the forces of government, he
won. He took advantage of the relative calm after the war and returned his fighters to
Kerman. In 72 AH, Qatari invaded Darabgard in Fars, and moved to Ahvaz with the
passage from the land of Fars, but did nothing and returned to Fars. In 74 AH, the
Umayyad Caliph ordered to eradicate the Az riqa. However, the lack of coordination
between the Kufa and Basra troops led mission ended up frustrated and provided an
opportunity for Az riqa pushing to the West. With the arrival of the pilgrims to Kufa
in the year 75 AH, an unconventional war broke out with the Khawarij. During the
year 75 AH, Qatari has found complete authority in Fars. In the middle of the lunar
year of 76, the commander of the Umayyad army reached almost entirely the province
of Fars, the area and limited Az riqa’s territory to the Kerman area. Eventually,
internal disputes caused the majority of the Az riqa followers deprived Qatari from
Imamate.6
1

Mohammed Al-Tabari, Tarikh al- Rosol va al- Moluk, Beirut, Dar al-Torath, 2008; R. N. Faray, The
history of Iran, translation Hasan Anousheh, Tehran, Amir- Kabir Publication, 1380.
2 Ibidem, vol. 5, p. 613.
3 Ahmad Balazori, Ensab-al-Ashraf, Beirut, Dar al-Fekr, 1417.
4 Abdullah Ibn-Qutaybeh, Al-Ma'āref, Qom, Manshorat-al-Razi, 1415.
5 Ahmad Ibn- Abderabbah, Ale'qd al-Farid, Beirut, Dar-al-ahyae al-Tor th al-Arabi, 1409.
6 Abu Hanifiyah Dinevary, Akhbar-al-Tveal, Qom, Manshorat-al-Razi, 1368.
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The majority of the Az riqa followers who had dethroned Qatarai selected
someone to the Imamate in the name of Abderabbah. Caliphate troops defeated
Abderabbah in heavy raids. The Qatari-led minority group suffered disagreement and
division. Qatari, defeating Sepahbod of Tabarestan, for a short time became dominant
in Tabaristan. Subsequently, the state expeditionary corps massacred in a battle the
Az riqa followers.7 Thus, the political life of Az riqa and their Imamate came to an
end definitively.
The ideas of Azāriqa
1 - The dignity of the opponents of the Qibla- Ibn Azraq, explicitly, attributed
the opponents among common people serious blasphemy meaning complete
departure from Islam, sometimes interpreted as "polytheism disbelief". Az riqa
followers in their social relations with non- Az riqa behaved in the same way as the
polytheism and, in addition to allowing them to be invaded, prohibited marriage and
inheritance, and prohibited their slaughters. The practical reflection of the extreme
ideas of the Az riqa, was the killing of the opposition people in religion, during the
encounter, even without invitation and completion.8
2 - The sanction of dissimulation (Taqiya) and necessity of migration - From
the point of the Az riqa, dissimulation (Taqiya), both in action and in words was
inadmissible. The absolute boycott of the dissimulation (Taqiya) also logically
obligated the emigration and exile.
3 - Imamate- Az riqa, like other groups of the arbitration, accepted the permit
for Imam's dispossession, but in practice, however, from the beginning of
differentiation from the other arbitrators to the final defeat and the abolition of the
Az riqa Imamate in 78 AH, kept their Imams dynasty continuous and swore allegiance
to another man as soon as one Imam disappeared. They did not confine the Imamate
tribunal in the Quraysh tribe; they considered everyone who belonged to the Book
and the Sunnah of the world as righteous for Imamate.9
Areas of Azāriqa activity, how they enter different regions
The areas influenced by Az riqa, due to the support of the indigenous people,
were various cities of Iran such as Khuzestan, Sistan, Kerman, Fars, Isfahan, Ray and
Mazandaran.
Regarding the way of entry, it should be said that they were retreating because
of the failure in the war, and meanwhile even were killing foreign non-Muslims and
women and children, which in turn this made people hate them. The reason for the
invasion Az riqa to various cities of Iran was that Iranians had accepted Islam for its
particular attractions and for the high values of justice and equality, but what the
Iranians saw from their Caliphs and their local brokers was just the opposite. On the
other hand, the Khawrij groups propagated that they were true to Islam and that they
7

Mohammed Al-Tabari, Tarikh al- Rosol va al- Moluk, Beirut, Dar al-Torath, 2008.
Abdul Q dir Baghdadi, Al-Farq bein-al-Feraq, Tehran, Eshraghi publication, 1367.
9
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were fighting against Caliphs because of their distance form Islam, and attracted to
non-religious and impassable groups with pleasant promises and encouraging them
not to pay taxes and tribute to the caliph. However, they (Az riqa) after each failure,
they were retreating to Iranian cities. Of course, the extreme thoughts with violent
encounters with their non-coterie Muslim groups, of course, created a climate of panic
and fear among Muslims. Only groups of Mav li naturally due to their righteous
slogans joined this group (Faray, 1380 AH, p. 37). The slogans of the Az riqa school,
such as not considering descent of Quraysh as a condition (Ibn Abderabbah, 1409
AH, v. 3, p. 146), and, in general, the Arab ethnicity in the establishment of the
Imamate and the fact that this school didn’t give authenticity to any social system,
provided the opportunity for free Mav li who were deprived form certain social
privileges the allowance for that would be able to participating in the Az riqa camp,
fight with the Arabs in order to obtain equal rights (Eshpooler, 1373 AH, v. 1, p. 306).
On the other hand, the verdict of the Az riqa followers for polytheism of their
opponents and considering permissible their property provided good opportunity for
Mav li to escape from lords’ house and joining Az riqa camp that legitimized their
liberty release themselves from the shackles of bondage. The sum total of these
attractions caused the Iranians to be released, as well as the slaves who were unhappy
with the social constraints in the Umayyad system, to take up the Az riqa sect. In the
study of the social context of the Az riqa, besides the Arabs, the presence of the
Iranian Mav li was the first and the dominant element belonged to Iranians. But
because of violence, they could not achieve the support of more groups or even longterm support from the same groups. Going to the different regions due to
backwardness in the wars, and also because of violence, naturally, they could not
prepare much for the background, and then proceeded to form the government, and
if the government was successful, they were not going to continue.
Political life of Ibāḍiyya
The emergence of the sect of Ib ḍiyya occurred when Abdullah Ibn Ib ḍ was
stepped down from the extreme Khawarij. The existence of relative moderation in the
Ib ḍi has led them to be the closest sect of Khawarij to the Sunni (Tabari, 1387 AH,
vol. 5, pp. 313-314). Ibn Ib ḍ is the founder of the ideas of the Ib ḍi sect. Some
scholars do not deny their religion to Abdullah Ib ḍi, but they prefer to attribute it to
Jaber Ibn Zayd, and believed that Abdullah decided in his own words, according to
Jaber's Fatwas (judgment). Some other scholars believe that the Ib ḍi religion has
essentially two founding members: Abdullah Ibn Ib ḍ, a political leader, and the other
was Jaber Ibn Zayd, the scientific and jurisprudential leader. With the death of Jaber,
the leader of Ib ḍiyya came to Abu Obaydah Moslem Tamimi. He transferred the
affairs of war and property to the Hajib Taei, and himself, who had a great deal of
knowledge, took up the affairs of religion and propaganda, and he was able to nurture
a large number of students in Basra and set up the foundation for the expansion of the
Ib ḍi religion in the East and West of the Islamic world. After the death of Abu
Obeydah (about 160 AH), the work of the Ib ḍian in Basra was declining, but at the
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same time, they provided a major base in North and North-West Africa as well as in
Oman.
In the Haḍramaut area, with the fact that many of the sheikhs of Ib ḍi were
Azdian the work of propaganda was easily possible. The Umayyad oppression on the
Yemeni people led to the rebellion of Abdullah Ibn Yahya. His request for assistance
from the Ib ḍi was followed by the dispatch of several representatives. Thus, the first
Imamate of Ib ḍi was founded, and after the capture of the headquarter and the arrest
of the governor, he sat down with the title of Talib al-Haqq. In the following, in
several clashes between them and the Umayyad army, the Ib ḍian followers were
defeated. Of all territory of Abdullah Ibn Yahya, only Haḍramaut remained loyal to
the Ib ḍi beliefs. Hadramaut's Ib ḍian soon afterwards became involved with internal
conflicts and gradually joined the Imamate of the Oman Ib ḍi.
The orientation of the people of Oman to the Ib ḍiyya religion must have
begun from the beginning of the formation of the sect and its expansion. From the
beginning of the Khawarij wars during the time of the Umayyads, some of the leaders
of the Ib ḍiyya sect came to Oman and released their opinions. The first known Imam
was from the tribe of Azd, which achieved tremendous success with the support of his
tribe. The Ib ḍi followers of Oman have always been looking at the opportunity to
build an independent Imamate. After the collapse of Imamate in Haḍramaut in 130
AH, scattered Ib ḍi followers took refuge in Oman and formed a powerful kernel.
The fall of the Umayyad dynasty in 132 AH, and the devastation of central power
allowed the Omani Ib ḍian to rule over all of Oman and on the part of Haḍramaut.
During the period of the new government of Abbasid, Saffah, sent army to Oman to
suppress the Ib ḍi followers, and they destroyed them in great slaughter, and a nonIb ḍi ruler who was subordinate to the Caliphate, was appointed to rule the Oman.
After that, one time, Imamate of Ib ḍi gained strength and the rules of the Sharia
became enforced. Between 208 AH and 227 AH, several people came to Imamate. In
the following, the Abbasids brought a decisive blow to the Ib ḍian government. The
Abbasids' dominance over Oman lasted a few; however, the Ib ḍi followers did not
stop fighting, as after 320 AH, resurrected, but they were defeated. In the period of
the Al-e Buyid (Buyid dynasty), the independent kings or the representatives of the
Buyids, who ruled on Oman, were from non- Ib ḍi Bani Nabhan, and their rule until
536 AH was continued. Meanwhile, the militancy of the Abbasid with the Nabhani
government continued, and occasionally some of the leaders from them found
strength. Eventually, the differences (disputes) led to the emergence of numerous
centers of power in Oman and the separation of Imamate from the state. Until the
Ib ḍi followers gave allegiance to a person from the family of Ya'riba (1304 AH). With
the death of the last ruler of Ya'riba, in 1131 AH; the government was transferred to
the family of Busaeed, which continued until today.
From the beginning of the second century, the number of Ib ḍi followers was
increased in northern Africa, and even in the first half of this century they formed a
government. At the end of the Umayyad period, Ib ḍiyya religion was prevalent in
Tripoli. In the wake of the death of one of the Ib ḍian by Tripoli person, they rose to
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avenge. The leaders of Ib ḍi removed Tripoli from domination of the Umayyad ruler
and turned to the government. Following the assassination of the leaders of Ib ḍi; at
the beginning of the 140 AH, Ib ḍi followers dismissed the governor of the city and
transferred the government to Abu al-Khattab.10 He chose Tripoli to the capital and
expanded his territory. In the battle between them and the Abbasid armies, the Ib ḍi
armies were defeated (ibid., v, pp. 32-35). After the numerous wars of the Ib ḍi
followers with the Caliphate armies and the killing of the Ib ḍi leader, the Ib ḍi
government was transferred from Algeria to Libya, where the Ib ḍi followers pledged
allegiance to Caliphate with Abdul Rahman Ibn Rustam and founded the city of
Tahrat, which became the center of the Rustamian government. As long as the
Rustami government (160-294 AH) was established, the Ib ḍian of the Maghreb
enjoyed political power. With the collapse of this government, the political authority
of the Ib ḍian of Africa was lost; however, Nophosse retained its independence as the
center of the Libya Ib ḍian until it was occupied by the Ottoman Turks.
Ibāḍiyya ideas
The separation of Ib ḍiyya from Khawarij was due to their particular view of
the committing of the great sin that took moderate policy.
1- The dignity of the opponents of the Qibla followers- Ib ḍiyya in contrast to
the Az riqa who consider the perpetrators of the great sin, in any form infidels and
polytheists, believes that polytheism is solely lying to God, denying a form of
monotheism, denying something of the Qur'an, considering written Halal as Haram
(forbidden) and vice versa, and other than this is not considered as blasphemy. So if
the perpetrator of the great sin is also called infidels, the meaning of this blasphemy is
infidelity and disobedience to the blessings of God. Of course, from the viewpoint of
this group, if someone insists on doing sin, because of this insistence he/she is a
hypocrite infidel meaning the disbeliever who denies blessings.11
2- Dissimulation (Taqiya) the perspective of Ib ḍiyya - Ib ḍi followers believe
in four different professions in their social life: Maslak al-Zohur (path of appearance),
Maslak al-Defa (path of defending), Maslak al-Sherra (path of buy), and Maslak alketman (path of covert). Maslak al-ketman (path of concealment) is a situation in
which there is no possibility of defending and fighting in society and inevitably the
oppression must be accepted. During the period of concealment, the Ib ḍiyya keep
their states secret and allow dissimulation (Taqiya). Of course, in these conditions,
they are obliged to avoid cooperating with the tyrants and only to deal with their own
affairs.12
3- Imamate - In the: Maslak al-Zohur (path of appearance), where all the
conditions for the formation of the Imamate are gathered, the Ib ḍi followers will
choose their Imam. Ib ḍiyya constitutes the basis of government on religion and they
10
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consider the sentence belonged to God. According to Jaber ibn Zayd, the caliphate is
the most important element of the state and the greatest manifestation of the will of
the Ummah and the most powerful authority in the implementation of the
commandments of God. Therefore, it should not be based on inheritance system or
should not be restricted to specific race and tribes, but its condition is absolute
adequacy (Sobhani, 1412, v. 5, p. 251). According to Ib ḍiyya, Imam should be man,
mature, wise, the knowing the principles and minutiae, the owner of opinion, brave
and familiar with war, and Imam is obliged to rule according to the Qur'an and the
Sunnah.
Areas of activity of Ibāḍiyya and the way of entry to different regions
The areas of activity of Ib ḍiyya were Haḍramaut, Oman and North Africa.
Regarding the way of entry, unlike other groups, they did not resort to violence and
instead promoted their ideas by dispatching missions to cities, sending groups called
Hamlat-al-E'lm (carrier of science) presented the necessary intellectual and political
training to the cities, and if the field is provided they would have thought of forming a
government. So when the leaders of the Ib ḍi came to that area, they saw that Ib ḍi
thoughts had gone to that area sooner. Ib ḍiyya pioneers were in fact the intellectual
leaders of Ib ḍi. They were involved in strengthening the students' intellectual and
educational backgrounds and sending missions to different areas. The pioneers of
Ib ḍi were considered to be prominent and scholar.13 Since Ib ḍiyya had a kind of
moderation in their thoughts, they could better deal with their audience and with their
opponents of Muslims, while Ib ḍiyya went to areas where their peoples were Arabs,
and a kind of cooperation between the Ib ḍiyya and the people of those areas took
place.14 On the other hand, the heads of the Ib ḍi followers of Basra were among the
members of the Azd tribe, and many of the Sheikhs of the Ib ḍi were also from Azd
tribe. These Azdians were linked to the main mass of Azd in the south of Saudi
Arabia, and through them, the Ib ḍiyya religion has been transmitted there.
In the case of the expansion of the Ib ḍi religion in northern Africa, it seems
that this religion has spread to those regions since the early 2nd century AH. Despite
the dominance of the Sunni religion among the indigenous peoples of the region,
Khawarij' ideas spread rapidly among the barbarians and replaced Sunnis. Apparently
this has had certain political and social causes. Politically, the uprising of foreign
barbarians has been considered to be an indigenous uprising against foreign rulers
(Arabs), and socially it can also be considered an uprising of the oppressed people.
Ib ḍiyya went to the people which came from among them. The supporters of the
Ib ḍiyya sect in North Africa were the barbarians of this area who could be said that
they did not have much familiar with Islam, and the sect of Ib ḍi and their
performance was the decree of propaganda of Islam among them, and brought simple
and easy Islam for them. The Ib ḍiyya with moderation did not have as much an
13
14
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enemy as Az riqa, because they considered their Muslim opponents to be infidels, and
they did not have those extreme laws against them. Thus, Ib ḍiyya, with the support
of the peoples of those regions, were able to form governments,15 and by going
through the ups and downs continued their live. Thus, Ib ḍiyya continued to work
among the Arabs and tribes that even the heads of the sect of Ib ḍiyya were among
them.
Conclusion
The main separation of the Khawarij from other Muslims is based on the
belief that the person committing great sin is infidel. The separation of Ib ḍiyya from
other Khawarij was also due to the special position adopted in this regard. With a
special view on this issue, they withdrew themselves from the other Khawarij of and
pursued a moderate policy. Violence of Az riqa in their beliefs and ideas led to their
rapid destruction. While the moderation of Ib ḍiyya in their beliefs and thoughts were
the key of long-lasting for them. Also, the place of their activities, cultural acts and
measures to survive, the way of dealing with their audience, the thought and idea for
survival, and the adoption of the policy of dissimulation (Taqiya) from the Ib ḍi
followers, and its rejection by the Az riqa regime, and some other factors, were
effective in the survival of these two sects.

15
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Abstract. The objective of this study is to investigate the factors affecting technology acceptance model
with a model on the theory of planned behavior in order to predict and explain behavioral intentions of customers
towards the adoption of online banking. The present research is applied objectively, descriptive in terms of
implementation and a survey and correlation study in terms of the type of research. The statistical population
includes all customers of all Mellat Bank branches in Gorgan city in 2014 that had used online banking. A
sample consisting of 384 people was selected using stratified random sampling method. The data collection tool is
questionnaire. The validity of questionnaire was determined using content validity method and the reliability was
verified by Cronbach's alpha method. According to the data analysis, the results indicate that all hypotheses
related to the technology acceptance model and the theory of planned behavior were confirmed and all hypotheses of
perceived risk theory weren't confirmed except (hypothesis 8, b) and (hypothesis 12, b).
Keywords: Online banking, Perceived risk, Technology acceptance model (TAM),
Theory of planned behavior (TPB).

Introduction
With increasing growth of technology and its continuity with private and
occupational life, deciding whether to accept or reject it remains an unanswered
question.1 The banking sector not only used the information systems for internal
operations and the development of its products, but also used it to provide customer
service.2 Indeed, Internet banking is an integrated system that can provide customers
with flexible, easy and inexpensive databases.3 Since behavioral intention to use these
systems is the key determinant of the actual use of them, intention driven models have
been created for determining the acceptance and use of technology.4
One of the most popular of these models is the Davis Information Technology
Acceptance Model. Davis and his colleagues in the technology acceptance model have
two main factors that play a decisive role in shaping people's attitudes toward the use of
a technology and, consequently, their actual use, as ease of use and perceived usefulness.
1

´N. Marangunic, ´A. Granic, "Technology acceptance model: a literature review from 1986 to 2013," in
Springer, 2014, p. 1-15.
2 C. Martins, T. Oliveira, A. Popoviˇc, "Understanding the Internet banking adoption: A unified theory of
acceptance and use of technology and perceived risk application," in International Journal of Information
Management, XXXIV (2014); p. 1-13.
3 F. R. Chen, J. L. Hsiao, H. G. Hwang, "Measuring customer satisfaction of Internet banking in Taiwan:
scale development and validation," in Total Quality Management, XXIII (2012), no. 7, p. 749–767.
4 S. K. Sharma, S. M. Govindaluri, "Internet banking adoption in India Structural equation modeling
approach," in Journal of Indian Business Research, VI (2014), no. 2, p. 155-169.
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It can also be said that, given the investments made in the field of online information
technology use, some customers still do not use it despite the availability of the Internet
and all the necessary conditions. Therefore, the important point here is the acceptance
and use of these technologies for customers, and the extent to which customers use
these systems. On the other hand, because in the field of online banking because of the
high level of competition, customers are subject to multiple choices and people rarely
have to use a particular technology. Therefore, it is important to be aware of the factors
that usually shape the customer's attitude to the use of a particular technology.
In this research, we tried to find out more about the factors affecting the
adoption of online banking. This recognition is accomplished by combining the two
models of "technology acceptance" and "theory of planned behavior" with perceived
risk and perceived benefits and ease of use perceived by the customers. Finally, the
questions raised are whether perceived risk and perceived usefulness affect the intent of
using online banking? And what are the factors affecting customer acceptance of using
online banking?
Background and theoretical foundations of the research
Online Banking
Banking services refer to several types of services through which bank
customers can request information and perform most banking services5.
Theory of reasoned action
The theory of reasoned of action is a theory of social psychology that has been
studied extensively and is related to the determinants of consciously behaviors6.
Subjective norm
Subjective norm is the main construct of the model of the theory of reasoned
action, that is, the social environment or social pressure that influences individuals and,
consequently affect their behavioral intentions.7
Attitude to use
According to its definition of Ventakesh, the attitude toward Internet banking is:
the overall effective response of the individual to the use of the Internet for his banking
affairs.8
The theory of planned behavior
The theory of planned behavior is a well-accepted intention model that has
succeeded in predicting and describing human behavior in a variety of domains
5 J. R. S. Fonseca, "e-banking culture: A comparison of EU 27 countries and Portuguese case in the EU
27 retail banking context," in Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services, XXI (2014), p. 708-716.
6 F. T. Lin H. Y. Wu, T. T. Nguyet Nga, "Adoption of Internet Banking: An Empirical Study in Vietnam,"
in 10th International Conference on e-Business Engineering, 2013, p. 282-287.
7 T. Ramayah, P. Soto-Acosta, R. Colomo-Palacios, M. Gopi, S. Popa, "Explaining the adoption of
Internet stock trading in Malaysia: comparing Models," in Asian Journal of Technology Innovation, XXII
(2014), no. 1, p. 131–151.
8 D. T Guwaheer, S. Pudaruth, P. Ramdin, "Factors influencing the adoption of internet banking: a case
study of commercial banks in Mauritius," in World Journal of Science, Technology and Sustainable Development, IX
(2012), no. 3, p. 204-234.
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Perceived behavior control
In this research, we define the perceived behavior control in using Internet
banking as a person's belief in access to the resources and opportunities needed to use
Internet banking as well as the individual's belief in its ability to use it.
The difference between the theory of reasoned action and the theory of
planned behavior
The theory of planned behavioral is defined as behavior that individuals have in
the range of a continuum, from behaviors that are easily expressed to behaviors that
require much effort and resources. According to Fischbein and Ajzen in 1975 and Ajzen
in 1985, it is likely that such controls would play a role in explaining the relationship
between behavioral intentions and real behavior.9
Limitations of theory of reasoned action and theory of planned behavior
In the theory of reasonable action, the range between attitude and norm is not
well defined, so that attitude can be considered as an inner norm. Secondly, it is
assumed that when a person is willing to do something, it is free to work without any
limitation, while in reasonable action many obstacles such as limited ability, limited time,
organizational and environmental framework, and individual unwanted habits Limits his
freedom.10
Technology acceptance model
The technology acceptance model can be considered as the most successful and
broadest technology acceptance theory.11Which was presented by Davis in 1986 and
rooted in the theory of reasonable action and the theory of planned behavior.12 As a
result, it is assumed that online banking systems, which are useful and easy for users to
use, are Likely to be accepted.13
Perceived ease of use
The technology acceptance model argues that a certain perceived ease of use for
a technology, the person's attitude will be even greater.
Perceived usefulness
The perceived usefulness is a degree of belief in the use of Internet banking.14
Disadvantages of the Technology Acceptance Model
.P Hanafizadeh, B. W. Keating, H. R. Khedmatgozar, "A systematic review of Internet banking
adoption," in Telematics and Informatics, 2013, p. 1-19.
10 .hG Taleqani, M. Malmir, A. Ghaffari, Electronic banking, Tehran, Science Observation publications,
2013.
11 J. Ohme, "The acceptance of mobile government from a citizens’ perspective: Identifying perceived
risks and perceived benefits," in Mobile Media & Communication, II (2014), no. 3, p. 298-317.
12 A. N. Giovanis, S. Binioris, G. Polychronopoulos, "An extension of TAM model with IDT and
security/privacy risk in the adoption of internet banking services in Greece," in EuroMed Journal of Business,
VII (2012), no. 1, p. 24-53.
13 F. H. Chandio, Z. Irani M. Sharif Abbasi, H. A. Nizamani, "Acceptance of online banking information
systems: an empirical case in a developing economy," in Behaviour & Information Technology, XXXII (2013),
no. 7, p. 668–680.
14 S. Ryu, B. Park H. Im, J. Hong J. Lee, "Do I Want to Pay to Download Movies? Predicting Acceptance
of Legal Online Movie Download Services", in.45th Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences, 2012, p.
3120-3128.
9
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Although the technology acceptance model has been confirmed in previous
studies, it still has some disadvantages. For example, the model has limitations in
understanding the use of information technology behaviors and for fully explain the
consequences of using technology. Secondly, the model can only compute some of the
types of use of this system. Third, there is no definitive criterion for perceived
usefulness and ease of use perceived in the technological and organizational fields .15
Modified technology acceptance model
Venkatesh and Davis presented a revised version of the Technology Acceptance
Model in 2000, in which the individual's attitude was removed from the model because
it seemed to be a weak intermediary. Technology Acceptance Model 2 was based on the
claim that it has more power to describe and predict user behavior over technology.16
Perceived risk
The risk levels that consumers perceive and tolerate are those attitudinal factors
that affect their users. Since both characteristics vary from person to person, the
acceptance of technology varies from person to person 17. In 2008, Lee divides the
concept of perceived risk into five categories: financial risk, risk of performance, social
risk, security risk, time risk.
Financial risk
The individual risk is related to the security of transactions through Internet
banking. Internet security is threatened mainly by hacking and fraudulent practices18.
Performance risk
This risk depends on the individual's ability to recognize whether technology
itself is capable of efficiently executing banking services efficiently and efficiently via the
Internet.19
Social risk
Social risk suggests that using online banking can lead to dissatisfaction with
friends, family, and work group.20
15

H. T. Tsai, J. L. Chien, M. T. Tsaim, "The influences of system usability and user satisfaction on
continued Internet banking services usage intention:empirical evidence from Taiwan," in Springer, 2014, p.
1-33.
16 A. Akhlaq, E. Ahmed, "The effect of motivation on trust in the acceptance of internet banking in a low
income country," in International Journal of Bank Marketing, XXI (2013), no. 2, p. 115-125.
17 AI. Z. Somali Z., Gh. Ghinea, "Investigation of factors affecting growth of e-banking services in Saudi
Arabia," in The 7th International Conference for Internet Technology and Secured Transactions, 2012, p. 583-588.
18 A. Kesharwani A., T. Tripathy, "Dimensionality of Perceived Risk and Its Impact on Internet Banking
Adoption: An Empirical Investigation," in Services Marketing Quarterly, XXXIII (2012), no. 2, p. 177–193;
S.W. Wang, M. K. Hsu, L. E. Pelton, D. Xi, "Virtually Compatible or Risky Business? Investigating
Consumers’ Proclivity Toward Online Banking Services," in Journal of Marketing Channels, XXI (2014), no.
1, p. 43-58.
19 A. Kesharwani, T. Tripathy, "Dimensionality of Perceived Risk and Its Impact on Internet Banking
Adoption: An Empirical Investigation," in Services Marketing Quarterly, XXXIII (2012), no. 2, p. 177–193; S.
W. Wang, M. K. Hsu, L. E. Pelton, D. Xi, "Virtually Compatible or Risky Business? Investigating
Consumers’ Proclivity Toward Online Banking Services," in Journal of Marketing Channels, XXI (2014), no.
1, p. 43-58.
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Privacy risk
A security risk or privacy is a potential loss due to fraud or attack by a hacker
and compromising user security from online banking.21
Risk time
This risk is related to the time taken by customers to deal with searches and the
wrong transaction process, the time it takes to fill in the required information when it
waits for the site to respond .
Considering the importance of online banking acceptance, so much research has
been done to examine the factors that affect the acceptance of electronic banking
among users. Summary of the results of some researches on the acceptance of e-banking
is presented in Table 1:

Main emphasis / research Subject
results
research

Attitude,
perceived
perceived
perceived
perceived
significant
intention
electronic
channels.

subjective norm,
behavior control,
advantage,
ease of use, and
risk
have
a
effect on the
of users to use
banking services

Avoiding due to uncertainty
has a positive and significant
effect on perceived ease of use
and perceived advantage.
Perceived risk has a more
powerful effect on customers
'attitudes, which in turn
affects customers' willingness
to use electronic banking

of

Country
of
research

Name
of
Year of
researcher
research
(s)

Analysis
of
Factors
Affecting
the
Intent
of
Customer
Service
Electronics
Channels
in
Ethiopia
Beirda:
Integrating
Technology
Acceptance
Model, Planned
Behavior Theory
and
Perceived
Risk

Tacil Wesira

2013

1

Investigating
Factors
Affecting
Electronic
Jordan
Banking
Acceptance: An
Analysis Based
on Bank’s users

Alasmadi

2012

2

Row

Table 1. Overview of Online Banking Researches in the World and Iran

20 M. C. Lee, "Factors influencing the adoption of internet banking: An integration of TAM and TPB with
perceived risk and perceived benefit," in Electronic Commerce Research and Applications, LI (2008), p. 1-12.
21 N. S. Vander Meulen, "You’ve been warned: Consumer liability in Internet Banking fraud," in Computer
law & security review, XIX (2013), p. 713-718.
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services.
Ease of use, expected profit,
subjective norm, perceived
behavior
control
and
perceived profit have a
positive effect and five
negative effects of Internet
banking.

Investigating the
Factors
Iran
Affecting
Internet Banking
Acceptance

Abdulwand
and Abdul 2012
Azimi

3

According to the above, the research model is intended to integrate the two
models of technology acceptance and the theory of planned behavior and combines five
risk categories into these two models for a more comprehensive analysis to consider
customer behavioral intentions in relation to online banking.

Figure 2. The Conceptual Model of Research

In the present study, the independent variable of perceived risk (performance
risk, social risk, time risk, financial risk, security risk) and perceived advantage and
perceived ease of use and the dependent variable is the intention to use banking on the
Internet (Internet). Intermediary variable is an idiomatic In order to justify and explain
the processes that are not directly observable. In the present study, the interventional
variable is perceived usefulness, attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavior
control.
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Research Hypotheses
According to the conceptual model of research, the following hypotheses are
considered:
1. Perceived usefulness has a positive effect on the intentions of using online
banking.
2. Attitude has a positive effect on the intention of using online banking.
3. The subjective norm has a positive effect on the intention of using online
banking.
4. The perceived behavior control has a positive effect on the intention of using
online banking.
5. Perceived usefulness has a positive effect on the attitude towards the intention
to use online banking.
6. The perceived ease of use has a positive effect on the attitude towards the
intention use online banking.
7. The ease of perceived use has a positive effect on the perceived usefulness of
the intention to use online banking.
8, a. Risk of performance has a negative effect on the perceived usefulness of
the intention to use online banking.
8, b. Risk of performance has a negative effect on the attitude towards the
intention of using online banking.
9, a. Financial risk has a negative effect on the attitude towards the intention of
using online banking.
9, b. Financial risk has a negative effect on the intentions of using online
banking.
10, a. Social risk has a negative impact on the attitude toward the intention of
using online banking.
10, b. Social risk has a negative impact on the subjective norm in the intention to
use online banking.
11. Risk has a negative impact on the attitude of using online banking.
12, a. Security risk has a negative impact on the attitude toward the intention of
using online banking.
12, b. Security risk has a negative impact on the intentions of using online
banking.
13. Perceived advantage has a positive effect on the attitude towards the
intention to use online banking.
14. Perceived advantage has a positive effect on the intentions of using online
banking.
Also, the goals and research questions were formulated according to the research
hypotheses.
Methodology of research
This research is applied in terms of purpose and is descriptive in terms of survey
type and correlation. In the current study, the statistical population of the survey was the
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customers of Mellat Bank Branches in Gorgan, who use online banking; however, given
that the sample size is unclear based on the size of the community and because it was
not easily possible to accurately determine the total number of customers of the Mellat
Bank, Using Morgan table or Cochran formula, the sample was calculated and this
number includes 384 people. A stratified random sampling method was used to select
the sample. Considering that the sample number was 384, 400 questionnaires were
distributed among customers. This questionnaire was completed by a standard
questionnaire that was in line with the research model and was reviewed by a number of
members of the pre-test population. The questions are in seven likret scale are totally
from completely agree to completely disagree. The data were analyzed using descriptive
statistics of SPSS 16 software, and for inferential statistics, structural equations and
PLS.8 software were used. To determine the reliability of the questionnaire, three
methods have been used: Cronbach's alpha, combined reliability and factor load
method. Also, the validity of this research has been based on convergent and divergent
validity. The validity of the research showed that the measurement model used in this
research is suitable and shows that the markers used to measure the adjectives studied in
this study have a consistent agreement with the factor structure and theoretical
infrastructure.
Examination of The Structural Model of Research
In this section, the hypothesis of the research is tested and the relationship
between the variables of the research is analyzed, the results are presented in Figures 1,
2 and Table 2.
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Diagram 1. Structural model of research with coefficients of factor load
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Diagram 2. The structural model of research with significant coefficients z

Fittness of The Structural Model
Significance Coefficients Z (T_Values)
In the table below, path coefficients and significant variables among the research
variables are presented. As we can see, the path coefficients for eleven relationships
were found to be significant at the level of 0.05 (t greater than 1.96) and have not been
significant for seven relationships.
Table 2. Results of direct relation and significant coefficients of model hypotheses
Test result
Abbreviation Hypothesis
Path
statistics t
coefficient
Confirmation

Intention to use --- Perceived
usefulness
Intention to use --- Attitude
Intention to use --- Subjective Norm
Intention to use --- Perceived Control
Behavior
Attitude --- Perceived usefulness

2.162

0.15

IN---PU

Confirmation 2.554
Confirmation 3.977
Confirmation
3.200

0.18
0.22

IN --- AT
IN --- SN

0.16

IN---PBC

Confirmation 2.851
Confirmation 2.697
Confirmation
12.886

0.22
0.17

AT --- PU
AT --- PEOU

0.51

PU --- PEOU

0.731

-0.03

PU --- PR

Confirmation 2.275
Reject
1.134

-0.11

AT---PR

Attitude --- Ease of use perceived
Ease of use perceived --- Perceived
usefulness
Perceived usefulness --- Performance
Risk
Attitude --- Performance Risk

0.08

AT --- FR

Attitude --- Financial Risk

Reject

0.570

-0.02

IN --- FR

Intention --- Financial Risk

Reject

1.442

0.06

AT---SOR

Attitude--- Social Risk

Reject

1.211

0.20

SN --- SOR

Subjective Norm --- Social Risk

Reject

0.259

0.01

AT --- TR

Attitude --- Time Risk

Confirmation 2.890
Reject
0.462

-0.14

AT --- SER

Attitude --- Privacy Risk

0.02

IN --- SER

Intention --- Privacy Risk

Confirmation 5.468
Confirmation 2.920

0.33

AT --- PB

Attitude --- Perceived Advantage

0.19

IN --- PB

Intention --- perceived Advantage

Reject

Research Findings
Hypothesis 1: According to Table 2, we can say that the coefficient of the
relationship between perceived usefulness and intention is 0.15. The t statistic for this
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coefficient is also 2.162 and its value is higher than the meaning threshold of 1.96.
Therefore, the first hypothesis of this research is confirmed.
Hypothesis2: According to Table 2, the path coefficient between the attitude
and the intention to use is 0.81. The t-statistic for this relationship is 2.554 and its value
is higher than the significant threshold of 1.96. Given the above, the second hypothesis
of this research is confirmed.
Hypothesis 3: Fit model shows that the amount of path coefficient between
subjective norm and intention to use is 0.22. Since the t value for this coefficient is .977,
it can be concluded that the obtained coefficient is significant. Therefore, the third
hypothesis of the research is confirmed.
Hypothesis4: According to Table 2, the coefficient of the relationship between
the perceived behavior control and the intention is to use 0.16. The t statistic for this
coefficient is also 3.200 and its value is higher than the significant threshold of 1.96.
Therefore, the fourth hypothesis of this research is confirmed.
Hypothesis5: According to Table 2, the path coefficient between the perceived
usefulness and the attitude to use is 0.22. The t statistic for this relationship is 2.851 and
its value is higher than the significant threshold of 1.96. Given the above, the fifth
hypothesis of this research is confirmed.
Hypothesis6: The fitted model shows that the amount of path coefficient is
between perceived ease of use and attitude is 0.17. Since the value of t for this
coefficient is 2.697, it can be concluded that the coefficient is significant. Therefore, the
sixth hypothesis of the research is confirmed.
Hypothesis7: According to Table 2, we can say that the coefficient of the
relationship between perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness is 0.51. The t
statistic for this coefficient is also 12.886 and its value is higher than the significant
threshold of 1.96. Therefore, the seventh hypothesis of this research is confirmed.
Hypothesis 8-1: According to Table 2, the path coefficient between performance
risk and perceived usefulness is -0.03. The t statistic for this relationship is 0.731 and its
value is below the significant threshold of 1.96. With regard to the above, it can be
concluded that hypothesis 1-8 of this research is not verified.
Hypothesis 8-2: According to Table 2, the path coefficient between performance
risk and attitude -0.11 is obtained. The t statistic for this relationship is 2.257 and its
value is higher than the significant threshold of 1.96. With regard to the above, it can be
concluded that hypothesis
8.2 of this research is confirmed.
Hypothesis 9-1: Fit model shows that the amount of path coefficient between
financial risk and attitude is 0.08. Since the value of t for this coefficient is 1.134, it can
be concluded that the coefficient is not significant. Therefore, hypothesis 9-1 of the
research is not confirmed.
Hypothesis 9-2: Fitted model shows that the path coefficient between financial
risk and intention is- 0.02. Since the value of t for this coefficient is 0.570, it can be
concluded that the coefficient is not significant. Therefore, hypothesis 9-2 of the
research is not approved.
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Hypothesis 10-1: According to Table 2, the coefficient of the relationship
between social risk and attitude is 0.06. The t statistic for this coefficient is also 1.442
and its value is lower than the significant threshold of 1.96. Therefore, hypothesis 10-1
of this research is not confirmed.
Hypothesis 10-2: Fit model shows that the path coefficient between social risk
and mental norm is 0.20 Since the value of t for this coefficient is 1.211, it can be
concluded that the coefficient is not significant. Therefore, hypothesis 2-10 of the
research is not verified.
Hypothesis11: According to table 2, the path coefficient between time risk and
attitude is 0.01. The t statistic for this relationship is 0.259 and its value is lower than the
significant threshold of 1.96. With regard to the above, it can be concluded that the
eleventh hypothesis of this research is not confirmed.
Hypothesis 12-1: Fit model shows that the path coefficient between security risk
and attitude is -0.14. Since the value of t for this coefficient is 2.890, it can be concluded
that the obtained coefficient is significant. Therefore, hypothesis 12-1 is confirmed.
Hypothesis 12-2: Fit model shows that the path coefficient between security risk
and intention is 0.02. Since the value of t for this coefficient is 0.462, it can be
concluded that the coefficient is not significant. Therefore, hypothesis 12-2 of the
research is not approved.
Hypothesis13: According to Table 2, the path coefficient for the thirteenth
hypothesis is obtained between perceived advantage and attitude of 0.33. The t statistic
for this relationship is 5.468 and its value is higher than the significant threshold of 1.96.
Therefore, the thirteenth hypothesis of this study is confirmed.
Hypothesis14: The fitted model shows that the amount of path coefficient for
the fourteenth hypothesis is between the perceived advantage and the intention to use
0.19. Since the value of t for this coefficient is 2.920, it can be concluded that the
coefficient is significant. Therefore, the 14 hypothesis of the research is confirmed.
Discussion and Conclusion
Table 3. Conclusion Based on the Technology Acceptance Model and the Theory of
Planned Behavior
Online Banking (+)
Perceived usefulness, attitude, perceived
behavior control (+)
Online
Attitude
of Perceived usefulness, ease of use, perceived
Banking
Customers (+)
advantage, (+)
(+)
Online Banking Perceived usefulness Ease of use (+)
(+)
(+)

Considering the findings of the research on the significance of the assumptions
of the technology adoption and behavioral behavior theory, the findings of this model
are consistent with technology adoption acceptance model of Abdulwand and Abdul
Azimi (2012).
Table 4. Conclusion based on Perceived Risk Theory
online banking)+( Perceived usefulness)+(
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online banking -(
)
online banking)+(
online banking)+(
online banking)+(
online banking)+(
online banking -(
)

Attitude customers) -(

Performance Risk)+(

Attitude )+(
online banking)+(
Attitude )+(
Subjective Norm)+(
Attitude )+(
Attitude ) -(

Financial Risk)+(
Financial Risk)+(
Social Risk)+(
Social Risk)+(
Time Risk)+(
Privacy Risk)+(

online banking)+(

Privacy Risk)+(

According to the findings of the research, the significance of this theory is
consistent with the perceived risk perception theories of Abdolvand and Abdolazimi
(2012), and the findings of the non-meaningful assumptions of this theory are consistent
with the research and Sira (2013), Al-Masami (2012).
Suggestions
Hypothesis 1: Managers of the Bank will educate their customers about the
benefits of internet banking, and provide them with appropriate advertising and, in this
way, influence customers' perceptions.
Second hypothesis: Bank Mellat is recommended to use incentive tools to
motivate and stimulate more customers' positive attitude towards using Internet
banking.
Hypothesis 3: Based on the theory of reasoned behavior, people's behavior is
due to their behavioral tendencies, and behavioral patterns are also a function of
people's attitudes toward the desired behavior. As a result, younger customers are more
likely to use these services because of having a more positive attitude towards Internet
services, and special marketing strategies can be designed to attract these customers.
Hypothesis4: It is suggested that the Bank of Mellat, through the use of good
publicity and psychological techniques conduct people into Internet banking.
Hypothesis5: Bank officials are required to provide banking services to branches
through the Internet banking system. Also, increasing the reliability of Internet banking
services, so that the customer can do business without worrying about the system being
shut down or slowing down, increasing the speed of transactions through Internet
banking services, so that it realizes in real time as the customer saves and saves. The fact
that exchanging transactions via the Internet, rather than standing in long lines of the
branch, has the advantage and superiority.
Hypothesis6: Bank officials can design a web-based Internet banking service,
simplify and shorten the processes of banking transactions, add personalization
capabilities to the website, conduct a training seminar for displaying Internet banking
pages to customers and get their points of view in the direction of improvement of the
above mentioned system.
Hypothesis7: The Internet banking system should be designed in such a way as
to make it more profitable for each user.
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Hypothesis8: In order to reduce the risk of performance, the banking and
banking authorities should design servers and systems that prevent the minimum error
and also provide a central support and support platform for consumers.
Hypothesis12: Security risk can be reduced by preventing hacker attacks and
increasing the security of the site.
Hypotheses 13 and 14: From the perspective of perceived benefits, as much as
possible, the fastest way to deliver the services with the facilities and infrastructure
available to customers is to provide a significant and tangible saving on customers' time.
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Abstract. Corporate social responsibility and disclosure-related factors are critical for corporate
continuity because all companies have connections with the community. So, the community will allow
companies to survive in the long term. Corporate governance also plays a key role in financial performance,
but this role is different from the disclosure of accountability. In this regard, the present study deals with
the relationship between social responsibility and financial performance with respect to good corporate
governance during the 2011-2016 (83 companies). For this purpose, the extracted data by field survey
and documentary analysis have been tested and analyzed using descriptive statistics and panel data model.
The results of the hypothesis test showed that there is a direct and significant relationship between social
responsibility and financial performance. Also, corporate governance affects the relationship between social
responsibility and financial performance.
Keywords: Social Responsibility, Financial Performance, Good Corporate
Governance.

Introduction
Today, the role of business units in the community has changed a lot. The
business units are expected to not only be concerned with raising their profits, but
also being responsive to the community, and for the community they are
interacting with. The business unit cannot escape the community and society
cannot exist without a business unit, so there is a two-way communication
between business units and the community. The social responsibility of the
company towards the community is beneficial for both the business unit and the
community, and a better understanding of its potential benefits can lead to high
returns for corporate investment.1
One of these benefits is the increase in sales and customer loyalty, a
number of studies point to a growing market for products and services created
through high-tech companies.2 Corporate social responsibility has other benefits,
including increasing the ability to hire newcomers and keeping staff with
experienced and state-sponsored support, companies are finding progress towards
social responsibility that make it easier for new employees to work and retain
experienced employees for a sufficient period of time necessary to succeed the
business unit.3
Corporate social responsibility has many stakeholders that are considered
by stakeholders to be shareholder companies. The concept of stakeholders is, in
fact, the same reconfiguration of the stakeholders' perspective, which deals with
1

T. J. Brown, P. A. Dacin, "The Company and the Product: Corporate Associations and
Consumer Product Responses," in Journal of Marketing, LXI (2015), no. 1, p. 68–85.
2 Ibidem.
3 B. Cheng, L. Loannou, G. Serafeim, "Corporate social responsibility and access to finance," in
Strategic Management Journal, XXXV (2013), p. 1–23.
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the assessment of stakeholder actions in the new context. In fact, corporate social
responsibility is used to assess the performance of interest groups. These groups
include (employees, customers, investors, the community, the natural
environment, and suppliers) (Wood Duck, 1994) Corporate Governance is a set
of relationships between shareholders, managers and auditors of a company that
involves establishing a control system to observe shareholder rights, and properly
enforcing the approvals of the forum and preventing potential misuse.
The law, which is based on accountability and social responsibility, is a set
of duties and responsibilities that must be taken up by the company's bodies to
ensure accountability and transparency.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between
social responsibility and the performance of industrial companies in Tehran
province. In this research, the performance of the company is the same as the
company's financial performance, which is the same as increasing the reputation
and reputation of the company and increasing the motivation of the company's
employees.4 Therefore, the main issue of the present research is whether social
responsibility with the influence of financial and non-financial performance of the
company has a significant relationship with the good corporate governance?
Problem Statement and Research Background
Margulis and Walsh (2001)5 conducted 109 studies in this regard, and thus
examined the relationship between attitude towards corporate social responsibility
and financial performance of the company, and concluded that 54 companies
among them had a positive relationship between these two variables. Goodfery et
al. (2009) and Atig et al. (2013)6 found that enhancing the financial performance
of companies that have a positive attitude toward social responsibility is done by
making stronger relationships with key stakeholders such as customers, creditors
and employees, and through negation, occurrence or removal of potential barriers
to government intervention and looking at boosting future income growth.
Vadak and Gerauz (1997)7 stated that many companies are realizing the
company's internal stakeholder expectations through the use of financial strategy
that strengthens the competitiveness and reputation of the company. El Gaule et
al. (2011)8 stated that the company is more related to social responsibility activities
R. S. Avi-Yonah, 2008, "Corporate social responsibility and strategic tax behavior, in W. Sch€on,
(ed.), Tax and Corporate Governance, Berlin Heidelberg. Springer-Verlag, p. 183–198.
5 J. D. Margolis, J. P. Walsh, People and Profits: The Search for a Link Between a Company’s Social and
Financial Performance, Mahweh, Lawrence Erlbaum, 2001.
6 N. Attig, S. Cleary, "Managerial practices and corporate social responsibility," in Journal of Business
Ethics, CXXXXI (2015), p. 121–136; P. C. Godfrey, C. Merrill, J. Hansen, "The relationship
between corporate social responsibility and shareholder value: an empirical test of the risk
management hypothesis," in Strategic Management Journal, XXX (2009, p. 425–445.
7 S. A Waddock, S. B. Graves, "The corporate social performance–financial performance link," in
Strategic Management Journal, XVIII (1997), p. 303–319.
8 S. El Ghoul, O. Guedhami, C. C. Kwok, D. Mishra, "Does corporate social responsibility affect
the cost of capital?," in Journal of Banking & Finance, XXXV (2011), p. 2388–2406.
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at a lower cost than equity capital, while Cheng et al. (2013) found that companies
that carry out social responsibility activities better stakeholder participation, and
better transparency of social responsibility, which in turn helps to reduce capital
constraints. Lee and Fuff (2009)9 and El Gaulle et al. (2011) concluded that
companies with poor social responsibility activities face a higher risk.
Minor and Morgan (2011)10 and Hui et al. (2013) demonstrated a process
in which social responsibility and reporting activities can be considered as an
important part of corporate risk management. According to a discussion about
risk management, a company that addresses these issues and reports on social
responsibility activities, it will maintain the interests of its stakeholders and will
potentially reduce the risk of falling into financial crises. Particularly, costly and
positive social responsibility activities that affect the scope of the company's
stakeholders to protect against financial barriers or financial constraints and relate
to the company's relationship with various stakeholders in order to reduce the risk
of a financial crisis.
A performance that has been designed and planned to ensure financial
sustainability can be influenced by the company's perspective on corporate social
responsibility activities that include widespread considerations of ethics and law
11
As a result, a company that implements policies, strategies, and activities related
to social responsibility provides the most favorable financial outcomes in a
competitive and complex business environment. Accordingly, the view of risk
management means that increasing the positive activities of social responsibility
and the financial crisis should have a negative and systematic relationship.
Goodfrey et al. (2009)12 developed a risk management perspective
emphasizing the importance of companies engaging in an institution-wide
corporate social responsibility activity that generates moral or goodwill capital for
companies. It protects the company in case of negative events for the company.
The researchers argue that such an activity leads to positive perceptions of the
stakeholders about the company, those who then decline their negative judgments
and sanctions against the company due to this goodwill, and this protects the
company's economic value.
Another viewpoint is based on the stakeholder theory that engaging in
positive social responsibility activities can act as a representative for quality

9

D. D. Lee, R. W. Faff, "Corporate sustainability performance and idiosyncratic risk: A global
perspective," in Financial Review, 2009, p. 213–237.
10 D. B. Minor, J. Morgan, "CSR as reputation insurance: primum non nocere," in California
Management Review, LIII (2011), p. 40–59.
11 Anvari Rostami, Ali Asghar, Reza Tehrani, Hassan Seraji, "Investigate the relationship between
economic value added, profit before interest and taxes, and cash flows of operational activities
with stock market value of accepted companies," in Accounting and auditing, XXXVII (2007), p. 321.
12 P. C. Godfrey, C. Merrill, J. Hansen, "The relationship between corporate social responsibility
and shareholder value: an empirical test of the risk management hypothesis," in Strategic Management
Journal, XXX (2009), p. 425–445.
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management Altman and Hatkins (2006)13 report that the main reason why
companies are experiencing a financial crisis is a management failure. If social
responsibility activities reflect the quality of management).14 then it means that the
companies that participate in these activities are unlikely to face the financial
crisis. Gross (2009) used multivariate regression and discrete time risk model and
reported that disclosure of social responsibility had a negative and significant
relationship with the degree of financial crisis in the United States.
Gross (2009)15 also showed that companies that have high disclosure (i.e.
companies that are in the quartile above KID scores) are likely to lose 11 percent
less than other companies. In the United States, Atig et al. (2013) founded a
positive relationship between strong social performance and credit rating, which
attributed this relationship to improving relationships with stakeholders and
enhancing long-term sustainability of companies, which is a sign of effective use
of resource and better financial performance, and lower costs associated with
irresponsible social behavior. In particular, Atig et al. (2013) founded that the
characteristics of stakeholder management such as social relationships, diversity,
employee relationships, environmental performance, and product characteristics
are the most important validating factors for the company.
In general, Atig et al (2013) concluded that corporate credit analysts have a
positive outlook on positive social responsibility activities in their ranking
decisions, because increasing the company's long-term sustainability can be a
probability for failure reduction in the company. In addition, disclosure of social
responsibility information can improve stakeholder perceptions of compliance,
governance and risk management, which in turn can provide information on the
distribution of future cash flow probabilities in the company.
In 2013, Taleghani in an article entitled "The Effect of Market Orientation
and Social Responsibility on Company Performance" stated that over the past
decades, awareness and attention to social issues has grown among the
community and customers. Therefore, it is imperative that market-oriented
businesses move towards social responsibility in order to meet the social
expectations of customers and society. Since, the main objective of social
responsibility is to bring all sectors (public, private, and volunteers) together with
companies that adhere to the standards of social responsibility, they will be able to
succeed and enhance their financial performance and is also able to attract the
confidence of people and the market in their products.
Therefore, in this study, a variable called social responsibility along with
market orientation is used to examine their effect on performance. In many
studies, market orientation has been considered as an effective factor in
13

E. I. Altman, E. Hotchkiss, "Corporate Financial Distress and Bankruptcy: Predict and Avoid
Bankruptcy," in Analyze and Invest in Distressed Debt (Wiley, USA), 2006.
14 N. Attig, S. El Ghoul, O. Guedhami, J. Suh, "Corporate social responsibility and credit ratings,"
in Journal of Business Ethics, CXVII (2013), p. 679–694.
15 Gross, A., 2009, Corporate social responsibility and financial distress. Available at:
http://ojs.acadiau.ca/index.php/ASAC/article/viewFile/677/586, accessed 12. 03. 2017.
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performance, but the number of studies that examine the effect of market
orientation and social responsibility on performance is not enough, so the main
goal of this study is to examine the joint effect of market orientation and
corporate social responsibility on performance. In this study, the direct and
indirect relationship between market orientation on performance through
structural equation modeling has been tested using the data obtained from the
medium and large manufacturing companies of Rasht. The result is that the
indirect effect of market orientation on the business performance through the
social responsibility is more than its direct effect.
In 2012, Pour Dehghan16, in an article entitled "Investigating the Effect of
Corporate Social Responsibility on Corporate Performance," stated that the topic
of environmental and social responsibility has become more important
internationally. Corporate leaders face a dynamic and challenging task try to apply
ethical social standards for operations and business activities. Large and reputable
global companies see social responsibility as a community and social environment
as part of their corporate strategy. Therefore, the business practices of the
company include the field of employees, customers, contractors, the environment
and society. Therefore, a winning-winning relationship and creating common
value for society as well as for the firm, is the underlying concept of corporate
social responsibility.
In 2011, Khalili in an article entitled "Investigating the Relationship
between Social Responsibility and Financial Performance of Companies"
examined the relationship between social responsibility and its elements, including
the conditions of the work environment, the environment, business behavior, and
the local community, and Corporate governance is the company's financial
performance in the pharmaceutical and pharmaceutical industry. This research is
applied in terms purpose. Also, the method is survey of analytical type. The
statistical population of the study consisted of the companies that are active in
producing pharmaceutical products and stocks in the provinces of East
Azarbaijan and Tehran.
For data collection, social responsibility variable and its elements have
been used by a questionnaire and financial firms' financial statements (asset rate)
have been used to measure the financial performance variable. Two moderating
variables in this research are the size and risk of the company. In order to analyze
the data, Spearman correlation coefficient and multiple regression have been used.
The results of this study showed that there is no relationship between social
responsibility variable and each of its five elements with financial performance
variable. There is also a positive and significant relationship between the size and
risk of an organization with financial performance.
In a study, Mahdizadeh (2008) investigated the relationship between
paying attention to social responsibility and financial performance of Iranian food
16

Adel Pourdeghan,, Fakhriyeh Hamidianpour, Investigating the Effect of Corporate Social Responsibility
on Corporate Performance, Master's Thesis, Tehran University, 2012.
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industry exporters from 2006 to 2010. In this research, social responsibility as an
independent variable, social marketing as a moderator variable, and the
performance of the company's marketing sector, measured by the three criteria of
market share, brand promotion, and the creation of competitive advantage, were
introduced as dependent variable. The results of this study indicate that paying
attention to social responsibility can increase the marketing performance of three
dimensions: increase market share, promote brand and gain competitive
advantage.
Almasi (2002) 17in a study entitled "Investigating the Effect of
Privatization on the Financial Performance of Companies Accepted in Tehran
Stock Exchange" concluded that the implementation of privatization policy was
not able to achieve its goals and improve efficiency of companies. In this study,
the effects of the privatization system of the state in the framework of the law of
economic and social development are reviewed from financial point of view. An
effective assessment of this policy has been made according to the accounting and
privatization texts using three criteria of earnings per share, return on assets and
returns of special value.
Scott et al. (2015) also investigated the relationship between corporate
social responsibility and financial performance of the company, whose results
showed a positive relationship between financial performance and corporate
social performance.
Choi et al. (2014) conducted a study among 1222 Korean firms that
showed a positive and significant relationship between financial performance and
social responsibility. According to a study carried out in the databases and
scientific in the country and due to the novelty of the research issue, no academic
research has been conducted to this end.
In the study by Sami and Robert (2013), there is a positive and significant
relationship between environmental performance and financial performance of
organizations. In addition, the results of this research indicate a positive and
significant relationship between corporate social responsibility and corporate
ownership. In this ranking system, the environmental and social performance of
organizations is assessed on the basis of seven elements of society; diversity;
employee relationships; environment; international; goods and business practices.
Two researchers used two criteria of "return on assets" and "return on equity" to
measure the performance of organizations, as in the similar study by Vadok and
Graves (1997). In this study, three variables "size of company" with the criterion
of the total amount of assets, "organizational risk", with the ratio of long-term
debt ratio on total assets and "type of industry", are control variables.
In a study entitled "Financial Performance and Corporate Performance",
Vanderlan et al. (2008) examined the relationship between financial performance
17

Mohammad Reza Almasi, Investigating the effect of privatization on financial performance of accepted
companies in Tehran Stock Exchange, Master's thesis, Faculty of Economics, Management and Social
Sciences, Shiraz University, 2002.
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and corporate social performance, and the results of the study indicated a negative
relationship between financial performance and corporate social performance.
In a study conducted by Bryan et al (2007) in Australia, there is no
meaningful statistical relationship between corporate social responsibility and
financial performance, but the corporate social responsibility variable is
considered to be a two-valued variable. If an organization provides a report on its
social performance, the value of one and otherwise is set to zero. Also, for
measuring financial performance, accounting metrics such as return on assets,
sales rate, and return on equity have been used. The two variables, "size of
company", with total sales and total assets, and "corporate risk" with the longterm attributes of total assets, are control variables.
Research Hypotheses
First hypothesis: There is a relationship between social responsibility and
financial performance.
Second hypothesis: Corporate governance affects the relationship between
social responsibility and financial performance.
Research methodology
This research in term of purpose is applied. Also, the method of this
research is survey of post-event approach. Since the purpose of this study is to
study the correlation and estimation of coefficients for the studied variables and
finally to discover the relationship between them, the theoretical foundations of
the research have been collected from Persian and Latin specialized books and
articles. Raw data related to financial statements was collected using Tadbirzard
software, as well as by referring to Islamic research, development and study
management sites and using the comprehensive information network (codall) of
the stock market. Also, in the estimation of the model, Eviews software version 9
has been used.
The statistical population of this research is the companies accepted in the
Tehran Stock Exchange from 2011 to 2016 (6 year’s period).
In this research, the samples were selected through systematic elimination
from the statistical population. So the sample consists of all the companies in the
statistical society that meet the following criteria:
1. Their fiscal year ends up at 29 of March per year, so that they can put
together the data and, using the results of the default tests, use them in panel or
compilation forms.
2. During the research period, there will be no change in the financial year
(s) to compare their financial performance outcomes.
3. The data needed for the research variables during the period under
review is available, as far as possible, without compromising the calculations.
4. Their trademark in the stock exchange are not closed for more than
three months, as the company's stock price is used in this research.
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As a result of applying the conditions and considerations in a systematic
deletion sampling, 88 companies were selected from the statistical population for
the tests. The research period is 6 consecutive years (2011-2016), therefore the
final volume of the sample is 498 years old (sample).
To test the research hypotheses, the following regression model is fitted:
The first model
ROA it = β0+β1 Corporate Social Responsibility it + β2 ROE it +β3 Lev it +
β4 Size it + β5 MB it + β6 sales growth it + € it
The Second model
ROA it = β0+β1 Corporate Social Responsibility it + β2 CG + β3 CG*
Corporate Social Responsibility it + β4ROE it +β5 Lev it + β6 Size it + + β7 MB it +
β8 sales growth it + € it
• The dependent variable
ROA = represents the financial performance achieved through the
proportion of profit before interest and taxes to total assets.
• independent variable
Corporate Social Responsibility it = represents the social responsibility that
is collected using the checklist.
• Moderator variable
CG = represents the corporate governance that is measured as follows.
To measure this variable, a composite index is used.
If the auditor is an audit firm company, it will be equal to zero otherwise.
If the percentage of shares owned by the major shareholders of a
company larger than the average value in the sample is equal to one, otherwise it
will be zero.
If the number of members of the board of directors is seven, it is equal to
one, otherwise it will be equal to zero.
If the ratio of non-executive members of the board to the total of the
board of directors of the company is greater than the average value in the sample,
it is equal to one, otherwise it is equal to zero.
The sum of the above values - between zero and four - for each company
each year, indicates the quality of corporate governance
It will eventually be introduced into mathematical models as follows.
Corporate Governance Rating = Score divided by number 4
• Control variables
ROE = represents the return on equity, calculated from the ratio of profit
to total equity.
Lev = represents the financial leverage calculated from total debt to total
assets.
Size = represents the size of the company, which is calculated through the
logarithm of the total assets.
M / B = represents the market value of the firm's book value
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SALES GROWTH = Reveals sales growth from previous year
Research findings
Descriptive findings
In order to study the general characteristics of the variables and their
accurate analysis, familiarity with the descriptive statistics of the variables is
required. Figure (1) show Descriptive statistics of data of the variables used in the
research. Descriptive statistics is related to 83 sample companies over a period of
6 years (2011 to 2016).

Maximum
0.681
0.766
0.996
0.936
19.149
2.732
5.402
0.75

Table 1- Descriptive Statistics of Research Variables
Standard
Variable name
Minimum
Average
Number
deviance
-0.284
0.134
0.190
498
Return on assets
0.1
0.153
0.492
498
social responsibility
0.130
0.167
0.572
498
Financial Leverage
-0.898
0.240
0.293
498
Return on equity
10.352
1.478
14.164
498
size of the company
-0.538
0.343
0.194
498
Sales growth
0.108
0.931
1.290
498
Market value to the
office
0.000
0.187
0.328
498
Corporate
governance rating

The central index is the mean, which represents the equilibrium point and
distribution center, and is a good indicator of the centrality of the data. For
example, the average value for the financial leverage variable is (0.572), which
indicates that most data are centered around this point. In other words, the ratio
of debt to assets of most of the companies surveyed is close to 57%. In general,
dispersion parameters are a criterion for determining the amount of dispersion
from each other or their dispersion relative to the mean.
The most important parameter of dispersion is standard deviation. The
value of this parameter for the size of the company is 1.478 and for the return on
assets it is 134. This indicates that these two variables have the highest and the
least standard deviations, respectively. The minimum and maximum values also
show the minimum and maximum in each variable. For example, the largest size
of the company is 19.149, which is related to Mobarakeh Steel Company in 2016,
with the company having 207,359,119 million Rials of assets, is the largest
company among the companies surveyed.
Test of Research Hypotheses (Inferential Findings)
This section analyzes the data using inferential statistics. In this section,
the data analysis is done using the combination data method with the data panel
approach. First, the variables are considered to be stationary. Then, using the
chow test, it is tested whether the panel should be used with effects or without
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effects, and for testing the panel method, using the fixed effect method or
random effects test, the Hausman test will be used. Finally, after estimating the
model with the determined model, the regression assumptions are examined and
the model is fitted to the final.
To investigate the existence of unit root in panel data, one can use the
Lyon, Lane, and Chu tests, Harris test, and the results are summarized in Table 2.

Result
Stationary
Stationary
Stationary
Stationary
Stationary
Stationary
Stationary
Stationary

Table 2 -Stationary Test (Harris) For Research Variables
Significant
Variable name
Test Statistic
Level
0.000
-4.614
Return on Assets
0.000
-16.266
Social Responsibility
0.000
-5.829
Financial Leverage
0.000
-7.508
Return On Equity
0.000
-7.704
Size Of The Company
0.000
-10.973
Sales Growth
0.000
-12.384
Market to Book Ratio
0.000
-7.276
Corporate Governance Rating

According to Table 2, the significant level of variables is less than 5% and
indicates the stationary of the variables.
Result
Distribution
is not
Normal
Distribution
is not
Normal
Distribution
is not
Normal
Distribution
is not
Normal
Distribution
is not
Normal
Distribution
is not
Normal
Distribution
is not
Normal
Distribution

Table 3- Results of Normality Testing of Variables
Shapiro Francesia
Jarque-Bera
Number of
Significance
Observation
0.000
0.000
498

Variable name
Return on
assets

0.000

0.000

498

social
responsibility

0.001

0.013

498

Financial
Leverage

0.000

0.000

498

Return on
equity

0.000

0.000

498

size of the
company

0.000

0.000

498

Sales growth

0.000

0.000

498

Market to
Book Ratio

0.993

0.121

498

Corporate
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is Normal

governance
rating

According to the results of the Jarque-Bera test, it can be seen that the
variables do not have normal distribution. In some cases, it can be seen that
researchers have transformed the independent and dependent variables (using
Johnson transforms) into new variables with normal distribution to normalize the
residual. It should be careful that this leads to the generation of variables that do
not necessarily follow the behavior of the initial variables and the results of
estimating the regression model with these variables are unreliable (Aflatooni,
2017) Hence, since the fifth hypothesis, that the residual are normal, henceforth
Johnson's transformations have not been used to normalize the variables.
Table 4- F Limer Test Results for Regression Models of Research
The name of the
Result
Significant level
Test statistic
mathematical model
Null hypothesis
0.000
3.05
First hypothesis (model)
is rejected
Null hypothesis
0.000
3.02
Second hypothesis
is rejected
(model)

According to the results of the Chow test, the significance level of the test
is less than 5%, which indicates acceptance of the panel data model.
Table 5- Hausman Test Results for Regression Models of Research
The name of the
Result
Significant level
Test statistic
mathematical model
Null hypothesis is
0.003
19.71
First hypothesis
rejected
(model)
Null hypothesis is
0.013
19.34
Second hypothesis
accepted
(model)

According to the results of the Chow test, the significance level of the test
in the hypotheses is less than 5%, which implies acceptance of the constant effect
pattern.
Table 5: The Results of the Heterogeneity of Variance
Result
Significant level Test statistic
Research Model
Null hypothesis is
0.000
76661.25
First hypothesis (model)
accepted
Null hypothesis is
0.000
81653.66
Second hypothesis (model)
rejected

The results in Table 5 show that the moderate level of the modified parent
model in the models is less than 5% and indicates the existence of heterogeneity
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of the variance in the distorted sentences. It needs to be explained that this
problem is resolved in the final estimation of the models (by weighting the data
using the gls command).
Result
Null hypothesis is
accepted
Null hypothesis is
accepted

Table 6: Serial Autocorrelation Test Results
Significant level Test statistic
Research Model
0.000
102.782
First hypothesis (model)
0.000

103.205

Second hypothesis (model)

Regarding the results of Table 6, it can be seen that the significance level
of the Valeridge test for the models is less than 5%, which indicates the serial selfdependence in the model, which is solved by using autocorrelation in the Stata
software.
Table 7: Jarque-Bera Test Results (For Error Sentences)
Result
Significant level
Test statistic
Research Model
Null hypothesis is
0.094
4.71
First hypothesis (model)
accepted
Null hypothesis is
0.161
3.65
Second hypothesis (model)
accepted

According to the results of the Jarque-Bera test, the significance level is
more than 5% and indicates the normal distribution of the remaining errors in the
above regression models.

Diagram 1: Dissemination of first-second model disruptions

In statistics, variance inflation factor (VIF) estimates the severity of
multiple synergies. In fact, an indicator is introduced that indicates how much the
changes in the estimated coefficients have been increased for coherence. The
magnitude of the VIF can be analyzed with multiple synergies. If the VIF test
statistic was close to one another, it indicates a lack of coherence. As an empirical
rule, the VIF is greater than 5, the multiple syntax is high (Souri, 2015)
Table 8: Collinear Test for the First Regression Model
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Results
Lack of
collinearity
Lack of
collinearity
Lack of
collinearity
Lack of
collinearity
Lack of
collinearity
Lack of
collinearity

Results
Lack of
collinearity
Lack of
collinearity
Lack of
collinearity
Lack of
collinearity
Lack of
collinearity
Lack of
collinearity
Lack of
collinearity
Lack of
collinearity

inflation
)1/VIF(
0.628

variance inflation factor
)VIF(
1.59

Variable name

0.747

1.34

Return on equity

0.761

1.31

size of the company

0.777

1.29

Financial Leverage

0.832

1.20

social responsibility

0.886

1.13

Sales growth

Market to book value

Table 9: Collinear Test for Second Regression Model
inflation
variance inflation factor
Variable name
)1/VIF(
)VIF(
0.627
1.59
Market to book value
0.742

1.35

Return on equity

0.755

1.32

size of the company

0.777

1.29

Financial Leverage

0.824

1.21

social responsibility

0.878

1.14

Sales growth

0.981

1.02

0.982

1.02

Corporate
Governance Ratings
* Social
Responsibility
Corporate
governance rating

As shown in the results of the co-linear test in the above tables, the values
of the variance inflation factor are less than 5, which indicates that there is no colinear relationship.
According to the results of Table 10, it can be seen that social
responsibility has a positive coefficient and a meaningful level of less than 5%.
Therefore, we can say that there is a direct and meaningful relationship between
social responsibility and financial performance. The financial leverage control
variable has a reverse relationship, and equity returns and sales growth variables
have a direct and significant relationship with financial performance. The adjusted
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adjustment coefficient is equal to 73%, which indicates that the independent and
controllable variables in the model have been able to explain 73% of the variable
variations. The parent's statistic is 3578.99 and the significance level is less than
5%. Therefore, it can be said that the fitted model has sufficient credibility.
Significant
level
0.033
0.000
0.000
0.182
0.000
0.387
0.000

Table 10: Final estimation of the first regression model
Statistic
Standard deviance of
Variables
Coefficients
z
coefficients
2.13
0.013
0.028
social responsibility
-18.31
0.014
-0.257
Financial Leverage
43.36
0.009
0.407
Return on equity
1.33
0.001
0.002
size of the company
3.95
0.003
0.015
Sales growth
0.86
0.001
0.001
Market to book value
8.62
0.018
0.163
Intercept
Other data statistic
Adjusted coefficient of
73%
determination
Parent and its meaningful
(0.000)3578.99
statistics

Table 11: Final Estimation of the Second Regression Model
Variables
Standard
Significant
z Statistic
deviance of
Coefficients
level
coefficients
0.019
2.35
0.002
0.006
Social
responsibility
0.047
1.98
0.002
0.005
Corporate
governance rating
0.000
30.71
0.012
0.375
Corporate
governance rating
Social
responsibility*
0.684
-0.41
0.039
-0.016
Financial Leverage
0.248
0.000

1.16
-13.32

0.088
0.018

0.102
-0.243

0.000
0.253

3.57
-1.14

0.006
0.046

0.022
-0.053

0.003

2.94

0.041
0.122
Other data statistic
84%
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(0.000) 1709.41

Parent and its
meaningful
statistics

It can be seen that social responsibility has a positive coefficient and a
meaningful level of less than 5%. Therefore, it can be said that there is a direct
and meaningful relationship between social responsibility and financial
performance. Corporate governance and its effect on social responsibility have a
positive coefficient and a significant level of over 5%. Hence, corporate
governance can increase the intensity of the direct relationship between social
responsibility and financial performance. Or, in other words, the existence of a
good corporate governance system will increase social responsibility and improve
financial performance. Among the control variables, the size of the company has a
reverse relationship and sales growth has a reverse and significant relationship
with the dependent variable.
Conclusion and Recommendations
In principle, social performance is a domain of action taken that affects a
wide range of stakeholders. A concept related to social function is the corporate
social responsibility. Social Functioning is the actual results of the concept of
social responsibility in practice. Social responsibility is the set of responsibilities
the company has over the community. The necessary measures for social
responsibility are called social performance. The concept of corporate social
responsibility extends responsibility to society beyond shareholders and investors.
Another aspect of social responsibility is corporate governance.
In 2004, the International Federation of Accountants defined corporate
governance as follows: corporate governance is the responsibility and
methodology employed by the board of directors and managers to determine the
strategic direction to ensure achievement of objectives, risk control and
responsible consumption of resources. Corporate governance aligns the goals of
different groups within the company and tries to create value for the company. In
the present study, it was concluded that there is a direct and significant
relationship between social responsibility and financial performance, and
corporate governance also affects the relationship between social responsibility
and financial performance.
These results, according to Sami & Robert (2013), indicated a positive and
significant relationship between environmental performance and financial
performance of organizations. In addition, the results of this research indicate a
positive and significant relationship between corporate social responsibility and
corporate ownership. In this ranking system, the environmental and social
performance of organizations is assessed on the basis of seven elements of
society; diversity; employee relationships; environment; international; goods and
business practices.
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This research is one of the researches that has been carried out in Iran's
economic climate. This research can be considered as a suitable model for future
research. For example, in future studies, according to the results of the research,
the following suggestions are presented below:
We can examine the financial performance of the company with other
dimensions of social responsibility, which has been addressed in various research
in other countries and even in the International Standard of ISO 26000. Also, we
can use criteria from other moderating variables on the relationship between
social responsibility and financial performance.
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Capital of Family and the Success of Children in Entering the University
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Islamic Azad University of Dehaghan, Iran
Islamic Azad University, Isfahan Branch (Khorasgan), Iran
Abstract. Today, economic capital is not considered as the only form of capital, but other types of
capital, especially in human development, are considered. Therefore, this study examines how much social and
cultural capital of a family can affect the success of students in gaining access to the university? The research
method of this paper is based on the survey, which emphasizes Bourdieu's cultural capital theory and the social
theory of social capital of Coleman. In the same conditions in the field of economics, the cultural capital of the
family, as Bourdieu stated, was based on the academic achievement of highly effective students Is however, the
social capital effect, despite Coleman¸ particularly on two areas of internal and external family relationships, is
rejected.
Key Words: cultural capital, social capital, family internal relationship, family external
relationship, educational success.

Introduction and Statement of Problem
As "capital means economic capital, as the possession of material or financial
wealth, is an important element in social education and social relations because of the
potential opposition of the poor and the rich, there are other types of capital that play
an equally important role in social dynamism " that social capital and cultural capital
can be considered as two other types of capital of all kinds. In the perspective of the
most important social capital theorists such as Bourdieu, Coleman, Patnam and
Fukuyama, one of the most important sources of social capital is family.1 On the other
hand, experts point out that one of the most important institutions affecting academic
performance is the family environment, because the family environment is the first
and most durable factor in the development of the personality of children and
adolescents, which is the basis for physical, moral, rational and emotional growth.
Teaching parent Education, literacy, good behavior or any kind of social progress is
undoubtedly a negative influence on the educational achievement of their child.
Family environment is more effective than children's intelligence in their educational
status. So parents need to know that the environment that they provide for their
children should be rich and full of affection, intimacy, affection, and discipline,
appropriate recreation and timely turns.2 Bourdieu also believes that when achieving
superior social conditions depends on the specific capital created by schools, sociology
of education leads to sociology of domination. In other words, the educational capital,
which is the same cultural capital, is guaranteed by the government under the terms of
the document. So from Bourdieu's perspective, the field of power is like a space in
which the owners of various types of capital are in the struggle. A struggle in which
1

Vahid Ghasemi, Reza Esmaili, Kamran Rabiei, "Social Capital Level in Isfahan Province," in Journal of
Social Welfare, VI (2006), no. 23, p. 225-248.
2 Elaheh Hejazi, Zahra Naghsh, Ali Akbar Sangari, "Perception of Classroom Structure and
Mathematical Academic Achievement: The Mediating Role of Motivational and Cognitive Variables," in
Journal of Psychological Studies, V (2009), no. 4, p. 25-45.
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the domination of a set of social fields is through the domination of a kind of capital
over its other forms.3 Therefore, attention to how the distribution of capital in all its
forms and the factors affecting this distribution can partly lead to a deeper
understanding of how the distribution of capital in families, especially by parents, to
the education of their children. Today, one of the biggest concerns of Iranian families
with high school children is to provide a platform for a better future for their children.
Hence, a variety of extracurricular, reinforcement, entertainment, and leisure classes
have focused more than providing comfort and reflection on students' interest,
strengthening the curriculum directly or the English language classes that are also
effective indirectly in educational process 4.In fact, the taste of Iranian families is now
shaped in the way that it sees the way to secure the future of the economy, social, etc.,
by getting their children from the educational path and especially at the university.
Considering that today one of the important challenges of studying in Iran and for
Iranian families is the passageway called National Examination (Konkour), this issue
has led the authors to pay attention to the study of the relationship between the social
and cultural capital of families. And student success in terms of success in entering the
university. The main question of the research is how much of a family's social capital
and culture is effective on the child's educational success? And to a more precise
extent, the social and cultural capital requirements, as Bourdieu, Coleman and other
theorists have pointed out, is effective at the educational success of Iranian students?
Importance and Necessity of Research
Although some of today's research suggests a decline in social capital in Iran,
they consider it more relevant to economic and cultural capital than the government's
weakness in relation to social forces,5 but all areas of life cannot be reduced to this
factor though important. If we deal with the government at macro level and its
relation to other institutions, then surely at the micro level, the family and their
decisions and their interactions should be examined. Today, one of the biggest
concerns of Iranian families with high school children is to provide a platform for a
better future for their children. Hence, a variety of extracurricular, reinforcement,
entertainment, and leisure classes have focused more than providing comfort and
reflection on students' interest, strengthening the curriculum directly or the English
language classes that are also effective indirectly in educational process .In fact, the
taste of Iranian families is now shaped in the way that it sees the way to secure the
future of the economy, social, etc., by getting their children from the educational path
and especially at the university. Hence, the family's role in investing in the education
of their children is not beyond their control. What has been shown by social research,
3

Patrick Champagne, Pierre Bourdieu, translated by Nahid Moayed Hekmat, Second Edition, Tehran,
Publications of the Institute of Humanities and Cultural Studies, 2014.
4 Mansour Haghighatian, "Cultural capital article and intergenerational reproduction: The effect of
parents' cultural capital on the educational success of children in Isfahan," in Intercultural Studies
Quarterly, IX (2014), no. 21, p. 53-70.
5 Ali Dini Torkamani, "Explaining the decline of social capital in Iran," in Journal of Social Welfare, VI
(2006), no. 23, p. 147-171.
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and even obviously evident in the society, is the existence of economic inequality, and
the effective economic ability is clearly limited to a small percentage of society, which
can give hope to other social classes and economies, The acquisition and proper
exploitation of other forms of capital, in particular of social capital and cultural capital
of families, which is largely distributed to the society in a more democratic way than
economic capital. On the other hand, according to research findings in Isfahan,
among other cities in this province, it has the lowest social capital .6At the same time,
paying attention to the fact that in many cases, students with a relatively good
intelligence background with good academic achievement in high school do not get
their desired result and their families at the entrance examination, which is the result
of their 12 years of study. For 12 years, with spending time, energy and money spent
on their students and their families, with a few hours of examinations, the future of
students will be determined at times as much as their entire life. Today, in most cases,
the individual's degree in the university determines the economic, social and cultural
status of the individual in the future, so the consideration of how the social capital and
culture of the families influences children's academic achievement can lead to the
recognition of the conditions The success of students and the more democratic
position in acquiring educational success as a prelude to achieving success in all
aspects of the future life of a person.
Literature Review
There are several studies on the relationship between social capital and cultural
and educational success, although these studies have been less costly in terms of
educational achievement in entering the university. For example, Janalizadeh Choob
Basti, Khoshfar and Sepehr (2013) have evaluated the evaluation mechanism of
cultural capital's impact on educational achievement and its evaluation of the quality
assessment mechanism in the study of the effect of cultural capital on educational
achievement .7This research, conducted by a survey method, showed that the results
do not provide much support for the quality assessment mechanism, and the effect of
family cultural capital on student grades is greater than the effect of the mental image
of educational agents, through the influence of the family in the inner creating and
reinforcing behaviors, modes, thinking styles and particular behavioral preferences
that are counted in a valuable culture (ibid, 26-25). In another study, Arizi and
Salahian (2013) examined the relationship between the value system and the criteria
for choosing the field of volunteers entering university in the city of Isfahan. In this
study, which was carried out by the survey method among the candidates for entering
the university in 2008, this result was found that the findings of researchers suggest
that only the validity, prestige and dignity of a discipline do not determine the criterion
for choosing a discipline. But other factors also play a role in choosing a discipline,
6

Vahid Ghasemi, Mehri Kazemi, "Sociological Analysis on the Role of the Family in the Level of Social
Capital," in Journal of Social Sciences, V (2008), no. 1-2, p. 189-218.
7 Choob Basti Janalizadeh, Gholamreza Heydar Khoshfar, Mehdi Gholamreza, "Article Evaluation of
Evaluation Mechanism on the Effect of Capital on Educational Success," in Quarterly Journal of Social and
Cultural Development Studies, I (2013), no. 2, p. 7-27.
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including the person's readiness for the discipline, the direction of the growth of the
discipline, the ease of discipline and the replication and openness to the experiences.
There are also two other important factors that are more consistent with the current
Iranian intellectual structure: one is the welfare factor and the other is related to work.8
Khodaei9 has investigated the relationship between the economic and cultural capital
of parents of students with the probability of passing them to the national test, which
according to the information of the organization, which was evaluated by all the
participants in the mathematical and technical group at the Konkour of the academic
year 2006, concluded that That students with higher cultural capital are more likely to
achieve educational success, as the analysis of data from this study showed that
parents' cultural capital has increased the likelihood of admission to universities and
higher education institutions. In examining the impact of the socio-economic status of
volunteers on their educational achievement, which, through the secondary analysis of
the information available from the participants in the 2010 national examinations,
found that the top test personnel belonged to the base Socio-economic high society.
Items such as income, parental education, parental employment, as well as housing,
have a better socioeconomic status and lower household size, have a better rank in the
test and have a better educational achievement. Also, most of these high-profile
people, their parents 'education and work, as well as their families' income were at the
highest level and limited in terms of household size.10 Kordi and Ghazanfari (2015), in
the sociological explanation of the relationship between the amount of social capital of
the family and the educational success of the children, which were the sample of the
research, were the third-year female students of high schools of Sari and their parents,
with quantitative and survey methods in the research, found that the interconnection
And outside of the family, by influencing the motivation of progress, results in the
educational achievement of the children. The findings also show that the effect of the
amount of internal social capital is greater.11 Haghighatian examined the effect of
parents' cultural capital on the educational success of children in Isfahan, using survey
method and student questionnaires, showed that the Isfahan families were moderately
in terms of having cultural capital. Educational performance of students, although
having little effect, has a significant effect on variables. One interesting finding in this
study that contradicts Bourdieu's theoretical claim in France suggests that, contrary to
Bourdieu's claim that the parents' class dependence on the expectations and success of
8

Hamid Reza Arizi, Afshin Salahian, "A Study on the Relationship Between the Value System of
Students and Selection Criteria for Applicants for Entrance to University in Isfahan," in Quarterly Journal
of Educational Innovation, XII (2013), no. 45, p. 125-148.
9 Ebrahim Khodaei, "Article of The Relationship between Economic and Cultural Capital of Students'
Parents with Their Likelihood of Acceptance in the General Test of the Academic Year 2006," in
Quarterly Journal of the Iranian Higher Education Association, I (2009), no. 4, p. 65-84.
10 Fatemeh Ghalkhanbaaz, Ebrahim Khodaei, "The Impact of Socioeconomic Situation of the 2010
National Candidates on their Educational Progress," in Quarterly Journal of Measuring and Educational
Evaluation, IV (2014), no. 5, p. 55-79.
11 Hossein Kordi, Shahrbanoo Ghazanfari, "Sociological Explanation of the Relationship Between the
Size of Family Social Capital of the Children and the Educational Advancement of Children," in Journal
of Applied Sociology, XXVI (2015), no. 59, p. 161-172.
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their children, the general families of Isfahan tend to be relatively similar to their
children's educational achievement can be seen and not influenced by the economic
class.12 In studying the cultural capital of the family, school, and student with
educational achievement, students who conducted a survey method showed that the
educational success of lower class students is influenced by the cultural capital13 and
cultural capital are more important than the parents 'social base on students'
educational achievement. In examining the relationship between parents 'social capital
and the educational achievement of children, with the focus on parents'
communication and their activities with their children's school work, it has been
concluded that student scores do not directly affect parental social capital but when
the relationship between parents and children is favorable, the effect of social capital
on children's educational achievement can be seen.14 Cheng, Shiuh-Tarng and
Kaplowitz, in a study entitled "Economic Situation, Academic Achievement: Case
Study, Taiwan", point out that Taiwan is a Confucian community in which
intergenerational transfers educational benefits is limited. Therefore, empirically, the
effects of family economic and cultural resources on students' academic achievement
in Taiwan were examined. The findings from the panel show that cultural capital is
closely linked to the parental status of the parent and has a strong impact on the
student's cultural capital and academic achievement. Although the parent's economic
situation is related to the student's academic progress, it has a weaker correlation with
a number of Western societies.15 Le Roux, Brigitte, Lidegran, Ida and Palme, Mikael
(2016) have examined the impact of cultural capital on the selection of elites in
Swedish higher education. This study, conducted in a survey with a questionnaire tool,
shows that there is a dispersion between the embodied and institutionalized cultural
capital sections. Finally, the researchers argue that the particular context of capital gain
is the best reason for this dispersion. Ming Chiu, Ming and Yin Chow, Bonnie Wing,
in a research entitled "Culture, Motivation and Success in Reading: Studying High
School Students in 41 Countries." The study examines the relationship between
cultural values and cultural capital of the family with the motivation of adolescents.
Reading successfully using multilevel analysis in reading exam and examining the
responses of the questionnaire to fifteen-year-old students in 41 countries. The results
showed that in countries where gender roles were more rigid, the achievement of their
girls was lower than that of girls in other countries. Students with higher cultural
capital (cultural property and cultural relations) also had higher reading interest,

12

Ali Saei, Fatemeh Tashvigh, Mohammad Rezaei, "Study of cultural capital of family, school and
student with educational achievement of female students of pre-university centers," in Journal of Social
Sciences, LXIX (2015), p. 258-293.
13 Ibidem.
14 Cecilia Von Otter, Sten-A. K. Stenberg, "Social capital, human capital and parent–child relation
quality: interacting for children’s educational achievement?," in British Journal of Sociology of Education,
XXXVI (2015), no. 7, p. 83-96.
15 Shiuh-Tarng Cheng, Stan A. Kaplowitz, "Family economic status, cultural capital, and academic
achievement: The case of Taiwan," in International Journal of Educational Development, IL (2016), p. 271278.
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external motivation, effort and perseverance, and higher reading success rates for
other students.16
Concepts, Foundations and Theoretical Framework
Capital is a wealth or value that can be used to increase or create available
resources or new ones.17 Bourdieu believes that capital, depending on the realm in
which it operates, appears in three fundamental ways: economic capital, cultural capital
and social capital.18 In fact, social capital is the generalization of human capital.
According to Coleman, social capital is parallel to the development of financial,
physical and human capital19 and the main difference with capital in its economic value
can be seen in the collective ownership of this type of capital. Robert Coleman
believes that social capital is defined on the basis of its function. Social capital is not a
single entity, but a set of different entities that have two common elements. First, they
all include an aspect of social structures, and secondly, it facilitates certain actions of
activists within the framework of the structure.20 Accordingly, the status of individuals
in the family and the relationship of individuals through family capacities, which
shows themselves in the form of capital to the family, for the more effective
communication of the family member with the community. Social capital and family
culture play an important role in the success of the children of the family in many
ways, including the children's educational achievement. Today, educational
achievement is not counted simply by the score and average score, and besides that,
the student's relationship with classmates and the collective and targeted effort has
also been increased. Nevertheless, the important role of the quality of family life in the
educational success of children is undeniable. In relation to social capital and culture,
great theorists have put forward their theories that, in relation to the educational
success, are most prominent among Robert Putnam and Francis Fukoyama, Bourdieu
and Coleman, who in this paper their theory Theoretical framework of research
consists of:
Pierre Bourdieu
Bourdieu has provided the first systematic analysis of social capital, which is
the strongest analysis among analyzes that have introduced the concept of social
capital in contemporary sociology discourse.21 In Bourdieu's view, capital has four
16

Chiu Ming, Yin Chow, Bonnie Wing, "Culture, motivation, and reading achievement: High school
students in 41 countries," in Learning and Individual Differences, XX (2010), no. 6, p. 579-592.
17 Mohsen Niazi, Mohammad Raoof Moeini, Mohammad Karkonan Nasrabadi, Social Capital
Measurement, Tehran, Sokhanvaran Publications, 2012.
18 Pierre Bourdieu, Differentiation; Social Criticism of Judgmental Judgments, translated by Hassan Chavashian,
Third Edition, Tehran, Sales Publication, 2014.
19 Mirtaher Mousavi, Parvin Alipour, A contribution to the theory of social capital in sociology, Tehran,
Sociologists Publications, 2012.
20 James Coleman, "Social Capital in the Creation of Human Capital," in The American journal of sociology,
VIC (1988), p. 95-120.
21 A. Portes, (1998) "Social Capital: Its origins and Applications in modern sociology," in Annual Review
of sociology, XXIV (1988), p. 1-24.
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types: economic capital (wealth). Cultural Capital (Competence, Knowledge). Symbolic
Capital (Honor, Prestige) and Social Capital (Social Ties and Trust).22 In Bourdieu's
view, when achieving better social status depends on the specific capital created by
schools, sociology of education leads to sociology of domination. In other words, the
educational capital, which is the same cultural capital, is guaranteed by the government
under the terms of the document. In this way, from Bourdieu's standpoint, the field of
power is like a space in which the owners of various types of capital are in the
struggle. A struggle in which the domination of a set of social fields is through the
domination of a kind of capital over its other forms.23 In this case, he addresses the
contradictions between the different parts of each class. Individuals struggle to
maintain or improve their social status within a range of institutionalized activities.
According to Bourdieu, access to social capital, that is, the connection of individuals
with those who, because of having a greater degree of economic and cultural capital,
can help them through guidance, relationships, loans, and the like. He believed that
economic capital was the root of other types of capital and was interested in
understanding the ways in which this capital was combined with other forms of capital
and the creation and production of inequality. In fact, he believes that social capital
can be converted into money, and can be institutionalized in the form of property
rights. In the book of distinction, he explicitly mentions the impact of membership in
social contexts on the formation of tastes and lifestyles, and considers the various
levels of capital of individuals affected by their social fields. Bourdieu believes that
social styles can be felt and predicted by lifestyle. From his point of view, different
cultures that distinguish different social groups within a community do not have the
same social value. Especially in the academic market, spoken and written modes, there
are knowledge and knowledge that are more valuable than others. The concept of
cultural capital makes it possible to understand the inequality in the educational
abilities of children of different classes. In sum, Bourdieu considers social capital as a
collection of material or spiritual resources, which allows a person or group to have a
stable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual knowledge.24
In terms of education and educational achievement, from Bourdieu's view, the degree
of success of children from middle and upper classes is high due to the cultural
adaptation of these children to school culture. Many of the problems experienced by
lower-class children in the school environment come from exposing them to new
cultural elements that the family environment has not identified. According to
Bourdieu, cultural differences are, therefore, more important than other differences.25
In this regard, the school is one of the main institutions for the reproduction of
cultural privileges. With the help of ideology, the school naturally transforms the social
potential and transforms social inequality into inequality of merit. The school
22

Steven Seidman, The Controversy in Sociology, translated by Hadi Jalili, Tehran, Ney Publication, 2009.
Mahmoud Sharepour, Sociology of Education, Twelve, Tehran, Samt Publication, 2015.
24 John Field, Social capital, translated by Gholamreza Ghaffari and Hossein Ramezani, Third Edition,
Tehran, Kavir Publications, 2013.
25 Christyne Shawire, Olivier Fontaine, Bourdieu's Vocabulary, translated by Morteza Katbi, Tehran, Ney
Publication, 2006.
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transforms social inequalities into merit inequality. Now this inequality is not seen in
dual illiterate / educated / university-educated / uneducated education, because the
lack of a failure in public education and the expansion of the space of academic
education and the lack of modern courses has led, over the years Recently, the chair of
many universities has left the student, meaning that the number of university and
university voters has been less than the capacity of the university and the university. In
other words, qualitative democratic democratization is associated with an everincreasing degree of internal isolation. Inequality in access to education gradually
replaces the inequality of academic and academic disciplines that determine the highly
valued value line through the valuation of the disciplines and the social composition of
students. In the meantime, people's cultural capital is more than an important one that
does not reflect only material resources or capital. Cultural capital formed through
family and school education can operate to a degree independent of material assets
and even compensate for the lack of money that is part of the individual or group's
strategy for pursuing social power and strength.26
- James Samuel Coleman
In the book "The Foundations of Social Theory," Coleman considers social
capital productive as other forms of capital. In his view, social capital, in contrast to
other forms of capital, is inherently present in the structure of the cooperative
relations and their relationship (1988, p. 49). In his view, social capital is a
combination of social structures that facilitates certain actions of the actors within
these structures. He considers social capital to be an important study of education, and
considers it a set of sources that exist in family relationships and in local social
organizations and are useful for the social or cognitive development of a child or
young person. These resources are different for different people and they can create
an important point for the development of the human capital of children and
adolescents .27Considering that Coleman takes into account social capital rather than
the nature and content of it. In his view, social capital is part of a social structure that
allows the actor to access his resources using it. This is after a social structure
including assignments and expectations, information networks, norms and executive
guarantees that encourage or inhibit certain types of behavior .In the context of the
development and development of children, Coleman writes about social capital:
norms, social networks, and relationships between adults and children that are
valuable and useful to children. Social capital exists both in the family and outside the
family and within the community 28. In Coleman's definition, social capital is
considered to be a public good, not a private commodity. One kind of property is an
individual made up of social structural resources. In this connection, we can refer to
the dependency structure, in which Coleman's attention is based on the
26

D. Robbins, Bourdieu and culture,, London, Sage, 2000.
Mohsen Rabiei, Hamed Abbaspour, Social Capital and Knowledge Management, Tehran, Taymaz
Publications, 2013.
28 James Coleman, The role of social capital in creating human capital, from the book social capital: Trust, Democracy
and Development, translated by Afshin Khakbaz and Hassan Pouyan, Third Edition, Tehran, Tirazheh
Publication, 2010.
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intergenerational relationship structure. The intergenerational relationship can be
illustrated by a simple diagram that identifies relationships between parents and
children and relationships outside the family (Coleman, 2010: 66). By examining
Coleman's views, it can be seen that he focused his attention on the social capital of
the family and more on the impact of this kind of social capital on student cognitive
development29. The summary of this is in Table 1 below:
Table 1 - Summary of definitions, goals, analyzes and benefits from social capital
Theorist
Definition
Objectives
Analysis level
Return on
equity
Bourdieu
Resources that Determine
People in class
Private
provide access economic
competition
(individual and
to group
capital
group)
goods.
Coleman
Aspects of the Providing
People in the
Private and
social
human
family and
public
structure that
capital
community
(individual and
facilitates
group)
actions of the
activists.
According to the above, the theoretical model of research is presented in Model No. 1.

Model No. 1 - Theoretical Research Model
Institutionalize
d cultural
capital

Obtained
cultural
capital

Embodied
cultural

Cultural

Family internal
relationship
University entrance
success

Social capital

Family external
relationship

29

Gholam Abbas Tavasoli, Marzieh Mousavi, "The concept of capital in classical and new theories,
with emphasis on social capital theories," in Journal of Sociological Studies, XXVI (2005), p. 1-32.
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Research Methodology
The statistical population of this study was high school students who were
ready to take the entrance examination at Konkour in the six educational district of
Isfahan which 374 were chosen from among 13533 people according to the Cochran
formula. In this research, random sampling of sample schools was selected among 89
high schools and then selected by gender sampling method, which 58.48% was female
student and 41.52% was male student. To assess reliability or reliability, Cronbach's
alpha method is used, which summarizes the table 2:
Table 2: Estimation of reliability of research variables
Variable
Cronbach Alpha Value
Cultural capital

0.898

Family internal
relationship
Family external
relationship
Educational success

0.935
0.828
0.776

The indicators used to measure variables in this research are also summarized
in Table 3:

Variable

Table 3: Measured indicators
Dimensions
Embodied capital

Objective capital
Cultural capital

Institutionalized capital

184

Indicator
Conveying curriculums,
assisting in doing
assignments, explicitly
explaining content and
feeling responsible for
helping parents with their
students.
Watching videos by parents,
visiting the museum and
exhibition, the number of
books available at home, the
presence of paintings and art
sculptures at home, writing
and poetry, and dealing with
music and painting by
parents.
The level of parenting
education and attitudes
toward the impact of
parenting education on
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student success.
Family internal relationship

Social capital
Family external relationship

Educational success

Consultation, relationship,
difference, importance,
relaxation, comfort, concern,
honesty, cooperation,
empathy, trust in the family
and expecting family
members from each other,
the presence of parents in
the family and the
household size.
Visiting friends and relatives,
trusting and communicating
with neighbors, relatives,
friends and colleagues, the
amount of parents'
awareness of friends.
Graduate diploma, ranked in
Konkour, university degree,
university type and
university admitted in
Konkour.

Given that there is a significant difference in the number of people admitted in
the gendered Konkour, and to determine whether the gender difference between girls
and boys causes a different level of social capital and culture and thus educational
achievement, Mann-Whitney U test was used. This test showed that there was no
difference in the confidence level of 0.95 between the two groups of girls and boys
participating in Konkour in terms of social capital and cultural level and both groups
of the same population were selected. Table 4 shows it briefly:
Table 4. Mann-Whitney U test with gender criteria of respondents
MannWilcoxon
Z
Significance
Whitney U
W
level
Cultural capital
16574.500
40445.500
-0.417
0.677
Social capital inside family 15840,000
28086.000
-1.132
0.258
Social capital outside the
15847.500
28093.500
-1.131
0.258
family
Grouped Variable: Gender

If the value is (sig> 0.05) (corrected value of P) then it can be concluded that
there is no difference between the two groups in terms of the effect of the
independent variable 30.This amount for cultural capital is equal to 0.677. Also,
30

Afshin Nia, Farsad (2014) Applied Data Analysis, Third Edition, Isfahan: Isfahan University of
Medical Sciences Publications.
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because of the fact that the two dimensions of social capital studied in this study can
also exist independently of each other, their amount was calculated and analyzed, that
the social capital inside and outside the family was equal to 0.258 (sig = 0.258 > 0.05)
which shows that both the girls and boys participating in Konkour are selected from
the same society and that there is no difference between the two groups in terms of
the level of social capital and culture.
Research Findings - General Specifications
- Among 13533 members of the study population, 374 people were studied, of
which 156 were male and 218 were female in terms of their sex ratio, which included
three theoretical sciences (117 subjects), experimental science 162 students) and
mathematics (95 students) were educated in 6 educational districts of Isfahan.
- Since all these students were studying in the fourth year, they had two ages of
17 and 18 years old.
- It is noteworthy that more than 66% of respondents lived in single-parent
families or had two children; 48% of respondents were also the first child in their
families.
- About 30% of mothers and slightly more than 40% of fathers had higher
education than the diploma.
- About 30% of mothers and 98% of fathers worked in terms of employment.
- The rate of daily reading among more than 73% of respondents was more
than 3 hours, but non-syllabic study was about 93% less than an hour, which seems to
be normal for studying for the whole Konkour test.
- The interest of respondents in studying in different types of universities in
the country has been at the government and nonprofit university campus, according
to daily courses of the State University, Islamic Azad University, Payam Noor.
- Regardless of the type of field and the name of the university that the
respondents accepted after the Konkour, the frequency of admission is related to the
daily course of the state university, the night course of the State University, Islamic
Azad University, Payam Noor and Nonprofit.
Test Hypotheses
To test the hypothesis, Spearman correlation coefficient was used. Table 5
shows the statistical findings and then the interpretation of the relation of each of the
independent variables with the dependent variable is expressed.
Table 5. Correlation between independent variables with educational achievement in entering
universities
Variables
Correlation Amount
Significance level
Cultural capital
0.239
0.01
Family internal
0.039
0.452
relationship
Family external
relationship

0.027
186
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Hypothesis 1: There is a relationship between the parents' cultural capital and
the educational success of children in accessing the university.
Since the theoretical framework of this research was based on the theory of
Pierre Bourdieu, three types of inclusive, objectified and institutionalized capital have
been the parent's cultural capital. Considering the significant level of 0.01 sig = the
relationship between cultural capital and educational achievement in Konkour has
been meaningful and the correlation between the two variables is about 0.24, which is
lower than the average and direct, i. e. the increase in the cultural capital of the parents
increased It will lead to more educational success, but this level has a modest effect.
The average cultural capital score of parents (family) was 3.52, which is more than
average.
Hypothesis 2: There is a relationship between parent's social capital and the
educational success of children in accessing the university.
Family social capital is based on the interaction of family members with each
other in the form of action and attitudes that embraces dimensions such as the type
and extent of communication, collaboration and trust among family members, parents
and students. In this study, considering the significant level of sig = 0.45, the
relationship between family social capital and educational success in Konkour is not
significant. The average of the social capital score was based on family internal
relations of 4.33, which indicates that this kind of capital is in a very large range, but
its relationship with educational success is not significant.
Hypothesis 3: There is a relationship between the social capital outside the
parents of the parents and the educational success of the children in accessing the
university.
Social capital outside the family based on the relationship of family members
with relatives, neighbors and friends in the form of an action and attitude that has
dimensions such as the type and extent of communication, co-operation and trust
among family members with others because they could be considered as a Controller
or supervisor and even incentive. In this study, considering the significant level of 0.6
= sig, the relationship between social capital outside the family and educational
success in Konkour is not significant. The average social capital score was based on
family external relations 2.97, which indicates that this kind of capital is in the middle
range, but its relationship with educational success is not significant.
Regression
To verify the relationship between the variables and the effect of independent
variables on the dependent variable, regression was used. Regression results according
to ANOVA tables, the relationship between variables according to sig 0.001, show
that in assessing the amount of educational success in entering university by
independent variables, only 6% of the causes of educational achievement are
independent variables Research is relevant and most of the factors affecting
educational success are rooted in other areas that have not been studied in this study.
Table 6. Model summary table
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Estimated standard
Squared R
R Square
deviation
Modified
R
0.928
0.052
0.060
0.244a
a.
Predictors: (Constant), cultural capital .family internal
relationship .family external relationship
Table 7. ANOVA Multi-Variance Analysis Table
Sum of
Degrees of
Average of
F statistics
Significance
squares
freedom
squares
level
Regression
20.218
3
6.739
7.833
0.001b
Remaining 318.317
370
0.860
Total
338.538
373
a. Dependent Variable: educational success
b. Predictors: (Constant), cultural capital .family internal relationship .family external
relationship
Table 8. Regression model
Independent
B
Standard
variables
error
Beta
The width of
0.951
0.677
the source
Cultural
0.421
0.092
0.232
capital
Family internal 0.086
0.064
0.068
relationship
Family
0.249
0.165
0.076
external
relationship
a. Dependent Variable: educational success

t
1.405

Significance
level
0.161

4.583

0.001

1.346

0.179

1.514

0.131

The path analysis model is also adjusted according to the theoretical model of
research and using multiple regression to calculate path coefficients that Table 9
shows the effect of variables rate.
Table 9. The impact of independent variables on educational progress in entry into universities
Variables
Direct effect
Indirect effect Whole effect
Cultural capital
0.23
0
0.23
Family internal
0
0.018
0.018
relationship
Family external
0
0.015
0.015
relationship
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Model No. 2- The model of factors affecting educational success in entering the
university
0.076

Cultural capital
0.23

Internal family
relationships
0.008

0.065
5555

University entrance
success

External family
relationships

According to the findings, the greatest influence of independent variable on
success in access to university (dependent variable) belongs to cultural capital and two
variables related to social capital, namely family internal relations and family external
relations, have only indirect effect, of course, family external relations had the least
impact on the success in entering the university.
Conclusion
Educational success in entering the university is considered as one of the most
important qualitative indicators in evaluating academic performance, because unlike
many quantitative indicators, especially the score that can be influenced by various
factors such as teacher's taste, lack of validity in teaching style or inquiries Non-exams
and other factors, the entrance examination of universities across the country
regardless of gender, place of residence, and a different level of academic and teacher
education that is held based on the unit book as the same exam source at the time of
the unit and all participants in the test have a seemingly equal opportunity to achieve
success in entering the university. Today, considering the special sensitivity of families,
entry into the university can be attributed to the planning and follow-up of families
and student endeavors in this period. Hence, the important role of the family seems to
be prominent in this connection. As the notion of the absolute impact of capital
investment on the development of societies has become color-coded, alongside with
the economic capital of other types of capital, among families, the types of capital,
especially social capital and culture, have an impact on the development of family
successes, including parents and children In this research cultural capital and social
have been considered as independent variable and their causal relationship with
educational success has been studied in admission to university as an dependent
variable. This study, which was conducted by survey method in six areas of education
in Isfahan, showed that social capital in both dimensions of family internal relations
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and family external relations had no direct effect on students' educational achievement
and its indirect effect was very low. Which is typically confirmed by prior studies
claiming a low social capital level in Isfahan. But it is noteworthy that cultural capital
in the embodied, objectified, and institutionalized forms has had a significant effect on
educational success in accessing the university.
The following factors can be attributed to the ineffectiveness of social capital
and the low impact of cultural capital on educational success:
- About 91% of students lived in nuclear families, and thus reduced the level
of external family relationships.
- About 80% of the first and second child students were in the family, and in
spite of this, they may have been disturbed in internal family relations, given that their
families had less autonomy.
- Mother care can greatly affect outpatient relationships, of which about 70%
of housewives are mothers, and on the other hand, they have the maximum of literacy
to graduate degree, which affects the amount, type, and audience of effective
communication. It can be considered as one of the ineffective factors of external
family relationships. Also, the level of mothers' literacy is considered one of the
indicators of cultural capital.
- About 69% of the households did not have their own residential lodgings,
which could cause annual displacement, so that serious relations between neighbors
would not affect the impact of external family relationships on educational
achievement.
- About 64% of respondents have a personal room, although this can
provide better conditions in terms of the situation, but on the other hand it separates a
person from one family to another and confines him to the space he or she can
provide. It's effective on the amount and type of family internal relations.
- In the case of admission to university, it also seems that university entrance
cannot be considered as a reason for educational success, since admission capacity in
some universities is more than applicants, and on the other hand, there is generally no
need for a test and appropriate rating, although several indicators are considered as
indicators of educational success in this study.
Finally, it can be clearly stated that although social capital and cultural
parenting are effective on educational success in entering the university, this amount is
not enough to allow a large load of students to succeed or fail to enter the university
contrary to research The foundation attributed it, and perhaps other important factors
in social and cultural change have been replaced or, more importantly, have not been
assumed to be the dominant factor in our country's social and cultural context.
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Abstract. Financial sector has a central role in the Development and economic growth of Countries.
This sector by reduction of financing costs and encouragement of savings and efficient use of them is intermediate
to the allocation of resources to all sectors of the economy and has an important role in the long-term economic
growth. In this regard, its inflation and uncertainty is a disturbing factor in this process in all countries,
especially developing countries that have experienced high rates of inflation. Therefore, Understanding of the
effects of inflation uncertainty on financial development is important. So, at first in this research Inflation
uncertainty was Calculated By using of EGARCHs Method In the D8 During the 2014-1990 and then Its
effect on financial development of these countries Was studied By Method of panel data. The results showed that
inflation uncertainty has a negative effect on the financial development of the countries.
Keywords: Financial development, financial depth, inflation uncertainty, panel data,
inflation.

Introduction
The monetary and financial markets and development of them, nowadays, are
proposed as one of the fundamental elements of economic development and growth
of countries. These markets in the developed countries have been expanded so much
and in the developing countries, they have been always considered as a target. For
these countries, achieving this goal necessitates to be informed of those factors which
influence on these markets. One of the most important factors is inflation.
Sustainable inflation is one of the most important and destructive factors
influencing on economy. Basically, developing countries due to their structural
weaknesses are facing with inflation phenomenon more and from this aspect many
losses are incurred on them. One of them includes the reduction of saving motivation
in the banks and financial resources deviation. In fact, with increase of inflation and
on the other hand, with magisterial determination of interest rate by governments
(financial suppression), the actual interest rate has been reduced and consequently, the
motivation of people for saving in the banks is reduced and also propelling the
greatest part of credits toward governmental sector (magisterial allocation of credits by
government) causes to present less resources to the private sector and finally, serious
damages are incurred on financial sector.1 Inflation in high levels, in addition to
disturb the prices system, will cause to reduce the savings, disappear the investment
motivations, stimulate the capital evasion from productive sectors toward speculation
process and finally, blunt the economic growth. Inflation and many changes of it
cause uncertainty and consequently, negation of motivation and delay in deciding for

*
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L. St. Ball, G. Mankiw, "Relative-Price Changes as Aggregate Supply Shocks", in Quarterly Journal of
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investment.2 High inflation creates uncertainty which causes fundamental change in
economic policies. But, efficient decision-making in economic market depends on
clear and evident price signals and also, many decisions about consumption and
investment have close relation with the price expectations structure. Anyway, about
uncertainty of future prices, the actual value of payments and future receptions goes
toward uncertainty. Consequently, in order to avoid from negative impacts of inflation
uncertainty, the economic agents can stabilize their decision-makings.
Also, high inflation prevents from conclusion of long-term financial contracts
and since, the financial intermediations tend to retain the portfolio with high liquidity
specificity, therefore, in an inflation environment, the financial intermediations have
less interest in long-term financing for formation of capital and growth, also, the
loaners and borrowers have little tendency to enter in long-term nominal contracts.3
There are different theories about influence of inflation rate on financial
development that some of them refer on its positive impact and some others mention
its negative impact. In justifying such results, it can be said that there is a non-linear
relation between them. In fact, there is a threshold level of inflation. Higher inflation
than a threshold extent has significant negative influence and lower than it, doesn’t
have significant impact on financial markets.4 Thus, increase in the inflation rate
higher than the threshold extent can reduce the efficiency rate of financial assets in
long-term and cause to ration the credit and eventually, reduce the financial depth.5
High rates of inflation cause to increase the cost of resources conservation.
Therefore, absorption of foreigner additional resources for banks is costly. So, for
reduction of these costs, bank reduces the deposit interest rates. Another reason is
arising from the negative relation between inflation and efficiency rate which is from
the adhesiveness of nominal interest rate due to the control acts.6 Therefore, lower
actual interest rate than high inflation rate causes the exit of capital from financial
system and consequently, reduction of investment. The theoretical relation of inflation
with financial markets and stocks market in long-term has been according to
determine the inflation rate and based on the following principles:
1-High rates of inflation are in relation with many swings of inflation and
stocks market.
2-High inflation in long-term causes to reduce the financial activities and in
the stocks market, leads to reduce the liquidity.

2

Ali Esmaeelzadeh Magharri, "Studying the inflation impressionability from total investment in Iran's
economy," in The quarterly periodical of economic bulletin, IX(2010), no. 2, p. 33.
3 Mohammad Akhbari, "A review on financial depth in Iran," in Ravand quarterly periodical, IIL (2007), p.
155-198.
4 Ali Falahati, Kiomars Soheili, Farzad Noori, "The impact of inflation on financial markets
performance," in Iran, quarterly periodical of economic researches, XII (2013), no. 3, p. 133-163.
5 M. S. Khan, A. S. Senhadji, B. D. Smith, "Inflation and financial depth," in Macroeconomic Dynamics, X
(2006), p. 165-182.
6 O. Nurettin, K. Kadir, "Relationship between Inflation and Financial Development: Evidence from
Turkey," in International Journal of Alanya Faculty of Business, IV (2012), no. 2, p. 31-47.
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3-Existence of several threshold extents for inflation may specify its relation
with financial sector better; namely, higher than a critical level of inflation in long-term
may have more influence on activities of financial sector (ibid reference). Therefore,
inflation in long-term can have more serious impacts on economy and financial
markets.
This study seeks to answer this question that the inflation uncertainty in the
developing countries of group D8 has what effect on financial depth (proxy for
financial development). With regard to the high experiences of inflation and
uncertainty resulted from it in the developing countries and such as, studied countries,
cognition of the effectiveness rate of this variable on financial sector is important. On
one hand, high liquidity in these countries, itself, has become a reason for
intensification of inflation. In this study, the liquidity ratio to the gross domestic
production has been used as the financial depth index, so that manifests both the
liquidity effect and inflation uncertainty effect better. For this purpose, after
presenting the theoretical principles and introducing the variables, the model and
methodology have been introduced, then, estimation of variables has been
accomplished and finally, conclusion of discussion has been done.
The theoretical principles
Uncertainty exists in those conditions that either the future incidents aren’t
clear or despite of clear future incidents, their probability isn’t predictable. In such
conditions, future decision-makings have been complex and difficult and this
uncertainty influences on decisions of economic agents. With this definition, the
inflation uncertainty can be known as those conditions in which the economic agents
are unsure of the future inflation rate in their economic decisions. Therefore, the
impact of inflation uncertainty is appeared in this form that inflation has led to the
false understanding of relative prices levels and price indicators deviation and
consequently, it has made the investment plans inefficient and reduces the investment
level. With reduction of investment, accumulation of capital has been reduced and this
decrease will have sustainable and long-term impact on economy.7
The recent theories emphasize on importance of information symmetry arising
from adverse selection and moral hazard; and indicate that how increase in inflation
rate has had negative impact on the credits market friction and has negative
consequences on financial sector performance and following it, long-term activities of
actual sector of economy.8 From common specificities of these theories, this case can
be mentioned that they intend a kind of information friction. With regard to this
specificity, increase in inflation rate, reduces not only the actual efficiency rate of
money but also, it decreases all assets generally. This decrease in actual efficiency
intensifies the credits market friction. Since, this friction of market leads to ration the
credit, the credit rationing is intensified as much as increase of inflation. Consequently,
7

Mehdi Safdari, Farshid Purshahabi, "The impact of inflation uncertainty on Iran's economic growth,"
in Knowledge and development, LX (2010), no 29.
8 E. Huybens, B. D: Smith, “Financial Market frictions, momentary policy, and capital accumulation in a
small open Economy,” in Journal of Economic Theory, LXXXI (1998), p. 353-400.
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the financial sector gives less loans, allocation of financial resources is disturbed and
the financial and investment-based intermediator activities are reduced. Eventually,
reduction in formation of capital will influence negatively on long-term economic
performance and other aspects of financial market such as stocks market.9
Khan10 used the concept of financial depth as the proxy for financial
development and reasoned that inflation with a few other factors may influence on
financial activities. In the meantime, per capita GDP, openness degree, public
consumption of GDP have been used as the factors influencing financial suppression.
Increase in per capita GDP and openness degree, both have similar impact on
financial depth, but, financial suppression and increase of inflation seem that have
contradict impact on it. Khan and Senhadji11 seees this as the reason that the impact of
inflation on financial development is very complex. They reasoned that when the
inflation rate is low, it has a weak positive impact on financial development, while, if
the inflation rate is high, it will have negative impact on financial development. In the
event of correctness of this assumption, there is a threshold extent for inflation in
relation with financial depth and this threshold extent can be an optimum rate of
inflation in relation with financial development. In this same line other author that 12
studied the linear and non-linear relation between financial progress and inflation rate
for 119 countries of the world during the period of 1960-1989 and concluded that in
the middle rates, inflation has strong negative impact on financial development.
Anyway, existence of inflation higher than critical level averagely leads to reduce the
activities of bank and capital market. Hence, excessive increase of inflation is
accompanied with remarkable collapse in the capital market. So, the main specificity of
financial markets is their non-linear relation with inflation. They also founded a new
model that based on it, inflation reduces the actual interest of savings and through this
mechanism, the financial system is affected by information friction. The information
friction in turn leads to ration the credit, investment is reduced and in long-term, other
financial activities are also disturbed. One of the advantages of this model is this case
that the above frictions may indicate themselves better in the low levels of inflation.
Namely, little increase of inflation may incur no loss on investment activities and
consequently, actual growth.13 The above discussions show the theoretical base of
study of Khan and et al (2001) that have used the financial depth as the proxy of
financial development. They have used some substitutes for financial depth: 1-The
share of private sector's credits from GDP, 2-the share of stocks market value from
GDP, 3-the share of private and governmental loan papers of capital market from
S. B. D. Choi, J. Boyd, “Inflation Financial market and Capital Formation,” in Federal Reserve Bank of
St., Louis Review, LXXXVIII (1996), p. 9-35.
10 Moshni S. Khan, Senhadji Abdelhak, Bruce D. Smith, "Inflation and Financial Depth", in IMF
Working Paper WP/01/44 , 2001.
11 Mohsin S. Khan, Abdelhak Senhadji, "Threshold Effects in the Relationship Between Inflation and
Growth," in IMF Working Paper, WP/00/110, 2000.
12 John H. Boyd, JRoss Levine, Bruce D. Smith, Inflation and Financial Market Performance, 1996.
13 A. Kulyk, Inflation and Financial Depth in Transition Economies, MA Thesis, National University of KyivMohyla Academy, 2002.
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GDP. In the first look, understanding of inflation impact on financial depth seams
easy. In fact, it can be expressed in this manner that increase of inflation through
impact on saving rate causes to disturb the financial system. Namely, inflation leads to
reduce the efficiency rate received from saving. In each economy, some factors try to
stabilize the actual money voluntarily or compulsorily; for example, the banking
system in an economy has remarkable amounts of cash resources without imposed
interest. High inflation acts like tax on actual balance or banking resources and if at
least, a part of this tax is transferred to the deposit of depositors, inflation will lead to
the low efficiency in banking deposits and since, the banking deposits compete with
kinds of assets, so, reduction in actual interest of banking deposits leads to reduce the
actual interest of those assets . On other words, inflation causes to hold up the cost of
needed resources of banking. For a bank, absorption of additional foreigner financial
resources, when absorption of them has more cost, is in the next priority. Therefore,
bank for reduction of these costs and actual price pays them to the depositors.
Another case which causes to create the relation of inflation with financial
development, is the discussion of nominal interest rate arising from control acts
(financial suppression). In most of economies, banks for increasing the interest rate
are limited to the amount of inflation rate increase by monetary authorities. For
example, 14expresses that the central banks remind the commercial banks which have
the nominal interest rate higher than existing inflation as the growth barriers. Kesse
(2002)15 by studying the relation between the nominal interest rate and inflation rate in
Ukraine shows that high rate of nominal interest influences on inflation. Therefore,
increase of inflation rate automatically will cause to reduce the efficiency rate of
depositors' interest. Low rate of actual interest in high inflation rates and reduction of
deposit interest efficiency lead to the exit of capital from financial system and lack of
its access for investment. In another state, limitation of the credits amount given by
banking system causes to reduce the activity in financial markets and consequently,
reduce the financial depth.

High rate of inflation influences on depositing equilibrium. In the inflation
conditions, since, the actual interest rate is very low, people have more tendency to
take loan than deposit in financial institutes. Therefore, demand for taking loan is
increased in the low actual interest rates that this affair has caused the credits rationing
in inflation conditions and the credits rationing also limits the investment and other
actual generative activities. In other words, high inflation due to worsen the introvert
discrepancies arising from the procedure of credits and capital allocation reduces the
14

Martin Feldstein, "Economic and Financial Crises in Emerging Market Economies": Overview of Prevention and
Management, 2002, available at: http://www.nber.org/papers/w8837.pdf, accessed 12. 09. 2017.
15 Volodymyr Kosse, "Interest Rates and Their Role in the Economy during Transition". The Problem of High
Interest Rates. Case of Ukraine, EERC Master Thesis, NaUKMA, 2002.
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financial depth. Because, high inflation imposes some costs on financial institutes in
selecting the "best qualified borrowers" who have demanded for loan. Others have16
assumed that high inflation necessarily leads to increase the inflation uncertainty.
Increase of inflation uncertainty endangers the credit risk and even, behavior of the
best qualified borrower (adverse selection) and the banks in order to be ensured of
credit return (loan payment) resort to exert more intense rationing provisions. Of
course, Boyd and et al (1996) believe that in the state of low inflation rate, adverse
selection doesn’t have topicality.
The research background
Falahati in a research studied the impact of inflation on financial markets
performance in Iran during the period of 1979-2008 by using the method of
Conditional Least Squares (CLS). For doing this, at first, they used of a simple linear
model for controlling other factors influencing on financial markets performance,
then, they used the threshold regression in order to indicate the non-linear relation
between inflation and financial markets. The results showed that there is a negative
relation between inflation and financial development indexes of monetary market.
Also, in a range of inflation, the relation between inflation and financial indexes isn’t
significant.
Salimifar17 in a research studied the impact of inflation on financial markets
performance in Iran during the period of 1974-2008 by using the Quantile method.
The results showed that high inflation rates in Iran's economy have caused that the
financial intermediators not to be able to do activity with maximum efficiency. In
other words, inflation has negative and significant impact on Iran's financial
development. Seyyedin and Gholipur (2014)18 in a research studied the impact of
inflation on financial markets performance in Iran during the period of 1984-2013 by
using the Quantile econometric method. The results showed that high rates of
inflation in Iran's economy have caused that the financial intermediators not to be able
to do activity with maximum efficiency. In other words, inflation has negative and
significant impact on Iran's financial development. Wahid and et al (2011)19 in a
research studied the impact of inflation on financial development in Bangladesh
during the years of 1985-2005 by using ARDL method. The results showed that high

B. Baltagi, P. Demetriades, S. H. Law, “Financial Development and Openness: Evidence from panel
data”, Journal of Development Economics, 2008.
17 Mostafa Salimifar, Saba Mojtahedi, Haddad Maliheh Moghaddam, Zendeh Hoda Del Shahrnovi,
"Studying the impact of inflation on financial markets performance in Iran," in The applicable economic
studies in Iran, I (2013), no. 2, p. 177-215.
18 Seyed Salman Seyyedin, Reza Gholipur, "The impact of inflation on financial markets performance in
Iran during the period of 1984-2013, the second national conference of accounting, financial
management and investment," Gorgan- the scientific and professional association of Golestan's managers and
accountants, 2014.
19 A. N. M. Wahid, M. Shahbaz, P. Azim, “Inflation and Financial sector Correlation: The Case of
Bangladesh”, in International Journal of Economics and Financial Issuse, I (2011), no. 4, p. 145-152.
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inflation rates have prevented from optimum performance of financial markets in
Bangladesh.
Manoel20 in a research studied the relation between inflation and financial
development in Brazil during the period of 1985-2004 by using the data panel method.
The results showed that in executing the macro-economic policies related to the
financial development, inflation is intended as one of the very important factors, in a
manner that low amount and stability of inflation are as the first step in achieving the
development in financial sector. Nurettin and Kadir (2012) in a research studied the
relation between the inflation and financial development in Turkey during the years of
1971-2009 by using ARDL method. The results showed that there is negative relation
between inflation and financial development. Nana21 in a research studied the impact
of inflation dynamism on financial development in Ghana during the period of 19642012 by using the Grager's causality and fault correction models. The results showed
that in long-term, there is a non-linear negative impact between the inflation rate and
financial development. He also indicated that the rate of inflation effectiveness on
ratio of private sector's credits to the GDP is stronger than its effectiveness on the
ratio of liquidity to the GDP. Khaled and et al,22 in a research studied the impact of
financial development on inflation in Pakistan during the period of 1974-2007 by
using the VAR method. The results showed that there is co-accumulation between the
inflation and financial development. And there is a non-linear relation from inflation
to the financial development that in both long-term and short-term periods, this
impact exists.
The difference of current study with former studies is in this form that none
of the former domestic studies have assessed the impact of inflation uncertainty on
financial development. Moreover, in this study, at first, the uncertainty for each one of
the studied countries has been calculated through EGARCH method; then, in a panel
model, it has been assumed that such a method has been used in no similar study.
Introduction of the research model and method
The data and information used in current research have been extracted from
different statistical references (global bank, information bank of United Nations
Organization and international monetary fund) for period of 1990-2014. In this study,
according to the model of Khan and et al (2001) and Kulky (2002), the variables of
inflation uncertainty (UNINF), per capita revenue (PERGDP), commercial openness
(OPEEN), the ratio of private sector's credits to the gross domestic production
(CR/GDP) and concept of financial depth (the ratio of liquidity to the gross domestic
production M2/GDP) as the proxy for financial development have been used for the
studied countries and a model has been presented as follows:
20

B. Manoel, "Inflation and financial development: Evidence from Brazil," in Economic Modelling,
XXVIII (2011), p. 91–99.
21 Nana K. Akosah, "Dynamics of Inflation and Financial Development: Empirical Evidence from
Ghana," in Journal of Economics and Sustainable Development, IV (2013), no. 15.
22 Z. Khalid, I. Waseem, A. Mehboob, "Impact of Financial Development on Inflation: Evidence from
Pakistan (1974-2007)," in Pakistan Journal of Social Sciences (PJSS), XXX (2010), no. 1, p. 31-44.
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There are different methods for measuring the swing and uncertainty of
inflation rate. The models based on ARCH are from the most important of these
methods. The ARCH models are those models in which the self-regression
conditional variance isn’t fixed. In a linear classic regression model, the fault sentence
has the specificity of ut  N (0,  2 ) . The assumption of fixity of variance ut
guarantees that the estimators OLS are efficient and without bias. But, one of the
important specificities of some economic and financial time series is in this form that
they have clustered changeability. Namely, small changes lead to the small changes and
large changes lead to the large changes, in other words, current level of changeability
has positive relation with its past amounts. To describe this model, we should define
the conditional variance of random variable ut. Distinction between the conditional
and non-conditional variances is a random variable exactly similar with conditional
and non-conditional mean. The conditional variance ut which is shown with  t2 ,
consists of:
 t2  var( ut | ut 1 , ut 2 ,...)  E[(ut  E(ut ))2 | ut 1 , ut 2 ,.....] (1)
With assumption of E (ut)=0, we will have:
 t2  var( ut | ut 1 , ut 2 ,...)  E(ut2 | ut 1 , ut 2 ,.....)
(2)
Namely, the conditional variance ut is equal to the conditional mathematical

hope ut 2. Therefore,  t which is calculated in the time of t, is conditioned on
obviousness of the amount of faults in the past times.23
In the past periods, only the data and techniques of time series were used for
economic analyses; but, recently, due to the problems and weaknesses that the time
series methods have and in contrast with the strength points of panel data such as this
issue that in these models by combining the observations of time and sectional series,
the panel data with more information, more changeability, less co-linearity between
the variables, more freedom degrees and more efficiency that Baltaji have referred to
them in the book of meteorological analysis of panel data, use of the panel data has
been considered by a large number of researchers.
2

Interpretation of results
At first, the results of inflation uncertainty model have been gained by using
the EGARCH model, then, the fixity of variables has been studied. For this purpose,
the Leven, Lin and Chu's fixity test has been used. The results of the fixity test of
variables have been shown in the table No.1.
Table No.1: The results of Leven, Lin and Chu's fixity test
Variables
The statistic amount in the
The statistic amount after once
23

Ali Soori, "The econometrics with application of Eviews", in Ethnography Publication, fifth edition,
VII (2013).
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Statistic
-1.6872

The logarithm of the ratio
of private sector's credits
to the gross domestic
production
The logarithm of
-1.4661
commercial openness
The logarithm of per
3.4427
capita production
The logarithm of inflation
-0.5551
uncertainty
The ratio of liquidity to
-2.5591
the gross domestic
production
Reference: The research findings

level
Probability
0.045

subtraction
Statistic
Probability
-4.3473
0.000

0.071

-6.091

0.000

0.999

2.2783

0.014

0.289

-5.327

0.000

-0.005

-

-

Before doing the variables estimation, it should be studied that which one of
the panel or pooling methods should be used. For this purpose, F-Limer test is used.
In the event that the calculative F-statistic becomes significant, the panel data method
will be used. Otherwise, the pooling data method should be used. The results of F-test
have been shown in the table No.2.
Table No. 2: The results of F-Limer test
Test
F-statistic amount
F-Limer test
243.3293
Reference: The research findings

Probability
0.000

The significance of the amount of F-statistic expresses that we should use the
panel data method. To determine the kind of model used in the panel data, Hausman
Test is used. Hausman Test has been formed based on existence or lack of existence
of relation between the estimated regression fault and independent variables of the
model. If such a relation doesn’t exist, the random effect model will be applied and if
this relation exists, the fixed effect model will be applied. The criterion for diagnosing
existence or lack of existence of relation is to use of the X2-statistic. The null
hypothesis is related to the random effects and the opposite hypothesis is related to
the fixed effects. The results of Hausaman Test have been shown in the table No.3.
Table No. 3: The results of Hausman Test
Test
The amount of X2-statistic
Hausman Test
5.8713
Reference: The research findings

Probability
0.0085

The result of Hausman Test shows that for estimating the model, the fixed
effects method should be used. Now, we assess the results of panel model (table 4).
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Table No.4: The results of variables estimation
Coefficient
The amount of tstatistic
The logarithm of inflation
-0.7134
-2.7103
uncertainty
The logarithm of
10.4943
8.4501
commercial openness
The logarithm of per
5.2820
6.4536
capita production
The logarithm of the ratio
11.1869
12.6522
of private sector's credits
to the gross domestic
production
C
-64.5813
-6.8884
2=0.9854
R2=0.9863
Reference: The research findings
Variable

Probability
0.007
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
DW=1.1249

The results show that the inflation uncertainty has negative impact on financial
development. The inflation uncertainty has led to the false understanding of relative
prices levels and price indicators deviation and consequently, it has made the
investment plans inefficient and reduces the investment level. With reduction of
investment, accumulation of capital has been reduced and this decrease will have
sustainable and long-term impact on economy. In this event, increase in inflation
automatically will cause to reduce the efficiency rate of depositors interest, the result
of this affair is decrease in the actual efficiency rate of deposits and leads to the exit of
capital from financial system and lack of access in order to do the investment.
The per capita has positive and significant impact on financial development. In
high levels of per capita revenue and saving, so much demand is created for the
financial intermediation, and therefore, the financial institutes like banks, insurance
institutes and investment companies are formed according to the correct economic
motivations. On one hand, high level of actual activities or revenues leads to a result
proportional with increase in the necessary services of financial sector. Low levels of
per capita and saving create very limited demand for the financial intermediation.
Since, one of the important functions of financial institutes is to exert the control on
investment projects and consequently, positive effectiveness on investment quality, the
weakness of financial institutes function causes to do the limited investment and also
mainly, influenced from non-economic decisions, it is allocated to the projects with
low efficiency and consequently, reduces the causes of financial development.
The commercial openness has positive impact on financial development.
Because, whatever a country in relation with other countries acts more dynamically, in
the meantime of increasing the economic exchanges, enjoys of acquiring the
technology and creativity of other countries and with increase of efficiency, provides
the causes of increasing the motivation and stimulation factor for investment and the
ground of financial development is provided.
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The domestic credits by the private sector and banking sector as the variable
of financial openness degree have had positive and significant impact on financial
development in the studied countries. Whatever the country's economy in relation
with other countries acts more dynamically, in the meantime of increasing the
economic exchanges, enjoys of acquiring the technology and creativity of other
countries and with increase of efficiency, provides the causes of increasing the
motivation and stimulation factor for investment which causes the financial
development. Since, the financial openness includes the foreigner auxiliary loans and
foreigner gratuitous aids and the foreigner auxiliary loans mostly are the concessionary
loans, namely, are supplied with the interest rate less than the market interest rate or
have long-term instalments, and on one hand, the foreigner aids are as a situation in
which developing countries are the most important receivers of foreigner aids and
developed countries are the most important aiders; therefore, increase in this criterion
has caused the creation of appropriate and strong contexts for development of
banking sector and has direct and positive impact on it.
Conclusion
Inflation is one of the evident indicators in the developing countries that is
always for numerous reasons such as the pricing power of economic factors, pricing
according to the surplus of desirable price, existence of strong non-generative sector.
Inflation in high levels, in addition to disturb the prices system, will cause to reduce
the savings, disappear the investment motivations, stimulate the capital evasion from
productive sectors toward speculation activities and finally, blunt the economic
growth. Inflation and many changes of it cause uncertainty and consequently, negation
of motivation and delay in deciding for investment. High inflation creates uncertainty
which causes the fundamental change in the economic policies. But, efficient decisionmaking in the economic market depends on clear price signals and also many decisionmakings about consumption and investment have close relation with the price
expectations structure. Anyway, about uncertainty of future prices, the actual value of
payments and future receptions goes toward uncertainty. Consequently, in order to
avoid from negative impacts of inflation uncertainty, the economic agents can stabilize
their decision-makings.
With regard to the importance of above problem, at current study, at first, by
using EGARCH model, the inflation uncertainty was extracted, then, in the frame of
panel model, the variables estimation was considered. The results showed that the
uncertainty gained from inflation has negative and significant impact on financial
development of banking sector.
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Analysis of Symbolic and Allegorical Character of Birds in quatrains and
Ballades written by Attar
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Abstract. The mystical semiology, due to the fact that it deals with abstract and intuitive issues on
the one hand, and from the side of the complexity of spiritual states and discoveries and mystic intuitions, has
led to the use of mysteries in many speeches and therefore, this is the most problematic topic in symbolism. It
may be possible to compare only the texts of the medieval alchemists with the mystical literature in their
language in terms of the depth of the symbols and the extent of their application.
On the other hand, the use of the symbols and allegories in order to transfer meanings among poets
and writers is of particular importance. It should be noted that such a method has mostly and greatly been used
among mystical books. Considering the subject, the poets used some symbols and allegories, which are often
exquisite and unique.
In this regard, the contribution of Attar and Rumi has been higher than other peots. One of the
remarkable examples of the works of Attar is his symbols with birds and he used this kind of animal to make
some great symbols and allegories. There are deeply mystical and moral concepts that are revealed by decoding
these symbols of the great notions of Attar.
In this article, the authors have extracted the allegory of birds from the books of Mokhtaranameh
and Attar’s book
Keywords: symbol, code, allegory, passport of birds.

Introduction
The idea of speaking in a symbolic way and using literary allegories is an
attempt for increasing beauty and delicacy of the text, and the attractiveness of this
positive moment, with subtlest elegance, speaks of the reader's connotation of
meaning.Symbols are among the tools of cognition and the most fundamental way of
expression. Each symbol is a tangible, well-known and sometimes perceptible image
that emphasizes the abstract meaning and truth in human mind. The symbolic
language and the encoding of these images can be traced in literary texts and therefore,
it can be noted that these symbols and literary industries are of a similar nature.
The symbol or allegory is of one of the artistic and subtle techniques that has a
wide variety of human culture and civilization and has long attracted the attention of
Persian speakers and poets.
In the culture of symbols, it has been stipulated that the birds in particular are
the symbol of the angels .1The incarnation of the angels stems from these verse of the
Quran: of the verse:
“Thank to the god who created the heavens of the earth, and makes the angels
as his messenger, and they have double, triple and quadruple wings.” (Surah Fateh
verse: 1)

1

Jean Shovaliye, Allen Greben, Culture of Symbols, translated by Soodabeh Fathhaly, Tehran, Jayoun
Publishing, 1999.
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Rumi also says:
She came up with four lights
And each one clarified a country
Just like the feathers of wisdom in man
There are many differences here
From the perspective of monotheistic religions such as Judaism, Christianity,
Islam and Zoroastrianism angels have wings. Hezekiel the prophet described the
angels with the four wings and Ashia the prophet described them with six wings. In
the Christian monograph, angels are also depicted with wings. The philosophies and
theology of the monotheistic religions are all that angels are single (immaterial) beings.
After all, they do not seem to be the birds of the world
Dr. Pournamdarian believes that: "In general, the populations are prone to
seemingly flying people who, by their flight, travel the obstacles one after the other in
order to join their principals and their followers" .
According to some mythologists, the oldest sign of belief in the soul is the bird
in the Phoenix myth. This bird of fire is red, that is, the combination of vital forces
that have been the sign of the spirit among the Egyptian people. Phoenix is an
ethereal pair of eagles that sits at the tip of the cosmos tree, just like the snake that sits
at the bottom of the tree and it is a great act in the Alchemy symbolism .
Imagination becomes more colorful with the symbolism, because the symbol is
one of the most prominent types of imaginary. The literature of Iran is full of
mysteries. The symbol or allegory is deeply rooted in all literary genres, especially in
mystical literature.
A significant part of our literary heritage is devoted to mystical literature. This
kind of literature is sometimes a means of teaching the mystical truths and mysteries,
and at the same time, the mystical experiences and personal emotions of the
scapegoat. The educational part, as it regulates the capacity, audience and education of
the speaker, has an explicit and linguistic language, but its richness is in the mystical
role and the nature of the mystical experiences of the allegorical and proverbial
language.
Since the use of the symbols and allegories have a special place in the works of
Attar; we will further explain the meaning and meaning of his works.
The birds in Attar and Rumi have deep and transcendental symbolic meanings,
because these two and other mystics believe that all the phenomena of the world are
tangible, original, divine, and eternal, and the material world is a manifestation of the
spiritual world. In fact, mystical works can be considered as an example and an
illustration of an eternal meaning.
The symbol of birds in the works of Attar is more of a cultural and transversal
symbol than discussed in the discussion below.
Symbols
There are several meanings for the symbol in the Persian vocabulary and
Persian cultures; such meanings as "appearing", "revealing", "expressing" and
"pretending".
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These meanings are so incomplete and concise that they do not help us in
recognizing the term "symbol" and "symbolism". If we want to learn more about this
term, we will have to refer to its synonyms. Words such as "code", "symbol", "sign",
"hint", "gesture", "expression", "representative" and etc., but these words do not help
us in our literal sense and we should refer to their terminology.
In other words, the code is any sign, symbol, word or words that refer to the
apparent meaning.
The term "symbol" is a new term, and now we are quoting a few definitions of
the symbol.
Mahmoud Fotouhi in the book "Rhymes of the Image" about the symbol
wrote: "The symbol represents the general concepts and the great concepts by the
minor issues, but these minor subjects and images are so vivid and natural that they
capture the mind." 2
"The symbol is the best possible image to portray relatively unknown
phenomena that cannot be shown in a more clear way." 3
"The symbol describes everything, directs the person to a conception that is
too intransigent to this conception with presumptive ambiguity, and no word can be
fully expressed in any of the common languages" .
"The symbol is generally an object that is more or less objective that replaces a
few other things and therefore implies a meaning" 4
What is expressed in the definition of the "symbol" remains unaltered, but the
recognition of symbols is necessary for every individual, and as professor Kazzazi said,
"to know what is going on in the subconscious, the language of the symbols must
inevitably be recognized and their secrets should be overt."
As you know, the symbol is accepted as equivalent to the French word
"symbol", and the experts who have addressed the symbolic definition look at it in a
wider sense and refer to it in addition to "an object or being that represents an
abstract being" and it includes contractual symbols and abbreviations.
"It is symbolic to usually make things real"
"The symbol is an object of the known world that refers to something from
the unknown world, and it expresses something indescribable" (Jung, 1999: 425)
But if we want to give a brief definition of the symbol, we must say that the
symbol is any speech or image that, in addition to its obvious and explicit meaning,
has its own meanings.
Eric Forem has provided a comprehensive definition of the Symbolic
language, which we will end this speech with. "Symbolic language is a language that
expresses inner experiences and feelings and thoughts in the form of sensory events
and events in the outside world, and it's just like having a person engaged in
something or something that has happened to him in the material world of things" .

2
3
4

Roodmagni Mahmoud Fotohi, Role of the Image, Tehran, Sokhan Publishing, 2007.
Laufar M. Dallashoo, Ramsey Farsi, translated by Jalal Sattari, Tehran, Toos Publishing, 1985.
***, Language, Forgotten Language, translated by Ibrahim Amanat, Tehran, Morvarid Publications, 1970.
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Eric Forem believes that" Symbolic language is an independent language, which may
be regarded as the only universal language of human race. "
However, the use of the symbol in the language - especially in the field of
literature - has created a special language for this name as well as a literary school
called "Symbolism".
Symbols have been tangible throughout history. In ancient Greece, which is
the cradle of great philosophers, symbols are of particular importance, and the reason
for this claim is Plato's "symbol" theory. After this theory, the symbols entered the
discussions and lessons of philosophers and scientists. (Jung, 1999: 28)
From the Islamic point of view, it should be said that after the demise of the
Prophet (PBUH), some Muslims, some of whom were Shiites, gave the inner meaning
for the Quran and assigned them to the infallible Imam. From there, codes and
symbols came to the Islamic sciences. It should be noted that in the Qur'an itself, the
symbols have a tangible and objective presence. For example, Joseph is a symbol of
beauty and Mary is a symbol of purity and silence.
It can be said that some of the symbols are personal or specific and are
dedicated to a poet or symbolist. Other symbols are general or universal, and all
symbolic poets and writers have accepted them as a principle, such as the mountain,
which is a symbol of patience and endurance.
Common symbols sometimes leave the borders of a country and penetrate the
literatures of other countries and are accepted as global symbols, such as pigeons or
olives, which symbolize peace, friendship and freedom.
The origin of symbols can be stem from nature, nationality, mythological
traditions and religions. In many cases, the symbols do not have a certain origin and
are mostly subject to the mentality and attitudes of the poet or writer.
Mystical symbolism
The mystical symbolism of Persian poetry was approximately formalized by
the works of Sana'i. Before him, symbolic images have very little application in poetry
of mystic poets. Of course, the root of these pictures is in the literary tradition before
the Sana’i. Therefore, symbolism in the mystical literature has not been developed
once and for all in the works of Sana'i or others, but mystic poets have been very
much used to codify the ancient literary heritage.
In fact, before the Sana’i, the use of symbolic allegories and references is
common in the Persian prose writings of Persian mystics, but Sana’i is the first Iranian
poet who has devoted a wide range of mystical symbols to Persian poetry. Also, he is
the one who first entered the elements of Iranian mythology, which had a national and
legendary background, into mystical and Sufi literature.
After the Sana’i, Attar succeeded in formulating a cohesive symbolic system in
his various books, in particular, Manteq al-Teyr and Mokhtarnameh, and through this
symbolic system, he made for himself a new and unique style.
Rumi has used many personal symbols like drop, sea, Simorgh, Ghaf Mount,
Lapwing bird (Hodhod) and Hawk in a wider field in his works, but has transcended
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his adaptation. Therefore, in the Rumi's experience, there is a heavy and strong
emotion, which is not in Attar's work.
The origin of mystical symbolism
The mystical semiology, on the one hand, deals with issues of abstract and
intuitive knowledge, and on the other hand, the complexity of spiritual states and
discoveries and mysterious intuition has led them to use more mysteries in their
speeches and therefore, symbolism is one of the most complex issues.
Why were mystics using symbols and always spoken mysteriously and
obscurely? The motives and reasons for this issue can be summarized as follows:
11.1. Identify abstract, subjective and immaterial affairs
11-2. the expression of the degree of knowledge
11.3. Statement of mental states
11-4. Statement of social and national facts.
Allegory
The language of man to express the phrases and excitement of the audience
inevitably has to use of skills and any direction in which to incite more concepts;
hence, the complexity of language increases; readers will inevitably pay more attention
to these terms and expressions. One of the mysterious talents of human language,
especially the mystics, is the use of "allegory".
The allegory is emanated from the Greek word “Alegoria” means another kind
of speaking. A narrative of poetry or prose that its true meaning is achieved through
the return of persons and events in ways other than what they are supposed to have.
This means that the poet or writer chooses the hero of the events and the story in
such a way that can transfer the inner meaning of the text which is usually more
accurate than the apparent narrative of the story .
"Didactic poetry that includes mystical, moral, religious, and social thoughts
and messages is one of the most widely used types of poetry that Mystic poets have
gained in their experience, because these meanings, in the instance, find a special
manifestation for themselves.”" If this message is found and manifested as the logical
conclusion of a story, it is expressly stated that it is like an analogy or an analogy. If
this idea or message in the title or story is generally hidden and its disclosure requires
the activity of thought and taste and storytelling, we call it a code analogy".5
Allegory is the most appropriate means for expressing and advocating mystical
thoughts and beliefs among different classes of society. "It is likely that these allegories
have been implemented by the mystic poets and Sufis, whose audience is mostly
literate people".
Code

5

Taghi Pournamdarian, Encoding and Stories in Persian Literature, Second Edition, Scientific and Cultural
Press, 1988.
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"Qadame bin Ja'far" (died 337 AH.) wrote about "code" as a term in his book:
"Speakers when they want to cover their purpose with the people and inform only
some of them use some codes. Thus, for the word or letter, they enclose the name of
the animals, birds, and other animals or other words and they will inform the person
who wishes to understand the story."6
"The code is an Arabic word also used in Persian language. It means “to show
or imply something with your lips, eyes or eyebrows. This word, as in the Arabic
language, has been used in Persian language in various ways. Including: hint, mystery,
secret, imply, minute, point, puzzle, sign, hint, hidden hint, special sign from which it
is understood. What is common in all of the above is the lack of clarity and wisdom."7
This word has the same meaning and another expression in science. In the
language of expression, it is a code of various types of indecency, and in its definition
it has been said:
"A code is an irony for those whose mediums are small and they need hidden
meaning and thinking more. In this phrase, because there are few mediums, this
means that it is a clear indication of the Trust. Therefore, this type is opposed to the
implicit, which is unlikely to be a consonant."
In the context of a business, the code is defined as a term:
"A code is an internal meaning that is a reservoir under the apparent word not
obtained from its own people."
Symbols and codes in the works of Attar
Of the main elements of the poetry of Attar, it is difficult for him to use the
parable to express material. His allegories are often of a kind of intellectual analogy, as
Rumi has progressed in Mathnawi. In these allegories, characters are manifestations of
abstract concepts, and the paper is arranged to have a doctrine or belief in matters of
mystical, verbal, or moral.
Shafi’e Kadkani writes in this regard:
"If we consider the Persian poetry in a triangular manner, Attar is one of the
triangles, and the other poles are Sana'i and Rumi. The mystic poetry begins with a
Senawi credit, and rarely reaches the stage of perfection and finds itself in the works of
Jalaluddin Rumi."8
Attar provides deep moral, ethical, and sometimes even social meanings using
the code and the language of domestic or wild animals for the audience. The allegory
of birds takes a large part of the allegories who we have discussed in this article.
Hawk

6

Taghi Pournamdarian, Encoding and Stories in Persian Literature, Second Edition, Scientific and Cultural
Press, 1988.
7 Taghi Pournamdarian, The Prophets' Story in Shams, Tehran, Cultural Studies and Research Institute,
1983.
8 Kotkani Shafiei, Mohammad Reza; Soor iyeh in Farsi Poetry, 11th Edition, Tehran, Aqah Publication,
2006.
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"The hawk bird, which has a strong, steep, narrow cone-shaped fly, is tightly
shaped and narrow. Its wings are tight and narrow. The bird is 40 cm long and has a
brownish brown color on the back and a bright blue with black spots, and other birds
at the same time".
Hawk in cultures is similar to eagles and other hunter birds. It is a famous
feature that Attar has used and referred to in his poem. One of them was the attention
of the kings. They were raised for hunting and used for monarchy, when they were
training, they closed the eyes of the bird, and when hunting, they hatched hats from
leather or cloth. They were abandoning hunting.
You must forget about the world and the hereafter
You must roll the hat and look into the sky
Instead, he was often forearmed (he wrote books on the openness and quality
of his education titled "The Report". Manteq al-Teyr, in the words of Professor
Forouzanfar, "the chart is the ones who seek the glory of the Sultan, and suffer the
sufferings."
Peace be upon you, sharp shawl
How long do you want to get angry?
You must love God.
And never forget this love
You have to control your intellect
Stay alive for that
You must leave these stereotypes
And you have to unite
Hawk came to friends with prudence
And explained a lot to them
She was upset and upset about her sins
And he was bluffing from his great work
I said, for the sake of getting to God
I'm taking away myself from people
I must stop doing everything
So that I can reach God
(Ibid: 155)
Hawk is often a symbol of ambition and an overwhelming sense of humor.
Because you are a craftsman, someone is more senior
The game that is flying Older
Do not worry, they are all, all
They are not so much older
You cannot imagine the world now
But because you do not understand what you know
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In this context, the symbol of the above is the pride with which you and your
high point cause neglect of many things that ultimately lead to a loss of life.
Attar writes "In a different meaning that belongs to the Spirit":
O soul! You are the ultimate wisdom
The mystic of the chorus aspires to the last known
Because you are the white hawk that belongs to the sultan
What do you want to ruin because the last ditch?9
Wake up! Do not go astray
Open the door to the last king
You are Yusuf Egyptian dear!
How long will you be in this last well?
(Ibid: 135)
Attar recognizes hawk as the symbol of the minds of the wise men who knows
what he considers to be the meaning and the essence of affairs. Therefore, he invites
man to contemplate in meaning and truth. By using the power of thought, man can
transcend the senses of consciousness and become a hawk.
Rumi also says:
When you think in the concept of the world, you are a hawk
And your thoughts fly like a bird
Hawk and Shah in poetry refers to the training of hawks for hunting by kings.
Of course Attar, like Rumi, brings in deep mystical concepts in terms that are
understandable to the general public.
"Attar uses all of these qualities in the hawk tradition and uses hawk as the
charade of those who seek the glory of the Sultan. That is, the courtiers, the people
who like to constantly subscribe to the shrine's satisfaction, and they are proud of this
ambition and the battles. "
Nightingale
Nightingale in the Persian language, especially in the gazelle, is cryptography of
a lover who is literally well-known. Of course, his lofty language is when his lover
opens the mask from the face and reveals himself. The likes of his games with his
lover, flower, have created fresh and sensual themes in Persian literature.
"In the Neolithic region, the example of the people is glamorous and loving,
and the so-called brigade of those who show that only those who claim to act, brag
and eat, but avoid important things. "10
Nightingale is known for its three attributes:
Love and happiness:
Everyone knows that the flower is his joy

9
10

Ibidem.
Sirus Shamsa, Expression, Fourth Edition, Tehran, Ferdows Publications, 1994.
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The flower in the ghost, which is how to bite it in your work
Balls of Nightingale if it is a serial
We love you and we love you
Eloquence and rhetoric:
Nightingale learned from grace, he did not speak
This is all the promise of embedding it in its direction
Nightingale sings on a tree branch
read the lesson of the spiritual authorities
So much so that he can speak the door of the door
Sparrow is not a good job
Come on and watch the nibble of this nightingale
A celebrity, sometimes inviting you to the wizard:
If it's a nubile, if it's a good idea
Where is the chicken where there is wine
In the beauty of the flower, you read the nightingale shower
In this verse, the idolatrous idols are the symbol of the love of human beings,
so that even he commands to love him, and the great place in other places, including
the Kobetornahh, Al-Bilaqis and Allah, is reminded:
To love the drunken nightingale and the sorrow of Noah's doves
It is believed that Belgias and Ezat Angha
In this case, the Rubabayat of the nightingale is the symbol of the tail and is a
love and love. The charisma of the love of the predecessors is Jamalparast who seeks
for his beloved and does not know who to look for a beloved. Like Mowlana, the
relationship between the love and the nightingale is used to explain the issue of affinity
and intercourse:
Nightingale, who did not sing to one another
You did not get cute like you
(Shafiee, 2006: 302)
The nightingale reads all the night
The sun's moon is mumbled
(Shafiee, 2006: 302)
The flower also fell in his throat
Nightingale says all the way
(Shafiee, 2006: 302)
The nightingale reads a ghazardly sherrha
To make sure she sings the singing
(Shafiee, 2006: 305)
Leaflets are on the whole side
The nabilas love to play with flowers.
(Masnavi, Nicholson: 1/763)
Attar in the Manteq al-Teyr also used the nightingale in this symbol:
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Nightingale was drunk and enthusiastic
And was drowning in love
There was a meaning under each song
Under every universal meaning was secret
In the secrets of the meanings of a woman's cry
The birds are the tongue of speech
Said to me, the secrets of love
I repeat the love sentence
(Manteq al-Teyr , Gemahine: 42)
Under Blubber is the cry of love that the beloved is bringing to the singer:
The nightingale was the flower of this word
That is, I will wash my blood every day
(Shafiee, 2006: 302)
In this sense, Rumi says:
He was glad when he stayed tart
Blubberly glow, who keeps bending
(Masnavi, Nicholson: 3/218)
Bat
"There are the lowest creatures in the world, with their brightness and
lightness, and the bright sunshine, the place of emergence; among them the lowest of
these creatures is the" bat "; the everlasting presence of the lunatic who lives in the
hollow and cavernous caves. When the world drops in the darkness of the night in the
absence of the sun, it wings up and flies. "(Modarresi, 2006: 632)" It is a very creature,
it sits down, it is overthrown, just like a man The big bugs of the bat in the symbolism
of the day are an advanced hearing signal, he listens to the most sophisticated and
most sophisticated, but nightly animation is a sign of growing over and over.
"(Shovaliye, 2005: 109).
The bat is called the night bird, the bird mouse, the bird and the mouse. The
babe's reputation for the chicken of Jesus is that this chick was created by Jesus as one
of His miracles. (Moder, 2006: 632)
There is no mention of the bat in the holy graveyard, but only the absolute
chicken is mentioned in the language of Jesus (AS).
(Al-Imran, verse 39)
Meybodi writes in the discovery of Al-Asrar's promise: "This hen is called bat.
This is a carnivore and gives food to his child with her breast. Has teeth and
experiences a monthly habit. "
(Meybodi, 1973, p. 133: 2)
"A bat in different cultures is a symbol of hostility with light, immortality,
superficial knowledge, subjective, physical or intellectual blindness, materialism, and
sacred sanctity. Rumi, with all his being and objects, including animals, sees the right
and kindness of mercy and looks at them in the face of affection, but because he does
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not see the relationship between himself and the nanny's chest, it depicts it as a
symbol of the materialistic personality. "(Moderated, 2006: 634).
The bat, which is unable to withstand the radius of the sun due to visual
weakness, is considered an enemy of light. Given the attitude that Attar exemplifies
those who do not understand and engage in worldly attachments that are incapable of
understanding the truth, they are bats.
The most obvious symbolic meaning of the bat has been formed due to the
illumination of its friendship.
Like a bright day, the bat is dark at night
He is blind and afraid of light
(Divan, 2004: 461)
At the charge of Attar, the bat is a symbol of a person who, despite their
understanding of the truth, is hard and difficult and the arrogance of the bearers of the
light of truth (the enemies of guidance and wisdom), though they are the sparkles of
light, are yours:
You wake up from the star of several waves
The bat is very uncensored
He's in the morning with a sunshine
Because the fanaticism fell
(Shafiei, 370: 2006)
When he wants to speak of the hostility of worldly human beings and disbelief
with the people of truth and faith (God's parents), the sun and the bat are examples:
It was like the sun was bright
It was like a dark and hateful bat
(Masnavi, Nicholson: 2/2107)
Raven
Our mystical mysteries generally have a negative or negative effect on their
natural characteristics. The color of black, ugliness, its punishment with the Qur'anic
meaning of "raven" its fit with winter, avalanch, unpleasant sound, burial of its kind in
the eyes of Cain and in the number of one of the pilgrims of Abraham (PBUH). His
count is based on the various materials provided by our poets, especially Attar. It is
designed to bring this bird to the symbolic meaning.
Among these are the story of "learning the graveyard of Cain from the rags"
before it is such a procedure in the world. In this story, after raven kills his brother, he
learns how to protect him from the rags. (Masnavi, Nicholson, 4 / 1307-1304)
"In this story, the ravens become the master of man." (Inquiry, 2000, p. 4:
267). With this point in mind, Rumi says, "Anyone who follows the trail and accepts
him as a marshal, the raven takes him to the graveyard:
John, who flies with ravens
The big raven took him the cemetery.
(Masnavi, Nicholson, 4/1311).
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In the Hedehhh Wesliman, when he speaks of his life and his barbarism in the
presence of the Prophet (AS), the jealousy of his throne prompts him to open the
tongue to his side and make him more proud.
Attar, according to this mental background, recommends to the male lawyer
that he should refrain from seeking the truth from the rest of the world, and from the
ugly horns to his eyes, which is beautiful, and Aztawius to his feathers:
If you are brave, you should not pay attention to the defects of others
Raven's eyes are important and peacock feathers are also important
(Divan, 481: 2004).
Simorgh
"Simorgh, Angha, Syring, is the same age as Mauro Pahlavi, which means"
Chicken Sin ". Sin, in addition to being known as a famous wise, is also referred to as
a great bird.
This mythological bird in the ancient archetypes of Iran is the God of choice.
In the days of Rostam Vasfandiyar, the Islamic period is the code of the essence of
Aladdin, and is the guardian of the unity of excellence. As Attar Nishapouri, in this
work of his own, the logic of al-Ta'rib, [especially the beginning of the story] has
chosen the essence of God. "(Moderated, 74: 2004)
"Simorgh has also been used in non-malicious literature, especially in the
mystical sense, to mean the existence of an unseen and unobtrusive one, and the use
of a full-fledged man who is obsessed with the eyes" (Khorramshahi, 141: 2001).
"The result of this is that this chicken and his companion are not at all Aryan,
and they are not related to the creation created at the time of Moses (AS) and
Khalidbn Sinan or Hazza Bin Safwan and Griffin of the Maghrebans. Has long since
become a legendary figure and has a high status. And in the Zoroastrian religion and
the works of the Sufis of Iran, they have been conceived as the spiritual holy, or the
most complete being, and the full specialisms of Sheikh Farid al-Din Attar, who have
found the source of grace and love for existence, or the existence of a transcendence
of excellence, They fly all this time and they try to identify themselves, and with their
efforts, their masters try to move themselves to this infinite chick after passing
through the passage of the dwarfs and the dwarfs of the road, as a droplet that fades
in the sea, and the Persian Gulf "(Goharin, 315: 2001).
Attar Simorgh believes that the perfect man is in the hands of Al-Allah and
considers the necessity for this, and in describing the perfect man he says:
In the middle of the day, I'll give you the Simorgh
She went away. She was killed
(Divan, Qasai, 474: 2007)
Also, the Simorgh statute considers the essence of excellence that the throne is
in the shadow of its perfect power:
And that is the simorgh where the throne is in his shadow
We saw the mother of the Ghaf Mountain.
(Shafiy, 106: 2006)
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Parrot
"The dark name of the birds, consisting of 315 genera of colorful tropical
grapes, and a selection of bird species of the species Psittacus, parrots, capes, short
necks, tight legs ... and tall men ... (Khorramshahi, 1992, quoted by the Persian
Encyclopedia).
"Totti, Tottz, a chicken from the Tōtan tribe, who has the power to emulate
some sounds due to its muscular language and fervor. In the Persian language,
whenever it is described with "Shakrishnik" and "Shirin Sokhan" and the like, it
denotes the meaning of Khatib and the Prophet, and when it is shown as a parrot or
parrot, someone who does not disclose others, or in his actions, he is submissive For
others. It seems that one of the best-recommended parrots is sugar or chocolate. He is
the author of this verse. This is his trait, along with two other forms of manifestation
of eloquence or imitation, and the attrition of being inferior in Hafez."
"Ibid: 121"
"A bird whose feathers are soft and waxy and green in color, and in the
direction of the ring is a yellow ring or reddish. This bird is represented by a group of
people in the logic of al-Tayyur with a rhetoric and style. "(Moderate, 90: 2004)"The
parrot in the realm of the world is a world-wide, open-minded, and long-standing, lifelong person who seeks the state and the state as a way of darkness and finding water.
"However, if we understand the life, we should say:" Parrot is the manifestation of
those who are contented with science, and they do not want to be ignorant. "(The
same: 134, quoted by Forouzanfar)
"It is an animal that has a great deal of understanding and understanding,
which has a great deal of conviction and conviction. Aristotleis says: To teach the
parrot you will have the mirror in front of it. Then speak it to you. Imam (below) The
following verses from the logic of Al-Tayyur are examples of those who are believers
in the world of the rest of the world and who are firmly attached to it:
The parrot came with a mouth full of sugar
In a garment with a garter
He is everywhere
And her green feathers are seen everywhere »
(Goharin 2001: 45,315,316).
In Rumi's example, especially in the story of the parrot and the grave, the pain
of the roaring of the soul of man is analogous to mankind.
"This parrot does not give up to the will of the volunteers, who are dissatisfied
with the interest of the People's Consumers, and will not be released, and only when
he seems to leave this interest in the pursuit of an alienation, which it seems to him to
be speaking of, He can succeed in getting rid of the church. This point indicates that
the soul must be silenced for the sake of the difficulty and imposition of
imprisonment, because it is his talk that he links with the attachments of the world of
sense, and the meaning of the imprisonment, which is the codification of it, from it
Where the voice of the "insider" is, it is only by refusing to allow the silence of its
sound to be made and ready to be captured, only that it can be recited and can be
imagined by itself. "(Zarrin Kub, 165: 2003- 164)
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In the following, Attar has used the parrot in the same sense and the same:
Attar considers the human soul as a parrot caught in the iron body of the body and
the taste of sugar (mundane attachments), and as Mowlana uses the combination of
"Parrot of Soul" and "Parrot John" And says that it is from the inadequate position
that has fallen:
The parrot that was killing the iron cages
In a moment she got stuck there
(Divan, 2006: 477)
In verses below, the poison is in contrast to the world's fast-paced passion that
the proud parrot is caught up in its speech:
It is better to pull the curtains off the floor
And do not tempt the world like a parrot that is tempted to be sugar
(Ibid: 477)
We were separated from each other for a sugar
And the parrot got caught by trap
(Ibid: 477)
In this bit, Attar considers the parrot as a symbol of the human spirit, which
reminds us of its memory as weak and defective flies and regrets:
The parrot has an abandoned spirit like a magic
And we see it continuously
(Ibid: 490)
The world is the opposite of the place. No poison is given to anyone, so this is
not the right place for a high-flying spirit:
You parrot! What do you do in the city?
They do not give you anything there, no sugar
(Shafiee, 2006: 134)
In this bit of parrot, the parrot symbolizes the human spirit. Attar considers
liberation from pride and self-restraint subject to the liberation of the soul from the
cage:
Your parrot from the cage if it goes away
The peacock will come to you
(Ibid: 357)
Conclusion
The symbol is a rhetorical science art tool that is considered by rhetorical
science experts to express unknown facts. The symbol or code is equivalent to the
French word "symbol" 1. In simpler terms, the symbol or symbol is one of a variety of
forms of poetic imagery in which a word, in addition to preserving its true meaning,
also represents one or more non-verbal meanings. In his works, Attar has more to do
with the way of secrecy and the use of rhymes and symbols, expressing the concepts
and themes of the supreme mystical things that he contemplated, in a simple and
simple manner.
The frequency of symbolic movements in verses and poems is low compared
to Attar's poems.
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On the one hand, the symbolism of the people is rooted in the Quranic culture
and mystical thoughts, and in other words, each symbolic meaning is shaped
according to the natural characteristics of the birds in question. Taken together, the
story of birds in their ultimate endorsement symbolizes the history of the soul in the
roof of the material world.
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Abstract. One of the important issues in the discussion of punishments is the subject of the ruler's
powers in executing punishments that in this paper, we investigate ruler's powers in the view of Jurisprudence
and criminal provisions of Iran. The purpose of ruler's powers in executing punishments is that the judge by
considering the proportionality between crime and punishment to be determined appropriate punishments or in
the case of interest refrained from executing punishments, and sometimes to be considered severe or mild
punishment. Of course, the ruler in executing Hudud and blood ransom and blood money not has theses
powers, and must act according to the Sharia and the law, but because punishment in the principle is "AlTa'zir Bema Yarah al-Hakim", the Islamic ruler in the view of jurisprudence and criminal provisions of Iran
has authorities, of course, because court judges typically are not highly qualified religious jurisprudent, and the
rule of "Al-Ta'zir Bema Yarah al-Hakim" observes the judges of highly qualified religious jurisprudent. So
the judge only in the scope of law has the power to determine the penalties and sometimes according to the
materials and in certain circumstances suspends the punishments and refrains of its executing that in this
article, we investigate ruler's powers in executing punishment in the view of jurisprudence and criminal
provisions of Iran.
Keywords: Ruler, Ruler's Powers, Jurisprudence, Criminal Provisions, Law,
Punishment.

Introduction
One of the important issues on Ta'zirat (punishment awarded by the judge) is
the judge's authority to enforce the Tazir. The judge in Imamieh jurisprudence in the
subject of the judge's authority is interpreted as a comprehensive judge, including
ijtihad (legal reasoning) and judge in Iran's criminal code is the authorized judge who
is determined by the religious guardian jurisprudent and his power is within the scope
of law. In this paper, descriptive-analytic method has been used. Regarding the
authority of the judge, many hadiths have been stated from the Prophet of Islam and
Imams which have been mentioned in the Hadith books, including the Nahj alBalaghah by Imam Ali, Vasael- al- Shia by Hurr Ameli and Kafi by Kulayni. Imamieh
jurisprudents including Mogaddas Ardabili in the book of Majma al-Faedeh valBorhan, Ibn Idriss in the book of Al-Saraer, Muhaqqiq al-Hilli in books Sharāތi ދAlIslam and mukhtasar al-nafi, Allameh Helli in Qawā'id al-Aḥkām, Shaykh Tusi in
books Al-Khilaf-al-Mabsut and Al-Nihayah, Shahid Thani in Masalik-al-Afham and
Al-Rozat Al-Bahiyya, Al-Shaykh al-Saduq in books Al-Khisal and Man la yahduruhu
al-faqih, and Muhammad Hasan al-Najafi in Jawahir Al Kalam have discussed this
issue. Jurists in their law books, including Morteza Mohseni in the book of Public
Criminal Law Course, Parviz Sanei in Public Criminal Law, Houshang Shambyati in
Public Criminal Law and Mohammad Reza Emadi in the Book of (Ta'zirat in Islamic
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jurisprudence and Iran law) have indicated the necessary authorities for enforcement
of Tazir (punishment awarded by the judge).
In internal laws of Iran, including the constitution of the Islamic Republic of
Iran, Islamic Penal Code, adopted on 1991 and the Islamic Penal Code adopted by
Islamic Consultative Assembly on 2013, the judge's authority has been expressed.
This article is expressed in two speeches that in the first speech, we investigate
ruler's powers in executing punishment in the view of jurisprudence and in the second
speech; we discuss ruler's powers in executing punishment in the criminal provisions
of Iran.
First speech: ruler's powers in executing punishment in the view of
jurisprudence
Islamic punishments with the validity of the ruler's powers are divided into
three categories: 1-Hudud: this kind of punishments not has strong and weak rank,
and despite the circumstances, it is executed the same for all people and offense
widely or limited not differs in their execution. Abdullah bin Sinan narrates from
Imam Sadiq (AS) (Binge either little or much is included in Hudud)1. In this part, just
in some exceptional cases, ruler has power of amnesty that is related to the issues of
Hudud where it is raised.
2-Blood ransom and blood money: this part as Hudud is ordained and
determined and not have strong and weak rank. With the difference that the blood
ransom and blood money are rights of the people and as long as the private plaintiff
does not claim his rights, the ruler cannot run it. In these two parts, ruler in
determining the type and size of it and discount and amnesty not has the authority and
after the evidence, he is required to implement the punishment.
3-Discretionary punishments or non-ordained: Unlike the first two parts, the
ruler in size, amount, type, discount, intensity, and suspend has authority, and
according to the interests of Islam and Muslims aimed at preventing crime in any way
that deems expedient, should punish offenders.
In expressing the purpose of ruler's powers in the punishment, one of the
contemporary scholars writes: the purpose of the ruler's powers in executing
punishment is that the judge is free to consider proportionality between crime and
punishment in all directions and in fact, the judge has apparently authority, however,
in fact, he not has authority, because for any crime determines a certain amount of
penalty.2
Among jurists, it is clear that the judge view in the punishment is effective.
Each of them has a comment about it.
Sheikh Tusi writes: the punishment is assigned to the governor to if considers
expedient to implement it and, if he detects that it not has expediency, refrain from
implementing it. In the book of contrary, he claims non-contrary about Ibn Idris also

1
2

A. Hurr, W. Alshia, Hadd-e-Maskar, edition 4, Tehran, Iran, 1998, p. 224.
S. Makarem, The Message of the Quran, Tehran, Iran, 1999, p. 215.
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believes that "the view of ruler in punishment is effective to act up to what the interest
and offenders is required.
The theme in the words of many other scholars with different interpretations
has been observed.3 In the words of jurists, powers in punishment is briefly discussed
and explicitly and comprehensively (except in exceptional cases) in this opinion have
not commented that the ruler in what cases has power? In determining the type of
penalty and the time of its implementation, the amount and size it, in accepting
punishment and amnesty it and finally in the suspension or its implementation.
The books that have been written in recent years on the subject of
punishment, some of them investigated this this issue. However, we think that Islamic
ruler that due to legal regulations rules, in all matters referred to above is authorized.
There are several reasons to prove this claim that the most important is traditions.
According to all the evidence that will be presented in this regard, it can be confidently
said that the judge view in the amount and type of punishment is effective. The
reasons are:
1. The ruler's power in determining the punishment time
On the testimony of falsehood, there are many narratives in which the ruler is
authorized to determine the punishment time, including, Samaeh from Imam Sadiq
(AS) narrates:
The witnesses of violence are punished, and the amount of their punishment is
determined by the Shi'ite ruler.4 People who testify in void, punishment (Hadd in
theses narratives means punishment) and not a set time for it. Determining time is
assigned to Imam.
Another version of the same theme from 'Abdullah ibn Sinan5 is narrated and
his implication is clear on the claim, for this reason, many scholars have declared
accordingly.6
2. Power in the amount of punishment
Up to the certainty from the ruler's powers in punishment, his powers are in
quantity and determine the amount of punishment. Sheikh Tusi in this regard says,
"The ruler could whip the offender to less than Hadd." The same content with
different interpretations is in the many words of the jurists.
Documentary of this theory is narratives. Including in narration of Hamad bin
Osman asks from Imam Sadiq (AS) about the amount of punishment. He says it
should be less than Hadd. The narrator is not satisfied with this answer and asked
again to determine the amount of punishment, Imam (AS) said:
The ruler should measure the criminal offense and consider the strength of his
body and then to any amount seems expedient, punish him.
3

Z. Ghorbani, Islam and Human Rights, Saad Publication, Tehran, Iran, 1992, p. 45.
J. N. D. Anderson, Islamic law in Africa, London, HMSO, 1954, p. 409.
5 T. Banerjee, Background to Indian criminal law, repr. edn. Xviii, 1990, p. 402.
6 N. Hassan, I. Itscherenska, "Zur Revitalisierung des islamischen Strafrechts in Iran," in Asien, Afrika,
Lateinamerika, XIII (1985), p. 58.
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3. Authorize Amnesty for Ruler
There are verses and traditions with different contents that Imam and ruler
can ignore the defect and sin of people and forgive them.
By considering the evidence that requires the implementation of the minimum
punishment in some cases must be concluded that the punishment has been assigned
to the ruler to act in any way that is deemed appropriate.
In some of the reasons absolutely, it is ruled to amnesty, like this verse:
Take what is given freely, enjoin what is good, and turn away from the
ignorant.7
But pardon them and overlook [their misdeeds]. Indeed, Allah loves the doers
of good.
In another category of evidence, amnesty from criminal is considered
component of dominant positions like Imam Ali Treaty to Malek Ashtar which states:
With your forgiveness, forgive them as you like Allah forgives you, because
you are prior to them and one who sent you to reign is superior to you.
Finally, in the third category, amnesty is considered the rights of peasants.
On the other hand, according to tradition, it is obligatory on Imam and ruler
of executing punishment and in some cases is allowed. To appropriate the sum
between the evidence of amnesty and the evidence can be concluded that punishment
issue is in authority of ruler and where the expedient is required can forgive the
criminal or executes the punishment.
4. Different punishments for the unite crimes
In some crimes for the unit crime, different punishments are determined, it
can be used the ruler power to determine the type of punishment, for example, for
near and disposal of lust with animal, in some traditions absolutely, it is allowed to
punishment: “There is no hudud in this context, but as Tazirat should be flogged «"
and in others, 25 lashes is marked "« must be flogged for 25 times as much as one
quarter of one adulterer " in another narration, Imam Sadiq (as) said: " Should be
flogged less than adultery and then exiled from own city to other cities "
Also about testimony to falsehood, Samaeh narrated that Imam Sadiq (AS)
determined its punishment "whip, introduce to people and not to accept the testimony
of the offender before repent" and Imam Baqir (AS) narrates: "Imam Ali (as)
imprisoned committed the crime in addition to the penalties listed in the previous
narrative and then released"8
Sleeping two women or two men with woman and strange man with a naked
body to do prostitution under cover, in some traditions just is expressed need to
punishment 9 and in some 99 lashes10 and some 30 lashes are determined.
7

U. Heyd, Studies in old Ottoman criminal law, edited by V. L. M´enage, Oxford, Oxford University Press,
1973, p. 340.
8 H. Emami, The Civil Code, 4th edition, Tehran, Islamieh Press, 1973, p. 112.
9 M. Horameli, Wasal Al-shia, Qom: Al-beyt, Tehran, Iran, 1414, p. 20.
10 M. Saeidi, M. Ajilian, H. Farhangi, Gh. Khodaei, "Rights of Children and Parents in Holy Quran," in
Int J. Pediatr, IV (2014) p. 103.
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In reasoning to be said, the expression of different penalties indicates that in
punishment for crimes that are deserved punishment, special punishments do not
affect and can be punished the offender with different punishments.
5. The practical tradition of Prophet (PBUH) and Imam Ali (AS)
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) and Imam Ali (A), in some cases executed
punishment, and in some cases that deserving punishment is existed, prevented its
components, also, in some cases contacted with the perpetrators of crimes with
severity or commanded to run severe punishment, and in other cases have executed
punishment with discount and tolerance. These indicate that the ruler in punishment
is authorized and must decide in each case based on expediency.
Here are two examples of practical tradition of the two great men:
Imam Ali (AS) says, "with some of the companions in the presence of Prophet
in the mosque, we were waiting for the prayer time, someone in the crowd stood up
and said: O Messenger of Allah I'd committed a sin, Prophet ignored his speech. After
the prayer, the man got up again and repeated his words. The Messenger of Allah
(PBUH) said to them: Do you pray with purity and good with us? Yes, he replied. He
said: "This prayer is considered the atonement of your sin."
While this person admits the guilty and was deserving punishment, the
Prophet refused to execute punishment.
A woman goes near Amir Al-Momenin (AS) and declares I have done adultery,
clean me, because punishment in the world is easier than hereafter, because she was
pregnant, he said: "Go after giving birth come, after returning, he said, go foster your
child two years and in third time ordered, go undertakes custody of your child to
understand good and evil." Despite the fact that by once confession and a maximum
of two times, the punishment is proved, but he refused its execution.
6. Aggravation and mitigation in punishment
Practical tradition of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) and Amir Al-Momenin
(AS) is that in some cases hardly punished people deserving punishment and in other
cases contacted with tolerance and mitigation, for example at the time of Imam Ali
(as), a man complained from another that has insulted me. He said to plaintiff: "I hit
him to not hurt the Muslims."
He said about a man that intercourse with the animal to excrete lust:
This practice not has Hadd and stoning and the offender should be severely
punished.
The same theme was about the newly converted Christian who wanted to use
pork, is employed.
Imam Sadiq narrates: a young man who had masturbated with his hand was
brought to the presence of Imam Ali (AS), He hit him to the extent that his skin is
red, and he ordered to marry with fund of public money.
A usurious person was brought in the presence of Imam Baqir (AS), he said to
him, repent and after repent, let him to go. Then he said: "it must be asked usurious to
repent, as asked the pagan such a request." It is considered that based on narratives
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above, Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) and the Imams sometimes punished hardly
deserving people and sometimes with tolerance and mitigation contacted with them
and confined to repent them.
Second Speech: The Ruler's Powers in Executing Punishment in The Criminal
Provisions of Iran.
By investigating Iranian criminal laws and regulations, it is observed that the
judge has authority in the following cases:
1. Determine the type and amount of punishment according to the law
This issue is accepted in the criminal systems that the judge cannot determine
and change punishment's amount with his desire and without strict laws for offender.
In the past, judges had complete freedom in executing punishments, and not bounded
to consider principles and regulations and now in a number of countries, such as
Denmark, the judge in sentencing considering the general and non-specific standards
of criminal law is free, but in most countries, the courts are required to consider the
principle of legality of crimes and punishments. 11
In accordance with the principle of legality of punishment, determining
punishment solely is the exclusive tasks of the legislator, and if the legislature for an
action not set punishment, the judge has no right with the excuse of social interest or
maintaining public order and observance of ethic and the likes of these affairs
determine the sentencing. The judge cannot increase the amount of punishment with
different
excuses
from
what
the
legislator
has
imposed.
Beccaria, the founder of classical school says: "Only the law can determine the
punishment of each offense and if the judge exceeds from amount of penalty as public
interest, he has violated his duty."
Moreover, the penalties should be imposed before crime committed and once
after the crime, a law is adopted consisting of severity of penalties, and this penalty is
not applicable to crimes committed earlier.
Some experts believe that in cases that a behavior is religiously sinful, though
in law for that penalty is not provided, judge can punish the committed to some that is
expedient and for this belief cite the following reasons:
1. According to Article 67 of the constitution, judge must find the sentence of
each case in the rules codified and if not found, based on Islamic authoritative sources
and authentic opinions, issued the warrant of issue and cannot deny the issuance of
sentence by the excuse of silence or brief or conflict of laws, So if a behavior in law
not has punishable title and to be quiet about it, the judge can punish the committed
based on the above principle and according to the valid justice opinions and
considering that such practices are religiously forbidden acts.
2. The general rule (is "Al-Ta'zir Bema Yarah al-Hakim") confirms the above
argument and based on authoritative Islamic sources and religious opinions is
considered as citing to the law and the rules mentioned during the penal code are

11

P. Sanei, General Criminal Law, Second Edition, Qom, 1994, p. 136.
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considered the legal sources and therefore the judge citing to these sources is not
contrary to the principle of legality of crime and punishments. 12
The owners of this theory mentioned other reasons that is sufficed to this
amount, but in answer to this theory and these reasons should be said that in cases
where a treatment in law not has criminal title is not the crime and is not punished,
however, for society, it is harmful or contrary to morality, and it is considered sin
legally, the judge cannot create the criminal title of punishment on the basis of
authoritative Islamic sources or authentic religious rulings, because:
1. The principle of legality of crime and punishment that is accepted by most
civilized nations requires only a conduct is a crime that the law stipulated the penalty
against it, because the interests of individuals and communities is in accepting the
principle and causes stability and security in society. The principle has jurisprudence
record as well, the rule of punishment without declaration of law is the evident and
certain rules of jurisprudence, based on the principle, the punishment of individuals
before to express and notify sentence and subject is obscene and legislator and
therefore the ruler is bound before punish people notify titles of crime and their
punishment to the people.
2. The constitution as the mother law which represents the government
structure, the authority of the ruling power and fundamental rights and freedoms of
citizens, has accepted the principle of legality of crime and punishment in multiple
principles. Principle 36 of the constitution provides that:
"Sentence to punishment and its execution should be only by a competent
court and according to law. On the other principles, including the principle of 22, 32,
169, the acceptance of this principle can be inferred.
3. The Islamic Penal Code 1991 also has accepted the principle of legality of
crime and punishment; Article 2 of the Act provides:
Any act or omission for which the penalty is specified in the law is a crime.
The Islamic Penal Code 2013 also has accepted the principle of legality of crime and
punishment.
In Article 2 of the law, it is stated: "Any behavior such as act or omission that
in the law, punishment is determined for it is considered crime."
The Islamic Penal Code of 2013 about Hudud from this principle has obviated
and allowed referring to authoritative Islamic sources and authentic opinions. In
Article 220 of the Islamic Penal Code 2013, it is stated:
"About the Hudud that is not mentioned in this law is acted as the principle of
one hundred and sixty seven (167) of the constitution of the Islamic Republic of
Iran."
In the principle mentioned, it is stated.
"The judge is bound to endeavor to find the sentence of each case in the rules
codified and if not found, based on Islamic authoritative sources and authentic
opinions, issued the warrant of issue and cannot deny the issuance of sentence and
investigating dispute by the excuse of silence or brief or conflict of laws."
12

M. Emadi, Islam and Law in Iran, Tehran, 1981, p. 21.
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So about the Hudud of this issue, there is exception and in accordance with
Article 220 of the Penal Code adopted in 2013, judge should issue the religious order
by referring to authoritative Islamic sources or authentic opinions.
4-ruler in law ("Al-Ta'zir Bema Yarah al-Hakim") must have the legal
qualifications of ijtihad and religious opinion and not includes any person who
undertakes the judge issue with permission of the jurist.
Imam Khomeini in Tahrir Al-Vassileh says:
"the right of punishment is for Imam (AS) or his representative, and not any
ordinary person."
So the ruler in the rule ("Al-Ta'zir Bema Yarah al-Hakim") is given up the
current judges that not has these conditions and only with the permission of the
supreme leader have undertaken the judiciary and judges cannot act to issue sentence
of punishment according to the legal principle mentioned with reference to Islamic
sources and opinions of jurists.
5. Although Article 167 of the constitution has allowed to the judge that in
cases where the sentence is not codified in law according to authoritative Islamic
sources and authentic opinions issued warrant of the issue, but regardless it seems the
principle is legal affairs, its general is allocated by principles 36 and 169 of the
constitution from the crime and punishment, for Article 36 provides: "Sentence to
punishment and its execution must only be by a competent court and according to
law."
Accordance with the principle that oversees criminal matters and where the
word restriction (only) is used, the only competent source for sentencing is the law.
Article 169 of the constitution provides that: "any act or omission on the basis of a
law that enacted after which it is not a crime."
By clear implication of this principle, the criteria for assigning crimes are law in
such a way that no behavior preceded by the legislation will have criminal description.
6. With regard to the acceptance of the principle of separation of powers in
the constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran, forgery of criminal title by judges on
the basis of Islamic sources or jurisprudence opinions is interfering with the duties of
the legislature and against the spirit of the constitution.
So according to what we said, it seems from the view of the law, committing
any behavior despite harmful, dangerous and unethical, or legally considered guilty is
not punishable unless previously by law as a crime is introduced and penalties for it is
set.
Prison penalties subject to predicting law about behaviors which is crime in
terms of law so the criminal judge cannot on the basis of authoritative Islamic sources
or famous opinions forge criminal title or sentence prison punishment. Of course, as
already mentioned according to article 220 of the Penal Code, the judge about the
limits that are not mentioned in the Penal Code under Article 167 of the constitution
issued their sentence.
In most cases, legislation for crimes to comply with the ranks and between
minimum and maximum and severity and mild level determines punishment. In such
cases, in limited, it is given authority to the judges to according to moral and ethical
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character of the offender, the circumstances of the offense evaluate the offender's
guilt and responsibility, and by considering the proportionality between crime and
punishment determine the punishment.
To achieve this goal, the judge must be aware that the crime is how and under
what conditions have been fulfilled and also investigates what material or spiritual
factors cause crime by the offender to more realistically determine the punishment.
However, since the aim of principle of legality of penalties is to consider the
accused mode and respect for his freedom on the other hand, one of the purposes of
criminal law is adapting punishment with criminal character, there is no limit that the
judge reduced the penalty to minimum.
In this case, not only against individual freedoms and the principle of legality
of punishments, an act is not performed but also acting in the interests of the accused.
That why the law has given power to judges that in cases of urgent and exceptional
based on the quality of the offense, the penalty, under the conditions predicted in law
to be mitigated.
2. Mitigation and impunity
In the fourth chapter of Islamic Penal Code 2013 Articles 37, 38 and 39
mitigation and impunity is prescribed.
Article 37 of the law states: "If there are one or more mitigating factors, the
court can reduce or transform prison punishment in a way that is more appropriate to
accused as follows.
(A) Reducing sentence in one to three degrees.
(B) Convert the confiscation of property to fine of grade one to four.
(C) Convert permanent dismissal to temporary dismissal in five to fifteen
years.
(D) Reducing other prison sentences by one or two degrees from the same
type or other types.
Article 38 of holey Quran, states: "The mitigating factors are as follows:
(A) Forgiveness of plaintiff with private claim.
(B) Effective cooperation of accused in identifying partners or assistants,
acquiring evidence or the discovery of property and objects obtained by crime or used
to commit it.
(C) The particular circumstances in committing the crime, such as provocative
behavior or speech of victim or honorable motive in committing a crime.
(D) Declaring accused prior to the effective prosecution or confession during
investigation
(E) remorse, reputation or special conditions of accused such as aging or disease
(F) Attempt of accused to mitigate the effects of the offense or his act to
compensate for the loss of his action
(G) A slight loss incurred to the victim or harmful results of crime
(H) Poor intervention of partner in crime
And in Article 39: "in crimes of grades seven and eight in the qualifying
mitigating if the court after establishing culpability, determines that by non227
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enforcement of penalties, committed is modified, in the absence of effective criminal
record in withdrawal of complaint and compensation for losses or making
compensation arrangements can issue exemption from punishment."
3. Delay of sentencing
One of the powers of the ruler is delay of the sentence that in Article 4 of the
Penal Code Act of 2013 is mentioned. The Article states:
"In the crimes resulted in punishment in grade 6 to 8, court can, after
establishing culpability with regard to the individual, family and social backgrounds
and circumstances which caused to the offense if the following conditions delay
sentence to six months up to two years:
(A) Existing mitigating factors.
(B) Predicting correctness of accused.
(C) Compensation for losses or making compensation arrangements.
(D) The lack of effective criminal record
This issue is innovation of Islamic Penal Code 2013 and has not been in the
previous Penal Code (enacted in 1991) but this authority is rarely done in court.
4. The suspension of executing punishment
Another judicial authority in the Islamic Penal Code 2013 is suspension of
executing punishment. Article 46 states:
"In the crimes of the three to eight degree, the court can be suspended
executing all or part of the punishment from one to five years in the case of the
conditions set for delay sentencing. Prosecutor or judge of the execution of criminal
penalties after executing a third of the punishments can demand suspension from
court issued a final judgment. Also the sentenced person can demand suspension after
a third of penalty, if there are legal requirements through the prosecutor or judge of
the execution of criminal provisions." Article 49 states that a person whose execution
of punishment has been suspended generally, if in custody, to be released immediately.
5. Issuance of sentence to parole
One of the powers of the judiciary rulers is issuing sentence to probation. In
Article 58, the authority is delegated to the court judges. This article states:
"In the case of conviction to imprisonment, the court issuing judgment can be
sentenced to parole about sentenced to prison for more than ten years after bearing
half and in other cases after bearing a third of the punishment suggested by the
prosecutor or judge enforcing provisions by compliance with the following conditions.
A-convicted within executing punishment shows always good behavior.
B-states and behavior of sentenced person show that he not to be committed
any offense after freedom.
C-by recognizing the court sentenced as much as it can afford to pay losses of
sentence or the agreement of private claim or arrange to pay it.
T-sentenced person not to be used parole before.
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6. The use of alternative penalties of imprisonment
Another powers of the judges of courts is to use of alternative penalties of the
prison in intentional crimes that its maximum penalty is more than six to one year in
prison as well as non-intentional crimes if the legal punishments of committed crimes
is more than two years of imprisonment. In articles 67 and 68 of the Penal Code Act
of 2013, it is mentioned.
Article 67 states: "The court can sentence committed of intentional crimes
which their maximum punishment is more than six months to one year to alternative
punishments of imprisonment."
And Article 68 of holy Quran states: "The perpetrators of unintentional
offenses are sentenced to alternative penalties unless legal punishment for crimes
committed is more than two years in prison, in this case, sentence to alternative
punishment of imprisonment is optional.
As it was seen, although applying these qualities and powers depends on the
judge detection of the Court and is his authority, but that it does not mean that judge
have full powers to implement them. But in these cases, the law specifies the limits of
the mitigation measures.
In short, in a glimpse can be said the limit powers of the judiciary in criminal
justice and penal code enacted in 2013 are:
1. Determine the type and size of penalties in cases where the legislator to be
determined the punishments with difference between minimum and maximum or
difference of type.
2-discretion in sentencing based on mitigation qualities and applying mitigation
according to Articles 37 and 38 of holy Quran The Islamic Penal Code 2013 and
sentencing less than the minimum panel code
3-delay sentencing
4-suspend executing punishments
5-issuing sentenced to parole
6. The use of alternative punishments of imprisonment
Conclusion
By expressing ruler's powers in executing punishments in terms of
jurisprudence and criminal provisions of Iran, it became clear that Islamic ruler about
the execution of punishment and determining the punishment has powers, and can
use the amnesty and in certain situations, such as repentant of offenders in law of
God, if proven or admitted refuse the implementation of punishment and in this
paper, we concluded that the ruler of court in terms of jurisprudence and Iranian
criminal law has powers in determining the penalty, mitigation of punishment,
suspension of punishment, delay sentencing, issuing sentence to parole and finally the
use of alternative punishments of imprisonment. The judge, according to the law, can
use these powers in certain circumstances and determine appropriate penalties or
refrain from executing it.
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Communicative Skills of Managers in Zahedan City
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Abstract. This study aimed to investigate the relationship between spiritual intelligence with work
conscience and communicative skills of managers in the academic year 2016-2017 in Zahedan city. The
research method regarding its purpose was functional and regarding type of execution was descriptivecorrelational. Statistical population included all school principals about 400 individual, out of which 196 were
selected using Cochran formula. In collecting data 3 standardized questionnaires namely, spiritual intelligence
questionnaire of Abdollahzadeh (2007), Costa and McCrae work conscience questionnaire (1992) and
managers' communicative skills questionnaire of Barton (1990) was used. In analyzing data, Pearson
correlation coefficient and regression analysis using Spss21 software were utilized. Findings showed that there is
a significant relationship between spiritual intelligence with work conscience and communicative skills of
managers in Zahedan city.
Keywords: Spiritual Intelligence, Work Conscience, Communicative Skills, High
School.

Introduction
Human beings have entered a new and unprecedented era in their lives, in
which the world is undergoing a radical change. Over the past four hundred years, the
West has differentiated between the outer world and the inner world and completely
isolated secular activities from religion, spirituality, and mysticism.1 It separates
mankind from many aspects of its higher aspects of human existence. In fact, in the
modern paradigm, the share of the soul and the inner needs of humans is not taken
into account. The modern paradigm deals merely with the legal, political, and
economic framework of man, and sees the inner aspects of life as private affairs that
everyone should pay to them in accordance with their own taste.2 Work conscience is
a kind of self-control mechanism in which people do their work in quantitative and
qualitative terms completely and without direct and indirect supervision from the
outside. Conscience is a personality trait that reflects the ability of reliance through
being accurate and, in all respects, responsible and organized. Work conscience is the
degree to which individuals have a firm commitment, hard work and motivation to
achieve the goal. Many conscience studies are considered as a personality trait, which
consists of two processes of orbital success and reliance. Success is a reflection of a
willingness to work for success and success in the work, including the adoption of
high standards for their performance and the continuation of activities to achieve the
goal. Reliable ability to show reliability. This feature includes honesty, self-regulation,

1

W. C. Borman L. A. White E. D. Pulakos S. H. Oppler, "Models of Supervisory Job Performance
Ratings, "in Journal of Applied Psychology, LXXVI (1991), no. 6, p. 863872.
2 Daryoush Shayegan, New voodoo, forty pits identity and mobile thinking, Third edition, Tehran, Farzan Rooz,
2002.
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respect for the law, regularity and authority.3 One of the most important aspects of
person's behavior in an organization is the correct and effective transmission of news
or the process of communication. As events and events are transmitted in the form of
news; in the same way, feelings, attitudes, fears and human concerns are also
transmitted from one person to another. As the complexity of organizations increases,
communications issues become even more complex. Each director devotes a
significant percentage of his time to conveying his ideas and ideas to others. For this
purpose, though he may use numbers and ciphers, graphing schemes and other
relationships, he/she uses language signs more than any other relationship to express
his/her ideas. Other duties of the director, and especially his duties in terms of control
and organization, are accompanied by problems and problems. In organizations,
communication is used as a process for the integration of the components of a
system).4 Managing an organization to adapt to changes and to survive and grow in
new environments requires specific features that are generally encountered by
managers to respond to them with many problems. The successful managers of the
era of change and chaos are managers who can intelligently and empowered to carry
out the organization's ship using a variety of intelligences to the home. Most
organizations and individuals perceive intelligence as competitive advantage and
strategic capability. In the environment and in the global market, high intelligence is
considered to be the leverage needed by leaders and managers. Organizations and
managers who understand the strategic value of these can use differences and
variations to create a competitive advantage.5
Statement of problem
Developing managerial skills to cope with the challenges and programs of each
organization is an urgent need for many companies and organizations in global
competitions, rapid technological and environmental changes. Today, the desire to
educate and develop in successful organizations around the world and effective skills
in confronting the specific challenges facing the organization to achieve goals and
missions in the organization is a new topic that is characterized by a flexible, uniform,
and diverse global organization's network of organizations. Effective management
skills help employees and organizations improve their efficiency and effectiveness. On
the other hand, the rapid development of technology and globalization also show the
trend of intensive competition, which requires effective management in these complex
environments. Effective management features and styles in culture creation, employee
productivity, and ultimately in decisive success or failure. A manager must have the
3

Hajar Barati,, Hamid Reza Arizi, Abolghasem Nouri, "Relationship between organizational climate
and WORK CONSCIENCE with job performance," in Quarterly Journal of Applied Psychology, IV (2010),
no. 1 (13), p. 65-81.
4 Mahmoud Saatchi, Psychology in work, organization and management, Second Edition, Tehran, Government
Education Management Center, 1991.
5 Akbar Alizadeh, Investigating the Factors Influencing Work Conscience in terms of Managers and Employees of
Governmental Offices and Institutions of Kohkilouyeh and Boyer Ahmad Province, Master's thesis, Isfahan
University, Faculty of Education and Psychology, 1996.
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ability to guide, supervise, encourage, induce, coordinate, facilitate, and lead in change,
and develop his or her leadership attributes and others, and benefit from planning,
communicative skills, and organizational. Such skills are important in leadership, but
more so than features such as work, conscience, daring, commitment, honesty,
enthusiasm, determination, compassion, and sensitivity, which is considered more
important. In the meantime, the term "work conscience" has come to the attention of
senior executives in the administrative culture of the country, but so far no
fundamental steps have been taken to identify and enforce the rule of labor
conscience in society. Work conscience is the essence and essence of the organization
and plays a vital role in the development of all of the organization's superstructures,
such as the structure, functions, behaviors and performance of the organization.
Structural factors research, such as laws and regulations, infrastructures and
frameworks in which behavior is realized, and behavioral factors such as content,
culture, value, perception, motivation of expectations and assumptions within the
organization on work conscience and highlight the efforts of more influential people.
Organizations that recognize the importance of the role of human resources are well
aware of the value of the power of the workforce and conscience, hence the important
resources and energy of management to create an environment that employees can
maximize, through intrinsic desires, participate in improving performance . But today,
in most of our institutions and agencies, we are seeing the lack of work, uncertainty
and time-wasting of the majority of employees and managers in the workplace so that
society has diverted from the main path of trying to improve the situation and the
developmental path that this kind of behavior in the environment Work can be
influenced by the communicative skills of managers, the ability to communicate with
people is the most important skill for managers and team members. So a manager can
be a teammate to a larger organization. He should have the ability to negotiate
effectively and, when necessary, use encouragement to ensure the success of the team
and the project. In fact, it is through this communication that the manager can
support the team members to carry out their duties and career progression . These
skills are so important that their failure can be accompanied by feelings of loneliness,
social anxiety, depression, low self-esteem, and job failure. In addition, today, in
organizations seeking to introduce the concepts of cognitive intelligence psychology
and then emotional intelligence in work environments, surveys show that individuals
enter the work world with more than body, mind, and emotion, they bring their
personal talents and their unique spirits. On the eve of the arrival of a different and
complex future, the scholars of management science and organization emphasize that
success in the workplace is dependent on a concept beyond academic skills known as
general intelligence, but due to the lack of more definitive definitions for these
inalienable concepts Observing and seemingly intangible has long struggled to discuss
and research in this field.6It seems that today's industrial societies need managers and
employees with a deeper and more recent intelligence to maintain their own lives and
6

Zahra Nazari Rad, Triple Management Skills, Electronic Magazine Entrepreneurship Development
Center. September, 2015.
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function, in order to be able to more effectively perform their duties. Right now (IQ)
and (EQ) are not responsive to all needs, but humans need a third factor called
spiritual intelligence. Institutions and organizations will succeed if they fully address
the biological, social, mental and spiritual dimensions of managers. Spirituality is
linked with increasing creativity, honesty, trust and commitment in the workplace,
coupled with an increase in the sense of personal development and the growth of
employees. The entry of spiritual intelligence into the organization gives employees
the ability to gain a more integrated perspective, thus linking work and personal life
with their spiritual world.7 Therefore, it seems that a study on what has been proposed
has a key role to play for today's organizations. As a result, the present research seeks
to answer the question whether there is a relationship between spiritual intelligence
with the work conscience and communicative skills of high school government and
non-governmental high schools in Zahedan.
Literature review
- Tavakkoli and Shariatmadari (2015)8 in a study entitled "The Impact of
Spirituality in the Workplace and Organizational Commitment on the Job Satisfaction
of the Headquarters Staff of the Supreme Leader Representative Office in
Universities" were studied using a descriptive-correlational method. A sample of 148
people was selected through simple random sampling. Data were collected using three
standard Milliam's questionnaires for workplace spirituality, Allen and Meyer for
organizational commitment and modified Smith, Kendall, and Hollin for job
satisfaction. The findings of this study showed that the main hypothesis of the
research was verified using simple linear regression test and the linear relationship
between spirituality in the workplace and organizational commitment with job
satisfaction. The obtained correlation coefficient indicates the effect of the variable of
spirituality in the workplace and organizational commitment on the prediction of the
dependent variable. The results indicated that there is a significant relationship
between all components of spirituality in the workplace and organizational
commitment with personnel job satisfaction. Therefore, increasing the different
dimensions of spirituality in the workplace and organizational commitment will
increase the job satisfaction of the personnel.
- Valik Bani, Ardalan and Mirzakhani (2015)9 studied in a research entitled
"The relationship between spiritual intelligence and communication skills of the staff
of Lorestan University." This study was a descriptive survey-correlational study.
7

Abdolreza Naddaf, Vahid Daneshvar, Mahmoud Jahanbani, Investigating the relationship between spiritual
intelligence and employees' productivity in Shiraz industrial city, Tehran, Human Resources Management
Conference, 2010.
8 Seyed Tavakkoli, Mirzai Mansour, Mehdi Shariatmadari, "Investigating the Effect of Spirituality in the
Workplace and Organizational Commitment on the Job Satisfaction of the Headquarters Staff of the
High Representative of the Supreme Leader in the Universities," in Management in Islamic University, IV
(2015), no. 1.
9 Bani Valik, Ardalan Mirzakhani, "Relationship between Spiritual intelligence and communication
skills of Lorestan University staff," in Organizational Culture Management, XIII (2015), no, 3, p. 667-689.
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Statistical population of this study was all employees of Lorestan University. They
were selected by random sampling of 220 people. To assess the validity of the
questionnaires, the content and form method were used and were calculated for the
reliability of Cronbach's alpha. The results showed that the status of both variables in
the studied population was higher than the statistical average. There are also positive
and significant components of spiritual intelligence components with social skills.
Man's employees have a higher level of spiritual intelligence than female employees,
but the communicative skills and spiritual intelligence of employees are similar in age
groups, education, and service experience.
- Nodehi and Sadat Sadr (2012) studied the relationship between the spiritual
intelligence and organizational citizenship behavior of faculty members of the
university. Their research is applied in terms of purpose and in terms of method and
nature of descriptive-correlation analysis. The results of their research showed that the
spiritual intelligence of the members of the faculty members of the university, with the
coefficients of the path of 0.20, 0.29, 0.47 and 0.27 on work conscience, passed, and
sacrifice, civil virtue and respect and reverence affect them And the effect of spiritual
intelligence on altruism by a coefficient of roughly 0.12 was not confirmed.
- Fekrat, Hesami, Tabaian, Nouraei and Tabrizi (2012)10 studied the
relationship between managers' communication skills and the efficiency of physical
education departments in Kerman province. The research method was descriptivecorrelational and the statistical population was composed of managers (30 people) and
employees (136 persons). The statistical population of the managers, in total, and in
the statistical population of the employees, were 100, based on the Cochran formula
and in a simple random manner as sample. In order to collect data, two
questionnaires, The Barton J.A. Communication skills questionnaire and
organizational productivity constructor questionnaire 0.91 was obtained; Pearson
correlation test was used to examine the relationship between variables. The results
showed that 10% of the managers of low-level communications, 54% (16 people) had
moderate communication skills and 36% had high communication skills; 21 percent
rated the efficiency of the organization as down, 63 percent rated the organization's
productivity as moderate and 16 percent rated the organization's productivity as high.
Also, the results indicated that there was a significant relationship between managers'
communication skills and productivity in physical education departments of Kerman
and also there was a significant relationship between communicative skills, verbal skills
and auditory skills of managers with efficiency, effectiveness and efficiency of
organization but relationship There was no significant difference between managerial
feedback skills and the effectiveness of organization's effectiveness and efficiency.

10

Asma Fekrat, Hamideh Hesami, Seyed Ahmad Tabaian, Tahmoures; Nouraei, Kourosh Ghahraman.
Tabrizi, "The Relationship between Managers Communication Skills and the Efficiency of Physical
Education Institutions in Kerman Province," in Journal of Management and Organizational Behavior in Sports,
I (2012), no. 1, p. 1-9.
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- Moshabbaki and Abedin (2011)11 in a research entitled "The Spiritual
Intelligence, Transformational Tools of Organizational Leaders" (A Case Study at the
National Iranian Oil Company of the Islamic Republic of Iran). The results show that
there is a strong relationship between the spiritual intelligence components and the
transformative leadership in both the private and the public sectors.
- Zare, Pedram and Shirvanian (2011)12 studied in a research entitled
"Prediction of Students' Spiritual Intelligence on Personality Traits". This study
demonstrates the role of personality traits in students' spiritual intelligence. Of the five
great factors of personality, the variables of extroversion, consensus and, above all,
conscientiousness are predictive. Therefore, evaluation and attention to personality
traits as a predictive factor in increasing spiritual intelligence seems necessary.
- Raisi et al. (2009) concluded in a research entitled "Interpersonal
Correlation with Communication Skills of Qazvin Educational Hospitals Managers"
that there was a direct and significant relationship between the level of intelligence of
managers with feedback skills (r = 0.26) but between intelligence There was no
significant relationship between managers with verbal and listening skills. The
relationship between intelligence with none of the personal characteristics of managers
(age, gender, service record, management history and educational level) was not
statistically significant.
- Sarmed (2009)13 in a research entitled "Investigating factors affecting the
work conscience of high school principals" showed that there is a significant
relationship between school organizational climate, value system, economic factors,
managerial knowledge, human relationships, and personality traits of managers with
their work conscience.
- Sohrabi (2008) 14studied in a study titled "The Basics of Spiritual
Intelligence." He concluded that the rapid progress of various sciences has contributed
to the development of psychological science in recent decades and the discovery of
the broader impact of religion and spirituality on the dimensions of human life,
especially its fundamental role in the peace and mental health of the growing growth
of psychological studies of religion and spirituality In different dimensions.
- Ghobari Bonab, Salimi, Salyani and Nouri Moghadam (2007)15 studied in
the study "Spiritual intelligence". In their research, after providing the definition of
intelligence and spirituality, there are various views on spiritual intelligence. The
11

Asghar Moshabbaki, "A new look at the concept of conscience of faith (work) in enhancing the level
of organization's productivity," in Journal of Economics and Management, XXXII (1997), p. 131-143.
12 Hassan Zarei Matin, Gholam Reza Jandaghi, Nasser Toureh, "Understanding organizational
citizenship factors and its relationship with performance," in Management Culture Magazine, XII (2006), p.
31-63.
13 Gholamali Sarmad, "Study of factors affecting work conscience of high school principals," in
Quarterly Journal of Educational Management Research, I (2009).
14 Faramarz Sohrabi, "An earnest on spiritual intelligence," in Quarterly Journal of Meaning, II (2006),
Special Issue on Psychology of Religion.
15 Bonab Ghobari, Salimi Bagher, Salyani Mohammad, Nouri Leila, Sanaa Moghadam, "Spiritual
Intelligence," in Journal of New Religious Ideas, III (2007), no. 10.
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dimensions and characteristics of each of them and research on the positive effects of
spiritual intelligence in individual and social life have been investigated and then this
concept has been examined from a religious point of view. It also describes some of
the features and methods of strengthening it.
- Amram (2009)16 in a research entitled "Cooperating in the Spiritual and
Emotional Intelligence of Effective Professional Leadership" showed that spiritual
intelligence has a significant relationship with the effectiveness of leadership whether
it is self-fulfilling or evaluated by an employee even after controlling other factors.
- Howard et al. (2009) in a study entitled "The Study of the Relationship
between Spiritual Intelligence and Transformational Leadership" concluded that
theorists and educational leaders should expand their knowledge of the relationship
between spirituality, the leadership of transformation, organizational development.
- Yanninatsai (2003) concluded in a case study that there is a relationship
between the value system of managers and their performance. Since, according to
logical reasoning, decent practice is largely influenced by the work conscience of
humans, it can be said that the system of values of managers affects their work
conscience, while it is also possible to take effect.
Research methodology
This research is applied in terms of its purpose and is a correlation type
descriptive. The statistical population of this study includes all the managers of
Zahedan schools in 400 people. Of these, 196 people were selected using Cochran
formula. In this study, due to the lack of equality of male and female managers,
straight – random sampling method was used. In this sampling method, firstly,
educational areas of Zahedan city were identified which included two districts and
there were approximately 100 elementary schools in each district. One of the five
schools was selected as the sample after the list of schools, following is the process.
The data collection tool is a questionnaire. To collect data, three standardized spiritual
intelligence questionnaires (2008), Kashta and McCarey's (1992) work conscience
questionnaire and Barton (1990) communicative skills questionnaires were used. In
this sampling method, firstly, the educational areas of Zahedan city were identified
which consisted of two districts and there were approximately 100 elementary schools
per district, which was selected as the sample after the list of schools from each of the
five schools, respectively. This process is as follows. The data collection tool is a
questionnaire. Three standard questionnaires of spiritual intelligence were used to
collect data in this study of Abdullah Zadeh (2008), Costa and McCarey's (1992) work
conscience questionnaire and Barton (1990) communicative skills questionnaires.
Findings

16

Y. Amram, The contribution of Emotional and Spiritual Intelligences to Effective Business Leadership, California,
Institute of Transpersonal Psychology, 2009.
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Is there a positive and significant relationship between spiritual intelligence
and work conscience of high school government and non-governmental high schools
in Zahedan?
To analyze this hypothesis, correlation coefficient and regression analysis were
used.
Table 1: Results of the correlation matrix between spiritual intelligence and work conscience
Variables
Work conscience
Spiritual
0.48
intelligence

)0.05>p( *
As can be seen in Table 1, there is a significant relationship between the
spiritual intelligence variable and work conscience with a rate of r (0.48).
Is spiritual intelligence predictor of work conscience?
Table 2: Inter regression results for predicting spiritual intelligence with work conscience
The
Correlation
Squared
Modified
Beta
T
Degrees
amount of coefficient correlation correlation
test
of
work
coefficient coefficient
freedom
conscience
Spiritual
0.48
0.028
0.05
0.48
2.47
5.26
School
intelligence
*
(84,
1) *
principals

)0.05>p( *
The results of Inter regression analysis to predict the amount of work
conscience show that the spiritual intelligence variable 0.05 predicts the level of work
conscience in school managers. Therefore, the spiritual intelligence (Beta = 0.48,
p<0.05) has a positive and significant relationship with the level of work conscience
and predicts the level of work conscience in school principals.
Is there a positive and significant relationship between spiritual intelligence
and communicative skills of public and non-governmental high schools in Zahedan?
To analyze this question, correlation coefficient and regression analysis were
used.
Table 3: Results of correlation matrix between spiritual intelligence and communicative skills
Variables
Communicative skills
Spiritual
0.37
intelligence

)0.05>p( *
As can be seen in Table 3, there is a significant relationship between spiritual
intelligence variable and communicative skills with a rate of r (0.37).
Is spiritual intelligence a predictor of communicative skills rate in managers of
governmental and non-governmental high schools in Zahedan?
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Table 4: Inter regression results for predicting spiritual intelligence with communicative skills
Communicative Correlation
Squared
Modified Beta
T
Degrees
skills
coefficient correlation correlation
test
of
coefficient coefficient
freedom
Spiritual
0.37
0.014
0.05
0.37 2.43
5.21
School
intelligence
*
(80,
1) *
principals

)0.05>p( *
The results of Inter regression analysis to predict the amount of
communicative skills, the spiritual intelligence variables 0.05, predicts the amount of
communicative skills in school managers. Therefore, spiritual intelligence (Beta = 0.37,
p <0.05) has a positive and significant relationship with the level of communicative
skills of school principals and predicts the amount of communicative skills in school
principals.
Conclusion and discussion
The results showed that there is a significant relationship between the spiritual
intelligence variable and the work conscience; that is, the higher the spiritual
intelligence goes in the higher managers, the higher the work conscience of their work.
These findings, which confirm the first question of our research, are in line with the
findings of Alirezaei, Massah, Akrami (2013). In their research, organizations and
managers can improve job performance by strengthening conscientiousness. It is also
consistent with the research of Gholami Rezini (2012), which showed in his research;
the negative attitude to work and activity is an obstacle to work conscience and a
factor for the backwardness of organizations. On the other hand, attachment to work
and satisfaction are a strong responsibility, a deep understanding of the job, selfsacrifice, and occupational attachment, and have a high commitment to fulfilling their
duties and responsibilities. Also, the results of this study indicated that one of the
important and fundamental factors in consolidating the work conscience, beliefs and
intellectual infrastructure of individuals towards the causes and factors influencing
human destiny. The research of Sarmed (2009) also showed that there is a significant
relationship between the school's organizational climate, the value system, economic
factors, managerial knowledge, human relationships, and personality traits of managers
with their work conscience. Promotion of job performance is one of the most
important goals that managers of the organization are pursuing because of the
promotion of productivity in the society (Moshabbaki, 1997), and promotes the
national economy as well as the improvement of the quality of service and production
of organizations (Spector Paul, 2008). Job performance is a degree of accomplishment
of tasks assigned to a person in his job (Tahir, 2006). Conscience is one of the five
main characters of the personality. The conscience describes the power of controlling
impulses, in a way that it considers to be a desirable society and facilitates behavioral
and goal-oriented behavior. Conscientiousness includes features such as pre-operative
thinking, delaying satisfaction of desires, observing rules and norms, and organizing
and prioritizing assignments (Eje'i, 2009). Conscience is a sense of internal
commitment in order to comply with the work-related requirements (Dadgaran, 2005).
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Work conscience is a self-regulating mechanism in which affairs of individuals without
direct and indirect supervision from the outside do their job quantitatively and
qualitatively (Alizadeh, 1996). The results also showed that there is a meaningful
relationship between intelligence variable and communicative skills; that is, spiritual
intelligence predicts the amount of communicative skills in school administrators.
These findings, which confirm the first question of our research, are in line with the
findings of Asharlous and Dadashi Khas (2012) who have shown in their research that
spiritual intelligence has entered not only in individual fields but also in psychological
fields in other fields of science Human including management. Their research in the
field of spiritual intelligence, its impressive effect, has been on improvement of
individual and organizational performance. Also, the results showed that spiritual
intelligence of managers has a significant role in employee performance. The results of
this study are in line with the findings of Hashemi and Abbasi (2013). They showed
that spiritual intelligence can predict effectiveness and its components are only
components of coping ability and interaction with problems and self-awareness and
love and ability to predict effectiveness. On the other hand, communication skills are
also able to predict effectiveness and the components of message comprehension and
decisiveness can predict the effectiveness of managers. Spiritual intelligence combines
the external aspects of intelligence with the inner aspects of spirituality. Spiritual
intelligence with a broad field of psychology has entered the management science over
the years and has examined the theoretical content and numerous research and
experimental findings from various aspects of the application of spiritual intelligence
in the workplace. In this research, the managers are evaluated on which the spiritual
intelligence of human capacity in response to the final questions about the meaning of
life and the relationship between the inner life of the mind and the external life reveals
a new aspect of the organization's activities that never mankind are not looked at by
the means and tools, and they are always treated with respect and affection, and
because of that, the moral, scientific and social capabilities of the staff lead to success
and prosperity. Since the results showed a significant relationship between spiritual
intelligence and work conscience and communicative skills of managers and on the
other hand, spiritual intelligence of managers has a positive effect on the performance
of employees and it improves. Therefore, the results of this research are still in the
elementary stage and on the basis of this is small. Therefore, the study of spiritual
intelligence in the working environments of government organizations in other cities
and provinces will identify the effective factors in strengthening the spiritual
intelligence of managers and employees of government agencies.
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Abstract. Now the favorable surrounding environment is an important task at of our state at the
present stage of development. This statement is fixed at the constitutional level. The orientation of modern state
policy on development of human resources determinates a problem of environmental protection of more topical.
During the past few years experts in the field of environmental protection and experts in the field of
environmental legislation of the Central Asia countries declare the need of harmonization of the legislation of
the countries of the region in the field of especially protected natural territories (EPNT) for the purpose of
improvement of the mechanism of preservation of a biological and landscape diversity of the region and creation
of transboundary EPNT. The first two stages will be blossoming of the legislation on recreational
environmental management. The 3rd, 4th and 5th stages define the need of development of one more draft law,
such as the Law RK "About Natural Medical Resources, Medical and Health Areas and Resorts". At the
same time, we want to note that the right of recreational environmental management can be paid as
compensation and acquired gratuitously, at the same time the right of recreational environmental management
can be referred to the right of complex environmental management.
Keywords: recreational environmental management, especially protected natural
territories, environmental regulation and standardization, ecological legislation of the Republic
of Kazakhstan, object of the right of recreational environmental management.

Introduction
In 1991, after the proclamation of the Republic of Kazakhstan as an
independent country and the its transition to a market economy there was a need of
transformation of the relations of environmental management, their adaptation to
conditions of the market, creation of legal, economic and organizational conditions
for equal development of all forms of ownership and the derivative rights of
environmental management from them, protection of the rights for natural resources
of citizens and legal entities. As a result of it, the structure of subjects of the relations
of environmental management on natural resources were essentially changed in the
republic, there were appeared the new types of the real rights for natural resources.
However, the problem of rational use of natural resources and environmental
protection was remained still now, “… for many decades in Kazakhstan there was
mainly created raw system of environmental management with extremely high
technogenic loads of the environment. Therefore cardinal improvement of an
ecological situation was not happened and it is still characterized by degradation of the
natural systems that leads to destabilization of the biosphere, its deprivation to
maintain the quality of the environment, which is necessary for activity of society" .1
Preservation of the favorable surrounding environment is an important task at
this stage of development of our state. This statement is fixed at the constitutional
level. So, in Art. 31 of the Constitution of the Republic of Kazakhstan it is noted:
1

The concept of ecological safety of the Republic of Kazakhstan for 2004-2015: it was approved by the
Decree of the President of Kazakhstan of December 3, 2003.
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"The government aims to protect the environment, which is favorable for life and
health of the person".2
The orientation of modern state policy on development of human resources
determinates a problem of environmental protection of more topical. So, the
President of Kazakhstan N. A. Nazarbayev notes in his Address "To competitive
Kazakhstan, competitive economy, the competitive nation! (Astana, March 19, 2004):
"Physical and mental abilities of Kazakhstan citizens in the conditions of globalization
and toughening of the world competition are key factors of success of our plans,
competitiveness of national economy and its survival in modern conditions".3 When
the main rate is done on a human factor, mayntaining healtn of the population is one
of priority problems of the state. So, N.A. Nazarbayev specifies in the Address to the
people of Kazakhstan "Kazakhstan - 2030. Prosperity, safety and improvement of
prosperity of all Kazakhstan citizens": "Economic growth won't be able in itself to
guarantee wellbeing of our citizens. It is simple to imagine the prospering economy, in
which people become more and more sick as a result of the wrong approach to the
health and the polluted environment from year to year. As we build the society, it is
necessary to apply the increasing efforts for our citizens who would be more healthy
throughout all the life, and they were surrounded by the healthy environment. Our
strategy in realization of this purpose consists of the following components.
Legislative and other regulations in the sphere of recreational environmental
management and practice of their application are served as a research object. A
methodological basis of a research are the modern doctrine about interaction of
economy and the environment, the constitutional provisions on environmental
management and environmental protection.
Discussion
Problem statement of the comparative analysis of the legislation of the foreign
countries and acquaintance with positive experience of application of this legislation is
connected with the need of rapprochement of the foreign states on environmental
issues. "The coordinated legal development of the states, both with similar, and with
various legal systems, is caused by requirement of survival of mankind during global
ecological crisis. Such development has already been found as character of a tendency.
Rapprochement of the legislation of the different countries assumes mitigation
or overcoming of the distinctions, existing between them by application of “legal
standards”, “the coordinated procedures”, “recommendatory norms”, and also
elaboration of the general approaches to the solution of legal problems .4
The general tendencies in development of the states of the CIS are shown
visually. Adoption of approximately identical list of normative acts in the field of
2

***, The constitution of the Republic of Kazakhstan of August 30, 1995, Almaty, Lawyer, 2004.
The address of the President of Kazakhstan "To competitive Kazakhstan, competitive economy, the
competitive nation! (Astana, March 19, 2004).
4 E. V. Novikova, Theoretical problems of the ecological legislation development in the Republic of Kazakhstan,
Doctor of Jurisprudence thesis, Moscow, 1999, p. 373-374, 387.
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ecology, processes of codification and ecologization of the legislation are characteristic
both of Kazakhstan, and of Russia, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and other states.
Other countries were determined by the Republic of Kazakhstan in some parameters.
So we were the first, who were adopted the main legislative act in the field of
environmental protection in the form of the Ecological code. The Russian Federation
is only developed its projects.
According to E. V. Novikova, conclusions about rapprochement of the
legislation of various states are confirmed as a result of the analysis of the
corresponding processes by the Republic of Kazakhstan and other CIS countries.
Process of harmonization of the legislation is traced in practice of application of such
legal institutes as ecological insurance, a legal regime of especially protected natural
territories and objects, ecological licensing. Unification can be observed in the field of
environmental regulation and standardization. The increasing support and distribution
is gained by development of the national ecological legislation on the basis of model .5
At the same time, gaps in the ecological legislation both in the Republic of
Kazakhstan, and in the similar legislation of other states of the the near abroad
countries, are repeated as well. The comparative analysis of the legislation of the near
abroad countries in the field of recreational environmental management was shown
that the institute of recreational environmental management is not developed
practically. A number of norms are contained only in Laws on especially protected
natural territories and are concerned the recreational zones as a part of national natural
parks. The institute of medical and health areas is more provided in legal sense. So, for
example, it is adopted by the Russian Federation the Federal law on January 27, 1995
“About Natural Medical Resources, Medical and Health Areas and Resorts".6
Today it is possible to mark out two stages of the national legislation
development in the field of the especially protected natural territories (EPNT.)
The first stage EPNT was come on the first years of independence: in 19911996 in all countries of Central Asia there were adopted the laws about EPNT. In
further changes and additions were done amendments of the given laws or there were
adopted laws in the new edition. Now the second stage of development of the
legislation of the countries of the region in the field of EPNT is observed: the Law on
EPNT 7was adopted in the new edition in Uzbekistan (December, 2004), in
Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan there were adopted the new editions in laws on EPNT.
In the Russian Federation there is no division into two stages. There still
works the Federal law of March 14, 1995 N 33-FL “About especially protected natural
territories", however, the changes were added repeatedly by laws of December 30,
2001, on August 22, on December 29, 2004, on May 9, 2005, on December 4, 2006,
on March 23, on May 10, 2007.8
5

Ibidem, p. 374-387.
***; Federal law “About Natural Medical Resources, Medical and Health Areas and Resorts”, January 27, 1995.
7 V. Gromov Analytical review of the legislation of the Central Asia countries in the field of especially protected natural
territories, United Nations Development Program Archive (UNDPA), Almaty, 2006.
8 ***; The federal law of the Russian Federation, March 14, 1995 N 33-FZ “About especially protected natural
territories”, 1995.
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In a number of the states (Ukraine, the Republic of Moldova) it is possible to
mark out one more stage as well. It was begun with adoption of laws on ecological
network.
The problem of creation of EPNT, which are functionally interlinked between
themselves, was arisen in the seventies. Original approaches to formation of the
EPNT multilevel systems were developed. These developments were found the
reflection in territorial complex schemes of nature conservation and nature protection
sections of schemes of regional planning for various administrative units. They are a
basis for further formation of ecological networks in these areas. On the other hand,
now the mentioned schemes are used less than earlier that is connected with
decentralization of public administration at all levels.9
In 1997 - 1999 at the initiative of group of the Russian experts - members of
the Committee of experts in formation of Pan-European ecological network of the
Europe Council there was created the Working group on Ecological network of
Northern Eurasia. The Working group was prepared the report “Prerequisites and the
prospects of the development of ecological networks in Northern Eurasia”, containing
offers to the Program and the Action plan for formation of Ecological network of
Northern Eurasia. Activity of the Working group was supported by Committee of
experts in formation of Pan-European ecological network and the Working group of
WCPA on EPNT of Northern Eurasia. Experts in the field of territorial conservation,
the staff of the state environmental services, representatives of non-governmental
organizations from the majority of the countries of the region of Northern Eurasia
took part in activity of the Working group.
The first among the near abroad countries there was adopted the Law of
Ukraine No. 1864-IV “About ecological network of Ukraine” of June 24, 2004.10 It
works along with the Law of Ukraine “About nature reserve fund of Ukraine” of June
16, 1992 .11 There were created by this Law the legal bases for regulation of the public
relations in the sphere of formation, protection and balanced use of eco-network of
Ukraine as the uniform territorial system, which is created for the purpose of
environmental protection, increase in natural and resource capacity of the territory,
preservation of a biological and landscape diversity, habitats and growth of valuable
types of fauna and flora, a gene pool, ways of animal migrations.
According to the Law, the eco-network components are:
- territories and objects of natural and reserved fund;
- grounds of inventory of water resources, wetlands, the water protection
zones;
- grounds of forest fund;
- windbreak forest fields and other protective plantings which aren't referred
to grounds of inventory of water resources;
- the grounds of recreational purposes and their natural resources;
9

M. E. Kuleshova, "Ecological frameworks," in Wildlife management, III (1999), p. 25-30.
Ukraine law of June 24, 2004 No. 1864-IV “About Ukraine ecological network”.
11 Ukraine law “About Ukraine natural and reserved fund”, June 16, 1992.
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- the grounds of recreational purpose, which are used for the organization of
mass recreation and tourism, as well as sporting events;
- other natural territories and objects (territories of steppe vegetation, a
pasture, haymakings, stone scatterings, sands, saline soils, the land plots within which
there are natural objects, having special nature protection value);
- the land plots where there are grown the natural plant groups, entered in the
Green book of Ukraine;
- territories, which are habitats or growths of types of flora and fauna, which
are included in the Red List of Ukraine;
- partially - the territories of agricultural purpose: pastures, haymakings,
meadows, etc.
- radioactively contaminated land, which aren't used and are subject to separate
protection as natural regions with the special status.
- there were provided the concrete measures for ensuring of formation of econetwork of Ukraine by the law, among which there are:
- creation of coordination councils at the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, the
Council of Ministers of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, the regional, Kiev and
Sevastopol city public administrations;
- projecting of eco-network by development of the summary scheme of
formation of Ukraine eco-network as a part of the General scheme of its territory
planning, regional schemes of formation of eco-network of the Autonomous Republic
of Crimea and areas, local schemes of formation of region eco-network, settlements
and other territories;
- formation of lists of territories and objects of eco-network;
- the development and implementation of special scientific programs, state
monitoring of eco-network, etc.
In general, it is one of the most important normative legal acts of the nature
protection character, adopted in Ukraine lately, which is included and aimed for
providing of safety and improvement of a condition of steppe ecosystems.
In the Republic of Moldova there was begun the new stage in development of
the legislation on EPNT as well. On April 5, 2007 the It was adopted the Law “About
Ecological Network”, which purpose is formation of a legal basis of creation and
development of national ecological network as a component of Pan-European
ecological network and local ecological networks, establishment of control regime and
protection of the national and local ecological networks, and also authorities and
obligations of bodies of public management in the given field.
According to Art. 3 of this Law, the national ecological network is created for
the purpose of preservation of a natural genetic variety of all types of the live
organisms, included in ecosystems and natural complexes, and also for providing of
favorable vital conditions and long-term development of adjacent territories.
Functions of the national ecological network:
a) restoration and preservation of landscapes and ecosystems;
b) preservation of a biological and genetic diversity;
c) reduction of erosive processes of the soil;
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d) preservation, protection, restoration and expansion of a vegetable cover;
e) improvement of fodder base of animals;
f) increase in recreational value of the territory;
g) preservation and restoration of water bodies, improvement of their quality;
h) stabilization of natural processes on the territories, adjacent to the
ecological network.12
The need of adoption of the similar law is also ripened in the Republic of
Kazakhstan.
The detailed analysis of the legislation in the field of especially protected
natural territories was carried out by Zh. K. Rysbekova in the dissertation research
“Legal Regulation of Activity of the State National Natural Parks of the Republic of
Kazakhstan”. She notes that within the last several years experts in the field of
conservation and experts in the field of the nature protection legislation of the
countries of Central Asia declare about the need of harmonization of the legislation of
the countries of the region in the field of EPNT for the purpose of improvement of
the mechanism of preservation of a biological and landscape diversity of the region
and creation of cross-border EPNT. The work on harmonization of the legislation in
the field of EPNT of the countries of the region was begun within the Interstate
project “Tasis” on preservation of a biodiversity of the Western Tien Shan and the
Central Asian cross-border project of the Global Environment Facility (GEF)/the
World Bank (WB) on preservation of a biodiversity of the Western Tien Shan
(Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan). Further four countries of the region:
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan participated in implementation of
the project of the UN Organization for questions of food and agriculture (FAO) of
TCP/INT/2903 “Improvement and Harmonization of the Legislation on Especially
Protected Natural Territories".13
In the most states of the near abroad countries the concept “especially
protected natural territory” is uniformly. So, in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,
Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, it is understood as the plots of land and water, having
special value with a specific regime of protection and use. The name differs only at
Uzbekistan: it is used the term “the protected natural territory”.
Conclusions
1. The legislation on recreational environmental management had been passed
the several stages in its development:
1st stage - (1917 – the 60th years). During this period the legal norms about use
of natural resources reflected hopelessly outdated concepts of a priority of economic
interests over ecological, which were put in the state plans of social and economic
development during formation of the Soviet state and then in the subsequent. Norms
on recreational environmental management practically didn't develop.
The law of the Republic of Moldova “About ecological network”, April 5, 2007.
Zh. K. Rysbekova, Legal regulation of activity of the state national natural parks of the Republic of Kazakhstan,
Doctor of Jurisprudence thesis, Almaty, 2007, p. 121-155.
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2nd stage (the 60-90th years) - is symbolized by blossoming of the legislation
about recreational environmental management, and it was begun in connection with
adopted by the Supreme Councils of federal republics - laws on conservation in 1957
— 1963. During this period it is observed an active law-making in the field of the
legislation on health care, town-planning activity, on tourism. Significant impact on
these standards provides all-Union legislation.
3rd stage of development of the legislation on recreational environmental
management, in our opinion, was begun with finding of independence by the Republic
of Kazakhstan. It is characterized by essential renewal of norms on recreational
activity.
The fourth can be predicted only: it will be begun with adoption of the
independent statutory act, which is in a complex, regulating all questions of
recreational environmental management.
2. Having analyzed the ecological legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan it
is possible to draw a conclusion that it is necessary to adopt the statutory act, which
would provide all characteristic features of the right of recreational environmental
management, general laws and duties of users of nature, which would govern the
relations on use of natural resources in these purposes. It was possible to call it as the
Law RK “About Recreational Environmental Management”.
At the same time, there is a need of development of one more law in draft,
such as the Law RK “About Natural Medical Resources, Medical and Health Areas
and Resorts".
3. The content of the right of recreational environmental management was
significantly changed in the conditions of transition to market economy and
sustainable development of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
The right of recreational environmental management in objective sense is a
complex of the precepts of law, regulating an order of granting and withdrawal, the
conditions of use of natural resources for rest and tourism.
In subjective sense, the right of recreational environmental management is a
complex, established by the ecological legislation of the competences of the specific
user of nature on possession and use of natural resources for the rest and tourism.
Object of the right of recreational environmental management is, as a rule, the
natural complex, a recreational zone, which is understood as the part of the
surrounding environment, used for rest and tourism.
Legal entities of recreational environmental management can be subdivided on
primary and secondary.
Legal entities are primary: tourist bases, rest houses, etc.
Secondary users of nature – are the citizens of the Republic of Kazakhstan and
other natural persons, who have used the right of recreational environmental
management and received a complex of services from primary users of nature – camp
sites, rest houses, etc.
The right of recreational environmental management can be belonged to the
right of special and general environmental management.
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It belongs to the right of environmental management on a way of
environmental management, which is carried out without withdrawal of a natural
resource from the surrounding environment.
The right of recreational environmental management on terms is divided on
the permanent (without indication of the term) and temporary (with the indication of
the specified term).
In order of approval – on primary (provided by the state or other primary user
of nature as alienation of this right) and secondary (provided by primary user of
nature, reserving this status).
On availability at a price – the right of recreational environmental management
can be paid as compensation and acquired gratuitously.
Also the right of recreational environmental management can be referred to
the right of complex environmental management.
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Abstract. Signal processing technique is used extensively in medical applications to continuously
collect patient data. This data are used for improving health, detect disease in initial, and provide an alert for
dangerous events (e.g., cancer detection or heart attack). In this paper, a review based on Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) for detecting the diseases, is presented, which automatically extracts explicit knowledge from
the database under the form of IF-THEN rules containing AND-connected clauses on the database variables.
To illustrate the role of DSP processors in everyday life, several examples of numerous applications of digital
processing have been presented. These applications can be divided into two categories: information analysis /
filtering and control processes.
Keywords: DSP, Medical Sciences, Diseases detection, technology, application.

Introduction
The age of knowledge and information undoubtedly lends itself to the
advances in computer technology and related sciences. With the increasing
development of hard disks, data collection and data processing is simplified every day,
and as a result, the concepts and methods of working with databases are also
dramatically improving.1
Today, due to these advances, a huge amount of data is stored in various data
tanks, such as data files, databases, analytical databases, data warehouses, etc. As the
artificial and artificial approaches to scientific and traditional approaches have been
raised, this explosive growth in data also requires a series of new techniques and tools
that can intelligently process these data. In order to overcome this need, data
collection takes into account the need for almost modern knowledge by finding a set
of interesting knowledge such as rules, disciplines, patterns, and constraints from the
data contained in these tanks. Well In other words, data mining has the task of
extracting information and patterns of data that was previously unknown and
implicitly available among the data.

1 Paul Chollet, Kevin Colombier, Cyril Lahuec, Matthieu Arzel, Fabrice Seguin, "Toward sub-pJ per
classification in Body Area Sensor Networks", in New Circuits and Systems Conference (NEWCAS), XIV
(2016), p. 1-4; D. Willam, Willam Jr., "The nervous system," in R. M. Berne, M. N. Levy, B. M.
Koeppen, B. A. Stanton, Physiology 5th ed. New York, Mosby. 2004, p. 62-206; S. Salivahanan, A.
Vallavarj, C. Gnana priya, Digital Signal Processing Covers Signal And Systems, New York, Mc Graw-Hill,
2000.
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Figure 1: EEG and classification procedure in diagnoising the diseases

The existing signal processing tools or programs are more suitable for
engineers working in biomedical applications, according to their position they can
utilize the tools or programs easily.2 The most important biomedical signals are
classified into two types such as action potential and event-related potential.
Electromyogram (EMG), electroneurogram (ENG), electrocardiogram (ECG) and
electroencephalogram (EEG) are existing action potential.
Methodology and Application
For better representation of the signal, the characteristics of the signal should
be extracted, then these properties are applied to the classifier of the action until it is
verbose. To distinguish and diagnose heart valves, the vector of the selected feature
has both time characteristics and frequency characteristics. For this purpose, the time
characteristics based on the wavelet transform consist of four parameters: Mean time
between first and second voices, mean square root mean square distances between the
first and second sounds of the heart (Rmssd), standard deviation of all intervals of the
first and second voices in the determination range (SDNN), and the first and second
geometry distance of the heart (edu), and of a frequency characteristic, the ratio of the
signal strength in the low frequency to the signal strength at the frequency (LF / HF)
based on the Fourier transform. Fourier transforms is transmitting a signal from the
time domain to the frequency domain. This conversion is usually in the form as
follows:
(1)
Where f and t are the frequency and time parameters, respectively. The signal
(x (t) multiplied by the frequency f in the time domain in a complex view. The Fourier
Conversion Courier actually represents the highest frequency element.

Figure 2. Fourier transforms

2

R. M. Rangayyan, Biomedical signal analysis: a case study approach, New York, Wiley-IEEE Press, 2001.
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Durand propounded a method to classify the arrhythmia that is implemented
on a digital signal processing platform (DSP). The wavelet transform based on
quadratic wavelets algorithm is used for identifying ECG waves and fiducial marker
array. The arrhythmia classification was done by the probabilistic neural network. The
classification includes 5 step process, Cardiac frequency calculation, RR interval
measurement, P wave measurement, PR interval measurement and QRS complex
measurement. The wavelet transform is represented in a mathematical notation
Discrete Wavelet transform is a powerful tool for biomedical signal analysis
and aims to overcome resolution problems in the short-term Fourier transform. The
bulletin function is defined by the parameters of (a) and displacement (b) as follows:
(2)
The shock wave analysis allows us to parse the PCG signal in a filter bank. The
signal is decomposed in two modes. One in approximate mode and one in detail in a
mode.
This is done using two high-pass filter g and a lower h-point. It needs to be
explained that the filter h creates a recurrence mode and the filter g extracts the
signal's detail.
Another application of signal processing is Diagnosis is in the bone and teeth.
The rapid progress of science in various branches of medical science necessitates the
use of more modern technologies. Advanced imaging techniques such as computer
tomography (CT) have revolutionized not only medical but also other disciplines,
including dentistry, although its use in dentistry is due to high cost, large size of
equipment, and also their high dose has been limited.3 Cone-shaped computer
tomography (CBCT) has now been introduced as a standard alternative to many
diagnostic and therapeutic interventions.4 The images obtained from the computed
tomography technique with cone beam have high accuracy and accuracy, and it is
possible to observe the next-dimensional images at any angles without deformation
and accurate examination of various bone lesions5. Also, due to the increasing spread
of CBCT systems and the different possibilities for their reconstruction in different
FOVs and the software's different software, in rebuilding images, a system that best
describes cortical plates and bone defects it’s very important to have 3D images.
Given the importance of this issue, and in the review of the articles, a similar study
that did not find the ability of three CBCT and periapical systems to detect the
fenestration and dehiscence around the implant was not found, this study was
necessary. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to examine and compare the

3

W. De Vos, J. Casselman, G. Swennen, "Cone-beam computerized tomography (CBCT) imaging of
the oral and maxillofacial region: a systematic review of the literature," in International journal of oral and
maxillofacial surgery, XXVIII (2009), no. 6, p. 609-625.
4 L. G. Durand, M. Blanchard, H. N. Sabbah, P. D. Stein, "Comparison of spectral techniques for
computer assisted classification of spectra of heart sounds in patients with a porcine bioprosthetic
valves," in Med. Biol. Eng. Comput., XXXI (1991), p. 229.
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ability of three CBCT systems (Sordex, Planmeca, Newtom 3G) and periapical to
detect fenestration and dehiscence around the implant.
Digital Processor Architecture
One of the most important bottlenecks in implementing algorithms, DSP is
the transfer of data in / out memory. This information includes "data" such as input
signal samples and filter coefficients and "instructions" that are applied in binary code
sequentially to the program.
2.1.1 Vann Architecture - Newman:
The easiest way to do this is by Van Neumann [1959-1903, Von Neumann].
The Van Neumann architecture only has a memory and a bus 1 for data transfer to
the central processing unit of the CPU. This architecture is given in Fig. 3. The WenNewman plan is perfectly acceptable for a situation in which all tasks in a serialized
program are entirely acceptable.

Figure 3: Van-Neumann Architecture

Harward Architecture
Another architecture is only needed when fast processing is required. In
another graphic (4), called Harvard, it is shown in Harvard University, with the
guidance of Howard Aiken 1900-1973 in 1940. In this scheme, separate memory for
data and instructions is considered, which also have separate passages. Because in this
plan, the passageways respond independently to the instructions and data at the same
time, which increases the processing speed. Many DSPs today use this type of
architecture

Figure 4. Harward architecture

Super Harvard Architecture
The Super Harvard architecture is given in Figure 5.5 In fact, this developed
architecture of the Harvard scheme adds features to increase passivity. This scheme
5

S. Kacar, Ü. Sakoglu, "Design of a novel biomedical signal processing and analysis tool for functional
neuroimaging," in Comput. Methods Programs Biomed, 2016, p. 46-57.
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has several optimization methods, some of which are characterized by the Cache of
the I / O controller and the controller shown in the figure.

Figure 5: Super Harvard architecture

DSP algorithms typically spend more time in executing loops in instructions.
This means that a program instruction set is transmitted continuously from the
program memory to the CPU. The 1SHARC architecture uses the Cache instruction
to do this, which is considered an advantage. SHARC Symbol (figure 6) is shown in
more detail in which the I / O controller is connected to the data memory.

Figure 6: DSP architecture for parallel tasks

Some SHARC processors have both serial and parallel ports for high-speed
connectivity. For example, clock speeds of 40MHz are two serial ports each operating
at 40 Mbits / Sec and six parallel ports that transmit data at 40Mbytes. When all
parallel ports work together, it provides a speed of 240 Mbytes / Sec.
High I / O speeds are key features of the processor. The most important issue
in the first place, data transfer to the inside, the DSP performs the calculation and
output before the next example.
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Other items are in the next position. Although some processors have analogto-digital and digital converters on the main card, all processors can be linked through
interfaces to serial or parallel gateways with external converters.
In the block of the diagram, in Figure 5, in the CPU section, there are two
DAG address generator blocks (1), each of which is used for one of two memory.
These blocks control the addresses sent to the data program memory, which indicates
what information should be read or written in memory.
Discussion
The signal is a function of one or more independent variables that contains
information about a physical or biological phenomenon. Creatures from the cell to the
organs of the body produce signals of biological origin. These signals are electrically,
mechanically or chemically. The electrical signals are the result of the depolarization of
the neural or cardiac cells. The sound produced by the heart valves is a sample of
mechanical signals, or PCO2 is a chemical signal. These biological signals or vital
signals are used for medical diagnosis and biomedical research.
Signals generated by body organs are mixed together or under the influence of
noise. The processing of vital signals means separating the desired signal from
interconnected signals and then extracting useful signal parameters. These parameters
are used for medical diagnosis.
In order to verify and validate the performance of the proposed system, the
input signal and the simulation software model are first defined. Then, with the initial
information and final confirmation of the flow diagram of the system, a software
simulator is extracted which is the basis of the hardware implementation - the
software of the digital processor.
Similarly, DSPs were also designed for mathematical calculations in digital
signal processing, with the speed of most DSP algorithms are almost entirely confined
to the number of required multiplications.
In addition to executing mathematical calculations at high speeds, DSPs
should have the ability to predict runtime. Most DSPs used in various applications
continuously perform the processing, without this, they have a defined start and end,
and they work in accordance with the speed required. There are several reasons why
the speed of the DSP system is not over-designed because, by increasing that cost, the
power consumption and complexity of the design also increase. These reasons justify
the correct information from the time of execution of the processing
Makes both the appropriate tool selected and the algorithms used are correctly
designed
Biological signal processing is done in four steps (Fig. 7):
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Figure 7. Signal processing of heart rate

Measuring or recording the signal; Signal conversion; Calculating Signal
Parameters; Interpretation or classification of signals.
In Step 1, the transducers are used to record the signal's collection from the
body. At this stage, mechanical or chemical signals are converted into electrical signals,
and signals. Electrically reinforced. An important point in signaling is the minimum
entropy of the signal, ie the signal with the least disturbance or, in other words, the
highest signal-to-noise ratio. For computer processing, the recorded signal is sampled.
In the second step, conversions are applied to the signal so that the possibility of
extracting meaningful parameters in the third part is facilitated. This phase is called
preprocessing, which aims to reduce signal noise and reduce data volumes so that it is
easier to extract signal characteristics in a third step. In the third step, the appropriate
meaningful parameters that are called signal characteristics are extracted. The results
of this stage are used for the decision making process in the fourth stage. In the fourth
step, using the extracted features of the physician or computer, the final statement is
made. The phase of the interpretation or classification of signal characteristics is called
pattern recognition.
Specifications of biological signals
Biological signals are derived from biological processes. This process is very
complex and dynamic. Biological signals are usually a function of time. In general,
biological signals are classified into two categories:
Certain signals; Random or Statistical Signals
Certain signals are signals in which the waveform of the signal is well-known
and quite predictable. Certain signals are threefold: alternating, pseudo-intermittent,
and transient. In repetitive signals, the form is repeated at specified intervals.
Biomedical signals are not entirely periodic. Therefore, the term "pseudo periodic" is
more suitable for describing repetitive biological signals. In the alternating pseudosignal, the form is repeated approximately at certain intervals. Transient signals occur
only once over time. Accidental or statistical signals are due to heterogeneous and
randomized depolarization of a group of cells, such as brain neurons that produce
Electroencephalogram (EEG) signals. The waveform of such signals is indefinite and
can only be described using statistical concepts. Depending on the biological process,
random signals are divided into static and non-stationary stacks. In static random
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signals, the statistical characteristics of the signal does not change over time. If the
biological process generating a random signal in a given condition is a random
generated signal will not be valid. For example, an EEG that has an epileptic seizure is
not an accidental signal. Figure 2 shows these categories with a case study.
Processing methods
In this section we will briefly review the methods of processing biological
signals. First, the basics of the analysis of the signal theory will be briefly reviewed. In
the following, the generalization of the methods based on the amplitude of the signal,
then the spectral frequency and the filtering of the signal will be discussed. The
following is a description of the signal-to-noise concept followed by several examples
of the signal detection method.
Analysis of signals and systems
At the beginning of this chapter, the general definition of the signal was
expressed. Further explanations will be provided on the overall division of signals.
Then they are explained about their systems and their important features. These
concepts are essential for understanding signal processing. Signals are divided into two
general categories:
Continuous Signals in Time: In which the independent variable has continuous
variations. Discrete-time signals: in which an independent variable only takes a discrete
set of values.
Application of DSP processors and multidimensional Fourier transforms in
imaging:6 MRI.
The purpose of the inclusion of this section is to demonstrate the ability to
convert Fourier to simplify issues and its ability to collect information in MRI. Here's
an illustrative example of how to use DSP processors and their position in medical
engineering sciences by describing the MRI imaging method.
Fourier transform is not only a powerful mathematical tool widely used in
science and engineering, but also a convenient and natural way to describe many of
the physical phenomena. Examples of these phenomena include the analysis of
oscillatory motion of oscillating objects as well as the analysis of visible light.
In these examples and many other applications of a one-dimensional Fourier
transform, the frequency variable, which is the main variable in the Fourier transform
domain, is usually time-dependent because changes in the initial quantity (for example,
the location in oscillatory motions) are assumed to be a function of time. By
definition, the Fourier transform is multidimensional with functions of variables other
than or in addition to time. Why is MRI imaging here selected? Because MRI naturally
interconnects different ideas in Fourier transforms, including time and space
frequencies.
A. Gutiérrez-Gnecchi, R. Morfin-Maga˜na, R. Lorias-Espinoza, Tellez-Anguiano Ac, E. EyesArchundia, A. Méndez-Pati˜no R. C. ˜Neda-Miranda, "RC DSP-based arrhythmia classification using
wavelet transform and probabilistic neural network," in Biomed Signal Process Control, XXXII (2017), p.
44-56.
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Figure 8: Application of DSP Processors in Medical Engineering

Conclusion
Biomedical signal and digital signal processing constitutes various application
in the diagnosing and research field in biomedical engineering. With the enhanced
physiological knowledge, a wide assortment of innovative works in clinical methods
makes use of this concept in the medical applications. Various signs of illnesses can be
diagnosed by the DSP method. For example it can be separated from underlying
deterministic heart sounds using DSP. DSP has the potential to become a reliable and
economical new diagnostic approach to screening for structural heart disease. Also, it
can be used as a technique for detecting the bone issues. However, DSP must be
further evaluated in a large series of patients with well-characterized pathology to
determine its clinical potential.
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Abstract.This study aims to determine the function of the Toraja Traditional House (Tongkonan)
and its built environment, which is a unique environmental product of architecture in Kalimbuang Bori' Tana
Toraja Indonesia. The type of research is qualitative research. Data collection is done by observation, interviews,
and documentation. The research variables consist of: the function of the Traditional House (Tongkonan), and
its built environment, consisting of: 1) granary (Alang), 2) home page (Luba’ba), 3) forests (Kombong), 4)
rice fields (Uma ), 5) place of funeral ceremony (Rante), and 6) gravestone (Liang Paa’). Data analysis
technique used is descriptive qualitative analysis, that is analyzing each variable descriptively, consisting of flow
of activity, that is data selection, data presentation, analysis of interpretation, and conclusion. The results show
that: in general, the main function of the traditional house (Tongkonan) and its built environment is as a
container of human activities supporting Toraja culture, consisting of Rambu Soloq that is the customary
ceremony associated with death, and Rambu Tukaq or all things consisting of good lifestyle as well ceremonies
related to daily life. Specifically, the function of each of the built environment has the following functions: 1)
Alang serves as a storage place of rice and ceremonial place, 2) Pangrampak or Luba’ba serves as a place of
traditional ceremonies, 3) Kombong serves as a forest reserve of structural materials, gardens, and nature
conservation, 4) Uma serves as a producer of rice for daily food needs, 5) Rante serves as a special function for
the funeral ceremony Rambu Soloq, and 6) Liang Paa’ serves as a grave or as a preserved corpse.
Keywords: Tongkonan Build Environment in Kalimbuang Bori'.

Introduction
Many people talk about the architecture of the environment in terms of the
biological architecture, green architecture, environmentally friendly tropical
architecture, and others. On the other hand, big cities are still dominated by
architectural products that challenge nature consisting of skyscrapers, massive
buildings of glass and concrete that absorb heat and the reduced green open space so
that global warming increases. As a lecturer who learns about the science of
architecture and also learns about environmental science sees that this phenomenon is
not enough to answer the challenge of environmental architecture. More research is
needed to enrich the treasures of science in the field of environmental architecture,
and to learn from many sources including traditional architecture which is a product
of local wisdom from ancestors that has been tested for centuries.
The tribes that inhabit the various regions in Indonesia, for centuries have
formed the characteristics of culture and architecture. That is why there is a variety of
traditional buildings ranging from simple forms, to the perfect form that stands in
groups or singly, each with a characteristic or specificity in accordance with the views
*
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of each tribal life. The growth and development of traditional architecture is in
tandem with the development of a tribe. Therefore, traditional architecture is an
identity of a community group that supports it, and in the traditional architecture
reflects the personality of its supporting community.1
One traditional architecture that is the product of local wisdom is traditional
Toraja architecture, better known as Tongkonan. The traditional architecture of Toraja
(Tongkonan) has been written about by many scientists, including overseas researchers,
but only in terms of anthropology, and the architectural point of view as unique and
characteristic ancestral works not found elsewhere. A review of the architectural
environment still is specifically missing. Therefore, the researcher sees that this
phenomenon is very interesting to be studied, and also can support the competence of
the researcher as a lecturer of environmental architecture.
The concept of Tongkonan as the center of traditional rulers and kinship ties
usually consists of several houses each carrying out different functions, supported by:
1) the rice barn, 2) the Rante or the place of the rambu soloq (funeral ceremony), 3) the
grave (Liang), 4) bamboo and wooden gardens (kombong) for building materials if
Tongkonan house is to be renovated, 5) the rice fields and the fields (uma and bela ') as
the livelihood of the residents of Tongkonan's house, and 6) luba'ba or pangrampak i.e.
the space between Tongkonan and Alang's house. Thus, a Tongkonan group actually
covers a broad aspect as it covers aspects of traditional ceremonies, life arrangements,
and other aspects of life so it can be concluded that Tongkonan is a Toraja traditional
house building and its built environment.2
The Tongkonan group in Toraja, scattered in various places, has a certain
territory as the center of the Adats Governance in the past, and has the same position
so that one Tongkonan group with another Tongkonan group has no hirakhi as
subordinate or superior, but has the same position and forms a larger federation
known as Tondok Lebongan bulan Tana Matahari Allo, or at present better known as
Tana Toraja region which administratively consists of two regencies, namely Tana
Toraja and North Toraja.
One of the Tongkonan groups in the Sesean Sub-district, North Toraja, which is
the Tongkonan in Kalimbuang Bori Group. This Tongkonan group, consisting of eight
Tongkonan that function customarily and have their respective roles in managing the
life of the people who are in the territory of Bori customs in the past. Although this
Tongkonan group has the same function as other Tongkonan groups in Tana Toraja, the
Tongkonan group has its own charm, especially its built-in environment and is located
in one adjacent area, so it is suitable to be the object of research related to
environmental architecture .
Lullulangi & Onesimus3 says that: "Understanding architecture is a work in
designing and planning space as a vessel of human life that is useful and can give a

1

Mithen dan Onesimus S. Lullulangi, Traditional Toraja Architecture, Makassar, Penerbit UNM, 2007.
Ibiedem.
3 Ibidem.
2
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sense of happiness at certain period of time." Anne Ahira4 says: "The environment is
everything that is around us in the form of living things. Be they humans, animals and
plants ". Then Rachmad5 quoted Otto Soemarwoto who argued that the is everything
that exists in every living thing or organism and affects its life.
Aryoramadhans6says that environmentally sound architecture is an
environmentally sound development that utilizes all the potential that exists around
the environment, but still within the limits that also pay attention to the surrounding
environment in order not to be damaged and remain balanced. An environmentally
sound architecture is necessary because the destruction of existing ecosystems on
earth as a result of various developments that do not pay attention to the natural
environment and surrounding areas. As a result of this there is global warming,
flooding, and many other types of natural disasters. Izzah7 says, Architecture is the art
and science of designing buildings. In a broader sense, architecture includes designing
and building the entire built environment, ranging from the macro level of urban
planning and landscape architecture, to the micro level of building design, furniture
design and product design. Architecture also refers to the results of the design
process.
Based on some of the above opinions, if the science of architecture combined
with environmental science can give birth to a new science, the architecture related to
the environment, or environmental assessment of environmental studies into
environmental architecture . Therefore, it can be concluded that the architecture of
the environment is the study of the art of designing and planning the natural
environment into a living environment built in the form of living space as a container
of human activities that are beneficial to life.
The philosophy of Tongkonan layout, derived from the teachings of Aluk Todolo
(ancestral religion) about cosmology, where the village conceptually always follows the
four directions of the wind, then Tongkonan conceptually also follows the village model
that is rectangular. Thus, the form of the village that flows from east to west, gives
birth to the Tongkonan layout that forms a path according to the east-west pattern.
Sumalyo8 says, "A row of tongkonans facing an elongated yard is formed by a
row of tongkonans with rows of barns (alang). This page is open space (+) "This
opinion is also supported by Tangdilintin,9 which says: "Tingayo banua (front of house)
has its own position among all parts of the house as a high ceremony place called
"Inan Panguranda-randean". (Special place) "Then Sandarupa10 said that, "Tongkonan and
4

Anne Ahira, Residential Environmental Health, 2011, availble on: www.aanneahira.com /kesehatanlingkungan-permukiman.htm, accessed on 21. 04. 2016.
5 K. Rachmad K, Susilo Dwi, Environmental Sociology, Jakarta, Rajawali Pers, 2008.
6 Aryaramadhan,
Environmental Oriented Architecture, 2013, available onrsitektur-berwawasanlingkungan.html. Daikses 27 September 2013., accessed 21. 02. 2016.
7 Anisah Izzah, Understanding Architecture and Environment, Jakkarta, Arsitektur danlingkungan, 2012.
8 Yulianto Sumalyo, "Cosmology in Toraja Architecture," in Jurnal Teknik Arsitektur Surabaya, LP &
LPM Univ. Kristen Petra, 2001, p. 66, 69, 72.
9 Tongkonan Tangdilintin, Traditional House Toraja. Architecture & Variety of Toraja Ornaments, Rantepao,
Yalbu, 1985.
10 Stanislauss Sandarupa, Life and Death in Toraja, Makassar, Torindo, 2002.
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alang are opposite, like men and women, among them there is pangrampak or tarampak
or luba’ba ". Furthermore, Sampebulu explained that in the pangrampak or luba’ba, there
is a kind of privacy line to distinguish between functions and actors, or between
insiders (families) and outsiders.
The built environment of the Tongkonan, consisting of : 1) Alang (rice granary),
2) Rante where the ceremony Rambu soloq (funeral ceremony), 3) Liang (graves),
consisting of : erong graves, stone gaves (Liang Paa’) , or patane ' graves and 4)
Kombong (protected forests where wood, bamboo, and others) as building materials to
renovate Tongkonan or alang if the time has arrived for renovation. Further, 11explains
that: “In Toraja, each family has a traditional house called Tongkonan. The
neighborhood was built on Tongkonan, consisting of Alang (granary), Rante (place of
funeral ceremony), Liang (grave) and the Kombong (a protected forest reserve with
wood, bamboo, etc.) for building materials to renovate Tongkonan or Alang when the
time was ripe for renovation.”
Tongkonan built environment should be maintained properly. Harmony and
balance with nature must be maintained because in the teachings of ancestral religions
(Aluk Todolo), hinting that if nature is angry, it will bring disaster to humans .12After
these cultural supporters converted from Aluk Todolo to Christianity and Islam, their
ancestors' culture was preserved, mainly Tongkonan's preservation because of
Tongkonan's function to maintain kinship ties, in addition to tourism needs in this area.
As long as Tongkonan remains, then Kombong as part of the Tongkonan built
environment will also be maintained. Therefore, Kombong is one of the local wisdoms
of the Toraja community that is related to the preservation of the environment.
Kombong is a part that cannot be separated from Tongkonan. Kombong. It is a
forest area built from Tongkonan, planted with various types of wood and bamboo
which is very useful for building materials if structural material from traditional houses
or granaries are weathered and need to be replaced. Kombong, maintained from
generation to generation of the Tongkonan family, and must be preserved. The main
concept of this kombong system, is as a reserve of building materials for traditional
houses and rice gardens in Toraja society. In addition, the ancestors of the Toraja
people realized that their area, upstream of the Saddang river plays an important role
for other areas, as a source of water to irrigate existing rice fields, especially in the
downstream neighboring areas, namely Sidenreng Rappang and Sawitto Pinrang. Both
of these areas require a source of water from the Saddang river as irrigation, so this
area is well known as a rice producer in eastern Indonesia. The policy of the ancestors
of the Toraja people to maintain the forest in their area is local wisdom that is not
only useful for themselves but also useful for other areas.
Research methods
11

Onesimus Sampebua Mithen, "Sunardi and Gufran Darma Dirawan. 2015. Model Local Wisdom to
Preserve the Environment in Sout Sulawesi and West Sulawesi Indonesia," in Man in India, VC (2015),
no. 4, p. 1041-1050.
12 Tangdilintin, Toraja Funeral Ceremony, Rantepao, Yalbu, 1980.
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This study aims to determine the function of the Toraja Traditional House
(Tongkonan) and its built environment, which is a unique environmental product
architecture in Bori' Tana Toraja, Indonesia. The type of research is qualitative
research. Data collection is done by observation, interviews, and documentation. The
research variables consist of: Function of Traditional House (Tongkonan), and its built
environment, consisting of: 1) granary (Alang), 2) home page (Pangrampak or luba;ba), 3)
forest maintained (Kombong), 4) rice fields (Uma ), 5) place of funeral ceremony (Rante),
and 6) stone grave (Liang Paa’). The data analysis technique used is descriptive
qualitative analysis, that is analyzing each variable descriptively, consisting of four
activity flow, that is data selection, data presentation, analysis and interpretation, and
conclusion.
Results And Discussion
Results
Tongkonan. In Kalimbuang Bori 'there are eight Tongkonan with different
functions governing the life of the people under the rule of adat Bori' in the past, and
still preserved to this day. The eight Tongkonan are: 1) Tongkonan Ne 'Ramba' which
functions as the holder of customary government, 2) Tongkonan Lumika’ which
serves as Tongkonan Layuk, as a place of deliberation to determine the customary
rules that will be applied in the community, as the director and the advisor in
customary government of Bori 3) Tongkonan Papakayu which assumes the duties of
security guards, 4) Tongkonan Potoksia, which assumes the task of governing
agriculture and regulates the distribution of meat distribution at ritual ceremonies 5)
Tongkonan Ne' Lame, which carries out the task of dividing or cutting meat sacrifice
at ritual ceremony, 6) Tongkonan Lolokbatu as Toma'gandang or ritual ceremony leader,
both ceremonies are concerned with giving thanks to God (Rambu Tukaq) and funeral
ceremony (Rambu Soloq), 7) Tongkonan Ne 'Lunak, and 8) Tongkonan Ne' Mambela,
which serves as assistant government to help Tongkonan Ne 'Ramba' in carrying out
its duties. Thus, the Tongkonan Ne 'Ramba' and Tongkonan Lumika’ are classified
into Tongkonan Layuk or adat rulers, and six other Tongkonans function as Tongkonan
Kaparengngesan that perform certain tasks in accordance with the division of tasks in
regulating the course of customary government in the region of Kalimbuang Bori' and
surroundings. The function of each Tongonan is the local wisdom of the Torajan
community that has been preserved from generation to generation, and specifically in
the Bori region is estimated to begin in the early eighteenth century. Ne’ Padda, 2016.
(Press Com September 2016).
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Figure 1. Tongkonan Lumika’
Source: Research Results

Apart from the eight Tongkonan there are still Tongkonan or other traditional
houses, but these do not carry out customary functions, and only function as
Tongkonan Pa'buntuan Sugi or houses built after the owners become rich, and also
function as Tongkonan Batu A'riri or Tongkonan which serves to foster kinship for
every family born from each Tongkonan.
Alang and Pangrampak or Luba’ba.The location of each Tongkonan is
separated, and each has a barn of rice (alang) which is lined up against each Tongkonan
that serves as a place to store rice, and perform traditional ceremonies. In addition, in
the space between the house (Tongkonan) and the barn (Alang), there is a home page
named Pangrampak or Luba’ba which is also a place for the implementation of
thanksgiving ceremony (Rambu Tukaq) and funeral ceremony (Rambu Soloq). At the
time of the ceremony, the granary whose position is directly opposite the traditional
house, is a place of very high privacy because it occupies the seat of the adat ruler so
that anyone cannot pass in front of him. Government officials also should not pass in
front of the adat ruler as a tribute to the ruler of adat. If anyone dares to pass, he will
be sanctioned or fined by the traditional leaders.
Alang
(L(Lum
Alang ( Rice Barn)
Tongkonan
(L(Lumbung
Luba’ba
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Figure 2. Line of rice granary (Alang) in front of Tongkonan and Luba’ba or space
between Tongkonan with Alang
Source: Research Results

Kombong.Another built environment that is not less important, is Kombong
or protected forest which is an integral part of the Tongkonan. In this forest are
intentionally planted and maintained various types of local wood that are considered
of good quality, as well as bamboo. If a Tongkonan or Alang requires renovation,
then the available timber forest material reserves are used, and branches of wood
serve as firewood for cooking purposes. In addition, bamboo plants are very
important because the bamboo is used as a roof of the house and the roof of the barn
is arranged in layers, although currently after installation is usually coated again with a
zinc roof so that the traditional impression is reduced. Bamboo plants also serve as a
material to build various purposes that are temporary while the ceremony takes place.
Another function of Kombong is to support the economy with the cultivation,
in forest gaps, various commodity crops, such as coffee, cocoa, or vanilla. Thus
Kombong function is very deep because in addition to the material reserve structure,
it also functions to prevent erosion and flooding, as well as functioning as a garden
for various commodities. This is an environmentally sound concept of architecture
that is a product of local wisdom passed down from generation to generation for the
people of Toraja from time immemorial to the present.

Figure 3. Protected forest (Kombong)
Source: Research Results

Uma. Rice field (uma) is also a built environment Tongkonan whose function
is very large as a source of family economy. The main food of the Toraja people is
rice, so the cultivation of rice crop is very important so that the life of the society
supporting the culture becomes prosperous. Given the importance of this agricultural
economy, one Tongkonan, i.e. Tongkonan Potoksia, is given the special task of
regulating the field of agriculture.
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Figure 4. Rice field (Uma) is one of Tongkonan built environment
Source: Research Results

Rante.Another built environment, is Rante, a place for conducting funeral
ceremonies (Rambu Soloq). In the Tongkonan Bori neighborhood there is a large
Rante, equipped with stone pillars (Simbuang) to which are tied the buffaloes that will
be killed during a funeral ceremony. In addition, there is also Lakkean, which is a high
stage covered with a roof which is where corpses are laid during the ceremony. In
Rante Kalimbuang Bori 'there are eight lakkean which is a pair of each Tongkonan
who perform custom function in Kalimbuang Bori area'. In addition, in the middle of
the Rante there is a high stage which is also topped but its shape does not resemble a
traditional Toraja house called Bala'kayan. It's a place to share meat. So the buffalo
meat that was slaughtered is carried up to the Bala'kayan; then the traditional ruler
who served to divide the meat shouted from above the name of every person or
group entitled to get meat at the ceremony.
Bala ‘Kayan

Lakkean
Figure 5. Rante is one of the built environment Tongkonan with Simbuang batu

Simbuang
Batu
(stone) and
Lakkean as a place to lay the corpse during the funeral seremony and Bala 'kayan
as a place to divide the meat.
Source: Research Results

Liang.The last built environment is Liang (grave), which is a place to store
corpses or to keep corpses that have been preserved. At the funeral ceremony (Rambu
Soloq '), after a person has died especially if he is a noble, his corpse is preserved with
spices and kept in Tongkonan's house for some time, even several years, and then a
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ceremony is conducted at Tongkonan's house. During the ceremony, the front yard
(Luba’ba) becomes a very important place as the area of ceremonial execution,
especially the reception procession. Then towards the cutting of a buffalo called
Ma'tinggoro tedong, the corpse is taken to Rante and placed on the Lakkean for several
days. On the day of the buffalo slaughter in Rante, usually before the killing, the
buffalo are first pitted against each other, and the ceremony is usually very crowded.
Many people watch, and some even bet which buffalo will win the buffalo fight.
There are dozens of buffaloes for slaughter, up to 100 or more rich and influential
people.
After cutting the buffalo, the next day is usually followed by a funeral
procession, which is to bring the corpse to be stored in Liang Paa’ (stone grave). As
the last built environment, every Tongkonan has its own chisel stone as the family
grave so that one piece of stone carving, usually keeps up to dozens of corpses.
According to him, although the door of the stone grave looks small inside it is wide
enough to accommodate scores of corpses. What else is the duration of the process of
storing corpses is usually so long that the previously stored corpse is usually destroyed
before the newly inserted corpse.

Figure 6. Liang Paa’ Grave stone carving is one Tongkonan built environment
Source: Research Results

Discussion
Based on the research results presented above, it can be observed that the
built environment Tongkonan serves a considerable number of functions, ranging
from residential function in traditional house (Tongkonan) when a person is alive, then
the supporting elements of life processes are good in managing the life-style in (rambu
Tukaq), as well as the ceremonies associated with funeral seremony (Rambu Soloq), all
carried out or centered on traditional house (Tongkonan) and supported by its built
environment. Thus the built environment Tongkonan is the site of Toraja community
activities that support all activities carried out in traditional house (Tongkonan). The
relationship between Tongkonan and its built environment can be seen in figure 7
below.
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Forest Estates
(Kombong)
Custom home
(Tongkonan)
Rante

Granary
(Alang)

Home page
(Luba’ba)
Graves
(Liang)

Rice fields
(Uma)

Figure 7. Tongkonan relationship pattern with the built environment
Source: Research Results

Conclusion
Based on the results of research and discussion above, it can be concluded that
Tongkonan is a traditional house Toraja, there is a custom function and there is only a
house of kinship ties in the community. Tongkonan has a built environment with
different customary functions: 1) Pangrampak or Luba’ba, is a space or a broad yard in
front of Tongkonan house and Alang that serves as a place of ceremony, 2) Alang or
rice barn which serves as a storage place for rice and also as a place of ceremony, 3)
Kombong, is a forest built as a place to grow wood and bamboo which are the natural
material for maintaining the Tongkonan and Alang, and sustain an ecologically
functioning environment, 4) Uma or rice field, the producer of rice for the needs of
residents of the Tongkonan , 5) Rante, the venue of the funeral ceremony of Rambu
Soloq, and 6) Liang or grave, the last morgue after the adat ceremony.
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Introduction
Need of constant improvement of system and practice of education is caused
by the social changes taking place in society. Questions of quality improvement of
education and civility level of the student personality are remained a priority in a
modern methods of foreign language teaching (FLT).
Application of the project methodology is especially urgent on FLT at the
secondary school and universities. Exactly at the final stage of training first-priority is
independent use of a foreign language as means of obtaining new information,
enrichment of the vocabulary, enlargement of linguistic knowledge and their
application in new areas of surrounding reality.1
Among variety of the new pedagogical technologies in an education system,
directed to realization of the student-centred approach, the project methodology of
training is most characteristic where “ego factor” is widely used (I am - as the
personality), assuming interpretation of all aspect training through the student
personality, through his requirements and interests.
The project method attracted attention and the Russian pedagogues at the
beginning of the XX century. The ideas of project training arose in Russia practically
in parallel with developments of the American pedagogues. Much attention was paid
to the project method by S. T. Shatsky, V. Petrova, N.K. Krupskaya, Professor B. V.
Ignatyev, V. N. Shulgin, M. V. Krupenina. The Soviet pedagogues considered that
critically re-developed project method will be able to provide development of a
creative initiative and independence for the students in training and will promote a
direct connection between acquisition of knowledge and abilities and their application
for the solution of practical tasks. Supporters of the project method V.M. Shulgin,
M.V. Krupenina, B.V. Ignatyev proclaimed it the only means of transformation of

1

I.L. Bim "Some actual problems of modern teaching of foreign languages," in Foreign languages at school,
IV (2001), no. 4, p. 5-8.
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training school to a life school where knowledge acquisition will be carried out on a
basis and in connection with work of the students.
The basis of modern understanding for project methodology, as E.S. Polat
notes, is “use of a wide range of the problem, research, search methods focused
accurately on real practical result, significant for the student, on the one hand, and
with another development of a problem completely taking into account various
factors and conditions of its decision and realization of results”.2 “In order to achieve
such result”, - as E.S. Polat continues, “it is necessary to teach children to think
independently, find and solve the problems, attracting to this purpose of knowledge
from different areas, ability to predict results and possible consequences of different
versions of the decision, abilities to establish a cause-effect relationships”.3 Proceeding
from the aforesaid, it is necessary to draw the following conclusion: project training is
always focused on independent active and informative practical activities of the
students at the solution of a personal and significant problem in the course of which
there is a discovery of the main regularities of the scientific theory and their deep
assimilation. Approaching to this issue from a psychological point of view, it is
necessary to conclude that the cornerstone of project training is the principle of “ego
factor”, which assumes such approach to the students, which can be correlated with
developed now personal and active approach in the training methods.
Discussion
Considering a project methodology in the context of personal and active
approach, at first, we should note what means a personal that is the first component.
The personality, as I.A. Zimnyaya emphasizes, “acts as the subject of activity, it is
formed in activity and in communication with other people and itself defines character
and features of course of these processes”.4 Thus, in the center of training there is a
student, his motives, the purposes, his unique psychological constitution, that is the
student as the personality. The essence of the project methodology, considered in the
context of the personal-oriented training, consists that the purpose of tasks and ways
of their achievement must be defined from a position of the student, on the basis of
his interests, specific characteristics, requirements, motives, abilities.
Essential feature of any activity, as I.A. Zimnyaya emphasizes, is motivation.5
As an object of training and teaching of FL, according to personal and active
approach, serves a speech activity, and the language system acts only as an
implementer of this activity, as well as any activity, speech activity has to be based on
communicative and informative need of the students, to introduce the idea. This
requirement as I.A. Zimnyaya emphasizes, is included into the general system of its
motivation. Respectively the FL teacher has a pedagogical and psychological problem
2 E.S. Polat, "A project method on the foreign language studies," in Foreign languages at school, II (2000), p
3-10.
3 Ibidem, p. 24.
4 I. A. Zimnyaya, Psychology of teaching foreign languages in school, Moscow, Prosvesheniye, 1991, p. 222.
5 Ia. Zimnyaya, T. E. Sakharova, "Project methodology of English teaching," in Foreign languages at school,
III (1991), p. 9-15.
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of primary creation, of the formation or preservation at the student already existing
requirement of communication on foreign language and knowledge by means of this
language of personal and significant reality. The educational project is important
means for formation of motivation of a learning FL.
The major factors which promote formation of internal motive of speech
activity at project training are:
- connection of the project idea with real life: the idea of any project has to be
connected with creation of a concrete product or the solution of the separate,
significant problem for the pupil, taken from real life in the course of practical
activities;
- existence of interest in implementation of the project from all its participants:
in the course of application of a project methodology it is very important to achieve
personal adoption of the idea of the project and awakening of original interest to its
realization that will allow to try to obtain its successful performance and efficiency of
its training influence;
- the leading role of the consultative-coordinating function of the teacher:
transition from the leader’s position to a position of the consultant and the
coordinator that gives to trainees the real autonomy and chance of manifestation of an
own initiative and independence in the course of project implementation, promotes
self-creation of the personality. Thus, the project methodology realizes the personal
approach to the students, requiring - the first, the attitude towards the student as a
person with his needs, abilities and aspirations.
The project is the one of training technology, including to foreign language,
the main on modeling of social interaction in small group during educational process.6
The project from Latin “projektus” means literally “thrown out forward”. The French
word “projet” is translated as “intention which will be carried out in the future”. In
general the project method is such organization of training at which the students
acquire knowledge in the course of planning and performance of practical tasks –
projects. Personal and active approach to training is its cornerstone. The project is
understood as independent work planned and realized in a foreign language, for
example, of issue of newspaper or magazine, the collection of articles, preparation of
an exhibition, performance, concert, etc. Work on the project allows carrying out the
differentiated approach to training, to increase activity and independence of the
students on the basis of educational role-playing games, the independent solution of
educational tasks. This technology is based on the idea of interaction of the students
in group during educational process, the idea of mutual training at which trainees
undertake not only individual, but also collective responsibility for the solution of
educational tasks, they help each other, so they are responsible for progress of each
member of group.7 Rather foreign language, the project is the work which is

6

N. F. Koryakovtseva, "The student autonomy in educational activities for acquisition of foreign
languages as the educational purpose," in Foreign languages at school, I (2001), p. 9-14.
7 Ibidem.
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independently planned and realized by the students where there is an integration of
four kinds of activity.
Training with use of project methods has a number of advantages. Work on
the projects promotes: to increase in an importance of language as means of
communication; to development of ability to work in collective; to expansion of an
outlook of the students; to increase in motivation of the students; to creativity
encouragement; independence education; integration of all four types of speech
activity; to development of general educational abilities.8
There should be considered a research aspect. The student has to be able to
choose from the numerous problems, connected with a project subject, those which
are considerable on the importance, which are informative and interesting to people
around, are urgent. At the same time the student has to have ability to analyze
material, to compare, predict, generalize, draw conclusions, relying on the life,
educational experience, erudition, creativity.
Language aspect. The student has to be able to describe or to state orally by
means of FL the course and result of the research. On a genre in both cases the
statement has to be close to general scientific style, have the academic character. At
the same time it is important to express the author’s relation to the research object, to
the considered problems.9 The stated characteristics concern both the mono-project,
and the collective project. Each chosen project assumes development of the strategy
and tactics for performance, the organization of the student activity, estimation of the
work results. The collective projects are more expedient and fruitful from the
pedagogical point of view. They are interesting and important as there is involved a
large number of the students. Collective projects demand great efforts not only from
authors, but also from teachers FL, involving as consultants of teachers on other
areas.
Work on the creative projects includes three stages: the initial stage (definition
of a wide subject, the choice of working subjects, association in groups, scheduling of
the project work and the purpose formulation, collecting material); main stage
(analysis of ways and purposes of work in groups, search of sources of necessary
information and collecting material, analysis, possible difficulties); the final stage
(defence preparation of ready projects and their defence, discussion of the received
results).
Joint creative work of the teacher and student is a feature of system work
projects.
In general the teacher in work on the project: helps to the students in search of
the necessary information sources; is as a source; coordinates all process; encourages
the students; keeps in continuous feedback for successful work of the students on the
project.
8

R. P. Milrud, "Methodology and development of the methods of teaching foreign languages," in
Foreign languages at school, V (1995), p. 13-18.
9 A. V. Nekhorosheva, "From experience on the project methodology," in Foreign languages at school, I
(2002), p. 18-21.
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If to analyze activity of the teacher during the project, then at the initial stage
he turns into the organizer of cognitive activity. The teacher from an authoritative
information source becomes as the partner of research and creative process, the
mentor, the consultant, the organizer of independent activity of the students.10
Conclusion
The project is a solution, a research of certain problem, its practical or
theoretical realization. Project activity of the students is subordinated to a certain
algorithm and is complex, consisting of several stages creative, research work. The
project methodology differs in it from work on a subject in which it is often rather
simple to acquire new material on a subject; from role-playing game, a discussion, etc.
in which the roles are planned in group work for implementation of the following
methodical plan: the best digestion of material, stimulation of interest, motivation of
cognitive activity of the students. All specified methodical purposes can be present
also at using of the project methodology, but, together with it, there are problem
research, the creative search activity embodied in any concrete product.11
However work on the project contains certain difficulties. The students aren‘t
always ready or capable to carry out project activity of FL: to conduct a discussion, to
discuss organizational issues, to state the train of thought, etc. Also the language
mistakes are inevitable as a part of additional information is unfamiliar to the students
and causes certain language difficulties. Therefore repetition and generalization of
necessary material have to precede development of projects, and it is expedient to
carry out projects at the final stage of work on a subject when conditions are already
created for free improvisation in work with language and speech material.
Implementation of the project tasks and participation in the project allow the
students to see practical benefits of studying FL, where a consequence is increases in
interest in a subject, research work in the course of “getting of knowledge” and their
conscious application in various foreign-language speech situations, so, it promotes
increase of communicative competence of the students, development of their language
personality, high motivation of trainees. Effectiveness of the project work depends on
a set of factors which have to be traced by the teacher at planning this or that project.
Knowledge of the main features of typology on the project is a necessary condition of
successful implementation of the project, so implementation of productive foreignlanguage speech activity of the students in the process of FLT.
Correctly organized project work makes the positive training impact on the
students, promotes independent getting of knowledge and experience by trainees from
direct personal contact with real life, developing at them independence, critical
thinking, an initiative and a reflection. At the same time FL acts as a learning
instrument of new and interesting, familiarizing with dialogue of cultures. Therefore,

10

E.E. Gorchilina, The quality assessment of training of school-leavers on secondary (full) school with foreign language,
Moscow, Drofa, 2001, p. 96.
11 V. Petrova, Project method, Moscow, Leningrad, MolodayaGvardia, 1929, p. 77.
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the organization of any educational project assumes the organization of creative
student activity that is the main condition of personality formation.
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Abstract. According to the role of benefaction in theories and rules of economics and more flexibility
that these rules have from themselves compared to legal rules, applying them in the interpretation of inconclusive
(incomplete) contracts can be significant in this area. With research conducted in this area, it can mention the
costly adjustment of contracts in full, unpredictable future events and opportunistic behaviors of the parties to the
contract. In contractual vacancies, the magistrate acts by applying default rules to eliminate those gaps, revenue
from the use of economic attitudes as an additional rule for interpreting the will of the parties in inconclusive
(incomplete) contracts, it can be a reduction in transaction costs, economic efficiency, and avoidance of
opportunism. From the rules of effective economics, which can be mentioned in the interpretation of inconclusive
(incomplete) contracts, is "the rule of mimicking of the will of the parties", "the default penal code" and "the
rule of good faith", and the "rule of fairness". At the core of the mimicking of the will of the parties, which is
mainly based on a contract based on transaction costs; the use of hypothetical consent and complementary rules
are based on the will of most interlocutors, which can lead to a reduction in transaction costs. The criminal
default rule is also assumed in the assumption that the parties to the transaction have unequal information that
may lead to opportunistic behavior on the part of the parties, therefore, by using this rule, a person with
inaccurate information will be forced to disclose information due to not imposing more costs. In other words,
applying this rule will lead to the strengthening of appropriate precautions (such as insurance) against the
covenant. The good faith rule, which is most often proposed, is based on the assumption of a contractual
imperfection based on the silence of the parties, it deals with the fact that the parties to reduce the cost of
arranging contracts, confidently and with good faith, they will resolve contractual vacancies. Also, with
prediction or implicit conditionality, this rule can be saved on contracts from the opportunistic behavior of
prevention and at the expense of anti-opportunism anticipation. The fairness rule, although not accepted as an
interpretative institution in contracts in Iran's law, but the judiciary's skillful use of it as an implicit condition
for the interpretation of contracts can be solved in order to avoid opportunism and impose excessive costs to the
sufferer's side.
Keywords: Economic rules, inconclusive (incomplete) contracts, interpretation,
transaction costs, default rules.

Introduction
The law from an economic perspective is like the theory of preferences, the
legislator in the production process should choose the best option among the
weighting options, and control the cost of opportunity. The school of economics
assesses the efficiency of the legal entity to bring about the efficiency of other social
institutions, including the economic entity.1 The formation of the economic school is
rooted in the continuity of law and economics. In this school, the economy is used to
analyze legal rules, and in this way the main emphasis is placed on the efficiency of
1

Yahya Ebrahimi, "A comparative study of the concept and effects of good faith in concluding,
interpreting and implementing contracts," in International Law Journal, XLI (2009); Nejad Almasi,
Nehnam Ali Habibi Dargah Behnam, "Study of the Principles Governing Effective Laws," in The View
of Economic Analysis of Law, VII (2011), no. 2.
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legal rules. In other words, legal rules are analyzed or interpreted in the most effective
way, that is, the total amount of benefits is greater than the sum of its costs. In this
view, a legal status would be effective if it was given to the individual or group who
would be willing to pay the highest amount for obtaining that right. Law and
economics emphasize that markets are more efficient than courts.2
In the economic school of law, especially in financial commitments, rational
choice is given in transferring the rights and flows of voluntary transactions. In
economic terms, rights are not a set of rules for compensation but as a system of
incentives and mimicking that affect future behaviors. Economically, especially the
normative economy, the individual is the best judge to choose the best behavioral
option for the desired benefit. Economic literature suggests optimization and the
maximal principle in legal rules, in other words, is better understood economically as
an effective legal rule whose total benefits are greater than the sum of its costs. One of
the most important works is the economic approach to legal rules in the field of
incomplete (contract) interpretation of contracts, which are considered as the rules of
effective economics in this area.
Applying these rules to the interpretation of "inconclusive (incomplete)
contracts"
Two major goals of encouraging better contracts and preventing opportunistic
behavior in contracting can be considered. Applying these rules to the interpretation
of inconclusive (incomplete) contracts can consider two main goals of encouraging
better contracts and preventing opportunistic behavior in contracting. In order to
identify the rules of effective economics, we must first consider the causes of the
formation of inconclusive (incomplete) contracts, so that we can design appropriate
rules for these reasons. For this purpose, in this study, we first define the causes and
causes of inconclusive (incomplete) contracts and then identify the economic theories
that are based on the use of default rules, especially in the interpretation of incomplete
contracts. Finally, we will pay to the examples of the rules of effective economics in
the interpretation of inconclusive (incomplete) contracts.
Inconclusive (incomplete) contracts and the reasons for its
emergence
An inconclusive (incomplete) contract is referred to as a contractor, not all
aspects of which are relevant to the subject matter of the contract. So that the parties
to the dispute will have a problem or disagree with the implementation or
interpretation of such contract. On the contrary, it is a complete contract of the
contractor whose conditional outcome is specified on the basis of all relevant and
visible and verifiable information for the court.
Many of the daily contracts of people and most oral contracts are from this
category. These contracts are cash, physical and small-scale. A full time contract is in
2

Paul Robin Grokman, Translators: Mohammad Sadegh Al-Hosseini and Mohsen Ranjbar, Retrieved
from The Economics Newspaper, Sunday, June 16, 2010.
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place for the rights and duties of the parties, in all cases where the probability of
occurrence at the time of execution of the contract is specified in the text of the
contract.3
An incomplete transaction is an exchange contract that some aspects of it are
not specified or, if specified, are not required without charge. (Motiram, 2010.3) which
contains hidden information or hidden action. An incomplete vacancies contract has
forgotten clauses and ambiguities that are likely to be completed in some cases by a
resumption or trial.
From the point of view of economic theory, the purpose of a contractual
violation is that in the actual life of the present, one cannot predict the exact contract.
In economics, this disability is due to the inequality of information between the
parties. The parties consider the contract of observable incidents as contractual
probabilities, while they are not really likely because they cannot be verified for third
parties, such as prosecutors, in other words, the parties concerned about the return on
information, have better information than third parties.
In inconclusive (incomplete) contracts, future events are not visible because
there may be many incidents in which all of them in the contract increase the cost of
negotiating the original contract. Therefore, the original contract should define only
the general lines of the relationship between the parties, and after the investment, any
disagreement occurred quickly resolved between the parties or through a third party.
There are several reasons for breach or contractual ambiguity. Failure to keep
the contract may be for voluntary or unwanted reasons: it is likely that they have not
come to the mind in the performance of the obligation to commit it, or they are
plotting to refrain from discussing and negotiating a point. For example, the right to
examination and treatment of specialist doctors and limousines are normally not
determined before the return and end of work, and sometimes they do not ask for the
artist's wage to repair a work of art. Or in the contract for the purchase of
construction materials do not specify the place where the goods are delivered, or in a
business contract that is made quickly and occasionally by telephone, the two parties
do not find the opportunity to design submissions. Also, in other hypothetical
consent, the two parties do not contemplate the future in the time of persecution, but
they do not speak of the fact that the dialogue about the solution to the dispute
threatens the principle of the treaty. In other words, the assumption of the formation
of an inconclusive (incomplete) contract may be due to the opportunism of one of the
parties. For example, in a car deal because of the sensitivity and shakiness of the
transaction, the parties do not agree on negotiating transaction costs such as car
offenses. However, if the car's offense is a significant amount, it would be doubtful
whether or not the buyer would admit it, thereby revealing the incompleteness of the
contract. Another reason for the formation of inconclusive (incomplete) contracts is
that some of the controversial provisions of the parties are such that it is not
deliberately impossible or very difficult to prove whether they are being played or not.
3

Mohammad Javad Sharifzadeh, "The emergence of the legal system of Islam and its impact on the
cost of contracting in the Arabian Peninsula," in Journal of Economic Monthly Review of Economic Issues and
Issues, IV-V (2012),
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Therefore, the parties refuse to stipulate them in the marriage4 so that the parties in a
fully voluntarily set the contract incompletely. The buyer intends to buy a certain
product or service from a seller, but the exact nature of the goods is uncertain and
more dependent on the circumstances that will occur. In this case, the parties prefer to
conclude an inconclusive (incomplete) contract and, once the conditions are fulfilled,
negotiate the contract again because they know in what way the goods should be
exchanged.5 R & D contracts have such features, and the parties can not exactly
determine the characteristics of innovation before the contract is executed, but when
the contract is executed, these features are completely clear. The employer is worried
that innovation is not worth it, so mechanisms must be designed to reveal the value of
innovation, while not describing it beforehand .One of the main reasons for the
contractual defect is the full cost of contracting. The basic assumption is that an
agreement on the full possibility exists if the parties engage in their quest for
investment and deal more carefully. But the cost of reaching precise details and distant
probabilities may exceed its profits, so the logic determines that the contract is
incompletely adjusted. In large projects, mainly large and multi-part contracts, are
examples that are not foreseen in minor affairs, commitments and guarantees of
performances, and therefore contracts are incompletely regulated. Also, the lack of
sufficient time for the parties to the contract to conclude a full contract is inconclusive
(incomplete) contract. In other words, in this case, the parties find that they are in
agreement with each other to conclude the contract, which is not enough time to
design and forecast the details of the contract, which may be somewhat important,
while the parties are demanding details to be predicted. So they make the contract
incomplete. Therefore, it may be due to various reasons, including lack of knowledge
of the parties to the contract, the inequality of their information, the opportunism of
one of the parties, rising negotiation costs in the event of all details being predicted,
unpredictability of some of the issues that occur in the course of implementation,
Lack of enough time to negotiate details and inappropriate mention of some items in
terms of the benefit to one party or in the strict or indeterminacy of the subject of the
contract (whether the work or commodity subject to the transaction), the contract is
violated and in the implementation phase and in The disagreement between the
dispute and the referral of the dispute to the prosecutor is required to interpret the
contract using the rules of completion . It will be discussed in the future discussion
which suggests an economic perspective to use what rules to complete inconclusive
(incomplete) contracts. But before pointing out the importance of interpretation, it
can be seen as worthy of the following discussion:
The interpretation of the fundamental aspect of all branches of law is the
customary, substantive and fundamental law, but more particularly in the field of
contracting. There are two interconnected reasons for this. First, from the point of
view of the stage after the contract, the judicial authorities are required to enforce the
4

Shahin Shami Eghdam, Economic Analysis of Warranties for Performing Contractual Obligations in Iranian Law,
Master's thesis on economic law, Allameh Tabataba'i University, Faculty of Law and Political Science,
2009.
5 Oliver Hart, “Corporate Governance: some theory and Implications,” in Economic Journal, CV (1995).
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private agreement, in spite of the particular problems of obtaining an agreement, the
type of obligations and incompleteness of the provisions, ambiguity or conflict
between the provisions. Legislation is typically decentralized in the field of
contracting. Legal acts are occurring in the private sphere, presenters are often
amateurs in terms of legal information, and the goals and methods of communication
vary widely. Comparing professional rules with records and methods of voting in the
formal legislative bodies, or the court, by means of rulings and procedures, contracting
parties may consider themselves bound by legal obligations, while they cannot
understand the timeliness of the exact execution of the obligations. It should not be
surprising that the disagreement over the interpretation of the main cause of the
disputes in the area of the contract. Secondly, from the point of view of the previous
stage of the contract, the marriage contractors have a basic space to influence the
subsequent interpretation in their preferred manner, which is referred to in terms of
the terms of the contract. They can take care of their basic assumptions and share
their intent; they can anticipate possible interpretative differences and resolve them in
advance and can document their understanding through published works and other
documents. , Independent intuition and skill. Helping the marriage partners to turn
the bargaining process into something that can be the guide to its next, and the main
and professional category of lawyers.
Economic approaches based on complementary rules in the
interpretation of inconclusive (incomplete) contracts
In the contract law, the concept of default rules is an inconclusive (incomplete)
contract. In other words, in the interpretation of the inconclusive (incomplete)
contracts, the judge uses default rules to fill contractual vacancies. Accordingly, there
are three economic attitudes about the basis of complementary rules in the
interpretation of inconclusive (incomplete) contracts:
Reduction of transaction costs
According to some advocates of economic analysis, the goal of the default
rules is to provide conditions that minimize the transaction costs that the parties agree
to on these terms.6This trend is based on reducing transaction costs. From this point
of view, citing commercial practices reduces transaction costs. If they accept the rules
more interconnected, they will save on trading resources for the interpreter, so only
the interlocutors who want to abandon such a rule will pay a lot of negotiation costs.7
(So in this view, the use of custom rules for interpreting inconclusive (incomplete)
contracts and imposing them on the other hand has led to a reduction in transaction
costs and will bring the most economically advantageous.
Economic efficiency
6

J. Charles Goets, Robert E Scott, "The limit Expanded choice: An Analysis of the interactions
between express and Implied Contract terms," in California Law Review, LXXIII (1985), no. 2.
7 Benjamin E Hermalin, A very W Kats, and Richard Craswell, chapter on the law & economics of contract, 2006.
at: papers, ssrn.com/s013/papers.cfm?abstract-id=907678, accessed 12. 01. 2017.
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Some writers believe that the cost of concluding a contract, even in the case
that they have not chosen the parties to the default law, accept it. Accordingly, the
nature of default rules should be based on economic efficiency. This tendency is
especially interesting in the case of a harmful foreign contract, bad choice or rational
restriction, so that the parties are reluctant to abandon these conventional and
complementary conditions. In the opinion of these writers, cognitive and psychosocial factors cause the parties to maintain the conditional condition of the contractor
who, in the event of an agreement on such conditions, would have better conditions. .
From the economic point of view, what makes sense, the realization of the goal of the
goal is to identify the limited resources for responding to the unlimited demands in
the best possible way. It is true that each of the parties to the agreement benefits most,
but the same interest requires that the parties want the contract to be executed at the
lowest possible cost. So a court that sees justice from the economic point of view is
worried that contracts will be executed at the lowest cost, in other words, limited
resources are best used. Therefore, in dealing with inconclusive (incomplete)
contracts, according to the economic efficiency perspective, the contract is interpreted
as being implemented at the lowest cost. Typically, in cases of non-foreseeing the
terms of compensation, the court would condemn anyone who fled the contractor
instead of executing the contract at the lowest cost, it means that the party who was
able to execute the contract with the lowest cost, and Refuses to denounce the
obligation to fulfill the obligation or to compensate for the failure to fulfill the
obligation.
Preventing opportunism
From an economic point of view, the interpretation of the contract is due to a
breach of contract, and the contractual violation is normal because it results from the
asymmetry of the parties' information (at the time of the formation of the contract).
Therefore, the interpreter of the contract in its interpretation should seek to control
the opportunism of the contractor (or one of the parties) and reduce the transaction
costs. Some writers believe that default rules should disclose those who have useful
information to disclosure to their contracting party. For example, an interpretation of
a contract against a contractor, or default criminal procedure, will cause the holder of
the information to declare the contract clearly and articulate its information by
expressing the terms. According to Ayres (1989, 89), in fact, by imposing a criminal
default rule, is somehow prevented from the opportunism of the contractor who
holds the secret information. With regard to the economic approaches expressed in
the context of default rules in the interpretation of inconclusive (incomplete)
contracts, it seems that applying these rules (default rules) in the interpretation of
inconclusive (incomplete) contracts is much more efficient than literary interpretations
and legal dry texts. So that the economic benefits that the parties' make of such an
interpretation is much more satisfactory than legal interpretations.
The rules of effective economics in the interpretation of inconclusive
(incomplete) contracts
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The economic concept of the interpretation of the contract is more general
than the legal interpretation of the contract. What is the economic interpretation of
the contract, in addition to eliminating the ambiguity of the terms of the contract, is
seeking to fill the vacancy and the use of substitution and default terms, while the legal
logic, Economic rationale has been ruthless, and has a disproportionate attitude
toward the interpretation of contracts in relation to economic attitude. Generally
speaking, in legal logic, the interpretation of contracts is somewhat inflexible and dry,
while economic logic in the interpretation of contracts is flexible and takes place
between individual and social profits.8 Legal attitudes and economics are a kind of
interpretation of contracts, and the government is looking to achieve future
performance for interactors who are traded in the future. Accordingly, the magistrate
ignores the personal intention of the parties, and contract vacancies are typically
completed on the basis of the sale of the risks that the parties to the contract accept in
the same conditions at the time of the conclusion of the contract. In general, there are
two complementary rules of law called "imitating the will of the parties" and the
"criminal default rule" or the requirement to provide information based on the
economic efficiency, each based on the basis of the contractual defect, to supplement
certain rules. Which can be solved in the interpretation of inconclusive (incomplete)
contracts. Also, the rules of "good faith" and "fairness" can also be counted from
other economically efficient rules in the interpretation of inconclusive (incomplete)
contracts that we will consider later.
The rule of mimicking of the will of the parties
The purpose of "imitating the will of the parties" is that the unpredictable
conditions of the contractor must be fulfilled by hypothetical consent in such a way
that they accept the parties in the absence of transaction costs. Many advocates of
economic analysis argue that if transaction costs are the basis of a contractual defect,
they must comply with the rule of "imitating the will of the parties" in order to remedy
the failure of such a contract. This theory applies if there is a fundamental will or
hypothetical consent. In other words, there are certain contractual conditions that
would reasonably be met if the parties paid close attention. If identification of
hypothetical consent is difficult, and in the event of conflicts between the wishes of
the parties and the ambiguity about the future, there should be default rules based on
the will of most interlocutors; rules that are reasonable for many parties in the same
circumstances. Therefore, the rationale for choosing the provisions of a default rule
based on imitating the will of the parties is to minimize transaction costs. The default
rules based on the will of most interlocutors and the hypothetical consent are the rules
that the parties themselves would have explicitly predicted if such conditions were
sufficient for negotiation. In many cases, the profit of the parties is to maximize
efficiency in contractual relationships, so the rule that the parties themselves choose is
the effective rule that applies in the silence case. Therefore, the default rules that are
thus selected are market mimicking default rules or are based on hypothetical consent.
8
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In this regard, there are two economic analyzes for default rules based on transaction
costs: the first analysis is one that is very costly for the parties to complete and
anticipate a full contract and to anticipate a rule that is likely to prevail. This
assumption reflects the very low probabilities that the benefits of determining a
predetermined rule are very low. In such a case, the parties will inevitably be bound by
the default legal rule. Another analysis of the economy is about a case where the full
contract forecast for the parties does not cost a lot. So in this assumption, the default
rule should be such as to save on transaction costs, and it also brings all the benefits
that are most effective in the event of lower transaction costs. The performance of
default rules based on the will of most interlocutors is based on the implicit
assumption that the cost of contracting on the default rule is the same for most parties
whose default condition is effective and few who prefer different conditions. Because
if the transaction costs for a smaller number are higher than most, default rules are
based on the implicit will of the majority, is not considered efficient. For example, in a
claim for damages arising from a contract, under the Hadley's lawsuit against
Baxendale,9 the contractor should only compensate for foreseeable losses at the time
of the contract. But another rule is that without observing the condition of
predictability, all damages can be claimed. Based on a default rule based on the will of
most interlocutors, it is examined whether, in the absence of trading costs, many
interlocutors in such a situation agreed on limited liability (subject to predictable
damages) or full liability for damages? Then appropriate default rule is selected.
Advocates of the traditional view of the default rule, based on the will of most
interlocutors, choose the rule that most dealers would accept in the absence of
transaction costs. Therefore, transaction costs can be regarded as the underlying basis
for the ineffectiveness of the contractual terms. In this context, in choosing the
default contractual rules, the rules must be chosen to minimize transaction costs.
Criminal default rule or requirement to provide information
In many deals, the parties have different information. Sometimes they have
inequalities about default rules or about the dangers of trading information. Also, the
parties do not have the same information about the features of the other party. For
example, the seller does not know how much damage he will suffer to the buyer if he
is defective. These differences are the inequality of information that is resolved
through the disclosure of information, also by choosing the appropriate default rules,
so that the default rule corrects the contractual information of the legal entity. When
the parties have unequal information about one of the transaction characteristics, they
may predict conditions that are not desirable or do not anticipate what is expected
under the conditions of full information. Most unequal information causes the default
rules to be designed in such a way as to compromise the disclosure of information
such that it can be disclosed with the perpetrator of such information. In fact, in the
case of silent contract, if default rules are at the expense of the holder of information,
he is motivated to predict them explicitly. For example, if a criminal default rule
9

The full description of Hadley's lawsuit against Baxendale comes in the next section.
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requires the seller to sell his goods to one tenth of the market price, sellers are
encouraged to make predictions about the price. Sometimes applying the criminal
default rule unilaterally creates incentives for opportunism.10 So that if such a rule does
not apply to a party with inaccurate information, he is encouraged to contract
incompletely and to use the privilege of the secret information which is in his favor
and the lack of a criminal default rule in his case, Take away Consider an assumption
that the party has inaccurate information and has not disclosed it due to the shakiness
of the contract and has caused a contractual defect. In this assumption (which was
considered as one of the reasons for creating inconclusive (incomplete) contracts in
the first part of the study), the use of the default rule can be solved so that, with the
prediction of the perpetrator's intrusion, he will force him to disclose information and
avoid his opportunism. For the explanation of the criminal default rule, the advocates
of economic analysis of law have always referred to the famous lawsuit of Hadley V
Baxendale as follows:
Hadley's lawsuit is based on the principle that if the risk of entering a loss is
only one of the parties, the other party is not liable for such damages. This principle is
the same as the inevitable condition of the occurrence of a loss in civil liability that is
cited in respect of timely and calibrated damages. The basic basis of Hadley's
efficiency of action is to motivate disclosure of private information about equivalent
damage, which reinforces the appropriate precautions against the treaty. So this
tendency is the theory of the requirement to provide information. In this case, he
wants a mill that will negotiate with the caretaker to transfer the crushed crankshaft
shaft to another city for repair. Delivered cargo arrives late. As a result, the mill will
litigate to claim a lack of profit due to delays in the commitment and inactivity of the
mill. But the court argues that only predictable damages can be claimed. This is based
on a criminal law rule. Because the mill could have informed the carrier about the
consequences of the delay and insured all the damages by the contract. Failure to
accept damages resulting from the failure to comply with the contract timely is not
consistent with what the informed parties really want. Damage to non-profit is a real
threat, and the curator could be more efficient than ever to endure this danger. The
sufferers may demand that the lender bears damages resulting from the delay in the
implementation of the contract, since the transport operator with a minimum cost
could prevent the loss of the damage. The default rule in this case can be a targeted
device for the mill that should disclose as a notifying party to the carrier. Notification
is a value manager, because if he can predict the loss, he can more effectively offset
the loss. Of course, providing information to the carrier does not hesitate to raise the
price of the shipment and he will increase the shipping cost. However, as long as the
transaction costs are not exorbitant, the less damaged mills benefit from the disclosure
of information due to the delay in fulfilling their obligation and agrees with the

10

According to posner's definition, "opportunism" is "to take advantage of the contracting party's
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transportation manager to pay heavier insurance; because the operator with the lowest
cost can prevent the entry of losses.11
The principle of "good faith"
"Good faith" is a term used in contract law, usually associated with the term
"fair treatment". In Black's legal culture, the definition of good faith states: "A mental
state based on: 1- Integrity in the mind or purpose 2- Commitment to another 3Compliance with the standard commercial practices of fair dealing in a particular
business or 4- Lack of fraud and education or education contrary to conscience."
Despite the difficulty of defining the precise definition of "good faith", several
definitions have been made in this regard. But, from different meanings, there are two
general and independent meanings for this concept: on the one hand, "fairness in legal
practice" and In particular, in contracts based on trust, and on the other hand, the
"misconceptions and negligence", which are protected as rights. 12Based on these two
meanings, two independent functions for good faith are noteworthy:
In the first function, good faith is governed by the rule of good faith, in other
words, as a general principle in all legal acts, in particular in the formulation,
implementation and interpretation of contracts. In the second function, which
governs in other areas of law such as property and property, commercial documents,
marriage, and so on. Good faith is used as a justifiable legal basis to protect the person
in misconceptions and misconceptions about the lack of knowledge and ignorance of
the person. 13Of course, the concept of good faith in the subject of our discussion is
the first and foremost in the context of the interpretation of contracts. In the opinion
of advocates of economic analysis, good faith resolves silence and vacancies or
inaccuracies related to the regulation of contracts. Good faith is due to the fact that
the contract is a trademark that is incompletely expressed and arranged, and looks at
the future unknown. The parties rely on good faith because setting comprehensive
plan is in vain. The magistrate uses good faith as a factor in reducing the cost of
writing contracts. Because as the law completes the will of the parties and is not
anticipated by the parties to anticipate all contractual rights and obligations, with good
faith, the parties can themselves eliminate the contractual vacancy. With good faith,
the silence of the parties in the contract is gold. In short, the economic assumption is
that the reason for the factors is limited, and the parties cannot predict the sum of
probabilities that may occur in the future. Good faith plays a part in the
implementation of the contract. Because it is argued that the contract is incompletely
adjusted to deal with future events and the parties deal with good faith, because the
exact design of the contract is costly. (Burton, 1980, 371) Therefore, good faith as the
basis of all transactions, the vacancy of the contract resulting from the lack of
anticipation of the parties to the contract at the time of its conclusion, leads to the
Ayres Ian, Robert H. Gartner, “Filling Gaps in Incomplete contract: An Economic theory of Default
rules," in Yale law Journal, IC (1989), no. 2.
12 Mansour Amini, Gholamali Seifi Zinab, "Good Faith", in Journal of the Bar Association, X (1996).
13 Kourosh Kaviani, The principle of impossibility to invoke objections to the owner with a good faith commercial
document, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Tehran, Faculty of Law and Political Science, 1998.
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formation of an inconclusive (incomplete) contract, and also its application in The
time for the interpretation of inconclusive (incomplete) contracts can be considered as
the main factor in reducing the cost of setting contracts. Good faith can also be
addressed as a means of coping with opportunism. According to Richard Posner, at
the time of the transaction, it is rarely the case that the obligations of the parties are
implemented simultaneously. It is dangerous to fulfill the obligations as insignificant.
Because one of the parties may refuse to fulfill its obligation by receiving a contractual
share. In this case, his interest will be maximized. Therefore, the characterization of
the continuity of the economic activity of each party in another domination and the
person submits to opportunism. Two types of contractual silence raise the individual's
incentive to increase his or her personal gain: one contractual defect, and the other
having the contractor's authority to determine or change some of the contract's terms
from either party.14 Advocates of the School of Economic Law believe that the
implicit condition of respect for good faith in contracts prevents opportunistic
behavior. In addition, it saves the cost of anti-opportunism anticipation. From the
economic point of view, it is not important to seize wealth from the contractor's side,
and the mistake of opportunism is that by increasing the cost of forecasting the
contractual terms, it can be detrimental to the criterion of "maximizing value" in
contractual relationships. The ability of the contractor to determine or modify some of
the contract terms by either party is a serious risk to the other party. Because such a
person can simply interpret the text of the contract to their advantage. The discretion
of the contractor will always be left to one of the parties where the decision is
particularly costly. In other words, the party with information has the privilege
assigned to it. The community of contractual authority and information has created
great inequality between the parties to the contract. In fact, in conferring power to one
of the parties, it is assumed that the weak side trusts the strong (who owns the
contractual authority and information). In general, at each discretion of the parties to
the contract, there is an implicit obligation that the holder will use this option based
on the economic value of the contract. In the meantime, good faith organizes such an
optional implementation. Good faith is an obstacle to abuse of the next powers of the
parties to the contract. It is only by observing such a flexible and ethical commitment
that a strong party is bound by its obligation in case of a contract vacancy. Because
everyone agrees that if the contract partner is in search of personal gain, then he has
no right to use it for any other reason, because no one can put his right to act as a
means of harm to others.15
Examples of legal good faith beliefs are noteworthy in the following cases:
1. Article 387 of the Civil Code, which considers the loss of a pre-bill from the
property and obliges him to remit to the buyer, is based on arbitrary justice and
observance of good faith in the execution of the contract, attributable to implied will
Parties and nature of exchanges. Also, the right to imprisonment in low-value
contracts (Article 377 of the Civil Code), the right to delay the detention (Article 402
14
15

Richard A. Posner, Economic analysis of law, 3th edition, New York, 1986.
Mehdi Ansari, Economic Analysis of Contract Laws, Tehran, Javdaneh Publication, 2011.
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of the Civil Code), and Tbilisi's authority (Article 380 of the Civil Code) are examples
of legal good faith.
2. In the insurance law, there are also cases to be considered from the effects
of the implementation of the rules of good faith and fairness in this law; for example,
Article 10 of the Act stipulates: "If the finances are insured less than the actual price,
the insurer will only be liable for the actual cost of the property in proportion to the
amount he insures."
At the end of the discussion of good faith, it is necessary to state that,
although in the legal system of Iran, the judge in the interpretation or completion of
contracts can not directly refer to the principle of "good faith", but it can be attributed
to human behavior with good faith He sees himself under the title of "an implied
condition and a condition of construction" in the contract, and remained away from
the charge of distorting the contract. Also, this productivity can be fruitful in using the
"fairness" rule (as we will see in the next section).
The principle of fairness
In the terminology of the law, "fairness" has been used in two ways: A) to
establish the basis for the right to equality before the law and respect for the rights of
individuals. B) it used against the rules of the law. That is, a theory that has not been
taken from the law and may even be in conflict with it. At the same time, the mystics
are considered as justice and fairness.16
In Iranian law, fairness has been identified as a rule of thumb in the "private
relations" of individuals. One lawyer states: "It may be said fairness is a sense of
justice that requires the consideration of all the relevant conditions in a case. This is to
reduce the difficulty of legal rules or to remove the legal vacancy caused by the silence
of the law. The truth is that in the settlement of claims, one cannot invoke the
principle of fairness unless the parties to the dispute request it. In any case, fairness
can be complementary to legal rules and cannot prevent their implementation." This
neglect of the notion of fairness as an interpretative entity in the contract is rooted in
the following:
A. What is the basis of the contract and its interpretation, is attention to the
common intention of the parties to the contract. The judge cannot rebut the will of
the parties and interpret the principle of fairness in practice, which is inconsistent with
the common intention of the contracting parties.
B. Referring to the rules, in particular the civil law, which contains the general
and partial rules of contracts, it is noted that the lawmakers themselves have
mentioned the means of interpretation in the contract and included them in the form
of materials, but of fairness and integrity is distant. This claim is easily proved by
referring to Article 220 of the Civil Code, which is a corollary to Article 1135 of the

16

Jafari Langroudi, Mohammad Jafar, Terminology of Law, 6th edition, Tehran, Ganj Danesh Publication,
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French Civil Code. Because in the translation, the legislator has deleted the word
"fairness."17
According to the above, it should be said that although fairness in the
discussion of contracts and their interpretation has not been accepted as a rule of
thumb, but the desire for justice and the fulfillment of conscientiousness sometimes
pressure the judge to the point where justice and he has made fairness sometimes as
the altar of his logic, and by turning away from all the rules, acts only in the voice of
his conscience. In this case, a fair trial judge will not give his judgment fairness, so that
the Supreme Authorities will act as opposition to the law and the mutual intention of
the parties to violate it, but it also adjusts its ballot so that it appears to be in
accordance with the law and comes with legal documentation, but in its backbone it
knows that the interpretation, on the basis of fairness, is the basis for the issuance of
the ballot. The case number 106.4.1335 of the Tehran District Court was a complete
example of the hidden role of fairness in the interpretation of contracts and expresses
how well the inference and reasoning of a well-informed judge.18 Therefore, as in the
application of the principle of good faith, the judge can accept the principle of fairness
as a condition of contract between the parties and apply it in the interpretation of
incomplete contracts. For example, labor contracts between the worker and the
employer, in which the worker receives compensation in exchange for the receipt of
royalties from industrial machinery, contains an implicit obligation for the employer to
compensate for the damage caused by the use of environmental hazards. Therefore,
the implicit condition for creating an environment without risk "is assumed for the
worker in the terms of the contract, and the judge will consider this condition in
dealing with the problem.19 Thus, by applying the fairness rule by the judge, in the
example, the employer's opportunism was somewhat of a contravention that could be
prevented because of the unpredictability of possible incidents in his favor.
Conclusion
As in the context of the previous research, various factors are involved in the
formation of inconclusive (incomplete) contracts, including the costly adjustment of
the contract to the full possession of secret information by the parties or one of them
and predictability of details of some future contracts. In the meantime, what is
important is what can be more effective in eliminating contractual failures. According
to a study published in the text of the study, the application of the rules of effective
economics with goals such as encouraging better contracts and preventing
opportunistic behaviors in the interpretation of inconclusive (incomplete) contracts
can be opened up in this direction. Rules such as "mimicking the will of the parties,"
17

Article 1135 of the French Civil Code stipulates: "The contract does not only require the interlocutor
to stipulate what is stated in it but it requires them to take all the results that the fairness of the custom
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18 Nasser Katouzian, General Contracts, Volume 3, 6th edition, Tehran, Sherekate Sahami Enteshar
Publication, 2011.
19 Yazdi Oloumi, Reza Hamid, Babak Babazadeh, "Methods of Contract Interpretation in the Legal
System of Iran and the United Kingdom," in Journal of Public Law Research, XII (2010), no. 29.
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"criminal default rule", "good faith rule" and "fairness" rule are among the most
important and most effective economic rules in this field. In applying the rules of
good faith and fairness of the judge, he always faces the challenge that he cannot cite
in the issuance of a ruling. To resolve this problem, it is suggested that the Chief
Justice with full intent, consider these rules as an implicit and constructive provision in
the contracts and keep the label citation direct to them. In the end, it is necessary to
state that, considering that applying the economic rules in the interpretation of
inconclusive (incomplete) contracts more closely concerns future performance for
interactors that are traded in the future.
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Introduction
At present, corporate information systems (CISs) are the only possible option
for large enterprises and corporations to automate all aspects of their activities and to
take managerial decisions.1
The main task of the CIS is the effective management of the material,
technical, financial, technological and intellectual resources of an enterprise to
maximize the profit and to meet material and professional needs of all the employees
of the enterprise.
Managing a company by means of CIS should be based not only on an indepth data analysis, but also on the extensive use of information support systems for
decision-making within a business management strategy.
Modern CISs make up a single information system, coordinate the activities of
employees and business units on the basis of providing access to the necessary
information at the appropriate level of detail, and supply the management with reliable
data on implementing the production process, assisting strategic and operational
decision-making. The most sophisticated CISs are designed to automate all the
functions of corporate management.
*
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There have been various CISs in the world, both international and Russian.2 In the
Russian market of ERP-systems there are a number of suppliers: both foreign and Russian
ones. According to some experts, the main market share (over 48%) is held by the German
vendor SAP AG, followed by Microsoft Business Solution products enjoying a share of
about 13%, with Oracle coming third controlling over 11% of the Russian market of ERPsystems. Such a considerable breakaway by SAP can be partly explained by the German
concern being the first to enter the Russian market. As for the world market, the situation is
a bit different, with the main competitors being SAP and Oracle.
Currently, there are about a dozen Western and three to four Russian information
systems present in the Commonwealth of Independent States which can be considered as
corporate ones.
In this paper, we will confine ourselves to studying the best world practices in the
sphere of designing and implementing CISs, from which we chose eight most widely used
ones.
Methods
In order to determine which characteristics of CISs are the most important when
selecting the best product and which of the foreign CISs are the most preferable from the
point of view of implementing their characteristics which are considered essential, it is
advisable to use a multi-criteria assessment apparatus which allows comparing characteristics
with one another and objects by the degree of intensity of the compared characteristics. The
most popular method for multi-criteria assessment is the hierarchy analysis method.3
In this paper, the problem of selecting the best CIS will be solved using the classical
Saati hierarchy analysis method, which means taking the following steps:4
1.

Top-down hierarchical decomposition of the problem

2

S. V. Zykov, Osnovy proyektirovaniya korporativnykh sistem, Moscow, Publishing House of the Higher
School of Economics, 2012; Information and Consulting Center on E-commerce “ERP-systems
(Enterprise Resources Planning – planning corporate resources)”. http://www.citycor.ru/ebus/enterp/erp.htm, accessed on 07. 06. 2017.
3 Th. L. Saaty, "Relative Measurement and its Generalization in Decision Making: Why Pairwise Comparisons
are Central in Mathematics for the Measurement of Intangible Factors - The Analytic Hierarchy"/Network
Process. http://www.rac.es/ficheros/doc/00576.PDF, accessed on 07. 06. 2017.
4 A. B. Petrovsky, G. V. Royzenson, I. P. Tikhonov, et al., "Multiple Criteria Analysis and Expert Evaluation of
Activity Efficiency of Scientific Organizations. Advances in Decision Technology and Intelligent Information
Systems," in Tecumseh: The International Institute for Advanced Studies in Systems Research and Cybernetics, XII (2011), p.
22-26.
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Fig. 1. General form of the hierarchy

The criteria for evaluating a CIS
K1. Compliance with business processes
K2. Scalability
K3. Compliance with organizational strategy
…
K43. Qualification level of specialists.

The description of the alternatives
To conduct a comparative analysis of foreign CISs, the following products
were selected: SAP R/3, Oracle Applications, Oracle Business Suite, IFS Applications,
Baan ERP, iRenaissance, MS Dynamics AX, and MS Dynamics NAV.
2. Comparative importance assessment of the hierarchical structure elements
in reference to a higher level on the basis of a unified scale.
Table 1. Unified preference scale
Assessme Importance scale
Interpretation
nt si
1
Equal
Equal contribution of the elements to a higher level
3
Moderate
Slight contribution preponderance of one of the
elements
5
Considerable
Considerable contribution preponderance of one of the
elements
7
Predominant
Very large contribution preponderance of one of the
elements
9
Uppermost
Overwhelming preponderance of one of the elements

A set of matrices of paired comparisons of elements Hi and Hj of any
hierarchical level Ak=||aijk||hh, aijk=si/sj, where h is the number of base elements to
be compared is a subjective model of rational choice, where the preference of elements for a
decision maker is calculated as HiHj, if aijk1; Hi≈Hj, if aijk=1; HiHj, if aijk1.
3. Calculation of the priority of options by aggregating the partial estimates of
the elements of the top-down hierarchical structure, starting from the lowest level and
going up to the highest level.
partial estimate of variant Ai with respect to qth criterion Kq
viq = vq(Ai) = ciq/  j 1 c j , ciq =(  j 1 aij )1/m, aijq=siq/sjq,
m

q

m

q

relative importance (weight) of criterion Kq
wq = w(Kq) = cq0/ l 1 cl , cq0 =( l 1 aql )1/n, aij0=si0/sj0,
n

0

n

0

total importance (priority) of variant Ai in the form of additive convolution
v(Ai)= q1 wq vq(Ai)= w1v1(Ai)+w2v2(Ai)+…+w8v8(Ai),
n

wq – vector of local priorities of criteria.
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4. Assessment of the consistency of decision-makers’ preferences.
Monitoring the meeting of the conditions of inverse symmetry aijaji=1 and
compatibility aijajk =aik for elements of all the matrices of paired comparisons
A=||aij||hh.
Ih = (hmax  h)/(h  1),
Rh=Ih/Ih .

Consistency index
Consistency ratio

0
qmax = i 1 ai vi , aiq =  j 1 aijm , 0max = q1 aq0 wq , aq0 = l 1 aql
.
m

q q

n

n

m

Empirical indices of average consistency for inversely symmetric matrices of
rank h.
h
2
I 0.00

Table 2. Empirical indices of average consistency
3
4
5
6
7
0.58
0.90
1.12
1.24
1.32

h

8
1.41

9
1.45

10
1.49

11
1.5
1

Subjective preferences of the decision maker when comparing the elements of
the hierarchy are considered to be consistent if the consistency ratio Rh is within
empirically established limits of 0.1- 0.15. The closer is the value of hmax to the
eigenvalue h of the ideal matrix A, the more consistent are the elements aijk of the real
matrix Ak, and the matrix Ak itself will be closer to the matrix A.
Main part
Basing on the literature review [1-4, 6-7], about 70 criteria were systematized,
of which 43 were selected by comparison and aggregation to form 7 classes:
Class 1 – Needs of the organization (NoO1 - Compliance with business
processes, NoO2 - Scalability, NoO3 - Compliance with organizational strategy,
NoO4 - Availability of industrial solutions, NoO5 - Ease of use by support staff,
NoO6 – Advanced means of customizing business processes);
Class 2 - Applied technologies (AT1 - Software architecture, AT2 - Technical
architecture, AT3 - Implementation technology of ERP system, AT4 - Use of
standard widely used IT-technologies);
Class 3 - Functionality (F1 - Integration, F2 – Good layout, F3 - Compliance
with the regulatory framework, F4 - Use of the most effective methods of work
organization, proven by the world best practices, F5 - Functional reserve, F6 – Ease of
upgrading and improving system functionality, F7 - Controllability and reliability of
the system, F8 - Terms of implementation, F9 - Composition of modules);
Class 4 - Support (S1 - Support cycle, S2 – Availability of a training technology and
materials to work with the system, S3 - Implementation experience, S4 - Availability of tools
facilitating the implementation process, S5 – Availability of a standard implementation
technology for all partners, S6 - Qualitative documentation and contextual help, S7 Availability of service desk);
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Class 5 - Cost of ownership (CoO1 - Cost of software, CoO2 - Cost of hardware,
CoO3 - Cost of maintenance, CoO4 - Cost of modernization and upgrading, annual
investment in system development);
Class 6 - Principles of developing a CIS (PoCIS1 - System operational
environment, PoCIS2 - Open platform and open system interfaces, PoCIS3 - Open system
structure and open source code of all applications, PoCIS4 – Decision-making support
technology, PoCIS5 – CASE-technology support);
Class 7 - Image characteristics (ICh1 - System manufacturer consistency, ICh2 –
Presence of the system in the market, in the industry, in the region, and users' reviews, ICh3
- Presence of the supplier and system in the local market, ICh4 - Strategy for system
development and modernization, ICh5 - Structure and capability of a partner network to
implement the system, ICh6 – Presence of specialists in the market, ICh7 - Evaluations of
successful and unsuccessful projects, ICh8 - Qualification level of specialists).
The hierarchy of selecting a CIS can be seen in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Hierarchy of selecting a CIS

Since 43 criteria are used to compare CISs, these criteria are grouped into classes
with no more than 7-9 objects in each according to AHP, after which the priorities of each
class when choosing a CIS are calculated, and the criteria are compared pairwise in each
class, determining their importance for the class. Local priorities of the criteria are finally
weighed by the weight of the corresponding class, resulting in obtaining the priority of each
criterion in relation to the goal.
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Vector of local
preferences

Image characteristics

Principles of developing a
CIS

Cost of ownership

Support

Functionality

of

Applied technologies

Selection
CIS

Needs of organization

Table 3. Matrix of paired comparisons (MPC) of groups of criteria

Needs
of
1
organization

4

2

3

3

6

5

0.33961498
6

Applied
technologies

1/4

1

1/3

2

1/2

3

1/2

0.08426038
8

Functionality

1/2

3

1

4

2

5

2

0.22473059
5

Support

1/3

1/2

1/4

1

1/3

2

3

0.07951838
7

2

1/2

3

1

4

3

0.16173539

1/3

1/5

1/2

1/4

1

1

0.04430430
8

2

1/2

1/3

1/3

1

1

0.06583594
8

Cost
of
1/3
ownership
Principles
of
developing
a 1/6
CIS
Image
1/5
characteristics

Thus, the most important groups when selecting a CIS are: the needs of the
organization, functionality, technology, and cost of ownership.
Now the matrix of paired comparisons of the criteria will be filled inside each
class. Table 4 shows the matrix of paired comparisons of the criteria within Class 1.
The most important criteria for this group are: Compliance with business
processes, Compliance with the organizational strategy, and Advanced means of
customizing business processes.
Table 4. MPC of the criteria within Class 1
Need NoO1 NoO2 NoO3 NoO4
s of
organ
izatio
n
NoO
1
5
3
6
1
NoO
1/5
1
1/3
1/2
2
NoO
3

1/3

3

1

4
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NoO5

NoO6

Vector of
local
preferences

6

4

0.45203834
7

1/2

2

0.07132571
1

4

2

0.22402233
3
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NoO
4

1/6

2

1/4

1

1

1/3

0.06919094
1

NoO
5

1/6

2

1/4

1

1

1/3

0.06919094
1

NoO
6

1/4

1/2

1/2

3

3

1

0.11423172
7

After completing and processing the MPCs for the remaining 6 classes in the
same way, the priority criteria for each class are summarized in the table (Table 5). The
table includes three priority criteria from each class, except for the classes Applied
Technologies and Cost of Ownership, for which the local priorities of Level 3 are
incomparable with the former two.
Having weighed the obtained vectors of the local priorities of the criteria by
the classes with the priority values of the corresponding classes, the values of the
components of the local priority vectors of 43 criteria (the sum of the components
equals 1) were calculated. Afterwards, the priorities of each CIS for each of the
comparison criteria were calculated (Table 6).
Table 5. Summary table of priority criteria for each class
Class
Priority 1
Priority 2
Needs
of Compliance
with Compliance
with
organization business processes
organizational
strategy

Priority 3
Advanced means
of
customizing
business processes

Applied
technologies
Functionalit
y

Software architecture

Technical architecture

Functional reserve

Integration

Support

Support cycle

Availability of service Availability of tools
desk
facilitating
the
implementation
process
Cost of hardware

Compliance with
the
regulatory
framework

Cost
of Cost of software
ownership
Principles of System
operational Open platform and Open
system
developing a environment
open system interfaces structure and open
CIS
source code of all
applications
Image
Presence of the system Presence
of
the Qualification level
characteristic in the market, in the supplier and system in of specialists
s
industry, in the region, the local market
and users' reviews
Table 6. Summary table of priorities considered by CIS
Criteria Priority 1
Priority 2
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NoO1
NoO2
NoO3
NoO4
NoO5
NoO6
AT1
AT2
AT3
AT4
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

SAP R/3

Oracle EBusiness Suite

Microsoft Dynamics
NAV
BAAN
iRenaissance
SAP R/3
SAP R/3
BAAN
Oracle
EBusiness
Suite
SAP R/3
IFS Applications
Oracle
EBusiness
Suite
IFS Applications
Oracle EBusiness Suite
Microsoft Dynamics
AX
Oracle EBusiness Suite
SAP R/3
Oracle Applications
Oracle EBusiness Suite
BAAN
IFS Applications
Microsoft Dynamics AX Microsoft
Dynamics IFS Applications
NAV
SAP R/3
Oracle Applications
Microsoft Dynamics
AX
Microsoft Dynamics AX iRenaissance
Microsoft Dynamics
NAV
Oracle EBusiness Suite
Microsoft Dynamics AX Microsoft Dynamics
NAV
Oracle EBusiness Suite
BAAN
iRenaissance
BAAN
IFS Applications
Microsoft Dynamics
NAV
SAP R/3
Microsoft Dynamics AX Microsoft Dynamics
NAV
SAP R/3
Oracle EBusiness Suite
Microsoft Dynamics
NAV
IFS Applications
Microsoft Dynamics AX Microsoft Dynamics
NAV
SAP R/3
Oracle Applications
Oracle
EBusiness
Suite
Microsoft
Dynamics Microsoft Dynamics AX iRenaissance
NAV
Oracle Applications
SAP R/3
Oracle
EBusiness
Suite
SAP R/3
IFS Applications
Oracle Applications
SAP R/3
Microsoft Dynamics AX Microsoft Dynamics
NAV
SAP R/3
Microsoft
Dynamics Microsoft Dynamics
NAV
AX
SAP R/3
Microsoft Dynamics AX Microsoft Dynamics
NAV
SAP R/3
Oracle Applications
Oracle
EBusiness
Suite
Oracle EBusiness Suite
BAAN
Oracle Applications
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S7

SAP R/3

CoO1
CoO2
CoO3
CoO4
PoCIS1
PoCIS2
PoCIS3
PoCIS4
PoCIS5
ICh1
ICh2
ICh3
ICh4
ICh5
ICh6
ICh7
ICh8

Oracle Applications

Oracle
EBusiness
Suite
BAAN
iRenaissance
Microsoft Dynamics
AX
Oracle EBusiness Suite
Microsoft Dynamics AX Microsoft Dynamics
NAV
IFS Applications
Microsoft Dynamics AX Microsoft Dynamics
NAV
SAP R/3
Oracle Applications
Microsoft Dynamics
AX
SAP R/3
Oracle Applications
IFS Applications
Oracle Applications
Oracle EBusiness Suite
IFS Applications
IFS Applications
Microsoft
Dynamics Microsoft Dynamics
NAV
AX
BAAN
Microsoft
Dynamics Microsoft Dynamics
NAV
AX
iRenaissance
Microsoft
Dynamics Microsoft Dynamics
NAV
AX
SAP R/3
Oracle Applications
Oracle
EBusiness
Suite
SAP R/3
Microsoft Dynamics AX Microsoft Dynamics
NAV
SAP R/3
Oracle Applications
Oracle
EBusiness
Suite
SAP R/3
Microsoft Dynamics AX Microsoft Dynamics
NAV
Microsoft
Dynamics SAP R/3
Oracle Applications
NAV
SAP R/3
Microsoft Dynamics AX Microsoft Dynamics
NAV
IFS Applications
iRenaissance
Microsoft Dynamics
AX
SAP R/3
Oracle Applications
Oracle
EBusiness
Suite

Based on the calculations, a vector of global priorities of alternatives - foreign
CISs - was created, which is of the form shown in Table 7.
SAP
R/3

Table 7. Vector of CIS global priorities
Oracle
Oracle
IFS
Applicatio EBusines Applicatio
ns
s Suite
ns

0.1594
3

0.10729

0.14768

0.10587
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BAA
N

iRenaissa
nce

Microso
ft
Dynami
cs AX

Microso
ft
Dynami
cs NAV

0.128
8

0.0832

0.1322

0.13554
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Thus, the most preferred is SAP R / 3, followed by Oracle EBusiness Suite,
with Microsoft Dynamics NAV running third.
Conclusion
Among seven classes of the criteria identified in the paper, there were
determined the most important ones in terms of selecting the best corporate system,
in particular: needs of organization, functionality, applied technologies, and cost of
ownership.
The study of the systems present in the market showed that based on a
multicriteria analysis, SAP R / 3 is the most preferred, followed by Oracle EBusiness
Suite, and Microsoft Dynamics NAV coming third. However, considering all the
available criteria, none of the systems is a universally recognized leader. Choosing one
of the above CISs, even the most preferable one, the company’s management should
be ready that the system they have purchased needs adapting and debugging to meet
the specific requirements of the organization.
The systematized criteria can be used when evaluating and selecting different
classes of software to solve a wide range of tasks.
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Abstract. The article presents the results of the research of the Chistopol period of the Russian poet,
prose-writer and translator Boris Pasternak’s creative work during World War II. Pasternak lived in
Chistopol from late 1941, almost all of 1942 (in the winter he made a short trip to Moscow and came back)
and bid farewell to the Kama town in summer 1943. Despite the hard working conditions, hunger, the rough
and tumble of life in the province, Pasternak was extremely prolific during that period. The poet translated
Shakespeare's play "Romeo and Juliette", a long cycle of poems by Juliusz Slowacki, runes, the Tragedy of
Mary Stuart. The authors of the article demonstrate that as the subject of professional disputes for several
decades, Pasternak's translations were both highly appreciated and criticized or rejected. The research results
give a deep insight into the understanding of the nature of the Boris Pasternak’s identity as a poet and
translator in the Russian literary discourse.
Keywords: Boris Pasternak, a literary translation, Chistopol, Shakespeare, identity,
Russian literature.

Introduction
The year of 2015 was announced the year of literature in Russia and it was in
2015 when we celebrated the 125th birth anniversary of the "outstanding Russian poet
of the century", the prose writer, the Nobel Prize laureate Boris Pasternak. Doctor
Zhivago, published in 1955, made Boris Pasternak world famous, but before that he
published a number of collections of verse, stories and an autobiography. In the 1930s
the poet turned to translation: his versions of Goethe poems and Shakespeare plays
are the texts used in Soviet school and theaters.1 Due to a major public campaign
against Boris Pasternak launched by the Soviet authorities in 1950-s, the poet chose to
turn down the Nobel Prize awarded to him in 1958. Nowadays Pasternak's artistic
legacy is being cautiously studied by Russian and foreign researchers. In the last
decades, interest in Boris Pasternak's art has considerably increased worldwide: more

* Acknowledgement. This work was funded by the subsidy of the Russian Government to support the
Program of Competitive Growth of Kazan Federal University.
1 L .O. Ozerov, "Pasternak and Shakespeare," in Shakespearean readings, Moscow, 1976, p. 182.
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and more of his works are being translated into foreign languages, archival materials
are published, many researchers are involved in studies of his creative heritage.
Boris Pasternak’s translations have been the research object of literary,
linguistic.2 But the Chistopol period in Boris Pasternak’s art is still under investigated.
Soviet Translation Theories: Historical and Modern Views
The dominant view on the artistic method in literature and the nature of
literary art of the Stalin era implies that they are to be studied in an ideological and
political context of formation of totalitarian society.3 Maurice Fridber, one of pioneers
of the historical and cultural studies of translation in Russia, believed that the views of
Soviet researchers on the translation were not free from Soviet ideology.4 Under the
circumstances of Soviet censorship and domination of Communist party ideology in
all spheres of cultural life, criticism of literalism and viewing translation first of all as
art was ideologically more acceptable. Susanna Witt believes that the refusal of the
idea of the "literal" translation in the Soviet official discourse during Stalin era was
connected with ideologization of translation standards which meant that translation as
it is, translation "per se", without the era context, did not exist.5
In 1930-s, the Soviet union had to balance the constraints of limited time, lack
of trained translators and quality while facing the problem of “urgent need for
translations from and into the different languages of the many peoples of the USSR”6.
The translation doctrine outlined at “First All-Union Conference of Translators.”
Which took place in early January, 1936 in Moscow defined the two most important
translation principles “creative” and “adequate”. B.Pasternak was among the people
sitting in the presidium of the Conference which adopted the following socialist
realism requirements for translation: “a fight against naturalism, against formalist,
impressionist, exoticizing and stylizing translation.”7

E. A. Pervushina, "About the principle of dramatic nature in the poetic translation of B. Pasternak of
the 74th sonnet of Shakespeare," in Philology problems, XVII (2004), no. 2, p. 108-114; E. A. Pervushina,
"The sonnet in the poetic translations of Boris Pasternak," in Vestnik of the Far East Branch of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, II (2005), p. 96-110; A. P. Vasilenko, Boris Pasternak's phraseology in the Russian original
poetry and French translations, Bryansk, Bryansk State University, 2006; A. N. Pozdnyakov, Functioning of the
English and Spanish poetry in the Boris Pasternak's translations in the Russian literature of the 20th century,
Astrakhan, Astrakhan State University, 2007; O. D. Agapov, Interpretation as practice of an autopoiesis of the
human life, Kazan, Poznanie Publishing House, 2009.
3 S. A. Tyulenev, "Systemic centenary of Russian poetic translation," in Asia Pacific Translation and
Intercultural Studies, III (2016), no. 2, p. 123-145.
4 M. Friedberg, Literary Translation in Russia: А Cultural History, Moscow, 1997.
5 S. Witt, "Тh First Аll-Union Conference of Translators, Моscow, 1936 and the ideologization of
Norms,"in The Art of Accommodation: Literary Translation in Russia, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2013,
p. 141-184.
6 E. Zemskova, "Georgian Poets Translation by Boris Pasternak in the Soviet Culture of 1930s," in The
Art of Accommodation: Literary Translation in Russia, Oxford, Oxford University Press. 2013, p. 185-212.
7 E. E. Zemskov, "Strategy of loyalty: a discussion about the accuracy of the literary translation at the
first all-Union meeting of translators of 1936," in The New Philological Messenger, XXXV (2015), no. 4 p.
70-83. S. Witt, "Pasternak, Łysohorsky and the Significance of “Unheroic” Translation," in Russian
Literature, LXXVIII (2015), no. 3-4, p. 755-773.
2
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Release of the article “Muddle instead of Music” in the “Pravda” on January
28, 1936, resulted in the campaign against “formalism” and “naturalism” in the arts.
From that day on Soviet artists were expected to demonstrate their loyalty to the
regime with personal participation in the fight against "formalists": non-participation
in this fight was viewed as actions against the nation. Boris Pasternak publicly refused
from using that strategy of loyalty, thus separating himself from the majority and
dooming himself for many years of translations only.8
In the letter to O. Freydenberg on February 4, 1941. Pasternak wrote: "The
atmosphere is again aggravated … You told Akhmatova that I am busy with prose.
Nothing of the kind! I have hardly received a permission to devote the dependent
work, and that is the only thin which is remained for me, to something as worthy as
Romeo and Juliette … I carry something in myself, I know something, I am able to do
something. And all this remains unexpressed."9
Theoretical justification of Boris Pasternak’s principles on translation and
translator's tasks is provided in his works: "Translator's Notes" (1943), "The
Anthology of English Poetry" (1943), "Remarks to the Translations from
Shakespeare" (1956), "Notes about the Translation", and also in a number of separate
notes and personal letters in which Boris Pasternak shares the thoughts on different
translations.10
Boris Pasternak was a prolific translator: he contributed a lot to the
development of translation theory and practice. He translated numerous English (W.
Shakespeare, C. D. Keith, A. C. Swinburne, Raleigh, Shelley, Byron), German (Saks,
Rilke, Goethe, Kleyst and р), French (Verlaine, Verkharn), Spanish (Alberta,
Calderon), Polish (Slovak, Lesmyan, Bronevsky), Czech (Nezval), Hungarian (Sándor
Petőfi), and the Georgian (T. Tabidze, Baratashvili, Pshavela) verse. The publication
of Pasternak’s translations became important milestones in the history of Soviet
literature of the 20 century. Pasternak along with Nikolay Tikhonov (Soviet writer and
member of the Serapion Brothers literary group), were considered the best translators
of languages of the peoples of the USSR, though both worked with interlinears.11
The Chistopol Period in Boris Pasternak’s Life
Boris Pasternak lived in Chistopol from October 1941 to June 1943, during
the most difficult years of World War II.
In early 1940-s, Chistopol was an old (founded in 1781) small (with the
population of about 35 000) and quiet town. Situated on the left bank of the Kama
river, Chistopol became a hospitable shelter for many Soviet writers and poets, actors
8 L.

Fleyshman, Boris Pasternak and the literary movement of the 1930th years, St. Petersburg, 2005, p. 413-501.
B. I. Pasternak, The complete works. Letters, Moscow, 1992, p. 392.
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and musicians. In 1941, B.Pasternak , M.Isakovsky (Russian poet, a laureate of two
USSR State Prizes, a Hero of Socialist Labor, the author of the famous song
Katyusha), S.Marshak (Russian and Soviet writer, translator and children's poet, "the
founder of Russia's (Soviet) ), L.Leonov (Soviet novelist and playwright, was awarded
Stalin Prize, 1st class (1943) for the play "Invasion") and many other writers were
evacuated to Chistopol with their families. Those were the times of trouble and
uncertainty for all the people of the country. In Chistopol, the evacuated intelligentsia
would often visit each other, gather for first readings of books, performances,
concerts. A.Tvardovsky (Soviet poet and writer, chief editor of Novy Mir literary
journal, was awarded his second Stalin Prize for Vasili Tyorkin.) read there the first
parts of his poem Vasili Tyorkin, L.Leonov read his play ‘Invasion’. Unlike many
evacuated writers, Pasternak saw Chistopol period not as a punishment, but almost as
a blessing. Portraying the bond he developed toward the town in 1942, B.Pasternak
wrote: “Here [in Chistopol] we all are closer to the truth than in Moscow: we took off
our masks and became younger, though physically are terribly wasted away …“(March
22, 1942. (From a letter written by Boris Pasternak to A.Pasternak).
The autumn of 1942 Boris Pasternak spent in Moscow, and returned to
Chistopol only in December to live there another year. The Pasternaks, his wife and
sons, left Chistopol on June 251943, but the poet kept very warm memories of the
town: “Chistopol has since been dear to me, all of it: with its winter, people,
houses…”
Boris Pasternak’s Chistopol Artistic Legacy
During the Chistopol period B.Pasternak translated mostly English and Polish
poets. B.Pasternak’s interest in translation at that period was the result of his refusal to
praise the Bolshevik order in his works. When Boris Pasternak first arrived in
Chistopol he brought two translation contracts: the contract to translate "Romeo and
Juliet" and a collection of poems by the Polish Romantic poet Juliusz Slowacki. To
support the family in the war period, Pasternak continued to take on major
translations: in January and February of 1943 he translated W.Shakespearean Antony
and Cleopatra along with Othello, and Henry IV.
Many years afterwards recalling that period of maximum emotional and
creative pressure, B.Pasternak wrote: “My creative work is over. I immersed myself
into translating".
Despite the hard working conditions, hunger, rough and tumble of life in the
province, Pasternak felt better as he became more prolific and free as "the scary eyes
turned away" from him. In a letter to his brother he wrote about the Chistopol period:
"I lived differently, mostly happily. Happily, in the sense that, as far as possible, I tried
to overcome all household hardships, I worked and lived the winter months in my
usual way: in vitality and purity. Nothing stopped me in this respect. His everyday life
was harder than that of most writers’: "Coming to the dining room where the
temperature was as low as outdoors, Pasternak would take off his coat and hang up
his cap on a nail on the wall. Besides, he also worked in the dining room: he would
bring there an English-Russian dictionary, a tiny volume of Shakespeare and the next
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page of his translation. I also remember some long sheets of paper where he would
write the most difficult pieces of translation. He would work waiting for a portion of
watery Russian cabbage soup. Firewood was one of the most difficult problems of his
life in Chistopol. The landlords let the rooms to only those who could provide
firewood. Once, the district executive committee granted the evacuated writers with
some damp firewood which was stored on the bank of the Kama river. For some
reason there wasn’t any driveway to the wood, and the writers had to carry it to the
road. The wealthy people hired loaders and cart man, but the majority carried the
firewood themselves. I worked near Pasternak. He neither grumbled nor complained,
but moved logs if not with pleasure, then, in any case, vigorously and cheerfully. And
the day was rather frosty: it was minus thirty degrees Celsius. The room rented by the
Pasternaks was always cold because of some ridiculous arrangement of ovens. He
complained that when he writes, his fingers got cold. To get into the room they had to
pass through the common kitchen where three kerosene stoves were always rustling.
Sometimes, to balance the temperature in the room and the kitchen, B. L. opened the
door to the kitchen. Quite often the noise of the kerosene stoves would amplified the
music of gramophone: Utesov (famous Soviet jazz singer and comic actor , who
became the first pop singer), fashionable tango, choir named after Pyatnitsky
(Russian musical group which was established by Mitrofan Pyatnitsky in 1910 initially
with 18 peasants). B. L was working to this music. His wife, Zinaida Nikolaevna,
served as a teacher in the boarding school of Litfondovsky orphanage where she had
lunches and dinners. She would take dinners home and shared them with B. L. Under
the circumstances he was never frustrated. "You see, I am alone from morning till
night, but I can work without hindrances", - B. L. vigorously told me when I came to
him for the first time. He tried to find the bright sight in inconveniences and
difficulties of life. But we are closer to the foundations of life here, - he would often
say. - During this war we all have to live in such a way, especially artists..." I seldom
met such patient, hardy, unpampered people as Pasternak."
In the poem "The Winter Comes Nearer" (1943) Pasternak addresses
philosophical understanding of spiritual image of the province. Pasternak’s poems
"Old Park" and "Winter Comes Nearer" reveal his understanding of a province
phenomenon in several aspects.
Firstly, the province phenomenon traditionally appears as implanted in
rhythms of the natural world as the median zone keeping and accumulating cultural
wealth. Secondly, the modern province is understood by the author in a cultural and
historical context, thus, becoming part of the Slavophile tradition and the Russian art
of the end of the XIX century. So, the esthetic phenomenon of the province in the
artistic system of "military" poems of Pasternak combines in itself a wide range of
values and approaches the beauty embodiment.
Pasternak considered Shakespeare to be the pillar of English literature (as
Pushkin in Russia), and that was the reason why he decided to translate his tragedies
into Russian. Within two months the poet translates the play "Romeo and Juliet", and
then the great cycle of poems by Juliusz Slowacki, runes, the Tragedy of Mary Stuart.
At the same time he implements into life the great idea he planned long before – the
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translation of "Antony and Cleopatra" by Shakespeare, requested by the Maliy
Hudozhestvenniy Academicheskiy Theatre.
The translation of the tragedy "Romeo and Juliet" was ready on the 26th of
February 1942. The first presentation of Shakespeare’s translation took place in the
City Hall of "Teacher’s House" in Chistopol. All the money received as fees from the
presentation was transferred as gifts to the Red Army. Because of the shutdown at the
power station, Pasternak had to read the play to the light of two oil lamps. But the
house was full and the audience stayed to the end. K. Fedin (Russian novelist and
literary functionary) , who attended the presentation, enthusiastically praised
Pasternak’s translation skills. On the following day, in the letter to P. I. Chagin (a
journalist, publishing and party worker), he reported, "Pasternak finished the
translation of "Romeo and Juliet "and read it out loud with great success. Indeed,
most of the translation was carried out perfectly ...Always Yours, Const. Fedin. "In the
summer of 1944 the play "Romeo and Juliette" in Boris Pasternak's translation was
published as a separate book.
Still there were some people who would not accept the fact that during "very
angry, sick and hard times Pasternak was engaged in the translations of Romeo” and
they considered it to be "wrong" .Mikhail Mikhaylovich Morozov in the article "A
response on the Translation of "Romeo and Juliette" of Shakespeare made by the poet
Boris Pasternak" noticed the following: "In translation there are numrous inaccuracies,
semantic, and even text omissions. It is good, of course, that Pasternak is far from
literalism, and is able to remarkably reveal implications, but numerous derogations
from the original are simply unacceptable in Shakespeare's translation. It would be a
different case if it were ‘an adaptation’ or ‘a la Shakespeare’. But in the case job
evaluation goes beyond the competence of the expert - Shakespearean scholar"
(Pasternak 1970).
In the report presented at the Soviet Writers' Union on December 30, 1942
A.Fadeyev (Soviet writer, one of the co-founders of the Union of Soviet Writers and
its chairman from 1946 to 1954) called Pasternak's "going" for Shakespeare antipatriotic. A. Fadeyev also deleted Pasternak’s name from the list of candidates for the
Stalin award. Pasternak was earlier nominated for the award for his translations.
But the choice of Shakespeare as a "life-long companion" and a live company
in those hard years was not only caused by the need to make a living, but also based
on his views: "Shakespeare will always be a favorite poet of generations that are
mature and encountered a lot in life ... Translating Shakespeare’s works nothing is
appropriate but true fidelity and complete intellectual freedom. I obtained the first in
the modest course of my own work, whereas the latter is the result of my views."
(Pasternak 1946). It was a convincing answer to those who reproached Pasternak that
he is engaged in plots, which were remotely connected to real life in hard times for the
country.
As one of the greatest masters of poetic translation, Pasternak adhered to own
concept in understanding of the problem of the literary translation. He claimed that
the translation must be the independent work of art. "Like the original, the translation
is to make an impression of life, but not literature" — he wrote in the "Remarks to
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Shakespeare's Translations". Petty similarity to the original didn't attract Pasternak.
Pasternak’s translations are of high artistic quality, they reflect the inner core of what
is happening in all its depth.12
Pasternak’s translations always caused polar estimates. According to the
Georgian poetess E. N. Kiasashvilya, "the arguing parties first of all note that
Pasternak's translations have already become "a fact of the Russian poetry", and only
then begin to criticize them for liberty and inadequacy. Or they start praising them for
fidelity on spirit and the correct reconstruction of attitude of the author of the
original."13
The writer V. Bokov remembered what attention paid Pasternak to each word
of the work he translated, and, according to A. Sergeyeva-Klyatis (Russian the
philologist, the literary critic, Doctors of Philology), "such attentive attitude to
someone else's word is demonstrated in Pasternak’s earliest translations. It is seen
even in his first works based not on the principle of more semantic but formal fidelity
to the original, they sometimes turn into difficult, sometimes almost enigmatic texts."14
M. Alekseev and L. Reztsov viewed his colloquial style as contamination
language and vulgarism. We consider this as a result of Pasternak's intentions, his
search for a wider audience, so that "it was clear to all".If Shakespeare's language can
be called embellished, Pasternak mostly adheres to the "language of a provincial":
colloquial expressions, with the use of vocabulary that is slightly sharp, frank, and
stylistically reduced, which emphasized the features of national and ethnic mentality.
Pasternak’s style of translation combined both, the desire to "make Russian poetry"
and strict adherence to the spirit of the original work.
The writer, translator and journalist A. Navrozov notes his use of rhyme, a
technique better suited to Russian with its alternating masculine and feminine
inflections. While many in the West, especially in reference to English, have come to
see rhyme as a limitation in poetry, “It’s hard work talking to Pasternak. His speech is
a combination of tongue twisting, a desperate straining to drag out a word from
within, and a stormy cascade of unexpected comparisons, complex associations and
frank confessions in what is evidently a foreign language. He would be unintelligible
but for the chaos of his verse to be illuminated by the unity and clarity of his voice”.
Furthermore, A. Navrozov argues Pasternak’s unique language, admiring his
“lyrical technique” and “vast unpredictable vocabulary”. A. Navrozov reports,
“…rhyme is not only the spirit of Pasternak, it is his style”.
Max Hayward, a British lecturer and translator of Russian literature points out
that perfect knowledge of Russian allows Pasternak to bring brightness and sensuality
to the translations, both in poetry and prose: “With an unusually plastic language such
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as Russian, it is easy enough for a poet of Pasternak’s temperament to be carried away
by the positively sensuous joy that comes from handling his material” (Hayward 1977).
According to the American writer Gifford, Pasternak was a prolific translator,
translating great works of foreign literature from at least twelve languages, sharing his
abilities and these writers with his readers, the Soviet public. Although this work was a
disruption of what he felt was his truest calling–his own writing–he still found “an
inner freedom inconceivable” to those of his own time.”15
Conclusions
To sum up, Pasternak is considered a brilliant translator; although his works
were subjected to harsh criticism. Boris Pasternak adhered to his own concept in
understanding of the problem of the literary translation. He claimed that the
translation must be the independent work of art.
Pasternak’s work on Shakespeare’s language did not only change the writer’s
manner of translation, but developed the laws which he equally followed both in his
original writings and translations. He applied a free approach to the original. "At the
beginning, in his attempt to approach the original, he would move away from it. Later
he would come much closer to the original though formally he moved away from it ".
In all the closeness to the European culture, Boris Pasternak is a Russian poet.
He is Russian because he follows national stereotypes and views.

15 Henry

Gifford, Pasternak: A Critical Study, London, Cambridge University Press, 1977, p. 280.
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Wisdom Values in Traditional Phrases The Mamuju Tribe in Shaping This
Study Entitled Local the Character of Society: Antrpolinguistics Approach
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Hasanuddin University, Makassar Indonesia
Abstract. This study aims to (1) explain the forms of local wisdom in traditional expression of the
Mamuju tribe, (2) revealing and socializing the values contained in local wisdom in a traditional phrase that
can shaping the character of society.the problem of this research is the local wisdom in the traditional Mamuju
tribe that is now beginning to dredge, even almost people do not know it. Methods of data collection in the study
using survey methods combined with the method refer. The collection technique is done by record and record with
descriptive data analysis technique. The value that exists in this traditional expression is the value of obedience
to customs. Many more values are contained in the traditional expression of the Mamuju tribe such as the value
of honesty, decency, and others. In the research used survey method and method refer. Survey method is dissect or
skinning method and recognize problems. The method of referring is a method done by the observation of speech.
The results show that there are 9 (nine) groups of local wisdom values in traditional Mamuju tribe expressions:
1) God's love and truth, (2) responsible, disciplined and independent, (3) respectful and polite, (4) trustful and
honest , (5) loving care for cooperation, (6) creative self-confidence, hard work, (7) in leadership, (8) tolerance,
peace love, unity, (9) brave, never giving up. The strategy used in shaping the character of the community
through the value of local wisdom by holding the rhetoric, incorporating it in local content in the school, writing
on the banners is then stretched in strategic places to be read by the general public.
Keywords: values, characters, traditional expressions, Indonesia, local culture.

Introduction
Almost all regions in Indonesia have local wisdom. Local wisdom is the
wisdom of local people in interacting with their environment by managing it. Local
wisdom can be defined as a local cultural treasure that contains a living policy; the way
of life that accommodates wisdom and living wisdom. According to Suyatno, states
that in Indonesia local wisdom is not only applied locally to a particular culture or
ethnic, but can be said to be cross-cultural or cross-ethnic to form a national cultural
value. For example, almost every local culture in the archipelago of ethics and the
moral values contained in local wisdom are taught hereditary, passed down from
generation to generation through oral literature (among other things in the form of
proverbs and proverbs, folklore), and manuscripts known as local wisdom teach
mutual cooperation, tolerance, work ethic, environmental love, and so forth.
In addition to ethical morality derived from religion, in Indonesia there are
also local wisdom has been passed down through generations that lead the community
into the achievement of progress and excellence, work ethic, and balance and harmony
of nature and social. Some of the proverbs we have, such as "hang your dreams as
high as the stars in the sky," "hurt the fun later" which implies an invitation to build
work ethos and passion for excellence and success. In terms of social and natural
harmony, almost all cultures in Indonesia recognize the principle of mutual
cooperation and tolerance. In certain tribes who live in the interior is also known local
wisdom that is to preserve and preserve nature so that nature (wood in the forest) is
only used as necessary, not drained away.
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Indonesia, dubbed as emeralds on the equator, has abundant natural resources
and abundant human resources, Indonesia should have become a major developed
country. However, in Southeast Asia alone our position under Singapore is a poor
natural resources with an area of more or less just as wide as Jakarta. The abundant
natural resources in this country sometimes also does not become a blessing. Natural
gas is exported abroad at a lower selling price than the selling price for the domestic
market. Forests are exploited remarkably to pursue the acquisition of foreign exchange
which ultimately only bring damage to natural ecosystems followed by disaster (floods
and landslides).
Pancasila as the ideology of the state has basically accommodated local
wisdom living in the archipelago (among other things gotong royong value so that one
of the principles of Pancasila is "social justice for all Indonesian people"). The 1945
Constitution (which is imbued with Pancasila) also mandates the same thing, especially
in Article 33. However, today Pancasila can be said to be merely a political accessory
In some areas we can see the wrath of nature to the people around him with
the coming of floods, tsunami, volcanoes, fires, and other natural disasters. This
happens because people around him do not care about the natural surroundings.
Humans simply take natural resources without taking into account the negative impact
it generates. For example, humans casually clearing forests, illegal fishing in the sea,
unproductive dry land, flattening the mountains cause nature to become angry. No
wonder natural disasters are everywhere. For example, some time ago in Aceh there
was sunami, forest fires in Sumatra in Kalimantan floods in Manado, Jakarta, last in
Bima. This incident occurred not out of human activity that do not love the
environment.
One of the reasons humans do not care about the surrounding environment
because it does not care or do not know about the existence of local wisdom in the
traditional expression filled with noble values that have been made by our ancestors.
The traditional phrase is known only to old people. They do not send it down to their
children, so their children do not know where it is. This is in accordance with the
opinion Cojanu1 states that the language that allows them to express feelings and
attitudes, to make the difference in the value charged. Furthermore says that about the
relationship between language, culture and thought to capture how cognitive
psychology and cultural psychology
In the reality of Indonesia today, the extreme can be said that the local wisdom
we have resembles the inheritance, which we inherited from the ancestors, we save
and we keep, but we are not able to implement it in real life so that it is in vain to
respond to the challenges of the times changed. In relation to the local wisdom and
reality of Indonesia today, in his writing, we worried about the behavior of the
country's elite who consciously and unconsciously has become an agent of interest and
economic and political greed of developed countries (so that Indonesia is only made
into a market while being drained of its natural resources).
D. Cojanu, "Homo Localis. Interpreting Cultural Identity as Spirit of Place," in Procedia - Social and
Behavioral Sciences, CIL (2014), p. 212-216.
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The value of local wisdom, among others, the value of environmental love, the
value of social, religious values, and others. The value of environmental love is the
value of humanity that refers to the human relationship with the environment. It is
indicated that human beings should be friendly with the surrounding natural
environment which has inspired and benefited many, protecting them. In addition to
being friendly with the environment, human beings must maintain their environment
neither damage it nor abandon it and not waste it.
Local wisdom is almost owned by all tribes in Indonesia. One of the tribes in
Indonesia also has a lot of local wisdom is the Mamuju tribe. The Mamuju region is
located in West Sulawesi Province, Indonesia. This tribe holds many traditional values
in the form of traditional expression. However, the existing values are still known by
the elderly people, so it has not been maximally implemented in the life of today's
society. Traditional values can be lost if not immediately rescue action. Values that are
valuable it should be known by teenagers as an antidote to negative association.
Teenagers in the tribe Mamuju not much to know about the existence of these
traditional expressions. This was revealed in the event "Socialization of Cultural
Wealth Conservation Mamuju" organized Institute for Assessment, Preservation, and
Development Culture Mamuju and Tourism Department of Mamuju Regency on date
22 to 24 on Mamuju. In the meeting was attended by teenagers, teachers, and cultural
observers.
As an example of traditional expressions that exist in the Mamuju tribe that
can shape the character of society “Punnna ni’itami balimbungan ada’, tuhomi tau tammate”,
meaning: if we know the rules, our hudup has been spared from death, we are happy
from the evil and we live. The value of the culture in local wisdom is the value of
obedience to customs. The phrase publicizes that customary rules in society are to be
adhered to for the safety of life, because the regulations have been tested for their
truth through their experience for decades or even centuries. Broadly this traditional
expression indicates that if we obey the customs, the law includes religious law, natural
and social law then our lives will be safe. There are still many values of local wisdom
such as honesty, courtesy, and gotong royong which have been the guidance of the
Mamuju community.
In the traditional expression of the other Mamuju tribe “temmaccacroko
manu,
temmemborobemo
pinanngangang,
temmemmonimo
pa’lungang,
temmesambaqmo bombang” that means: when the rooster does not crow anymore,
when the betel does not have a shadow, even when the mortar does not ring anymore,
and the waves in the sea do not hide anymore "This phrase is a word of nature
indicating that a country hit by the crisis resulted in all the potential of nature in
danger. Why all the bells of life are gone. This is due to human activity itself. The
rooster no longer crows meaning the community is no longer unproductive, the
mayang does not give sap, meaning the ecosystem is disturbed by human activities, the
dimpled rice does not sound because it is not padi that will be pounded, and the
meaning of the waves no longer the sea does not give results on maximal fishermen,
due to destruction of marine habitats (eg trawlers and bulging bombs). The value of
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the traditional expression is the value of environmental concerns that warn us to
always maintain and preserve nature.
There are two things that are revealed in this paper are:
1. What values are contained in local wisdom in the Mamuju tribal traditions?
2. What strategies are used to apply the values contained in local wisdom in the
traditional phrase to shape the character of society.
Literature Review
Geography of Mamuju District
Mamuju District is one of the Second Level Regions in West Sulawesi
Province, Indonesia. The capital is Mamuju. Mamuju City to date is not as an
autonomous region that has the mayor or the Municipal House of Representatives,
but is still a part of Mamuju Regency. The city is flanked by beaches and rolling hills
of chocolate. The hill meanders 500 kilometers long.
Mamuju Regency is the largest area in West Sulawesi Province.
Geographically Mamuju Regency is located in the position: 00 45 'to 20 55' South
Latitude and 45 'to 1190 50' East Longitude / 2 ° 40'7 "LU 118 ° 51'44" BT. The total
population of 11 sub-districts is 252. 295. The total population of 11 sub-districts is
252. 295. The population is 123. 591 female population and 128. 704 female
inhabitants. With this large population, Mamuju has a lot of human resources.
Cultural Theory
B. Malinowski developed a theory to analyze the function of human culture,
namely the theory called afunctional theory of culture. This is one theory that takes
the idea of the basic idea of learning theory or theory of learning in psychology.
The theoretical point of B. Malinowski that all cultural activity is none other
than intended to satisfy and satisfy a series of a number of instincts of human beings
that relate throughout their lives.2 For example Science arises because human man
wants to meet his needs will know. Social phenomena, as well as the universe is
composed of natural phenomena.
The social structure theory or theory of social structure by AR Radcliffe and
Brown is developed based on natural phenomena in the natural sciences. In the life of
society there are many social events and social phenomena which according to certain
patterns can be restored to the most fundamental elements of the relationship of
social life that is social structure or social structure. The social structure includes:
1) The people who live in the midst of this universe are composed of a series
of social phenomena, as well as the universe is composed of natural phenomena.
2) A living society is also a class of natural phenomena studied using the same
method used to study natural phenomena.
3) A living society merupan a social system, which has a structure like the
earth, organism, or melekul.

2

A. Tarimana, Abdurrauf. Kebudayaan Tolaki. Jakarta, Balai Pustaka, 1989.
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4) The form of social structure is fixed, and if changed it is very slow, while the
form of social structure is the person or person groups in it, always changing and
changing. The change of a social structure can occur because of war or revolution.
C. Levis Strauss applies structural-functional theory that has the concept of
"culinary triangle". This concept comes from the logic of thought in philosophy. He
maintains that the elementary ways of thinking of human beings tend to classify nature
and society around into two classes based on contrasting, contradictory, or otherwise
contrasting characteristics. Classification of the two groups are: earth-sky, life-death,
front-back, human-god, and so on. The elementary concept of division into the two
classes leads to a third concept that can occupy both positions on both sides of a
binary pair. The third party in a simple way of thinking is considered an intermediate
group that has the characteristics of the two defenses, but not mixed, but separate
each other in different circumstances. Thus arose a series of triangles, for example:
human-spirit-the god-god, the earth-mountain, the life-death-life in the afterlife.
The three figures discussed above have similarities in memandng mausia
society and its culture as complex elements are interconnected with each other.
However, each one is different. Malinowski views the principle of a complex group of
elements of society that lies in its function as a human effort in meeting the needs of
his life. While Radcliffe-Brown considers the complexity of society's elements lies in
the social structure that underlies the behavior of human interaction with each other
in real life either directly or indirectly. As for Levi-Strauss's view, laid the foundation
that the elements of culture lie in the universal system of thinking of man. In
interacting humans communicate with each other, creating a cultural identity forming
a certainty of scope, forming the basis of communication and creating incentives for
cooperation.3
Understanding Local Wisdom
The meaning of the word local wisdom (dictionary) in the dictionary
consists of two words: wisdom (wisdom) and local (local). In Indonesian English
Dictionary John M. Echols and Hassan Syadily, local means local, while wisdom
(wisdom) is the same as wisdom. In general, local wisdom (local wisdom) can be
understood as local ideas that are wise, full of wisdom, good value, embedded and
followed by members of the community. In the anthropological discipline known the
local term genius. While Moendardjito said that the potential regional cultural element
as local genius because it has been tested its ability to survive until now. In Big
Indonesian Dictionary the word wisdom means wisdom, intellect, local word means
vast space. So the phrase local wisdom means local wisdom and intellect.
Local wisdom (local genius) is the truth that has been traditionally or steadily
in an area .Local wisdom is a blend of sacred values and the word of God and the
various values that exist. Local wisdom is formed as a cultural superiority of local
communities and geographical conditions in a broad sense. Local wisdom is a cultural
product of the past that should be constantly used as life guidance. Although the
3 N., Martina, E. Foltinova, "The Ordinary – Everyday – Commonplace as a Reference of Cultural
Identity," in Procedia - Social and Behavioral Sciences, CXXII (2014), p. 114-118.
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values of traditional expressions are local, the values contained therein are considered
very universal.
Local wisdom is a source of knowledge that is organized dynamically,
developed and continued by a particular population that is integrated with their
understanding of nature and the surrounding culture.
The characteristics of local wisdom are as follows:
1) able to survive against the outside culture,
2) has the ability to accommodate elements of outside culture,
3) have the ability to integrate elements of external culture into indigenous
cultures,
4) have the ability to control,
5) able to give direction to the development of culture.
Traditional Expression
According to Moeliono as a group of words or compounds of words that
express special, connotative, and symbolic meanings, traditional expressions are
passed down to the local people and are believed to have functions. Bertrand Russel
considers proverbs as the wisdom of many people and is the intelligence of a person .4
In a traditional expression is reflected in the richness of a plastic-style
language. It is called a plastic language because the traditional expression is a string of
artificial language and a symbol of life with a certain meaning. The term is stylistically
because the traditional expression is a language that contains language style.
Traditional expressions are very powerful in word usage and intonation if spoken.
Traditionally also aesthetic expressions contain elemental rhythm and word power.
The sound structure whose words are essentially unchanged.
In the General Dictionary of WJS Poerwadarminta5 the word phrase means
expressing an intent with the word figurative. The word phrase is any form of spoken
speech. Traditional expression is a growing utterance in traditional societies such as
proverbs, proverbs, messages, and so on. Proverbs according to KBBI is a group of
words or sentences that remain arrangement, usually to define a particular purpose.
Some proverbs are parables that use words as if, like, like, like, like, like and like. For
example, "Round of water because of a confinement, rounded man for consensus"
means, the agreement reached in musyawarat "another example:" Rowing is in hand,
the boat is already in the water, meaning that everything is already in hand, and "Like
the ox is poked by the nose ", Meaning people always obey the will of others. The
proverb is the same as the proverb, but there is also the opinion that the adage speaks
to break the opinion of others, while petitih is the art of speaking to mute opinion.
The proverb also contains suggestions of criticism and satire delivered with one short
sentence.
Character building

4

J. Dananjaya, Folklor Indonesia. Jakarta, Grafiti, 2002.

5

W.J.S. Poerwadarminta, Kamus Umum Bahasa Indonesia, Jakarta, PT Balai Pustaka, 1989.
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The word character in the Big Indonesian Dictionary means character, mental
characteristics, morality or character that distinguishes one from another. Character is
a characteristic possessed by a person formed as a result of innate factors and the
process of interaction with the environment . The opinion indicates that in addition to
environmental factors also form a person's character. Character needs to be formed
early so that the values given to the child will crystallize in the child's identity. The
individual variations of the child in social learning are influenced in their
surroundings.6
According to Suherman (2014) the characters in children need to be
prioritized to develop them, among others: (1) God's love and truth, (2) responsible,
disciplined and independent, (3) respect, polite, (4) trustful and honest , (5)
affectionate, caring and cooperative, (6) confident, creative, hard work never giving
up, (7) fair in leading, (8) good and humble, (9) tolerance, peace love, and unity.
Research Methods
This study included the type of survey research. Survey research is actually
more appropriate is one type of descriptive research.7 Survey research is a study
conducted to obtain facts from the symptoms that exist and look for factual
explanations. The survey method dissects or skins and recognizes problems and
justifies the ongoing circumstances and practices. Research location in Kabupaten
Mamuju, Sulbar.
Results and Discussion
Characters contained in the Mamuju Tribal Traditionally
The results of this study will be found the characters that exist in the
traditional expressionMamuju community is:
(2) be responsible, disciplined and independent, (3) respectful, polite, (4)
trustworthy and honest, (5) affection, caring, and cooperation, (6) confidence, creative,
hard work, (7) fair in lead, (8) tolerance, peace love, and unity, (9) brave, never give up.
Love Value, God and Truth
Example 1:
Matappa di to pe padiang
Translation:
Believe in God Almighty
In this traditional expression it is mentioned above contains the value and
character of God and the truth that we must believe in the Almighty God of the entire
world that holds us. The character created by this traditional expression is the belief in
God, that the God who manages this earth so we must believe in its existence.
Example 2
Napesuduang Puang dikitta mapaccinna, dako sirossoq di sesena agama.
Translation:
God has commanded in his holy book, do not force each other in religious
matters.
6 A. Mesoudi, "The Evolution of Individual and Cultural Variation in Social Learning," in Trends Ecology
and Evolution, XXXI (2016), p. 215-225.
7 N., Muhammad. Metode Penelitian, Jakarta, Rosda Karya, Indonesia, 2004.
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The traditional phrase above contains characters in the belief of God and
truth. For human beings, the people of God's command are the truths that need to be
carefully remembered and do not impose one another on the will of the human race
on religion.
Example 3
Bismillah angka bittia Alepuq pellengana, Turanpauna Laailahaillah
Translation:
With Bismillahirrahmanirrahim the foot is lifted, with the alif of a foot swung.
He said there is no god but God
The traditional expression of Example 3 above contains the values and
religious character that every step we do not forget to God. This is done for safety on
the way. The character formation of this traditional phrase is that we must believe in
the giver of strength that is the God we worship, every step we have to be in the name
of God.
Responsible, Disciplined and Independent Value
Example 4
Simata jurruq
Translation:
'Street without control' in the sentence “Da simata jurruq kaleko” hard you
always walk alone without control.
The above-mentioned traditional expressions are usually spoken to people
doing without calculations or lack of discipline in the work. The traditional value of
the phrase should be discipline meaning that the traditional expression contains
disciplinary characters. Characters formed from the phrase do not do without
calculation, should be responsible and independent.
Example 5
Pampakarroko sapo ampe muingsang tongko katoa-toang
translation:
Build a house so you know about life.
The purpose of the phrase that the house is where people move in it.
Therefore for those who are newly married are advised to be independent by
setting up a house for the household. The person who can build a house is an
independent person in navigating the life of the world. The character that is in the
traditional expression is independently responsible for the family.
Responsibility Value
Example 6
Poleteho dipetahun tarraqba, madooro titting tannibassi, punna nirendeng tau
katutu agkaqna bitti, punna merendeng tau menggiling tau dipembokoang,
padipontana tomalammus, paditangngalalang to pusa, pakarro totiparopang,
panginggarang tomalilu, pelipaqi topembelang, pande toburorang, painung
tomararang, patau padammu tau, poiiya oh iya, pataniai otania, odidaq odibiasa.
Translation:
Tit straight, straight without straightening, if you are guided carefully step by
step, if you lead back, take a drowning land, show the way to the lost, raise the fallen,
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remind the khilaf, give a naked sarong, beri eat the hungry, give the thirsty drink,
respect your neighbor, allow the right, blame the wrong, this custom
The traditional phrase above suggests that we should respect fellow
human beings, should help. This life must help-give, give each other, pay
attention to fellow human beings. Allow the right and blame if that person is
wrong. The characters formed from the traditional expressions are respect
and mutual help.
Trust and Honesty Value
Example 7
Pengkacao tahu mambangun angatanta menggiling tahu dikaeri sappa,
mengkita tau dikanang sompo, mengkitasau tau bocco.
Translation:
Our good intention is to advance the village (Mamuju) so that if we turn left
forward, kanang also advanced, and look forward also forward.
This traditional phrase as a mandate to the community to build a village
(Mamuju) so that if we look to the left very forward, turning right also forward, and
look forward further forward. The character that exists in the traditional expression is
honesty in making progress by looking at the progress that has been achieved, but do
not boast must remain alert by turning left or right, forward and backward.
Example 8
Punna siqdako matappa marakka di naraka dako pangngala punna useq
anummu.
Translation:
If you believe in the fear of burning hell fire, do not take it if it is not yours.
The traditional phrase above contains the character of honesty. The
prohibition of taking goods that are not ours is an honest character expressed in the
traditional expression above. Dishonest people end up going to hell. Therefore
honesty is a virtue that needs to be maintained.
Example 9
Pengkalasiang
Translation:
People love to cheat '. Usually spoken in the sentence prohibition.
Da simata pengkalasiang mu pogauq, uqde macoa.
Do not always cheat, not good.
Traditional expressions contain cultural values to prohibit someone from
cheating or being dishonest because it is bad deeds. The character formed in the
traditional expression is honesty. People always do dishonest will get calamity in his
life. His life is not calm because it is always overshadowed actions that harm society,
nation and country as do the corruption.
The Value of Compassion, Caring, and Cooperation
Example 10
Manggugus inrang
Translation:
Pay off the debt
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This traditional expression is spoken to the person who is willing to pay the
debts of his family or friends as a caring form. The cultural value or character
contained in the traditional expression above is caring, compassion. The character
formed in the traditional expression is the value of caring for others, compassion
toward others.
Example 11
Tassisingar inrang
In a sentence Tassingar inrang mo ingkamia
Translation:
Mutually justify your debt
This traditional phrase shows the character of caring and compassion to fellow
human beings When his brother cannot pay off his debts, it is this traditional
expression that best suits. The character that is formed in the traditional expression is
the affection towards the neighbor and the caring character toward each other.
Example 12
Dako mantabbang kayu punna membuah.
Translation:
Do not cut down the tree if it bears fruit
The traditional phrase above expands the character of affection, even
though it is only a wooden tree. Besides the character of affection there is also the
love of the environment with not just any wooden tree cutting. Fruit trees bear fruit
that can be used for humanity. If the tree does indeed need to be felled for public use,
for example, subject to road construction may be felled but wait until it is finished.
Example 13
Sangnging batuaki tauq taki sipelemu-lemo
Translation
We are all slaves of Allah taqalah, let's make love to each other
The phrase has a love character. The man has nothing, he is a slave of god. In
the eyes of the Lord of man is the same, only the cautious ones are exalted. Therefore
make love to your fellow human beings.
The Value of Self-Confidence, Creative, Hard Working Abstinence
Example 14 Pasambassei sarata, pammesa pattujuta, mamesaada, mammesa
naha-naha, matinngarra bulakkaedo-edo, taloqbalau orobatu laing, sau tammasala,
tama tammasalah, massirannuang anaq appota sipupuranna lino.
Translation:
Unite determination in ambition, striving in perception, in the face of
uncertain situations, to many there in Orobatu, there and there are no limits, one hope
of our generation throughout the world is gone. The traditio
Fair Value in Lead
Example 15
Punna niitami balimbungan adaq, tuhomi tau tammate, mapiami tau takkadake
Translation:
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If already seen the custom ridge (regulation), life has been spared from death
we are safe from evil.
The cultural value in the traditional expression above is the value of adherence
to the customs in it contains the character of justice within the
Example 16
Mammesa adaq, mammesa adaq, mammesa naha-naha, sipeta-petahaqang
dirauannga baruga, maqulalang di sesena pengngadarang, namakkuruki rupatau di
lalanna boccota, passuakoq, polindo-lindoko, akaq nanatangngako rupataungmu
Translation:
Let us end up with custom, throwing a sweet smile in the baruga, and be
honest in the decision of customary rules to embrace our people in the country and be
an example of the example among your people.
The traditional expression of the Mamuju tribe in the above example
contains a fair character in the lead in customary verdicts should be fair in the lead in
order to embrace the people, and leaders become examples in society and its people
Nilai Toleransi, Cinta Damai, dan Persatuan
Example 17
Katutuibetona lilata, siandar tisoena limanta, angga-anggai tiangkaqna bittita,
tallomo-lomo nasambiq tau nena belajang kalloaja.
Translation:
Keep the language spoken, as the graceful arm swings, the regularity of rare
foot rhythm, beware of thorns and thorns crossing.
The traditional phrase above horns the character of tolerance of peace, love
and unity. Maintaining the words of the realization of love of peace, tolerance in every
behavior, lest anyone destroy the unity.
Example 18
Punna settoki lino nisiola-olai, apa musurung uqde situlu-tulung
Ttranslation:
If it's just one of our world, what's our reason for not helping each other?
The traditional phrase above contains the character of unity. The awareness
of unity makes people help each other-help, do good to human beings. There is no
reason not to unite, we beings of the planet of the world should we be united
Example 19
Takimo mangujuq tanggar mampasseto pattuju.
Translation:
Let's get in touch, to bring together opinions.
The traditional expression above contains the meaning of unity. The phrase
connects the feeling, the sense of being united in life to peace and prosperity. The
characters formed in the traditional expression are unity characters. Society makes
human beings strong.
Example 20
Takimo sare manniaq sare mendodo, mampasikita allo campaloga
Translation:
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Let us share our intentions, pray together, God grant, our happy day.
The traditional above-written contains peace of mind. The argument in the
traditional expressions is to equally intend to ask God for a peaceful and happy life.
Brave, Abstinence
Example 21
Mau subbeq lembong tallu sitonda tallimpurus, nakusombalan, takkalaqdo kuniaq
Translation:
Although rolling waves, as hurricanes and hurricanes, cross sail because it has
become my destination
The traditional expressions above contain bold characters. The people of
Mamuju tribe are not afraid to face the waves with a storm, if it is their intentions it is
not a barrier to reach its ideals. The character in the traditional expression invites to
dare to face the obstacles in the life of this world.
Example 22
Takkalmo nisombalang, dotaq karena ruppuq, daki kareba ruppuq di biring leqboq.
Translation:
Once the screen is expanding, it is better to be wrecked, than to return to
shore.
The traditional phrase above contains a bold character. If the intention has
been set, then something must be achieved despite many obstacles. Once the screen is
exposed, never go back to the beach.
Example 23
Useq tau passombang punna mempelinoi, bombang kiiyya mampetanda labuang.
Translation:
Not a sailor if the sea waits calmly, just the waves ushering the vaunted
bouquet.
The traditional phrase above contains unyielding meaning. An excellent
sailor will not wait for the calm sea, instead with the choppy sea delivering his boat to
the shore. Thus, the unyielding character of the phrase is likened to a sailor who sailed
the ocean.
Strategies to Implement Values Contained Traditional Expressions to
Characterize the Community
There are several strategies used to apply cultural values to shape the character
of society.
1. Incorporating Mamuju cultural materials in particular the traditional
expression in the local content of lessons in schools, especially primary schools.
Mamuju cultural materials should be incorporated into local content in schools
in Mamuju District so that schoolchildren can learn local wisdom in the form of
traditional expressions as their regional cultural treasures.
2. Undecided (sitammu ujuq) held by the local government.
Undermine the term in Mamuju District is sitammu ujuq this term is used
when Mamuju society will be deliberated. Usually events.
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This kind of event is held when there are important things that will be
discussed that present the figures of society, parapawai, and kings. In this event can
also be discussed traditional phrases that shape the character of society.
3. Publish Mamuju cultural book which is one of the chapters of traditional
Mamuju tribe. The local government should publish the results of research concerning
Mamuju culture, especially traditional phrases that can be read by the community.
4. Socialization of traditional expressions to teachers, youth, and Mamuju
cultural observers through a seminar.
Every year there should be socialization of traditional expressions to the
community, especially to school children, teachers, and youths in Mamuju District.
5. Installing in strategic places the traditional expression of Mamuju tribe.
Traditional expressions that shape the character of society can be done
beautifully in banners of traditional expressions that form the character of society and
in pairs in strategic places that can be read by the younger generation
Conclusion
Mamuju tribe is a tribe that has its own culture. This tribal culture is among
the traditional expressions. This traditional phrase contains many values that can
shape the character of society. However, unfortunately this traditional expression is no
longer known to the public. The results of this study indicate that there are 9 (nine)
groups of local wisdom values in traditional.
Mamuju tribe expressions are: 1) love of God and truth, (2) responsible,
disciplined and independent, (3) respect and courtesy, (4) trust and honesty, (5) caring
care cooperation, (6) creative self-confidence, hard work, (7) valid in lead, (8)
tolerance, peace love, unity, (9) brave, never give up. The strategy used in shaping the
character of the community through the value of local wisdom by holding a
discussion, incorporating it in local content in the school, writing on the banner then
stretched in strategic places to be read by the public.
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Abstract. This research investigates the reception for electronic procurement (e-procurement) concept
by those hotels in Egypt, examines how hoteliers perceive the challenges and benefits of e-procurement in the
hotel industry. Also this research focuses on identify the challenges and opportunities associated with the
implementation of e-procurement. A self-administered questionnaire with purchasing managers was designed as
the research instrument for collecting primary data. This questionnaire included items pertaining to illustrate
purchasing managers’ perceptions of applying e-procurement in hotels, challenges and benefits of using eprocurement, cost involved in implementing e-procurement, the kind of materials / products procure online, and
purchasing managers prediction of return on investment when using e-procurement. Fifteen forms were
distributed in fifteen investigated hotels; among them 15 forms valid for analysis (100%) but between fifteen
hotels are ten hotels conducted e-procurement process. The findings revealed that e-procurement impacts to supply
chain management (SCM); time taking for employees to adopt e-procurement system too long; ten of
investigated hotels use e-procurement between one to above four years; there are many benefits and advantages of
conducting e-procurement in hotels (i.e. reducing costs, time, and staff); Furniture’s, Fixtures and Equipment
and food for the restaurant are the highest percentage of the kind of materials / products implemented by using
e-procurement; and return of investment when using e-procurement are short-term within one to two years.
Egyptian hoteliers illustrated that the benefits of e-procurement implementation are quality of goods and services
which will due to enhancing customer satisfaction, saving time and cost for Hotels.
Keywords: E-procurement, E-commerce, Supply Chain Management, Enterprise
Resource Planning, hospitality industry.

Introduction
In lodging business, the technological applications are imaginative and
spearheading when contrasted with different enterprises.1 E-Procurement is a decent
case of the imaginative utilization of innovation in the hotel business. It is buying
products and services over the web. Its further objective is to move the whole
procurement process online, bringing operators together with their chosen
wholesalers and empowering a streamlined and mechanized ﬂow of the buying cycle .2
Today, a real objective of a hotel’s SCM may be on proficiently applying
information technology (IT) to its procurement systems. E-procurement is ordained
will assume a progressively critical part in the best approach cordiality business may be
led later on. It advances would not just a paramount administration tool, as well as an
essential analytics part from SCM to those lodging industry.
E-procurement may be an immediate outgrowth of the internet’s capabilities,
empowering organizations on allotment. Data from large portions sources, including

E. Watkins, "Don’t give up on technology," in Lodging Hospitality, LVII (2001).
A. Hearn, H. Gibbons, De"fying the dot-com syndrome: E-procurement is still a viable solution.
Hospitality Tech Advisor," in 8 IPSERA Conference, University of Twente, Enschede, 2001, p. 21-32.
1

2
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their customers, financial organizations and suppliers. It simplifies the techniques of
the request procedure what's more lessens base also transaction fetches.
The main aim of the hotels purchasing management system is the efficient
application of information technology to its purchasing process. The transformation
from the manual purchasing process to the electronic purchasing process via internet,
brings about significant improvement in productivity, cost saving and efficient
operational activities.3
Theoretical Literature Review
This section aims review related theories and literatures in the area with the
objective of adding knowledge for researcher who interest in e-procurement process
in hotel industry. It comprised the definition of various concepts dealing with EProcurement, its implementation, risks, benefits and SCM included in hospitality
sector.
E-Procurement Concept and Importance
The term procurement defined as the purchasing, leasing or legal means of
acquisition of the goods and services required to achieve needs at right time, from
right supplies or service provider, at right quantities and at right price.
The term of E-procurement is characterized from numerous points of view by
researchers. According to Croom4, characterize E-procurement as: the usage of
facilitated correspondence systems for the lead of the most part of the buying
procedure; a strategy that may merge stages from the hidden need recognizing
confirmation by customer, through pursuit, exchange ,sourcing, demanding, receiving
and post-buy review. Morris et al., (2000)5 considers that e-procurement is movement
of procedures from the meaning of the purchasing corporate strategy to the real
execution of an online system purchasing.
Min and Galles (2003)6 characterized e- procurement process as business to
business (B2B) purchasing practices that use e-commerce to recognize wellsprings of
supply, to buy merchandise and enterprises, to exchange installment, and to cooperate
with suppliers. It involves electronic fax, non internet/ web based approaches, voice
communications and general email which are viewed as partial conventional eprocurement arrangements. The e-business augmentation incorporates knowledge
sharing, business, commercial transactions and information exchange between

3

P. Ivanovska, "E-procurement as an instrument for hotel supply chain management," in Journal of
Tourism, III (2004), p. 87-93.
4 S. Croom R. Johnston, "E-service: Enhancing Internal Customer Service Through Eprocurement," in
International Journal of Service Industry management, XIV (2003), no, 5, p. 539-555.
5 A. Morris, E-Procurement: streamlining processes to maximize effectiveness, Luminant Worldwide Corporation
SUA, 2000.
6 H. Min, W. Galle, "E-purchasing: Profiles of adopters and non-adopters," in Industrial Marketing
Management, XXXII (2003), p. 227-233.
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organizations.7 Specifically, e-procurement is the utilization of information
technologies to encourage (B2B) purchase exchanges for materials and services.
According to Cullen8, e-procurement is an innovation arrangement that
encourages corporate purchasing using the Internet. It has the ability to change the
purchasing procedure since it overruns the majority of the means distinguished. It is
characterized to incorporate e-design of the purchasing procedure, finishing with the
supply manager’s efforts to assess and rate supplier performance.9
Types of E-Procurement
Six forms have been classified of e-procurement are presented by (de Boer et
al., 2002); which are e-Maintenance Repair Operate (MRO), e-ordering, e-sourcing,
web-based enterprise resource planning (ERP), e-informing, e-reverse auctioning/eauctioning and e-tendering.
 Web-based ERP: manages making and affirming purchasing orders, placing
purchase requests and accepting products and ventures by utilizing web-based
technology .
 E-MRO: concerns in creating and accepting buying ordering, placing buying
requests and accepting non-product related MRO supplies.
 E-sourcing: includes distinguishing new suppliers for a particular class of
buying necessities utilizing IT.
 E-tendering: involves sending suppliers demands for information and prices
and getting suppliers responses by using IT.
 E-reverse auctioning: utilizes IT to purchase goods and products from various
known or obscure providers.
 E-informing: includes assembling and distributing buying information for
external and internal parties by using IT.
 E-market sites can get to favored providers' items and services, add to
shopping wicker container, make request, search for underwriting, receipt buy requests
and process electronic solicitations with compromise to providers' SCs and
purchasers' financial systems.
E-commerce role in e-procurement process
E-procurement is considered a sub-set of e-commerce that meets the
definitional prerequisites each of the four points of view. It characterized as an
organizational information system that is expected to encourage (B2B)
communication and support information- transaction exchange through a web access.

7

A. Cullen, M. Webster, "A model of B2B e-commerce, based on connectivity and purpose," in
International Journal of Operations and Production Management, XXVII (2007), no. 2, p. 205-225.
8 D. Dobler, D. Burt, Purchasing and supply management, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1996.
9 D. Andeson, H. Lee, The Internet-enabled supply chain: from first click to the last mile. Achieving supply chain
excellence through technology, San Francisco, Montgomery Research, 2000, p. 56-62.
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Callist (2013)10 pointed that e-procurement is the computerization of numerous
procurement processes via electronic systems, particularly the internet and public key
infrastructure (PKI).
Zou and Seo11examined the accompanying advantages of e-commerce
innovations that are applied for supply chain:
- shorter exchange expenses;
- decrease staffing demands;
- Shorter cycles of procurement;
- Decreased stock levels;
- increase transparency level;
- Provision of requested information,
- Promoting more incessant and extreme utilize;
- Connection to operations over organizational boundaries;
- Increased and compelling control and coordination;
- Enhanced decision-making quality;
- Improved communication and collaboration between SC organizations.
Supply chain management (SCM)
The management of procurement alludes to the coordination of all activities
pertaining to buying products and services important to finish the function of an
endeavor. Purchasing life cycle for a product or service involves 7 stages of purchasing
activities that fuse information gathering, supplier contact, foundation survey,
arrangement, fulﬁllment, usage, upkeep and transfer and energizing. The utilization of
e-procurement gives the basis for SC integration by giving efficient, transparent and
timely business information to the appropriate parties.

Figure. 1. E-Procurement and CRM as e-Commerce tools for the hotel SCM.
10 J. Callist, Challenges associated with implementation of E-procurement system: a case of Berkeley Electrical ltd,
Mzumbe, Mzumbe University, 2013.
11 P. Zou, Y. Seo, "Effective application of ecommerce technologies in construction supply chain:
Current practice and future improvement," in Journal of Information in Construction, ICRIBC, XI (2006), p.
127-147.
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E-commerce offers various business opportunities to increase revenue while
reducing operating costs. Figure 1 shows a complete e-commerce model for SCM
which combines both the front end and back end systems.
E-business improvement in the SCM follows five phases of advancement:
1. Firms utilize website and emails messages and to increment upgraded access
to customer and markets.
2. The accentuation is on the customer relationship management.
3. The helping of operations process management by using e-business systems.
4. The consolidation of a move e-SCM and greater management of aggregate
expenses of buying.
5. The last one, accentuation consolidated e- SCM such as global.
The implementing of E-procurement between benefits and challenges
Benefits e-procurement administrative are costs reduction ,reduction of prices,
procure more effectively and efficiently ,reduced process lead times, unit cost of
negotiated products will be reduced ,improved audit control, operational cost
reduction and reduced costs of inventory, ensure proper authority of purchasing,
improved management of inventory, and decision making process will be improved .
The important reasons for dissatisfaction of e-procurement process are low
implementation rates and low probability of future e-procurement initiatives rests on
the cost of implementing such software “relative to risk” and their inability to “locate”
a suitable system that addresses their primary needs.
The benefits of implementing E-procurement
Advantages of the e-procurement which are the following:
- Self-service and ease-of-use on the internet are the results as all workers who
shared in the purchasing process.
- Decreasing in order-processing expenses and time duration. The products
and services ordered should be conveyed quicker in light of the fact that the
procedure is more effective.
- A company’s e-procurement system can communicate to other application
systems, instead of putting away repetitive data.
- It brings focus to the capacity of procurement and the significance of costsparing.
- It endeavors to restrain independent purchasing practices.
The fundamental beneﬁts of e-procurement are increasing the competitiveness
in ﬁrms through cost reduction .These beneﬁts might appear done and decrease of
buying transactions costs, a decrease of the amount of provider alternately indeed a
decrease in the cost paid, and the amount of suppliers on help buy transactions .
However, in place with procure beneﬁts, the business procedures associated to
procurement should be enhanced before it is supported with an e-procurement result.
Concerns and Challenges of E-procurement
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Inquisitively, execution of e-procurement activities has ended up being
substantially more tricky and testing than anticipated. Indeed inquire about has
demonstrated that executing e-procurement won't naturally prompt larger amounts of
productivity or contract and system consistence.
The essential advantage of E- procurement announced by a few analysts is
decreased expenses via numerous means, involving the followings: upgraded inside
capability, cut supplier expenses, lessen arrange mistake rate, limited "dissident"
purchasing.
Matunga12 says that an organization which utilizes E- procurement has the
accompanying points of interest: Firstly, cost lessening in offering: Exact
investigations showed that cost and time are most critical measures for the
accomplishment of procurement procedures. This technique is additionally speedier to
send an archive electronically when contrasted with the conventional strategy for
sending delicate reports through post office. This due to enhanced request following
and following, for it is considerably less demanding to follow the requests and make
fundamental redresses on the off chance that a blunder is seen in the past request.
The potential of E-procurement Cost Lessening: Procure more viably and
productively
 Streamline processes
 Enhance volume and price
 Increment predictability
 New income streams : Modify center from cost investment funds to:
 Leverage income
 Offer a support of the business group to exchange:
 The process
 The service and software
 The volume rebates
 Improved review control : Guarantee legitimate expert of obtaining:
 Profiles purchasing levels
 Approval by means of work move through next levels
 Being legitimately connected to territory of obligation
 Better connectivity
E-procurement in hotel industry
According to Tanvi,13 argued essential procurement procedure in a lodging
inventory SC and report useful ﬁndings, for example, the obtaining inclinations for
materials that hotels were interested in procuring online.
12

D. Matunga, S. Nyanamba, O. Walter, "The Effect of E-Procurement Practices on Effective
Procurement in Public Hospitals: A Case of KISII Level 5 Hospital," in American International Journal of
Contemporary Research, III (2013), p. 8-12.
13 K. Tanvi, H. Clark, S. Wesley, G. Roehl, "E-Procurement: an emerging tool for the hotel supply
chain management," in Hospitality Management, XXIV (2005), p. 369–389.
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Research methodology
Research Sample
In this study, convenience sample was used in order to achieve the aim and
objective of this study. A self-administered questionnaire with purchasing managers
was designed as the research instrument for collecting primary data. This
questionnaire included items pertaining to illustrate purchasing managers’ perceptions
of applying e-procurement in hotels, challenges and benefits of using e-procurement,
cost involved in implementing e-procurement, the kind of materials / products
procure online, and purchasing managers prediction of return on investment when
using e-procurement.
Fifteen forms were distributed in fifteen investigated hotels; among them 15
forms valid for analysis (100%) but between fifteen hotels are ten hotels conducted eprocurement process. The study focused on five star hotels.
The selected investigated hotels are: Cataract Pyramids Resort.
 Hilton Pyramids Golf Resort.
 Holiday Inn Cairo City Stars.
 Intercontinental City Stars.
 Mena House Oberoi Hotel.
 Le Meridian Pyramids Hotel.
 Movenpick Hotel Cairo- Media City.
 Ramses Hilton Hotel.
 Pyramisa Hotel.
 Softtel Cairo Maadi Towers.
 Cairo Marriott
 Concorde El-Salam
 Sonesta Hotel Cairo
 Fairmont towers Nile city
 Grand Nile towers
Pilot study
 The pilot study was conducted in this research in July 2017. The aim of the
pilot study was to ensure that the questionnaire form well designed and easily
understood by potential respondents, to examine the reliability and validity of the
research tool as well as to develop and refine measure of the questionnaire form. In
this study, the research was piloted using interviews with ten purchasing managers of
five star Cairo hotels. These hotels are: Ramsis Hilton Hotel, Pyramisa Hotel,
Fairmont Towers Nile city, and Grand Nile Towers.
The managers’ questionnaire was piloted by a limited sample in investigated
hotels. The questionnaire form was revised and adapted according to the managers’
comments.
Statistical Techniques
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Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 19 was used to analyze
and compute the data. Frequency counts, percentage distributions were calculated and
analyzed. After analyzing the results, certain interpretations of the data helped to draw
conclusions about the findings of this study. Those conclusions were related to the
objective of the study and formulated based upon the statistical applications that were
employed.
Validity and Reliability
In order to increase the reliability of the method used in the current study, one
measure was applied as follow: self-administered questionnaires directed to a sample
of purchasing managers in order to know purchasing managers’ perceptions of
applying e-procurement in hotels, benefits and challenges of using e-procurement,
cost involved in implementing e-procurement, the kind of materials / products
procure online, and purchasing managers prediction of return on investment when
using e-procurement.
Cronbach’s coefficient alpha was used to measure the internal consistency of
the scale. A minimum level of the Cronbach’s coefficient alpha is 0.7. The higher
value of the Cronbach’s coefficient alpha indicates greater value. In that sense, all the
values of the Cronbach’s coefficient alpha in this study were above the minimum
level.
This study used a survey research design approach and questionnaires were
utilized as the means to obtain data.
A questionnaire is a list of questions asked to hoteliers and designed to collect
information from respondents or extract specific information. The data was collected
within a period of one month. The collected data was analyzed using Statistical
Package for Social Sciences. Analyzing data generally includes the examining the
evidence to address the objectives of study. The objective of analyzing data is to treat
the evidence in order to generate good analytical conclusions and to rule out
alternative interpretations.
Results and Discussion
Starting with the observation of the respondents, hoteliers act e-procurement
through the phone should, purchase alternately request items from their suppliers. A
portion of the reductions said need aid expense and run through sparing. Despite the
fact that the web will be the medium through which e-procurement will be rehearsed
worldwide, the flimsy power and the expense for securing systems, tools, recruitment
of disappointments and outrage on his/her staff. Furthermore unreliability are a
portion of the issues that keep hoteliers to utilize web for those e-procurement act as
stated by those respondents. Hoteliers responded that purchasing and settling of
specialized foul equipment, interview fees for administration suppliers What's more
preparation about existing disappointments and outrage on his/her staff will a chance
to be those fetches they will bring about in the transform about change with eprocurement. A portion of the profits said incorporate gaining entrance to Also
retrieving from claiming majority of the data starting with their suppliers; it recoveries
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occasion when Also lessens cost, those procurement from claiming caliber
administration and focused estimating.
Table 1: General Information about hotels (number of rooms, type)
Variables
Frequency (n= )15
Number of Rooms of your lodging Property
300-500
2
500-800
3
More than 800
10
The type of a lodging operation
Up-scale
3
Luxury
12
Mid-scale
Budget (Economical)
-

Percentage ( % )
13
20
67
20
80
-

The results showed that the number of rooms in each of selected hotel more
than 800 forms (67%); while, the type of a lodging operation between up-scale (20%)
and luxury (80%). Table 1 shows this issue.
The next table measure purchasing managers’ perceptions of applying eprocurement in hotels (i.e. E- procurement system efficient to procurement activities,
challenges associated with implementation of e-procurement system in your hotel, eprocurement impacts to supply chain management). Which, 1= Strongly disagreed, 2=
Disagreed, 3= Neutral, 4=Agreed, 5= Strongly agreed
Table 2: Purchasing managers (Hoteliers) perceptions of applying E-procurement in hotels
Weighted
1
2 3
4
5
Factors
Total
Average Rank
(%)
E- procurement practices
1
2 3
3
6
56
75
5
Need of implementing E1 3
8
3
58
77
4
procurement system in your
hotel
E- procurement system
2
9
4
62
83
2
efficient to procurement
activities
Challenges associated with
implementation of E5
4 2
3
1
36
48
6
procurement system in your
hotel
Time taking for employees to
adopt E-procurement system
9
1
3
2
33
44
7
too long
Necessity for conducting
training in order to be able to
3
9
3
60
80
3
use that system
E-procurement impacts to
- 12 3
63
84
1
supply chain management
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Regarding purchasing managers’ perceptions of applying E-procurement in
hotels, the findings showed that “E-procurement impacts to supply chain
management” had 84% as a rate of the maximum possible score. These findings
agreed with Cagliano14 who stated that the use of e-procurement provides the basis for
supply chain integration by providing efficient, timely and transparent business
information to the appropriate parties. Least attribute was time taking for employees
to adopt E-procurement system too long; it had only 44% of the maximum possible
score. Other managers’ answers came in between. See table (2).
Table 3: Respondents Duration of using e-procurement
Variables
Frequency (n= )15
Percentage ( % )
1-2 years
5
33
2 -4 years
2
14
4 years and above
3
20
Not using
5
33

From the tabulated data, ten of investigated hotels use e-procurement between
one to above four years. These findings recommended that an organization can use Eprocurement to make vital preferred standpoint through enhanced customer
relationships coming from the result of better information access, adaptability and
greater business efficiency. On the other hand, other hotels (33%) not utilize eprocurement.
Table 4: Benefits of using e-procurement
Variables
Frequency (n= )15
Beneficial
10
Not using it because of its
5
disadvantages

Percentage ( % )
67
33

More than half (67%) mentioned that there are many benefits and advantages
of conducting e-procurement in hotels (i.e. reducing costs, time, and staff). In the first,
price lessening in tendering; Secondly, there is time decreasing in source materials;
Thirdly, lower organization costs; Fourthly, decrease in procurement staff. While, 33%
of purchasing managers expressed that there are many drawbacks and difficulties of eprocurement. We contended that executing e-procurement won't naturally prompt
larger amounts of proficiency or contract and system compliance. Moreover, given
the relative short history In addition, given the relative short history of e-procurement
activities in the public sector, reliable performance and result estimations still can't
seem to be created.
Table 5: Hoteliers perceived the cost involved in implementing e-procurement
Variables
Frequency (n= )15
Percentage ( % )
The cost involved in implementing e-procurement (n= )10
Technical equipment
4
40
Consultation fees
2
20
14

R. Cagliano, F. Caniato, G. Spina, "E-business strategy: How companiesare shaping their supply
chain through the internet," in International Journal of Operations and Production Management, XXV (2003), p.
1309-1327.
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Training
Recruiting new staff

3
1

30
10

Regarding the cost involved in implementing e-procurement, the answers
showed that technical equipment were highest percentage (40%); while, recruiting new
staff was lowest percentage (10%).
Table 6: Hoteliers perceived the kind of materials/products implemented by using eprocurement
Variables
Frequency (n= )15
Percentage ( % )
The kind of materials/products does/would your property procure online (n= )10
FFE (Furniture’s, Fixtures
4
40
and Equipment)
Items needed for
operations (for e.g. food
2
20
for the restaurant, cleaning
material, etc.)
Items used by Customers
directly (for e.g. toilet
1
10
paper, shampoos, candy’s,
etc.)
You can choose more
3
30
than one answer

Concerning of the kind of materials / products implemented by using eprocurement, 4/10 of the selected hotels stated that FFE (Furniture’s, Fixtures and
Equipment), two hotels using food for the restaurant, cleaning material in eprocurement process, while, 3/10 of investigated hotels declared that using eprocurement in more items (i.e. FFE, food for the restaurant, cleaning material, and
toilet paper, shampoos, candy’s).
Table 7: Hoteliers prediction of ROI when using e-procurement
Variables
Frequency (n= )15
Percentage ( % )
Prediction of Return on Investment (ROI ) on e-procurement technology (n= )10
Short-term within one to two
7
70
years
Long-term within two to ﬁve
3
30
years
More than half (70%) of the answers stated that return of investment when using eprocurement are short-term within one to two years; while, other hotels mentioned that long
term within two to five years.

Conclusions and Recommendations
This paper draws the consideration of researchers and managers on the huge
capability of E-procurement to getting organizations benefits.
The utilization of conventional procurement systems is perceived for their
absence of provoke data and their extreme many-sided quality, all of these factors
leading to waste of time and money. E-procurement is promising to solve these
problems by streamlining processes, giving opportune data and enhancing
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coordination and cooperation, all these prompting cost reserve funds and economies
of time.
Based on the findings of this study, the next recommendations have been
made to urge hoteliers to consolidate or adjust e- procurement in their operations.
1-The hotels ought to utilize e- quotations and e- tendering and e-sourcing, it
ought to similarly attempt the usage of e-MRO, web-based (ERP) and e-reverse
auctioning.
2- The hotels ought to likewise endeavor to address the troubles the
difficulties confronted by the department to be specific insufficient financing ,
organization’s powerlessness to deal with management, shortage of staff training on
the best way to utilize system, E-procurement adoption at a moderate pace, deficient
reacting to inquiries by the framework supplier, providers not being prepared to utilize
this system and ominous installment when utilizing the system both to the hotel and
the supplier.
3- The hotels ought to likewise urge suppliers to pass on provisions, services
and works immediately, screen solidly extended expenses of products.
4- The hotels should guarantee that services, goods that are substandard are
not gotten.
It can be concluded that e-procurement has a future for the hotels in Egypt.
Hoteliers have a comprehension of the potential profits from applying e-procurement
in the hotel industry.
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Abstract. A tourism website is essentially an important domain in enhancing a destination or
tourism products. Indeed, official tourism websites can be very powerful in representing the norms and values
which travellers should purportedly observe. However, there is only few researchers investigating how official
tourism websites promote destinations or products through the incorporation of language and visual elements.
This study aims at examining the role of language and visual element used on the OTWI. This study employs
discourse analysis to examine how the language and visual elements on a tourism website authenticates the
tourism destination. The study revealed that language and visual elements play a significant role in
authenticating tourist destinations on the OTWI.
Key words: Authentic, tourism discourse, tourism website, destination.

Introduction
Indonesia is recognised as the sleeping giant of Southeast Asia. It is a vast
archipelago with about 18,330 islands, 6,000 of them inhabited. Indonesia has various
languages based on the ethnic groups and has the largest Muslim population in the
world. It is the world’s largest and most populous country that is situated only on
islands. Consequently, Indonesia has become one of the most popular tourist
destinations in the world. The main components of tourism in Indonesia are the
country’s natural and cultural heritage, both of which boast the unique combination of
a tropical climate and an island country. Thus, Indonesia has many wonderful tourism
resources, such as its natural, cultural, traditional and culinary heritage.
Tourism plays an important role in the Indonesian economy and is a
significant source of its foreign exchange revenues. The vast country of the spreading
archipelago has much to offer, from natural beauty, to historical heritage and cultural
diversity. In 2012, the tourism sector provided around US$9 billion of foreign
exchange, which had increased to US$10.1 billion foreign exchange by 2013. Thus, the
tourism sector ranks the fourth largest among goods and services export sectors.
Therefore, this is closely correlated to the way Indonesia provides significant
information for tourists regarding tourist destinations and products.
Tourism promotion is one of the sources of information for potential tourists.
With technological advancements, such as social media, and website tourism,
promotion is growing increasingly more efficient and effective in providing key
information about products and destinations to potential tourists. The potential tourist
has to be offered reasons as to why he/she should visit Indonesia. Thus, promotional
media play a significant role in authenticating the destination. For instance, the
utilisation of websites has become major tool in conjunction with printed media to
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promote and market the destination.1 Websites are considered an effective method for
achieving promotional mediation, as this tool uses a variety of different discourses to
authenticate the tourist destination or the product.2 Therefore, this current study
examines how language and visual element portray the authentic of Indonesian
tourism destinations and products.
In addition to promotion, information concerning places and events related to
tourism is provided to tourists in different forms of promotional tools. Particularly, it
is interesting to note that online or electronic media typically provide an easily
accessible information source. As a promotional tool, the tourism website is a rich
source of information, using both language and visual elements for the purpose of
promoting the authentic tourist products and destinations. As a subject of research,
the tourism website is interesting, as the representations of the destination are cleverly
constructed through various discourses of tourism. The aim of the tourism website is
to portray destinations or tourism products in a positive light and in an attractive way.
This applies especially to authenticate destinations and products via textual and visual
means.
As a discourse, tourism has become one of the most common community
discourses, with many people involved in its construction regarding the plethora of
communicative situations. From a promotional perspective, tourism, in the
interpretations of tourism experts, has its particular discourse .From this perspective,
the language of tourism is therefore significantly more than a representation. Through
still or moving pictures, written texts, and audio-visual offerings, the language of
tourism tends to ‘persuade, lure, woo, and seduce’ people and, in doing so, it
transforms them from potential into real tourists.3
Furthermore, language and visual images are the representation and neutral
reflections of reality in the world .Tourism website is an ideal for discovering the
language and visual images offered to potential tourists, as they improve the
understanding and perception of the products and destinations. Therefore, the
interrelation between text and visual elements may represent and portray the tourist
products and destinations on tourism websites.
A significant number of studies have examined tourism promotional media,
from TV commercials and publicity programs to more current online platforms, such
as social media.4 However, few researchers have explicitly addressed the role of
1

R. Lawa, S. Qi, D. Buhalis, "Progress in tourism management: A review of website evaluation in
tourism research," in Tourism Management, XXXI (2010), p. 297–313.
2 M. Loda, "Comparing Websites: An Experiment in Online Tourism Marketing," in International Journal
of Business and Social Science, XXII (2011), no. 1, p. 70-78.
3 G., Dann, "Remodelling a Changing Language of Tourism: from Monologue to Dialogue and
Trialogue," in Pasos, Revista de Turismoy Patrimonio Culture, X (2012), no. 4, p. 56-70.
4 L. Dore, C. Geoffrey, "Promoting destinations: An exploratory study of publicity programs used by
national tourism organizations," in Journal of Vacation Marketing, IX (2003), p. 137-151.
G., Kerry, N. Mark, "Internet promotional material and conservation volunteer tourist motivations: A
case study of selecting organizations and projects," in Tourism Management Perspectives, I (2012), p. 17–27;
K. Hvass, M. Ana, "The take-off of social media in tourism," in Journal of Vacation Marketing, XVIII
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language and visual elements in these promotional platforms in portray authentic of
the destination. These studies focus mainly on the content that appears on the tourism
websites, and so often overlook this important aspect of the discourses of tourism
promotion. Indeed, language and visual elements are the aspects that generate specific
discourses, in particular, the image and identity of destinations.5 Given tourism
websites’ use of both language and visual image to enhance the tourist destination,6
there is a need for further research that extends the analysis not only to consider
language but also to consider the use of visual images. Therefore, this current study
investigates how language and visual elements are utilised in the OTWI to authenticate
the tourist destinations and products.
The Discourse of Tourism
Tourism comprises the direct interaction between cultures and consists mainly
of culture and heritage, folklore, customs, gastronomy, dancing, rules, etc. Indeed, in
tourism, many people perceive their annual holidays as an experience that offers
romance and exoticism, and this becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. This desire
encourages people to look for romantic and exotic locations in pursuit of an
unspoiled, primeval aspect of nature. Responding to this demand, the tourism industry
stakeholders and practitioners offer a variety of holiday places or destinations in which
the images highlight the beautiful scenery in conjunction with an old culture.
Hence, tourism promotion as a discourse through its textual and visual
resources has become instrumental in introducing the tourist destination to potential
tourists. The relationship between language and tourism has been examined by several
scholars, such as MacCannell,7 who argue that tourism development depends on how
language is used to construct and define the tourist experience and destination images.
Several studies have explored the significance of the tourism discourse, in
particular, the tourism promotional document. In addition, many have conducted
content analysis of promotions in offline media, such as brochures, guide books, and
booklets. However, few researchers, if any, have conducted an analysis of both the
language and images found in tourism promotional tools .Therefore, this study, which
embarks on an analysis of both the textual and visual resources utilised in online
tourism promotional platforms, will provide a more holistic insight and understanding
of the different discourses of tourism.
Tourism Promotion
(2012), p. 93-103; S. Pan, T. Henry, L. Jinson, "Framing New Zealand: understanding tourism TV
commercials," in Tourism Management, XXXII (2011), p. 596-603.
5 G. Jo´hannesson, E. Huijbens, Tourism in times of crisis: exploring the discourse of tourism
development in Iceland. Current Issues in Tourism, Vol. 13(5), 2011, pp. 419–434; N. Morgan, P. Arnette,
Tourism promotion and power creating image, Creating Identities. Chicchester, John Eiley & Sons, 1998.
6A., Josiassen, A.G., Assaf, L., Woo, F. Kock, "The imagery-image duality model: An integrative review
and advocating for improved delimitation of concepts," in Journal of Travel Research, V (2015), p. 76-84.
7 D. MacChannel, The Tourist. New Theory of leisure class. Berkely: Los Angeles, University of California
Press, 1976.
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Tourism promotions can be divided into two categories: print media, for
instance, advertisements, brochures, magazines and guidebooks; and electronic media,
such as the internet or websites, and social media, such as travel blogs and Facebook.
Thus, the website is the most popular tool used by tourists to explore destinations, as
most tourists prefer using online mediation to gain information about a particular
tourist destination.8 Other study shows how 24% of tourists used the website as a
source of information for exploring destinations in Indonesia followed by
promotional media, with approximately 8 to 15%. Therefore, the website is the
leading tool used by holiday-makers as a source of information about the destination.
Due to advances in information technology, the use of the website tends to continue
to increase while printed media, such as brochures, booklets and advertisements,
remain as a secondary tool for tourists in decision-making.
As a key source of information for potential tourists, tourism promotion plays
a significant role in portraying the destination. In fact, tourism development has
become a priority for governments and stakeholders. Many countries improve the
value destination and tourism product through such approaches including the
utilisation of online media. Knowledge conception and distribution have become
central aspects in the practice of development whereby the media have become the
instruments for distributing and sharing knowledge. The media have a significant role
in enhancing the value of the destination or product. Additionally, media can be a
combination of content, such as TV programmes, advertisements, radio, newspapers,
films, and other product advertisements.
Tourism promotion has gradually incorporated visual images in order to allow
potential tourists to experience the destination and the tourist products. However,
there are only a few studies concerned with how the language and images enhance the
portrayal of the tourist destination. Debatably, both linguistic and image aspects have
important functions in enhancing the value of the destination. Consequently, both
language and images in tourism promotional media play an important role to attract
potential tourists and persuade them to make a decision.
In addition, tourism promotional materials include hidden messages, which are
conveyed through certain images. The images offer the positive and attractive aspect
of the destination for tourists. The most important facets of the tourism promotion
tools are the use of language and image to present the tourism destination by
manipulating the tourist’s emotions. A number of studies have investigated the role of
language and image to enrich and valorise tourist destinations.
In the tourism industry, image plays a significant role in enhancing the tourist
destination. Hence, how the promotional media portray and valorise the destination
are important factors that can influence the number of tourist arrivals. Tourism
promotional material covers important information in which language and visual
images are employed to present and create the image of the destination. Thus, the
8

E. Cohen, "Toward a sociology of international tourism," in Social Research, XXXIV (1972), p. 164-182;
C. Santosa, Y. Belhassenb, K. Catona, "Reimagining Chinatown: An analysis of tourism discourse," in
Tourism Management, XXIX (2008), p. 1002–1012.
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language and visual images play a significant role in portraying and enhancing the
tourist destination. For instance, the use of lexical and syntactical aspects as a
discourse strategy can enhance and valorise the destination.
It seems that tourism promotional methods, such as websites, advertisements,
and brochures, as discourses are vital mediations to develop communication between
the tourism stakeholders and the holidaymakers. As discourses, such methods
represent the destination and the tourism product. As Indonesia is one of the major
tourist destinations in Southeast Asia, the main concern of this study is to examine
how language and visual images construe the meaning to enhance the tourist
destinations on the OTWI.
Tourism Website
The rapid development of information technology in general and the Internet
in particular has dramatically changed the paradigm of the tourism industry. It is
generally acknowledged that the electronic media can assist as an effective
promotional tool in the tourism industry .A website, for example, is a valuable
mediation for both stakeholders and customers for information broadcasting,
communication, and online purchasing. A website can offer new and updated
content, with well-arranged information and a well-designed layout. Furthermore, the
boundary of a website is usually tempting, with simple texts and various high-quality
photos. These features have transformed websites into an interactive online
communication method between travellers and stakeholders.
The effectiveness of a website can be seen from how the different discourses
portray the authentic product including the tourist destination. Moreover, many
scholars state that the effectiveness of a website may be measured from the
information, the content quality, the design perspectives, the simplicity of the text and
the high quality of the images used. Hence, tourism websites have a very important
role to play in providing information and in portraying the tourism as well as
maintaining the relationship with current tourists. All this is achieved through the
language and visual images used, which may also play an important role in valorising
the destination through the different tourism discourses.
Methodology
This study employed multimodal discourse which aimed to investigate the role
of language and visual elements in portraying the tourist destinations. The data were
the language and visual images used in the OTWI. OTWI was chosen since this
website is currently and officially used to portray the tourist destinations. This study
was interested to investigate the ways in which the promotion of Indonesian tourist
destination in the OTWI can be construed as destination image. The aims of this
study were i) to explore the roles of language and visual elements in portraying
Indonesian tourist destination, and ii) to analyse the ways in which portrayed the
authenticity of Indonesian tourist destinations such as the authentic nature and culture
in tourism website can be construed as Indonesian destination image.
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It is interesting to note how language and visual elements can be used in the
construction of discourses of tourism. The findings of a study on tourism websites
show that language and visual elements are employed officially by government in
publicising information to their patrons, and it is found that both, language and visual
elements complement each other as a persuasive tool. In this study, taking into
account of the manifestation of language and visual elements, the data were therefore
analysed using the theory of multimodal discourse.
Result and Discussion
Indonesia straddles the Equator between the Indian Ocean and the Pacific
Ocean. Indonesia’s many tourism resources make Indonesia an excellent tourist
destination. For example, Indonesia has abundant cultural heritage, and natural
resources, throughout the country. It has pristine and virgin tropical forest and an
authentic heritage. Therefore, Indonesia promotes and markets itself as Wonderful
Indonesia, and the slogan is quite true, although not necessarily always in good ways.
Authentic nature of Indonesia
The beautiful natural resources of Indonesia are a major concern for the
government to promote and market Indonesia to potential tourists. The Indonesian
official tourism website provides significant information through different discourses.
In this study, the discursive theme “wonderful nature” was linked largely through an
emphasis on the beauty of nature, the variety of flora and fauna, and the underwater
park and beaches. The wonderful themes available on the OTWI are recognized
through the linguistic and visual elements. The linguistic resources focused on the
lexical and syntactical choices, while the visual resources focused on the visual
elements, which are found on the OTWI, such as modality, salience, and collage.
At first glance, it may seem that the theme of “wonderful” clearly describes the
authentic, beauty and exotic nature of the destination. However, upon closer review, it
is easy to see that it actually functions in othering Indonesian tourist destinations.
The first discursive category accentuated Indonesia as a wonderful destination
full of authentic attractions. As an archipelago, Indonesia has the potential to serve as
a tourist attraction. In fact, Indonesia has an abundance of tourist attractions, which
are offered to the potential tourist. The exotic nature is one of the ‘wonderful’
elements, which may play a role in beautifying the touristic facet of Indonesia:
Extract 1 and 2 Bali appeals through its sheer natural beauty of looming
volcanoes and lush terraced rice fields that exude peace and serenity.
This text, linguistically, describes how Indonesia offers an attractive, authentic
and wonderful tourist destination, which differs from what other countries in
particular western countries, can offer. This sentence promises that Indonesia is
known for its variety of wonderful places, which are rich in natural beauty, whether
under the sea, in the beautiful mountains, or the tropical forests.
Furthermore, exploring the exotic nature of Indonesia is an almost endless
activity, and Indonesia is recognized as offering beauty as a touristic aspect of the
country due to the variety flora and fauna. This natural touristic aspect can create
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images of the preserved landscape of the Bali Barat National Park and differentiate it
from other places. For instance, in Extract 2, use of the phrase “pristine tropical
nature” indicates a dominance of tourism over naturalism, which portrays the park (in
particular, its fauna) as needing conservation (‘it is worth protecting them’). Thus, it
approaches the destination from an exotic nature perspective through the
commoditization of the nature, but also tries to preserve and maintain the wonderful
and diverse fauna that draws on the tourism discourse for its representation.
Extract [3] There are 13 species of coral reefs in this park, dominated by edge
ridges and block ridges of rocks. The most attractive view is the steep vertical sloping
coral reef that plunges down as deep as 25-50 meters.
Extract [4] Feast your eyes on 91 types of fish found in the Bunaken National
Park, amongst which are the locally known gusimi horse fish (Hippocampus), the
white oci (Seriola rivoliana), yellow-tailed lolosi (Lutjanus kasmira), goropa
(Ephinephelus spilotoceps and Pseudanthias hypselosoma), ila gasi (Scolopsis
bilineatus) and others.
Tourism promoters try to build on the unique benefits of locations, and by
feeding upon and representing discourses from other genres and forms of
communication, to represent nature through prototypes. The marketing of Indonesian
nature is no exception; analysis of the OTWI showed that it has drawn heavily on an
authentic discourse of nature. The use of the personal pronouns you and yourself in
the text reflects the sense of familiarity of the meaningful aspect of the destination.
Extract 6 confirms that the authentic nature makes the visitor familiar with the
destination. Therefore, the text may have shown that the OTWI attracts the tourists to
be a part of the destination through specific lexical and syntactic elements, for
example, Ever fancy yourself being a mermaid? You will encounter a real “mermaid”
and you can also get a glimpse of sea life here. Those utterances emphasize the
wonderful aspect of the nature, which is different from other destination (see Extract
5).
Extract [5] Ever fancy yourself being a mermaid? Being able to swim along
with other creatures of the sea, moving to the rhythm of the waves? In the Bunaken
Marine Park, you will encounter a real “mermaid”, and you can also get a glimpse of
sea life here
In line with the linguistic resources, visual elements on the webpage illustrate
the nature of Indonesia as the representation of some destinations such Bali, Manado
etc. The photo also shows a sea view with a beautiful mountain under the clear blue
sky, illustrating how the natural landscape of Indonesia is a charming destination for
the tourist. This image plays a significant role in evoking the cognitive, emotional, and
behavioural perspectives of the potential tourist in decision making (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Bunaken
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Figure 2 illustrates the wonderful natural landscape of Indonesia. The image
shows the diver is diving in very clear and clean sea water with beautiful coral in the
foreground. In fact, Indonesia’s natural resources have become a main concern of the
tourism authorities for marketing Indonesia to potential tourists.

Figure 2: Breath-taking underwater life

Authentic Cultural Heritage
Lexical analysis is universally used to study the theoretical association of
discourses, because various discourses can be identified through key words and
syntactical choices. Specifically, lexical analysis is used to analytically organize the lexis
used for the representation of the cultural heritage by placing them under the concept
of authenticity. The notion has to be very specific in order to describe and cover a
wide range of meaning in terms of cultural heritage. The notion of authenticity can be
used to represent the specific form of the cultural heritage discourse in the OTWI (e.g.
original, real, and pristine).
In the contemporary literature, has formulated an assumption on modern
tourism as the communization of the culture, also called ‘staged authenticity’, which
may destroy the local culture.
As shown in Extract 6, the OTWI describes the history of the heritage area
and discusses how it has been used for economic activities in the past. In fact, the text
clearly explains the function of the harbour as the main trade centre in Indonesia.
Given that this site has become one of the more important places for the tourist gaze,
it can be seen that the text used in the OTWI presents the destination as the processes
of contextualizing and globalizing the culture heritage, which is provided not only for
tourist consumption but also for authentic historical tourism, for example, ‘Batavia
was known as “The Queen of the East” and “the Jewel of Asia”’. Thus, the web
provider authenticates the historical site in order to attract potential tourists:
Extract [6] In its heydays in the 16th century, Batavia was known as “The
Queen of the East” and “the Jewel of Asia”. Its Sunda Kelapa harbour was abuzz with
merchant vessels from Europe, China, India and from throughout the Indonesian
archipelago, loading in and sailing away with precious nutmegs, pepper, tea, coffee,
ceramics, cloths and other exotic products of the time. The warehouses were stacked
with spices, tin and copper. The successful trade in Batavia filled the coffers of the
Netherland’s Treasury.
Furthermore, this extract supports the previous statement that the historical
site presented on the OTWI is a process of contextualization. For example, Extract 7
states, ‘Later the city expanded to the west bank of the Ciliwung river, where the
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Dutch built a fortress, a city wall and canals, outside which was Chinatown and the
homes of the indigenous people’. It clearly states that this historical site was
constructed to be more authentic.
Extract [7] Centre of the VOC Dutch East India Company’s administration
was the Stadthuis with its wide front plaza, around which were the Court of Justice,
banks and other important buildings. Later the city expanded to the west bank of the
Ciliwung river, where the Dutch built a fortress, a city wall and canals, outside which
was Chinatown and the homes of the indigenous people.
The OTWI also presents the authenticity of the world’s biggest monument, as
shown in Extracts 8, 9 and 10. It seems that authenticity is a key focus when
describing the cultural heritage of Indonesia, for example, the use of the special terms,
‘an ancient site’ and ‘seven wonders of the world’. These key words indicate the
uniqueness of the destination. Moreover, the text demonstrates its otherness in which
the cultural heritage is shown in the pristine site, and so it differs from other
destinations: ‘There are enough indigenous scenes and elements incorporated to make
Borobudur uniquely Indonesia’,’ the original home of Batak people’ and ‘… dance and
dramas are an inseparable part of daily temple devotion and celebrations, and many
are held to be sacred’. The culture and heritage of Indonesia are mostly presented on
the OTWI as authentic.
Extract [8] The magnificent Borobudur temple is the world’s biggest Buddhist
monument, an ancient site widely considered to be one of the world’s seven wonders.
Built in the 9th century during the reign of the Syailendra dynasty, the temple’s design
in Gupta architecture reflects India's influence on the region, yet there are enough
indigenous scenes and elements incorporated to make Borobudur uniquely
Indonesian. This awe inspiring monument is truly a marvel. After a visit here you will
understand why it is Indonesia’s most visited tourist attraction and a famous icon of
Indonesia’s cultural heritage.
Extract [9] The original home of the Batak Toba people, the island has many
traces of ancient days including stone tombs and traditional villages, such as
at Ambarita which has a courtyard with stone furniture where in the old days convicts
were tried and beheaded.
Extract [10] In Bali, dance and dramas are an inseparable part of daily temple
devotion and celebrations, and many are held sacred. Each village has a different date
of festivities, and a visitor may therefore, accidentally watch dance performances that
are not staged for tourists.
Similar to the linguistic analysis, visual elements play an important role in
portraying the cultural heritage on the website. The first image illustrates the
authenticity of Borobudur temple as one of UNESCO’s seven wonders world heritage
sites. This first picture in figure 3 shows a Buddha statue in the foreground and some
stupa behind him. The second image illustrates one of the historical buildings, now
used as a museum, called Museum Fatahillah. Therefore, both the Borobudur temple
and the Fatahillah museum are heritage buildings which help to portray the
authenticity of the cultural heritage on the OTWI (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Heritage

In addition, the images in Figure 4 start off with the first image on the left
shows an image of a man and a woman bringing offerings, with a temple as the
background. This image illustrates the religious ceremony, which is a ritual for
Baliness. Religious offerings and rituals usually take place in the Hindu temples called
‘Pure’ in Bali. This image is followed by an image of a group of people wearing Batak
traditional custom, with the traditional Batak house in the background, welcoming the
potential tourists to visit and observe the authenticity of the cultural heritage in
Indonesia. Interestingly, the images in Figure 4 deliberately show the wonder of the
authentic Indonesian culture, which is one of the representations of Indonesia. As
mentioned earlier, participants in an image can be people, places, or things. 9 However,
the images in Figure 1 comprise participants to demonstrate the authenticity of
Indonesian cultural heritage.

Figure 4: Tradition

Conclusion
The tourism industry usually proposes a combination of themes in its
promotion process in order to generate an attractive offer for potential clients. The
combination of domains allows the sender to transform multiple messages, which may
reach a wider audience and make them more lucrative than if the classification of
concepts were exceptionally selective. The webpages of the tourist destinations of
Indonesia, which are intended to appeal to a wide market segment of patrons with
varying interests, offer an example of verbal communication and visual images that
tries to capture the interest of as many potential tourists as possible through the
application of a complex mesh of specific discourse areas. Although some concepts
may be more obvious than others, destination websites generally employ different
discourses, which aim to satisfy all types of interests.
9

G. Kress, T. Van Leeuwen, Multimodal Discourse: The Modes and Media of Contemporary Communication,
London, Arnold, 2001.
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Specifically, this study focused on the language use and visual elements of the
tourism website of Indonesia, in which a dialectic regarding the notions of nature and
culture heritage is revealed. The findings of this study provide insights into the way
language and visual elements are purposefully utilised to portray the description of
Indonesia authenticity as a famous tourist destination. This investigation improves the
understanding of the Indonesian tourist destination, which is highlighted through
specific discourses, such as authentic nature and authentic culture heritage.
The theoretical and practical implications for this study recommend that
enhancing the tourism destination of Indonesia signifies the commoditization of
Indonesian authenticity, uniqueness and otherness, in which language and visual
elements are emphasized and developed to suit the tourist gaze and consumption.10 As
noted, this study emphasizes that it is important to pay careful attention to how the
OTWI promotes the different tourist attractions, such as the authentic nature, and
authentic cultural heritage, through a combination of language and visual elements.
This outcome yields a wide understanding of the multimodal discourse analysis.
However, the study could be improved by widening the data source; for example, a
more extensive investigation could include videos, which would offer a considerable
data source to obtain an in-depth understanding of certain effects in the field of
tourism discourse.

10

J. Urry, The tourist Gaze, 2nd edition London, Sage Publications, 2002.
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Abstract. In the article the author addresses a number relevant to modern society, States the
issues. Without understanding the past can be neither a viable present and no decent future. The appeal
of the nation to its history – this is not an attempt to escape from the present and uncertainty about the
future. This understanding of who we are, where we came from. This follows from the meaning and
content of the norms of the Constitution of the Russian Federation, beliefs, ideas, perceptions about the
basic foundations of the existence, interaction and development of society and the state in the formation of
a legal democratic state. Special attention is paid to the question of what in legal science there is no
uniform approach to the problem of the existence of state ideology in the Russian Federation. Main
findings and novelty of the research are, according to the author, that in Russia the existence of a valid
binding of the constitutional ideology of the state, functioning within a legal framework that does not
violate rights, freedoms and legitimate interests of other persons and aimed at implementing the needs and
requirements of the multinational people of the Russian Federation. Accordingly, a clearly defined
constitutional and legal ideology, with its focus on respect and implement the rights, freedoms and legitimate
interests of citizens of Russia, will contribute to stability in the state and society, to be important tool of
state-building, guarantee the sustainability of the legal system, the uniform law enforcement practice.
Key words: justice, law and human freedom, ideology, the October revolution,
rule of law, civil society, constitutional legal ideology of the state.

Introduction
Today, we must realize that hatred is blinding, devastating, eating away at
the moral foundations and support of the individual and society. So for all of us in
memory of our departed ancestors, it is important to learn the lessons of that
dramatic era, to never again be detrimental to Russia's new division. Recall again
those events honestly and ask for the repose of the souls of all those killed in the
revolutionary fire.
Justice to some people is not considered to be of great value. Moreover,
historically Russia always in the first place was not the desire for abstract justice,
and reduce the appearance of obvious injustice. If you have an idea, it needs to be
and how it is to stand. And the nation makes sense only in the presence of ideas.
Why defend your rights, fight for justice, if the meaning of existence only in the
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consumption of worldly goods? The Russians need a meaning of life, the idea.
Moreover, it is the meaning made from the population of the nation.1
Justice as fairness, impartiality and objectivity in the relations between state
and society or between individuals within the community is not so much with
institutions as with the ordinary life of the people. What is the modern equitable
society in Russia? Naturally free and equal.
Civil society also includes communities, like formally organized
religious settlements, with their implication of primary socialization, strong
attachment, and common history and expectations. Civil society harbors cultural
institutions of all kinds, from the deep, constitutive practices of a cultural group
with a common language and history, to the wildly eclectic popular culture of selfhelp groups in the United States. From many perspectives, the family counts as an
element of civil society; it is the premier mediating, moralizing institution. These
essays demonstrate that the purposes of association and their personal meanings
for members are as various as human needs and imagination.
For the realization of constitutional rights and freedoms of the individual
are not always sufficient to have only common political, economic, social and legal
guarantees. Every person defending their right in all lawful ways, involved in the
implementation of the ideas of liberty, equality and justice.
Method
Methodological basis of this study is the dialectical method of cognition of
social and legal phenomena and concepts in their development and
interdependence. In the process, general-purpose and scientific methods of
scientific knowledge are used as well, historical and legal, systemic, structuralfunctional, comparative legal, statistical, sociological, specifically the formal-logical,
logical-legal and others. The legal framework and information base includes the
research of international legal instruments, scientific sources, investigative and
judicial practices to ensure the rights and lawful interests of individuals in the pretrial proceedings.
Results
Vladimir Putin talked about the upcoming great historic date that it should
be used for attempts at understanding and reconciliation.2 Wishful thinking in the
concept did not become. Moreover, even a normal dialogue of the opposing
political forces did not work. It overshadowed a powerful scandals, the source of
which was the advanced part of the creative intelligentsia. All these scandals,
immediately spread to the political sphere and before the date of the 100th
anniversary dramatically increased the division of society along several lines:

1 A. I. Ovchinnikov, "The Concept of state ideology and its functions in the modern state," in
Philosophy of law, LVI (2013), no. 1, p. 67-73.
2 V.V. Putin, Democracy and Civil Society, www.putin 2012.ru., accessed 1. 12. 2017.
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patriotism, liberalism, clericalism. All mixed up in a tangle of mutual
denunciations, insults.
Developing the Russian federalism, we must rely on our own historical
experience, use flexible and varied patterns. Development of the regions, their
autonomy should work on creating equal opportunities for all citizens, regardless
of their place of residence; the elimination of imbalances in economic and social
development in Russia and means to strengthen the unity of the country. After
consolidating their national identity and strengthened its roots, remaining open
and receptive to the best ideas and practices of the East and the West.
It is in a democracy, democracy can be fully and comprehensively to
ensure the rights and freedoms of all people, including properly protect the rights
of individuals in criminal proceedings. This is the answer to the question - do at
the present stage of development of society, democracy in Russia. Democracy
does not change the nature of power. It only limits its ability to repair the outrage,
violence, engage in self-enrichment. The true tragedy of Russia is the country's
national idea and ideology of the national elite. Actually, this is not only a Russian
problem. But fortunately for many countries, their elites have a group focused on
the progress that could launch a new industrial revolution. The revolution of 1917
and the plans for its continued world – it's also about justice. That is why it was
supported by a huge number of people. Yes, we have a lot is wrong. We don't
have justice in their own country. The lessons of history are there – they just need
to be able to retrieve. The main lesson we can learn from what happened in 1917
– the need to value human life.
In 1945, we didn't just win the war, we have restored justice on the planet.
No, we said, it should not be, and so will never be that kind of nation was the
main, and the rest were disposed of at their discretion. It does not depend on our
desire. It is the collective unconscious. The collective unconscious of Russian –
release. We re-created some of the States from Greece to Bulgaria. We saved from
the destruction of entire Nations – for example, Georgians and Armenians and
later Jews. Moreover, we have created new Nations (Ukraine, Kazakhstan). No
nation may bring us to account for unfair treatment. Those who disagree, we must
examine the term "collaboration" in relation to the Second world war.
Let's remember what it is – the price of human life. Because it is the
main measure of human civilization. Every human life – the meaning of its
existence. The national tragedy of such magnitude, in which the victims are
millions of people, there are no excuses. When the scale of losses in a giant, they
can neutralize all the benefits of those breakthroughs which are as a result of these
disasters was made. We always should appreciate every! – human life. Even if
someone arrogantly seems negligible.
The Russians need a meaning of life, the idea. These concepts have
deliberately taken in 1991. Try to change us – it is useless. Moreover, it is the
meaning made from the population of the nation. We need to shift to another
level of all tasks. On another level, the social contract, to another level of the
distribution of natural rents and profits, another level of effort is a Russian citizen
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and another level of evaluation of its work. Another level of the relationship and
interaction of government and business, as well as these two with the people.
How not to repeat the tragic mistakes? What kind of person should
educate state? Cosmopolitan or patriot? What we want from the state? Unlimited
access to foreign cultural values, or protection of their traditions? All you need to
do, young people can gain fast on the Internet, which increasingly affects the
mentality of people. To preserve and develop them – the problem is not private,
and large public scale. And the more attention we pay to culture, the healthier will
be our society.
In the current economic and political situation make ordinary people?
First of all, we need to clearly separate that from the person depends on
something he had no control and that cannot change. In these circumstances, the
most rational strategy is to focus on community, family and specific cases. The
main thing – to become self-employed, health and education of children.
Therefore, what kind of education will now receive children affects their future
life.
The influence of ideology affects all spheres of public life in the country:
political, economic, socio-cultural and religious. In modern constitutional law
science ideology is construed as a system of individual opinions, ideas.3
The development of constitutionalism in Russia, accompanied by
contradictory political, doctrinal and legislative trends; the process of formation of
constitutional institutions in the new socio-economic conditions; the revision of
constitutional doctrine in the context of the reception of Western liberal
constitutional institutions – all this creates a lot of problems in constitutional legal
relations prevailing in the interaction of the Supreme bodies of state power
between themselves and the state apparatus with the Russian civil society.
The state cannot live without a clear ideology, as man cannot live without a
soul. In the economy of any state, for example, there is an element of planning,
the "hand of the market" does not determine anything.
In society continue to exist the following questions: what is the role of
man in modern society, the state. What is the role of the constitutional ideology in
modern society? Whether such an ideology of the state, society, personality? If the
compulsory ideology may someone to be imposed and not needed, but the state
ideology is a necessary element for the development of legal state and civil society.
In accordance with part 2 of article 13 of the Constitution, no ideology
may be established as state or obligatory. The inclusion in article 13 of the
Constitution of the principle of ideological diversity, due to the context of a
fundamental failure in the late 20th century in Russia from the Communist
ideology due to a change in the political regime of the state to exclude same

3

A. N. Kokotov, Constitutional law of Russia. A course of lectures: textbook, manual, 2nd edition, Moscoq,
2009, p. 65.
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ideology as the basis of the constitutional system. The old ideology assumed only
unipolar values, and they did not fit the new society.
It is important to note that the idealistic concept of building social
relations without ideology as such is illusory and can cause substantial harm to the
state and society. No state can exist without a national idea or concept.4
A single coherent ideology contributed to the construction and
development of such a complex, multinational and multicultural state as Russia. In
contemporary democratic Russian Federation, we can observe the process when
the ideological diversity allows officially exist and develop any ideologies that are
not illegal and socially dangerous.
Discussion
Ideological diversity provides not only the possibility of a free existence
and development of various ideas, concepts, theories, etc., but also their
competition. Guarantee equal competition between various ideological currents
within the framework of the law is a state responsibility. Depreciation terms,
forms and methods of competition within the legal structure of the Institute of
ideological diversity deprives him of any legal meaning and, therefore, must be
regarded as contrary to ideological diversity as the basis of the constitutional order
of the country.
In terms of development of democratic state the multiplicity of existing
ideological attitudes of different sectors of society necessitates the proclamation of
the principles of ideological and political pluralism, freedom of speech, freedom of
expression, freedom of conscience and religion as guarantees of the principle of
the supremacy of the rights and freedoms of the individual.
Ideology may be inherent to the public entities. Since the Constitution of
the Russian Federation should ensure that fixed it the foundations of
constitutional order, it sets the boundaries of the rights recognized. A basic
category for understanding the nature and content of ideological diversity is
"ideology". Currently, the categories of ideology and ideological diversity are the
object of study of different Sciences: sociology, philosophy, political science and
law.
The ideological diversity in the system of the constitutional order of Russia
is defined by its relationship with other foundations of the constitutional system.
First of all it concerns economic, political, religious and spiritually-cultural bases.
The most concentrated, systematized, and often theoretically reasonable
expression of society are systems of different ideological views, different
ideologies, beliefs. They are not the same, because modern society is socially
asymmetrically, different classes and social strata have different interests that finds
expression in certain ideological constructions. The state due to ideological

4 A. Shayo, "Self-defense of the constitutional state, the Constitutional law," in Eastern European
review, IV (2004), p. 3.
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diversity is obliged to create necessary conditions for equal realization of spiritual
rights and freedoms for all subjects of public legal relations.
Along with the differences in the fundamental interests of many social,
religious, and political groups in society may coincide, for example, on the basis of
shared interest in social progress, modernization, development of national ideas.
There are also some recognized by many universal values. On this basis, formed
the all-Russian idea, created the ideological tenets that find concentrated
expression in the Constitution. These ideological postulates are represented by
many concepts adopted by the modern Russian society: democracy, rights and
freedoms of man and citizen, the separation of powers, local self-government,
socially oriented market economy, political pluralism, ideological diversity.
The pluralistic component of the peculiar organization of different spheres
of social life and ideological diversity in this context stands for the respective
foundations of the constitutional system of the Central link. In this sense, it
performs a system-forming function in the process of organizing civil society,
individual and individual institutions of political power.5
Because constitutional norms have a constitutive character, identify key
principles of construction and functioning of the state and its political system,
their content is always controlled by the state apparatus. Complete absence of
contradictions between positive and natural law constitutional reach even the most
developed democratic state.
The prohibition does not apply to constitutional and legal ideology in the
power of the state of nature and the educational nature of the Constitution. The
existence of a particular ideology is possible only in the framework of the
constitutional legal ideology, the essence of which lies in maintaining the balance
of constitutional values, the interests of society, the state, of man and of the
citizen.
In Russia, the valid existence of binding constitutional ideology of the
state, functioning within a legal framework that does not violate rights, freedoms
and legitimate interests of other persons and aimed at implementing the needs and
requirements of the multinational people of the Russian Federation. It can be not
only the basis of the national idea, but should serve as a means of uniting social
groups and individuals to respond to national goals and objectives. The conductor
of the above ideological beliefs that exist in society are public authorities. This is
reflected in the activities of political parties when nominating their supporters in
the various organs of state power and bodies of local self-government, first of all,
by active participation in election campaigns.
The prohibition does not apply to constitutional and legal ideology in the
power of the state of nature and the educational nature of the Constitution. The

5

N.S. Kunichkina, "Ideological diversity and the ban on state (mandatory), the ideology of the
norms of the Constitution of the Russian Federation," in The Constitutional and municipal law, vol. 14,
Moscow, 2008, p. 96-102.
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existence of a particular ideology is possible only in the framework of the
constitutional legal ideology, the essence of which lies in maintaining the balance
of constitutional values, interests of society, state and personality.
Conclusion
Accordingly, a clearly defined constitutional and legal ideology, with its
focus on respect and implement the rights, freedoms and legitimate interests of
citizens of Russia, will contribute to stability in the state and society, to be
important tool of state-building, guarantee the sustainability of the legal system,
the uniform law enforcement practice.
Today, we witness the collision of the state and transnational
approaches to our culture and history. Visible embodiment of the last are those,
for example, who questioned the whole point of the sacrificial struggle of our
people for freedom and independence, especially in the years of the great Patriotic
war.
The more attention we pay to culture, the healthier will be our society.
Europe overcomes the crisis and strengthen its society through culture and by
culture. Stimulate the youth to read books and to visit museums: all for the sake of
her own well-being, reduce the number of offences, education of civic sense. It is
a matter of state, directly related to security, public relations, and more broadly –
and the country's resilience to external influences.
Visible embodiment of the last are those, for example, who questioned
the whole point of the sacrificial struggle of our people for freedom and
independence, especially in the years of the great Patriotic war. And in this they are
not alone. Clearly, our Western "partners" moved to an open attack on the
outcome of the Second world war. Against Russia today is not just an information
war: it is a systemic attack on our historical memory by using all of the methods of
falsification of history. There is an attempt to separate patriotism is a natural
feeling of belonging to the fate of the country – from the cultural environment in
which adds the performance. Ethics, rules of conduct in society to be dictated by
others, alien to our traditions. Culture trying to present only as a derivative
material from the spirit of cosmopolitanism. It is a reality of our time.
We have today much more than a ideological belief – it is our great
cultural traditions. To preserve and develop them – the problem is not private, and
large public scale.
The main mission of the state approach to culture that he opposed the
humiliation of our traditions, and our historical memory. Programs that today are
deployed in a public environment, designed to make culture builds, not humiliated
the man. So she made him a fully developed personality and instilled a pride in
their country to Western technology will not benefit us "defeatists."
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Abstract: The article is devoted to problems of teaching foreign language by developing foundations
of integrative and competence-based paradigm. We used integrative, functional and competence-based methods,
conceptual analysis, contrastive-cognitive mapping, and frame-based modeling. The result is a multilevel model
of bilingual identity; the fundamentals of integrative and competence-based methodological paradigm of learning
in the foreign language; a functional-competence model of intercultural competence; the method of application of
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Introduction
The development of the processes of globalization and integration increase,
the importance of cross-cultural dialogue. However, outdated methods of teaching
foreign language in post-Soviet countries do not meet the requirements of modern
education, they put the question of preparing competent international personality of
the subject intercultural communication. For the formation of a multicultural identity,
knowing not only the language but also the culture of another nation, having ability of
communication in cross-cultural communication is very important. It is necessary to
fundamentally change teaching strategies, moving from the use of separate methods to
comprehensive operation of them. Analysis of the use of only one method, in
particular, communicative-active, linguistic-economic, linguistic and cultural shows
lack of efficiency of their use, as each of them focuses only on learning any of the
language or speech activities, e.g. communicative-activity approach assumes a support
not only for knowledge which the student must memorize, but also the process of
assimilation of this knowledge. Student can get knowledge only in the process of
operation. In this case, he/she must respect the relationship of consciousness with
communicative language teaching. It implies the mastery of communicative activities,
training of foreign speech requires the transformation of the speech activity into the
speech act, and then into a voice operation. This transition from conscious activity to
activity, fully automated, involving the conscious mastery of the basic language
material, acquiring and automating the one we just generated the required actions and
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operations.1 The repetition of acquired skills in any speech situation contributes to the
acquisition of individual relevant skills.
Linguistic-cultural approach focuses on the study of background knowledge:
competence of regional geography. The authors attempt to link the word "receptacle
of knowledge", the word – "Keeper of the human experience,"2 cognitive theory seem
to be contradictory since the word is a complex entity. Linking background knowledge
to the word is not quite appropriate, since the values of the words contain something
beyond words. They express the knowledge available to consciousness.3
Thus, there is a need to develop an integrative competency-based
methodology of teaching foreign language, including the integrated use of various
approaches to language teaching (anthropocentric, linguistic and cultural, cognitive,
communicative and psycholinguistic), principles (anthropocentric, linguistic and
cultural, the principle of conscious learning), integrative methods such as contrastivecognitive mapping, frame-based modeling.
Views on Linguistics-Cultural and Cognitive Direction
The relevance of linguistic-cultural and cognitive methods of language teaching
is motivated by modern didactic views on the structure of communicative-oriented
teaching in a multicultural society. In cognitive linguacultural methodology developed
in Kazakh University of International Relations & World Languages, cognitive and
linguacultural principles take the lead.
Linguistic and cultural principle involves the absorption of cultural knowledge
associated with the culture of the target language. Attention is paid to the study of the
cultural component of the word, understanding it in all its fullness of content and
shades of meaning, as close to their perception of the language and culture, cognitive
principle promotes the assimilation of knowledge in the process of mental activity.4
However, at the present stage, teaching a foreign language should refer to
some narrow linking didactics only with linguistics, cognitive linguistics, and cultural
linguistics. Therefore, it seems reasonable to use integrative theory of assimilation of
non-native language. The principal feature of such a theory is the desire to implement
interdisciplinary aspect of understanding of the studied objects. The concept of an
integrative approach to teaching foreign language, proposed by R. E. Utebalieva, is
arguing that for the effective implementation of the cognitive activity of the
1

A. N. Leontiev, Activity. Consciousness. Personality, Moscow, Smysl, 2004; G. E. Utebalieva, Mastering a
foreign language: a communicative-cognitive model, Almaty, Kazakh University, 2008.
2 I. P. Lysakova, Russian as a foreign language. Methods of teaching the Russian language, Moscow, Vlados, 2004;
S. S. Kunanbaeva, A. M. Ivanova, T. A. Kulguldinova, M. K. Karmysova, Linguistic education in the
conditions of level of mastering the languages of the Trinity: theory and practice, Almaty, Kazakh Ablai Khan
University of Internatio Relations and World Languages, 2014.
3 Vereschagin, E.M., Kostomarov, V.T. (1990). Language and culture: linguistic and cultural studies in
teaching Russian as a foreign language. Moscow: Russian language.
4 S. S. Kunanbaeva, The modernization of foreign language education, London, Hertforfshire press, 2003; R.
Carter, M. McCarty, Vocabulary and language teaching, London, Routledge, 2014; L. Hsu, "English as a
foreign language learners’ perception of mobile assisted language learning: a cross-national study," in
Computer Assisted Language Learning, XXVI (2013), no. 3, p. p. 197-213.
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personality in the second language, it should be based on the provisions of the various
sciences such as:
 psychology (a psychological and physiological process);
 cognitive psychology (the processes of speech-thinking activity, mental
processes);
 psycholinguistics (language ability);
 cognitive linguistics (the concept of "language as a conceptual system");
 sociolinguistics (language and society);
 cultural linguistics (relationship between language and culture);
 contrastive linguistics (contrastive analysis interactive language systems);
 applied linguistics (teaching methods, ways of learning)2.
However, despite the integrative approach, the concept of G. D. Utebalieva is
based on the emphasis on learning the language only as a communicative and
cognitive activity. It does not give an explanation for how and why we should use data
of different sciences in the process of teaching foreign language, it does not focus on
identifying what knowledge is provided by the secondary language personality to carry
out his/her communicative and cognitive activities. Therefore, the statement of N. N.
Boldyrev that the integrative theory of representing and handling knowledge in the
language contributes to the illumination of at least three main aspects of language
seems correct: the representational, semiotic and interpretive. Representative aspect
associated with linguistic forms of knowledge representation in the processes of
conceptualization and categorization of the world.
The semiotic aspect opens the specificity of the cognitive and linguistic
mechanisms of formation of language values and meanings on systematic and
functional levels, respectively. Various methods and mechanisms of interpreting the
world and of secondary interpretation of knowledge about the world through language
reveal the essence of the interpretive aspect.5
The essence of integrative theories is not only subject to the provisions of
various related sciences in the process of language teaching, but also to the more
complex interaction of knowledge. In the theory of cognitive integration of G.
Fauconnier, many linguistic phenomena are explained by the formation of complex
cognitive structures – "mental spaces" of more simple mental entities6. The thinking
processes provide both the acceptance of conventional patterns of knowledge,
models, methods in language and in language teaching, and the implementation of
human creativity. It was manifested in the process of integration that human creativity,
5

N. N. Boldyrev, (2012). "To the question about integrative theory of representation of knowledge in
language," in Cognitive studies of language, XII (2012); R. W. Langasken, Foundations of cognitive grammar.
Descriptive application, Stanford, Stanford university press, 2012; L. D. Ponomareva, L. N. Churilina, D.
S. Buzhinskaya, E. N. Derevskova, O. V. Dorfman, E. P. Sokolova, "Russian National Corpus as a
Tool of Linguo-Didactic Innovation in Teaching Languages," in International Journal of Environmental and
Science Education, XI (2016), no. 18, p. 13043-13053.
6 G. Fauconnier, Mental spaces: Aspect of meaning construction in natural language, Cambridge, Cambridge
university press, 1994.
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particularly of the teacher, can be manifested through the application of complex
mental knowledge during the training of the foreign language, the use of integrated
methods and various complex ways of representation of conceptual content
knowledge, and, finally, the integrated model of the object of learning – a multicultural
personality.
In accordance with the provisions of N.N. Boldyrev9 on the overall integrated
theory of representation of knowledge in language, its use involves complex
manipulation of knowledge when it simultaneously performs three functions: 1)
representative (representation of knowledge at the lexical level. This carries out the
operation on the linguistic, lexical and grammatical meaning (the grammatical category
shows how the grammatical knowledge is implemented in language); 2) cognitive
function, aligning with function of communication (communication feature); 3)
semiotic function shows how to form linguistic values, their meanings in the system,
and functional levels.
Interpret function facilitates interpretation of knowledge about the language.
G. E. Utebalieva believes that in the process of an integrative approach, the
communicative cognitive activity is implemented, which provides the thought
processes, their structure and dynamics during cognition and communication. This
activity is manifested on the basis of language consciousness in verbal thinking at the
operation level with knowledge and thoughts assigned to linguistic signs. The
manifestation of communicative and cognitive performance in verbal thinking
involves its implementation in the processes of external and internal speech (cognitive
monologue of the personality that represents the flow of reasoning, the process of
generation of foreign language utterance and its interpretation). In this case, the
integration is manifested in the communicative-cognitive activity by the trainee during
the performance of their cognitive and communicative functions of generation of new
statements in the second language during verbal creative thinking, creating cognitive
image statements and their interpretation.
We offer integrative and competence-based learning in the foreign language to
focus, first, on the implementation in practice of teaching of integrative and
competence-based teaching methodology involving an interdisciplinary approach to
teaching; second, an integrated handling knowledge in the form of key competences,
including subject knowledge and skills aimed at forming functional literacy of the
bilingual person; third, the use of integrated methods and a description of them.
Representation of Bilingual Person as an International Personality
At this stage, there is an increase in complexity and abstractness of scientific
knowledge. Therefore, "knowledge integration has undeniable practical value: it is a
kind of mixture of all ideas and knowledge about the represented subject, object,
related to different areas and projections, and therefore is not directly reducible to one
another."7
7

E. A. Bocharnikova, The problem of integration of knowledge in the scientific economic text: the cognitive aspect, the
cognitive study of language, Moscow, Institute of linguistics, 2014.
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Frames, cognitive maps, and models contribute to the solution of the question
about using integrated formats for knowledge representation. Thus, the frame
addressed by M. Minsky as the format of the knowledge to update the basic and
additional information, is complicated by complex using of the method of contrastiveframe modelling9. The method of cognitive mapping is seen as a way of representing
the alleged cognitive relationship between the physical and the conceptual world as a
technique of representation of the stimulus situation. It is also used in an integrated
manner as a method of contrastive-cognitive mapping.8
Let us consider how to use various approaches to learning a second language
comprehensively in the process of implementing an interdisciplinary approach.
According to E. S. Kubryakova,9 it considers the use of data from different areas of
knowledge, as "it is impossible to ignore the information on what is memory, what is
the perception, what are the principles, on which the cognitive or conceptual system is
organized in our minds when it comes to the essential characteristics of language, the
general model of its organization as an integral component of the mind, and the
human cognitive abilities".
The statement of E. S. Kubryakova about the importance of an
interdisciplinary approach is used in the integrated operation of various approaches
and principles, as well as in the detection of principles and approaches that organize
the cognitive intellect activities of a bilingual, how his secondary language ability is
formed, i.e., secondary language consciousness. We have taken together the following
approaches: anthropocentric (activities of individuals seeking to update their
secondary skills), cognitive (language as a form of human consciousness), competence
(orienting trainees to the acquisition of knowledge) integrative (which contributes to a
comprehensive operating knowledge of various sciences). Integrative interdisciplinary
approach has great potential towards effective implementation of "pure bilingual"
communicative-cognitive activities in the second language. In this activity, the
bilingual, acting as a subject of intercultural communication, fluently uses active
vocabulary, masters the values of other cultures, knows the concepts – key words of
language picture of the world, as he/she forms the "secondary linguistic
consciousness" through the development of language abilities in a second language.
Interdisciplinarity in the use of the principles (anthropocentric, linguistic and cultural,
cognitive, principle of consciousness in language learning) contributes to the creation
of an integrated model of linguistic identity of bilingual. He acts as an international
personality who can operate with different knowledge that he needs in the process of
perception of sounds and words of second language: perception, types of perception,
the mechanisms of perception, knowledge of the laws of speech production in
different languages (cognitive psychology, cognitive linguistics, psychology,
psycholinguistics); picture of the world, linguistic-cultural concepts, standards, culture
8

R. Solso, Cognitive psychology, Moscow, Privola, 1996.
E. S. Kubryakova, Language and knowledge: on the way of getting knowledge about language: Parts of speech from
cognitive point of view. The role of language in understanding the world, Moscow, Languages of Slavic culture,
2004.
9
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(cultural linguistics, cultural studies); the meaning of words (linguistics); knowledge of
the postulates of communication (pragmatics), cultural dialogue and intercultural
competence (intercultural communication); learning methods, different types of
interference (pedagogy, didactics).
A bilingual person has the ability to consciously assimilate the foreign
language, to form a secondary language "linguistic-cultural" consciousness through its
gradual development in various stages of its communicative-cognitive and linguisticcultural cognitive activity. Language ability is considered as "multi-layered and multicomponent set of language abilities, skills, readiness to implement the speech acts of
different complexity, things that are classified, on the one hand, by the types of speech
activity (speaking, listening, writing, reading), and on the other hand, by the levels of
language, i.e. phonetics, vocabulary and grammar."10
Characteristics of bilingual and international personality and subject of
intercultural communication allows us to complicate the notion of linguistic identity,
not speaking about language, but speaking about a multicultural identity who has
mastered not only the units of the linguistic system of another language, but also the
skills of speech activity in the language. Multicultural personality should possess
versatile abilities, improving his/her key intercultural competence, forming the
secondary linguistic consciousness and creating linguistic and cognitive base in a
second language. The necessity of implementation of an interdisciplinary approach to
skill formation of the polycultural personality is solved by many researchers, who put
the question on the study of language in connection with culture, and with cognitive
activity in two or more languages, and inter-cultural communication between people.
So, E. D. Tarasov11 considered it necessary to study foreign language focusing on the
study of language in connection with culture, because "the commonness of an
assigned culture provides the possibility of iconic communication when the
communicants, manipulating characters in intercultural space, can associate the same
mental images with them".
Associating the same mental imagery involves the mastery of a secondary
language consciousness, as well as knowledge of the mechanisms of its action. By this,
the researchers mean the level of the secondary language personality, when he/she
demonstrates a level of proficiency and cultural unity.12
Many scientists associate the development of secondary language
consciousness with the development of secondary linguistic identity when the learner
sees the differences between foreign and native material on not only verbal, but also
on linguistic and cognitive level. This insight into the meaning of foreign language
utterances is possible when students learn to perceive, to see foreign-language material

10

Yu N. Karaulov, Russian language and linguistic personality, Moscow, Nauka, 1987.
E. F. Tarasov, Intercultural communication – new ontology analysis of language consciousness: formation and
functioning, Moscow, Institute of linguistics, 2000.
12 S. S. Kunanbaeva, A. M. Ivanova, T. A. Kulguldinova, M. K. Karmysova, Linguistic education in the
conditions of level of mastering the languages of the Trinity: theory and practice, Almaty, Kazakh Ablai Khan
University of Internatio Relations and World Languages, 2014
11
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from the natural position of native speakers. I. I. Khaleeva13 therefore considers the
connection of learning a foreign language and the culture of the country of the target
language necessary with the study of native languages and national culture.
Complex studying of native and foreign languages is in the process of updating
the speech-thinking activity of the student, when bilingual person, constantly
comparing concepts of different languages, their cultural patterns, keywords, language
picture of the world of different peoples, relates them to each other, reveals their
similarities and differences.
The possibility of mutual understanding between people of different cultures
and languages lies in the commonality of mental processes and appropriation of
information by human consciousness. Consciousness reflects the objects and
phenomena in the mental images and gives them the language category, creating
concepts, alloys of concepts, images and values. Therefore, it appears necessary to
study the concept of "education as semantic, linguocultural specificity."14 The concept
reflects in the form of mental images, meaningful representations of the concept of
ethnicity, which objectivizes through the language units.
All national concepts create the conceptual sphere, correlated with linguistic
picture of the world ethnicity. In addition, language picture of the world reflects the
image of the world of the ethnic group, the formation of which in the minds of the
representatives of this or that linguocultural community is associated with certain
living conditions in the social and geographical landscape, type of economic activity of
the ethnic group.
The language of this ethnic group can be pictured in the following way. Each
language is peculiar to a particular way of categorizing and conceptualizing reality,
since the language of the world is not expressed, it is reflected in a significant way.
Sound systems in different languages mean nothing as a reflection of the real world
occurs through thinking. But, to associate thinking with reality, we should relate
objects of the objective world with the sound and its significance in the mind of the
native speaker; with a thesaurus in the minds of native speakers; with linguistic and
cognitive base as a set of cognitive structures that reflect the mental image of the
people in the models, schemes, frames in accordance with the images of
consciousness. In the formation of secondary language, consciousness should be
based on linguistic and cognitive base in a second language, in which language
characters of the second language correlate with mental images of other people. This
creates an opportunity to talk about commonness of the assigned culture. Secondary
cognitive base contributes to the operation of linguistic signs in two languages, and
their mental images are correlated with each other. In this regard, A. Zh. Dosanova 15
focuses on the necessity of a cognitive base, which operates the signs and cultural
patterns of the two languages. In her mind, "second language acquisition of the
13

I. I. Khaleeva, The basics of learning theory understanding of foreign speech, Moscow, Nauka, 1989.
V. A. Maslova, Cultural Linguistics, Moscow, Academia, 2001.
15 A. Zh. Dossanova, "On the formation of cognitive-communicative discursive properties of
bilingual," in Issues of cognitive linguistics, VIIL (2015), no. 2, p. 33-38.

14
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bilingual is necessary to form the secondary cognitive base, including the set of mental
units (models, frames, squeaks, scripts) stored in the implicit knowledge about the
objects of external reality, and knowledge about language characters of the second
language.
With the acquisition of a second language based on the formation of linguistic
and cognitive bases of second language, a bilingual masters the secondary language
mentality, including the relationship between linguistic picture of the first language
and a world picture of other people with its mental imagery. The formation of
secondary language consciousness of the individual in his language is a cognitive
activity where language acts as a cognition that provides cognitive-cognitive activity. In
the course of this speech-thinking activity, the individual operates a variety of
knowledge and carries out different kinds of operations, such as perception of the
audio signal; its comparison with the characters stored in the mind; the
systematization of such marks by correlating with the images of other characters; their
inclusion in the thematic series; understanding of word meaning, understanding and
interpretation of the underlying meaning of words in context (sentence, statement);
correlation of the sign with its mental image; the use of language sign in the process of
intercultural communication; the use of language units according to the status of the
individual, etc.
Mastery of comprehensive knowledge of the bilingual children must develop
their key intercultural competence and master the procedural knowledge of the use of
non-native language, i.e. to learn functional literacy. Integration of different procedural
knowledge occurs through the simultaneous use of different kinds of competences in
intercultural bilingual discourse, because in order to act as a subject of intercultural
communication, bilingual must:
 acquire knowledge about the linguistic system of the second language
(linguistic competence);
 have an idea about the mechanisms of speech production in a second
language, to prevent the mixing of languages to avoid language interference, which
requires the mastery of coordinative bilingualism (psycholinguistics);
 have knowledge about the language situation, social status of
communicants, communication (sociolinguistics);
 use the language appropriately;
 follow the postulates of communication to avoid communication failures
(communicative linguistics, pragmatics);
 for appropriate and correct use of language units of a second language, the
individual must be aware of the standards of another culture, about keywords,
language picture of the world, to remember that language knowledge should be used
according to their mental images, procedures of usage, to prevent linguistic-cultural
error, to rely in this case on the linguistic and cultural base of the second language
(linguo-culturology, cognitive linguistics).
All this versatile bilingual knowledge is acquired in the process of developing
their intercultural, linguistic and cognitive abilities, the formation of secondary
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linguistic-cultural consciousness in three stages, as a result of gaining intercultural core
competence.
In the formation of the components of intercultural competence, the
functional-competence situational method is effective, teaching the application of
foreign language in diverse intercultural situations. Therefore, this method is focused
on the application of intercultural competence, which includes substantive and
procedural knowledge. To the basic techniques of applying this method, we include:
1) methods of comprehensive application of knowledge in cross-cultural
situations (ethnocentric, conflict, acculturation,) requiring the overcoming of ethnic
prejudices, the ability to withdraw from conflict situations, knowledge of strategies of
acculturation to another culture;
2) receiving training in intercultural discourse;
3) admission of use of mechanisms of conceptual integration to create
integrative spaces of knowledge. The essence of the reception of conceptual
integration of knowledge consists of the fusion of knowledge from multiple
conceptual areas, resulting in "integrated space to a new level, neutralizing the original
elements (values), spaces, and other reinforcing creating own unique properties";16
4) simulation of intercultural situations;
5) the dramatization of the ethno-social roles, statuses of communicants.
Frame model of situational functional competence method can be represented
as follows (Table 1):
Table 1. Frame model of integrative functional competence method.
Terminal. Intercultural competence: the formation of its components:
Stage I. Creation of a cross-cultural integrative space:
Merging
of Knowle Knowledg Knowledge Knowledge
versatile subject dge
e
about about the about
the
knowledge from about
the system system of system of first
different areas the
of
first first
and and
second
and create a system
and
second
language
cross-cultural
of first second
language
linguistic
integrative
and
language
linguistic
competence
space: includes a second linguistic
competence
variety
of languag competenc
competence and e
e
subject
linguisti
knowledge and c
procedural
compet
knowledge
ence
Stage II. Procedural knowledge (skills, abilities, and technologies):

16

Knowledg
e
about
the system
of first and
second
language
linguistic
competenc
e

R. W. Langasken, Foundations of cognitive grammar. Descriptive application, Stanford, Stanford university
press, 1991.
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Verbal skills, Intercultural Skills
PsychoContrastiveability to take skills based intercultural
cognitive skills comparative
language
on
the skills
of (ability to think, skills: the ability
units
in principles
reflective,
to reason in to
find
accordance
of courtesy, empathic,
another
differences and
with
the cooperation adaptive,
language,
the similarities,
social
and , relevance
tolerant skills
ability to design, modeling skills,
cultural
conceptual
cultural scenarios.
situation
analysis).
Stage III. Creation a cross-cultural integrative space:
Techniques of using the method of creating intercultural integrative space; using of
strategies of acquisition of competences; implementation of strategies for the
application of skills; preparation of the intercultural discourse

The application of this method requires the development of multilateral
international abilities of the individual. These skills can be developed in three stages.
In the first stage of the mastering bilingual and bi-cultural competence (knowledge of
the systems of the two languages), the linguistic consciousness is formed, the skills
coordination of bilingualism are gripped, not to allow the manifestations of linguistic
interference (phonetic, lexical, morphological, syntactic) due to the lack of competence
in the second language. In addition, bilingual strives to enrich his/her vocabulary, and
to develop sociolinguistic competence and sociocultural skills.
In the second stage, we develop linguocultural and cognitive ability, linguistic
and cognitive base is formed in a second language. Bilingual masters the skills of
conceptual-contrastive analysis, becomes a complete media and cultural bilingual,
focuses on the values of another culture, does not allow manifestations of linguistic
and cultural interference, improves intercultural communication skills. The difficulties
of the second stage of the development of abilities is associated with overcoming
linguistic and cultural interference.
The problem of describing linguistic and cultural interference is not solved yet,
as it is widely believed that knowledge of language is sufficient for communication at a
linguistic-cultural level. Meanwhile, understanding requires knowledge of other
cultures. Local culture as a set of ethno-integrating and ethno-differential properties
can be used as a communication tool and a means of separation. It is a means of
communication within the ethnic group (due to ethno-integrating function, showing
cultural differences), and in cases where the features of your local culture are identified
on the background of their own culture.
The means of separation of the local culture occurs, first, in cases where the
communication is directed "outward" to another ethnic group; second, when the
cultural distance between the communicants is substantial; third, when the
communicants do not identify and do not understand cultural deixis, evidence of
belonging to another culture. To the components of culture, which have nationalspecific character, we include both the language and culture.
The language in the first place, contributes to the fact that culture can be a
means of communication, the so-called "separation". The second factor that creates
national specificities of local cultures, is a culture itself, "which is a combination of
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knowledge, experience, beliefs, values, attitudes, meanings, hierarchical relationships,
religion, notions of time, space, roles, concepts of the universe, and material objects
and property, purchased by a group of people as a result of individual and joint
efforts."
To master the culture, other people should have an idea not only about the
standards of other cultures (traditions, customs, rites, rituals), but also they need to
know about what is behind the standards, to know the cultural knowledge (the system
of significant symbols, figurative associations), the way of life of people, of procedural
knowledge facilitating skills working with artifacts.
Culture, according to L. Salmon, is not "positive" collection of artistic works
created by people. Culture includes quite different means: a variety of encyclopedic
information, manner (good or bad) to dress, to laugh, to communicate with the elderly
and children, to defend, to pray, to eat and drink, prepare the bed, to confess in love,
to marry, to change, to offend anyone. What is good for one culture, is not so for
another, and vice versa17.
Cultural facts and different cultural scripts are specific to each culture. The
discrepancy between the cultural scenarios, standards, procedural knowledge of
cultural objects contributes to linguistic and cultural interference. Linguistic and
cultural interference is the result of ignorance of the linguistic culture of people in the
course of intercultural communication.
T. V. Larina18 defines it as “interference factors of native culture, language and
national consciousness in the interpretation of other cultures' communicative
behaviour and their own behaviour in intercultural communication". Linguistic and
cultural interference occurs:
a) because of a conflict of interpretations of the cultural meaning given to the
word by the representatives of a particular culture;
b) competing cultural beliefs of various peoples, for example, in Russian
culture, the phrase “green eyes” brings the idea of a good girl like a fairy, a mermaid.
And it is connected with positive associations. On the contrary, in English culture, the
expression “a green-eye” is a green-eyed monster, embodying envy, jealousy. It causes
the carriers of culture negative associations. Expression “black cat” in Russian culture
evokes negative associations such as to receive misfortune, and in English culture,
“the black cat” is a sign of good luck and happiness. The word "sheep" in Russian
culture is associated with stupidity, condonation has a negative value, but in Kazakh
culture, it is the symbol of fullness, of richness. The word “ak sarbas” – a sheep with
white-yellow fawn head has a sacred significance, its sacrifice, summoning prosperity;
c) mismatch of attitudes, ignorance of cultural traditions, compare: "Oh, mon Dieu! –
clutching his head, he cried in a despairing voice. His white cap has moved down on the ear, cleanshaven pasty face with a double chin contorted into a grimace of indignation. – Oh, Wei-Wei, are
17

L. Salmon,. The theory of translation. History, science, profession, Scientific Society of Students of International
Institute of Economics and Law, Saint Petersburg, Nauka, 2007.
18 T. V. Larina, Linguocultural communication interference and the problem of understanding. Man in the mirror of
language. Issues of theory and practice, Moscow, RYDN, 2003.
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there such emperors!? He does not understand how to eat the dish of the ancient kings of France. In
this dish, they eat only two stuffed nuts, notably stuffed. And everything else – the hare and other, they
throw it to dogs. After all, all meat shell is nothing but a case for a precious souvenir – two nuts.
Damn this Barbaric Russia. Viv de France! – What is he mumbling there? – looking with sorrow
at the blank dish from under the rabbit. Pugachev narrowed his eyes at the unfortunate frenchman,
waved his hand, and shouted: - Kvas, with horseradish, merit! Hey, Louis!"19
Cultural meanings are revealed only in comparison. We master our own
culture only when faced with a foreign one. Meanings arise and are stored in human
mind; they are incorporeal. To become a cultural phenomenon, characters need to
show themselves, to materialize, to objectivize. So, the meanings are realized in
cultural codes. It can be words, symbols, myths, ideologies, stereotype behavior,
rituals, and signs.
In the third stage of development of the language abilities, bilingual improves
his\her cognitive functioning in a second language, compares and maps the concepts
of different language pictures of the world, finds contrasts and similarities, models and
cultural scripts of value concepts, develops design skills. The development of versatile
bilingual abilities allow us to characterize them as a competent subject of intercultural
communication, to master the substantive and procedural values of two linguistic and
cultural systems, to have an idea about the values of the culture of ethnic groups,
knowledgeable in the use of cultural codes, to represent them with models of
concepts, cognitive scripts, to penetrate into their deep symbolic meanings, and to
know how to interpret them. All of these stages in the development of multilateral
intercultural bilingual abilities are shown to us in a bilingual model – subject
intercultural communication (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Integrative model of multicultural identity

Developing his/her multilateral abilities, multicultural personality freely and
confidently communicates in several languages, switching from one language to
another based on knowledge of various forms of language, using integrative methods,
in particular, the method of contrastive-cognitive mapping.
19

V. Ya. Shishkov, Emelian Pugachev, Moscow, Directmedia, 2016.
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Based on the understanding of cognitive maps as representation of mental
structures, and as a spatial orientation, the picture of the world can be represented in
the form of a structure, which distinguishes between the categorical classification
schemes. In humans, there is "grid" views – skeleton pictures of the world. The sum
or intersection of different "grids" gives us mentality. In this case, the language picture
of the world can be represented as cognitive conceptual map – a set of graphs, whose
nodes work as a description of concepts and the relationships between the nodes,
arrows, and arcs can represent causal relationships, contrast ratio and differences
between concepts. In the formation of secondary language consciousness, we can
build a contrastive-cognitive map of the world image expressed in the second
language. In such a contrastive-cognitive map of the world, key words are represented
in the form of graph-nodes and concepts stand out, creating a sphere of intercultural
uncertainty. Such areas include non-verbal communication, verbal communication,
symbols, behavioral norms, customs, rituals, social institutions and social roles,
perception of time, cognitive style, way of thinking, belief systems and value
orientations, the image of the world and the image of man prevailing in the linguistic
culture.
The contrastive-cognitive picture of the world and specified areas is causing
cognitive dissonance in the field of intercultural communication. It refers to a
cognitive psychological phenomenon that occurs in inadequacy of perception of
communicants, detection of contradictions between "his/her" and other standards of
culture, different system languages, the conflict of interpretations and perceptions of
values.
The development of the communication of uncertainty and cognitive
dissonance as differences in language pictures of the world on the first and second
languages allow multicultural identity to focus on these differences and to acquire the
necessary knowledge to address them, (Figure 2) to model the contrastive-cognitive
mapping:
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Figure 2. Contrastive-cognitive mapping of the keywords of the language picture of the world.
C – concept; P – paralinguisms; S – symbols; bi – the behavior of the individual; nwt –
national way of thinking , vo – value orientation ; vu – verbal units ; iw – image of the world ,
cs – cognitive style ; pk – procedural knowledge . cd- cognitive dissonance.

The relationships between concepts and fields of intercultural uncertainty are
contrastive.
Contrastive-cognitive map of separately taken keywords, language picture of
the world can be displayed as a graph, in which dual nodes are the concepts (key
words, two language paintings). The nodes in a contrastive-cognitive aspect deal with
the concepts of the two languages.
Conclusion
In the process of gradually building a contrastive-cognitive maps, there are the
following stages:
1) the first phase of selected key words (graph-nodes) of a linguistic worldview
(concepts linguoculture, symbols, behavior, identify the value orientation, cognitive
style, etc.);
2) identifying cognitive signs of concepts;
3)conceptual analysis of the basic concepts of various national
conceptosphere;
4) a contrastive-cognitive analysis of the concepts of national conceptosphere
based on their symmetric and asymmetric signs;
5) description of the similarities and differences between key concepts of a
linguistic worldview, the definition of relations between concepts;
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6) prediction and prevention of interference errors, communication failures,
intercultural conflicts, manifestations of ethnocentrism;
7) elaboration of strategies of acculturation to another culture.
One of the most important laws of modern science and linguistics is a
comprehensive operation of integrated knowledge (substantive and procedural) by
bringing data from different areas of knowledge and the formation of core crosscultural competence, combining knowledge and skills, technology knowledge, their
modeling; application of integrative methods of mastering a foreign language
multicultural identity – the subject of intercultural communication competence in the
intercultural communication based on the generated linguistic-cultural consciousness
and linguistic-cognitive base; study of the process of knowledge integration; language
training based on integrated methods. The formation of intercultural competence of
international personality is important for mobile formation of the polycultural
personality, knowing several languages, having an idea about the culture of the target
language, determining their values, applying the tenets of communication, having an
idea of the mental images, pieces of languages.
In this regard, the integration of knowledge, the use of complex
methodological paradigms (approaches, principles, methods) is of great importance
for solving the learning problems of the individual in the foreign language, using their
knowledge and skills in intercultural communication.
The integration of knowledge, approaches and methods, their application in
the integrative space into the process of preparation of the subject of intercultural
communication, of course, requires not only scientific methodological analysis, but
also the study of this phenomenon in cognitive and cognitive-psychological
perspectives in order to study the issue of improving the abilities of the polycultural
personality, descriptions of his/her behavior.
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Abstract. The relevance of the study is determined by the significant increase of the role and place of
Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region (XUAR) of the People's Republic of China in the domestic and international political processes in Central Asia in the last decade and a half. The study of tribal groups at the
present stage is one of the most important and at the same time complex problems of ethnography which helps to
reveal and describe not only the kinship system but also shed light on many questions related to the social structure and ethnic history of any people.
Keywords: Tuvinians, tribal groups, tribal structure, kinship terms.

Introduction
The work is devoted to the study of tribal groups of the Tuvinians living in
Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region of the People's Republic of China. The purpose
of this article is to analyze the current state of the tribal groups of the Tuvan people of
China, to consider the issues of resettlement and the preservation of ritual practice in
the context of globalization in the world.
The genus is one of the forms of social organization.1 It is a group of people
who have their origin to the common ancestor of the genus or ancestor on the maternal or paternal line.
The study of the tribal composition, clan traditions, the study of the origin and
settlement of individual tribal groups of China's Tuvans, both in the past and in the
present, is one of the most important and at the same time complex historical and
ethnographic problems. To describe the objective picture of the origin of tribal names
(ethnonyms) in combination with genealogical legends, tribal tamgas with the involvement of a wide range of sources (ethnographic, linguistic, toponymic, folklore,
etc.) means, of course, nothing more than to outline the solution to this problem. The
study of this topic today provokes its relevance in connection with the fact that it can
shed light on certain points of ethnic history and ethnic composition of the Tuvinians
where different tribes and clans took part in the ethnogenesis.2
Since ancient times East Turkistan has been an area where many religions coexist and an important knot and channel in the cultural and economic exchange be-

* Acknowledges. The work is written with the financial support of RFBR 16-21-03002, 15-21-03002,
15-04-00327, 15-01-00442.
1 E. V. Аiyzhy, M. V. Mongush, (2016). "Mongolian Tuvans: their ethno-linguistic situation. International," in Journal of Biology, Pharmacy and Applied Sciences, V(2016), p. 3397-3403; E. V. Аiyzhy, M. V.
Mongush, "The Tuvans in China: their language situation," in International Journal of Biology, Pharmacy and
Applied Sciences, V (2016), no. 12, p. 3404-3409; E. V. Аiyzhy, M. V. Mongush, "The Tuvinians and Kazakhs in Mongolia: problems of interethnic relations (by the example of Tsengel sumon of Bayan-Olgii
aimag)," in International Journal of Biology, Pharmacy and Applied Sciences, V (2016), no. 12, p. 3410-3415.
2 S. I. Vainshtein, Historical ethnography of the Tuvinians, Moscow, Monograph, 1972.
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tween the West and the East. Even long before Islam penetrated the local areas along
the Silk Road a number of religions were already known - Nestorianism, Manichaeism,
Taoism, Buddhism Zoroastrianism. Some of them flourished along with the primitive
local religion. Even after the penetration of Islam they all continued to co-exist and
eventually Catholicism was added to them4.
M.V. Mongush wrote in his monograph: "In different sources there are allegations that Tuvans have lived in Xinjiang for at least two centuries. The Russian traveler M.I. Venyukov, visiting these places in 1871, noted that a small group of uryanhays
lives in the valleys of the right tributaries of the Black Irtysh and their number does
not exceed 1000 people. A well-known researcher of Central Asia S.M. Abramson,
investigating the ethnogenesis of the Kyrgyz living in China, established that a small
group of Tuvans belonging to the descendants of the Yenisei Kyrgyz had entered their
ethnic composition, which, as early as the beginning of the 18th century, was taken
away by the Jungars (Dzungars) from the Yenisei to Xinjiang. According to E. Taube
Tuvans originally lived not only in the territory of modern Tuva but much more extensively - on the Mongolian and Chinese Altai. However it is known for certain that
at the end of the XVII century a small group of Tuvinians really lived in Xinjiang. This
was a time when the influence of the Mongols in Central Asia was noticeably weakened although they still continued to play a significant role in the destinies of the peoples of the region. A special position in this period was taken by Western Mongols
(Oirats): they had a fairly strong state - the Dzungar Khanate which arose in 1635 and
occupied the territory of Dzungaria - the northern part of present-day Xinjiang Uighur
Autonomous Region and the western parts of present-day Mongolia. The territory of
Tuva was also partially a piece of the Dzungar Khanate.5
Thus, the study of the tribal composition of modern China's Tuvans and legends related to them, their resettlement at the present stage can provide a very valuable and interesting material in general, not only for the Tuvinians of the Republic of
Tuva, but also for the peoples of the Central Asian region.
Methods
While writing the work, a historical-comparative method was used, with the
help of which general and specific features were revealed in the etymology of certain
ethnonyms and in the elements of the culture of the Tuvinians of Russia, Mongolia
E. V. Аiyzhy, , D. V. Bagai-ool, "Rituals and customs associated with the cult of a horse among the
peoples of the Sayano-Altai," in Australian and New Zealand Journal of Fundamental and Applied Studies, V
(2015), no. 1, p. 450-500; E. V. Аiyzhy, "The study of the genera and tribal composition of the Tuvinians in the
19th - early 20th centuries. Proceedings of the 5th International Academic Congress "Science, Education and Culture in
Eurasia and Africa" (France, Paris, 23-25 March 2015), Paris, Paris University Press, 2015; E. V. Аiyzhy,
Traditional culture of the Tuvinians of the Khubsugul aimag of Mongolia. Proceedings of the 5th International Academic
Congress "Science, Education and Culture in Eurasia and Africa", Paris, Paris University Press, 2015, p. 494499.
4 Sh. Geng, Materials on the Tuvinian language of China. Altai languages and Eastern philology: a collection of articles, Moscow, East Literature of RAS, 2002, p. 409-503.
5 S. I. Vainshtein, M. H. Mannai-ool, History of Tuva, 2nd edition, Novosibirsk, 2012.
3
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and China. It also makes it possible to ensure the objectivity of the study, to clarify a
number of important issues in the analysis of the social relations of China's Tuvans.
The structural-functional method was also used during the study (A. RadcliffeBrown, E. Evans-Pritchard etc.) which allows us to view society as a special reality and
a system that is determined by its constituent elements and relations between them
which allow us to present the social structure of society in more detail.
During the expedition work the following methods of concrete sociological research were used: conversation, survey, questioning, interviewing etc.
Data, Analysis, and Results
The historiographic analysis of this article shows that the first information
about the tribal groups of the Tuvinians is found in the writings of travelers and Russian ambassadors and they received indirect illumination in the works devoted to the
ethnogenesis and ethnic history of the Tuvinians.
To date, the ethnogeny and ethnic history of the Tuvinians in Russia has been
studied quite well thanks to the work of a number of Russian scientists such as L.P.
Potapov, 1969;6 S.I. Vainshtein Serdobov,7 and others.8 The scientists in their studies
have touched on various aspects of ethnic history, material and spiritual culture of the
Tuvinians, however tribal groups received only indirect illumination in them. It is
more difficult in this respect to deal with the Tuvans living in China. Unfortunately,
there are very few works devoted to their ethnic history, material and spiritual culture,
including tribal groups of Tuvans of China. The author of this article conducted field
research in this area in 2010, 2011, 2017 and the pointed above research results were
tested in scientific articles.
At the present stage a number of scientific works of Russian and foreign scientists appear. Scientific articles of Zh.M. Yusha are among them.9 These articles are interesting, the author considers not only the lexical features of the dialect, but also
touches upon the ethnographic aspects of the everyday culture of the Tuvan people of
China. Of no less interest to us are the works of Chinese and Japanese ethnographers,
among them Namkamidog,10 Song Zhengchun,11 Mawkanuli.12 The scientists in their
studies touch upon the issues of husbandry, identity, preservation of cultural traditions.
6

L. P. Potapov, Essays on the people's everyday life of the Tuvinians, Moscow, 1969.
N. A. Serdobov, The history of the formation of the Tuvan nation, Kyzyl, 1971.
8 M. V. Mongush, The Tuvinians in China: Problems of History, Language and Culture. Transactions of TRLLH,
Kyzyl, Tuvan Book Publishers, 1995.
9 Zh. Yusha, "Cin ve Mogolistan’daki Tuvalarin Cocuk edebiyatinda sorunlari," in I. Uluslararasi Cocuk
ve Genclik edebiyati sempozyumu bildirileri, Istanbul, Maltepe, 2014, p. 65–67; Zh. Yusha, "Let him be grayheaded! Childhood in the modern culture of Chinese Tuvinians." in Science first hand, I (2017), p. 118–
127; Zh. Yusha, "Cin Tuvalarinin Folkloru (Folklore of the Tuvinians of China),"in Belleten. Turk Dili
Arastirmalari Yilligi. Cilt, LXI (2017), no. 2, p. 261–266.
10 Namkamidog. Xinjiang Tuwaren shenuiwenhua tianyediaocha yu yanjiu, Beijing, 2005.
11 Zh. Song, Tuwa yu he Tuwaren de dou yu shenghuo (Tuvan Language and the multi-lingual life of the Tuvinian
people in China), Beijing, 2016.
12 T. Mawkanuli, Jungar Tuvan Texts, Bloomington, Indiana University Bloomington Research Institute
for Inner Asian Studies, 2005.
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Proceeding from the foregoing we can say that the study of the Tuvans of
China at the present stage is conducted by scientists of different directions, but nevertheless the issues related to the name of genera remain relevant and unexplored. If
studies were conducted, they are fragmentary, partial. This article will fill the gap in the
history and ethnogenesis of China's Tuvans.
We will focus mainly on the review of the names of tribal groups of Tuvinians
who currently live on the territory of the modern Altai district of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region of China. China's Tuvans identify themselves using self-names like
kok-monchak, monchak, aldai dyvazy, dyva. In official documents they are identified
as Mongols, they are named in this way in China (and also as Kok-Monchaks and
Monchaks). According to various estimates, their number is approx. 3 800 people (according to the informer named Bady who lives in the village of Khom, Field research
materials of the author, 2011), and their joint number together with the tribal group of
Oortsag (Tandy), identifying themselves as Mongols - about 6000 people. By the type
of husbandry they are divided into two groups: mountain taiga (Ak-Khaba, Khanas,
Khom – cattle breeding), taiga-steppe group (Ala-Haak, Kok-Dogay and Tamyky cattle-breeding and vegetable farming). These groups are engaged in the collection of
plants, berry and cedar cropping, hunting (although this type of husbandry is a thing
of the past due to the ban on weapons). In religious rituals there is syncretism of traditional beliefs: pre-shamanic, shamanistic and Buddhist. Khanas, Khom and Ak-Khaba
today are one of the popular tourist (for summer holidays) regions of China. Tourism
helps the Tuvans of China to preserve ethnic identity and traditional culture (ethnocultural tourism).
During our field studies we noticed that in Mongolia (Khovdin, Bayan-Olgii
and Khubsugul aimags),the names of such tribal groups as Soyan, Ak Soyan, Kara
Soyan, Kyzyl Soyan, and also Chag Tyva, Dongak, Irgit, Oorzhak, Hoyuk, Urart,
Choodu, Shanagash, Deleg are quite frequent. Indeed, in the Republic of Tuva these
tribal groups are also considered large and have their own history and range of settlement.
So let's pay attention to the Tuvans who live compactly today in Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region of the People's Republic of China. During the expedition
work they were found to live in the following sumons: Khom, Khanas, where there
are such subgroups as Shemirzhek, Alagak (or Alaaktagy), Kara- Shiligik, formerly
there were farms where the Tuvans and Ak-Khava used to work, and also in towns
Altai and Burchin of the Altai region.
In Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region of China we noticed that the large
genera of the Tuvinians today consist of the following names:
In the sumons Khom and Khanas - Monchak, Kara-tosh, Kara-sal, Shanagash,
Uranha, Oorzhak, Ak-soyan, Kara-soyan, Kyzyl-soyan, Deleg;
In sumon Ak-Khava - Irgit, Hoyuk, Chag-Tyva, Dongak, Hoyuk;
In sumon Shemizhek - Ak-soyan, Oyun, Kuular, Suurak, Deleg;
In sumon Alagak - Irgit, Hoyuk, Chag Tyva, Hoyt;
In Kok-Dugai area - Hoyuk, Irgit, Hoyt, Chag Tyva.
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One interesting feature is that some names of genera in the Republic of Tuva
are considered extinct such as shanagash, hoyuk, kara-tosh, uranha, monchak, sudak,
hoyt, chag tyva, but at the same time such genera names as soyan, kuular, ororzhak,
irgit, dongak, kara-sal, deleg, oyun are still considered large tribal groups. During the
expedition work the authors noted that until today the Tuvans of China keep strict
records of what kind of tribal groups there are, where they live, how many women,
how many men, how many children study in schools, where they go to study after
school graduation. To our question why such records are kept, informants answered
that one of the acute problems of the Tuvinians monchaks in China is that the ratio of
the sexes at the present stage has changed greatly. At the same time, in the demographic policy of China, the priority has recently been to have two children for national minorities. Since preference is given to the birth of a boy, the number of girls has
greatly decreased, reduced. That's why the elderly, authoritative Tuvinians-aqsaqals
keep accounts, so that there are no mixed consanguineous marriages to preserve the
gene pool.
Discussion
A specific feature of the Tuvans of China is the presence of the genus where
the kinship account is maintained along the male line. To date, the security of patrimonial self-consciousness among the Tuvinians of Russia, Mongolia and China is not
the same: for example, the Tuvinians of Russia begin to lose it. Among the modern
Russian Tuvinians, the following changes can be observed: infrequently but there are
times when people bearing the same surnames are marrying, even from one sumon
(district). So, during the expedition in 2006 informants informed us that the wedding
of the newlyweds with the surnames Oorzhak took place and that they were glad that
even the surnames did not have to be changed in the registry office. Later we found
out that in the registry office in such a situation the bride and the groom did not write
any application for surname changing, and so there was lost the need to change the
passport where an appropriate stamp on the marriage was simply put.
According to statistical data of recent years, many women have appeared in
Tuva who gave birth to children without a husband, the number of the cases where
children are given the mother's surname has increased since civil marriage has become
a common form. In addition, the divorce has become a frequent phenomenon6.
Instead, the Tuvinians of Mongolia and China have preserved almost completely the principle of generic exogamy at the time of marriage and it is still observed
at present. The Tuvans of China consider the genus as the regulator of marital relations, the principle of generic exogamy is observed as well. Seok is inherited by the
paternal line, marriages within a genus are forbidden, and this restricts inbreeding
along the male line.
In addition, the preservation of the territory and the original habitat is one of
the most important factors of the stability of the generic system. Preservation of traditional life support systems and, above all, forms of economic activity is another factor
of sustainability despite the fact that today in this region there is active ethno tourism.
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Conclusion
Strengthening of social and economic potential, preservation of an aboriginal
habitat, cultural values, traditional way of life contribute to the sustainable development of indigenous small peoples including China's Tuvans.
The vitality of the Tuvans of China as a complex social system is ensured by
the unity of the generic diversity and habitat.
Proceeding from the set goals and objectives we can conclude that the Tuvans
of China and the Republic of Tuva are linked by the common origin, intergenerational
information links, as well as the self-consciousness of the people making it up including in one form or another the idea of the community of historical destinies of its ancestors.
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Introduction
People created epic, proverbs, sayings, winged words, legends and fairy tales
since ancient times. All these forms of folk art include special kind of literary work.
The literature is changed and developed according to social development,
public interest, wishes and intention Also, it is tightly connected with other areas of
social consciousness, people’s worldview, human and moral conceptions and
understandings, opinions, faith, aesthetic understandings and feelings – all of these are
interlinked with each other.
The Turkish literature is founded on truth, realness and justice. It develops
best traditions which created from people’s dreams and enriched cultural asset.
Models of national literatures influence on each other in development of genre forms.
Also best traditions and literary achievements became common good. All of these
processes form part of the main tendencies of globalization in development of
modern literature.
It should also be noted that Turkish literature as a cultural asset of the nation
is developed quickly within a short period of time and created all genres specific to
literature and art. It opened doors to wealth of literature and art. Thereby dramaturgy,
opera, ballet and symphony are developed according to concepts of civilized world.
Development of scientific views and aesthetic judgments sets new objectives
for literary critics.1 Analyzing the cultural background and studying factors for
definition of priority directions of development are difficult work.
In the 19th and early 20th centuries, Turkish literature was developing at the
time of socio-cultural and political changes. Thus, there have been developed several
genres2 that lost their relevance shortly.

1 K.
2 R.

Cayir, Islamic literature in contemporary Turkey: from epic to novel, New York, Springer, 2016.
Ostle, (ed.), Modern Literature in the Near and Middle East, 1850-1970, London, Routledge, 2016.
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Basically, there are papers devoted to specific time frames of this period. Thus,
there are papers devoted to Tanzimat period – the time of reforms and innovations in
Turkish literature. This was the period, when bourgeois culture was introduced by
combining European cultural traditions and Turkish folk language. Thus, French
literature had an effect on new genres – novella, historical, adventure and social3
novels.
The period of literary stagnation was followed by the process of raising social
self-identity in Turkish literature of the early 1900s, which ended with the Young Turk
Revolution of July 1908. Literature became richer with realistic tendencies; various
literary genres began to struggle. Democracy supporters advocated for Turkish
language simplification and purification from foreign words. This led to the rejection
of privies poetic forms and metrics.
In the 1920s, national liberation movement center was being formed in
Anatolia. In the newspapers, there were calls for resistance to foreign invaders. The
struggle for Anatolia grew into a struggle for Turkey independence. The most active
writers have joined the Anatolian Center. Many writers took part in the national
liberation war, which was described and considered in literature after the
establishment of the Republic of Turkey (1923).
Thus, Turkish literature development within the period of the 19th and the
early 20th centuries was studied on a sample basis. This does not allow us to trace
literature continuity from its beginning and to the end.
In every nation, writers not only write literary works, they also affect the
history of speech craft development. Talented writers write critical works about
society development. In our paper, we describe the main stages of Turkish literature
development within the period of the 19th and the early 20th centuries.
Methods and methodology
This article is supported by methods that helped to consider Turkish literature
development within the specified period. The formal method allowed analyzing the
features of artistic forms. The method pf structural analysis allowed identifying the
elements of literary work structure and their relationship pattern, as well as building a
general model. Comparative-historical method allowed conducting a historicaltypological comparison of the specified literary period.
The biographical method allowed analyzing the writers, in particular – certain
qualities and writing style formation and development.
This article is focused on the most outstanding representatives of Turkish
literature of that period, including such famous writers as Kemal, Zy Pasha, Dulatuli.
Data, Analysis, and Results
Criticism is closely connected with literary processes, people’s cultural and
social life. In short, we can say that it develops together with life and takes part in
social and political life of nation. All of this increases relation of criticism with life and
3 R.
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strengthens its importance. Critical views and opinions are directly connected with the
level of development of social consciousness and social sciences. In its turn literary
criticism contributes to prospering of social views and opinions too.
The literature is a mirror of epoch where it was created and developed. The
main aim of the speech craft is not only describing the truth of life, its power in
transmition of truth to the future generation.
The literature based on conscience, intellect and sense or the speech craft
describes destiny of the people always perform their own historical functions.
It is well-known that in creativity of some Turkish poets there are notions such
as “civilization, justice, human rights, equality”, in addition poets like Namyk Kemal
and Zya Pasha often raised a point on themes of motherland and freedom. When the
Kazakh people had the same situation in the political arena, the Kazakh versification
had some changes in content. From this perspective it is easily noticable that Shinasi’s
works in the Turkish literature and Mirzhakyp Dulatuli and Akhmet Baitursynov’s
works had some similarities. We can see that Mirzhakyp’s “Oyan Khazakh”, Akhmet’s
“Masa”, Shinasi’s “Elkhanshita” are in harmony by their content and interest. The
second generation of novators glorified the world of feeling and was pleased by poetry
lovers.4
One of reason of this harmony must be the fact that Shangerei akyn who was
close to estheticians had the similar destiny with Abdulla Khamit. We can say that
there was hardly any change in the Turkish literature which had no unity in the
content. Only themes and ideas of stories and novels in the classical Turkish literature
had changed, but selection of word remains unchanged because it was written by using
prose’s unit of measure. And the kicker is that the ancient phrases and words are used
not only by Turkish and Kazakh poets, it is common for all Turkic nations.
The literature accepted by new generation of poets and their follower as the
art.
By analyzing works of new poets we see that at first time they cultivated
Roman poetry after Parnassianizm. Pro-Western orientation of these poets influenced
on poetry of Servert-i Fununs (the name of the new group of generation poets). This
impact wasn't good because this type of poetry was foreign to Turkish people. So it is
not widely distributed among the population.
After it on the literary arena came new group of poets which in their poetry
glorifies nationalism, native language and own religion.
At first we must make a point of their view on poetry. «Rhyme and word
created for feeling, but if need to choose between them rhyme for me will be closely».5
A form of verse was used by Abay in his poems differs from others with its
philosophic meaning and civil importance. In the early 20th century it makes a great
step forward in the development of Kazakh poetry. But in Turkish literature in spite
of the fact that number of writers who wrote poems by using Gafuz verse and Syllabic
verse (for centuries it uses only in folksy songs) increased; the fine pieces of poetry in
4 E.
5 A.

Ozdemir, Literature information, Istanbul, Zlatoust Publishing House, 1990.
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above mentioned field were beginning to appear more than quarter century after. It
would be wrong to compare poems of both nations only from side of external factors
such as content theme and idea. So we must analyze these similarities in poetry by
means of historical approach.
Until the late XIX century Turkish literature and criticism focused on oriental
mind-set. Also at that time Turkish relations with Europe developed; it had a
considerable influence on Turkish art and literature. As a result, these relations
introduce a new concept in literature and speech craft. But the educated and
intellectual Turkish people knew that it leads to problems in the field of literature;
from one side Turkish literature with its own specific and from second side foreign
literature trends which develops in Turkey. Booth of them have own specific themes
and ideology. Also the young people who studied in French and English higher
education institutions which propagated political interests of own countries make a
point of European literature. In generally the rising generation of that time for
continuing their studies at the European universities used government support. That
way, they had the opportunity to see the literary process in Europe. It was the reason
for creation of groups of old and new generations of writers named «Muallim NaciMahmut Ekrem talasy». A half-century later new generation of writers oriented on
European literature created new literary group «Servet-i Funun». In 1896 young poets
and writers under the guidance of Mahmut Ekrem wrote their opinions directed
against of old conservative writers in journal Servet-i Funun. If until that time in
poetry were many elements of Romanism after influence of works of Servet-i Fununs
it’s filled with elements of Symbolism, Parnassianizm and Naturalism (especially in
prose). «Some people characterized Naturalism as art which described only shameful
and abominable sides of nature and human character». Maybe it was reason for
Turkish literati to be far from judging own native writers as Naturalist. But through it
all naturalism developed together with Romanism in the field of literature.
Founders of new view in poetry Orhan Veli Kanık6 and his friends were
known as «birinci yani» (first new). They offered to drastically change poem’s concept
and protested against formalism. They thought that poem’s main aim is to be a poem.
There were opinions that rhyme, rhythm, meter didn’t make measurable contribution.
Other opinions say that in new poems there is no way to traditional poetry elements.
So, at first representatives of this group and their works are criticized by other writers.
But in recent years they take place among the best works of Turkish literature. This
work pieces had a great influence on farther generations. It can be proved by finding
poems which written without using meter and rhyming in works of writers who
protected against this group.
But in the history of the Turkish literature you can find poets who protected
against formulations of Birici yani. One of them Necip Fazil Kisakurek.7 «It is the
truth that without protecting against using meter you cannot became a writer, but it is
doesn’t mean that you can give up on meter. Meter is the carcass of content, it is key

6

O. V. Kanık, Collected Poems, Istanbul, Zlatoust Publishing House, 1975.
F. Kisakurek, Poetic, Istanbul, Zlatoust Publishing House, 1992.

7 N.
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of poem, always it is looking for own external form. Real poet creates poems by
obeying to constant forms and meter where each string and each word renews old
form. If the aim of free verse is eradication of external meaning and cleaning internal
content it is similar to explanation of concept about time without space. Liberty of
internal meaning is limited by increasing of conformity to external form; real poet
always finds way to harmonize correlation between form and meaning and doesn’t
break this balance».8
At that moment the group «ekinci yani» (second new) was founded by some
poets whose works is based on surrealistic idea. These poets called their own works as
«without meaning», «abstract poems», and «secret poems». They deny meaning in
poems and draw particular attention to syllable system. Poets of ekinci yani protected
against all ideas of Birinci yani, so their works was focused on formalism and metrizm.
In 1950s socialist realism had influenced on Turkish literature. Still this time literati
have difficulties in determination of this field’s representatives. «We can say that
Turkish literature doesn’t have field of socialist realism».9
In Turkish prose which belongs to early republican era you can find elements
of critical realism. But it is difficult to say who was representative of this field. There
are no researches directed on their determination.
It is necessary to dwell on short history of literary groups and movements. We
know that European literary movements influenced on them. It’s obviously true that
oriental traditions also had a great influence on the most of writers who wanted to be
innovator. Especially, you can see it by analyzing works of Turkish writers which
closely connected with Turkism and Symbolism. This connection is determined by
using aruz and syllabic meters, constant and unstable symbols which are the distinctive
features of the traditional literature.
In the early 20th century writers of the group «Bes hejaji» (the common name
of five poets and their followers who wrote their poems by using syllabic meters) with
aim to keep nature of Turkism wrote their poems in Turkish of the greatest purity by
using syllabic meters. They wanted to closely connect Turkish poetry with folksy
songs. But from side of artistic conception it didn’t make new contribution in the
literature.
Newly formed Turkish Republic implemented different experiences with
measures directed on growth of the economy in country. This fact can be easily
proved by planned economy which was implemented in 1934-1938 s. All of these
measures also impacted on the field of literature. Two movements which were
mentioned above it are only some examples of this impact.
It shows that poets and writers often break from the directed line. We see that
elements of European literary movements are used by Turkish writers only as artistic
device. Also it should be mentioned that most of the movements was only on the
experience level.
8 S.
9 E.
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One of its views after long polemic translated in Turkish language and after it
published.
Beside this old variation of concept about classical Turkish Literature is also
used for determination of written literature. That way, term «Classical» had widely
spread usage area. So, it isn’t completely formed as terminology. In the dictionaries
classicism called as «Concept of literature dates from the 1660 year».
You can find such other definition of this term: «it is the movement based on
Greek-Latin literature which was developed in 17th century in Europe and France. It
is main aim is obtaining the integrity of a language.
Said Fakih as other prosaics of new generation is a realist. His real love to
characters created by him allowed to form own style and direction in the field of
literature. So, he rose for one step higher than other writers who was doubtful of
created characters in their piece of works.
The examples given above shows that until now there are no directed
researches which will be fully analyzed who was the representative of social realism. It
should be appreciated that government had persecuted followers of this direction. So,
we must understand why it was difficult to determinate who the followers of this
direction were.
Discussion
The poor development of history of literature and literary criticism in Turkey
connects with different obstacles being on the way of research and the analysis of
literary works.10 The first models of works about history of literature and the literary
critic had translated from foreign languages, and in recent years, these works give only
the general assessment the literary critic.11 Despite development of dramatic art
searches of national style are still ineffectual. Some writers do not give the correct
assessment to the concept "National Theatre". There are many wrong opinions that
through the description of the people life in a certain district art will become national.
It should be noted that writers from the point of view of a subject, characters,
language and style don't meet requirements of the Turkish audience, and their works
are written for other environment. Though such critical opinions meet very seldom,
they show that such processes are characteristic of Turkish literature. The weak
criticism of literature exerts negative impact on development of fiction. Therefore,
modern Turkish literature finds new roads of development, and the most important
obstacle – the policy and official concepts interfere with mutual harmony of the West
and the East.
Modern literary critics cannot agree on one single point of view on what
exactly had an effect of Turkish literature development within the period of the 19th
and early 20th centuries. Generally, there are three viewpoints:

10 K.
11 B.
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 European culture12 had the major effect. This concept supporters speak
about the Western literature being a source of new Turkish genres, as the majority of
writers have studied at European universities and, consequently, were inspired by
European cultural traditions;
 Oriental (Arabic and Farsi) culture13 had the major effect. This concept
supporters emphasize that the literary Turkish language consists of 20% of Farsi and
Arabic languages.
 Independent development.14 Turkish literature development was either not
influenced or such an effect was not significant.
In our opinion, these three concepts will allow tracing the Turkish literature
development if they are combined.
Conclusion
Literature of many people influenced on the Turkish literature, in particular,
Arab, Persian and others. In general, this influence was characterized by a
philosophical outlook. At the same time, a large number of words were borrowed
from the Persian language. However, the Western European literature influenced
more on creation of other genres in the Turkish literature, especially dramas and
satires. While in the Turkish literature genres of the drama and satire just created, in
the European countries these genres already developed throughout several centuries.
It does not mean that in the Turkish literature there was no theater. In this regard, it is
necessary to distinguish theatrical and dramaturgic traditions.
In addition, really, by studying cultural history, it becomes clear that the theater
of each people has appeared not suddenly, incidentally. Theatrical traditions of the
Turkish people disappear roots deeply; they are closely connects with concepts about
the natural phenomena. Today we can see the remains of these concepts on the
dramatized calendar holidays of many Turkic people.

Ostle (ed.), Modern Literature in the Near and Middle East, 1850-1970, London, Routledge, 2016.
J. Arberry, Classical persian literature, London, Routledge, 2006.
14 M. Yeğen, "Turkish nationhood: civic and ancestral and cultural," in Nationalism and Ethnic Politics,
XXIII (2017), no. 3, p. 318-339.
12 R.
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Abstract. The research considered the conditions of future teachers’ language, communicative and
educational competencies development during foreign language learning in university. The researches highlighted
the potential value of the following language teaching principles as integrity; brining-up teaching; variability of
content; continuity; logic and system studies; unity of group and individual learning for students’ language,
communicative and educational competences development. Methodological basis comprised competence-based,
student-centered, interactive, communicative, culture and modular approaches in teaching languages. The
experiment was implemented in the process of foreign language learning and teaching in Kazan (Volga region)
Federal University and included 131 students and 6 university lecturers. Empirical methods used in
experiment were observation, interviewing, testing, English language teaching process and experts’ assessment.
Diagnostic system of the model may confirm the effectiveness of created conditions and chosen principles of
teaching for formation future teachers’ language, communicative and educational competences.
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Introduction and background
Foreign language skills not just increase the level of young people
humanitarian education, but also promote formation of their personality, especially,
when it concerns social adaptation to conditions of the multilingual and multicultural
world of 21 century.1 Many scientists say that language learning is not only a linguistic
study. It is affected by several sociolinguistic and psychological factors that are all
intertwined in unique ways in the case of each learner.2 In addition, foreign language
learning is extra base for person development and achievements not only in foreign
language communication but also in some professional competencies. The research
provides the model of future teachers’ communicative and educational competences
development through foreign language learning and teaching. Methodological basis
included competence-based, student-centered, interactive, communicative, culture and
modular approaches. According to the purpose, hypothesis and research questions,
technology of formation of communicative and educational competence of future
teachers in the course of learning a foreign language would be successful if realized in
special pedagogical conditions. The parallel development of language, communicative
and educational competences influences the quality of future teachers’ readiness for
professional activity and is successful if based on didactic principles of foreign
language learning.
Literature review
* The work has been performed under the Russian Government Program of Competitive Growth of
Kazan Federal University.
1 A. A. Valeev, I. G. Kondratieva, "On the Issue of Intensification of Teaching a Foreign Language in
a Non-linguistic Institution,", in Education and Self Development, XII(2017), p. 42-51.
2
M. Mitsutomi, Some fundamental principles of language teaching and learning.
http://www.aeservices.net/English/Language-Learning-Mitsutomi, accessed 12. 03. 2017.
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One of the ways of creation a new educational paradigm is competence-based
approach. Most researches in higher education system appeal to competences as the
leading criterion of graduates’ readiness to unstable working conditions and social life.
Moreover, introduction of competence-based approach in higher educational
institutions advanced Russia to the process of integration into the European
educational space. This approach gained a character of steady educational policy and
substantial inclusion in reflection of those processes and tendencies that set a
framework and possibilities of cultural self-determination, creation of individually
significant strategy of professional success.
Competence is a kind of readiness for specific "answer" (responsible action,
activity), universal ability to transfer knowledge, action in a new unfamiliar situation
and conditions. Competence is a state of subjectivity development, connected with the
culture of thinking, analytical reflection, independence and responsibility for decisionmaking in organic unity with spiritual and moral values of personality. The process of
professional competence development involves teaching various kinds of expertise
that can be considered identical to skills based on both knowledge and the experience
of its application in different situations.3 Among the numerous components of
professional and pedagogical competence are communicative and educational ones.
Communicative and educational competences are person’s many-sided ability:
knowledge of verbal and nonverbal means of communication; establishing of
necessary contacts with children and adults; person’s aspiration and readiness to
interact with others, for self-improvement and self-education based on knowledge and
experience. In this research, it consists of communicative, informative, regulatory,
personal and organizing components. The set of parallel development design of
language, communicative and educational competences will influence the quality of
future teachers’ readiness for professional activity and will be successful if based on
the chosen didactic principles of foreign language learning.
Didactic principles
Principle of content variety. It is still vital to discuss the syllabus and methods of
teaching a foreign language taking into account societal and proficient needs of future
specialists, as English is the worldwide means of exchanging information and
knowledge.4 The content of foreign language discipline includes the following main
components:
• spheres of communicative activity, subject, situation, communicative and
social roles, speech actions and speech material (texts, speech samples, etc.);

3

N. Plotnikova, E. Galiullina, N. Khabirova, "Development of critical thinking of higher education
students learning in teams, Inted 2017," in 11th International technology, education and development conference,
2017, p. 1731-1738.
4 I. Kondrateva, D. Sabirova, A. Fakhrutdinova, "English medium academic environment in Kazan
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• a complex of special (speech) abilities characterizing the level of practical
acquisition of a foreign language as the means of communication, including
professional and cross-cultural situations;
• the system of knowledge of national and cultural features and realities of the
country of a target language, etiquette and visual forms of speech and ability to use
them in various spheres of speech communication;
• all-educational abilities, rational methods of mental labor providing the
culture of assimilation of language in educational conditions and the culture of
communication with its carriers;
• connection of education content with future practical activities.
Topics (about what to speak, read, write, listen) reflect spheres of
communication, usual for students: household, welfare, educational and professional.
Spheres of speech communication have informative specifics and represent discussion
in areas of social interaction. The offered communicative situations, based on oral and
written communication forms have to correspond to real students’ interests and
opportunities.
Cultural and modern reality orientation, topicality and functionality can be
criteria of learning content. From sociological theory of communication, a process of
communication is an exchange of information, and one of communicators possesses
information that is unknown to another one. Information inequality appears because
of personal experience. On the other hand, the general part of information forms
starting point for communication. Background knowledge is also important. All this
make a basis knowledge of realities when interlocutors belong to different language
communities.
Behavioral culture (features of relationship in society, norms, values,
conversational formulas, nonverbal language); traditional culture (art values)5
Realities most visually reflect proximity between language and culture:
emergence of new realities in material and spiritual life of society leads to appearance
of realities in language. They quickly react to all changes. Non-equivalent lexicon
visually illustrates the idea of reflection by reality language, however its specific weight
in a lexical layer is small, for an example: in Russian it is about 6-7% (according to
E.M. Vereshchagin and V.G. Kostomarov .6 Mastering nonverbal means of foreignlanguage communication brings closer future teachers to full communication. There
are three stages: 1. understanding of nonverbal means of communication of the native
language and comparison to similar means of a target language; 2. understanding of
nonverbal means of communication in a foreign language; 3. activation and use of
nonverbal means of a foreign language in communication.7

5

H. Hammerly, Synthesis in second Language Teaching, Moscow, Second Language Publications, 1982.
V. Kostomarov, N. Borovikova, "About one of the units of the description of the text in aspect of
dialogue of cultures," in Foreign languages at school, XXI (2000), p. 3-6.
7 N. Bazhenova, "Nonverbal means of communication in training French," in Foreign languages at school,
II(2002), p. 28-35.
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Among the components, entering culture knowledge is pragmatic material.
Authentic materials can bring closer to natural cultural environment: posters –
announcements, theatrical programs, questionnaires, travel cards and tickets, signs,
labels, the menu and accounts, maps, schemes – plans, brochures for tourism, etc. The
specificity of these means consists in providing communication with real objects and
stimulate communicative competence. Pragmatic materials can be grouped according
to contents. The functional purpose of pragmatic materials can be various: 1.
acquisition of cultural knowledge; 2. organization of speech communication,
development of oral speech in spheres and situations of communication; 3. semantics
of language units, development of value judgments, informative activity, interest and
social orientation. Thus, linguistic and culture material is an extender of students’
outlook. In addition, authentic texts are texts, "which native speakers produce for
native speakers, i.e. actually original texts created for real conditions, but not for an
educational situation."8 The authentic text is opposed to the educational text. It can be
adapted without damage of authenticity. In educational process, student should be
offered different types of texts valuable in informative relation and originally reflecting
feature of life, target language country’s culture.
Principle of integrity performs functions of knowledge generalization at the
intersubjective level and formation of complete outlook and personality integrity
during foreign language classes. In this regard, implementation of intersubjective
communication (foreign language + psychology and pedagogy, foreign language +
other subject blocks) is the significant and perspective condition promoting
improvement of communicative, informative and educational competence. Instilling
of interest in reading texts of professional and regional geographic orientation is an
important way of students’ motivation. Process of reading gives students a content;
they realize usefulness and need of the obtained information. Therefore, A.N.
Leontyev called this process "shift of motive and purpose." The more we involve
students in reading using a foreign language; the bigger need for reading arises in
them.9 Studying of purposefully picked up original texts of psychology and
pedagogical disciplines and texts of specialty allows students to accumulate and use
terminological lexicon. The understanding of the importance of foreign pedagogical
and special terms, their comparison with Russian concepts promote deepening of
pedagogical and special knowledge of students, help to understand a topic, to
overcome vagueness, uncertainty which often pushes away students from reading
pedagogical and special literature in a foreign language. Implementation of pedagogical
and social situations of various teaching and educational tasks make students to appeal
to other disciplines in search of necessary data. These situations help to understand
better the content of material, and at the same time form students’ professional and
pedagogical competence, skills of dialectic thinking and provide them with initial
experience of practical relations and professional actions. Therefore, cognitive activity
8 I. Khaleeva, Bases of theory of training in understanding of foreign-language speech (training of translator), Moscow,
The higher school, 1988.
9 A. N. Leontyev, Activity. Consciousness. Personality, Moscow, 1975.
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of future teachers is stirred up that promotes formation of various competences
including communicative and educational. The above-mentioned skills are integrated
into higher-education programs and are developed during the learning process,
“employability skills” are actually realized only when graduates get into a real
professional environment.10
Introduction of moral, esthetic, political, physical, civil, legal, economic and
ecological topics will enrich foreign language learning curricula. The program of
module can be formed and estimated by several teachers of corresponding disciplines
("Pedagogics", "Aesthetics", "Political science", "Physical training", "Civil law",
"Economy", "Ecology", etc.) in cooperation. This module will promote quality of
professional education and improvement of future teachers’ language learning. The
bringing-up effect in learning process depends on the content of education, its
versatility, humanitarian orientation and scientific character. Integrative principle of
learning develops personal qualities: organization, independence, autonomy, diligence,
efficiency, etc. This principle allows considering psychological factors of
communicative lesson that gives respect of student’s identity, individuality,
development of interpersonal relations. It should be noted that speech mistakes in
communication are possible and normal since the colloquial grammar allows certain
deviations from a grammatical written language (incomplete designs, unfinished
phrases, hesitation, etc.). It should be considered that in spontaneous, unprepared
speech, relation to mistakes has to be more tolerant.
Principle of continuity concerns the content of training, its forms and ways,
strategy and tactics of interaction of subjects in educational process, personal qualities
of trainees, realization of communicative and culture of speech behavior. It allows
uniting and separating educational situations in uniform complete educational process
of gradual development of natural communications and the relations between objects
and the phenomena of the world.
In each time interval of training a teacher solves specific objectives. Conditions
for transition of shapes of knowledge, behavior and activity are carried out thanks to
communication and continuity of these tasks. Continuity assumes creation of a certain
system and the sequence of process of training as complex problems cannot be solved
before studying of simpler tasks.
The principle of logic and sequence allows predicting the rate of assimilation of this
or that material, comparability and value. The implemented sequence consists of a
certain order of teaching content; psychologically and pedagogically confirmed
distribution of content; reasonable actions of teacher when developing students’
various personal qualities and competences. It builds a process of teaching taking into
account such hierarchy of the interacting factors and conditions, which help to define
the sequence in selection of maintenance of educational content and regularity of its
methodical organization. Integration of theoretical knowledge into a certain system
has to have logical structure. Understanding that this structure is caused by essence of
10
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an object leads to statement of purpose and creation of activity plan, which realization
provides desirable result. The further sequence of actions is comprehended due to
logic approach as the set of rules, set of methods, thematic planning of studying of
separate sections, subjects, questions, contents, process of training, plans assimilation,
repetition, fixing and forms of control.
The principle of unity of group and individual training assumes an optimum
combination of group and individual training. It is caused by the fact that the
individual becomes a personality thanks to his communication and interaction with
other people and the aspiration to isolation. Group of students, reflecting community
of interests of trainees, creates conditions for dialogue, provides joint search of the
most productive ways of task solution, creates conditions for mutual aid
manifestation, and increases sense of responsibility, social and personal importance.
Experience of group communication is favorable condition for assessment and
mutually assessment of students. Subsequently personal experience becomes the main
factor of reflection development or reflexing consciousness. However, learning
process can be successful if specific features, difficulties of students, differences in
gaining knowledge are not ignored. It means that it is necessary to apply also
individual training. It is important to reach combination of collective and individual
work of students. Forms of individualization of training are adapted creative
educational tasks, individual consultations and interviews, independent classroom and
out-of-class work.
The set of above-mentioned principles can be considered as a methodological
basis for development of educational potential of the subject "Foreign language" in
the course of formation of communicative and educational competence of future
teachers.
Results and conclusions
The technology was based on mentioned principles of language learning and
teaching and was piloted among teaching staff and students learning foreign languages
in Kazan (Volga region) Federal University. All above-mentioned didactic principles
of foreign language learning and teaching were implemented through activity of
teachers, classroom and independent work of students that, in turn, was carried out in
various methods and forms of education. The majority (5 of 6) teachers indicated that
the technology of future teachers’ development of language, communicative and
educational competences was beneficial to students’ learning process. For
determination of the initial level of communicative and educational competence,
identification of dynamics of this indicator during experimental work specially
developed diagnostic cuts and methods were carried out: observation, conversation,
testing, questioning; A.K. Markova.11 Use of tests by A. V. Batarshev12 "Your skill to
11 A.K. Markova, "Psychological analysis of professional competence of a teacher," in Soviet pedagogics,
VIII (1990), p. 82-88..
12 A.V. Batarshev, Psychodiagnostics of ability to communication or how to define organizing and communicative
qualities of personality, Moscow, Humanit. Prod. VLADOS center, 1999.
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communicate", "E. I. Rogov,"13 "A technique of estimation of level of conflict
behavior", "Are you able to listen?", "Are you tolerant to other opinions?" promoted
diagnosing. Initial level of diagnostics confirmed the reproductive level of students’
communicative and educational competences. Observations during practical training
showed that the percent of active students is much higher in experimental groups,
than in control (39,1% and 21,7% respectively) while the number of passively working
students in control groups exceeds number of students in experimental groups almost
twice (31,5% and 17,4% respectively). The final exam in a foreign language (the
second academic year) showed that 82,6% of students of experimental groups have
skills of adequate speech behavior corresponding to situations and problems of
foreign-language professional communication; in control groups this result was 69%.
Key indicator of efficiency of the offered technology is transition of participants of an
experiment to higher level of communicative and educational competence that is
characterized by three levels: reproductive, adaptive and creative. Because of the
conducted research, it was established that contents, technology of language education
are organically combined with overall objectives of personal focused and competencebased approaches. Natural communicative functions of language culture allow
considering the system of training of foreign languages as a basis of broad
development of student identity in the context of dialogue of cultures. During foreign
language classes not only language and speech competences can be formed, but also
this discipline is a potential for formation of students’ outlook, civil consciousness,
readiness for interpersonal and cross-cultural dialogue, emotional and valuable relation
to the world around and esthetic culture. Thus, the discipline "Foreign language" can
provide the interconnected formation of communicative and educational
competences. The developed technology led to the guaranteed result, which answered
the purpose describing the planned and predicted behavior of students.

E. I. Rogov, Value of activity ideas in diagnostics of personality’s professionalism level, Professional representations:
theory and reality, Rostov-on-Don, IPO PI SFU, 2008, p. 200-218.
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Abstract. The article analyzes the main values reflected in the Kazakh literature of different
periods. The results of this article confirm that the Kazakh prose has close connection with world literature as
one of their destinations. The review analysis covers a period of time, beginning with the ancient sources of
Kazakh oral culture till the collapse of the Soviet system and the proclamation of independence.
Keywords: Kazakh literature, prose, universal human values, culture.

Introduction
It should be noted that the system of cognition and values of Kazakh people,
first of all, was formed due to the art of word-painters. Although for the Kazakh
steppe the European university, classical philosophy was not peculiar, it was
dominated by a steppe philosophy, based on the strength and power of the word. In
the world, no other nations have such a phenomenon as a song contest, and a
collection of works of aytys art and oral literature of which is more than 100 volumes.
This fact is proof that literature, word, word art formed a system of values in the
Kazakh society, acted as the main factor regulating social relations. Therefore, if the
study of the system of Kazakh values does not pay due attention to literature, it is
impossible to deeply understand and realize its significance.
The results of this work can be sure that the history of the Kazakh prose
aimed at determining the intrinsic values of companies. At different stages of
development of Kazakh prose, much depended on the situation and structure of
society. If the Soviet was distinguished by its piety, the prose of the Soviet period is
characterized as a material. This description of prose is characteristic of all post-Soviet
countries. These days there are different points of view regarding the importance of
the development of the prose of each era. In this regard, there are disputes among
scientists. Russian scientists still can't give a concrete answer to this question. Here we
are helped by foreign experts. They are able to figure out the problem. Because they
are in the first neutral to the second armed with clear methods. But there is one
problem the foreign experts of the issue pays little attention to this question.
Otherwise, little translated into other languages Kazakh the works. This was the
difference of mind and society in different namespaces. Western researchers have
studied the basic meaning of literary works of Soviet countries including Kazakhstan.
For example, the english writer Hawthorn Jeremy noted that in the second half
of the twentieth century the function of literature changed.1 This word will find its
confirmation in the writings of the Russian scientist G. A. Ilicheva and Kazakh author
Hawthorn, (2003). The Writing Life: Writers On How They Think And Work, London, London Pub.,
2003.

1 J.
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A. Asanov. So a Soviet author in spite of their different principles noticed changes in
the development of global literature. Primarily it was focused prose.
As the famous Kazakh writer B. Maitanov it was felt in the aesthetic areas of
prose. Aesthetic values are considered an indivisible part of universal human values.
Among human values, it is literature that brings aesthetic values closer to a person.
Beauty, artistry, harmony are all aesthetic values. Only after them, literature,
acting from a moral, cognitive point of view, characterizes the system of other human
values. This is a natural phenomenon. Exploring the ancient literary heritage, we get
acquainted not only with the aesthetic knowledge of the people, along with this, we
get acquainted with linguistic, historical phenomena.
Our tasks include the examination of universal human values on the example
of Kazakh words of edification in ancient sources. Appeal to the first universal values,
reflected in Kazakh prose, means an address to the history of the Kazakh prose.
If we are talking about the depth of the history of Kazakh literature, it means
that not only its poetry, but also prose is characterized by depth and historical
continuity.
A review of the literature
Scientific methodology for assessing the formation and development of
kazachki prose was established in Soviet period. And also at this time, there are
scientific papers on the generalization of the Kazakh literature in the domestic and
foreign spaces. The study of history, culture, socio-economic status and demographics
of the Turkic peoples studied by many scholars from different parts of the world. The
works of some of them is presented in this paper. English historian Geoffrey Wheeler
in his study «The modern history of Soviet Central Asia» (1964) examines the culture
and mindset of kazakhs and other turkic peoples. In the main part of the book the
author describes the culture and misrepresented the number the literature of the
peoples of Soviet Central Asia from early times to the present. Here, George.Wheeler
notes that the concept of "human value" and "thinking" in the Soviet countries and
Western countries are slightly different. If in the West the human value – the
expression of human thoughts in art, religion, ideas, lifestyle, and mindset – it is the
mechanisms and apparatus used for monitoring living conditions in the Soviet
countries the notion of civilization completely ignored.2
The following work is a significant contribution to the study of history,
literature and culture of the Turkic peoples, it is written it is written by Peter Golden
and is called «An Introduction to the History of the Turkic Peoples» (1992).3 Studying
language groups, their subgroups and families, the author notes that the formation of
any language is affected by their way of life and thinking, in this case nomadic. In
particular, the Turkish language is the result of a complex ethno-genetic history,
including important non-Turkic elements and mix of different Turkic groups. For this
G. Wheeler, The modern history of Soviet Central Asia. London, 1964.
P. Golden, An Introduction to the History of the Turkic Peoples. Ethnogenesis and State-Formation in Medieval and
Early Modern Eurasia and the Middle East, Wiesbaden, 1992.
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reason, any study of the relationship of Turkic peoples with the neighboring peoples
must be based on extensive ethno-linguistic context of Eurasia.
The work of the famous American anthropologist Lawrence Krader "Peoples
of Central Asia"4 is a very detailed analysis of the peoples inhabiting the territory of
Central Asia. In this work, initial attention was drawn to the indigenous population
and their traditional culture. Second, we studied the changes undergone by these
peoples during the rule of tsarist and Soviet authorities. The author also examines
issues of language, history, religion, society separately Chapter by Chapter. About the
linguistic composition and structure of Kazakhstan peculiar opinion was expressed by
Ali Yigit in his article «Kazakistanın değişen etnik yapısı» (2001). Turkish author notes
that the literary idea of the Kazakh people has undergone many changes since the
years of independence of Kazakhstan. Researchers began to pay attention to the
ancient literary works and modern phenomena of thought remained outside our
consciousness. Local scientists must develop a concept and methodology for the study
of contemporary literary work. It would change the course of events occurred in the
area of prose.
With the above view agrees and Kazakh author of the new century. For
example famous scientist Nysanbaeyv A. in his article "Duhovnye nachinanija
kazahskoj filosofii"5 sais that we need a concept for the study of literary works.
Ancient and modern the value of literature should be on equal footing. This view
holds other domestic author Myrzakhmetov M. «Abai i Vostok» (1995)6. He in his
work suggests that gradually introducing Western models for the study of human
values. This also applies to the prose.
Research methods
This article applied the following study methods: the methods of theoretical
study and analysis of literary, psychological, pedagogical, methodical cinematography
and literature, school curricula, textbooks and manuals.
In writing the article we were guided by the biographical method. This method
has helped to reveal the relationship of man and his thoughts. As well as the relativity
of human events. It is aimed at the study of the relationship "author – work" in which
the author is a living, concrete person. In the biographical method biography and the
personality of the writer are seen as defining moments of creativity. The founder of
the method – the S. A. Sainte-Beuve (1804-1869). He believed that the writer, thus, his
work, influenced by family (mother, brothers, sisters), environment, religious beliefs,
social position, attitude to nature, the vices, weaknesses, diseases that, in General, true.
Results
Early Kazakh human value is little reflected in Western literary science. But
has the General trend with other Turkic folk literature. This also applies to the prose.
Historical monuments of Kazakhstan written in ancient Turkic language. These
L. Krader, Peoples of Central Asia, Hague, 1963.
A. Nysanbaev, Duhovnye nachinanija kazahskoj filosofii. Egemen Kazahstan, Moscow, 2013.
6 A. Nysanbaev, Mirovozzrenie i filosofija Abaja, Almaty, Gylym, 1995.
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monuments one word are called runic. In these inscriptions is described cheloveskaya
the idea of early Kazakhs, Uzbeks, Turkmens, etc. peoples. They first of all draw
attention of Turkish researchers. One of them is Ahmet Tashagyl. His famous book
"Sons of the celestial Turks" occupies a special place in the literature and history of
the Turkic peoples (Wheeler, 1964). To understand the deep thought of the ancient
Kazakh prose we need to examine the runic monuments of antiquity.
Oral literature and runic monuments
The principium of literature is folklore. Literature originates in folklore. To
determine the archetypes of universal human values in Kazakh literature, in Kazakh
prose, first of all, we should make reference to the rich oral folklore of the people, to
the samples of oral literary creativity.
Although folklore has a more utilitarian character, and it has many features
that fulfill the functions of literature to a certain extent. It is known that samples of
oral literature are widespread among the people in the poetic and prose genre. Such
samples of Kazakh prose, of course, take their origin in ancient folk prose.
The scientist S. Kaskabasov in his work "Kazakh folk prose" dividing folk
prose into two types - prose of legends and fairy prose, analyzes the features of these
two genres of prose. He writes: "They differ from each other in the qualities inherent
in each of them. Firstly, the prose of legends does not cause any doubt among
listeners and storytellers, the public believes in it, at the same time, people are well
aware that in fairy prose much is a figment of imagination and fantasy; secondly, first
of all, the stories and genres of the legend are created, then these stories and genres
are transmitted by people from mouth to mouth, supplemented, expanded,
transformed into a kind of fairy prose.
In other words, the legend relative to the stage of development is older than
fairy tales; thirdly, with respect to composition and linguistic outline, that is, according
to the level of general artistry, the legend is at the lower level than the fairy tale;
fourthly, the main function of the legend is cognitive, explaining the mysteries of
nature and getting acquainted with the information from the history of the nation, and
the main function of the fairy tale is aesthetic and educative."7
Various samples of legends (myth, narrative, story, legend) "The Kazygurt
mount", "Zhayik and Edil", "Black Hunter", tales about such characters as the Great
Bear, Witch, One-eyed giant, etc., as well as samples of fairy prose ("Muchel", "Animal
dispute over the name of the first year", "Urker", "Golden scalp lock", "Three girls",
"Er Tostik", "Ayaz bi", etc.) occupy a special place in the folklore of the Kazakh
nation. Because "folklore in the form of edification with respect to its antiquity,
marvelous character is not below the poetic literature patterns, and in many cases is
even higher"8.

J. Hawthorn, The Writing Life: Writers On How They Think And Work.
Golden, An Introduction to the History of the Turkic Peoples. Ethnogenesis and State-Formation in Medieval and
Early Modern Eurasia and the Middle East, Wiesbaden, 1992.
7

8 P.
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It is known that ancient legends and fairy tales, myths are the fruit of the naive
consciousness of mankind. Although for the modern human they are a fruit figments
of fantasy incompatible with reality, the samples of folk prose serve as an
indispensable means of understanding the value system that prevailed in the Kazakh
steppe in the early era.
Nevertheless, it is no secret that people of that era irrevocably believed in
legends and fairy tales. Samples of these two kinds of prose, their appearance are
connected with the dream of the blessings associated with universal human values.
This is evidenced by hyperbolic motifs and lithotonic details, their combination, as
well as the constant superiority and victory of goods and heroic. For example, in the
fairy tale "Animal dispute over the name of the first year", it is exciting to tell how the
smallest animal mouse was the first to see the new year and announced the new year
coming, that is why the first year is called the year of the Mouse. The fairy tale
reflected the nation's kind attitude towards the weaks, sympathy for them.
Such storylines related to the dream of the nation can often be found in the
samples of Kazakh oral folk art. For example, let's consider the "Ayaz bi" tale. This
fairy tale carries a great ideological load. At the heart of the matter is modesty, which
is human value. It is no coincidence that the main character from the lowest step of
the social ladder ascends to the highest one. In the fairy tale, it is fascinating to talk
about how the main character named Zhaman (Bad) goes on the way-road in search
of the three worst things in this world - a grass, a bird, a human.
The hero, distinguished from others by mind and reason, the value of the
mind raises to an even higher degree. Zhaman tells his wife: "When great-grandfather
Adam, being exiled, went out of the gate of paradise, the Almighty said to him:" Ah,
Adam, the paradise is created for you, you leave by the shaytaan-hell's arrangement,
then take from the paradise what you want". Then Adam asked: "Most High! How
can I find out what your things are important and valuable?". Then the Most High
answered: "I have three things useful for humanity: one is a prophet, another is
happiness, the third is a mind, choose one of the three". Then Adam chose the mind.
Prophet and happiness, saying: "Where there is no mind, we cannot stay", followed
the mind. These words were very significant.9
Modesty and mind, unpretentiousness and thanksgiving become famous in the
"Ayaz bi" fairy tale written in the form of a novella, but at the same time, such
enemies of humanity as envy, ignorance, arrogance and insatiability are subjected to
criticism, thus qualities such as simplicity, nobility and responsiveness dominate. At
the end of the fairy tale, we see how Zhaman, when he is overcome by thoughts about
the khanate, the thought of getting off the straight road, glancing at the torn chapan
and old tymak hung on the crossbar, says to himself: "Hey Ayaz, don't rush to become
a bay, don't rush to be a khan! Ayaz, know and count your strength, ant, know your
place!". In these words it is an idea of a straight path, that one cannot turn off a
straight road. The fact that at the beginning of the tale Zhaman, when elected as the
9 G. Wheeler, The modern history of Soviet Central Asia. B. M. Satershinov, Osnovnye napravlenija i protivorechija
v razvitii kul'tury sovremennogo Kazahstana, Avtoref. diss. kand. filos., n. Almaty, 2000.
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khan, becomes the leader of the nation, does not accept the name "Good", he says
that fame and position could not be indicators of human qualities.10
It is not a secret that Kazakh fairy tales, other examples of Kazakh prose exalt
universal human values, call for getting rid of harmful qualities and habits that reduce
a person to the level of animals.
There are many similar examples. In the Kazakh folk prose, the experience
accumulated over the centuries reflects the whole picture of the value system. We have
every right to call folk prose, passed from mouth to mouth, the source and the basis
of classical prose of Kazakh literature. On the one hand, this was a condition and
requirement of the steppe nomadic culture.
Literary scholar S. Asylbekuly, reviewing the archetypes of Kazakh prose in his
monograph "Kazakh novel", writes: "... fantasists and storytellers of the past era were
the first people's prose writers, their main differences from contemporary colleagues
are that they composed their works verbally and passed them from generation to
generation orally, that is, from mouth to mouth."11
Oral literary monuments of the Kazakh ethnos, which turned the nomadic and
settled way of life into bizarre vital plexuses, not only unified the nation, gave spiritual
direction. These oral monuments became the basis for the formation of legal, ethical,
social, aesthetic and even religious values of the nation. In turn, it can be assumed that
this had a certain influence on the nation's thinking system.
The system of thinking of the Kazakh people has a poetic connotation. This is
a scientifically valid statement. V. V. Radlov, found himself in the Kazakh steppe for
the first time, drew attention to the amazing chant of the Kazakh speech. Academician
A. Nysanbaev wrote about this as follows: "Many scientists, paying attention to the
humanity and philosophical culture of the Kazakh nation, note the predominance of
the "artistic images" in the traditional world outlook. Indeed, the Kazakhs are refered
to those peoples who prefer to show the world not in a specific aspect of the concept,
but with the help of artistic images."12
The first samples of poetic thinking found a vivid expression in the traditions
of runic writing, widely used in the Turkic steppe. First of all, this can be seen from
the system of syntax of the Orkhon-Yenisei written monuments. There are various
opinions on the genre of runic scripts on the rocks of the Orkhon-Yenisei
monuments. Many foreign and domestic scientists, starting with I.V. Stableva, refer
monuments on stones to poetic genre, but M. Myrzakhmetov and other researchers,
supposing that the conversational style, style of writing of people of that epoch had a
poetic character, refer it to the prosaic genre, reinforcing the idea with convincing
examples in their view. M. Zholdasbekov writes about the runic writing genre: "At the
same time, according to Stebleva, all expressions in monuments cannot be attributed
to the song in a row. As well as in the well-known Kazakh zhyry-poetic works "Kozy

10 S

Nurmuratov, (2005)."Kazahskoe obshhestvo v nachale HH v.: cennostnye napravlenija," in SajasatPolicy, IX (2005).
11 ***, Slovo predkov: Sto tomov, Astana, Foliant. Novellicheskie skazki, 2011, p. 76.
12 L. Krader, Peoples of Central Asia.
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Korpesh - Bayan sulu", "Alpamys", "Kobylandy", there are explanatory artistic words
and expressions among the song lines".
Ancient Turkic authors, like in the Kazakh heroic epos about the batyrs,
described future campaigns or past events with poetic methods, with great pathos, and
about events that were considered insignificant, they wrote in usual words, without
pathos. Usually such prosaic lines do not necessarily have to be artistic, on the
contrary, here more attention was paid to ensure that they should be understood."13
In our opinion, Orkhon monuments are written in a prosaic genre. It has long
been scientifically proven that the speech of representatives of the nomadic society, of
peoples whose way of life happened in the steppe, has a poetic connotation.
Our opinion is confirmed by the opinions of scholars studying the culture of
the Turkic peoples. In the monument "Tony kok" we read: "In whatever kaganat if in
its nation there is a lazy, this misfortune for the nation". And in "Kultegin" it is
written: "I revived the dying people, put the naked people on, made the poor people
rich. A small number of people made numerous. In a peaceful country brought goods.
Made peaceful all the peoples of all four parts of the earth, all obey me.14 In the
examples above, one can see a reflection of the values of the era of the Turkic
kaganate.
"Among the features characteristic of monuments, we would call such general
properties. First of all, there is a marked similarity in the description of different
periods of life of the Turkic uluses. They are characterized by devotion to the road of
the fathers, pride in the heroic campaigns of their grandfathers, wishes of success in
future campaigns. Secondly, in the creation of images of batyrs-leaders or kagans, who
led the nation, sceudic techniques are used. Their life, from birth to the time when
they became batyrs or kagans, finds support from the Almighty. In the struggle against
enemies, they are distinguished by special valor, intelligence", the researcher of ancient
literary monuments H.Suinshaliev wrote.15
X-XIX centuries
The Middle Ages - this is the era of the progress of universal human values.
Especially in this era ethical values were propagated. In the most famous work of the
era "Kutty Bilik", the value system was expressed in a complex form. The main four
characters, symbolizing the values of Justice, Happiness, Nobility, Contentment, were
the first examples for people, from the master of society to ordinary workers. Of
course, this book is written in a poetic genre, beit-couplets. But in the introductory
part of the book some of the forms peculiar to prose can not but meet.
According to our observations, heroism, valor are brought to the fore, be it an
ancient myth, a legend, fantastic tales and everyday tales of the late era. Because batyr
is the benefactor and protector of the whole nation. Praise of batyr is often met.
A. Yiğit, "Kazakistanın değişen etnik yapısı. Firat Universitesi Sosyal Bilimler Dergisi," in Cilt:, X
(2001), no. 2, p. 1-15.
14 A. Nysanbaev, Duhovnye nachinanija kazahskoj filosofii. Egemen Kazahstan.
15 M. Myrzakhmetov, Abai i Vostok, Almaty, Kazahstan, 1994.
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The fact that this tradition has took place was also confirmed by the works of
"Kutty Bilig" by Zh. Balasaguni, "Turkic Dictionary" by M. Kashkari. This did not
mean a decrease in the people's respect for the Batyrs. On the contrary, the universal
human values proclaimed by Islam and the system of values of the Turkic steppe and
the ancient Turkic civilization became closer and continued to exist in a new form, in
the new system. In addition, it is no secret that every world religion seeks to
disseminate the universal human values.
As one of the archetypes of Kazakh prose, let us consider the legacy of alFarabi, the second teacher of mankind. He was not only a philosopher-thinker, along
with this, he was a master of the artistic word, a famous poet, a literary critic. In the
scientific and philosophical treatise "The inhabitants of a virtuous city" by al-Farabi we
find some kinds of artistic prose. In addition, in this work the scientist, making an
examination of the system of universal human values, brings to discussion thoughts
about culture and civilization.
The scientist writes: "Free activity, helping to achieve happiness, is an excellent
activity. The custom generating it is virtue. Virtue is good, born to achieve happiness.
An action that hinders the attainment of happiness is a bad act. The custom that
engenders this deed is defect, misfortune, vulgarity."16
Further developing this idea, he notes: "... only thanks to a community of
people in which one helps to find a part of the objects necessary for the existence of
another, a person can achieve a degree of perfection that corresponds to his nature".
He divides human societies into societies in the full sense and societies not in the full
sense. Along with this, al-Farabi writes that perfection is achieved primarily by
representatives of urban culture. "A city in which the community of people has the
goal of mutual assistance in matters with which true happiness is obtained is a virtuous
city, and a society where people help each other in order to achieve happiness is a
virtuous society". The main value in the heritage of al-Farabi is good, which serves as
the basis for such universal human values as virtue, mutual assistance, friendship,
which became the basic values of the Middle Ages, the epoch in which Al-Farabi
lived.
In the system of values of Korkyt, the general representative of the Turkic
world, the main support of his work is life. His system can be called the first example
of the life philosophy of the Great Steppe. The fact that the legends associated with
the name of Korkyt, is dominated by an optimistic note, was first written by
academician and writer M. Auezov.17
Although in the ХV-XIX centuries such values as heroism, heroic deeds, valor
were especially lauded in legends, nevertheless, in the literature of the XIX century,
due to the pressure exerted by tsarist Russia, the motives of sadness, grief and sorrow
began to prevail. These were the motives of hopelessness, connected with the change
in the centuries of the formed system of traditional management, power, everyday
principles.
16 A.
17 K.

Tashagyl, Kök Tengri’nin Çocukları, Іstanbul, 2013.
Zelinsky, Soviet literature: problems and people, Moscow, Progress Publishers, 1970.
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"Poets of the "Epoch of Sorrow" correctly understood the essence of time,
rightly evaluated it, but could not indicate the way out of it, could not indicate new
directions of the struggle. If they relied more on tradition, the representatives of the
Kazakh spiritual culture, united by the flow of educational ideas, such as Shokan,
Abai, Ybyray, adhered to the Western direction, they considered knowledge and
science to be the ultimate force through which happiness can be achieved. The
Kazakh enlightenment moved in an elitist direction, it called more for the
development of Western social institutions and values than for traditional forms of
existence", - culture expert B. Satershinov aptly noted.18
Representatives of the literature of the "Epoch of Sorrow" did not suit society,
but it is worth noting that they raised the problem of such universal human values as
peace, justice, conscience, freedom, etc.
It should be noted that the dissatisfaction of the older generation with the next
generation, the expression of a negative opinion about it, is a completely natural
phenomenon.
Secondly, it is also appropriately and naturally that in the process of transition
from one social formation to another such a phenomenon, such motives may be too
pronounced. Moreover, it is clear that such a process was gaining momentum, because
everything changed: the centuries-old management system, the trade and economic
system, traditions, even pasture was taken away, the way of life of the nation was
forced to change.
Thirdly, it is important to understand this as a civil poetic voice, sounded in
response to the colonial actions of the brutal Russian chauvinistic system.
The intensive process of colonization caused suffering and grief for the
enlightened part of the nation, which only with the art of words could keep society
from cultural and spiritual decay and annihilation.
"The researcher of the history of literature knows that when the foundations
of the old way of life fall, and the new way of life has not yet settled, the motives of
grief and disappointment are always typical for poets of a transitional period. Akyn is
brought up by the old way of life, although he knows that the new can be good,
nevertheless, he can not understand the new life, he can not become a man of the new
time, he is disappointed, he is overcome by feelings of anxiety, confusion.19
This is the opinion of the recognized critic, writer, literary scholar Z.
Aimauytov, expressed by him regarding the heritage of folk prose writers born in that
era.
Educational period
It is no coincidence that many literary scholars start the analysis of the Kazakh
classical prose with Ybyray Altynsarin. This is due to the fact that the works of Y.
Altynsarin correspond to the basic requirements of the prose genre. To what kind of
product Ybyray Altynsarin we have not turned, it has educational and developmental
18
19

Abai, Narod moj, kazahi moi. Stihi, Almaty, Atamұra, 2002.
S. Asylbekuly, Kazahskaja povest' (genezis, jevoljucija, pojetika). Monografija, Almaty: «Ush kijan», 2008.
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value, artistry and has an educational character. In the stories of the author, who
during the training of the younger generation translated many literary samples, and
also wrote a lot of works of art, we meet many kinds of universal values. We will not
be mistaken if we say that at the heart of the works of Y. Altynsarin there are human
values, especially significant in the upbringing of the young rising generation.
If we identify Shokan, Ybyray, Abai as the first Kazakh enlighteners, then
among them, Ybyray Altynsarin, with his prose works and translations included in his
"Kazakh chrestomathy", strove to imbibe universal human values and knowledge in
the younger generation.
Widespread works of Ybyray Altynsarin "Kipchak Seitkul", "The Son of the
Bay and the Son of the Poor" played a big role in the proclamation of values.
With respect to the story "The son of the Bay and the Son of the Poor"
various interpretations were made in the Soviet era, it is known from history that they
tried to subordinate it to the laws of sociology, to be inserted into the framework of
socialist realism. However, the meaning of this story is different.
He, in his work "Fundamentals of Sharia", brought the Kazakh traditional
values and values of our religion closer together, and conveyed it in convincing
language, with artistic images. It is easy to see here the Kazakh passion for stories, as
well as certain features of the prosaic genre.
The next period is directly connected with the heritage of Abai. Valor, clear
mind, warm heart - these are the three qualities that determine the humanity of people.
Abai wrote in his poem "First only cold ice - clever mind": "Keep always mind, valor,
heart, then you will be completely different from others" (Zholdasbekov, 1990: 77).
He proposed the concept of man through a single connection of the mind, valor and
heart. The perfect man of Abai who touched upon ethical problems is conscientious,
high-minded, hardworking, educated, reserved, calm, able to be unpretentious and
knowing what shame is, knowing, sincere person."20
In the philosophical idea of Abai, the heart is in the top three of valor, mind
and heart. In his seventeenth word-edification, he examines the mind, valor and heart,
and at the very end gives priority to the heart.
The heart is the main source of values. It is no coincidence that the Kazakh
poet attaches special importance to the heart.
In the poem "Without knowing science do not boast," Abai affirms the rule of
becoming a person, calls to perform five precious deeds and avoid five negative
habits. Some thoughts that could not be conveyed through the language of poetry,
expresses in word-edifications. "All people are spoilled by three things. We must avoid
them: the first - ignorance, the second - laziness, the third - cunning, "- akyn wrote in
the thirty-eighth word-edification.21
According to the given examples, it can be noted that in the core of the
heritage of the great akyn there are universal human values. Thoughts of Abai are the
B. Kenzhebaev, H. Sujnshaliev, M. Zholdasbekov, M. Magauin, K. Sydikov, Primery/varianty drevnej
literatury V – HІV v.v. Rannie literaturnye obrazcy, Almaty: Mektep, 1967.
21 H. Sujnshaliev, "Obrazcy literatury srednevekov'ja. Klassicheskie issledovanija: Mnogotomnik.
Almaty: «Mir literatury»," in Issledovanija o drevnetjurkskoj literature, VI (2012), p. 408.
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fruit of not only his era. Such conclusions are an integral picture of the value system
that has been formed in the Turkic steppe for many centuries. It will not be a mistake
to say that they originate from al-Farabi. Because the ideas of al-Farabi, Zh. Balasaguni
to a certain extent are reflected in the works of the great Kazakh akyn Abai.
If the conclusions about such concepts as intellect, mind, valor, heart are close
and in contact with al-Farabi and Abai, then the pedagogical ideas and thoughts of
Abai and Zhusip Balasaguni are in accordance with the poetic continuity in the
creative world and the doctrine of the perfect person, whose basis was laid in the
Middle Ages, and although it took about nine centuries since that time, we observe in
them the continuation and connection of traditions.
The fact that the works of the Turkic thinkers who lived in the Middle Ages
standed in the library of Abai, the scientists M. Myrzakhmetov, O. Kumisbaev, M.
Alipkhan and others wrote about the power of ideological relations in their studies.22
Here, for example: "Although Abai's thoughts in his era were not widespread in the
Kazakh steppe, his thoughts about life, the search for their meanings and ontological
foundations, the definition of the axiological hierarchy were vivid examples for
creatively gifted people on the educational path in the beginning of the XX century.
This was also a sign of blossoming in the public consciousness of the Kazakh society
of intellectual, philosophical structures."23
The system of values proclaimed by Abai, did not lose its significance in the
XX century. On the contrary, being updated, these concepts began to revive. This
period we can call a new period of enlightenment. At that time, knowledge came to
the forefront as the greatest value.
At that time there were two groups in the society. One adhered to the views
on the development of Kazakh culture in an evolutionary way, with the preservation
of qualities peculiar only to it, and the second group raised the idea of joining the
ranks of advanced countries by using advanced Western models.
All Alash representatives believed that art, cooperation with other countries
were possible only through knowledge. The beginning of this we find in the ideas of
Shokan Ualikhanov. It was he who paid special attention to the fact that "for the
development of the nation, first of all, freedom and knowledge were needed".
Our thoughts are confirmed by the opinion of the historian, Alash-researcher
M. Koigeldiev: "In the new historical period, in accordance with the requirements of
the times, the Kazakh national liberation movement was led by a completely new
social and political force - the national intelligentsia. The motto of the national
intelligentsia was the notions of freedom, equality, fraternity, at their time proclaimed
by the great French bourgeois revolution, and the road leading to the goal, it chose
enlightenment and the union of the nation. Therefore, this link of the national

Al'-Farabi, Dobrodetel'nyj gorod. Kazahskaja proza. Hrestomatija. V treh tomah. Pervyj tom, Almaty, Gylym,
2001.
23 M. Auezov, Korқyt. Pavlodar, JeKO, 2003.
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intelligentsia in parallel was engaged in socio-political and educational work; this work
was aimed at achieving the main goal - national development, prosperity."24
And the main instrument of the Kazakh enlighteners was and remained
literature, and considering that most educators were literary men, it becomes clear why
prose works were given a special place. "Generally speaking, enlightenment is an
important factor, which is the ideological beginning of the struggle for political and
cultural modernization, expressed in the reforming the socio-political and spiritual
development of the Oriental countries that were under colonial oppression at the end
of the XIX and the beginning of the XX centuries", - researcher S. Nurmuratov
wrote25.
The Alash representatives acted under the slogans of freedom, equality,
fraternity, proclaimed by the French Revolution, but one can not consider that the
system of values in their creativity did not go beyond the values mentioned above. In
the center of educational ideas in the early XX century there were all the sides of a
new revival of the Kazakh nation in accordance with the requirements of the times. In
turn, it is reflected in the doctrine of conscience, highly valued by the word-painters.
The doctrine of conscience raised by the Alash representatives was based on universal
human values.
If the art turn into thought
with the patterns and the work
If reading the doctrine of conscience,
the life will blazes, the mood will change!
– Shakarim wrote about his ideas on his studies about conscience, in the
philosophical notes "Three Truths" written in the prose genre, and also developed in
the novel "Fair Maria", which he called the sad novel. In the introduction to the
"Three Truths" he gives this definition of conscience: "A person sees the truth not
just through the eyes, but from the mind's eye... After death there is another life. In
two lives there is a need of conscience, honor. Conscience is honesty, justice,
goodness."26
Shakarim's thoughts about the doctrine of conscience are repeated by the poet
S. Toraigyrov. He divides the European science into two parts - food for the body and
food for conscience: "Food for conscience is justice. Without food for conscience, the
development of just art is similar to the fact that others can not be happy, in the future
and the Kazakhs can not be happy. If mistakes, histories of the peoples who have
gone ahead, are made by the peoples who have just begun to move forward, it will be
like throwing oneself into the fire."27

24 B. M. Satershinov, Osnovnye napravlenija i protivorechija v razvitii kul'tury sovremennogo Kazahstana, Avtoref.
diss. kand. filos. n., Almaty, 2000.
25 Zh. Aimauytov, O pojezii Magzhana. Sobranie sochinenij v 6 t, Almaty: El-shezhire. 6, 2013.
26 Abai, Narod moj, kazahi moi. Stihi.
27 A. Nysanbaev, Mirovozzrenie i filosofija Abaja, Almaty, Gylym, 1995.
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On the example of the above thoughts and views of the Alash representatives,
we are convinced that in the XX century the main channels of the Kazakh prose and
the Kazakh word art developed against the background of universal human values.
The general theme raised among the problems of the Kazakh prose of the
early XX century, was devoted to the equality of woman, her freedom. The very first
examples of Kazakh professional prose "The Unhappy Zhamal" by M. Dulatov
(1910), "Kalym" by S. Kobeev (1913), "The Pretty Kamar" by S. Toraigyrov (1914),
"The Poor Girl" by A. Galymov (1912), "The girl's bride show" by T. Zhomartbaev
(1912), "Sad Marijam" by M.Kashimov (1914), "The Shuga's Monument" by B.Maylin
(1916) highlighted the problem of women's freedom in the Kazakh society.
Freedom is one of the main values in the history of the Kazakh people. In the
evolution of Kazakh philosophical thought, the concept of freedom is reflected in all
ages. Nevertheless, due to socio-political conditions, its appearance changed. The
main value of the Kazakh nation, from the XV to the XX centuries, until
independence, is the value of freedom and honor.
If we look from this point of view, Kazakh prose is in great debt to the press.
Kazakh journalism promoted the development of the Kazakh prose. However, all
those who develop the press are masters of the pen working in the mainstream of the
artistic word. Among the Turkic-speaking peoples periodical press, the newspaper first
began to work for the Kazakh people. In 1870, in Tashkent, the periodical
"Newspaper of Turkestan krai" was published.
In the periodical press of the late XIX and early XX centuries such literary and
public newspapers as "Kazakh", "Aikap", "Newspaper of Turkestan Krai",
"Newspaper of the Steppe Krai", "Sadak" and others, raised not only the red hot
issues of the era, but along with this, important issues of literary life were also raised.
Including, of course, various samples of Kazakh prose were published.
Of course, not all published art works were created on a professional level.
Nevertheless, these were the first steps taken in the creation of classical prose. This
can be considered as regularity. Because literature and the first works of art of any
country can not be created immediately on the professional level.
The Beimbet Maylin's story "The Shuga's Monument" (1916) is one of the best
achievements of the Kazakh prose. The author of his work raised Kazakh prose to the
professional level. In this story of B. Maylin, in which through the images of
Abdrakhman and Shuga the truth of that era reveals, such values as love and hatred,
equality and freedom find special reflections.
The main difference between the story of B.Maylin from prose works written
before him and dedicated to the problem of women's freedom is the predominance of
aesthetic values in the story.
We can assume that the work is consonant with the theme and idea with other
works of the era, this work differs with aesthetic impact on the reader.
The importance of landscape, the image in the comparative aspect of the
mood of the person and the state of nature, a great sense in a small number of words
distinguish this story from the prose works created before it, close to the style of
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description in the traditions of the narrative, in which prose and verse were mixed up
with the style of the professional artistic image.
We are witnesses that when the Kazakh prose appeal to the past, the system of
universal human values is not interrupted, but, on the contrary, in each period it turns
to us by the other side.
With regard to the value system in the Kazakh verbal art created by the
Alash representatives in the early XX century, the Alash scholar, literary critic D.
Kamzabekuly writes: "Any educated person understands history, delving into the truth
of the present, comparing with it. Therefore he/she wants to receive information in
which a thousand words are contained in one concept. That's when we remember the
concept of "Values of Alash". If you systematize it, it is defined as follows:
1. An aggregate of high-quality, bright, state-important cases.
2. Works and heritage of individuals and talented persons who developed the
nation and society, the state and the identity of the country.
3. Presence of fundamental views on the history and current state of society.
4. The transformation of knowledge, science, culture impregnated with
statehood into the support of society and its harmonizing policy, its instrument."28
The majority of Alash's figures, who adhered to the views on the construction
of a unified national state on the example of developed Western and Japanese
countries, created their works in the prose genre and worked towards the formation of
the above-mentioned basic values. Any reader who is interested in their creative world
will necessarily pay attention to this feature.
Soviet-era
The Soviet era of the Kazakh prose is characterized by the presence of
complex and contradictory cultural and political events and a violent change in the
value system under the pressure of the political system.
The Kazakh prose of the Soviet period is characterized with its diversity.
During this period the national prose actively cooperates with Russian and Western
literary trends. There is the influence of world advanced literary works. In a sense,
other countries have learned Kazakh prose. This was an important step in the
development of not only prose and other areas of science.
In the 30-es of the XX century the members of the Alash Orda organization,
rallying around the national idea, were repressed, their works were destroyed. Instead
of them, the foundation of literature was laid, aimed only at carrying out Soviet policy,
"externally national, internally socialist" literature.
The life of the Kazakh nation has changed alien concepts have been
introduced into its consciousness. Having been formed for thousands of years, the
nomadic culture has been suppressed overnight by a sedentary culture. The
destruction of the traditional foundations of the Kazakh society, on the one hand, and
the establishment of new socio-economic relations, on the other - that was typical for
that time. This had a strong influence on the national way of life. Secondly, instead of
28 Abai,

Slova nazidanija, MKA, Kniga slov., 2007.
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the notion of private property, the notion of public property began to be affirmed.
Various socio-political events taking place in the country, in turn, had a negative
impact on the genre of national prose.
The influence of dialectical and historical materialism was significant.
Restrictions have touched the system of thinking inherent in the nation, under the
pretext of internationalism, all forces were thrown not on the formation of traditional
values, but the formation of socialist consciousness.
As the researchers say: "The character was portrayed not in the image of the
person, but in the image of the specialist. Literature was divided into production,
agricultural topics." Subsequently literature, instead of showing the spirit and the
nation's desire for beauty, truthful pictures of Kazakh life, was forced to keep within
the strict requirements, to develop along the path of glorifying internationalism and
people of labor". The main sign of the spiritual crisis of this era is the search for
representatives of the intelligentsia, who has not achieved national unity, ways out of
this state", the cultural expert B. Satershinov writes about it29. It is impossible not to
agree with this opinion of the scientist.
We would like to especially note the fact that writers could express the truth
that many representatives of the intelligentsia of the Soviet era could not express
openly. This especially refer to the revival of historical memory. Because in the
conditions when historians could not openly tell about the national history by
themselves, some writers who chose the historical genre as an instrument in the
allegorical form constantly raised the problem of consolidation of the Kazakh nation.
Perhaps, we think, this is connected with the development of symbolism in the
literature of the Soviet era as a literary trend. If the truth is not expressed in symbols,
in allegorical form, then it is easy to get into the tight censorship networks. With good
reason, it can be argued that in such difficult conditions Kazakh literature continued
its activities to protect national interests with honor. In this era, the most advanced
examples of Kazakh literature were published. Proof of this is the creation of works of
art that could become one with the works of world prose, poetry.
It is no coincidence that scholars classify the literature of the XX century as
the golden age of Kazakh verbal art. Although M. Auezov, S. Muyanov, G. Musrepov,
G. Mustafin, G. Slanov, Z. Shashkin, A. Nurpeisov, A. Nurshaikhov, K. Kaisenov, B.
Momyshuly, A. Alimzhanov and other writers in their works evaluated the reality from
the socialist point of view, nevertheless, they masterfully reflected the universal human
values in the works, artistically reflected the true life of society. The Kazakh prose of
the 60-70s, the so-called "warming age", through the reflection of national values, was
able to proclaim universal human values with special force. Published at that time
historical novels and stories have achieved significant success in showing the national
character of universal human values, the life of the Kazakh nation. Our thoughts are
confirmed by the works of such writers as T. Alimkulov, A. Nurpeisov, A. Kekilbaev,

M. Koigeldiev, M. (2004). Nacional'naja politicheskaja jelita. Dejatel'nost' i sud'ba (HVІІІ-HH v.v.).
Issledovanija, Almaty, Zhalyn, , 2004, p. 400.
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M. Mugauin, A. Tarazi, D. Doszhan, B. Togysbaev, K. Zhumadilov, A. Suleimenov
and others.
Discussion
Summing up the research work can be estimated that the Kazakh prose
reached its climax in the period of the XX century. This period is the scientific
generalization and distribution of the Kazakh prose as an important area of
literature.30 Representatives of the Kazakh prose began to actively study the ancient
literary works and introduced them into scientific circulation.
This process has attracted the attention of researchers in other countries.
Happened close connection and integration between domestic and foreign writers. In
this direction a significant role of Kazakhstan authors played Gerold Belger, B.
Kenzhebaev, and others. And foreign authors W. Isere, V. Goldman, R. Davis, and
others. The previously mentioned author not only saw the potential of the Kazakh
Soviet literature and helped to reveal their shortcomings. In this regard, an exchange
of experience and and metodolgii. Local writers took suitable methods of foreign
prose and tried to implement them. But that's not happened. Because the Soviet
Union was strong censorship in all spheres of life. Special censorship for researchers
of ancient culture and folklore of the Kazakhs. Therefore, many authors have faced
difficulties in this matter. They had to operate within a certain system of science. We
can say that one side was the development and regression. The results of the study
defined with multiple positions different concepts. The literary concepts of the Soviet
era Kazakhstan are with their isolation from the world literary science. But there is a
certain similarity and affection. When censorship was forbidden to study the values of
the prose of the ancient period of Western author sought to fill this gap of time.
Soviet ideology was seen in the ancient literature of the Kazakhs and other
peoples items varvarism. This was the concept. And some Western literary critics were
against this opinion. For example, R. Davis in his famous work, "The place of
literature in the national consciousness" to note that with the Soviet principle of the
science. This has a negative impact in the culture and science of a few people. And
also mentions the monuments of Kultegin where was outlined ideas and values of
ancient Kazakhs. He says that science is unable to estimate their values but find
comfort from representatives of other nations. This view supports local writer B.
Kenzhebaev. At the moment is the understanding of the concept of literature of the
Soviet period. Pre-Soviet prose of the Kazakhs is recognized not only in his own
country and in other countries. This article focuses on the definition and classification
of the role of prose in the history of literature. After reading this article, people have
come to believe that the modern idea of literature is closely connected with the ancient
thought of society.
The results of the study urge readers to ensure that objectively relate to the
views and theories of various social periods. The modern concept of literature itself as
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a civilization. That is, neutrally and objectively consider all paths of development of
human thought.
Conclusions
The process of transforming universal human values into the ideological core
of the work in the history of Kazakh literature, no matter what period we have turned,
has never stopped. There is every reason to believe that the fact that only samples of
words related to the value of conscience and honor were reflected on paper is a
feature peculiar to the national verbal art.
Along with this, the dynamics of the reflection of values are not uniform, they,
basically, existed and were affirmed in the form of one definite concept.
When reviewing periods of literature, beginning with the samples of ancient
oral folk art and ending with the acquisition of independence, we observed one
spiritual and cultural trend.
Especially prized in different epochs were such concepts: in Orkhono-Yenisei
written monuments - statehood and heroism, in the al-Farabi era - mercy, in Korkyt's
time - love of life, in Abai's heritage - "full/real man", during the activities of the
Alash representatives - "The doctrine of honor," in the Soviet era - "friendship".
We were convinced by the examples that the change in values that fulfill the
moral and regulatory function was greatly influenced by socio-historical, social factors.
Although some of them were encountered in the works of individual authors, we can
refer them to the number of the most basic values of that era. Because, as Goethe
said: "When the world splits in two, the crack passes through the heart of the poet",
any fundamental changes in society are primarily reflected in the work of the wordpainters.
We noticed that some values in the history cycle have maintained a static
position and their significance has not diminished to the present day. Such concepts
and values as "sin and good", "torment and prosperity", "guilt and sin", "shame" took
a solid place and strengthened in the popular consciousness. In the Kazakh society,
which was dominated by steppe laws, strength and influence of the above-mentioned
informal institutions - universal human values - were much stronger than officially
approved legal conditions and rules.
The main directions in the system of Kazakh values are defined by the
concepts of freedom and honor, heroism and ethical principles. It is true that in these
values, unlike the volatile qualities, there were much more permanent properties. We
are firmly established in this thought while studyng the value directions of national
verbal art.
The idea that ethical values are among the most important directions of the
Turkic civilization can be found in many works of Oriental scholars.
Ethical values, formed with steppe coloring, developed in a new direction
during the period of spread of the Islamic religion in the Middle Ages and fulfilled the
basic regulating function. And the fact that in the foreground there have always been
such values as militancy, heroism, courage, we consider the phenomenon created by
the Kazakh people's way of life. In all periods of life and history, rich in dangers, all
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battles and fightings aimed at protecting the nation and land left a mark on the
spiritual world, they became the basis for exaltation, the cult of heroism.
One has to agree with the opinion of researcher K. Konyrbaeva that "at the
time when the question of the existence and disappearance of the Kazakh nation was
standing, the desire for freedom thanks to the high spirit of the nation won". On the
one hand, this contributed to the rise of the value of heroism. If we consider that in
the very meaning of the "Kazakh" ethnonym there is the meanng of the value of
"freedom", this expands our understanding of the psychology of the nation.
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Introduction
In the modern era - the era of integration and globalization of international
community - the influence of international organizations on the regulation of
international and, in particular, interstate relations is increasing.
In modern international relations, international organizations play a significant
role as a form of cooperation between states and multilateral diplomacy. The UN, the
NATO, the Council of Europe, the European Union - this is far from being a
complete list. International organizations have seized the whole world and have
penetrated into all spheres of social and political life. Without their participation, no
major problem of any state is solved.
International organization is one of the most dynamic institutes of human
society, characterized by adaptability to the realities of international cooperation,
within which it performs its own functions.
Due to the large number of international organizations and the ability of each
state to initiate increasing of their number, there are more possible strategies and
tactics of securing interests of a state given the membership in international
organizations.
In the world there are radical political and socio-economic changes. They
cover the whole system of international relations. Daily international cooperation in
economic, political, military and other spheres is expanding. Such processes have led
to the new challenges for the international, European and national systems of law to
implement the norms of international law. What is the relationship today between the
norms of international, European and national law? This problem is one of the most
urgent.
The enhancement of the role of international law in international relations
requires new approaches and an assessment of the relationship with national
legislation, as well as ways to improve the mechanisms for the implementation of
international agreements and acts of international organizations in the internal legal
orders of their member states.
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Scholars emphasized as well the growing influence of domestic courts in their
formal institutional function - that is, in the enforcement of international legal norms
in disputes properly before them.1
International law however, operates in a completely different way – through –
horizontal enforcement. The different enforceability structure of international law is
effective because the objective of international law is markedly different to domestic
law. The purpose of international law is to influence and change state behavior, which
is consistent with why it was created in the first place – to help maintain international
stability and order.2
International and internal legal orders are not hierarchical, but closely
interacting. As a result, there are areas of common international legal and national
legal regulation with the undisputed primacy of international law (human rights, some
issues of international law of the sea, the law of international organizations, etc.).3
Given the experience, international law does not ignore national law. Thus, for
example, the concerted practice of state authorities of different countries representing
their own states in international relations can have a significant impact on the
formation of international customary law, and law-making practice of state legislative,
executive and judicial authorities of the state in international sphere can also
contribute to the emergence of an international custom as one of the oldest sources of
international law. In addition, national legislation can be a proof of existence of an
international custom or general principles of law.
Forms of direct application of the provisions of international law in the state
are the independent application of an international treaty and other sources of
international law (without direct application of the norms of national legislation, but
not beyond the sphere of their influence); joint application of the norms of an
international treaty and related norms of national legislation; priority in application of
international law instead of national standards.
Member states may provide for a specific mechanism or procedure for their
implementation. Accordingly, the very nature of legal acts, as well as the intention of
states, should determine the implementation process. The mechanism of
implementation of international legal norms means the organic interaction and
interconnection of all means used by subjects of international law for the
implementation of international legal norms at national and international levels. The
above leads to understanding of the implementation of norms of international law as
the implementation of these norms in the domestic and international spheres, with
effective assistance to states through national and international means. From the point
of view of international law, it does not matter how its norms are embodied in
domestic law. The main thing is the final result. Regardless of attitude to the norms of
D. Sloss, M. V. Alstine, International Law in Domestic Court, 2015, available at:
http://digitalcommons.law.scu.edu/facpubs/889, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
N.
Kwon,
International
law
is
not
domestic
law,
2015,
available
at:
2
http://www.internationalaffairs.org.au/news-item/international-law-is-not-domestic-law/,
accessed
120. 50. 2017.
3 I. I Lukashuk, International Law: Textbook, Moscow, Izd-v BEK, 1997, p. 371.
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international law proclaimed by states, in practice they seek to develop additional legal
mechanisms of national-legal securing the effectiveness of the implementation of
international legal acts.
International law has increasingly become a part of the EU legal order, and has
thereby become 'Europeanised'. Normally, the constitutional law of each State
determines the implementation of international obligations and the status and effect of
such obligations on the national law level. However, for the Member States of the EU
this ‘classic’ legal relationship between international and national law is modified into a
new triangular relationship: international law, EU law and national law.
Europeanisation of international law means that EU law determines how international
law is to be applied in the EU Member States. International law has increasingly
become a part of the EU legal order, and has thereby become 'Europeanised'.4
At the same time, the impact of international law on national legal systems
varies considerably according to the forms not only of each national legal system, but
also of specific regions. The highest level of influence has been traced on the
European continent, especially the European Union.
Literature Review
The legal literature lacks publication on this problem. The main studies are
related to the legal nature of the international organizations and the European Union,
in particular, these works of Alter, Requejo5 and others, as well as the practice of the
EU Court.
The general perception of the EU as an organization that maintains a
distinctive fidelity to international law has been bolstered by academic and
popular commentary.6
In particular, Ramses A. Wessel7 consider that the legal systems of
international organisations and those of their member states are both part of one,

4 J.

A. Wouters, E. Nollkaemper de Wet, The Europeanisation of International Law. The Status of International
Law in the EU and its Member States, Asser Press, Kiyv, 2008.
5 K. J. Alter, "The European Union’s Legal System and Domestic Policy: Spillover or Backlash?," in
International Organization, LIV (2000), no, 3, p. 489-518; A. O'Neill, EU Law for UK lawyers, London, Hart
Publishing, 2011; J. L. Requejo, Sistemas Normativos: Constitución y Ordenamiento, Madrid, 1995; M. Kumm,
V. F. Comella, "The Future of Constitutional Conflict in the European Union Constitutional
Supremacy after the Constitutional Treaty," in Jean Monnet Working Paper 5/04, 2014, p. 8-10,
available at: http://www.jeanmonnetprogram.org/papers/04/040501-15.pdf., accessed 12. 05. 2017; G.
de Búrca, "International Law Before the Courts: The EU and the US Compared," 55 Va. Journal Int’l
L., MCLXXXV (2015), p. 686; L. A. Luts, European Interstate Legal Aspects and Problems of Integration with
the Ukrainian Legal System (Theoretical Asptects): Monograph, Kiev, Institution of State and Law of V.M.
Koretsky National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 2003, p. 304; V. I. Muravyov et all, The law of the
European Union: Textbook, Volume 1, Kyiv, 2015, p. 312.
5 T. van den Brink, Assessing the Impact of EU Legislation on the Member States. A Legal Perspective based on the
Notion of National Discretion, 2017, available at: https://www.researchgate.net/publication/318968715,
accessed 12. 05. 2017.
6 G de Búrca, "The European Court of Justice and the International Legal Order After Kadi," in
HARV. INT’L L. Journal, LI (2010), no. 1, p. 47.
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overarching legal system, is that valid legal rules of international organizations have
to be accepted as legal facts by the member states. In other words, states are
not free to grant or to deny a valid legal rule of an organization of which they are a
member its validity in its own national legal system. The validity of the law of
an international organization can only be judged on the basis of the conditions
set out in that same legal system (including the relevant rules of international law)
and is not dependent on the (constitutional) law of the member states, even where it
concerns its status in the national legal system.
Contemporary supranational legal orders appear in different forms of which
most important are the international (universal and regional) law, the EU law and in
some sense relations between member states and central governments of federations,
confederations or sui generis unions of nation states with most unique of them being
the EU.8
J. H. H. Weiler and M. Wind9 note that at the present stage, research is
relevant not only to international but also European law. The primacy principle
together with the principles of direct effect and of uniform applicability are
believed to constitute not only the foundation of effectiveness of the
Community legal order but also play the role of the pillars of the unofficial
European Constitution. The primacy principle is even seen as the embodiment of
actual transfer of constitutional power to Europe.
M. Kumm and V. F. Comella10 write that the European Court recognizes the
principle of primacy in European law.
The study of Karen J. Alter (2000) deals with legal system of the European
Union as a domestic actor with a powerful tool to influence national policy.
At the same time, there are exclusively international-legal and national-legal
areas of regulation. Expansion of the field of joint legal regulation by the penetration
of international law into internal legal order is inevitable and logical11.
J.L. Requejo12 considers that the political integration of constitutional states,
including the members of the European Union, requires a constitutional basis.
Ton van den Brink13 analyzes the impact of EU legislation in Member States
by applying quantitative methods and defines fundamental and practical drawbacks.
R. A. Wessel, The Constitutional Relationship between the European Union and the European Community:
Consequences for the Relationship with the Member States, New York, University School of Law and Max
Planck Institute for Comparative Public Law and International Law, 2003.
8 E. Tanchev, Competing hierarchies: Constitutional supremace versus supranational law primacy, 2015, available at:
http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-JU(2015)020-e, accessed
12.05.2017.
9 J. H. H. Weiler, M. Wind, European constitutionalism beyond the state, Cambridge, Cambridge University
Press, 2003.
10 M. Kumm, V. F. Comella, "The Future of Constitutional Conflict in the European Union
Constitutional Supremacy after the Constitutional Treaty,", p. 8-10.
11 I. I. Lukashuk, International Law: Textbook, Moscow, Izd-v BEK, 1997, p. 371.
12 J. L. Requejo, Sistemas Normativos: Constitución y Ordenamiento.
13 T. van den Brink, Assessing the Impact of EU Legislation on the Member States. A Legal Perspective based on the
Notion of National Discretion.
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The study of the jurisprudence of the European Union makes a significant
contribution to the development of European law. First of all, such known cases as
the Van Gend en Loos case in 1963. It said: "The Treaty is more than an agreement
which merely creates mutual obligations between the contracting states. This view is
confirmed by the preamble to the Treaty which refers not only to governments but to
peoples. ... the Community constitutes a new legal order in international law for
whose benefit the states have limited their sovereign rights, albeit within limited
fields, and the subjects of which comprise not only the Member States but also their
nationals.".
Shortly afterwards in 1964 in the Costa v. ENEL case, the Court ruled that
Community law over-rides conflicting national laws: "The transfer by the States from
their domestic legal system to the Community legal system of rights and obligations
arising under the Treaty carries with it a permanent limitation of their sovereign rights
…"14
This study is undoubtedly relevant, since states seeking to become members of
the European Union, they must make changes to their constitutions and determine the
status not only the norms of international law, but also the law of the European
Union. In particular, Ukraine, for which the formation of a legal mechanism for
interaction for the legal system is very important, since its present is connected with
the problems of approaching European international legal systems, in particular, the
harmonization of national legislation with European legal standards. In this regard, it
is interesting to apply the provisions of the law of the European Union to the rule of
law of Ukraine. Consequently, the application of the provisions of the law of the
European Union in Ukrainian legal order is provided for by the Constitution of the
country, as well as by other legislative acts.
The purpose of the Article. Purpose of the article is theoretically and
practically to study the status of international and European law in the constitutions of
the European Union’s member states. Comparing the legal mechanism of the
European Union (EU) with the national legal systems, at the present stage of
formation and development of the European legal area, both mechanisms of
interaction are objectively necessary. They promote the compatibility of various legal
systems in Europe and their ability to interact with each other.
Methods
The research is conducted on the use of general scientific and special-scientific
methods. The formal-logical method is used to prove the truth of judgments about
the legal nature of European Union law, the comparative legal method used in the
analysis of the provisions of the constitutions of the member states of the European
Union. The author used the method of legal modeling - to determine the
improvements of the constitutional provisions regarding the legal status of
international and European law.

14 Judgment

of the Court. Van Gend & Loos. Case 26-62 (5 February, 1963).
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Data, Analysis and Results
The provisions of the constitutions of the European Union member states
contain specific articles which provide for the status of the rules of law of
international organizations and the law of the European Union. Thus, the accession of
Austria to the European Union has led to a radical revision of the provisions of the
constitution of the country regarding the powers of the parliament and the
possibilities for lands to influence the process of implementation of the European
Union law. The problem of the constitutionality of EU law is still relevant to Austria,
as further development of legal integration within the framework of the European
Integration Community may lead to changes in founding treaties that go beyond the
scope of legal cooperation established by the acts of accession to the European Union.
In Germany, the provisions of international agreements introduced into internal law
can be classified as transformational acts that were followed by their own
introduction. Should there be a conflict, the lex posterior rule is applied. The same
approach applies to acts of international organizations.15
Article 28 of the Constitution of Greece determines the legal effect and the
rank of international legal rules in the internal legal order of the country. In particular,
generally accepted norms of international law, as well as international treaties, after
their ratification as legislative acts and after their entry into force, become part of the
internal law of Greece and have a higher legal force in relation to any other provision
of the law16.
The primacy of the EU law is recognized by the Greek courts, which are
primarily governed not by the principle of primacy, but by the provisions of Article 28
of the Constitution of the country. However, according to the practice, the EU law
should not conflict with the norms of the Constitution of Greece, the provisions of
which, in the event of conflict with the norms of the European Integration
Community, are given priority. There is no contradiction in the recognition of the
direct effect of the law of the European Union as a whole.
In the Constitution of Portugal, there are no special provisions of general
nature that regulate the interaction of international agreements and internal law.
During the revision of the constitution in 1982 paragraph 3 was incorporated in
Article 8, according to which the rules developed by the competent organs of
international organizations, of which Portugal is a member, are included directly in the
internal legal order, if this kind of norm is provided for by the constituent treaty17. The
judicial authority of Portugal confirms the primacy of EU law.
Guided by the provisions of Article 93 of the Constitution of Spain, the
primacy of EU law and the direct effect of its provisions in the internal legal order of
the country is always recognized. In its judgment of 26 May 1994, the Constitutional
Court recognized the specific nature of the European Union legal order. However, the
V. I. Muravyov et al., The law of the European Union: Textbook, Volume 1.
Constitution of Greece. Available at: http://www.hellenicparliament.gr/UserFiles/f3c70a23-769649db-9148-f24dce6a27c8/001-156%20aggliko.pdf, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
Constitution
of
Portugal.
Available
at:
17
http://www.tribunalconstitucional.pt/tc/conteudo/files/constituicaoingles.pdf, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
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issue of the subsequent control of the constitutionality of international agreements,
acts of international organizations and acts of national authorities and the
management of constituent agreements or other EU law still remains at question in
Spain, especially in the context of human rights protection.18
The provisions of Article 5, Section X of the Constitution of Sweden
according to which the authority to take decisions may be granted to international
institutions with some restrictions with possible further revision were not considered
sufficient legal basis for the country's membership in the European Union. As a result
of long discussions, a new version of Article 5 was adopted. Thus, it stresses that the
Parliament can delegate its decision-making powers to European integration
communities as the rights and freedoms are guaranteed to the same extent as
envisaged by the current Constitution and the European Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. Also, Sweden's membership
in the European Economic Area can be considered an attempt to implement EU law
in the national legal order of the country.
In France, the requirements of international treaties are given priority in
relation to domestic laws only after they have been duly ratified or adopted by the
adoption of an internal act. In addition, the Constitution does not mention the law
drawn up by international organizations, although in practice it is equivalent to treaty
law. Recognition of the direct effect of EU law in the national legal order of France is
justified by the provisions of Article 55 of the Constitution of the country.19 In
general, in France, the direct effect of the rules of the EU constituent treaties is
recognized. This is due to the fact that their direct effect is the result of community
practice. The same deals with the provisions of the agreements concluded by the EU
with other subjects of international law.
Article 92 of the Constitution of the Netherlands permits transfer of
legislative, executive and judicial powers to international institutions on the principles
or for the purpose of implementing an international agreement. In this case, if
necessary, the provisions of such an agreement must be approved by a two thirds
majority of the General States (Article 91.3). Article 94 of the Constitution of the
Netherlands prohibits to apply acts of national authority that contravene international
treaties or decisions of international organizations containing binding provisions.20
The Constitution of the Netherlands provides for favorable conditions for the
country's membership in European integration communities, ensuring the primacy of
the European Union law, as well as prohibiting the application of national legal acts
that contradict the provisions of the law of these communities.

Constitution of Spain. Available at: http://www.lamoncloa.gob.es/documents/constituci, accessed
12. 05. 2017.
19 Constitution of France. Available at: http://www2.assemblee-nationale.fr/langues/welcome-to-theenglish-website-of-the-french-national-assembly, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
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The Constitution of the Italian Republic of 1947 contains the provision where
the legal framework for the membership of the country in the European integration
communities is stipulated. Thus, according to Article 10.1: "The Italian legal order is
consistent with the generally recognized rules of international law". Article 11
proclaims that Italy "agrees to limit its sovereignty required for a peaceful and orderly
peoples' order, it encourages international organizations that are committed to and
endearing these goals"21. However, in these provisions of the fundamental law there is
no clear reference to the issue of relationship between the law of the European
integration communities and the internal law of the country. Italy belongs to the group
of EU member states, which have not yet recognized the EU law primacy and the
direct effect of its provisions in the internal legal order.
In Britain, the issue of interaction between international and internal law is
governed by constitutional traditions, constitutional doctrines and case law. The
provision that "international law is part of the country's law" refers not to
international treaties, but to the norms of general international law.
In 1953, Article 20 was incorporated in the Constitution of Denmark. It
emphasizes that: "the powers that, in accordance with the present constitution, belong
to public authorities, may be delegated to an extent determined by the law to the
intergovernmental authority established by mutual agreement with other states for the
purpose of developing international legal order and cooperation" (Constitution of
Denmark, 1953).
Compared to other EU member states, the most significant opposition to
membership in European integration communities is in Denmark. It affects the
establishment of relatively strict parliamentary control over the implementation of
integration measures in the country.
Ireland belongs to countries with dualistic approach to the problem of the
balance of international and domestic law. It is reflected in the Constitution of the
country. Article 15.2 of the Constitution states: "The sole and exclusive power of
making laws for the state is vested in the Parliament, no other legislative authority has
power to make laws for the state". It is supplemented by Article 29.6: "No
international agreement shall be part of the domestic law save as may be determined
by the Parliament"22. This means that the provisions of international agreements are
transformed into national law by adopting a legislative act by the Parliament and may
be amended by an act adopted by this body later.
According to the law of Ireland, the accession to the Lisbon Treaty requires
the referendum. Ireland is the only country where the referendum is an obligatory
stage in ratifying such treaties. Thus, in Ireland, there are no obstacles to the
application of EU law provisions in internal law.
In 2003 Article 68 of the Fundamental Law of Latvia was supplemented by the
provision according to which, with the conclusion of international treaties, Latvia may,
Constitution
of
Italy.
Available
at:
https://www.senato.it/documenti/repository/istituzione/costituzione_inglese.pdf
22 Constitution of Ireland. Available at: http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/cons/en/html, accessed 12.
05. 2017.
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with a view to strengthen democracy, delegate to the international institutions a part of
the power of state institutions. The international treaties delegating to the international
institutions part of the power of state institutions may be approved by the Sejm by at
least a two thirds majority of its members. It shall be approved by the two thirds
majority of deputies present.
Latvia has joined the member states of the European Union, whose
constitutions are allowed to transfer parts of their power to the European integration
communities. However, the Constitution of Latvia does not contain provisions on the
primacy and direct effect of the provisions of the EU law in the internal legal order of
the country.
In the event of a conflict between the national legal norms and the norms
adopted by the European Union institutions, the latter have the primacy over the laws
and other legal acts of Lithuania. According to Article 105 of the Constitution of
Lithuania, the Constitutional Court delivers opinions on the compliance of
international treaties with the Constitution23.
In Article 3 of the Constitution of Estonia it is established that generally
accepted principles and norms of international law are an integral part of the legal
system of Estonia. Article 123 contains a prohibition of concluding international
treaties that contradict the Constitution and establishes the primacy of international
treaties over the laws and other acts of Estonia in the event of conflict (Constitution
of Estonia, 1992).
Article 10 of the Constitution of the Czech Republic, which refers to the direct
effect and primacy of ratified and published international treaties, was supplemented
by provisions under which the Czech Republic may transfer, on the basis of an
international treaty, privileges to an international organization or institution24.
Under the Constitution of Slovakia, revised in 2001, the decision to join the
Union with other states is taken by the Parliament in the form of a constitutional law,
followed by approval by the referendum (paragraph 1, Article). Article 7 of the
Constitution provides for the primacy of the mandatory legal acts of the European
Communities and the European Union on the laws of the Slovak Republic
(Constitution of Slovakia, 1992). The powers of the Constitutional Court are also
extended. In particular, the Court was granted the power to verify the compliance of
international treaties with the Constitution and constitutional laws, and ordinary laws with ratified international treaties.
Poland acceded to the EU in accordance with Article 90 of its Constitution.
Despite the fact that the current Constitution was adopted relatively recently (in 1997),
it does not contain provisions specifically devoted to European integration. Further
amendments made in 2001, 2006 and 2009 did not deal with this issue. Therefore,
Article 90 remains the main source, although its wording is rather broad and relates,
Constitution
of
Lithuania.
Available
at:
http://europam.eu/data/mechanisms/COI/COI%20Laws/Lithuania/Lithuania_Constitution_1992,%
20amended%20in%202003.pdf, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
24 Constitution of Czech Republic. Available at: http://www.psp.cz/en/docs/laws/constitution.html,
accessed 12. 05. 2017.
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first of all, to the membership of Poland in any international association, the relations
of which involve the transfer of parts of its powers to international organizations or
bodies by Poland's public authorities. Article 91 of the Constitution establishes that
properly ratified and published international treaties have direct effect, and in the
event of a conflict with the norms of the national law, international treaties ratified by
prior agreement, justified by law, have primacy over the laws should the latter not be
in compliance with the treaty (Constitution of Poland, 1997). The same applies to the
acts of an international organization where Poland is a member state.
Discussions
Attention is drawn to the fact that states are more likely to try to use formulas
of a general nature in their legislation, leaving details of the implementation of
international law in national law for the interpretation and application of international
law.
International and internal legal orders are not hierarchical, but closely
interacting. As a result, there are areas of common international legal and national
legal regulation with the undisputed primacy of international law (human rights, some
issues of international law of the sea, the law of international organizations, etc.). At
the same time, there are exclusively international-legal and national-legal areas of
regulation. Expansion of the field of joint legal regulation by the penetration of
international law into internal legal order is inevitable and logical.25
The European Union has its own legal order which is separate from
international law and forms an integral part of the legal systems of the Member States.
The legal order of the Union is based on its own sources of law. Given the varied
nature of these sources, a hierarchy had to be established among them. Primary
legislation is at the top of the hierarchy and is represented by the Treaties and general
legal principles. This is followed by international agreements concluded by the Union,
and secondary legislation, which is based on the Treaties.26
Because EU law influences domestic policy in other ways - by being directly
applicable in the national realm, by being incorporated into national law by national
governments, by creating anticipatory effects in the national government, or by the
Commission raising an infringement suit - one cannot say that these four thresholds
represent necessary conditions for EU law to influence domestic policy.27
The legal system of the European Union related to the legal systems of its
member states. However, according to a number of characteristics, the legal system of
the European Union belongs to the type of inter-state legal systems. In particular, this
refers to the emergence and functioning of the generally recognized norms and
principles of international law and, within the framework of the constituent treaties,
the basic elements - subjects of international law. However, the European Union legal
25 I.

I. Lukashuk, International Law: Textbook.
R. A. Wessel, The Constitutional Relationship between the European Union and the European Community:
Consequences for the Relationship with the Member States.
27 K. J. Alter, (2000). @The European Union’s Legal System and Domestic Policy: Spillover or
Backlash?", p. p. 489-518.
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system has a number of specific features that are not inherent in other interstate legal
systems, including the Council of Europe legal system. The high level of legal
unification is important. The European Union legal system has developed institutional
element, which consists of the relevant institutions and bodies that perform lawmaking, law-enforcing (in particular, executive and judicial) functions.28
The law-making process in the European Union is complicated, but
characterized by a high level of law-making technique. And this makes possible to
define the European Union as an interstate legal system with a more developed lawmaking function and procedure than other types.
It should be emphasized that the EU law was largely influenced by the practice
of the European Court of Justice. In its case law, the EU Court has drafted a number
of legal doctrines and principles that ensure the effectiveness of the "European Union
law", as well as its application in the territory of its member states. The doctrines of
primacy and the direct effect of the EU law, based on decisions of the EU Court
should be mentioned. The EU Court interpreted the concept of primacy of the EU
law, which was the determining factor in Case 6/64 Costa v. ENEL. In particular, the
EU Court referred to the direct effect of certain provisions of EU law. The primacy of
the EU law is also based on relevant provisions of national constitutions of the EU
member states (Articles 63, 66, 67 of the Constitution of the Netherlands, Article 55
of the Constitution of France, Article 11 of the Constitution of Italy, Article 25 (a) of
the Constitution of Belgium, Article 24.1 of the Fundamental Law of the Federal
Republic of Germany, Article 20 of the Constitution of Denmark, etc.).29
Consequently, the direct effect of the EU law and its primacy over the
domestic (national) law of the member states has become the basis for the EU Court
to substantiate the concept of the EU law as a "new legal order". Thus, the primacy of
the European Union law means that any acts of legislative, executive or judicial
authorities of t he member states should not be applied if they are in conflict with the
European Union law.
There are many legal acts of the European Union institutions: regulations,
directives, decisions, conclusion and recommendations, which establish different
forms of control over the implementation of the norms of these documents, as well as
provide for the establishment of special bodies of control. The acts of the European
Union institutions, as well as international law in general, influence the process of
drafting normative acts in national legal systems and their implementation. When
adopting relevant legal act, its international legal effects should be taken into account.
Quite a number of studies have concentrated on the effects of EU directives
as these affect Member States’ legal orders directly.30
L. A Luts, European Interstate Legal Aspects and Problems of Integration with the Ukrainian Legal System
(Theoretical Asptects): Monograph, Kiev, Institution of State and Law of V.M. Koretsky National Academy
of Sciences of Ukraine, 2003, p. 304.
29 V. I. Muravyov et al., The law of the European Union: Textbook, Volume 1.
30 T. van den Brink, "Assessing the Impact of EU Legislation on the Member States. A Legal
Perspective based on the Notion of National Discretion," 2017, Available at:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/318968715, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
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The Treaty definitions of the regulation and the directive (article 288 TFEU)
suggest that regulations are more intrusive instruments than directives. Indeed,
directives have been regarded a more flexible instrument as they allow Member States
to choose appropriate forms and methods31.
A concentration on EU directives ignores much other EU legislation, most
importantly the fact that EU regulations greatly outnumber EU directives. An analysis
of national implementing measures equally overexposes directives, ignoring directly
applicable EU law. Analyzing references to EU law in national legislation is
problematic as such references may not be explicitly made: Member States are not
obliged to refer to underlying EU sources when they adopt legislation. All these
studies may, therefore, risk to draw a too narrow picture of the actual impact of EU
legislation.
The EU Court formulation of concepts that justified direct application and
effect, the primacy of the EU law in its member states, generally contributed to its
recognition by national law. However, the EU law can not neglect the constitutional
grounds of individual member states, which in their broad sense are a kind of prism
through which the national legal system perceives either international law or the
European Union law.
Quite often, difficulties arise with the primacy of the EU law. They are related
to the fact that this principle is not fixed in the constituent treaties of the EU. The
situation has not changed with the signing of the Lisbon treaties. The Declaration to
the Final Act of the 2007 Intergovernmental Conference on the primacy of EU law
reads as follows: "The Conference recalls that, in accordance with the established
practice of the EU Court of Justice, the Treaties and the law created by the Union on
the basis of the Treaties, have primacy over the law of the member states under
conditions, defined by the above-mentioned judicial practice". (Declaration
concerning primacy, 2007). However, the Declaration does not have legally binding
force. It only reflects the general position of the EU member states. Incorporation of
the provision on the primacy of EU law in the Lisbon Treaty could be seen as an
attempt to affect the sovereignty of the member states, and the fate of the Lisbon
treaties could become as of the Constitution for Europe. The mentioned principle is
inextricably linked to the specific EU nature. The EU Court played a key role in its
adoption. In this regard, the countries that included in their constitutions the
"European" sections (Section VI of the Constitution of Romania, Section "B" of the
Constitution of Austria), certain articles (Articles 4, 85 of the Constitution of Bulgaria,
Article 2a of the Constitution of Hungary) or adopted constitutional laws on EU
membership (Lithuania).
The effect of the European Union law, primarily at the national level, must be
considered in the context of the constitutions of the member states, since they
determine the status of international law in the national legal system and involve the
delegation of sovereign powers of the state to supranational institutions.
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EU legal acts based on minimum harmonization indicate that the Member
States are free to maintain or introduce stricter rules. The national legislature retains its
legislative authority to shape these additional policies. By contrast, in case of total
harmonization the Member States lose the power to derogate from the provisions of
the EU legal act apart from the exceptions explicitly provided for by the legal act at
issue.
In its turn, the European approach threatens to generate more entrenched
conflicts between domestic and international law. By contract, a European
constitutional court's finding of incompatibility of an international obligation with its
constitution endures irrespective of changing political sensibilities.32
Consequently, the relation between the EU law and internal law of the
member states should be studied in two aspects: first, the relation between the EU law
and norms of constitutions of the EU member states and, second, the relation
between the EU law and the norms of other internal legal acts.
In the EU member states the EU law is not applied due to its supranational
nature, established by the EU Court, but on the basis of national constitutions. In
addition, the states, while amending the European Union treaties, are trying to ratify
their control of manifestations of supranationality in the EU operation. For example,
in the Treaty of Lisbon, the principle of primacy of the EU law over the national law
of the member states is not specified. This is stated in Declaration No. 17, the socalled Declaration Concerning Primacy, which is an appendix to the Lisbon Treaty.
Thus, the principle put forward by the Court of Justice of the EU under the Lisbon
Treaty is significantly "lowered in rank". Therefore, sovereignty can be said to be a
factor hindering the development of elements of supranationality in the European
Union operation.
Conclusion
At the current stage, it is important to introduce into the internal legal order
of the member states the legal acts of the European Union, which, in turn, will
increase their role and effectiveness. In this regard, it is necessary to pay attention to
the possibility of implementing the legal acts of the European Union, the very nature
of legal acts, as well as the intention of states to apply acts of the European Union in
their national system. At the same time, the actions of subjects of international law are
the following. First, the relevant actors directly implement the international legal and
internal norms in the implementation of international legal standards. Secondly, they
create conditions for the effective implementation of the norms of international law,
both at the international and national levels. From the practical point of view, the
interaction of international and domestic law requires the mastery of the norms of
international law in such a way that they can be practically applied in the legal system
of the state and above all, in necessary cases, by national courts.
After analyzing the constitutional provisions of various states in relation to
international law and EU law, it can be noted that states try to defend their
32
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sovereignty in the sense that only some of them give a significant preference to the
norms of international rather than national law, and only individual states agree on the
priority of international law or EU law over their own constitution. On the other
hand, this does not mean that states ignore or ignore the rules of international law.
The relevant provisions of the constitutional law of various states concerning the
interaction of national and international law often have a rather abstract nature,
formulating, as a rule, only the main principle of such interaction, while retaining the
specification of this principle in the practice of law. It is important to remember that
the effectiveness of international law in general depends on the criteria adopted by
national systems of law. What matters in this case is not only the specific mechanism
or method used by the state to implement international law in the field of national law,
but also the practical maintenance of the conformity of national law with international
law.
Today, European Union not only promote closer co-operation between states,
and not only resolve disputes between them, a new trend is also the gradual widening
of the rights of individuals and legal entities to apply to the judicial authorities of
international organizations. A more rigorous monitoring of the fulfillment of
obligations arising from the provisions of legal acts for implementation by all actors is
envisaged. In addition, the judicial authorities not only ensure the implementation and
enforcement of legal acts of the European Union, but also contribute to the further
development of both international and European law.
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Abstract. The article covers the first issue of Iranian mythological and folklore effect on Kazakh
literature and folklore as an integral phenomenon. The interaction nature and forms between Iranian and
Kazakh literatures are disclosed in diachronic aspect. There are development parallels made in Iranian and
Kazakh mythological systems based on rich actual material. The author used a comparative method based on
A.N. Veselovsky’s Theory of Motif to describe each historical stage of Iranian folklore stories effect and the
medieval literature in Iranian on Kazakh folklore and literature. The article can be used as a textbook for
students of philological departments.
Key words: Iranian folklore, Iranian mythology, Indo-Europeans, Zoroastrianism,
Theory of Motif, dastan, akin, Kazakh folklore.

Introduction
Kazakh folklore is a part of human culture and has national and international
aspects. In addition to purely Kazakh, it contains a lot of themes, motifs and
characters common to the oral tradition of many nations, including Iran.
This situation is due to different reasons. One of them is typological. "While
living and psychological conditions at the early stages of human development are
similar or the same”, some motifs and themes “could be created independently and, at
the same time, present similarities."1 The second reason is the geographical proximity
of peoples of Central Asia, including Iranians and Kazakhs, as well as their proximity
in household activities, culture and religion. The next factor effecting Kazakh folklore
is a centuries-old relation with the Near, Middle and Far East that led to mutual
cultural enrichment and exchange of spiritual values. This relationship has a long
history. Therefore, it is natural that different narratives and parables of ancient
collections were told in Kazakh villages – "Panchatantra", "Kalila and Dimna", "One
Thousand and One Nights", "Twenty-five tails of Baital".
Oriental literature history provides rich material to study literary ties. In this
respect, there are not the ties that really important, but their effect on literary process.
Literary ties’ effect is a structural element of each separate fiction – the internal
influential factor of this fiction.
However, from an external point of view, these ties create a certain relation of
two or more literatures. It is hard not to notice such a relation in the literary history of
Iran, Central Asia and Kazakhstan that appeared in some periods of the Middle Ages
and than later in the New Age on a very different literary historical grounds.
In ancient times, Kazakh land was the site of cultural communication among
peoples. It is difficult now to determine in detail how exactly these processes
proceeded. However, there is no doubt that the nomadic life of Kazakhs with its
military valor and prowess proved to be very receptive and supportive for word-ofmouth heroic and romantic tales of other nations. It is known that the rich Kazakh
1
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folklore – the center of peoples’ spiritual life – preserved many traces of its cultural
relations with other nations, especially with the peoples of the East.
The oral tradition of Iranian and Indian peoples presented Kazakh folklore
with a lot of motifs and images.
The medieval Iranian and Kazakh epos is characterized by noticeable similar
plot motifs, related to ancient cultural relations between Indo-European and Turkic
peoples in the vast Eurasian steppes.
Kazakh narrators retold Persian medieval dastans and some classic works of
Ferdowsi, Nizami, Navoi and Jami. Therefore, they are part of national spiritual
culture too. These works are insomuch spread in folk tradition that Kazakhs unaware
their foreign origin, while telling and listening to them. However, the borrowed plot
motifs were not left untouched. Legends and parables are often subject to plot
changes in terms of images and content.
The objectives of this article are to analyze these changes, to reveal their
nature and importance for Kazakh national literature development.
However, do not forget that Kazakh literature interaction with literatures of
the East is a multi-faceted and complex issue. Sh.Ualihanov proposed a number of
statements on some transformed motifs in Kazakh stories. Eastern ties of Kazakh
literature were considered in different aspects by M.O. Auezov,2 Z.Ahmetov,3 Sh.K.
Satpaeva,4 W.K. Kumisbaev,5 etc.
At the same time, we consider there is a lack of attention among researches to
effect issues of each specific literature. That is why the main purpose of this article
is to determine major influence trends of Iranian folklore and medieval literature
motifs on Kazakh folklore and literature.
To realize this, the authors put a task to find and analyze the most
demonstrative examples of motif, image and content parallels characteristic for each
historical period of Iranian-Kazakh cultural relations.
The theoretical basis for this comparative study includes principles of widely
known A.N. Veselovsky’s Theory of Motif, outstanding Russian linguist and literary
critic of the XIX century.
Results
Since the XII century, Iranian literature has been storing a large number of
successive re-writings of traditional "romantic" stories like "Layla and Majnun",
"Khosrov and Shirin", "Yusuf and Zulaikha" and others. The first two poems by
Nizami (the second half of the XII century) are known in Iranian literatures until the
XIX century; each of them has about 20 versions. On the other hand, the medieval
Iranian literature had a broad international impact in the East: Uzbek classic Alisher
Navoiy (the end of the XV century.) – Turkic "Layla and Majnun" and "Farhat and
Shirin"; Azerbaijani poet Fużūlī (XVI century) – "Layla and Majnun"; Shakarim
2
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Kudaiberdiev – "Layla and Majnun" etc. The same situation is with medieval realist
novelistic genre. Such collections of interesting and instructive novelistic content as
"Panchatantra", "Kalila and Dimna" or "The Seven Wise Men" were under superficial
or more profound changes, while transferring from east to west, from literature to
literature, adapting the transferable plot to local environment features, way of life and
worldview.
The earliest medieval Iranian-Kazakh folklore parallels are traced in borrowed
ancient Indo-European motifs by Kazakh epos in "Kalila and Dimna". It should be
noted that "Kalila and Dimna" is not a native in Iranian culture; this collection is
adapted for Sasanian Iran as doctor Barzui’s version, who had brought this ancient
Indian collection of instructive parables from India in the middle of the VI century.
Therefore, it reflects not only the specific Iranian, but also Indo-Iranian and
Indo-European migratory subjects.
Meanwhile, the Kazakh epos contains motifs borrowed from the collection of
"Kalila and Dimna". Here is a tale of "Kalila and Dimna". It is called "The Lion, the
Wolf, the Jackal, the Camel and the Crow". They are friends that live together. Lion
hunts for his friends to eat. One day while hunting, the Lion hurts his leg and loses his
ability to hunt. His friends are hungry and do not know what to do. Hungry Crow and
Jackal killed the Camel and every one eat him.
This fairy tale is called "The Fox, the Wolf, the Camel and the Lion" was
common in the Kazakh folklore. As we can see, the number of characters here is
reduced and the Fox replaced the Jackal. The Fox tricks unsuspecting Camel and seeks
his consent to other animals to eat him. Wherein, the Fox’s arguments come from the
Kazakh understanding of camel’s life in winter. She says to the Camel: the winter is
very cold, and you, a Camel, with your height would not be able to enter any house
and will die by frost. In order not to feel that, it is better for you to be eaten6.
There is another story from the same "Kalila and Dimna": “The lion and the
Jackal” – the friends living together in the woods. Once while hunting, the Lion hurts
himself. Therefore, he said the Jackal that he can be cured by eating the ears and the
heart of a donkey. The Jackal leads the Donkey to the Lion. The Lion gorged on a
donkey, but the donkey escapes. The Jackal leads the Donkey to the Lion once again.
Killed the donkey, the Lion says the Jackal that he (the Lion) must be washed before
eating a what they have taken. Then he goes away to wash. At this time, the Jackal eats
the ears and the heart of a donkey and answers the question of surprised Lion: "Do
not you know that there is no donkey’s ears and heart? If he had them, could the
donkey come to you for a second time?"6
This story is related to the previous tale: the Fox praises the insides of a killed
camel. The Lion leaves with the insides of a camel to rinse them with water.
Meanwhile, the Fox eats the brain and eyes of a camel. The Lion asks the Fox by
return where are the eyes and brain of a camel. The Fox tells him: "Do camels have
brain? If they had one, the camel would not have agreed for anything to be eaten"6.
G. I. Potanin, (1972). Kazakh folklore: collection by G.N. Potanin, Alma-Ata, Publoshing house “Nauka,”
1972.
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As we can see, two stories of "Kalila and Dimna" are combined into one and
some of the characters are changed: in the Persian text, the killed one is a camel or a
donkey in different cases. The Kazakhs have a camel to be killed in both cases. In the
source, the role of trickster played the Jackal, in Kazakh version – the Fox. Their
techniques (or methods) of deception are also changes, as well as the eaten parts of a
killed animal...
For example, the Kazakhs have a tale "The Crow and the Mouse". Its motif is
in "Kalila and Dimna" – the parable “The Crow and the Rat”. Kazakh version
retained the Indo-Persian characteristic frame and the same sequence of episodes that
was in the source, but at the same time, it introduced additional episodes. There can
be specified, for example, an independent Kazakh story of how a man saves a snake
from fire. The rescued snake instead of thanking the savior threatens him.
Of course, these are no all changes of Kazakh version. It does not contain
eastern verbiage and philosophical discussion on friendship and conflict, good and
evil, morality, etc. The idea of Indo-Persian parable is different: friendship based on
rationality can be a miracle changing the ingrained sense. The Crow and a Rat are
enemies of nature. However, the parable makes them friends. This happens because
the Crow is changing gradually, as if he "improves himself" – he gives up on violence
and becomes noble.
The Kazakh version has another view of friendship between the Crow and the
Mouse. It is more vital and confirms the idea that nature takes over and natural does
not change. Therefore, the Crow eats the Mouse. They are enemies by nature and
cannot be friends – that is the idea of Kazakh version. There is not abstruse
philosophy, but worldly wisdom based on practical life6.
Only these three examples of "Kalila and Dimna" are a clear indication that
Kazakhstan and Iran have been in relation even before Islam. This gives grounds to
assume that there were involved related tribes in Kazakh and Iranian peoples’
ethnogenesis, who lived back in the prehistoric era in the vast territory from the Altai
to the Caspian Sea, from Siberia to Plateau of Iran. Consequently, the common
features in traditional culture of Kazakhs and Iranians can be explained not only by
borrowing, but also by genetic relatedness of these peoples despite their different
language families.
The researcher on epic stories of the peoples of Central Asia, Iran and
Azerbaijan, professor H.G. Koroglu wrote that the images of diva, peri, Ajdaha and
Simurg. ... cannot be considered as borrowed in terms of Western Turkic peoples
(Azerbaijanis, Turkmens, Karakalpaks, Uzbeks, Kazakhs) ... these images were nothing
to do with Islam and their presence in Turkic epos of Central Asia and Azerbaijan was
due to genetic factors."7 By the way, H.Koroglu’s ides was confirmed by linguistic
material. In Kazakh vocabulary, there are many Persian words covering various
spheres of Kazakh life. Nevertheless, it must be noted that it is difficult to determine
what exactly kind of image is borrowed and what is original for Kazakhs. There are
the common to Iranians and Kazakhs images: "Anushirwan, Ayaz, peri, pir, Rustam,
7
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Raihan, saz, Simurg, Sufi, Taraz (Talas), Turan, Humay, Hızır and others. There is no
doubt that some of them are result of cultural exchange. Thus, the historical figures
(Anushirwan, Ayaz), the names of cities and countries (Turan, Taraz) transferred from
one culture to another. The ancient mythological and folkloric characters were partly
borrowed, partly – common heritage. Moreover, these images had their own features
in each nation. For example, Simurg in Iranian mythology is a patroness of home and
family of a hero. She lives in Kaf and Elburz mountains (Caucasus and Elbrus). In
Kazakh mythology, Samruk is a giant bird that can fly in all three worlds: underworld,
earth and overworld. It has two heads: bird and human, it is able to speak like a
human and lives with baby birds on a cosmic tree (bәyterek). It helps the hero of a
myth to get out of the underworld...
We can also consider the image of Humaya bird. According to Iranian
mythology, she is a giver of happiness: whoever gets under the shadow of her wings
finds happiness.
In the Kazakh mythology, ұmay a hound of a special breed, born from the
marriage of magically wonderful bird and a hound. According to the myth, ұmay
hatches from Itala az’s egg (varied goose) and turns into a super-fast and stayer hound
dog. She appears rarely and the one, who takes hold of it, becomes an unbeatable
hunter and rich man.
Similarly, the image of peri changes its specifics. In Iran mythology, peri is a
beautiful woman temptress.
Kazakh mythology, in addition, gives the peri other features: she can be a
saboteur. Besides, Kazakhs’ peri are divided into Muslims and Kafirs. This underlines
the antiquity of this image once again8.
A considerable part of Kazakh folklore constitute a rehash and paraphrasing
of Persian folk dastans and epic works of Ferdowsi, Saadi, Jami and other classics of
Persian literature. For example, "Rustem-Dastan", "Zhemshid", "Iskander-nama" and
others. In paraphrasing or creation of new works on their basis, Kazakh akyns and
storytellers in most cases do not change the theme, but they do it in Kazakh folk
tradition. Especially a lot of is done based on heroic epos, there are elements of
personality put into narrative, as well as annals. The genre syncretism of Kazakh
folklore has an effect here.
In general, Iranian folk dastans are presented in Kazakh repertoire of two
kinds: historically heroic and adventurous (chivalresque). In the first group, there is
well-known dastan "Abu Muslim-name"; in the second group –"Samak-e Ayyar".
Particular tradition ties reveal a large number of works with commn themes
and motifs in heroic and lyrical stories, national poems, legends, legends of many
peoples of the East. M.O. Auezov wrote about poets, who have mastered the eastern
epos culture and re-telling themes and plots the East peoples in "Nazira" manner.
“These are re-tellings of “Shahnama”, "Yusuf and Zulaikha", "Shahmaran" a huge
number of national lyrical poems such as "Layla and Majnun", "Seyfulmalik",
8
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"Bozzhigit","Ziyada", "Shakir and Shakrat", "Munlyk and Zarlyk" and a lot of ArabIranian fantasy themes created in the form of action-folk poems or novels, historical
chronicles, biographies, parables and legends."9 Determined by poets folklore ties
between Kazakh oral tradition and literature of the East in the XIX century begin to
change. In this case, we should point out the importance of such factors as socioeconomic development of Kazakh society, the growth of Kazakhs’ sense of national
identity, realistic literature development with progressive democratic and national
educational direction and appearance of thinkers, enlighteners and masters of the pen
– Shokan Ualikhanov, Abay Kunanbayev, Ybyrai Altynsarin.
Literary activity of poets, the so-called "scribals" of the end of XIX – the early
XX century, was related to East, in particular Iranian literature promotion, as well as
to translation, publishing, creation of poems with Eastern themes and motifs. For
example, the poet Zhusupbek Shayhulislamov in the 90s of the XIX century was able
to publish his own dastans with eastern motifs – "Zhusip-Zyliha", "Shakir - Shakirat",
"Munlyk - Zarlyk", "Dariga-kyz", "Salsal", "Zarkum" and “Kerbalanyn Sjolie” in St.
Petersburg, Ufa, Kazan along with Kazakh folk works of «Kyz Zhibek», “AimanSholpan”, “Alpamys”, “Birzhan and Sara”. Shadi Zhangir wrote the following dastans
with eastern motifs " issa kyryk azіr", "Khikayat Ora K lshe", "Kamaruz Zaman",
"Tөrt daruіsh" etc.
The poets focused on the universal features of oriental literary monuments
interpreting them in their own national way to bring them to readers and listeners. At
this time, there appeared Kazakh versions of oriental works, transformed in national
manner.
However, the literary heritage of a number of poets of the late XIX and early
XX century – Nurzhan Naushabaev, Makysh Kaltayev, Shadi Zhangirov, Nuraly
Nysanbayuly etc. hardly received due attention of researchers.
Nuraly Nysanbayuly is a so-called "scribal" – akyns of late XIX and early XX
century, the main features of which are high erudition, knowledge of not only native,
but also Arabic and Persian languages. Akyns are also familiar with spiritual wealth of
a number of people; they created works with Kazakh social motifs and oriental ones.
The merit of "scribals" is their collective activities in terms of folklore and written
literature.
Meanwhile, Nuraly Nysanbayuly is one of the major representatives of Kazakh
poetry of the late XIX and early XX century. His works are in line with educational
and humanistic areas of national culture. Nuraly was born in South Kazakhstan
Region, his childhood and youth were on the banks of the Boralday River at the
bottom of the Kazygurt Mountain. As one of the most picturesque corners of the
South Kazakhstan, the region is famous for rich material and spiritual cultures. There
are ruins of ancient cities Otyrar, Sairam, unique Arystan Bab Mausoleum, Mausoleum
of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi etc. The legendary past of the region, the rich oral and
written literature of native people affect akyn’s life and activity.
Nuraly poetry collection is devoted to mind celebration:
9
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" yren, shyrak, anerdіn tugel barіn" ("Learn, glimmer, all kinds of art"), "Sez
ayttym" ( "My Word"), "Іzgerі Zerek dushpan Zhaman dostan" ( "Better an educated
enemy than a pea-brain friend"), "Atamyz ar anerdі bіledі eken" ("Our ancestor knew
different kinds of art") etc.
Besides poems, he wrote a cycle of original dastans – "Sauda Ishan", "Zhetіm
Kubyl", "Munly Seyіl", "Zaituly", "Khanym syry", "Shakir-Shakirat" – on variety of
issues and life problems Kazakh society.
Nuraly was an extemporaneous akin taking part in poetic competitions. He
was popular among the people, hence, the majority of his works distributed in
manuscript form. Part of his dastans was published within the lifetime of akin – the
book "Kirghiz Reader" of Ya.Lyutsh.10 It contains such dastasns as "Khanym syry"
and "Karakul". One of his dastans"Sauda Ishan" were published as fascicle; some
poems were published in the collections "Aytystar", some – in "Dastany", "Sauda
Ishan" of A. Ospanuly.
Dastans’ themes are of all kinds – about good and bad human traits,
humanism and callousness, violence and justice, wealth and poverty, life and death,
verity and falsity, knowledge and darkness. The main goal of the poet is to convince
the reader that, in the end, no matter how far gone the confrontation between the
warring parties, the light side always wins bearing life and maintaining high, moral and
humanistic principles. Thus, in origin and new versions of Indo-European "Kalila and
Dimna" in akyns’ literacy of the late XIX – XX centuries, medieval oriental motifs are
re-told following the realistic aspect of their content. Sipping from the rich cultural
heritage of the East, akyns sought to bring it to ordinary reader, thereby contributing
to national formation.
Before the great creative work, akyn was self-improving, expanding his or her
outlook, studying folklore – legends, fairy tales, epos and classical literature of the
East.
Nuraly Nysanbajuly studied ancient written monuments and handwritten
books of the East classics in origin – Arabic and Persian languages. As a result, akyn’s
dastans contain motifs of Kazakh folklore and oriental literary plots.
Western art had first separate authors dating back to Renaissance. Before that,
there were only spontaneous fruits of society creativity and no one was named a
talented artist. In the East, the authorship has always been somewhat arbitrary, poet’s
written literacy was considered as property of his or her people and, more broadly, of
humanity.
M. O. Auezov the famous Kazakh researcher put it this way: "There is a
tradition in the East, when the song of one classic is re-told by another poet of the
next generation, who continues the story, writes a new dastan. Theme borrowing was
legalized. The legends were told again without full repeating, but with basically free
changing. Theme similarity of various akyns cannot be considered as a theft in any
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case. It is a new dastan or tradition of poetic competitions in poetry writing. Eastern
poetry recognized that tradition and called it "Nazira" or "Naziragoylik."11
Studing the "Naziragoylik" tradition, N. Nysanbajuly wrote dastans with
oriental themes and motifs "Sauda Ishan", "Zhetіm ubyl" ( "Kubyd the Orphan"),
" l anys-Zebershe", " ara l", "Khanym syry" ( "Khanyma’s Mystery"), "Shakir Shakirat ", "Karkabat".
However, akyns’ images and literary content are far beyond the secular and
rational motifs. Kazakh storytellers turned to the very origins of their people. It is
important that their literary work received Iranian religious motifs and images at that
time, reinterpreted in accordance with national characteristics and mentality of
modern akyns in Kazakh society.
The most outstanding of these images, is the image of Kydyr (Khizr), one
without which we cannot do.
Kydyr (Khidr, Khizr) as a mysterious helper for those, who gets into trouble,
is found in the folklore of many peoples of the East. There are different opinions on
the origin of Kydyr (Khizr). However, the Brockhaus and Efron Encyclopedic
Dictionary provides the following:
"Khidr is semi-mythical hero in Iranian religious epos. It is impossible to
found the historical basis of tales about Khidr, since his lifetime is uncertain as the
lifetime of Zoroaster ... some legends connect Khidr with Alexander the Great, which
has a significant role in Persian epos as Iskander ("Shahnama" of Ferdowsi). He also is
considered as a contemporary of the Persian king Faridun, famous for banishing
Arabs from Iran. In religious terms, Khidr is a bearer of moral principle – he supports
and guides people to the path of virtue. Perhaps that is why the sailors rendered him
with special honor, considering him as a God – patron of navigation. He was
attributed to eternal youth. His name has not been lost, while and Muhammadanism
was spreading in Persia; among Mohammedans, he became known as Khizr ... Despite
the Semitic name, Khidr image as a protector of people from evil, a fighter against
dark forces, assumes the origin of this God is more Aryan, as it is more consistent
with its dualistic nature" (Brockhaus).
According to Barthold, Khizr is a pre-Islamic image: "Legends of Khizr are
clearly non-Muslim in nature, although they are only among the Muslims and the very
name Khizr is unknown by the representatives of other religions. Khizr is not named
in the Quran ... The Khizr image represents all legends of different times and peoples,
from the Babylonian Gilgamesh to the Old Testament Enoch and Elijah. Sometimes
the Khizr image combines with the image of Elijah (Elias in Arabic) (hence,
Khaderilyas in "Ashik-Kerib" of Lermontov), sometimes Khizr and Elijah are
mentioned next to each other, wherein Elijah is attributed to power over deserts and
Khizr – over the waters and cultivated lands. Khizr was seen by pilgrims as an old
man, often subjected them to the test and showing them a right path"12.
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In the notes to the poem of Nizami "Iskandar-Name", E. Bertels writes:
"Khizr is forever alive ... the mysterious assistant knowing all. It is possible that the
legend of Khizr is related to the legend of Ahasuerus ... Khizr is considered to be an
assistant of those, who went strayed from the narrow path to steppe or desert. Elias
helps the travelers, perishing in the sea"13.
This characteristic of Khizr (Kydyr) corresponds to Kydyr image in romantic
dastans "Zhetіm ұbyl" ("Kubyd the Orphan"), " l anys-Zebershe", "Sauda Ishan".
Nuraly introduces the image of legendary Kydyr well-known in the folklore of various
peoples – the eternal wanderer, who comes to help people. He describes how with the
help of his magic people realize the dream of prosperity, of good and happiness.
Nuraly shows that, in his interpretation, Kydyr is not only the traditional wanderer
with a good heart, but also the owner of mysterious abilities – he comes to help
people when the heroes sunk into despair and cannot overcome various difficulties.
The eternal human desire for a happy life promoted created the image of a universal
helper – in Nuraly case, the image of Kydyr with clearly secular rather than religious
meaning.
Akyn said that an evil man becomes an enemy of himself, because he will be
the first to suffer from it. A good man, in contrast, will find a reward for his virtue. It
becomes clear that Nuraly relates the Kydyr image primarily with socio-ethical
meanings. This makes the image of Kydyr modern and close to people.
The image of Kydyr was known long ago and mentioned in other works of
this genre.
In Kazakh dastans, Kydyr appears as an old man. This is also important, as it
reflects the respect of Kazakhs to the elderly. The Kazakhs believe that people, who
have lived a long life, are bearers of wisdom. Therefore, they are worthy of respect.
Dastans of Nuraly Nysanbajuly were kind of a response to the modern society. In this
regard, an appeal to the Eastern plots was a kind of author’s creative catch.
At the same time, it should be noted that Kazakh storytellers and akyns have
created also their own versions of Persian epos (“Gulshat-Perizat”). This process
lasted until the twentieth century. The interest in dastan tradition was that great that
akyns and storytellers converted the native Kazakh tales and legends into dastan
narrators. Dastan’s flexible and suitable to express Asian features of lyric thinking
genre form stick in Kazakh cultural and become the most natural to express national
elements of akyns’ creativity. Sometimes they were imitating the classics composing
their own original dastans on historical, social and love themes. However, the oral
tradition of storage and transmission has not preserved the names of many of these
akyns.
Conclusions
Thus, the article shows that Kazakhstan has never been isolated and was in a
single world cultural process as original branch of human civilization. One of the
clearest manifestations of this is close relation of Kazakh folklore and Iranian
13

Nizami, Iskander-name, translated and edited by E. E. Bertels, Moscow, 1940.
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mythology, common number of motifs, themes and characters, as well as the presence
of epic works with common content.
The effect of Iranian folk motifs on Kazakh literature is in two fundamentally
different areas related to different periods.
On the one hand, Kazakh folklore reflects very ancient, dating back to IndoEuropean unity, motifs that have parallels with such parable as "Kalila and Dimna", as
well as images of ancient Indo-European beliefs and Iranian Zoroastrianism.
However, these parts of Kazakh folklore are not without national flavor. Thus, threat
motivation for a camel, coming from the cold of winter, could not appear in India
with a tropical climate. It is resulted from national variant of the ancient legend,
brought with Indo-European tribes to Turkic ethnic base of Kazakh ethnos.
Another area of creative plot re-telling of Iranian literature in Kazakh literature
is related to akyns’ literary creativity of the XIX - XX centuries and represents an
awakening of national consciousness through an appeal to deep roots of national
culture. The modern folk storytellers made Iranian medieval motifs a source of
inspiration and a deep faith in national revival. These appeals to traditional literary
heritage were the first steps towards Kazakh culture having its place among other
cultures. In this context, Iranian literature has become one of the reliable baselines to
find spiritually related cultural-historical paradigms.
These two issues deserve a separate study as a prospect of further issue
development of the research.
Ancient relation now received a new quality, a new meaning and a new level.
At present, Iran and Kazakhstan are cooperating in economy, trade industry and
culture, they are carry out activities aimed at deepening and broadening of both
interstate and humanities relations.
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Abstract. The purpose of the research is to improve the quality of bachelor’s vocational education
through a practice-oriented approach (based on the integrative component) to solving inter-scientific production
problems introduced in the OTTMS (oil and gas production). We have tested the results of our research and
understood that practice-oriented approach allows including interdisciplinary links into the learning process.
Keywords: practice-oriented approach, Proactive bachelor’s training, higher
education, interdisciplinary links.

Introduction
In the Concept of long-term socio-economic development of Russian
Federation for the period until 2020, proactive vocational education is of high priority
among the mechanisms of innovative economy formation. Proactive bachelor’s
training is considered as an integral process of forming competent, prognostic and
innovation-oriented specialists capable of providing competitive products, developing
and introducing new import-substituting technologies and using alternative sources of
hydrocarbon raw materials. This increases the demand for competitive workers, whose
level of professional competence should ensure the rapid production development by
means of innovation technologies.
In this regard, current stage of higher education development relies on one of
beneficial approaches – practice-oriented approach based on an integrative
component. It includes a competence-based model of bachelor’s training for oil and
gas industry. The process of introducing a competence-based approach into the
national educational system requires dramatic changes in all its components, including
the content of education, teaching methods, traditional monitoring and evaluation
toolkit, assessment methods designed for measuring learning outcomes
(competencies) and relationships between higher and other levels of education.
In our opinion, significant changes in the system of higher education are not
the only triggers of higher school modernization. Modern society requirements
qualitatively change the learning process by orienting all its participants to an active
introduction of a practice-oriented approach at various levels of educational system.
Practice-oriented approach is a set of teaching method and modes focused on
developing practical skills through professional activity. This approach to teaching
allows solving one of the major problems existing in higher education: creating an
environment for professional competence development on the part of a person
capable of competing in the labor market.
Professional program for bachelor’s training is based mostly on elective
courses, which content is a theoretical basis for future profession containing
fundamentals of technology and production sciences combined with fundamental and
common subjects. Table 1 allocates the general functions of elective courses, which
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were taken into account when designing the professional program content for
bachelor’s training.
№
1.

2.

3.

Table 1. General functions of elective courses
General functions
Requirements for the content
Constructive function (learning
In modern conditions, elective courses taken
socio-economic, scientific,
by students, whose special field is 23.03.03:
technical and technological
"Operation of Transport and Technological
knowledge and skills as a
Machines and Systems", should be chock-full
scientific basis of professional
of new materials based on scientific and
skill)
technical progress
Integrating function (elective
The process of teaching elective courses
learning are compulsory
requires straitening polytechnic and general
knowledge and skills are
professional orientation, as well as
inseparable)
interdisciplinary links
Application function
Didactic requirements for a rational
(interrelationships between
combination of modes and methods used in
elective and compulsory
the process of theoretical and industrial
courses, and practice)
training.

Thus, the essence of elective courses is determined both by the genetic
structure of production process and by the logical structure of professional knowledge
and skills reflecting the functional relations and genesis of labor and labor saving
processes. The major criteria of learning material selection help to ensure the logic in
designing elective courses and their relationship with other disciplines. Preliminary
results from the analysis of the problem of improving bachelor’s learning activity
within the framework of the “Operation of Transport and Technological Machines
and Systems” course (oil and gas production) made it possible to identify several
shortcomings. Firstly, students’ levels of professional competence are insufficient for
using professional knowledge in the innovative and predictive mode while solving
inter-scientific production problems in fuel and energy complexes. Secondly, practiceoriented approach to the solution of complex research problems in production is not
fully implemented to ensure the unity of student's learning and research activities.
Objective requirements for student’s learning activity modernization and
insufficiently developed methodological, organizational and Instructional foundations
for its improvement have determined the relevance of our study – "Implementing
practice-oriented approach in professional program content for bachelor’s training in the Fuel and
Energy Complex". Our contribution to the Pedagogical Science in the field of "Theory
and Methodology of Vocational Education" is that our innovative teaching system
developed in terms of target, content, procedural and organizational aspects for oil
and gas student training improvement allows transforming scientific knowledge into
academic knowledge, as well as adapting teaching and learning process to modern
requirements of science-intensive industries of the fuel and energy complex (FEC). As
a basis for teaching system design, practice-oriented approach will determine the
indicative basis for IT support: teaching methods and means, as well as ways to
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transform the key directions of meaningful synthesis in solving inter-scientific
production problems.
Methods
We have used the following research methods to achieve the goal of the study:
‒ literary sources analysis (philosophical, psycho-pedagogical, sociological,
methodological literature);
‒ theoretical and research data generalization, synthesis, comparison,
systematization, abstraction and analysis for didactic theory modeling and design;
‒ generalization of experience in forming student’s professional competencies;
‒ observation, questioning, discussion, expert assessment, document analysis,
testing;
‒ pedagogical experiment, which allowed gaining data on student’s professional
readiness;
‒ mathematical and statistical methods and software tools for processing the
pedagogical experiment results.
The experiment was carried out at the November Oil and Gas Institute
(Yamal-Nenets Autonomous District).
Research reliability and scientific validity are determined by methodological
validity of theoretical positions, developed diagnostic methods adequate to the
objectives, research subject and object, sample representativeness, quantitative and
qualitative data analysis, and practical application. In the course of developing a
methodology for assessing pedagogical experiment results, we have chosen student’s
readiness to solve interdisciplinary problems as a major efficiency indicator of
developed approaches based on close relation between production problems (practiceoriented approach). We have also used theoretical information received by students
taking the “Operation of Transport and Technological Machines and Systems”
(OTTMS) course.
The level of student’s readiness to solve interdisciplinary and inter-scientific
production problems was determined by assessing generalized professional knowledge
and skills in the field of:
‒ improving and learning technological processes while manufacturing parts,
units and aggregates of machines and equipment;
‒ equipment installation and checkout for maintaining and repairing
transport-technological machines and systems;
‒ commissioning of technological equipment (after testing), devices, units,
systems and parts for testing transport-technological machines and systems;
‒ transport-technological machines and systems operating in the FEC;
‒ determining the operability of installed technological equipment (after
testing), transport-technological machines and systems;
‒ selecting equipment and units for replacement during the operation of
transport-technological machines and systems, transport equipment, their elements
and systems.
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Based on the results processed with mathematical statistics, we have analyzed
the dynamics of differential indicators in relation to the student’s readiness to solve
interdisciplinary problems (experimental group). We have used a non-parametric 2
criterion in order to measure student’s readiness to solve interdisciplinary problems
introduced in the OTTMS course. Based on this criterion, we have proved the
hypothesis about the efficiency of IT support in implementing practice-oriented
approach while solving inter-scientific production problems.
Literature review
USSR scientists-practitioners have made a great contribution to pedagogical
theory development. It is necessary to note the undoubted value of the research
carried out in such areas as:
‒ theoretical foundations of ongoing vocational education (Yu.K. Vasiliev,
G.P. Kornev, V.V. Kraevsky, B.C. Lednev, I.Ya. Lerner, A.M. Novikov, M.N. Skatkin,
V.A. Slastenin, S.Ya. Batyshev, A.P. Belyaev, B.S. Gershunsky, A.P. Tryapitsyna etc);
‒ theoretical provisions on integration processes in education (B.G.
Afanasyev, M.N. Berulava, G.N. Volkov, AI.. Guriev, L.A. Ermakova, O.B. Episheva,
S.B. Ignatov, I.D. Zverev, Kh.R. Kadyrova, B.N. Kedrov, K.Yu. Kolesin, I.R.
Lazarenko, V.E. Melnikov V.V. Osipov, G.I. Ruzavi, N.I. R. Stavskaya, T.V.
Tarkhanov, V.P. Toporovsky, V.I. Truhachev, K.D. Ushinsky, I.T. Frolov, etc);
‒ issues of practice-oriented vocational education (M.Ya. Vilensky,
Yu.Vetrov, T. Dmitrienko, G.S. Zhukov, E.V. Komarov, N.I. Nikitin, P.I. Obraztsov,
A.Uman, G.N. Tolkacheva, F.G. Yalalov);
‒ educational technology design for training specialists for science-intensive
plants (R.N. Zaripov, E.N. Kamyshev, N.Yu. Markina, I.I. Khudorovsky).
It is important to note that foreign higher education system has accumulated
great experience in improving vocational education through a practice-oriented
approach to teaching.
The article of Stoica1 considers a practice-oriented approach in the
combination with science and technology integration applied to the methodological
system of technical student training. This system allows achieving high outcomes in
training engineers and developing real software systems.
There are authors2 writing about their experience in training practitioners in
the field of counseling psychology. They have applied a practice-oriented approach to
future specialist’s professional development through the advanced experience of
doctoral students – science-and-practice integration model.

1

A. J. Stoica, S. Islam, "Integrative Educational Approach Oriented Towards Software and System
Development," in International Journal of Engineering Pedagogy (iJEP), III (2013), no. 1, p. 36-43.
2 S. D. Kison, K. D. Moorer, M. C. Villarosa, "The integration of science and practice: Unique
perspectives from counseling psychology students," in Counselling Psychology Quarterly, XXVIII (2015), no.
3.
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The article3 considers a practice-oriented approach to training future specialists
in the field of construction. The authors analyze what has caused the problems related
to the fact that university teachers are far from practice and do not have enough
knowledge about construction management, quality control and technical
requirements for the project.
There are authors4 describing experience in designing and teaching a course
based on a practice-oriented approach. The research course was designed to train
professionals in the field of economics. Peking University teachers have presented a
development that includes all the necessary methodological support for the proposed
training course.
The article5 reasonably substantiates the practice-oriented approach in
research, in particular, in the social sphere.
As the domestic and foreign experience shows, applying practice-oriented
approach in training bachelors allows bringing the learning process closer to practice
and implementing this approach in higher education and at other levels of education.
Based on the foregoing, it should be recognized that the current stage of
higher education development requires a deep analysis of accumulated experience and
theoretical approaches in searching for ways to improve bachelor’s vocational
education in the field of OTTMS (oil and gas production).
Results
The purpose of the research is to improve the quality of bachelor’s vocational
education through a practice-oriented approach (based on the integrative component)
to solving inter-scientific production problems introduced in the OTTMS (oil and gas
production).
Research objectives:
‒ determining the level of student’s professional competence in using
professional knowledge in the innovative and predictive mode while solving interscientific production problems;
‒ identifying specific features of fuel and energy specialist’s professional
activity (technological, installation and commissioning, service and maintenance
activities) in forming learning environment based on practice-oriented training and ties
with industries;
‒ revealing specific features of the content of vocational education and
determining learning environment that can ensure the achievement of professional
objectives in accordance with the following types of professional activity:
technological, installation and commissioning, service and maintenance;

3

T. Zhang, On Constructing a Practice-oriented Teaching Team in Civil Engineering. Future Computer,
Communication, Control and Automation. Advances in Intelligent and Soft Computing, 119.
4 M. Tang, (2015). "A Practice-Oriented Enterprise Resources Planning Course Design," in Z. Zhang,
Z. Shen, H. Zhang, R., Zhang, (eds), LISS 2014, Berlin, Heidelberg, Springer, 2014.
5 B. Littig, M. Leitner, "Combining Methods in Practice Oriented Research," in M. Jonas, B. Littig, A.
Wroblewski A. (eds), Methodological Reflections on Practice Oriented Theories, Berlin, Springer, 2017.
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‒ developing IT support for in order to implement an integrative approach
while solving inter-scientific production problems in the field of OTTMS (oil and gas
production).
Vocational education programs for technical students taking the OTTMS
course are being improved due to the contradiction between the science and
technology dynamism and the unresolved problem of finding didactic equivalents
reflecting social experience in scientific and industrial integration in the teaching and
learning process. In education, the concept of "integration" is considered in two
aspects: as a goal of learning and as teaching means. Ideas described by Yu.A. Samarin
can be considered as the psychological basis of integration in education. According to
him, any knowledge is an association, and the knowledge system is a system of
associations. He was the first man to introduce the term "interdisciplinary links",
which serve as a source of integration. Thus, interdisciplinary links are a learning
condition for improving student’s learning outcomes.
Based on the principles and selection criteria developed in pedagogical science,
we have developed a content of practice-oriented education based on the integrative
component of oil and gas bachelor’s vocational training. It was developed based on
the field 23.03.03 "Operation of Transport and Technological Machines and Systems".
We have taken into account all methodological grounds in order to meet the federal
state educational standards for bachelor’s training in this field of education.
Allocated interdisciplinary links make it possible to determine the scope of
general scientific problems in the sphere of OTTMS and to develop an integrated
approach to solving them based on comparative analysis. Such links are the chains of
disciplines that are part of the curriculum: compulsory and elective ones:
1. Attachment composition and operation.
2. Power units and engines of transport and technological machines and
systems.
3. Performance characteristics of transport-technological machines and
systems.
4. Electronics and electrical equipment of transport and technological
machines and systems.
5. Winter operation of transport and technological machines and equipment.
Interdisciplinary links are formed in the case when achievements of one
science are used while learning the other. They arise in the process of ongoing
research fundamentalizing. Research results in the field of each discipline make it
possible to obtain a qualitatively new result, since the practice-oriented approach to
learning these disciplines grounds the transformation of the key directions of
meaningful synthesis in solving inter-scientific production problems introduced in the
“Winter Operation of Transport and Technological Machines and Equipment” course
(Table 2, 3).
Table 2. Didactic equivalents for transforming key directions of meaningful synthesis in
solving inter-scientific production problems introduced in the "Winter Operation of
Transport and Technological Machines and Equipment" course
№
Discipline
Teaching units
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1.

2.

Attachment
composition
operation

1.
Attachment of special equipment used in the oil industry.
and 2.
Attachment composition. Lifting units. Pumping units.
3.
Attachment composition. Units for dewaxing of wells
and steam units. Cement-mixing and sand-mixing units.
4.
Attachment composition. Tank trucks.
5.
Units for mechanization of operations.
6.
Diagnostic units.
Power units and
1.
Working principles of different types of engines.
engines of transport 2.
Crank mechanism.
and technological
3.
Gas distribution mechanism.
machines and
4.
Oil lubricated system.
systems
5.
Colling system.
6.
Power supply systems for engines.

3.

Performance
characteristics of
transporttechnological
machines and
systems (TTMS)

4.

Electronics and
electrical equipment
of transport and
technological
machines and
systems

1.
Performance characteristics of TTMS
2.
Forces acting on TTMS
3.
Traction dynamics of TTMS
4.
Fuel efficiency
5.
Braking dynamics of TTMS
6.
Stability and controllability of transport-technological
machines
1.
Basic Electronics Concepts
2.
Power supply system
3.
Engine stop-start system
4.
Ignition system
5.
Electronic engine management systems
6.
Lighting, light and sound alarm systems. Electric
Actuator Accessories

Table 3. Transforming key directions of meaningful synthesis in solving inter-scientific
production problems introduced in the "Winter Operation of Transport and Technological
Machines and Equipment" course
№
Topic
Description
1.

2.

Climate severity. Climatic zones in Russia. The concept of climate severity.
Design features Weather conditions in the Tyumen Region and the Far North, their
of
Nordic impact on the performance indicators of TTMS.
TTMS
Design features of Nordic TTMS and requirements.
Multi-fuel engines.
Power plants with an electronic control system, their adaptability
for operation under low temperatures.
Requirements
Constructive and operational measures carried out to prepare
for operating
transport-technological machines and equipment for winter
material
operation.
Requirements for operating materials based on winter operation of
TTMS
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3.
4.

5.

Remote start
under low
temperature
Means
simplifying the
remote start
under low
temperature

Remote start of TTMS under low temperatures.
Calculating thermodynamic conditions of remote start. Remote start
system of modern machines. Construction and calculation.
Means simplifying the remote start under low temperature.
Thermal preparation of power plants before start.
Heating boilers.
Construction and calculation.
Warm-up modes.
Winter storage of transport-technological machines and equipment

TTMS passing Driving on virgin snow.
virgin snow and Design features of transport machines (TM) affecting their
ice crossings
readability.
Assessing readability of TM driving on virgin snow.
Passing ice crossings. Evaluating the bearing capacity of ice.
Calculating the permissible mass of TM moving along ice crossings.

Table 4 provides teaching units of disciplines fundamental for the "Modeling Transport and
Technological Systems" course while Table 5 presents interdisciplinary links between the
major areas of study related to the issues of transport system modeling and transport logistics.
Table 4. Didactic equivalents for transforming key directions of meaningful synthesis in
solving inter-scientific production problems introduced in the "Modeling Transport and
Technological Systems" course
№
Discipline
Teaching units
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1.

Mathematics

2.

Queuing Theory

3.

Performance
characteristics of
transport-technological
machines and systems
(TTMS)

4.

Electronics and electrical
equipment of transport
and technological
machines and systems

Characteristics and significance of optimization methods.
The general linear programming problem.
Duality of linear programming problems.
Graphic-analytic method. Solving problems at the
maximum and minimum values of the objective function.
The simplex method. Stating the general linear
programming problem.
Finding a permissible basic solution. Simplex method with
an artificial basis. Steepest descent method. Degeneracy in
the simplex method. Economic content of the simplex
method.
Markov Processes. Basic concepts. Markov chains.
Flow of events. The simplest flow and its properties. Death
and reproduction processes
Single-channel queuing system (QS) with failures.
Multichannel QS with failures
Single-channel QS with waiting.
Multi-channel QS with waiting
QS limited waiting time. Closed QS.
Distribution law modeling. Simulation QS modeling.
Performance characteristics of TTMS
Forces acting on TTMS
Traction dynamics of TTMS
Fuel efficiency
Braking dynamics of TTMS
Stability and controllability of transport-technological
machines
Basic Electronics Concepts
Power supply system
Engine stop-start system
Ignition system
Electronic engine management systems
Lighting, light and sound alarm systems. Electric Actuator
Accessories

Table 5. Transforming key directions of meaningful synthesis in solving inter-scientific
production problems introduced in the "Modeling Transport and Technological Systems"
course
№
Topic
Description
Modeling Transport and Technological Systems
1.

Linear programming
transportation problem
and its model

"Closed" and "open" model of the transportation problem.
The initial baseline plan construction methods: north-west
corner method, method of the smallest element in the
matrix, the method of potentials. Methods with resolution
elements. Dual transportation problem assessments, their
economic essence and properties.
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2.

Fundamentals of
transportation
optimization

Methods for determining the shortest distances between the
transportation network points. Cargo transportation routing.
Methods for arranging rational routes for bulk goods.
Arranging rational delivery and assembly routes.
Transport logistics

1.

Transportation and
logistics design and
management

The process of designing a delivery system. Multi-criterion
problem of choosing a delivery system. Synthesis technique
for integrated cargo delivery system.
Logistic intermediaries. Logistics intermediaries in cargo and
passenger transportation. Methods of choosing a logistics
intermediary.
Mathematical methods and models for optimizing logistics
transportation chains and links based on the optimality
criteria.

2.

Transportation and
logistic service quality
analysis technique

Transportation and logistic service quality analysis technique
for cargo owners and distribution channels;
Economic efficiency measurement methods based on the
choice of vehicles;
Logistics intermediaries choice method;
Economic efficiency measurement methods based on the
choice of vehicles and loading/unloading machinery.

Based on the practice-oriented approach, one of the ways was to design a
complex of interdisciplinary tasks covering the existing production problems. In terms
of solution complexity, we allocate the following inter-scientific problems:
‒ simple problems uniting two disciplines from different areas of scientific
knowledge (bi-subject integration);
‒ deep problems integrating three or more disciplines (multi-subject
integration).
As an example, we will outline the following stages of developing
interdisciplinary tasks in the field of constructing and maintaining infield roads and oil
and gas production facilities:
1. Analyzing future professional activity, knowledge and skills acquired by
students while performing interdisciplinary task.
Comment to the stage. Student performing interdisciplinary tasks must:
‒ know: the classification of roads; parameters of different road categories;
stages of road design and construction; information about soils and types of soil
water; constructive layers of road pavement; types of road pavement; roadbed design
in marshes; types of temporary roads, their construction and maintenance methods;
‒ be able to: determine the type of pavement for different environment;
characterize the reasons for choosing the pavement material; determine the type of
soil, its granulometric composition; read and build plans, longitudinal and transverse
road profiles; use data on the relationship between roads and communications; tell the
difference between structural layers, determine their evenness; determine the
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roughness and coupling properties of the road surface; tell the difference between the
types of marshes and make decisions related to roadbed construction on them;
‒ have the skills of: making decisions on winter road maintenance equipment
and technology; infield road and oil and gas production facility construction and
maintenance.
2. Allocating courses for research competence formation (State Educational
Standard of Higher Education and curricula).
Comment to the stage. These are the “Performance Characteristics of Motor
Roads” and “Construction and Maintenance of Infield Roads and Oil and Gas
Production Facilities” courses.
3. Analyzing the content of programs (main sections, topics, concepts) to
eliminate duplication and ensure continuity at the interdisciplinary level; forming a
matrix of inter-scientific relations, analyzing the array of scientific knowledge. Based
on the obtained comparison, science intersection is established.
Comment to the stage. In the matrix of interdisciplinary relations, scientific
knowledge involves the classification of road types and categories; pavement types;
factors affecting pavement durability; temporary road construction methods;
information about soils and types of soil water, constructive layers of pavements;
roadbed design in marshes; temporary road types; soil types, its granulometric
composition; pavement types in terms of different environment; its condition; types of
marshes and decisions related to roadbed construction on them; temporary road
maintenance, decisions about the winter road maintenance equipment and technology.
4. Offering inter-scientific research tasks (ISRT) designed for different
subjects to students (with due account for intra-professional differentiation and their
personal potential).
Comment to the stage. These tasks involve target setting. This helps to create a
positive motivation.
The purpose of ISRT is to form student’s system of knowledge and skills in
the field of designing and constructing motor roads as an integral part of oil and gas
facility’s infrastructure, as well as their further maintenance during operation.
Objectives of ISRT:
‒ learning the classification of road types and categories;
‒ giving an idea about the stages and fundamentals of designing and
constructing in-field roads and oil and gas production facilities;
‒ learning the pavement structure and operation, factors affecting pavement
durability, as well as the fundamentals of oil field road construction and operation in
the context of specific environment;
‒ learning the types of marshes and making decisions on roadbed
construction on them.
Table 6. Matrix of inter-scientific relations used in designing a complex of interdisciplinary
tasks for the “Construction and Maintenance of Infield Roads and Oil and Gas Production
Facilities” course
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Classification of
road types and
categories
Determining
the soil type
Information about
and its
soils and soil water
granulometric
composition
Determining
the type of
Constructive layers
pavement for
of pavements
different
environment
Main sections,
topics, concepts

Roadbed in
swampy areas

Pavement
types
Determining
the soil type
and its
granulometric
composition
Examining the
pavement
condition and
operation

Factors affecting
pavement
durability
Examining the
pavement
condition

Oil field road design and construction in a swampy
area

Temporary road
types

Temporary road
construction
methods

Studying the types
of marshes and
making decisions
related to roadbed
construction on
them
Temporary road
maintenance;
Making decisions
about the winter
road maintenance
equipment and
technology

The complex of interdisciplinary tasks designed for the “Construction and
Maintenance of Infield Roads and Oil and Gas Production Facilities” course and
based on a practice-oriented approach leads learners to the level of acquiring research
knowledge and skills in this area, as they are based on the process of modeling real
professional situations of infield road design and construction in swampy area.
The scientific novelty of our research is that:
‒ practice-oriented approach to technical bachelor’s vocational training is the
pedagogical research subject for the first time (special field: 23.03.03 "Operation of
transport and technological machines and systems");
‒ developed integrative technology of technical bachelor’s vocational training
allows:
1) including interrelated interdisciplinary links into the learning process, as
they have a targeted impact on students' knowledge systematization around the
fundamental inter-scientific production problem introduced in OTTMS (oil and gas
production);
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2) achieving professional objectives in accordance with the following types of
professional activity: technological, installation and commissioning, service and
maintenance.
Theoretical relevance of the research is that it substantiates the need to search
for didactic equivalents in order to transform the key directions of meaningful
synthesis in solving inter-scientific production problems introduced in OTTMS. The
research provides technological approaches towards transforming key directions of
meaningful synthesis in the field of designing and constructing infield roads in
swampy area, maintaining infield roads and oil and gas production facilities, modeling
transport and technological systems, operating transport and technological machines
and equipment in winter.
Practical relevance of the research is that it defines practical ways and
conditions that contribute to the solution of inter-scientific production problems
while achieving professional objectives in accordance with the following types of
professional activity:
‒ technological activity: maintaining transport and technological machines;
improving and learning technological processes while manufacturing parts, units and
aggregates of machines and equipment;
‒ installation and commissioning: equipment installation and checkout for
maintaining and repairing transport-technological machines and systems;
commissioning of technological equipment (after testing), devices, units, systems and
parts for testing transport-technological machines and systems;
‒ service and maintenance: transport-technological machines and systems
operating in the FEC; determining the operability of installed technological equipment
(after testing), transport-technological machines and systems; selecting equipment and
units for replacement during the operation of transport-technological machines and
systems, transport equipment, their elements and systems.
Research hypothesis is that bachelor’s vocational training will be effective if:
‒ student’s learning activity is based on a practice-oriented approach
(educational-scientific-industrial integration) with due account for bi-subject and
multi-subject levels;
‒ ways and means for achieving various goals within the framework of learning
process are agreed at the level of target and management components;
‒ inter-scientific knowledge and skills ensuring bachelor's readiness to
professional activity are formed at the level of content and control components
(OTTMS: oil and gas production).
Discussion
We have developed an innovative teaching system (in target, content,
procedural and organizational aspects) that allows adapting vocational education of
students taking the course “Operation of Transport and Technological Machines and
Systems” (oil and gas production) to modern requirements of science-intensive plants
(practice-oriented approach). Research reliability and scientific validity are determined
by methodological validity of theoretical positions, developed diagnostic methods
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adequate to the objectives, research subject and object, sample representativeness,
quantitative and qualitative data analysis, and practical application
Existing studied cannot pretend to complete scientific description of all
aspects of such a complicated process as technical bachelor’s vocational education
improvement (special field: Operation of Transport and Technological Machines and
Systems (oil and gas production).
Problems that need further development involve:
‒ developing methodological approaches to the process of studying
interdisciplinary tasks introduced in the “Construction and Maintenance of Infield
Roads and Oil and Gas Production Facilities;”
‒ improving modern methods of information support contributing to
specialist’s scientific and information activities.
Conclusions
We have tested the results of our research on system design and
implementation for student’s vocational education improvement within the
framework of “the “Operation of Transport and Technological Machines and
Systems” course (oil and gas production). The test has proved that our hypothesis and
its conceptual provisions are correct. This allows us to draw the following conclusions:
1. Our innovative teaching system designed for technical student’s
vocational education improvement allows transforming scientific knowledge into
academic knowledge, as well as adapting technical bachelor’s vocational education to
modern requirements of science-intensive plants. The system of inter-scientific
knowledge and skills should be created at the level of content and control components
in order to ensure students' readiness to practice. Such system should also involve a
research component focused on further knowledge-intensive industry development.
2. Our interdisciplinary tasks designed for the “Construction and
Maintenance of Infield Roads and Oil and Gas Production Facilities” course lead
students to acquiring research knowledge and skills in this field, as it is based on the
process of modeling real professional situation of designing and constructing roads in
a swampy area.
3. Practice-oriented approach based on science and technology integration
and used as a base for teaching system design for technical student’s vocational
education improvement allows including interdisciplinary links into the learning
process, as they contribute to a targeted impact on student’s knowledge
systematization around fundamental inter-scientific production problems introduced
in the “Operation of Transport and Technological Machines and Systems” course (oil
and gas production).
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The Crisis in Natural Science and the Eve of Physics Revolution
Vladimir A. ATSYUKOVSKY
Zhukovsky, Russia
Abstract. The science and technology development determines the civilization progress vector. Every
science that continues to develop is characterized by new studies and discoveries. The Physical Science, however,
has been recently in significant decline, taking second place after the Math. The crisis in Physics lies in stagnation in its postulates and axioms, which led to a situation, when this science cannot explain the current phenomena.
Thus, the purpose of this research is to consider the method for restoring the Materialistic Physics.
This goal is achieved through the complementary research methods: historical and comparative analysis.
The Results section shows that Physics will be developing in the field of the aether gas. The research
on its properties can contribute to the following physics revolution.
Keywords: physics, Materialistic Physics, physics revolution, motion-driven matter,
aether properties.

Introduction
Currently, there is a crisis in the natural science – scientists failed to understand the physical significance of common physics conceptions. Math has the edge
over Physics and Common Sense. This crisis can be traced in the methodology of
making theories based on postulates, principles and axioms.1 Physics became an idealistic kind of science. This entailed the crisis in Natural Science and Physics itself. The
solution to these problems lies in restoring the materialistic methodology by introducing the aether gas concepts, as the aether is a common building material for all types
of matter and fields.
The current crisis in the Natural Science is significant:
 Scientists have failed to understand the physical significance of fundamental
physics conceptions, such as electric charge, electric and magnetic fields, and gravitational field. They have also failed to understand the physical significance of fundamental interactions (strong and weak interactions, electromagnetic and gravitational interactions), although they are widely used in modern technologies2;
 The number of new discoveries, recognized by official science, is decreasing
from year to year; even the Nobel Prizes are awarded either for new technologies, or
for the long-term research3;
 The number of discovered phenomena that Physics cannot explain within
the framework of the existing theory is increasing. For example, radioactive decay

1

2

3

G. Adomian, Solving frontier problems of physics: the decomposition method, vol. 60, Berlin, Springer Science &
Business Media, 2013; N. Newbury, M. Newman, Princeton Problems in Physics with Solutions, Princeton,
Princeton University Press, 2015; B. Persson, E. Tosatti (eds.), Physics of sliding friction, vol. 311, Berlin,
Springer Science & Business Media, 2013.
V. A. Atsyukovsky, Critical Analysis of the Relativity Theory Fundamentals. Analytical review, 2nd edition,
Moscow, Russian Academy of Natural Sciences. Scientific World Publishing House, 2012, p. 135.
V. A. Atsyukovsky, System-Historical Forecasting Method in Engineering, Physics and Sociology, Moscow, Russian Academy of Natural Sciences, G. Halley-Print Publishing House, 2013, p. 220.
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rates can change (but only for the external observer) in rotating states; an object can
be moved, changed, or otherwise affected by another object at a significant distance;4
 Experimentally detected velocities exceed the speed of light, etc.5
At the same time, there are contradictions between established concepts, supported by monographs and textbooks, and the real situation in all fields of natural science:6
 so-called cosmological paradoxes – gravitational, thermodynamic and photometric paradoxes, discovered back on the middle of the 19th century – still are not
explained;
 astronomists cannot explain the contradictions in the Solar System: the Sun
dominates the system by mass while the planets account for the vast majority of the
angular momentum. The Sun energy should have been run out long ago, but it is not.
Comets have more than one tail. Besides, theories explaining the very presence of
hundreds of billions of comets still are not proved;
 there are numerous paradoxes discovered in electrical engineering, for example: one-meter wire has a magnetic field, which energy is infinite at any current.
The physical significance of vector potential is still not determined while the concept
of mutual inductance of conductors is not formed at all, although the mutual induction was detected. There are cases, when calculations do not coincide with the practical results;
 in geology, the theory that the Earth is a stationary planet is not confirmed,
on the contrary, it was established that the Earth is expanding, but scientists cannot
give an answer to where the accumulating mass is coming from.
In modern Theoretical Physics, Math has the edge over the physics models
[12.13]. Quantum Mechanics has introduced methods for calculating the atoms, but
they have no physical significance. How can we read the facts that a wave function
reflects the probability of an electron appearance at a certain point in space, that this is
a probabilistic phenomenon, but not causal one?
Scientists believe that theories claim to phenomena generally impossible to be
imagined, for example: curved space model or time dilation model, or the mechanism
for creating mass from energy, based on the mass-energy equivalence theory.
We know that there is no media inside the atom. However, there is an electric
field, which nature and structure are unknown. The atomic orbit is stable when the
electron comes to the same point with the same phase after circling the atomic center.
However, the reasons for the electronic wave to keep its phase are essentially unV. A. Atsyukovsky, The Beginning of the Aether-Dynamic Natural Science. Russian Academy of Natural Sciences.
Book 6. Modern Experiments and Technologies, Moscow, Petit Publishing House, 2017.
5 G. Adomian, Solving frontier problems of physics: the decomposition method; S. G. Mikhlin, Integral equations: and
their applications to certain problems in mechanics, mathematical physics and technology (Vol. 4), Elsevier, 2014.
6 B. M. Budak, A. A. Samarskii, A. N. Tikhonov, A Collection of Problems on Mathematical Physics: International Series of Monographs in Pure and Applied Mathematics (Vol. 52), Elsevier, 2013.
7 M. M. Lavrentiev, Some improperly posed problems of mathematical physics, Vol. 11, Berlin, Springer Science
& Business Media, 2013.
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known. The explanation given for the matter is that otherwise the electron would lose
its energy. Such an explanation is of meta kind, as they say that an electron keeps the
orbit stable because it keeps it stable. At this point, one can find a mistake in the narrative somehow similar to the survivorship bias.
Physicists take no interest in the physical significance of phenomena. Thus,
they enrich the quantitative characteristics without finding out what effect they might
have. Such a situation is a consequence of the idealistic methodology, rooted in Theoretical Physics based on postulates, principles and axioms. Therefore, the purpose of
this article is to consider ways to update Physics.
Methods
This research is based on the general scientific (analysis, synthesis, comparison,
generalization) and historical methods (problem-based chronological, comparativehistorical and system-based historical analysis).
The comparative-historical method allowed comparing both the state of the
research object in relation to various aspects at different chronological stages, as well
as different objects and phenomena that existed at the same time.
Data, Analysis, and Results
The Materialistic Physics update requires only the introduction of experience
in the natural science development – the experience of previous physics revolutions
and it application in current situations.
The bottom line of each revolution was that science accumulates many types
of one-level structures, not summarized in the system. This led to a gnosiological crisis, which was resolved after the introduction of new formations at the next hierarchical level of matter organization: substances turned out to consist of molecules,
molecules – of atoms, atoms – of ultimate particles. The highest structure in the hierarchy turned out to be combined of lower-level structures. This made it possible to
understand the higher-level structure and to move further to new ideas about nature
and to new technologies based on the new forms of energy. The crisis was resolved –
the Natural Science continued to develop along with other branches of science in both
the fundamental and applied directions.
Currently, there is a situation similar to the eve of all previous physics revolutions. There have been many structures (ultimate particles of matter) accumulated.
Although they are all ultimate, they can switch one another. This means that they all
consist of the same material, which elements are much smaller than the ultimate particles. In other words, this is some kind of material medium filling the space and building the ultimate particles. In ancient times, such a medium was called the aether. This
poses the question: what stands behind the aether and how does it work?
Each higher-level formation turned out to be a combination of the lower-level
formations, while their sum turned out to be a building material. We have to introduce
the next higher-level building bricks that follow the ultimate particles – amers. This will
be the sixth revolution in Physics.
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PHYSICS AND THECNOLOGY REVILUTIONS
Getting into Matter:
Science Field
Energy Form
observation levels
Common Nature
The beginning of science
Muscular power
(Thales, 6th Century, B.C.)
Substance: Elementals, Solids, Gases
Philosophy
Muscular power
and Energy
(Aristotle, 4th Century, B.C.)
Material substance
Power from falling
(Paracelsus, 16th
Pharmacology
water and wind
century)
Molecule
Mineral sources
(Lomonosov, 18th
Chemistry
(coal)
century)
Atom
Mineral sources (oil
Electromagnetics
(Dalton, 1824)
and gas)
Sub-atomic particles Atomic Physics, Plasma and Sol- Nuclear and electric
(Rutherford, 1911)
id-State Physics
power
Amer
Aether Dynamics
Aether power
(21th Century)

If we want to understand the aether structure, we have to determine the requirements for it, based on the known macro- and micro-world phenomena.
As the starting point, we can consider the idea of universal invariants (matter,
space, time and motion) that can be attributed to the all natural material structures,
processes and phenomena. In the Dialectics of Nature, Engels notes that the world is
nothing else, but the moving matter.
There are four universal invariants: motion and its three components – matter,
space and time, which have seven basic properties:
 they are attributed to all structures and phenomena;
 they remain under any transformations;
 infinite divisibility;
 additivity;
 linearity;
 unlimitedness;
 preferable scales and lengths are not accepted.
These properties imply the properties of the physical world:
1) indestructibility and inconsistency of matter, space, time and motion;
2) Euclidean space;
3) time uniformity;
4) infinite divisibility of matter, space, time and motion;
5) space and time are woven together in any space;
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6) spatial and temporal continuity;
7) hierarchical matter/process organization in space/time;
8) physical laws operate at all levels of matter organization;
9) physical laws operate at all points of space and on any interval of time;
10) all processes (including all so-called fundamental interactions) are reducible to mechanics;
11) Universe infinity in space;
12) Universe infinity in time;
13) mass and energy of the Universe are constant.
The amount of information was basically sufficient for establishing the universal invariants and making the related conclusions at any stage of the Natural Science
development. However, this was irrelevant before the beginning of the nineteenth
century. In the nineteenth century, materialistic methodology was largely lost, and in
the twentieth century, Physics turned to idealism. Thus, the job was not done.
Universal physical invariants form the basis for building models of material
structures and processes at any stage of the Natural Science development. At the moment of crisis, this problem is pressing the Natural Science, so we have to take the advantage of this situation.
The foregoing implies the following fundamental statement. Since the world is
nothing, but the moving matter, all physical interactions have an internal mechanism
and can be reducible to mechanics. The well-known thesis of modern Theoretical
Physics is that there are four fundamental interactions – strong and weak, electromagnetic and gravitational interactions – that are not reducible to each other. This thesis is
true only on the part that they are not reducible. As the J. Fourier mistakenly believed
that heat is a special kind of motion not reducible to mechanics (1822), so the modern
physical theory is also wrong. It states that these fundamental interactions cannot be
reduced to mechanics. The universal physical invariants imply that these invariants are
reducible to mechanics at a level deeper than the fundamental interactions are.
Discussion
Aether Properties Qualitation
Physical World Properties
Aether Properties
Macro-world
Physical invariants – matter, space,
Aether invariants – matter, space, time
time and motion
and motion
Isotropic characteristics of matter and
Complete natural space filling
fields
Low resistance to motion
Low density and viscosity
High propagation rates
High tension
Micro-world
Mutually transforming ultimate partiPossibility of different structures
cles
Mutual hit with the preservation of
Aether elements should contribute to
energy and momentum
hitting with the preservation of energy
and momentum
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Matter confinement within the stable
ultimate particles
Differences in the specific density of
particles

Motion modes contributing to confinement of matter
Wide-scale compressibility

Simple analysis shows that only the gaseous medium meets the requirements
imposed for the space medium. Since the physical laws operating at all the levels of
matter organization are the same, the aether must have all the properties that the viscous and compressible gas has.7 Therefore, the numerical parameters of aether, located near the Earth, can be determined in accordance with the gas mechanics (Table 2).
Since electromagnetic interactions are identical to the optical interactions while
the optical phenomena occur without magnetic interactions, the following calculation
is based on the correlation between the specific energy of the electric field and the
specific energy of the moving aether mass. Such correlation was chosen in the light of
the fact that any field is a manifestation of the aether movement.
ɛ0 E2
ρ0a v2
3
we = ────, J/m ; wэ = ────, J/m3;
2
2
Where: ɛ0 = 8.85·10–12 F·m –1 – vacuum permittivity, Е – electric intensity,
V/m; ρ0a – aether density, kg/m3; v – aether flow rate, m/s; ɛ0 and ρ0a are equal:
ɛ0 = 8.85·10–12 F·m –1 = ρ0a = 8.85·10–12 kg·m –3,
This corresponds to the Augustin-Jean Fresnel’s agenda (1823) regarding the
aether theory.
Other parameters of aether gas were calculated by the gas mechanics formulas.
Aether Parameters near the Earth
Parameter
Variable
Density
ρ0a = 8.85·10–12
Pressure
P > 1.3·1036
Specific energy content
w > 1.3·1036
Temperature
T < 10–44
First sound velocity
v1 > 4.3·1023
Second sound velocity
v2 = = 3·108
Thermal conductivity coefficient
a ≈ 4·109
Thermal conductivity coefficient
k ≈ 1.2·1089
Kinematic viscosity
Х ≈ 4·109
Dynamic viscosity
ƞ ≈ 3.5·10-2
Heat capacity ratio
1 – 1.4
Heat capacity at constant pressure
cP > 1.4·1091
Heat capacity at a constant volume
cV > 1091
Amer (Aether Element)
8

Measurement unit
kg·m–3
N·m–2
J·m–3
K
m·s–1
m·s–1
m2·s–1
kg·m·s–3 ·К–1
m2·s
kg·m–1·s–1
m2·s–2· К–1
m2·s–2· К–1

V. A. Atsyukovsky, The Beginning of the Aether-Dynamic Natural Science. Russian Academy of Natural Sciences.
Book 6. Modern Experiments and Technologies.
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Mass
Diameter
Mass amount in a unit volume
Mean free path length
Average thermal velocity

mа < 1.5·10–114
dа < 4.6·10–45
nа > 5.8·10102
λа < 7.4·10–15
uа ≈ 5.4·1023

kg
m
m–3
m
m·s–1

Conclusion
Thus, aether is a gas and has all the parameters of real compressible gas. Based
on this fact, there was formulated the materialistic theory of the universe. There were
also built the models of ultimate particles and all types of interactions, as well as the
equations in gravitation and electrodynamics. The cosmological paradoxes were resolved within the framework of the Euclidean space and matter. An explanation was
invoked to account for a number of phenomena that have not been reasonably explained earlier, followed by a number of new technologies. Since aether is a building
material for all kinds of matter while all physical fields are some kind of aether motions, there is no such a physical phenomenon that cannot be simulated on an aetherdynamic basis. This brings about great opportunities for researchers.
We should also pay attention to the fact that if we could bring the energy of
just one cubic meter of aether under generation, the mankind would be provided with
ecologically clean energy for billions of years.
Aether Dynamics is historically predetermined and, undoubtedly, will be the
basis of the future Natural Science.
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Copyright protection for music:
Russian-German ties in the second half of the XIXth- early XX centuries*
Vladimir Е. NIKOLAEV
Saratov State Law Academy, Saratov, Russia
Abstract. This article analyzes the process of interaction between Germany and Russia in the
context of legal mechanism creation for mutual copyright protection. Features of the creativity protection regime
of both states are studied through the musical and dramatic works. The process of interaction between states in
making international agreements on copyright protection is reconstructed, and its features are determined. We
have used complementary research methods, including historical legal method and system analysis.
Based on archive documents and other sources, we have determined the various ways of interaction
between Russian and German participants in the music copyright market (authors, publishers, governmentowned theaters, private enterprises, gramophone companies, collective copyright management organizations), as
well as the measures they used for copyright protection.
Keywords: copyright, musical work, archive documents, Russian-German ties,
Jurisprudence of the Russian Empire

Introduction
In Russia, copyright legislation regulating the copyright practices and related
legal precedents that began in the first third of the XIX century has been forming for
less than two centuries.1 It was influenced by the foreign states for a long time due to a
number of circumstances. The most important of them involve the late (in
comparison with a number of European countries) formation of a music marketplace
for copyrights. Its forms were different: from borrowing/adapting legislation to
making international agreements on mutual copyright protection.
In the Russian Empire, copyright law did not allow protecting the rights of
foreign writers for a long time. Their works were reprinted and translated without
their consent.2 In borrowing the cultural achievements of other peoples for own
enlightenment, the country was not very interested in copyright protection. At the
same time, states, public structures and authors, whose works were a source of cultural
achievements, wished for ties that would make the process at least somewhat
compensatory.
In this regard, France was the most active country, which activity on the part
of the government institutions and copyright societies has become noticeable since the
1960s of the XIX century. Germany showed its interest in the Russian copyright
market almost simultaneously. Specific interaction between Russia and these two
*

Acknowledgments. The study was carried out under the grant of RF President for governmental
support of young Russian PhD scientists No. MK-6313.2016.6 "Market of copyrights for musical
compositions in Russia in the second half of the XIX – early XX centuries".
1 ***, Complete Collection of Laws of the Russian Empire Collection. 2, Volume 36, 1. St. Petersburg, 1863; N. V.
Trubnikova, "Modern western historiography and Russian legal and judicial practices of the 18–20th
centuries: main research trends," in Procedia-Social and Behavioral Sciences, CLXVI (2015), p. 666-669.
2 A. Lindenmeyr, A Public Empire: Property and the Quest for the Common Good in Imperial Russia, Moscow,
2015; B. Von Haxthausen, The Russian Empire: Its People, Institutions and Resources, vol. 1-2, London,
Routledge, 2013.
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countries largely determined the way of how the national copyright legislation and
mechanisms of copyright protection were formed at the international level.3 The
Russian Empire took the path of international agreements on mutual copyright
protection in the early 60s of the XIX century after entering the conventions for the
protection of literary and artistic works were concluded with France (March 25, 1861)
and Belgium (July 18, 1862).4 The latter allowed the subjects of both states to protect
their works from reprints in the original language, but not from translation.
At this stage, Germany was considered as a source of inexpensive reprints of
various works, published in Europe, including France. That is why there was an
attempt to use the Russian-French convention as an instrument against such
publications. In particular, there were found appeals of Russian publishers to the
authorities with a request that their rights be protected. In January 1864, Matvey
Bernard, the St. Petersburg merchant and the music store keeper, filed a petition to
the Minister of the Interior to prohibit the importation of reprinted works of Russian
and French composers (with whom the latter had agreements) made in Hamburg
(RGIA F. 775). Censorship bodies provided such protection only at the request of the
right holder and with a specific list of works, which importation was supposed to be
prohibited. According to V.V. Bessel, this activity was not common. Thus, Russian
censorship bodies that have not had the necessary experience in this sphere found this
job to be optional and unnecessarily onerous.
If the German reprints of French works came across the Russian booksellers,
one could set sights only on their confiscation by the police/judicial body, but not on
bringing the sellers to account.5 Therefore, there was an urgent need for legal
regulation of copyright issues.
Thus, the purpose of this article is to consider the copyright development in
the Russian Empire, as well as its interaction with German legislation, through the
musical and dramatic works.
Method
The methodological basis of the research involves a science-wide dialectical
method of cognition, a method of law comparison, a historical-legal method, as well
as logical, institutional and statistical research methods.
The method of system analysis was used to identify the features of public
relations in the field of copyright.
Data, Anlysis, and Results
The lack of clear copyright regulation has led to the situation when not only
the commercial books fell under the border apprehension, but the private ones as
well. Thus, the L'Africaine (The African Woman) by G. Meyerbeer, sent a German
journal to its subscriber in Kiev as an award, was delayed by the censorship in 1866. In
Ya. A. Kantorovich, Copyright for literary, musical, artistic and photographic works, Moscow, 1916, p. 103-108;
N. Danilevskii, S. Woodburn, Russia and Europe, Moscow, Slavica Publishers, 2013.
4 M. T. Florinsky, The end of the Russian Empire, Pickle Partners Publishing, 2017.
5 Central State Historical Archives of St. Petersburg (CSHA SPb), F. 487. Op. 2. D. 1. L. 49 vol.
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this case, the Censorship Office referred to the Brandus et Dufour Publisher that
wrote about a counterfeit Berlin edition as a right holder a year earlier.6
In general, the possibility of obtaining inexpensive reprints of foreign works in
the original language from abroad (a significant number of them came from Germany)
became one of the reasons that motivated Russian book sellers and publishers to
apply for canceling the convention with France and Belgium. They succeeded in
1887.7
Germany was the second after France to make an attempt to enter into a
convention with Russia. At the same time, its text was as close as possible to the
French and Belgian versions, differing only in editorial corrections and somewhat
different regulation of related customs issues. However, Russian Government that has
already gained such experience with the Francophone countries generally regarded it
in the same way as the attempt of the Prussian Government, undertaken in 1870 on
behalf of the North German Union – negatively. From their point of view, it was
obvious that the ban on reprints in the original language will negatively affect the
fragile Russian cultural and enlightenment development. Besides, foreign partners
were providing such agreements only as the first step, wishing to extend the copyright
protection also for translated works.
The exception made for France was explained by political motives. In 1887,
the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Russia noted that the reasons for entering the
convention with France in 1861 were the "temporary political considerations".
Disadvantages of an agreement with Germany ware even more striking here: if France
was mainly a supplier of fiction and dramatic literature, then Germany – of scientific
literature and music (sheets, opera scores, etc.). According to certain data, 9/10 of all
book products were imported to Russia from Germany.
It should be noted that this attempt was not the first attempt of the Prussian
Government. The documents show that the Prussian envoy requested the opinion of
the Russian side on the possibility of concluding a treaty on mutual copyright
protection for writers and artists in 1847, but even then Russia refused8.
In Russian legislation, there were no provisions protecting the works of
foreign authors from translation into Russian, as well as from ordinary reprints. This
forced the participants of civil circulation to make agreements with foreign
counterparts, providing for the transfer of a manuscript for translation into Russian
before the publication of the original one, in cases when they wanted to receive an
exclusive right, or at least the opportunity to publish the text first.
Such agreements have been not a widespread practice before the end of the
XIX – the beginning of XX centuries when it was widely used both among writers and
among composers, major music publishers and theater keepers. In order to ensure the
exclusive right to stage or perform, the stage and musical material was provided as a
manuscript for the customers to translate or stage it at their own will. However, the
6

RGIA. F. 776. Op. 22. 1903 D. 55. L. 1-3; F. 733. Op. 143. D. 422. L. 1-14.
collection of laws of the Russian Empire. Coll. 3. T. 5. St. Petersburg, 1887. № 3159.
8 RGIA. F. 776. Op. 22. 1903 D. 55. L. 1-3; F. 733. Op. 143. D. 422. L. 1-14.
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price of such agreements could not be high, since competitors were not waiting for
the play or piano score to be published. In fact, they actually translated them from
"Russian into Russian" after the day of play.
Russian publishers continued to use the censorship mechanism, handing over
the lists of copyrighted works to the government institutions in order to prohibit the
importation of foreign reprints. In the case of musical works, there was a special
provision stipulated with the Article 48, Note 2 to the Article 420 of the Code of Laws
of the Russian Empire. Volume 10: The civil laws (Code of laws of the Russian
Empire, 1900). The authors could only prohibit the importation of foreign reprints
made without their consent, but music right-holders could also legalize the editions
that they published abroad or the rights they handed over to foreign publishers.9 The
latter was related to the insufficient development of the domestic sheet-publishing
business. The same rules were applied to national composers, who were in Russia.
Currently, there are no records found about the protection of their rights.
Russian and German music publishers have also made agreements on the
territory where the identical publications will be sold. Such agreements were not
always respected, as there was no liability for the foreign counterpart to bear as there
were no international agreements on copyright protection. They were based, however,
on the economic component: musical works were printed not with standard plates,
but curved with music engraves, used until their death. Such plates were quite costly
and transfer agreements usually included provisions on plate transfer or free
subscription for publications printed with music engraves. Sometimes the German
publisher, who bought the work, received orders for translation into Russian from the
seller, who wished to cut the printing costs.
In Germany, the Law on Copyrights on Works of Literature and Music (June
19, 1901) allowed foreign nationals to get protection equally with the subjects of that
state if the original or its translation was published in the country for the first time.
This law was used not only by Russian authors, but also by publishers: there were
firms owned by the sheet music publishers – P. Jurgenson, M. P. Belaieff, S.A.
Kusevitsky etc.
In the late XIX - early XX centuries, private agreements for copyright
protection were not only at the level of individual publishers and publishing firms, but
also on the level of copyright protection organizations (CPOs). For example, the first
Russian CPO was the Association of Music Publishers and Traders of Music Sheets
and Instruments, established in 1898 with their German counterparts. In 1900, its
charter was translated into German and published in the "Music handel."10 In 1901,
Association members took part in the IV International Congress of Publishers in
Leipzig, where people discussed the issues of territorial validity of copyright and the
establishment of the International Society of Music Traders. There were developed
The Russian State Archive of Literature and Arts (RSALA). F. 588. Op. 1. Unit. Hr. 54; RGIA. F. 1405.
Op. 70. D. 5623.
10 ***, General report on the activity of the Association of Music Publishers and Traders of Music Sheets and
Instruments for the first four years (from November 27, 1898 to January 1, 1903), St. Petersburg, 1903, p. 6.
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recommendations for copyright protection, including positions for a situation when
no international agreements between states were made (Association of Music
Publishers, 1903).
In addition, several German playwrights joined the Union of Drama and
Musical Writers (mainly for prestige) created in Petersburg in 1903.
There was a special mechanism of interaction between the German right
holders and the Directorate of the Imperial Theaters that signed the agreements with
German publishers to get the theatrical and musical material, despite the lack of
conventions. The archive materials allow us to state that such relations have become
regular no later than the eighties of the 19th century (since the I.A. Vsevolozhsky's
directorship)11. As an example, we’ll point out how the operas by R. Wagner were
performed – Das Rheingold (The Rhine Gold), Siegfried, Götterdämmerung (Twilight
of the Gods), Der fliegende Holländer (The Flying Dutchman), Die Meistersinger von
Nürnberg (The Mastersingers of Nuremberg), and Tristan und Isolde. The earnings
were paid to the Schott Music (German publisher in Mainz) and to A. Gross, the
composer’s agent (Bayreuth), until the end of 1913 (December 19, 1913 in the Julian
calendar, and January 1, 1914 N.S), when the thirty-year term of the exclusive right for
his works has expired. Subsequently, the office probably accepted the proposal made
by P. Neldner to purchase sheet music for future performances, as it was given only
for rent earlier ("Tristan und Isolde", for example, was offered to purchase for RUB
500 instead of RUB 50 for a performance).
It should be noted that the model of Directorate’s relationship with the French
and German foreign right holders was different. In the first case, there was a general
agreement with the French copyright societies that determined the terms of material
supply and fees for its use. In the second – Directorate interacted with individual
publishers due irregular contracts and specific copyright market, usually renting
musical material.
In 1890, there was established a Commission for the Directorate of the
Imperial Theaters in Berlin. Philip Bock, the chief director of the abolished German
troupe, was appointed there with a reward of RUB 1.200 per year. He was under a
commitment to inform the Directorate about the musical and dramatic performances,
and about all theatrical "news", as well as to buy them for the imperial stage.
According to his correspondence, he was engaged in activity not only in Germany, but
also in Vienna, where he went on an assignment12.
The Commission was closed on the initiative of the Directorate in 1900. The
officials considered that a direct contact with foreign counterparts or a business trip
are more wise13. Nevertheless, the Directorate tried to keep on top of the latest
theatrical and musical works that were coming out in Germany, acquiring the rights to
the most interesting works.

RGIA. F. 497. Op. 6. D. 3812.
RGIA. F. 497. Op. 6. D. 3812.
13 RGIA. F. 497. Op. 6. D. 4064. L. 1-7.
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The strengthening economic and cultural ties between two countries,
noticeable by the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th centuries, necessitated
the agreements that allowed protecting the rights and interests of the subjects of two
states on the mutual basis. In the field of copyright, this primarily applied to the
recognition of a right to translate on the part of foreign authors. However, copyright
protection for works published in the original language was also valued.
Thus, a certain part of technical literature was used in the original language;
stage performances – in German, although they were not popular (the German
Imperial troupe was dissolved at the end of the 19th century). However, they were
showed, especially in the western governorates of the country (there was a German
theater in Riga, as well as the German theater and concert society in the early 20th
century) (The Charter of the German Theater and Concert Society in Riga, 1912). In
the case with musical works, the task was more to protect against reprints essentially.
The domestic press tried to be on top of the changes that occurred in other
countries, including Germany, because of the copyright law preparation and
discussion. Thus, there was a discussion in the German press and the parliament,
related to the proposal to increase the existing 30-year period of copyright in 19091910 (the so-called "Lex Parsifal" on the back of imminent end of the copyright
period for the works of R. Wagner).
According to the additional convention (July 15 (28), 1904) to the contract on
trade and navigation between Russia and Germany dated January 29 (February 10),
1894, the latter included the Article 12 A. According to this article, Russian
Government declared its readiness to enter into negotiations with the German
Government within three years from the date of the supplementary convention on
entering an agreement on the mutual copyright protection for literature, art and
photography14. However, these negotiations were started later due to protracted
adoption of a new copyright law in Russia, which was signed by the emperor only on
March 20, 1911. The copyright legislation that existed then in Russia was not
appropriate for use during the negotiations due to it archaic nature.
There were meetings of the Council of Ministers under the chairmanship of
the Minister Fedorov, who temporarily acted as the Minister of Trade and Industry
(April 13 and 14, 1906). These special meetings were to discuss whether enter to
agreements on copyright protection for literature, art and photography with France
and Austria-Hungary. Besides the representatives of various depatments, there were
delegates from specialized institutions, professional communities, periodicals, as well
as invited specialists. There was no single position worked out, however, most
participants supported the idea of entering the international agreements on mutual
copyright protection through the accession to the Berne Convention, recognizing also
the need to preliminarily improve the national legislation. However, it was decided to
follow the path of making bilateral agreements, since the Berne Convention did not

14

RGIA. F. 776. Op. 22. 1903 D. 55. L. 1-3; F. 733. Op. 143. D. 422. L. 1-14.
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contain general rigid rules for all states, and, moreover, did not allow individualizing
agreements in accordance with national interests15 (Kantorovich, 1916).
In Russia, after adopting the copyright law (March 20, 1911), which recognized
(with reservations) the right to translate, negotiations on entering the international
agreements were resumed. As a rule, they were preceded by special inter-ministerial
meetings, held to develop principled approaches that should form the basis of future
treaties. Initially, such a meeting was held after entering a literary convention with
France (April 1912).
In May 1912, a special interdepartmental meeting was held at the Ministry of
Justice to discuss the draft convention with Germany, as the German ambassador
addressed such proposal to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The consent in principle
was obtained immediately; however, there arose several serious contradictions in
discussing the substantive part of the document. The Russian side rejected the
document, originally proposed by the other side, due to significant differences with
the already signed Franco-Russian convention, which model Russia planned to follow
in signing similar documents with other countries. The alternative, proposed by the
Russian side, was met with a number of fundamental objections on the part of
German negotiators, who subjected a significant part of the text to substantial editorial
revision. Thus, they pointy refused the Russia's proposal to retain the right to
unrestrictedly translate the educational and scientific literature, as well as the technical
works. In addition, the German side advocated the extension to German
manufacturers of the same rights that were provided by the Russian Copyright Law in
1911, regarding the possibility of compulsory redemption of right to transfer the
music to "mechanical sheet music" (recordings). Finally, the parties were on the issue
of printing translated versions of clichés made before the date of discussed
convention.
In February (1913), there was a conference with the representatives of both
states, held in St. Petersburg to eliminate the contradictions that arose. The conference
was under the chairmanship of the Minister of Justice – A.N. Veryovkin. Its result was
a draft convention agreed-upon by the two sides, which the German Reichstag
adopted without debate on April 13, 1913. On April 30, it was signed by Nicholas II.
The Convention entered into force three months after the exchange of ratifications
(May 1, namely – August 1, 1913).
The text of the German-Russian Convention repeated the text of the FrancoRussian one, and was approximate, in its turn, to the text of the Berne Convention
revised in 1908. At the same time, French legislation was incomplete in comparison to
the German one that was more consistent with the current copyright market. Thus,
convention ignored the detailed regulation of an issue in a number of cases – they
were completely and in a similar manner settled by the national legislation of both
parties.
For example, the list of literary and artistic works was not detailed, since the
provisions of two countries coincided in this part. An exception was made only for
15 Ya.
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choreography, pantomime and cinematography, since the Russian law of March 20,
1911, had no provisions on them at all. The terms "publication" and "coming out"
were also clarified, as they were used only in regard to publication, but not in regard to
performance. Only works, printed in one of the countries, received protection. Finally,
the transition period, during which the works could be legally published if they came
out before entering the convention, was increased from one, as it was in the French
agreement, to four years. Additionally, states stipulated that work copies (clichés,
stones, forms, etc.), created before the Convention entered into force, can also be
used during the next four years, Moreover, copies, created with these instruments, can
be sold. In terms of translation of works, made before the Convention entered into
force, it was stipulated that their subsequent editions and performance will be outside
the scope of the Convention and will not be prosecuted.
The Russian side failed to uphold the possibility of translating the scientific
and technical literature free. The Convention only shortened the period, during which,
according to the Article 33 of the Copyright Act of 1911, the author had to issue a
translated version of his/her work in order to preserve the copyright on such – from
five to three years. However, Article 3 preserved the rule from the Article 34,
according to which the translated version, published simultaneously with the original,
was also recognized as an original work.
In terms of music performance, Article 10 of the Convention provided for a
restriction that coincides with the provisions of Russian law. It was ineffective only if
there was a prohibitive clause of the right holder on each copy of the publication.
Despite the short term operation of the Convention, the mechanism of mutual
copyright protection began to form not only at the legislative level, but also at the level
of law enforcement. According to a number of facts, foundations of a stable copyright
turnover ware laid.
Discussion
After entering the Convention, there began the negotiations on cooperation
between German and Russian copyright societies. The St. Petersburg Union of Drama
and Musical Writers began to register the agreements between the German authors
and translators, and to collect rewards in their favor. There was planned to sign an
agreement between the Society of Russian Dramatists and Opera Composers
(Moscow) and its colleagues from Germany in autumn of 1914. However, there has
been already working I.M. Troitsky, the Russian Society agent, appointed in January
1914. Since Germany was a member of the Berne Union, the territory of copyright
protection for Russian citizens was being planned to be expanded to Austria,
Switzerland and other countries. The Union of German Dramatists suggested holding
10% of commission charges in Germany and 20% – abroad. Society and the Union
received similar proposals from German copyright societies and publishers.16
The latter were a specific part of the copyright protection. In France, the
overwhelming majority of authors were members of centralized copyright societies.
16
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Thus, agreements with such organizations automatically lead to the obligation of
adherence to general conditions. In Germany, copyright societies were operating along
with the publishing houses: the Berlin "Figaro-Verlag", as well as the E. Muravkin
Publishing Houses (Berlin) and the Russian Music Publishing House. In Russia,
German firms worked through a number of publishers, including the “N. Davingof &
Co”, even before the Convention.
Mutual contacts and influence of the two countries in the field of copyright
was not limited by agreements. German corporate charters on collective management
and copyright protection served as a model for representatives of creative
“intelligentsia” in Russia. Thus, the Moscow music community, who applied for the
registration of the Union of Russian Composers, and the Bureau of Copyright
Exploitation on Musical Compositions applied to the Minister of Internal Affairs in
May 1913, directly indicating the charter of their German colleagues.17
The performers were also rewarded. We known about the payment the F.I.
Shalyapin received through LLC Grammofon (English joint-stock company
representative) for each gramophone record he presented with his performance in
Germany and Austria-Hungary.
There were recorded precedents of judicial protection. In July, 1914, the
Consulate General of Germany in St. Petersburg applied to the Capital District Court
with a court order from one of the Berlin courts, asking for an interrogation of a
witness in the case of Karl Rosenfeld, the merchant, who violated the rights of
another merchant – Isaac Reibstein. The order was not enforced because the country
was involved in the war with Germany18.
The Convention was concluded for a period of five years, but the situation has
changed with the World War I. The Imperial Edict of July 28, 1914 deprived German
subjects of all rights and privileges in Russia. In August-September of the same year,
the copyright societies decided to end the copyright protection for German and
Austrian authors, as well as their membership. At that time, Russian copyright
societies had only a few foreign subjects for prestige.
The music pieces written by German authors were excluded from the current
repertoire. However, they did not succeed in completely replacing them during the
war. They were only reworked by theater keepers and directors under the conditions
of time. For example, the “Kulisy” journal, referring to thpe current repertoire of the
Moscow theaters, which keepers where Mr. Zon and Mr. Evelinov, noted: “These
pleasing German waltz masters: Franz, Lehar, Leo Fall… They are the same. But now,
they are a little disguised and relieved in neutral visor-masks for diplomatic reasons.
For example, Evelinov’s theater puts "Resort swindler", and we can see our old "Die
Sprudelfee" fluttering on the stage. The Zon’s theater has an intriguing "Love under
the masks", but in reality, it turns out to be a “Les Dominos roses” with a patriotic
stamp «Made in Germany», half-cleaned from delicacy”.
17
18
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The issue of collecting copyright royalties for authors, who lived in Germany
and Austria-Hungary was under consideration once again in 1918 after signing the
Peace Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. According to the Article 13, namely – the Appendix 1
to Annex 2 of the peace treaty between Germany and Russia (March 3, 1918), mutual
copyright protection for literature, art and photography in relation between Germany
and Russia must be carried out according to the provisions of the treaty, concluded by
the countries on February 28, 1913 (Peace treaty between Russia and Germany, 1918).
At first, Russian author organizations refrained from restoring relations. For
example, the Union of Drama and Musical Writers in Petrograd decided not to restore
the membership of German authors (May, 1918), suggesting the latter to submit an
application for membership in the general order (State Archive of the Russian
Federation, F.539).
In a while, the Soviet government decided to abolish the agreement, concluded
on February 15 (28), 1913. It was declared to be dissolved by the decision of the
Council of People's Commissars "On Dissolving the Russian Literary Convention
with Germany" (July 22, 1918), as it was conflicting with the changes that occurred
during the war. The People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs was instructed to put this
on record for the German government. The indicated reason was provided by the
Article 4 of the Russian-German supplementary treaty to the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk
on March 3, 1918. According to this treaty, each of the parties had the right to refuse
it within six months after signing, as well as to replace with new international
agreements if it contradicts the changes that occurred during the war (Decrees of the
Soviet government, 1964).
Conclusion
Thus, Germany's legal experience in the field of copyright protection, as well
as contacts with rights holders – German subjects, had a significant impact on the
Russian legal system. Like France, Germany was as a source to borrow legal
mechanisms for copyright protection, and at the same time – a partner country,
through which this mechanism was formed. Not all the elements of this mechanism
were applicable in Russia. In the field of legislation, Germany's legal experience had an
undoubted effect. At the levels of law enforcement, organizational and legal support
of legal provisions, this effect was only in relation to certain spheres of art and music.
Process of interaction between the Russian participants in civil circulation and
their German counterparts was built also differently than with the French ones.
Developed centralized copyright societies operating in France have been opposed to
the German publishing structures that were much more significant in the copyright
market.
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Introduction
The modern world view is closely connected with the development of the new
reality engendered by the rapid development and global spread of information and
communication technologies in the scientific and philosophical discourse as well as in
the public mind. Virtual reality (VR) is an integral part of the new world landscape,
which contacts and interacts with all other aspects of ontology, all life spheres of
modern man.
The formation of a new reality image was determined by a radical
transformation of the natural environment of human habitat into the materialized
result of scientific and inventive, innovative and creative activity - the technosphere.
This transformation was caused by the scientific and technological progress. The very
logic of technosphere development has led to the "digital revolution" in the
ontological foundations of technological civilization - the emergence of the virtual
world of computer interface in the last third of the 20th century ("cyberspace"): "Now
all of us and all that surrounds us – is a common "continuous interface."1 One can
rightly say that the emergence of cyberspace marks not only a technological
breakthrough in the development of information and communication systems, but
also a fundamental change in the social and cultural characteristics of ontological
reality, along with the emergence of its new dimension.2 In modern world, virtual
reality manifests itself as an Internet reality.3 Firmly established virtual reality in all
spheres of human life calls for its philosophical comprehension, which, however, is
complicated by certain duality and paradoxical feature of this word combination.4
Virtual reality arises under many factors; it comes out of a number of prerequisites and
1

A. S. Migunov, "Anti-aesthetics," in Questions of philosophy, 1995, p. 7-8.
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literature review," in 5th International Conference on Applied Human Factors and Ergonomics AHFE, 2014.
3 M. Delanda, Intensive science and virtual philosophy, London, A&C Black, 2013.
4 M. M. Kuznetsov, Virtual reality man-made artifact or networking phenomenon? Virtuality: existential and
epistemological aspects, Moscow, 2004, p. 72.
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conditions, is determined by the cognitive abilities of a subject and by necessary and
accidental events in objective reality of the surrounding world.5
This implies solution of an important and urgent task: determining specific
conceptual features of the virtual reality analysis, relevant to its essence and place in
the postnonclassical world view.
Views on the concept of virtual reality
In virtual reality of the new world of computer technology, both reflection and
the sensory-practical activity lose their values as basic modalities of the subjectsemantic sphere of human existence. The virtual world leaves humans only with
cerebral sensory control and observation, while depriving them of neuromuscular
activity. One can penetrate into the virtual reality through an interactive simulation,
gaming experiment, not through its cognitive reflection and interpretation. In this
regard, playing with virtual reality, like "The Glass Bead Game" from the eponymous
novel by Hermann Hesse, implies "playing with all the content and all the values of
our culture."6
The virtual game space having unlimited combinatorics and abstract
integration of simulacra objects involves objects of any origin with any semantic
properties: cultural values and artefacts, religious symbols and mythopoetic stories,
philosophical ideas and scientific theories.7
Social relations among people similarly become mobile-functional, flexible,
undemanding, subjectively unfixed. Substituting the reality with its computer
simulations based on cybernetic prosthetics technology with its "obscene rites"8
compensation with disappearing sense, not only social, political and economic
structures become virtual, but also the actors that interact with each other through
these structures.9 This process results not only in the emergence of an extremely
artificial and yet hyper-real10 world of postmodern culture, but also the loss of
personal ability to distinguish between the natural and artificial. However, it would be
prudent to consider these trends as an authentic expression of the essence and
meaning of virtual reality as such.
Philosophical analysis of virtual reality is complicated by the uncertainty of the
subject area. The theory of virtual reality has emerged long ago, being not related to
the computerization of human life, society, civilization. In the ontotheological
concepts of the "second scholasticism" categorical and ontological status of the VR
concept was determined by the Aristotle's distinction existing among modalities of the

5

I. A. Akchurin, Virtual worlds and human cognition. The concept of virtual worlds and scientific cognition, St.
Petersburg, Russian Christian Humanitarian Institute, 2000, p. 9-29.
6 H. Hesse, The glass bead game, Moscow, Kharkiv, Folio, AST, 2000.
7 G. Bassam, The religion of the «Matrix» and problems of pluralism, Moscow, 2005.
8 S. Zizek, S. "The Matrix, or two sides of Perversion," in Philosophy Today, 1999, p. 43.
9 D. Felluga, E. Gordon, “The Matrix”: paradigm of postmodernism or intellectual poseur? Take the red pill: Science,
philosophy and religion in “The Matrix,” Moscow, Ultra. Culture, 2003, p. 87-102.
10 J. Baudrillard, The Perfect Crime, New York, Verso, 1999, p. 156.
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things existent under which the opposition possible - real should be distinguished from
the opposition virtual (potentially existing) - actual.
In the classical philosophical tradition, virtual, including its non-actual mode of
existence, is fully real, and not only describes the horizon of opportunities. Today's
discourse has witnessed a significant inversion of the ontological dimension of the VR
concept. Virtual reality is described and interpreted as a field of interactive simulation,
as the scope of actually perceived objects (entities, events), which do not exist in
reality independently of the subjects. We agree with the view expressed by V.A.
Yemelin that using the philosophical heritage to analyze the VR phenomenon allows
provides the possibility reveal its essence more fully and deeply. At the same time,
"adequate analysis of virtual reality is possible only in the context of cultural,
technological and ideological transformations that take place in today's world" 11, using
the concepts and philosophical technologies of postmodernist theories. In particular,
this refers to the theory of simulacra as the structural elements of the multilayered
mosaic intertextuality of the world of contemporary culture. In this paper, the authors
follow the methodological guidance of the renowned expert.11
The words "virtual", "virtuality" and the phrase "virtual reality" have many
meanings in modern language. For example, I.A. Akchurin understands the concept of
"Virtual Reality" both through the ontological model of quantum theory, and through
various altered states of consciousness. In addition, this concept refers to any fiction,
all fabulous, mythological and religious images, world views described in the books
provided by fantasy authors and futurists, as well as images produced by means of
mass media and computer technology: "All the great myths and human religions, all
significant works of human art, are undoubtedly viewed as specific “pre-computer”
precursors of modern methodology in this aspect; the so-called "conveyer-type"
construction of virtual worlds in the present large computer systems".
On the one hand, this kind of expansive VR interpretation as the cosmological
and ontological phenomenon along with "building another fictional world next to the
real one" excludes the possibility of any meaningful analysis. According to the
figurative comparison expressed by S. Zizek, VR is viewed in the modality of peculiar
"surplus space" fantasy to the real space; it is a kind of Rorschach test, as an
anamorphic spot, where one discovers the projection of his own philosophical ideas.
On the other hand, one can argue that the whole cultural history, starting with its
mythic and religious origins, is inspired not only by the idea of finding the truth, or the
ontological comprehension of the origins and principles of the world as an entire unit,
but at the same time it is fascinated by the alternative idea, which implies erasing the
differences between reality and fiction.
In the context of this strategy related to the cultural genesis, VR stands close
to the world of magic and mythology, and to the art being keeping in mind its
ontological characteristics and, accordingly, its research methods.

11
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The subject truth of artistic images refers to the field of spiritual senses;
therefore, artistic truth of fiction is not confined to the ersatz of the naturalistically
interpreted realism with its principle of likelihood or truthfulness. This fiction
property is shared with virtual reality and its updating references: "While the real exists
in the image and likeness of its realized possibility the actual, for its part, does not
seem to look like its realized virtuality."12 It is the ontological paradox of fiction that
allows disclosing the illusory nature, as well as the ontologically flawed "self-evident
reality" of our everyday world.
Inconclusiveness of the reality principle implies the impossibility of separating
real-virtual mixture defining the social space topology with its non-Euclidean
geometry. "Even in the most closed system the gossamer stretches up to the virtuality
and the spider comes down from there."13 The socio-cultural situation of the
postmodern age provides strategies aimed at the social construction of reality with
objectification of symbolic matrices not only by means of traditional psychological
motivation ("The void of lowly truths is worthless compared to glorifying lies") and
ideological sanction with excessive level of mythological archetypes in the content of a
new VR mythology), but also with the scientific and technological basis - for the first
time in the history of human civilization.
As a rule, the term "virtual reality" has the following key meanings:
1) In the non-specific sense, the term "virtual" is applied to a broad class of
objects existing in digital forms: "virtual money" "virtual corporation", "virtual
market", "virtual libraries", "virtual museum", etc.
2) Virtual reality as the physical and cosmological phenomenon is understood
as the existence of certain quantum-mechanical objects (virtual particles), as well as
some parallel universes, the existence of which is based (according to a number of
eminent theoretical physicists) of the quantum theory. For example, in the so-called
"many-world" interpretation of quantum theory, developed by Everett-Wheeler,
multiple parallel worlds emerge as the realization of quantum probability.14
3) "Virtual reality" is the most commonly used phrase in relation to the multisensor (audio-visual, tactile, kinesthetic) images created by the sensual impact of
artificial stimuli provided by multimedia technologies. It is believed that the term
"virtual reality" was coined in the late 1970s at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; it was used to refer to the three-dimensional simulation of reality models,
which created (based on organic projection techniques) the effect of human presence.
In this case, VR is considered as the techno-psychic phenomenon, as a world
artificially constructed through special interactive technology based on
neurostimulation existing only in the perceptual space-time, but being perceived as
valid and objectively existing2.

12
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14 A. Sudbery, The logic of the future in the Everett-Wheeler understanding of quantum theory, York, University of York,
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The basis of this particular VR perception is that its perceptual space is
organized through naturalistic models, not by means of images. As explained by Jean
Baudrillard, the meaning of the visual image is an abstraction from the threedimensional world and the transition to the two-dimensional world.15 The image
subtracts one dimension from the real three-dimensional image, and this triggers
illusion. Virtuality, on the other hand, creates a fake reality in three dimensions and
thus destroys illusions. The VR technology is aimed at overcoming the most complete
illusion of similarity in the simulation of reality. The purpose of this technology is
similar to the problem facing the fake works of art: one should not achieve the highest
possible degree of similarity (which would mean general failure), making instead the
copy indistinguishable from the original. In fact, the cyberspace VR, interpreted as a
field of interactive simulation related to the synthesis of three measurements, block
the productive imagination schematics, which causes actually perceived objects that do
not exist in reality independent of the real subject (entities, events).
The generation method, the border ontological status and the interactive
(predominantly game-communicative) type of operation distinguish between the
virtual reality and subjective realities having psychotropic, hallucinatory, dreamy, and
other nature, on the one hand. On the other hand, VR differs from the world of
technology, which does not depend on its human perception characteristics. 16
Representation of the issue of categorical-ontological status of virtual
reality
Keeping in mind the abundance of publications devoted to virtual reality, still
not so many noteworthy studies have been devoted to its categorical and ontological
status. One of the works frequently cited by researchers studying the philosophical
and methodological VR problems is a program article provided by S.S. Khoruzhiy17
"Birth or failure? Notes to the ontology of virtuality". This article contains a number
of very important and productive ideas and outlines promising areas of philosophical
reflection on the VR phenomenon. However, Khoruzhiy’s assumptions are
questionable, since the categorical and ontological structure of VR discourse proposed
by the philosopher is based on the reduced general understanding of ontology, and the
VR ontology, in particular. In support of this position, the authors of this study will
focus on the main postulates of Khoruzhiy’s concept.
Firstly, according to Khoruzhiy, qualitative perception implies viewing VR as a
kind of “under-emerged”, “under-born” objective reality. "Virtual reality, virtual
events are always characterized by a kind of partial or non-finished existence,
characterized by the lack of certain essential features of the ordinary empirical reality
phenomena."17 Following G. Deleuze, Khoruzhiy believes that the very events
constitute a virtual reality. However, this reality is characterized by the fact that no
substance and no body achieve perfect actualization in the virtual event. It should be
15

J. Baudrillard, Aesthetic Illusion and Disillusion. The Conspiracy of Art, 2005.
D. Porush, Hacking the Brainstem: Postmodern Metaphysics and Stephenson's “Show Crash”. Virtual Realities and
Their Discontents, Baltimore, 1996, p. 107-141.
17 S. S. Khoruzhy, Genus or crop failure? Notes to the ontology of virtuality, St. Petersburg, Aleteya, 2000.
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noted that such VR interpretation clearly differs from the use and interpretation of the
term "virtual" in the classical philosophical tradition.
Secondly, Khoruzhiy rightly points out that the essential analysis of ontological
categories played a fundamental role in the European philosophy.
The postulated characteristics of the VR ontology, give reason to conclude
that the VR sphere remains invisible, indistinguishable from pure non-existence for
any "essential discourse" sphere: "So, the philosophical VR thinking requires going
beyond the essential philosophizing, beyond the essential discourse"17.
Defining the VR specifics through the lack of its certain essential features
implies using the essence-related categories and relevant philosophical language.
Defining the ontological characteristics of VR in the language of "essential discourse",
Khoruzhiy simultaneously asserts irrelevance of this discourse for its analysts.
Third, going beyond the limits of the essence-related philosophizing
Khoruzhiy regards as the transition to action, activity, movement, energy, will, desire,
desire, etc. as a sort of non-essential concepts.
The undeniable fact of the history of classical philosophy is that development
(in the words of Marx) of the "activity-related" ontological-epistemological categories
defined mainstream of the philosophical essence- related discourse. For example, the
classical German philosophy characterizes activity not just as the essence, but also as
the absolute essence. Referring to the activity as a "non-essential concept" means
reduction of the entire classical philosophy to the worst examples of the mechanistic
world view, retaining the ontological definition as an object and not as a definition of
human activity.
Fourth, the nature, fixed in an essentialist paradigm, is described by Khoruzhiy
as something stable, equal to itself. In contrast to the energy-related understanding of
the essence discourse, its ontology evolves "in the element of action and events": "Any
event that belongs to the human being or action takes place in a certain point of
bifurcation, related to the spiritual energy of the ontological horizons. The very human
being-action includes the immanent ontological alternative and should be defined as
the “infinite being-bifurcation"17.
With regard to this argument, it should be noted that:
a) The essentialist discourse does not preclude the establishment of the
ontological alternatives immanent to the sphere of essence;
b) According to Khoruzhiy, "the virtual world does not create its own forms
and it is forced to use limited manipulation with ready-made forms, along with all
kinds of their division and combining"17. Therefore, the ontological alternatives are
automatically excluded from the perceived VR area. As a result, virtual reality becomes
an intrinsic property of "unconditional surrender to any hypothesis that someone puts
in relation to it. Thus, through its deplorable conformism it discourages even the
greatest minds "10.
c) The exclusion of activities, will, desire, desire, etc. from the essential
concepts leads to the fact that the intrinsic ontological alternatives are replaced by the
illusory quasi-opportunities: "Unfortunately, the situation is such that most of us,
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being faced with real alternatives and the need to take a decision that requires
prudence and sacrifice are allegedly inspired by alternative possibilities."18
In general, Khoruzhiy’s desire to develop philosophical language, relevant to
the features of VR ontology, is understandable and logical. However, his method
related to the opposition of the "essentialist" and "energetic" types of ontological
categories can hardly solve this task. The authors of this study believe that it is logical
to look for a solution in developing issues related to modal ontology involving both the
classical philosophical tradition of thinking regarding this type of ontology and
modern epistemological and logical-methodological innovations.
The term "contingency" refers to the realm of modal categories. In medieval
scholasticism, this term was used to translate into Latin the Aristotle's category
“opportunity” indicating that something "may or may not be" but "contingent" is not
completely equivalent to the "possible". Possible is opposed to actual, contingent as
possible is put in opposition to the necessary. However, the "contingent" is not
confined to the "casual", having a tint of insignificance, surprise or the ontological
delusiveness. The term “contingency” contains the necessity element, includes the fact
that "occurs by necessity" (an oxymoron expressed by Thomas Aquinas) as opposed
to the accidental as such, which, according to Aristotle, does not have the essential
reason.19
These shades of "contingency" bring this concept closer to "virtual reality" and
at the same time leave the virtuality phenomenon in the immanence of essential
discourse. Contingency is not perfect and not imaginary, and it is not regarded as a
space for simulation, but it is congruent in relation to virtuality concept, which has
been developed in modern physics and quantum mechanics, for example, in relation
to the concept of virtual particles. Virtual particle itself cannot be observed, however,
it is determined by the range of its possible transformations (actualization).
In the modern scientific and philosophical literature as in the "second
scholasticism," virtuality is opposed to the constancy or substantiality. The idea of
virtuality is used to refer to a particular type of relationship between objects located at
different ontological levels – affinity and interactivity. "Virtual level objects are
generated by objects of the lower layer, but in spite of their status, they interact with
objects of the generating reality as ontologically equal"20. In this regard, virtual reality
can give rise to the next level of virtual reality, becoming a constant reality towards it;
in turn, a constant reality can curl into a virtual object for the new constant reality.
"The number of affinities related to the virtual realities, minimization of constant
realities in the virtual objects and subsequent developments have no ontological
limitations."20 Thus, the VR analysis suggests polyontic paradigm. This approach, in
particular, is used by a research group at the Virtualistic Center at the RAS Man
Institute.
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Scholastic distinctions of substantial and modal categories are directly related
to the development of a new type of logic, relevant to the ontological characteristics
of VR. Outlining the contours of a logical culture of the 21st century, V.S. Bibler
identifies a number of its significant typological characteristics. In the context of this
research, the most important characteristic is determined as follows: cultural logic
(culture of logic) implies very different ontology as compared with the classical
rationalism: "... it is the ontology of mutual transition of the manifold (in the idea infinitely many) forms and actualizations of the infinitely possible existence"21.
Agreeing with V.S. Bibler as regards the strategy aiming at the development of
philosophical and logical culture of the 21st century, it should be recalled that Aristotle
developed foundations of his logical teachings in the very context of modal ontology
and logical semantics of possible worlds.
According to Aristotle (1978), there are three ontological class (three
modalities), related to objects or events: 1) there are enduring objects (events),
eternally relevant (these are the "first entities", which are actual "without any
options"); 2) there are objects that will never be valid, but will be only possible (
"eternally and potentially things existent"); 3) there are some objects that are valid
"together with their possibility".
Objects referred by Aristotle to the last category may be considered in the
aspect of existence in the possibility and in the aspect of existence in reality, as they
both belong to these two areas. As regards the aspect of existence in the possibility,
there is a special state of things (events), in which these things can be characterized by
the simultaneous totality of opposing attributes: "... something that can be, and cannot
be, and therefore, the same object is able to be and not to be "; "In the possibility one
and the same can be together [both] extremes, but in reality it can’t be so" (1975). In a
state of opportunities, the same event is going on and not going on at the same time,
both the existence and non-existence is inherent in it.
Thus, there are things existent, in relation to which their statement and
negation taken together can be false and true at the same time. In the ontological
structure of the potential things existent (in the field of virtual reality) the laws of the
excluded middle and the impossibility of contradiction are impracticable. In this case,
the logical criterion of discernment between the actual and potential things existent
lies in the nature of the relationship of the things existent to the sets of opposing
attributes. The ontological topos of the four-digit Aristotelian logic, which abstract
moments are determined by the Heraclitean dialectic and formal logic, implies its
development - not the Hegelian transition of existence and nothingness, but
implementation of things existent in the possibility as such. The openness of existence
in reality for the existence in the possibility of being through exercise, formation and
movement expresses the Aristotelian concept of entelechy. This principle, in contrast
to the formal-logical laws having the ontologically defined scope of relevance refers to
the universal principles of existence as such.
21
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Conclusion
The logical-ontological doctrine of Aristotle developed the fundamentals of
the integral type of rationality, opening the possibility of building the ontology of
forms and actualizing the infinitely possible existence. The very multi-valued or
polyvalent logic can become a meta-language describing virtual reality. In this regard,
the authors of this research consider that S.S. Khoruzhiy was deeply unfair saying that
“Virtual Reality – is a non-Aristotle reality”. The very four-digit logic of Aristotle (and
its diversification in the development of modern mathematical logic in it such areas as
multi-valued or polyvalent logic, intuitionistic logic, paraconsistent logic, etc.) can
become a meta-language that can describe virtual reality, the conceptual tools that can
overcome the ontological meaning and “homelessness” of alternative or multiple
realities that circulate in the virtual space of modern information and communication
networks.
The phrase "virtual reality" that emerged to indicate a specific effect achieved
by using computer technology, very quickly undergone intensive trivialization,
becoming a common metaphor of mass postmodern culture with vague and
amorphous semantic characteristic. The VR concepts in the scientific and
philosophical discourse are characterized by equally ambiguous definitions and
interpretations. The present development of philosophical and scientific-theoretical
ideas regarding the VR phenomenon does not imply elaboration of a single strictly
theoretical or at least conventional VR concept; it is rather related to the taxonomy of
its contextual-situational definitions. Accordingly, the VR ontological research strategy
is not directed at changing the existing or introducing new axiomatic, it rather aims at
gaining the logical-semantic coherence of the intersubjective context related to the
definition of modal categories.
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Abstract. The article examines the process of formation and development of a multi-party system in
Tuva whose public, cultural and everyday life of the population goes to the origins of nomadic civilization. For
many centuries, the mentality of the Tuvans, nomadic civilization developed its inherent ideals and norms under
the influence of natural and climatic, cultural and historical factors that determine the uniqueness of their way
of life. The relevance of the topic is determined by scientific and practical interest in the problems of sociopolitical development of the country and its regions under conditions of civil society formation, modern
federalism, the rule-of-law state which is impossible without pluralism in socio-political sphere. Political
pluralism has prompted active party building, therefore, reliable knowledge is needed about the formation of a
multi-party system. In party building there is the impact of the Tuvans’ orientation on the values of their ethnic
culture and clan relations characteristic of a nomadic civilization. The purpose of the article is to analyze the
formation and development of political parties, social movements and organizations in Tuva in the 1990s of the
XX – early XXI centuries. Historical-genetic and historical-systemic methods contributed to the identification
of the peculiarities of a multi-party system formation in the Republic of Tuva where the achievements of
nomadic civilization have not been lost yet.
Keywords: multi-party system, nomadic civilization, pre-election program, Republic
of Tuva

Introduction
In world history there are not so many nations and peoples, states where the
features and attributes of nomadic and sedentary civilizations would be intertwined.
Among them are the Tuvans who in a short historical period have undergone a
transition from feudalism to socialism and from socialism to capitalism. Tuvan society,
historically unaware of political pluralism, in a decade, made a kind of a fast transition
from a one-party system under the conditions of the Soviet system to a multi-party
system in modern Russian society. The problem of a multi-party system formation and
development in the Republic of Tuva, where the absolute majority of the population
consists of representatives of a titular nation, is in the fact that the forms of
households, everyday life and culture are still being preserved by the principles of
nomadic civilization and they have not been properly considered yet in the world
historical science.
Theoretical bases for studying the phenomenon of political parties were
reflected in the writings of foreign scholars: E. Burke who considered the party a
necessary attribute of the coexistence of politics and society,1 E. Durkheim, who
claimed that the diversity of statuses and privileges, their disproportion, justifies the
existence of party formations,2 M. Weber, who insisted on the mandatory path for
managers - the way of a politician, beginning with the leader of party organizations,3 R.
Michels who believed that the level of population’s support depends on a state’s
1
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leader’s activity.4 Some of them gave a definition of a "party" concept. M. Duverger
thinks that parties are equally referred to as large national organizations that express
public opinion in modern democracies, as well as the warring factions of the ancient
republics.5 Indeed, such a "verbal analogy" is justified, since both parties play the same
role, "the essence of which is the struggle for power ..." S. Neumann defines the party
as the statutory organization of active political agents of a society, agents who are
connected with the control of government power and who compete for popular
support with another group or groups that have different views. As such, it is a great
mediator which connects social forces and ideology with official government
institutions.6
P. Merkle believes that the party is a kind of political formation which recruits
and socializes new members, elects new members, elects leaders through internal
processes of representation and elections, resolves internal disputes and makes
decisions about politics with respect to the outside world.7 For W. Crotty, the party is
a formally organized group performing the functions of political education of the
public, recruiting promotion of individuals through the career ladder, and the function
of establishing broad connections between the masses and legislators.8 G. Sartori
defines the party as any political group that takes an active part in the conduct of
elections and thus has the opportunity to hold its candidates in state institutions.9 K.
Lawson writes that a political party is an organization of individuals that seeks to extend, by
election or aside from elections, the power of the people or its part for special
representatives of this organization to exercise political power claiming that such power will
be exercised in the name of this people.10 M. Weber in his work "Politics as a Vocation"
defines the essence and purpose of a party as relatively small number of people
interested primarily in political life, that is, in participation in political power, create
themselves through a free recruitment retinue, expose themselves or those whom they
care for as candidates for elections, collect money and begin to catch votes3. That is,
M. Weber understands the party as an instrument of individuals’ struggle for power
and influence in society. He believes that leaders and their retinue as active elements
of free recruitment and retinue, and, through it, a passive mass of voters for the
election of a leader are necessary vital elements of any party.
In these and other works of foreign authors R. Aron, M. Weber, J. Wiatr, R.
Michels, S. Huntington, E. Ellis, there is a generally positive assessment of the nature and
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role of political parties and the prospects for their development, the importance of a
multiparty system for the development of civil society.11
N. Werth's work, as well as in the ones of E. Karr, R. Kenez, R. Pipes, A.
Rabinowitch, R. Servis, E. Acton, contains rather deep, though not always
unequivocal, analysis of the formation, development and decomposition of one-party
system in the USSR, taking into account the experience of Western European
democracy.12 Proceeding from these works and the experience of establishing a multiparty system in Russia, it should be noted that the phenomenon of political parties in
our country is a relatively new phenomenon, the formation of political parties is still
ongoing. In this regard, the understanding of partogenesis in Russia by historians is
still at an early stage.
The founders of the Russian partology M. Ostrogorsky, B. Chicherin, Y.
Gambarov, explained the features of a multi-party system formation in Russia by the
specifics of the nature and socio-political structure of the country.13 Historian,
philosopher, jurist B. Chicherin considered the problem of multi-party system deeply
and comprehensively, from the point of view of "for" and "against". He saw the
positive nature of a multi-party system in the existence of an opposition that did not
forgive the power of blunders and restrains bureaucratization, forces the government
to act effectively, but the negative point is that the "spirit" of its party overshadows
unselfish service to the common good. He made an attempt to determine the factors
of partogenesis, including conditions common to all nationalities, arising from "…the
very properties of the human community."14 Thus, liberal scientists and political figures
of the late XIX-early XX centuries revealed the characteristic features, social foundations,
functions of political parties; Russian liberals opened the connection between the
representative system and the presence of political parties in the society. Their conclusion
is relevant, that one should not limit the growth of the number of political parties, borrow
someone else's experience, since this leads to the tyranny of political power and the
rejection of parties from society. However, there are also such conclusions that the
historical time of parties has expired, so, according to A. Kulik, new models of political
mediation between the society and the state should appear for the development of
democracy in Russia: "Post-Soviet parties have not managed to become mass associations
appealing to a certain social stratum of parties."15 N. Kissovskaya notes that the crisis of
parties in Russia and in the West has a diametrically opposite nature. If in the West the
parties have largely fulfilled their historical role, having created a developed civil society,
established democratic institutions and an adequate political culture, in Russia the parties
have not begun to solve these problems yet.16
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According to modern researchers, the process of formation and functioning of
parties in Russia is rendered not only by its political structure and climate, but also by
socio-economic and sociocultural development17. One can agree with this, adding that
the mentality of the people also plays an important role in the formation of a multiparty system.18
In general, the issues of emergence, formation and development of political
pluralism, multi-party system, questions about how parties influenced the formation of
a system of representation, mobilized, grouped and articulated their interests with the
help of specific tools and principles for political decision-making received some
reflection in science. Historiographic analysis of the research revealed that in the
1990s, the authors described an object that had not yet acquired its essential features,
since the functional loading of parties was not high and they did not fully fulfill their
functions, although the parties were necessary for the consolidation of statehood.
Since the mid-1990s, with the beginning of the crisis of citizens' confidence in parties,
the interest to it in science fell accordingly.
Since the beginning of the XXI century, the search for new approaches to the
newest Russian socio-political history has begun and the issues of partogenesis in
Russia and in its regions occupy a central place in the studies of sholars.19 The
historiographic aspect of studying the socio-political life of the Siberian political space
was analyzed by V. Kozodoi. According to the scientist, "a characteristic feature of the
modern state of historical science is polycentrism, the absence of a pronounced leader
in the form of any historiographic school. In such a historiographic situation, none of
the professional historians can claim to be the "legislator of a scientific fashion" in an
endlessly expanded historical shop."20
The problem of political parties’ functioning was dealt with by political
scientists; lawyers studied the legal space of parties’ participation in the electoral
process, the historical and regional aspects of the study are insignificant. Questions of
the emergence and activity of parties, the analysis of actors in a regional space,
especially in national republics, have remained unanswered or little studied. As for the
Republic of Tuva, the first attempt to comprehend the history of a multi-party system
formation and development at the turn of the XX and XXI centuries was made in the
monograph "The multi-party system in Tuva: genesis and formation (90s of XX beginning of XXI century)" by the authors of this article18. Comparing and analyzing
the events and facts that took place in the country and in the region, the authors
concluded that in Tuva these processes had occurred in a peculiar way, based on the
fact that the Tuvans were bearers of ancient nomadic civilization. Significantly
17
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differing in many respects from a sedentary civilization, nomadic one predetermined
the peculiar features of the mentality and socio-political life of the Tuvans whose
history, until the XX century, did not know the practice of creating public
associations. However, the last decade of Russian reforms has shown that parties’
formation is an extremely contradictory process requiring intensification of scientific
research linking theory and practice of party building, including emergence of a
regional political space in modern Russia.
Methods
To solve the problem, the authors used the methods of historical knowledge,
suggesting that their judgments, estimates and conclusions were based on sources
containing information about the analyzed period. Methods of research were the
principles of historicism, scientific objectivity and systemacy which helped to identify
the characteristics and features of the multi-party system in the Republic of Tuva
where the achievements of nomadic civilization have not been lost yet. The article is
based on a problem-chronological principle, since the logic of formation and
development of a multi-party system requires that parties should be considered in
their development, change, in the retrospective context of socio-political life of the
region.
The methodological tools allowed to recreate socio-political life in Tuva in the
1990s of XX – the beginning of XXI centuries, to identify the features of multi-party
system formation, associated with the influence of the traditions of nomadic
civilization, the specifics of their manifestations, study the ideological and
organizational principles of parties, the nature of their participation in political life of
the country and the region.
Results
It is known that struggle for power in Russia in 1917 resulted in establishing a
one-party system in the country: the state was wholly owned by one party, and its
leaders concentrated legislative, executive and judicial power in their hands. The party
nomenclature was set up in all the most important sectors of society which soon had a
sense of permissiveness, a desire for personal enrichment, protectionism, clan system
and nepotism.
The crisis of the CPSU was expressed in inability of the Party leadership to
lead the country out of the impasse in which it found itself in the 1960s. Only the
political changes that occurred in the USSR in the second half of the 1980s, brought
to life a fundamental revision of most values. The policy of reforms threw out the
political activity of a large part of Russia's population, spawned many parties and social
movements whose formation began with the repeal of Article 6 of the Constitution of
the USSR, 1977 – about the leading and guiding role of the CPSU – in 1990.
The policy of reforms, publicity (glasnost) allowed us to start studying
previously "forbidden" topics, to establish a liberal-democratic radical ideology in
Russia. Political practice of the early 90's of XX century was significantly different
from the program statements of political parties and movements, when instead of the
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Western liberal model in Russia, there was a division of the population into an ultrarich minority and a poor majority. The emergence of pluralism in social and political
life was facilitated by objective and subjective prerequisites. Objective ones are the
presence of a certain level of socio-economic and political development which creates
the basis for the differentiation of interests in society. Subjective ones are the
comprehension of political interests by advanced elements of various social strata,
since the bulk of the population is not ready for this. On this basis, in the political life
of post-Soviet Russia, political parties have given special attention to the dynamics of
its development. Their role is that a party, popularizing its goals and principles, creates
a background necessary for political reflection. The study of partogenesis allows us to
conclude that parties’ formation was synchronized with the processes of building state
power on democratic bases, as well as its vertical differentiation, which meant the
inclusion of the process of partogenesis in the federalization of a state system of
Russia as an important part of political reform program.
Against this background, Tuva was in a specific political and socio-cultural
situation. On the one hand, as a subject of the Russian Federation, it was guided by
the model of the Western political system; on the other hand, the people's traditions
and spiritual values, the Soviet experience, and the mentality of both the Russian and
Tuvan nationalities affected the process of creating socio-political organizations. The
first public associations in the post-Soviet period arose in the peculiar conditions of
transition period, which was accompanied by difficulties and excesses associated with
deformations in the field of economics, politics and ideology that gave rise to
dissatisfaction in the sphere of national self-awareness and interethnic contradictions.
It was a stage of democratic transformation, associated with the collapse of the Soviet
Union, the search for a place of Tuva in the renewed Russian Federation.
Thus, on the one hand, the party building in Tuva in many respects repeated
the experience of the formation and development of political parties at the federal
level, on the other hand, has its own specificity peculiar only for Tuva. This confirms
that "the historically developed cultural diversity of peoples and ethnic self-knowledge
based on it cannot be delineated by any administrative and political principles.
Ethnicity is a complex social phenomenon, a kind of permanent internal plebiscite, an
individual choice for loyalty and belonging to a particular culture or several cultures at
once."21
Discussion
The peculiarity of ethnopolitical situation in Tuva is that the titular ethnic
group, which gave the name to the republic, makes up the majority of its population
(77%), although it belongs to the group of small nations according to the Russian and
world classification. Hence its dual position, the distinctiveness of national color of
public and political processes in the region. Tuvan society is a traditional one with all
the factors that follow from it - mentality, norms of behavior, customary law, etc.
Tuvans preserved their language, writing, religion, culture, the traditional form of
21
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economic life - nomadic cattle breeding. They are the bearers of the culture of the
Scythians, Turks, Uighurs, Kirghiz, Mongols, Chinese and Tibetans, they were
connected by historical past and interpenetration of cultures under conditions of
nomadic civilization, which gave them specific features. Power in nomadic empires,
associated with interests of a nomadic aristocracy, based on blood ties, functioned
constantly. Later it was influenced and intertwined with the Slavic culture. All of this
predetermined the behavior of Tuvans: from 8 am to 17 pm, i.е. up to the end of the
working day, they live according to Christian, Slavic customs, but at home they behave
like Turks, in partnership - like Chinese, in relations with the authorities - like
Buddhists.
In addition, most of the indigenous people of Tuva preach Buddhist religion
and pagan beliefs in the form of shamanism. As nomads, they regard political parties
like a reality that will soon pass and they should not pay attention to. Only a certain
part of the indigenous population of Tuva perceive public associations as a necessity.
Parties for Tuvans are an alien element. Therefore, they vote, and support parties at
the level of feelings, and not reason, when they vote with their heart. This is indicated
by the practice of using elective technologies and judicial processes18.
For modern Tuvan society, clannishness, connected with the traditional
culture of nomadic civilization, transmitted at the genetic level, is still characteristic.
Tuvans traditionally lived in aal (unification of yurts), so it was easier to migrate in
search of pasture and farm in harsh climatic conditions, to get help and protection
from their relatives and neighbors in the aal. If they disagreed with the policy of a
governor khan, they could move off and live independently or join others. The
mentality of a Tuvan people was affected by the imposition and confusion of different
realities and cultures. So the peculiarity of the culture and beliefs of a local population
prohibits to do food reserves, to kill a wild animal, to take more from the dense forest
than it will allow, based on the idea that man is a part of nature. But modern reality
predetermines a different approach to solve problems, now it is difficult to survive
without reserves ... Hence the unpredictability, the presence of contradictory factors in
the actions of Tuvans in political space, which affects party building.
The elections in the Republic of Tuva in federal bodies of state power and
referendums were always characterized by a high level of voters' activity, whereas the
political orientation of voters in the last 20 years was not stable. So, in the presidential
elections in 1991, more than 60% of voters voted for N. Ryzhkov, for Yeltsin was
given only 15% of the vote. But already in April 1993, that is, just two years later, 56%
of voters of the republic trusted President B. Yeltsin. Let us give another example the election of the deputies of the parliament of Tuva in 2006, which showed
pragmatism manifested in voters’ behavior, leads to the fact that they are now less
guided during voting by traditional preferences, such as the clan system, namesakes,
people. The voters' decision led to the victory of an almost unknown, new political
force that became in opposition to the current government. It shows that voter
preferences have become more pragmatic: they cast their vote to the party that will
better solve their personal problems. Taking into account the fact that nowadays mass
media, social networks can manipulate public consciousness, then the number of
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unstable voters, voting differently from elections to elections, will increase. Such
behavior is typical not only for Tuvan voters, which allows us to talk about the
phenomenon of "controlled electorate", when the differences in cultural and political
history are reflected not only in the results of voting, but also in understanding the
nature of elections, the way they are organized and conducted [18]. It is also an
indicator of a conformist vote, that is, willingness to vote for a candidate with an
obvious advantage, so the leadership of the region easily gets the necessary voting
results. The practice of elections shows that the most administratively electoral regions
are the Republics of Dagestan, Kabardino-Balkaria, Karachaevo-Cherkessia, Tatarstan,
Ingushetia, Bashkortostan, Kalmykia, Sakha (Yakutia) and Tuva. This can be explained
by the fact that, despite the active work of regional and local departments of political
parties, they do not have real power.
If we consider that in nomadic societies population is traditionally divided into
managing and manageable people and this is one of the characteristic features of its
social development, then political parties have a good opportunity to become original
managers. There is an opinion that the complexity of institutionalizing democratic
political culture in Tuva is connected not only with the extremely difficult state of the
republic's economy, the qualitative characteristics of ruling bureaucracy, the lack of
real mechanisms for involving the population of the republic into implementing
various forms of controlling activities in the system of power and other social spheres,
but also with the fundamental rootedness in the consciousness of social subjects of
traditional, authoritarian-bureaucratic, political culture. It is difficult to dispute with
this statement.
When analyzing partogenesis, it is necessary to take into account that political
status of Tuva in the early XX century was not defined, being in the forefront of
geopolitical interests of Russia, Mongolia and China; Tuva was the subject of their
disagreements. In particular, the Russian-Chinese Burin and Kyakhta contracts in 1727
defined the Uryankhai region (the so-called Tuva) as the territory of the Chinese
empire. This factor requires the consideration of ethnopolitical approach in building a
multi-party system, the definition of party ethnopolitics, considering that nomads are
the members of party building. Let us recall that from the point of view of
psychology, the behavior of an average person by a third is determined by its genes,
that is, by natural, ethnic principle, and by two-thirds - by society. Therefore, the most
important role in the politicization of ethnicity belongs to the understanding of a
nation-ethnos concept; implementation of this concept by politicians turns it into a
national political resource in the country as a whole with its multi-million,
multinational population.
Thus, the study of a vast range of literature, sources, and the authors'
observations of political practice convinces the value of Western partology experience.
However, it cannot be a priori, without amendments, transferred to Russian reality,
for creating a model of parties’ position in political space of modern Russia. In turn, it
is not always possible to speak about practice of building a multi-party system in
Russia knowing the realities in regions where ethno-national problems are often the
cause of their crises. Tuva's experience shows that the processes of formation of a
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democratic, open society, pluralism and multi-party system in the regions have their
own characteristics. Socio-political processes in the regions, including the Republic of
Tuva, require attention as an integral, independent object of interdisciplinary research.
Practical application and results
The study showed that a multi-party system has two sides, both negative and
positive. First of all, the multiparty system is not an absolute guarantor of social
progress. Moreover, considering the possibility of manipulating public consciousness,
using the absence of the political culture of majority of the population, the populism
of slogans adopted from other parties in order to recruit a mass of voters. And the
most offensive, the expectations of voters turn out to be deceived, when parties,
having come to power, refuse to implement pre-election programs. Such a democratic
nature of the multi-party system becomes a "political trap" for the voter.
At the same time, paraphrasing W. Churchill's words regarding democracy,
one can say: it has many shortcomings, but society has not yet thought up the best
from the point of view of including citizens in political life as independent subjects of
politics. That is why the multi-party system has been and still remains one of the most
important conditions for civil society development. Thanks to that an openly revealing
of interests, goals, needs and intentions of various social groups in society is achieved
on a competitive basis. The multi-party system allows for a regular dialogue in the
society between representatives of all political parties on the fundamental issues of
state building, economic and socio-political life, neutralizing their political extremism
in the process of their implementation.
The dignity of a multi-party system is in overcoming totalitarianism and
bureaucracy in society which always arise under the power of one party. In a
multiparty system, there will always be an opposition that constructively criticizes,
casts doubt on the power decisions that form public opinion which will contribute to
the development of a society and a state.
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Abstract. The article is devoted to the history of the formation of parliamentarism in the young
sovereign state – Tuvan people’s Republic (1921-1944), which had its own characteristics associated with the
lack of such experience and the influence of Soviet Russia on Tuva. The authors consider the Constitution of
the TPR, the activities of the Tuvan people's revolutionary party in determining the place and role of the Great
Khural as a body of Supreme power. It is noted that in the early years of the TPR the representatives of the
former ruling elite continued to hold the leadership positions, unsuccessfully trying to combine traditional ideas
with revolutionary beginnings. According to the archival materials, protocols of convocations of the Great
Khural its competence, powers and a place in the system of state body are analyzed. Interesting facts on the
property, age and social composition of the Great Khural delegates are given. The authors believe that due to the
establishing of the Small Khural and its Presidium the Great Khural became a kind of prototype of a
bicameral body of state power. It is said that with the strengthening of the role of the Central Committee of
TPRP the body of Supreme power has lost its independence, in fact it has put the decisions of the party into
practice. The authors come to the conclusion that the Great Khural has laid the foundations of parliamentarism
in Tuva and played an important role in the development of Tuvan statehood.
Keywords: the formation of the state; the formation of the parliamentarism; the body
of Supreme power; system of bicameral body; khurals of workers.

Introduction
In modern scientific literature “parliamentarism” is mostly understood as a
political system, where the interests and will of the people in the conditions of
separation of powers and multiparty are embodied in the elected state representative
institution – the Parliament. In the interests of the people, the Parliament conducts
legislative activities and controls the Executive bodies.
In political and scientific debates, the issues of parliamentarism and the role of
Parliament continue to occupy an important place. Such issues as the conflict between
the Executive and legislative branches of government, interaction between Federal
and regional representative bodies adds further interest to the subject. Such issues as
the conflict between the Executive and legislative branches of government, interaction
between Federal and regional representative bodies adds further interest to the
subject. In this regard, the study of the history of the formation of the Parliament is
necessary for scientific understanding of the General problems of modern political
history, it is important in determining the further path of democratic development, to
avoid the mistakes and stops in the development of democracy. The most important
lesson of world history is that a parliamentary system is able to provide a peaceful and
evolutionary modernization of state and society. Historical experience has shown that
without public authority, composed of elected representatives from all social groups in
the country, it is impossible to develop civil society.
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The parliamentarism is currently being developed not only at the national but
also at the regional level. The Russian Federation, as a federally organized country, has
an institution of regional parliaments. These are legislative (representative) bodies of
state power in all subjects of the Russian Federation. For nearly a quarter of a century,
the existing system of regional parliamentarism has had some political experience that
also requires generalization and scientific reflection. The analysis of the current state
of regional parliamentarism makes it possible to identify the problems of its
development, to assess their importance for ensuring effective public administration
throughout the political power of modern Russia. The study of the aspects of regional
parliamentarism is also relevant against the background of the processes of integration
and disintegration of States, which have become more acute in the modern world. In
many European countries, there are regions with strong separatist sentiments and a
desire to secede from the state concerned, which also points out the growing
importance of regional parliaments in the political process of individual countries and
of the world community as a whole. Thus, the study of the historical experience of the
formation of the parliamentarism of a particular region, namely the subject of a
Federal state, will make it possible to understand the peculiarities of its political
development better, both in the past and in the present and in the future.
The interest in the problem of the legislature took place in ancient society.
Modern sound and practical embodiment of the parliamentary system received in the
XVI-XVII centuries. The Idea of popular representation was highlighted in the
writings of John Locke, J.-J. Rousseau, CH. - L. Montesquieu and many others.1
The founder of the theory of separation of powers J. Locke spoke about three
types of power: legislative, Executive and Federal. Locke allocated legislative power of
these three branches, which in his opinion was the Supreme power. At the same time,
the legislature must obey the law. In the XVIII century Montesquieu gave the classic
justification of the theory of separation of powers. J. Rousseau justified the concept of
national sovereignty and thus contributed to the development of the theory of
parliamentarism.
Theoretical and methodological aspects that make up the scientific
preconditions for the formation and development of parliamentarism in relation to the
representative authorities of Russia at different stages of its history were considered in
the works of N. M. Muravyeva, P. I. Pestel, M. M. Speransky, M. M. Kovalevsky, V. I.
Lenin.2
Such prominent theorists of Western political science as S. Haggard, M.
Shugart, S. Ross, D. Carey, K. Strom and others studied Parliament both in the

1

J. Locke, Two treatises on the Board. Works. Moscow, Thought, 1988; p. 3; J. J. Rousseau, Treatises,
Moscow, Science, 1969; Ch. Montesquieu, Selected works. Moscow, Gospolitizdat, 1955.
2 ***, Selected socio-political and philosophical works of Decembrists, Moscow, 1951; M. M. Kovalevsky, From
direct popular rule to representative and from the Patriarchal monarchy to parliamentarism, Moscow, 1906, p. 1-3; B.
N. Chicherin, About the folk mission. The anthology of world political thought, Vol. 4, Moscow, 1997, p. 131157; V. I. Lenin, State and revolution. The Marxist theory of the state and the tasks proletariat in the revolution, vol.
33, Poln. Coll. Op., 1974.
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context of interaction with the Executive power, and from the angle of political
regimes and forms of government.3
The experience of foreign parliamentarism was analyzed in the studies of
authors such as M. Bihari, J. Coakley, D. Olson, D. Ornstein whose works were given
different assessment of the parliamentarism, from idealization to underscore the
insignificance of its impact on political processes.4 Nevertheless, the scientists are
united in understanding the essence of parliamentarism, considering it as a whole
system, within the various institutions and social structures are interacting.
The deep study of numerous specific problems of the current state of the
Russian parliamentarism, including the regional level, is contained in the works of S.
A. Avakian, N. P. Baranova, R. M. Romanova and many others5. It is summarized the
experience of organizing the parliamentary activity, its development within the
framework of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation, as well as political
aspects, legislative and regulatory norms.
Despite the wide range of scientific literature, the problem of parliamentarism
has not lost its importance at the present time, as evidenced by the recent work6. The
nature of Russian parliamentarism is shown as a reflection of the features of the
historical development of Russian statehood, different approaches to understanding
the essence of parliamentarism, the place of the modern Parliament of the Russian
Federation in the system of public authorities are analyzed.
In recent years, there have been many works describing the history of the
formation, functioning and activities of regional parliaments in modern Russia.7
3

S. Haggard, M. D. McCubbins, Presidents, Parliaments and Policy. Cambridge, Cambridge University
Press, 2001; M. S. Shugart, J. M. Carey, Presidents and assemblies: Constitutional design electoral dynamics, New
York Cambridge University Press, 1992; C. Ross, Federalism and Democratization in Russia, Manchester,
2002, K. Strom, "Contending Models of Cabinet Stability," in American Political Science Review, LXXIX
(1988).
4 M. Bihari, Parliamentarism. World of politics. Judgments and assessments of Western political scientists, Moscow,
1992;. J. Coakley, "Bicameral and separation of powers in modern States," in Polis, III (1997), p, 148168; D. Olson, "The Parliament. How it was conceived," in Constitutional law: Eastern European review, II
(1995), no. 11, p. 22-26; D. Ornstin, The Role of legislative bodies in a democratic society, Moscow, 1994.
5 S. A. Avakyan, Federal Assembly – the Parliament of Russia, Moscow, The Russian law published house,
1999; N. R. Baranov, Evolution of the Russian parliamentarism: the sociological aspect, Diss. of Doc. of
Sociology. Moscow, 2004; R. M. Romanov, Russian parliamentarism: history and modernity, Moscow,
Publishing house RITS ISPI ran, 2000.
6 Y. V. Nechipas, I. A. Poberezhnaya, "Parliamentarism in Russia: historical experience, problems and
prospects," in Bulletin of the Academy of the Prosecutor General of the Russian Federation, LVI (2016), no. 6, p.
61-67; S. N. Revina, O. E. Surkova, N. M. Vilensky, "Parliamentarism in Russia: problems of history,
modernity, prospects of development," in Bulletin of Volga state University of V. N. Tatishchev, II (2017),
no. 1, p. 12-19; N. I. Dorokhov, Russian parliamentarism: features of origin and modernity. Actual problems and
directions of development of the law, society and the state in modern Russia. Materials of the all-Russian scientific and
practical conference, Moscow, 2017, p. 145-156.
7 V.G. Gorbachev, "Multi-party system and parliamentarism in the region: Bryansk regional Duma of
the third convocation," in Scientific notes of Orel state University. Series: Humanities and social Sciences, LXXIII
(2016), no. 4, p. 11-15; P. S. Sharaev, "Regional parliamentarism: historiography of the problem (19902000-s)," in Bulletin of Tomsk state pedagogical University, CXLIV (2014), no. 3, p. 75-79; A. A. Abzalilova,
"Parliamentarism in South Ossetia," in Theory and practice of modern science, XXI (2017), no. 3, p. 18-22; B.
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Thus, there is a significant historiographic tradition of studying the history of
the formation and development of parliamentarism in domestic and foreign literature,
although most of the available studies are works, primarily by political scientists and
lawyers. As regards, it should be noted that the history of Tuvan parliamentarism has
not been the subject of special study yet. However, one has considered the institutions
of government, including the Supreme Khural, in the literature of history, where some
aspects of the history of Tuva are explored, in particular the formation of Tuvan
statehood,
In the works of S. V. Shostakovich, S. A. Shoizhelov, H. M. Seifulin more
attention has paid to the formation of the Tuvan people's Republic, which is clearly
interpreted as an example of the national policy of the Bolsheviks, as well as the result
of the people's revolution8. The problems of Tuva’s political history were considered
primarily in line with the activities of the Tuvan people's revolutionary party, without
finding a comprehensive study.
The process of formation and development of the first public authorities is
analyzed in the monograph of Y. L. Aranchin as well as the study of socio-economic
development of Tuva.9 Like many works of the Soviet period, the author could not
escape the ideological pressure of the time. According to the researcher, the khurals
which personified the idea of peasants' meetings and later became the main form of
political organization were a kind of peasant Councils. The monograph contains quite
detailed information about the work of the Great Khural for the entire period of the
existence of the TPR and the activities of this body are revealed.
N.A. Ondar has been studying in his works the problems of state construction
of the Republic of Tuva, the main stages of formation and development of the Tuvan
state, the constitutional development of the Republic since 1921.10 The problem of
formation of parliamentarism is considered through a prism of constitutional
construction of the Republic there.
Describing the degree of study of the problem, it is necessary to note the
preponderance of legal and political studies over historical ones in scientific literature.
Russian and foreign scientists have created a certain theoretical basis for studying the
process of formation of regional authorities, including legislative ones. The review of
literature testifies to the high scientific level of the study of legal and political aspects
I. Borubashev, U. N. Akylbek, "Parliamentarism in the Kyrgyz Republic: analysis of problems and
solutions," in Bulletin of the Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University, XVII (2017), no. 6, p. 111-114; P. A.
Kostyukova, "Parliamentarism in the regional aspect (on materials of the Novgorod region)," in Bulletin
of the Novgorod branch of RAPFaSS, III (2015), no. 1-1, p. 75-87.
8 S. V. Shostakovich, Political system and international legal status of Tannu-Tuva in the past and present, Irkutsk,
Type. ed. “Labor power,” 1929; S. A. Shoyzhelov, Tuvan people’s Republic: materials and documents on the
history of the national-revolutionary movement of the Tuvan pastoralists, Moscow, Standard, 1930; H. M. Seifulin,
"TPR is an important stage in the history of the Tuvan people," in TRILLH Scientific notes, XIII (1968),
p. 3-28.
9 Yu. L. Aranchin, (1982). The Historical path of the Tuvan people to socialism, Novosibirsk, Nauka, 1982, p.
337.
10 N. A. Ondar, Constitutional development of the Republic of Tuva (history and present). Monograph, Abakan, SUE
“Printing enterprise “Khakassia,” 2009.
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of the functioning of regional parliaments in various subjects of the Russian
Federation. But at the same time, it can be noted that there are virtually no historical
works, as a result of which the problems of the formation of regional legislatures and
analysis of historical experience remain to be little studied.
The main purpose of the study is to study the peculiarities of the formation of
parliamentarism in the Tuvan People’s Republic (1921-1944).
Method
General scientific methods of cognition of historical, socio-political
phenomena and processes as historical-comparative and historical-genetic methods
were used in the study of the problem.
The use of historical and comparative method allowed to trace the history of
the formation of parliamentarism in Tuva, to create a complete picture of the events,
revealing both General and specific features of The Tuvan People’s Republic.
Historical and genetic method is used to identify the relationship of subjective and
objective factors in the historical process, which, one way or another, influenced the
development of Tuva in 1921-1944.
Data, Analysis, and Results
Tuva is one of the youngest regions of the Russian Federation, included in it
only in 1944. From the earliest times generic Tuvan tribes were a part of the Mongol
khanate, which in turn, since the mid-eighteenth century was dependent on the Qing
dynasty of China. After winning the China Xinhai revolution of 1911-1912 and the fall
of the Qing dynasty, Mongolia and Tuva were free from the yoke of the Manchus.
In this complex political environment the Tuvan noyons (Kombu-Dorzhu,
Buyan-Badyrgy, Chamsy Hamby Lama and others) repeatedly appealed to the Imperial
government with the request to take them to Russia to protect themselves from the
claims of the Mongolian feudal lords. As a result, the issue of Uriankhay region (then
the name of the region) was finally settled in favor of Russia, in June, 1914, it was
declared a Russian protectorate over Tuva.11
It is necessary to take into account the historical situation of that time. Tuva
on the geographical position was such a remote province that the Chinese government
here was carried out by the Mongolian feudal lords, the Chinese merchants traded.
Therefore, when the Manchu dynasty collapsed and Mongolia gained sovereignty,
China could not control the situation in Uriankhay region, so the Imperial government
immediately took advantage. It should be noted that the protectorate of Russia over
Tuva was not issued by any international act, and all orders to adopt Tuvans under the
patronage of Russia were purely domestic.
Tsarist Russia has invested in the status of protectorate course for the gradual
accession of Tuva, but it was prevented by revolutionary events in Russia. The
establishment of the Soviet power in the Uryankhai region was accompanied by a
11

Z. Y. Dorzhu, "To the question of establishing a protectorate over Tuva," in Authority, IV (2014), p.
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review of the Russian-Tuvan relations. Following the principle of self-determination
of the Nations, the Uryankhai regional Council on April 13, 1918 called the
population of the region “... to convene a national Congress...to solve the main and
most important issue of Tuva to become finally a part of Russia or an independent
country”12. It was proposed to send one delegate from every 10 yurts to the Congress.
The Kraisovet trusted the member of the Executive Committee of the Council
of Minusinsk and the hot supporter of the independence of the Tuva I. G. Safianov
the Work on the preparation alltuvan Congress. Safianov, who knew Tuva and its
people, travelled to the aals (camp, settlement) and conducted explanatory work there
on the importance of the upcoming Congress. On June 14, 1918 the Congress of the
Tuvan people decided to declare the Tuvans to be completely independent, from
anybody independent. However, the events of the civil war 1918-1921 prevented the
implementation of this decision. After graduation this issue was discussed again. If the
geopolitical situation had not given to it the chances, now, on the contrary, it was
favorable.
On June 25-26, 1921 in Chadan, representatives of two Khemchik khoshuns
(where more than 50% of the population lived) held talks with the Soviet delegation.
The document, signed during the negotiations, pointed to the need to achieve full
independence of Tuva. The idea of convening the all-Tuva Constituent Khural
(Congress) was proposed to address the issues of political and state structure.
The alltuvan constituent Khural (Congress) which was held from 13 to 16
August 1921, was attended by 62 representatives from 7 khoshuns of the Uryankhai
region, as well as the Soviet delegation of 17 people. The Congress, in adopting the
Constitution, announced the formation of the Tuvan people’s Republic (TPR) free,
completely independent in their internal Affairs of the state, but in international
Affairs acting under the patronage of the Soviet Russia13.
According to the first Constitution of the TPR, the Supreme power belonged
to the Congress of all khoshuns, consisting of deputies from the people and convened
at least once a year14. Congress of khoshuns in historical literature was called the
people’s Assembly or the Great Khural. For the first time, the principle of election of
officials was affirmed, although the Constitution had not included a permanent
Supreme legislative and administrative authority yet.
The Supreme Executive power was held by the General Central Council
(government). It possessed all the fullness of power among congresses of the people’s
Khural. Among the meetings of the government, convened at least four times a year,
the Affairs of the Republic were managed in turn by members of the government. In
the organization of the people’s Khural, you can see an echo of the former alltuvan
sames convened at least once a year or even more often. The khoshun and summon
conventions (khurals) became the authorities in khoshuns and summons convened
12
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twice a year, and in the intervals among the meetings the heads of khoshuns and its
three aides, who were elected for the khoshun khurals operated the Affairs.
Judicial functions were assigned to collegial organs: sumons - on the Council,
khoshun – Khural, and the Republic – a Central Council. Thus, the principle of
separation of powers was not observed: the Legislative and Executive branches
became independent, and the judiciary was combined with the Executive.
So, initially the vertical of the power was under the construction by type of
Councils. In the Soviet historiography it was assumed to regard the khurals as the
main form of political organization, which was a kind of peasants Soviets9. As you
know, the Bolsheviks decisively rejected the idea of parliamentarism and the
separation of powers, the power of the Soviets joined both the Executive and
administrative functions. Thus, in the conditions of the TPR the peasant Councils
were essentially people’s khurals, designed to consolidate and implement in practice
the country’s transition to socialism. It was difficult to call the governing bodies
people’, peasant or aratian in Tuva of different levels, if they were represented mainly
feudal lords.
The emergence and establishment of institutions of statehood and sociopolitical system of the TPR went in difficult conditions, primarily associated with the
political and economic dependence of the new Tuvan government on Soviet Russia.
In the opinion of the Soviet leaders, for TPR it was more suitable the dictatorship of
labor arats (pastoralists, in a broader sense-workers in general, the people). The bulk
of the Tuvans was illiterate, so civil servants were mostly from among the former
rulers and officials, who were selected on the basis of their loyalty to the new
government. There are no statistics on the literacy rate of the Tuvan population in the
first half of the 1920s, but strong indirect evidence suggests that it was low. On
materials of census of 1925, in Tuva 52 700 people lived, of which 106 were “welleducated” (0.2 %) and 286 “poorly educated” (0,5 %), that is, the literate were only
329 people, which was even less than one population (0,7 %)12. Therefore, it is not
surprising that the ideology of Bolshevism was obscure and absolutely alien to the
majority of the population of the TPR.
In these circumstances, decisions of all constituent Khural about the formation
of a sovereign state was of critical importance, as laid the foundations of national
statehood and determined the future of the Soviet-Tuva convergence on an interstate
basis. In the structure and order of formation of the first bodies of state power it was
reflected both the traditional understanding of Tuva on the organization of
government and some of the principles of democracy. The state was declared as a
parliamentary Republic, but the principle of separation of powers in the Basic law was
not clearly defined. Firstly, the Great Khural was created precisely as a Congress, a
non-permanent body of power, whose powers were not detailed.
The peculiarity of the first years of development of the TNR was that public
authorities were formed in parallel with the creation of the Tuvan People’s
revolutionary party (TPRP) and the revolutionary youth Union (RYU). Thus, the
Tuvan government and the people as a whole acquired both the experience of statebuilding and the experience of social and political life. Not having a tradition of
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multiparty rule, the TPR immediately started the creation of the people’s revolutionary
party, although the analysis of sources shows that the majority of the population had
no clear idea about the goals and objectives of the party.
From the beginning TPRP sought to play a leading role in public Affairs. II
organizational Congress in 1923, was adopted its Charter, according to which the
governing body of the party was the Central Committee which virtually ruled the
whole of the work of the state bodies and public organizations through the party
groups (factions). In Soviet historiography, such a circumstance was welcomed as
evidence of the party’s leading position in the political system of Tuva. So, for 1923. it
was held 18 meetings of the Central Committee of the TPRP, which addressed issues
of socio-economic and socio-political development of the Republic. Resolution of the
Central Committee of the TPRP became a guide for action at the state level, one can
say, party decisions had received legal force at the congresses of the Great Khural.
With the adoption of the second Constitution of the TPR in 1924, the system
of state bodies received a more harmonious structure. It was first time to mention the
name of the new body – the Great Khural. In the interval between the great Khurals,
the Supreme power belonged to the Small Khural of the TPR, which worked at
periodic sessions. The small Khural was given powers to create and open the Great
Khural, both in proper time, and in the case of emergency. The delegates of khoshuns
were elected as the members of the Small Khural on the basis of norms of one
delegate from 200 households. Among them, the Chairman of the Bureau of the Small
Khural, his Deputy, the Secretary and two members were elected. Between sessions,
the highest authority was the Presidium of the Small Khural, which worked on a
permanent basis. Elections to bodies were held through a multi-stage system by open
voting. At General meetings of arbans (decategory (old administrative division in the
former of Tuvan People’s Republic) the arban dargas (the Chairman, the chief) were
chosen. Sumon khurals formed sumon control and sent delegates to khoshun Khural
that in their turn elected the khoshun management and the delegates of the Great
Khural. The norm of representation was set in proportion to the number of farms in
each sumon, but not less than two delegates from the smallest number of people in
the sumon. All citizens, regardless of gender, aged 20 years or over, were allowed to
vote. A candidate was considered elected if he or she obtained more than one third of
the votes in the presence of one third of all voters, and he or she was elected for one
year only.
The Chairman of the Council of Ministers and Ministers were elected among
the delegates of Maly Khural. The government was accountable to the Small Khural,
all its decisions were approved by the Presidium of the Small Khural.
Established by the Constitution of the electoral system the election of all
public authorities from summon offices to the Great Khural, as well as separation of
functions of Central and local bodies of power was the indicator of the development
of the system of managerial organs of TPR.
Unfortunately, the archival materials do not allow to reconstruct the course of
elections of deputies of the Great Khural, only known the number of elected
representatives of the people, and not all Khurals. So, 154 delegates arrived at the
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meeting of the Great Khural I (1923). The work of the III Great Khural (1925) was
attended by 86 elected people, in the IV Great Khural (1926) - 77, and in the VII
Great Khural (1929) – 91. Thus, the number of deputies in the Great Khural,
differing in property, age and social status, ranged from 70 to 90 people.
A five-member state Commission was set up to conduct the annual election
campaign on the basis of the instructions of the Central Committee of the TPRP and
the government. On the ground was created khoshun and sumon Commissions. On
official posts religious Ministers could not be elected also people who were under
investigation and did not accept the principles of the party, the elderly, insane and sick
people with a disorder of the Central nervous system. To be admitted to elections, the
loyalty to the TPRP policy was required.
In general, in the Constitutions of the TPR of 1924 and 1926 the same
electoral system remained without significant changes. Only the age limit of voters was
reduced from 22 to 18 years. The upcoming elections were announced in advance, the
elections were considered to have taken place at 2/3 of the meeting. 75 delegates took
part in the work of the V Great Khural, only 25 of them knew Mongolian writing well,
only 7 could read, the rest of the delegates were illiterate. Social origin among the
delegates, the vast majority were poor – 68, of the feudal lords – 3, average - 4. Also,
the absolute majority of delegates aged 20 to 50 years was members of the TPRP and
only 25 were non-party.15 Thus, most of the delegates of the Great Khural did not
have primary education, they were ordinary arats of social origin, consisted in the
ranks of the TPRP.
The great Khural with the establishment of the Small Khural and its Presidium
became a kind of prototype of a bicameral body of the state power. It was created and
opened by the decision of the Small Khural, the composition of which was elected
from among the deputies of the Great Khural normally one delegate from 200 farms.
The Chairman of the Bureau, his Deputy, the Secretary and two members were
elected from the Small Khural.
The Small Khural issued laws, regulations and orders, gave the General
direction of the Government and controlled the implementation of the basic laws of
the Republic and regulations of the Great Khural. The sessions of the Small Khural, as
a rule, were convened twice a year, it elected a Bureau of 5-9 people. It was the highest
legislative, executive and administrative authority in the period among sessions. Thus,
the Great and Small Khurals, the Presidium of the Small Khural were referred by the
Constitution of the TPR to the Supreme state authorities. Summarizing the provisions
of the constitutional norms of the TPR, it is possible to distinguish the terms of
reference of the representative authorities of the TPR. At the meetings of the Great
Khural the budget was approved, the development of the economy and culture of the
Republic was discussed, the management of Central and local government, the
election of Executive bodies, members of the small Khural, decisions on them were
taken by open vote of simple majority. From 1923 to 1928 the Great Khural was
convened annually, usually in October-November, its work had been lasting for a
15
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week, and sometimes more. At the Congress the reports of the Ministers were heard,
brought them resolution, the agreements and provisions were approved. The delegates
took an active part in the debate, and to discuss those or other questions, which were
serious debates.16
Consideration of the proceedings of the fourth Great Khural provides an
opportunity to present in general the peculiarities of the work of this body. And so, on
18 November 1926 at 18 o’clock the opening of IV the Great Khural took place. It
was attended by 77 delegates, including 37 poor, 38 middle – aged, 2 rich, 16 former
officials, 32 employees of local self - government bodies, 12 employees of grassroots
party organizations, and 1 cooperative15. More than half of the delegates (44 persons)
were members of the party (TPRP) and the youth Union (TRYU). The meeting of the
Great Khural was opened by the Chairman of the Small Khural Mongush Nimazhap,
urging the delegates fruitful work. After that the Presidium was elected in the amount
of 10 people from different khoshuns, the Secretariat and the credentials Committee
for 3 of the delegate. According to the example of Soviet Russia, the decision was
taken on the election of the honorary Presidium of the Great Khural in the stuff of
the General Secretary of the CC of the TRP Sodnam Balcer, the General Secretary of
the Central Committee of the CPSU (b) Stalin I. V., the Chairman of the CEC of the
USSR M. Kalinin, the people’s Commissar of foreign Affairs Chicherin, G. V., the
Chairman of the Small Khural of the Mongolian people’s Republic Genden Palzhidiin,
the Chairman of the ECCI under the CC of the TPRP Nazov S. A., the Consul of the
Soviet Union in TPR Starkov A. G. and it was unanimously decided to send them a
welcome telegram. Then the solemn session of the Khural was closed at 20 o’clock in
the evening15. As a rule, the first working day of the next convocation of the Great
Khural was ended there, which had been lasting for a week. The IV Great Khural
outlined the main activities of the country’s financial policy, judicial system,
administrative construction in the center and in the field, it was adopted the
Constitution of the Republic and the General part of the Criminal procedure code.
The Khural approved the budget for 1926-1927. There was a heated debate on the
report of the Ministry of Finance on the main objectives of the country’s financial
policy, deputies harshly criticized the activities of the Ministry, they insisted on a firm
budget discipline and finding sources of indirect income, so that the tax burden did
not fall on the farms of the arats15. According to the report of the foreign Minister, the
Great Khural instructed the government to strengthen the established political and
economic ties with the USSR and the MPR. The Khural also approved laws on local
self-government, income and property tax. The considered bills were developed by the
legislative Commission of the Small Khural, so the Great Khural adopted them
without changes. The composition of the Small Khural chose 30 people, 25 of them
were members of the TPRP and Revsomol.
Thus, during the convocation of the next Great Khural, the delegates, having
listened to the reports and reports of all ministries, raising problems relating to the
16 Z. Y. Dorzhu, E. M. Ondar, To the history of the formation of the Great Khural of the Tuvan people’s Republic.
Herald of KrasSAU, Vol. 1, Moscow, 2014, p. 192-196.
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population of the Republic, raised serious questions to the government on further
strengthening of the state apparatus and improving the political and economic
situation of the country. Most of all the issues were discussed on strengthening of
relations with the USSR and the MPR. The analysis of the Protocol IV of the Great
Khural clearly demonstrates how the Republic has lived, what issues has been
concerned about and how they have been solved.
In the late 1920s, with the active support of the USSR and its purposeful
policy, there was a change of power in the TPR, the leadership positions were
occupied by Pro-Soviet politicians, which led to radical changes in the country. In
autumn of 1929 by the decision of the Presidium of the Small Khural and the Council
of Ministers of the TPR all “feudal lords and Bai” were deprived of the electoral
rights, as well as the representatives of religion – lamas and shamans. The result of
these changes had become VII Great Khural, held in October 1930, which adopted
the fourth Constitution of TPR, which determined the legal nature of the people’s
Republic and its objectives.17 There was an actual change in the name of the state –
Tuvan Arat Republic. As the main purpose of the state a crash course was declared on
building socialism, bypassing the capitalism. Its integral parts were the mass
collectivization and transfer of the arats to settlement, the elimination of feudal lords
as a class. In the Khurals of all levels in 1929 and the 1930s almost all decisions were
accepted by the line of the Comintern and the Central Committee of the TPRP.
With the strengthening of the role of the Central Committee of the TPRP, the
Presidium of the Small Khural actually implemented the party’s decisions and lost its
independence. It was at the meetings of the Central Committee of the TPRP where
the date of convocation of the Great and Small Khurals were determined in advance,
the speakers and the composition of the Presidium of the small khurals were claimed.
All branches of government were concentrated in the hands of a single party, the
TPRP. Thus, at a meeting of the Politburo of the TPRP on February 13, 1941 it was
decided to convene X Great Khural on June 1, 1941 in Kyzyl and the procedure for
its work was established: the report of the government of the TPR (reporter Bair), the
consideration of the draft new Constitution (reporter Toka), the election of members
of the Small Khural of the TPR.18
In the 1930s, the Great Khural had gradually lost its value, the less its
convocations were held - in 1935, 1938 and 1941. It was increased the importance of
the Small Khural and its Presidium, all the decisions of TPRP were approved only by
the Presidium of the Small Khural, composed of 5-7 people. According to the
Constitution of 1930, the Government had not chosen the Great and the Small
Khural. The Presidium of the Small Khural became the highest legislative and
administrative body of the Republic in the period between the convocations of the
Khural and now had the right to appoint or dismiss individual Ministers (under the
Constitution of 1926 the Presidium of the Small Khural was entrusted only with the
17
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General leadership of the Government, the possibility of removing Ministers from
office was not registered).
Thus, in the young Tuvan People’s Republic, a system of bodies of state power
was created on the basis of electivity. The Small Khural and its Presidium secured the
status of authorized legislative, executive and administrative bodies enjoying all the
rights of the Congress, except for those issues that were assigned to the exclusive
competence of the Great Khural: the approval and amendment of the Constitution of
the TPR, the establishment of basic principles of foreign and domestic policy, the
election of members of the Small Khural of the TPR. The Constitution of the TPR of
1921, 1924 and 1926s gradually reformed the system of the state power and
management. From 1923 to 1928 there was an organizational registration of the
Supreme power of the TPR – the Great Khural.
In the formation and development of the state system in Tuva it was great
influence of the USSR, which led to the gradual rapprochement of the Tuvan state
with the Soviet, first in form, and then in content. The principles and procedures for
the formation of the Great Khural, its activities can be described as transitional, with
elements of democracy and the first signs of the future of the Communist system. In
the conditions of the TPR, the khurals were an attempt to implement the Leninist idea
of peasant Councils. In the Soviet Union the Supreme representative body was of the
all-Russian Congress of Soviets, and in the period among the sessions of the Central
Executive Committee. The administration of the country was entrusted to the
government - the Council of people’s Commissars, headed by V. I. Lenin. If we draw
a parallel, it is possible to identify that the functions of the Small Khural were close to
the functions of the Central Executive Committee. It also issued laws, decrees, orders,
it gave the General direction of the Government and controlled the implementation
of the basic laws of the Republic and regulations of the Great Khural. The Small
Khural worked in session, going at least twice a year, and its members, as a rule,
worked in various institutions. Constantly working body was the Presidium of the
Small Khural, and it could work in two directions. On the one hand, the leadership of
the Small Khural – the management of meetings, the distribution of the members of
the Small Khural between institutions, preparation of materials for meetings and
submission of projects for consideration by the Small Khural, on the other hand,
independent work – the adoption of laws and regulations, as well as the return to
correct the decisions of the Government or to suspend the resolution of the issues on
Amnesty, the appointment and change of individual Ministers, resolution of the
conflicts between ministries, as well as review of citizens complaints against improper
actions of the administration. In this respect, it is impossible not to agree with the
opinion of S. Shostakovich, “on the construction and functions the Supreme organs
of the TPR represent the cast of the Mongol, therefore, who are related to the
Soviet.”8
The great Khural was to meet at least once a year (since 1930 – once every
three years). During the period between congresses its functions passed to Small
Khural, but also that last gradually passed to the sessional order of work. A permanent
body was the Presidium of the Small Khural, consisting of a narrow circle of people.
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The Chairmen of the Small Khural were Donduk Kuular, Nimazhap Mongush,
Khemchik-ool Adyg-Tulush, Polat Oyun, Anchimaa Hertek.
The powers of the Great Khural were assigned to all issues of national
importance, i.e. the competence of the Congress was not limited. The agenda of the
congresses included issues related to the formation or reorganization of authorities
and management, the adoption of fundamental legislation, regularly heard reports of
the Small Khural of the TPR and the Council of Ministers of the TPR, elected a new
composition of the Small Khural. At the same time, the Constitution define neither
the organizational structure nor the procedure of the Small Khural, all those issues
were resolved independently. The working bodies of the Small Khural had the
presidency, the divisions and commissions.
The Constitutions denied the concept of the separation of powers; the
Supreme authorities were created as legislators and governors at the same time. Bothe
the Small Khural and the Council of Ministers in equal measure were legislative and
executive. The differences were not in functions, but in the place in the hierarchy of
structures. The Small Khural could cancel or suspend any order of the Government,
but then the real power was in the hands of the Council of Ministers of the TPR and
the Central Committee of the TPRP. The principles enshrined in the Constitution had
been relegated to the background.
Not being the state bodies, the structures of the Central Committee of the
TPRP actually concentrated political power in the country, prepared decisions that
determined the activities of the state bodies, the order of formation and work of
khurals, they were the initiators of changes in electoral legislation and carried out the
current management of election campaigns. There was a practice: long before the
official elections the Central Committee of the party published policy letters, which
contained guidelines for the reports of deputies and elections of the Great Khural. On
the basis of their local party the committees made decisions. This practice, which
developed in the 1930s, with certain modifications remained in the future.
The composition of the delegates of the congresses was systematically
updated, which allowed involving the representatives of the people in the direct
activities of the higher authorities. However, that practice had the opposite side - weak
continuity. In addition, the convocation of the Great Khural was short-term
representative institutions, their work was not strictly regulated, and each Congress
adopted its own rules of procedure. The work of the congresses was open, widely
covered in the press. The Khurals became the political basis of the TPR, their
activities were supervised by party bodies. The only party – the TPRP - in its actions
and orders was guided by the recommendations of the Comintern and secret orders of
the Supreme party bodies of the USSR.
Discussion
The emergence and establishment of institutions of statehood and sociopolitical system of the Tuvan peopl’s Republic went in difficult conditions, associated
primarily with the political and economic dependence of the new Tuva government
on Soviet Russia. In the opinion of the Soviet leaders, for the TPR the dictatorship of
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labor arats more suited to. In this regard, the khurals, which were a kind of peasant
Councils, were called upon to consolidate and implement in practice the country’s
transition to socialism. That view had been dominating the Soviet historiography for
many years.9 At the same time, it is difficult to call the governing bodies in Tuva of
different levels peoples’, i.e. peasant and arat, if they were represented mainly by
feudal lords.
Until almost the end of the 1920s, the representatives of the former ruling elite
continued to hold senior positions. Very often there was a combination of several
positions in the hands of one person, which was the norm at that time. The majority
of Tuvans was illiterate, so the civil servants were from among the former rulers and
officials, who were selected on the basis of their loyalty to the new government. They
also unsuccessfully tried to combine tradition with the changes. Therefore, it is not
surprising that the ideology of Bolshevism was obscure and absolutely alien to the
majority of the population of the TPR.
Traditionally, it was believed that the formation of the TPR was the result of
the people’s revolution, which is in doubt in the national historiography now [19]. The
lack of experience of the state-building in the previous periods of development, and
also the big influence I can even say dependence on the Soviet Union, led to the
political development of the TPR. The adoption of a one-party political system led by
the Tuvan people’s revolutionary party, along with the intervention of the USSR in the
internal political affairs of the TPR contributed to the coming to power of the “left”,
which began radical changes and proclaimed a non-capitalist way of development of
the country. In the TPR the political system similar to the USSR has established.
The great Khural, as the organ of the Supreme power gradually lost its value,
the less was its convocation from 1930, once in three years. In decisions of the Great
Khurals of the TPR in 1920s, there is a lot of autonomy and original identity. At the
Congress it was heard the reports of all ministries and it was imposed on them
resolution. Another thing was the khurals of all levels in the period of the 1930s. Their
decisions were often preceded by the line of the Comintern and the Central
Committee of the TPRP.
Conclusion
Summing up, it should be noted that despite the lack of experience of the state
building, the political culture in 1921-1944 and the great influence of the USSR, the
activities of the Great Khural were distinguished by originality, combining the desire
of the people to defend their traditions, using the elements of unfamiliar democracy.
By analogy with the Soviets of the USSR in Tuva the Khurals of workers were created,
which became the political basis of the TPR, whose activities were supervised by the
party bodies. The only existing party – TPRP - in its actions and orders was guided by
the recommendations of the Comintern and secret orders of the Supreme party bodies
of the USSR.
The results and conclusions of this study deepen and expand existing in the
national historiography of the idea of the historical experience of the state-building in
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the years of the TPR, also they reveal the peculiarities of the formation of
parliamentarism in the period under review.
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Abstract. Nowadays folk medicine is becoming more and more active. Its wide spread led to the fact
that many doctors, along with traditional medicine, use folk recipes, although until recently this phenomenon
was considered unscientific. This article is devoted to the traditional folk medicine of Tuvans and Kalmyks. The
diet developed in the centuries in certain natural and climatic conditions developed certain nomadic metabolic
processes in the organism of nomads which made it possible to efficiently process food and maximize the useful
components necessary for life. The results of the research show that traditional medicine should be considered not
only as part of the traditional knowledge of mankind and an element of the national culture of peoples, but also
as a global phenomenon. This is due to increased public interest in folk medicine. The article presents historical
events of the past and present in traditional folk medicine of Kalmyks and Tuvans as well as the current state
and prospects of its development.
Key words: traditional medicine, traditional methods of treatment, protective magic,
amulets, methods and means of treatment, bonesetter.

Introduction
Traditional medicine has existed since ancient times among all the peoples of
the world. At present it is difficult to say the specific time of its appearance. Many
works note that the first rudiments of traditional medicine began to appear even when
a prehistoric person began to realize that the surrounding nature can help him cope
with illnesses, heal from illnesses and maintain health. This is evidenced by rock
paintings of cavemen. The paintings "narrate" that a person already then understood
the healing power of medicinal plants and began to use it.
The relevance of this topic lies on the surface, since unlike many narrowly
focused problems in social medicine, the problem of folk or alternative medicine
affects all directions of modern medicine in general.
Traditional medicine among Kalmyks and Tuvans has deep roots that go back
centuries. Over the centuries they comprehended the wisdom of their ancestors and,
based on their experience, developed unique methods, and in some cases original
solutions in the treatment of various diseases. Nomadic way of life was of great
importance for the development of traditional knowledge in the field of medicine as
rich ethno-cultural ties, both with nomadic and settled peoples of Asia and Europe,
played an important role.
The purpose of this article is to study traditional methods of treatment
previously mentioned in the literature on the history and ethnography of Kalmyks and
*
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Tuvans, as well as other recipes in the fight against various diseases collected by the
authors during the field work with informants in Tuva, Kalmykia and Mongolia.
Methods
The methods used in the disclosure of this topic are: review and analysis of
relevant literature, comparative-historical and typological methods. The method of
review and analysis of the literature presents an array of works related to this topic,
and their main content is disclosed. The remaining methods make it possible to
present facts and events in a comparative-historical aspect.
Data and Analysis
The results of the analysis of the revealed materials show that there is a
considerable amount of publications on traditional medicine of Tuvans and Mongols
severally. However, this issue has not yet been the subject of in-depth study in a
holistic, combined and generalized comprehensive plan. If we take traditional
medicine of Tuvans only, then some valuable information on this issue is available in
monographs and articles of Russian scientists. In this regard, it is worth mentioning,
for example, "The Proceedings of the Tuva Complex Archaeological and
Ethnographic Expedition" which was held in Tuva in the late 50s - early 60s of the
20th century where there are data on the Tuvan people's knowledge of the treatment
of various diseases.1
A great contribution to the study of the ethnography of the Tuvans, some
questions of the shamanic magic of the Tuvans, was made by S.I. Weinstein. This
scholar studied in detail the religious views of the Tuvans-Todzhans, including their
folk medicine.2
More detailed information about the riots and magical actions of Tuvan
shamans, contributing to the recovery of patients, are contained in the works of M.B.
Kenin-Lopsan.3 Another article that should also be noted is by O.O. Bartan "About
ethno medicine of Tuvans" which contains the information on the analyzed methods
of treatment of Tuvan healers, as well as medicines of animal origin. The author writes
that the Tuvan medicine is a part of the culture of the peoples of Central Asia; Tuvans
to this day do not throw, for example, the bile of domestic animals that is used against
all inflammatory diseases.4
Valuable information about traditional medicine of Tuvans is given in the
work of M.G. Shabaev where he noted: "According to the Tuvan shamans, diseases
are sent by devils - azalar, kaibynku, causing sufferings during illness and causing
agony"5.
1

M. L. Tuva, Materials on archeology and ethnography of Western, Proceedings of the Tuva complex archaeological and
ethnographic expedition, Moscow, Publishing House of the USSR Academy of Sciences, 1960 p. 317.
2 S.I. Weinstein, World of nomads of the Center of Asia, Мoscow, 1991, p. 298.
3 M.B., Kenin-Lopsan, The magic of Tuvan shamans, Kyzyl, 1993, p. 160.
4 O.O Bartan, "On ethnomedicine of Tuvans," in Manual of ethnic medicine, I (2004), no. 1, p. 60 – 62.
5 M. G. Shabaev, Traditional medicine in Tuva. Essays on the history of health of Tuva, Kyzyl, 1975, p. 34-40.
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M.V. Mongush writes: "The Tuvan lamas knew the ethnic ways of boiling
medicinal herbs in lamb broth, in tea, milk etc." The author in his publications focuses
on ethnomedicine through the prism of religion and the traditional belief of the
Tuvans6.
One of the "methods" of traditional medicine of Tuvans and Mongols is
treatment in arzhaans – mineral springs. From time immemorial these peoples knew
very well the curative properties of these unique water sources. This aspect of
traditional medicine, for example, of Tuvans, is considered in a number of works.
Thus, the work of E.V. Pinneker represents all the main mineral waters (arzhaans) of
Tuva and analyzes their medicinal properties7.
Among the scientific publications on this topic there are articles by foreign
authors, which reveal the importance and medicinal properties of plants and their use
in folk medicine.
A well-known researcher of Tuva's arzhaans is K.D. Arakchaa8. Her major
works include such publications as "The word about the arzhaans of Tuva", "Arzhaan
Choigan - the healing pearl of Tuva", "The healing waters of Mongun-Taiga" where the
author reflected over a hundred of arzhaans and lakes where for a long time Tuvans
were treated for different diseases9. There should also be noted the article of E.V.
Aiyzhy "Customs and ceremonies associated with the natural curative waters of
Tuva"10. In it the author writes: "The mineral sources that beat from under the earth
used special reverence. Therefore, the prayers dedicated to water and including the
worship of water spirits played an important role among the Tuvan people. Natural
healing springs - arzhaans, as well as salt and mud lakes, as well as water in general,
were of prime importance in the world view of nomadic Tuvans". Besides, they were
published in foreign editions about the ethno medicine of the reindeer herders of the
Todzha district, as well as about the peculiarities of the Tuvan food system 11.
Thus, the analysis of the works currently available, to one degree or another
devoted to the issues of traditional medicine of Tuvans and Kalmyks, shows the
unilateral development of this problem and there is no comprehensive scientific work
on this topic.
Results
The Kalmyks were able to diagnose and treat quite a large number of diseases.
Diseases of the gastrointestinal tract, according to U. Dushan, were treated with the
strongest soup or melted butter (ghee), and typhus was exclusively treated with water.
6

M.V Mongush, The history of Buddhism in Tuva, Novosibirsk, 2001, p. 175.
E.V. Pinneker, Mineral waters of Tuva, Kyzyl, Publishing House of Tuv. Book, 1968, p. 106.
8 K.D. Arakchaa, The word about arzhaans, Мoscow, Polikom, 1995, p. 24.
9 K.D. Arakchaa, Arzhaan Choigan - the healing pearl of Tuva, Kyzyl, 2012, p. 162.
10 E.V. Aiyzhy, Customs and ceremonies associated with the natural curative waters of Tuva. The resort base and
natural healing and recreational areas of Tuva and adjacent regions, Kyzyl, 2013, p. 106-109.
11 E. V. Aiyzhy, "Features of traditional Tuvan food system," in Japanese Journal of Fundamental and
Applied Studies, I (2015), no. 9, p.254-260.
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With a disorder of the stomach and severe diarrhea, a patient was given strong black
tea, koumiss or "chigyan" - "koumiss from cow's milk" [Field material of the author,
further - FMA]. Koumiss also treated and continues to treat pulmonary tuberculosis,
as the disease is not yet defeated by modern medicine, so the methods of combating
this disease in the Kalmyks are quite diverse. For the treatment of tuberculosis they
drink decoction of saiga horns, the bile of the selected wether which is cut especially
for this in May. Also, the dog is stabbed, then the patient is fed with boiled meat and
is given a broth, dog oil is ingested as well. Gopher and badger fat, decoction of grass
"shagan budg" - "silver-weed" [FMA] are also widely used. They use bile and broth
from the bones and talus of saiga [FMA].
Cauterization was widely used - "tӫӫn". Before proceeding to the procedure,
the raw meat was preliminarily placed on the sore spot. In the same way bleeding from
the nose and anthrax were treated. The abscesses were opened with a knife preheated
on the fire. This method was used for the treatment of inflammation of the lymph
nodes. Bonesetters, "otchi", were engaged in the treatment of traumatic injuries,
corrected dislocations, treated fractures of bones bandaging the place of the injury.
Surgical intervention was also applied in the removal of some finely chopped long
bones, replacing them with a young camel’s bone. Appendicitis was treated with fresh
mutton broth.
In severe fractures, so that there were no bedsores on the patient, millet was
used. It was poured into a large pillowcase and put under the patient in the places
where bedsores began to form. If there is no millet, then oats could also be used
[FMA].
It was believed that one suffers from severe headaches, broth from the lamb's
head helped well and one need to eat a boiled lamb brain. This method of treatment
was told by the informant who got into a car accident in the 60s of the last century
and suffered, subsequently, from severe headaches. The recipe was given by the
famous Kalmyk emchi Namkoy Kichikov from the village of Altsyn-Khuta [FMA].
Some diseases were treated with raw meat, in the case of the scrofula disease
among children they applied a raw heart to the sick ears, taken out of a sheep that
belonged to the child's relatives on the mother's line. It was believed that the heart
sucks all pus.
In the case of high temperature, they gave to drink "arvan usn" - "oat broth". It
was also given to the mothers who just gave a birth as a cleansing drink, so that there
was no "mastitis" - "breast tumor" and in order the temperature did not complicate the
internal organs [FMA]. "Kӫkne havdr" - mastitis of women was treated with "ultrgar" an insole of a woman who gave birth to twins. The insole was warmed and applied to
the sick chest for two to three days [FMA]. To facilitate childbirth, a woman during
the labor was allowed to drink ghee, as well as a decoction of snake skin. It was done
in order to let the baby come out of the womb without complications, literally, slip
like a snake. The broth was prepared by the healer who knows the way of preparation
and dosage [FMA].
Women who could not endure the child until the end of the pregnancy due to
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frequent miscarriages and those who had premature births were allowed to drink a
decoction of "zemsgin halsar" - "covering film of the placenta". They take a sheep’s placenta
and remove the outer film and dry it. Then its decoction is taken by pregnant women
three times. It is believed that this method is very good for pregnancy [FMA].
The Don Kalmyks, after the birth delivery, used to cook a flour dish, liquid
soup "zutng", they cooked the flour with water and the resulting substance like jelly
was given to the woman a few days to sew up all her internal organs shifted during
childbirth. To cure avitaminosis or anemia, a weakened person was prepared
"gyuzalhn" - "broth of meat cooked in the rumen." For this, the sheep was cut, the rumen
was cleaned up and all the sheep meat, separated from the bones, was put in it, a little
salt was added and nothing else. Then the rumen's hole was tightly tied, it was put on
fire in a large cauldron and cooked for about five hours. In order not to let the rumen
burst from a high temperature during the cooking, from time to time it was pierced
with a "shorar" - a "pointed triangular stick". When the product was ready, it was
removed, without cutting, with the help of two boards, because it was hot, squeezed
its broth out of it in a bowl. The meat cooked in the rumen in its own juice, at the
time of wringing, gave no more than one bowl of broth which the patient took. This
was a kind of vitamin drink which contributed to the rapid recovery of the patient
[FMA].
Skin diseases were treated with snake skin. It was imposed on the chasing
wound "zenkr" - "copper sulfate" [FMA]. Copper sulfate was mixed with melted butter
and this ointment was lubricated on sores, eczema and psoriasis. The success of
treatment depended on the skillful dose of components mixing. They also treated their
teeth with this ointment. On the tip of a needle the ointment was placed in the hollow
of the tooth and then rinsed. Copper sulfate killed nerves, and the pain passed [FMA].
The teeth were treated also with dried wolf bile, the method of application was
identical with the above [FMA]. They also used decoction of "har-der" - "poppy" and its
seeds. The patient had to lean over the cooked broth and breathe the steam that
emanated from it. The nerves from a sick tooth, as a rule, fell down into the jar
[FMA].
Botkin's disease, or as it is called in the everyday language, jaundice, was
treated as follows. The patient was given to drink several pieces of live insects, fleas
[FMA].
In cases of burns the following way of treatment was used, they drove a cow
around the house until it starts to defecate with a liquid scat, then this substance was
lubricated on a burn area [FMA]. Another method of treatment was the following,
with a severe burn, the sheep was stabbed, the "semjn" was taken - the "fat cover of the
peritoneum" and they wrapped the burned place with it, and over the fat cover they
coated with the contents of the rumen and bandaged. In cases of extensive burns, it
was required to slaughter more animals to save the injured person. He was placed in a
container (trough, bath), the places of burns were overlaid with "semjn" and poured
over the contents of the rumens, so that on the surface there was only a person’s head.
The success of treatment depended on the speed of the actions of the healers, because
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"semjn" and the contents of the rumens should be as warm as possible. With timely
assistance, there were no complications. The heat from the burned place did not
penetrate the internal organs of the body and did not give complications, but the
"semjn" and the contents of the rumens stretched the heat out [FMA].
Panaritius - "hum's ergdg" was treated in several ways. In one case, the sick
finger was lowered into boiling tea, before the milk was poured in it. The second
method was as follows: they crushed the laundry soap, softened it, overlaid a finger
and bandaged it. Thirdly, they smeared "chigәnә aadmgar" - "curd mass of koumiss"
and bandaged [FMA].
Baron F.A. Buhler wrote that eye diseases are very common among Kalmyks.
And he explained the causes of the disease by the fact that smoke was always standing
in the tents, plus a hot climate, dust and sand.12
Nowadays in Kalmykia popular methods of treatment of various kinds of
diseases are widely used. One can draw certain conclusions that, despite the great
changes that have inflicted irreparable damage on the Kalmyk culture, the people
continue not only to preserve, but also to accumulate huge knowledge in the field of
traditional medicine.
Tuvans have also developed from time immemorial their own "methodology"
for treating people who have fallen ill with this or that disease. According to M.G.
Shabaev, a researcher of the history of Tuva's health, before European medicine
penetrated into Tuva, there were three forms of medical care for the population.13 The
most ancient form, he believes, are methods of treating patients, accumulated
empirically for millennia. The second form was cult, religious in nature. It is based on
belief in spirits, i.e. in shamanism. The third form had a mixed character, i.e. Tibetan
medicine was of great help to the knowledge of the people. Today it is well known
that a diet is of great importance for the maintenance of human health. And the
Tuvans developed their own food culture. Since ancient times, many herbs and roots
have been used for food. A large role was played, in particular, by kandyk, sarana - wild
garlic stems and others in fresh and dried form; all of them possessed medicinal
properties.
According to the stories of Tuvan long-livers, Russian old-timers of Tuva, who
worked in Tuva for a long time as medical assistants, as well as exhibits and catalogs
of the Minusinsk museum, Tuvans used ginseng. In the Minusinsk Museum, this plant
is stored under the name of topilan; in Tuvan - tovulan. This is a complex and
expensive medicine; it heals from all the diseases. Tuvans themselves called ginseng
"orgaadai" which was used in the form of water infusions and broths. There is also
evidence that the Tuvans prepared liquor from roots of "orgaadai" in "Tyva Araga" (on
Tuvan milk vodka), and in later times - in alcohol. There was a special measure for
taking this infusion.
12

F.A. Buhler, "Foreigners traveling and settled living in Astrakhan province. Their history and real
life," in Domestic notes. St. Petersburg, IIIL (1846), p. 59-125.
13 M.G. Shabaev, Traditional medicine in Tuva. Essays on the history of health of Tuva, Kyzyl, 1975, p. 34-40.
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Tuberculosis, as an independent disease, was not known to the Tuvans. It was
held under the general name "horek aaryy" (lit. translation - breast disease). But
hemoptysis and throat bleeding was considered a serious illness. Among the Tuvans
pneumonia was known which was called "chodul" (lit. translation - cough). Treatment
of "chest diseases" was carried out by various herbs. If this did not help, then they
began to treat with a complex medicine - "tovulan", i.e. orgaadai.
Berries called cowberry were used to cure vitamin deficiency. Raw, cooked and
soaked berries were recommended for gastritis with decreased acidity of gastric juice,
diarrhea, gout, rheumatism, and cowberry juice was drunk to defeat high blood
pressure. Black currant and red currant were no less widely spread in Tuva. They were
applied for scurvy. Fresh juice was drunk to cure stomach ulcer, duodenal ulcer,
scrofula of children. Water decoctions and infusions of leaves were considered useful
for colds, edema and a number of other diseases. Bird cherry was well-established as a
good remedy against diarrhea among Tuvans. Its bark is also used as a diuretic and
diaphoretic. As an anti-scurvy remedy, the Tuvans used wild mountain onions, wild
leek, and dog-rose. For example, dog-rose hips infusion was used for various forms of
gastritis, gastric ulcer and duodenal ulcer. It was believed that it helps to improve
digestion, so it was recommended to the exhausted, sick tuberculosis patients. In
addition, the infusion of dog-rose was also used as an analgesic. Dog-rose fruit,
toasted or boiled, were used as an external remedy for the treatment of panaritium and
some other inflammatory processes of the skin and subcutaneous tissue.
To stimulate appetite, the Tuvans used moss. It was also recommended for
many diseases of the respiratory system. In the traditional medicine of the Tuvans, in
cases of cardiovascular diseases and rheumatism there was also used the leaves of the
golden rhododendron growing in the mountains, and the leaves of the marsh ledum
were used for the treatment of colds, whooping cough, scrofula, rheumatism.
Throughout Tuva in the meadows, in thickets of bushes, on the forest edges
white or pale pink flowers of yarrow grow. Its broth treated chronic gastritis, peptic
ulcer of the stomach and duodenum, kidney stone disease. Next to the yarrow, there
are black-purple elongated cones of flowers of the hemorrhage. Its roots and rhizomes
were used by Tuvans as a good astringent, hemostatic and anti-inflammatory remedy.
Tuvans have accumulated a fairly rich arsenal of folk medicinal forms of
animal origin. The use of meat in semi-raw form was explained by the fact that not
only proteins, fats and carbohydrates are better preserved in this product, but also
available vitamins and various hormones. Similarly, the preservation of blood in the
animal's trunk at the face was explained. The most ancient and valuable folk remedies
were considered and are considered to be maral antlers, musk deer extract, bear bile,
bear lard and others. Diseases of the liver and gastrointestinal tract, loss of appetite,
long-term illnesses were treated by Tuvans using bear bile, both in powder state and in
solutions. Tuvans found the usage of bear oil in the treatment of tuberculosis and
other lung diseases, as well as preventing frostbite. Measles were treated with so-called
"live blood". It was taken from a live goat. The patient drank blood in one bowl. This
procedure was repeated several times with interruptions of one to two days. In its own
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way, the original method was to treat tubal bones of the lower and upper
extremities of Tuvans. The broken limb was wrapped around by the skin of a just
stabbed goat or sheep and tied with ropes or bundles of strong tissue. The patient was
given complete rest. The dried skins acquired the strength of the plaster cast.
Tuvan traditional medicine knows a lot of medicine of mineral origin. Long
ago a popular remedy for abdominal pain, diarrhea and other diseases of the
gastrointestinal tract and liver was stone oil. In other words, it's a mumijo. Besides the
use of table salt, amorphous red iron ore, copper sulfate was popular among Tuvans.
So, solutions of table salt washed festering wounds. Bloodstained wounds and burns
were injected with bloodstains. Less often it was used inside for pain in the abdomen.
External manifestations of syphilis were treated with powders of copper sulfate, they
filled syphilitic ulcer. A great place in the treatment of syphilis was also occupied by
mercury. This disease is known in the Tuvans for a long time and was treated with a
strong medicine, fumigating the whole body with a mercury drug mixed with a fungus
growing on a tree and horse manure. Tuvans claim that when they are treated with a
strong medicine, you cannot drink salty tea; be sure to eat black millet juice.
Tuvans have long known the healing properties of mercury, chalk, soda and
many other mineral products. M.G. Shabaev writes that the medicines described
above, he repeatedly had to see in the yurts of the Tuvinians and hear instructions on
their use. In addition, Tuvans treated infected injuries by excision.
The treatment of people in traditional Tuvan society involved mainly shamans
and healers. People who have experience in diagnosis and treatment, Tuvans called
"kara em bilir kizhi", the literal translation of which means "a person who understands
medicinal herbs, in animal and vegetable products." In addition, the birth successfully
was carried by "tudugzhu kadai" - "doula". Sometimes births were also received by men "tudugzhu er kizhi". They passed their experience from mouth to mouth, from
generation to generation. For medical aid, as M. Shabaev wrote, the Tuvans consulted
shamans and lamas until 1951.
Discussion
The range of medicines used by the peoples of Central Asia was very rich and
varied. The centuries-old experience of the peoples of this region is of great help in
the search for new medicines. Healers, practical doctors, scientists divide the
medicines of the peoples of Central Asia into three groups: of plant, animal and
mineral origin. For example, medicinal herbs are trusted by hundreds of thousands of
people. In the medical treatises of the peoples of Central Asia, more than 1300
medicinal products of plant origin, minerals and metals - more than 114 species, and
animal origin - more than 150 species are described. In particular, traditional TibetanMongolian medicines are multicomponent - they range from 3 to 35 and higher
components and are used in the form of various dosage forms: powders (em),
decoctions (tan), pills, dragées (urel), infusions (hand) ointments (toson em), etc. And the
methods of diagnosis and treatment of traditional medicine of Kalmyks and Tuvans
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require special in-depth research.
Conclusion
Throughout the history of human society, one of its main concerns has always
been the health of his members. Many recipes of traditional medicine have survived to
the present day and are still relevant and in demand. In the presented article the
features of folk medicine from the peoples of Central Asia are considered. For
example, the history of the development of traditional medicine of Kalmyks and
Tuvans was analyzed. In its history there were various moments. In particular, because
of the ideological attitudes that took place in these or those historical epochs, the
attitude to folk medicine was ambiguous: sometimes it was incredibly elevated,
worshiped or completely rejected.
In the XXI century traditional medicine once again took its place. It has
become one of the segments of modern medicine. According to the definition of the
World Health Organization, traditional medicine includes medical approaches and
knowledge based on the use of a variety of plants and various animal products; on
spiritual methods of treatment, as well as on a set of special exercises to maintain a
healthy person. In the Russian law "On the fundamentals of protecting the health of
citizens in the Russian Federation" adopted in 2011, traditional medicine is officially
recognized. Its methods of recovery based on the use of knowledge, skills and
practical skills in assessing and restoring health, are successfully used in modern
conditions in many medical centers. This law abolished the previously established ban
on mass healing. Currently, medical institutions widely use cauterization, bloodletting,
acupuncture, mud therapy and other methods of traditional medicine. At resorts and
sanatoriums koumiss, yoga movements, drinking and bathing with healing springs are
successfully practiced.
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Abstract. The present study using descriptive-analytical method and using library tools and field
study based on the view of experts of the endowment organization has examined the nature and concept of
endowment and, finally, the pathology of endowment problem and its details in jurisprudential sources and
Iranian civil law.
Findings of the research showed that differences in terms of the fulfillment of endowment have led to
different interpretations form endowment. In particular, the lack of attention to the jurisprudential and legal
principles in defining endowment in Iranian civil law, which can overcome the prevailing ambiguities led to the
absence of a definite boundary for the distinguishing endowment from other good deeds, and therefore, in the
context of Article 55 of Civil Code in the definition of endowment, it is required to add the word "permanent
and complete" after the word withholding (endowment: "permanent and complete withholding" object of property
and dedication of interests).
Key Words: Endowment, Donor, Beneficiaries of endowment, Contract, Unilateral
legal act, Sale.

Introduction:
Endowment, which is the good and righteous deeds and has been interpreted
in many Islamic traditions as "endowment" that is the most prominent manifestation
of the spirit of social co-operation. Imam Sadeq (AS) said: "When a person dies, the
case of his action closes unless one of these three things remains from him: 1.
Endowment 2. The tradition and goodness 3) A competent son.1 This is what God
says: everything that human beings did during their lives and the works that remained
from them, we write all and everything is recorded in the Divine Book (Sure Yas,
verse 12).
Endowment is an important institution in the social and Islamic framework
that has the potential to be an effective way for targeted economic influencing in
various social sectors in the community by financial helps of charity.2 which can be
provided the context of implementation and provide justice, development and
economic, cultural and social growth. Donors has acted to endowment by
understanding this issue and with the aim of helping to create a better future, and this
can be deduced from the arrangements established by the founder of endowment that

1I.

B. Ali, Endowment: A Sustainable Development Institution for Muslim Communities, Trinidad and Tobago,
Takafult & friendly society, 2009.
2 Sheikh Tusi, Mohammad ibn Hassan. Al-Mabsut Fi Feghh al-Amamiyah. Volume 3, Tehran, AlMurtazavyeh school, 2009.
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the maintenance of object of property of endowment for the future people has always
been emphasized by donors.3
Islam considers endowment not only as a means of wealth transfer to the poor
but as a mechanism for its development and a way to achieve God's promised
pleasure and rewards in the hereafter. Endowment expands the scope of benevolence
to cover all aspects of social welfare, even those sectors that most contemporary
economists and political sociologists consider it as a part of the governments' area of
responsibility, such as health, education and defense.4In the holy system of the Islamic
Republic of Iran, there have always been donors who endowed their property for the
progress and development of their country and reduction of poverty and illness. In
this regard, governments have placed this important issue in agenda by increasing the
speed of development and improving the areas of economic, social, scientific, cultural
and political progress, and for implementing intentions of donors.
Since the conceptual scope of endowment is very broad and can include some
similar good deeds, and on the other hand, it includes complex issues including the
transfer of endowment property and the conversion into the best, the jurists and
lawyers have always focused their attention to identifying the legal personality of
endowment and have tried to provide the basis for the proper exploitation from this
Islamic tradition and the possibility of desired use of the income of endowments and
within the framework of effective implementation of intentions of donors by
explaining the legal dimensions of endowment. In this regard, the most constructive
action of governments can be the effort to develop appropriate and robust laws. The
late leader of the Islamic Republic of Iran, Ayatollah Khomeini (RA), has also stated
this and called for providing a comprehensive definition by the legislator that could be
without any ambiguity.5 It is undeniably clear that the lack of such a definition by the
legislator in the civil law of country can provide a place to witness the various
interpretations of this good tradition. In executing the decree of Imam Khomeini, the
legislator in Iran's Civil Code has assigned Articles 55 to 91 to this issue. Article 55 of
the Civil Code defines endowment as follows: "endowment means that the object of
property, withholding and its interests to be dedicated". From the author's point of
view, the definition of legislator, while is more reasonable and more comprehensive
than other definitions, cannot always be a comprehensive and complete definition
from jurisprudence and law perspective, perhaps because in the past, a legal and
doctrinal definition from none of the infallibles and religions of Arbae have not

3

Monzer Kahf, Financing the Development of Endowments Property; paper presented at the Seminar on Development
of Endowment s organized by Islamic Research and Training Institute (IRTI), Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 1998.
4 Monzer Kahf, The Role of Endowment in Improving the Ummah Welfare, paper presented at the Singapore
International Endowment Conference 2007 held in Singapore during March 6-7, 2007 organized by the Islamic
Religious Council of Singapore, Islamic, Singapore, Development Bank, Islamic Research and Training
Institute, Warees Investments Pvte. Ltd., and Kuwait Awqaf Public Foundation, 2007.
5 R. A. Khomeini, Tahrir al-Vasile, translated by Seyed Mohammad Bagher Mousavi Hamedani, Volume 3, Qom,
Daral Alam Publishing, 1996 .
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remained from endowment to be able to consider it basis.6 In Quran, the word
endowment not means a juridical-legal institution and in the hadiths, the word is rarely
used and the term endowment is used more. Sheikh Tusi (2008: 236) in Al-Mabsut, in
the definition of endowment divides gifts into three categories that two categories of it
i.e. gift and endowment in the time of life and the third category i.e. will is done after
life. Then in the definition of endowment: "" فالوقف تحبیس االصل و تسبیل الم فعه.
The definitions presented by the jurists from endowment are based on the
Prophet's Hadith which says: " " حبس االصل و سبل الثمر7, it means that "Imprison the
main property and put its income in the way of Allah" . It is worth noting that this
narrative is mentioned in Sunnite sources and other Shi'a scholars (Allameh al-Heli,
1420: 387) also states this definition for endowment (as opposed to Sheikh Tusi) and
Shi'i jurisprudents because of compliance of its provisions with examples of
endowment by the Imams as well as its confirmation in some of the other narrations
that indicate the prohibition of endowment sale, they have accepted it as defining
endowment.8 The remarkable point of definitions of endowment is the use of the
word "principle" by early jurists and the use of object word in the definition of some
of the later jurists. This delicate difference in the opinion of author may lead to a
different conclusion in the terms of endowment contract. In Qur'an, there are no
verses devoted to completed gifts such as endowment, residence, alms, but the verses
which are generally referred to act of charities and exaltation are also reason and
generally encourage for charity9 like:
1. You would never achieve complete good unless what you love to spend in
the way of Allah (Surah al-Mobarakeh al-Imran, verse 92).
2. What you do from good things and send for yourself beforehand, you find
near god but better than what you did and with a great deal (Surah al-Mobarakeh
Naml, verse 20).
3. It is not good to be towards the east (because you are Christians) or towards
the west (because you are Jews), but good is to one who believes in God and on the
Day of the Hereafter, and the angels, Quran, and the prophets, and give his own
property to his relatives, orphans, the inhabitants, and nudes and pray, and pay Zakat
(Surah al-Mobarakeh Bagheri, verse 177).
From a legal point of view, endowment is a legal practice in Islamic tradition
which its fulfillment requires the creation of will and on the basis of which the
principle of a property or its benefits is endowed for the provision of public services
and the satisfaction of God. The pathology of these cases, as well as the feasibility of
6

M. H. Al Kashef al-'Ata, Tahrir al-Majaleh [Electronic source]. Volume 5, Research and Publishing Organization
of Ahle-Bait (AS), available on the website of the Digital Library of the Research and Publishing of AhleBayt 2012.
7 J. D: Al-Saywati, A description of the Sonan al-Nassai, Beirut, Dar al-Fakr, 1969.
8 J. Sa'adatfar, The Feasibility of Endowment of Stock Exchanges and Its Role in the Capital Market, Proceedings of
the International Conference on Endowment and Islamic Civilization, Volume 2, Tehran, Oswah Publications,
2002.
9 M. Fazel, AH. Kanz Al-Orfan Fi Feghh Al-Quran, translation by Dr. Aqiq Bakhshayesh, Tehran, Navid
Islam publication, 826.
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adapting the rules to these cases in terms of the facts of the management of the
endowments is the definitive necessities of this research.
With this description and with the general knowledge that is obtained of
endowment, the central question of the present research is that what are the details of
effects and provisions of endowment and imprisonment in terms of jurisprudence and
law of Iran and what effect will have its recognition about the efficient and up-to-date
management of the country's endowments. In this article, the author believes that it is
possible to exclude some of the impasse on the conversion, management and
efficiency of endowments through the conceptualization, analysis, extraction and
recognition of the rules governing the transfer of endowment. The basic hypothesis of
this paper is that the failure to provide a comprehensive definition and an impediment
of endowment in civil law has caused to be created conditions that various definitions
from jurisprudential and legal societies in Iran to be presented in this good tradition,
where the mass of these definitions in the event of continuity can make almost this
word meaningless from the mass of meaning and devote any kind of good deed. In
this regard, the purpose of the study can be redefined with a pathologic viewpoint in
two scientific and applied aspects:
A. The scientific objective: Ensuring the provisions and exceptions observing
withholding property in the property of endowment, and after a comprehensive look,
it is possible to review these provisions and finally creating proposed context to
inform definition of endowment in Iranian civil law.
B. The scientific and applied objective: it can be used to apply the rules
obtained in facilitating economic management of the endowments for endowment and
charity organization that the trustee of this issue is in country.
Concept
Since the main purpose of this paper is to know the status of endowment and
in other words, the concept and nature of it from the point of view of jurisprudence
and law, therefore it is necessary, prior to entering the general discussion, to study on
the definitions of endowment from the three directions of lexical, juridical and legal
that considering this important issue can be crucial for analyzing future topics.
A-judicial concept:
In judicial sense about the concept of endowment, there is a controversy that
it is due to the fact that some have considered it a contract, and others have
considered it as unilateral legal acts. Some jurisprudents have considered endowment
in the area of charities and they consider it as endowment which its result is the
imprisonment of property and absoluteness of profit
B. Legal concept:
In legal use, it means an agreement in ownership that its benefits are directed
to a particular benevolent purpose once and for all.10In Article 55 of the Iranian Civil
Code, the definition of endowment is as follows: "Endowment, the object of property
10

Sayf Al-Ilm Bewley Mufti Abdalhaqq, Zakah The Fallen Pillar Of Islam, Dar al-Hijrah, Cape Town,
South Africa, 2001.
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and its benefits to be dedicated". Today, endowment has an organization consisting
manager and supervisor and special properties which is called legal person. In Article 3
of the Law of Organization and Authorities of Organization of Endowments and
Charity (approved February 10, 1984) is stated: "Every endowment is a legal person,
and the trustee or organization is the representative of it".
C. Lexical concept
The endowment is an Arabic word, and third single infinitive in weight
(Zaraba- Yazrebo, Vaghafa-Yaghefo), and in terms of word, its meaning is standing
and imprison that in Arabic,
It is used in the meaning of "condemn and prohibition".
When it is said:
";" وقف الشياي حبس
it dedicates it ie imprisoned it, and it is sometimes said endowment and their
sum endowments is used in the same meaning. Raysoni explains that from a linguistic
perspective, endowment means forbidding movement, transporting, or exchanging
something.11
Judicial and legal nature of the origin of endowment
There is a controversy regarding the judicial and legal nature of the source of
endowment between jurists and lawyers. In this regard, the votes and opinions of
jurists and lawyers can be divided into three main categories:
1. A group of people believe in the unilateral legal act of endowment. . In the
definition of unilateral legal act should be said that in Arabic terms it means making
and dropping. In legal terms, unilateral legal act is the creation of legal nature by the
will of a person,12 such as the creation of ownership of share of property sold against
transaction price that is given to the purchaser (Article 808 of the Civil Code).
2. A group of jurists consider endowment as the absolute contract (mutual cooperation of the will of two or more individuals to establish a legal nature is called
contract.)13
3. A group of jurisprudents also distinguishes and considers the particular
endowment as contract and general endowment as unilatral legal act.
In the Imamieh jurisprudence regarding unilateral legal act or contract of
endowment, three different views are expressed as follows:
1. The endowment is done with necessity and acceptance that is in the
particular endowment, the first class of beneficiaries of endowment and in the general
endowment.
2- It is necessary to accept a particular endowment. However, in the

Ahmed Raissouni, Islamic “ Endowment” Scope and Implications, ISESCO, Rabat, Morocc, 2001.
Mohammad Hussein Naini, Mani'a al-Ta'al, Matba Al-Mortazaviye, Najaf, 1979.
13 Nasser Katouzian, Civic Rights, Certain Contracts, Ataya Ganj Danesh, Tehran, 1999.
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endowment of the universe, it is not necessary to declare acceptance, as it is not
possible.14
3. Some jurists do not consider acceptance to be necessary in the endowment
although necessity of acceptance is closer to caution.15
Some of the jurisprudents regarding the public endowment always consider
acceptance of beneficiaries of endowment as a condition for the fulfillment of
endowment. In this case, some consider enough the acceptance of beneficiaries of
endowment. Imam Khomeini (RA) says: "In the public endowment such as mosques,
passages, schools, streets, aqueducts and caravansaries prepared for landing
passengers, trees that are planted for use by pedestrians from their shade and fruit,
with transactions also, endowment is taken place. It seems like a place to be
constructed as a mosque, where the prayer is called, endowment will be finished and
completed, or in a land that is placed as a graveyard, when a dead person is buried in
it, endowment will be obtained as a graveyard."
Some lawyers believe that endowment is a contract from the contract of sale,
according to which the owner assigns the property and the interests of that property in
the form of permission or possessions.16
Some others also think with expedient view that by the criterion of the
scientific definition of contract cannot be considered endowment as an actual
contract, but it is expedient to consider a contract for the purpose of setting it up.
Endowment is an objective contract. I.e. bill is one of the constructive elements of
contract, contract is formal, i.e. it needs necessity and verbal acceptance and
endowment contract may be suspended or unconditional.17
There have also been done debates on this subject in the Iranian law. The
Iranian civil code has written endowment in the first volume of the law, ie, the
property and in a definition that in Article 55 is referred; it has not referred to the
word of the contract. However, the legislator has stated at the beginning of Article 56:
"The endowment is based on the requirement of the donor in any words expressly
indicating its meaning and accepting the first floor of the beneficiaries of endowment
or their legal successor if they are enclosed (such as endowment on the children), and
if the beneficiaries of endowment is non-enclosed or endowed with public interest,
then the acceptance of the ruler of law is the condition of the fulfillment of the
endowment.
Accordingly, it seems that if the endowment is contract, only the
announcement of the will of donor is not enough to realize it, and until beneficiaries
of endowment (special endowment) or the ruler (general endowment) has not created
their will, endowment will not be realized. Consequently, if donor is died or confused
before accepting, endowment not will be done. However, if we consider the
14Ibn

Idriss Helli, Al-Sarayar al-Hawi, Letahrir al-Fatawi, Qom, The Islami publishing office affiliated with
the community of the teachers of the seminary, 1410.
15 N. Katouzian, Civil Rights (Certain Contracts), vol. 3, 5th edition, Ganj Danesh, 2011; Abu Abdullah
Mohammed Mofi, d, Al-Maghnaeh, 2nd editionQom, Islamic publication, 1410.
16 Jafari Langroudi, Mohammad Jafar, Property Rights of Ganj Danesh, Tehran, 1997.
17 Ibidem.
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endowment as unilateral legal act, endowment will be realized by creating will of
donor. Also, the study of the status of acceptance in the conclusion of endowment in
Articles of Iranian civil law, and in accordance with the custom and usual practice of
the majority, shows that the total endowment - whether general endowment or special
endowment is known a kind of contract. It should also be noted that if we consider
legal personality for endowment, after the realization of necessity and acceptance, this
personality is created and neither donor nor beneficiary /beneficiaries of endowment
is not considered the owner of the property of endowment. Donor takes out the
property of endowment from his property, and this property is allocated to created
legal person, and the beneficiaries of endowment use its benefit.18 It is obvious that
the legal practice which is done by necessity and acceptance is contract, not unilateral
legal act. However, the contract of endowment with other contracts is different and
has special characteristics in relation to other contracts. As endowment is a permanent
and irrevocable contract and it is not possible to distinguish it from other contracts,
which cannot be placed it in the form of other particular contracts. Now, the
necessity of donor and accepting beneficiaries of endowment separates it from
unilateral legal act, and the claims of unilateral legal act of endowment cannot be
accepted.
There is a lot of controversy in Iran. Some Iranian jurists in the definition of
endowment have explicitly considered it as a contract and considered the special
endowment as an endowment that endowment will be property of beneficiaries of
endowment. Some also believe that there is no need to justify all changes in ownership
in the form of a contract, and the best justification for the endowment structure is to
consider it an additional contract .In fact, although endowment is done with
agreement and legislator has selected the form of contract for the creation of this legal
organization, the contract of endowment in terms of works is from legal
organizations. Because when it is established, the sovereignty of will of the parties is
cut off, and only the law of endowment is imposed upon it. While contract is made by
the agreement of parties and this intentional cause can dissolve it or alter its works and
conditions. Some lawyers believe; before the contract, donor is the absolute owner of
object of endowment and can in any way dedicate it, but after realization, he cannot
make any changes in it, because the contract takes out the endowment of property
from the donor's possession and disconnects his relationship from property and, in
accordance with Article 55 of the Civil Code, a condition cannot be changed in the
contract of endowment, or option of termination of contract or cancel it, because the
condition of consideration and option of termination and cancellation is inconsistent
with the contract of endowment, which is the dedication of benefits.19 Perhaps the
18 Abhari Ali Abadi, Abdollah Hamid and Razian, "The concept and nature of endowment and the
status of ownership of property of endowment in Imamieh jurisprudence and civil rights of Iran," in
Journal: Articles and Reviews, LXXXVI (2007), p. 11-30.
19 S. H. Emami, Civil law. Tehran: Islamiyah, 4th edition, Aminifar, Mohammad and Hashemi Majd, 1987;
Seyyed Hadi, "Investigating in the field of the endowment elements in jurisprudence and law on the
basis of reasoning jurisprudence," in Journal of jurisprudential research, VII (2011), no. 4.
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writers of civil law by considering these problems have not considered endowment in
the field of particular contracts and discussed it in the chapter of right of unilateral
legal act." Therefore, if we consider endowment as contract, it must be considered
that beneficiaries of endowment accept what considers by donor. This can be seen
even in the examples of deed of endowment, which seems to be a kind of unilateral
legal act and a one-way document is setting. In the contract of endowment, the will of
donor is dominant and this issue can be deduced from the hadiths related to
endowment.
Some jurisprudents also consider endowment as alms. In other words,
endowment is the result of the imprisonment of the principle of property and the
absoluteness of profit. Some also consider endowment and charity as the single issue.
Others consider endowment as contract and charity as withholding property and
benefit.20 Of course, other issues, such as the necessity or non-necessity of intention
of proximity in authenticity of endowment are also a matter of dispute. It seems that
these disagreements in the conditions of fulfillment of the endowment have created a
vast arena for the interpretations of different concepts from the endowment, but
besides these different views of jurists and jurisprudents and regarding definition of
endowment in Article 55 of Civil Law, it can be concluded that apart from all
differences, all jurists and lawyers in the issue of endowment have two common
issues:
1. Withhold property from all credit and foreign transfers. It means when a
property is endowed, it is not generally transferable and transacted, except in
exceptional cases accepted in jurisprudence and civil law, such as a sharp difference
between the beneficiaries of endowment or destruction of property of endowment
(Articles 349 and 88 of the civil law);
2. Dedication of interest, i.e. interest of the endowment property in a
particular direction. In endowment, the interest of the endowment property is used in
a direction that donor has determined and the individual or persons other than donor
or donors will definitely benefit from the interest of property of endowment. If donor
considers himself as a part of beneficiaries of endowment or paying debts and
expenses from the interest of the endowment property, endowment will be void
(Article 72 of the Civil Code).
The status of endowment in Iranian law
The Iranian Civil Code which received issues related to endowment from
Shiite jurisprudential sources has assigned articles 55 to 91 to this issue. Article 55 of
the Civil Code has defined endowment. Katouzian believes that endowment meaning
is used in two ways:
1. Endowment is a legal action that should be included in the "certain
contracts", whereby an owner "entails" the property or a certain part of his property

20

A. Helli, Mokhtalef al-Shi'a Fi Ahkam al-Sharia, Qom, Islamic publishing office affiliated with the
community of lecturers, 1413.
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to achieve the spiritual and moral purpose, in order to safeguard from the transfer,
and assigns its benefits to achieve his goal. Article 55 also has the same meaning.
2. Often, endowment is said to be a legal entity that has been created to reach
the goal of donor.
Today, in most Islamic countries, there are organizations for the
administration of endowment affairs. In Iran, the organization of Hajj, endowment
and charity is the organizer of this affair and in the legal domain is engaged in the
Office of the Endowment.
The stipulation of supervisory entity over the administration of endowments
can be deduced from Article 81 of the Civil Code, which explicitly states: "In the
general endowment that does not have trustee, the endowment management will be in
accordance with the view of legislator". Therefore, it can be concluded that the
organization of endowment and charity, administered by the representative of
legislator undertakes endowment management instead of the ruler
From the author's view, a problem that is in the law and the executive code of
the organization and authorities of the organization of endowment and charity 1 is that
no definition from endowment is observed and the right was that the special law
contained a definition of endowment so the legislator to be eliminated this legal gap
by introducing a legal-judicial definition of endowment in the law of endowment. One
of the most complete definitions provided by jurists is: endowment is a full entail of
object and spending benefits ie, freed the benefits from ownership of its owner,
whether in the interest of one person, or whether in favor of the enclosed, such as
endowment to descendants after generations or unoccupied, such as endowment to
the students of Tehran University or in favor of the general, such as endowment to
the mosque or Hosseiniyeh. In the case of endowment assigned to those who are
confined, it can also be endowed to descendants after generations .
A definition provided by legislator (Article 55 Civil Code) has been adapted
from the famous Imamyeh definitions. It is possible to be imagined that in the civil
law of Iran, the intention of closeness to god is the condition of accuracy or
fulfillment of the endowment contract and without the intention of the closeness,
endowment is not fulfilled, but it cannot be deduced the intention of the closeness
from the word dedication. Because the consumption of the benefits of property in the
good and legal affairs, though without intention of affection is good, and the human
and emotional motivation is adequate and the dedication is not related to the intention
of the closeness.
1. The law of the organization and authority of the organization of Hajj,
endowment and charity, consisting of 18 articles, was approved by the Islamic
Consultative Assembly on January 1984, and the executive decrees containing 71
articles were approved by the Cabinet of Ministers on 1986.
In this way, there is no difference between the use of profits and dedication of
benefits, and the definition of civil law cannot be a problem. But due to the fact that
endowment to be distinguished from other entails, such as absolute entail, residence
and the right of benefit and , after the term of entail, it is necessary to add a
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permanent word to the definition of civil law to be more complete and to be obviated
its defect. It should also be noted that the endowment is a non-consideration (free)
contract, which even the possibility of betting the consideration that is accepted in a
contract such as gift (Article 801 of the Civil Code), is denied in this contract because
the condition of consideration is in conflict with the concept of dedication . This
condition is deemed to be a contravention of the contractual nature and the
termination of the contract (Article 233 of the Civil Code). However, it seems that the
mere condition of consideration is void in term of opposition to the legal and religious
nature of endowment but the endowment remains.
Legal action of the origin of endowment
Concerning the origin of the endowment in the Imāmī religion and the
religions of Arbae, there is a consensus that endowment is accomplished with the
word "Vaghafat", and this term has explicit in endowment, and does not require any
syntax, either in terms of words, religious or mystic. But there are differences of
opinion in terms of the other words, such as the word "Jalasat" and "Sabalat" and
"Abadat", on the endowment.21
Some jurists have stated: "The exact word in the endowment is" Vaghafat",
and the word" sanctity "and" confirmation" are not carried without symmetry.
Therefore, if it was said "Habesto" and "Sabalet", it alone signifies dedication, because
it is narrated from the Prophet (pbuh) that he said:
" " حبس االصل و سبل الثمر
and also said that for indicating this on endowment needs for symmetry"
Some others have said that the words of endowment are six words that are:
Tasaddoghat, Vaghafat, Sabalat, Habasat, Haramat and Abadat that it is said
Tasadoghat, it is not referred to endowment because this term also has the potential of
endowment and the possibility of charity. Unless accompanied by a statement
indicating the endowment, and is not likely to do so, and if it is said: "Tasadoghat
Sadaghe Moghufeh or Mahbasa, or Masbala or Mahraba or Mobeda or we say a
charity that is not sold shall not be forgiven and not inherited." All of these refuse to
endow. Also, as it is said, "Vaghafat" has explicit in endowment, and this term is not
used in the common law other than the endowment, and if we say that Jalasat or
Sabalat also has a retreat to endow ... because the Prophet (PBUH) has said to Omar:
" " حبس االصل و سبل الثمر
and the common law is preceded by custom and habit .
Revocability of sale of endowment property in jurisprudence and law
The jurisprudential sources have been used in the elaboration of judicial
discussions in civil law, but there is difference about admission clauses of sale of
endowment.
In Islamic jurisprudence and in Iranian civil law, the principle on general rule is
the prohibition of the sale of an endowment property or any other legal transfer. In
21
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civil law, only two cases of endowment property are allowed, in each of these cases,
the conditions must be met to issue sale permission.
First, when the endowment property is impaired or the fear of its impair is
removed so that the impaired makes impossible the benefit of property and anyone
not tries to its construction, the permission of sale and convert to goodness is
permitted. (Article 88 of the Civil Code) It should be noted that the sale of the
endowment is not allowed if one of the conditions is not fulfilled.
Secondly, when a significant difference to be created between the beneficiaries
of endowment that the fear of bloodshed is removed or disagreement leading to the
loss and non-benefit of the endowment, in which the legislator emphasizes the
existence of two conditions. 1. The difference between the beneficiary endowment in
the administration of the endowment and its continuation leads to the destruction of
the property of the endowment. 2. The dispute is such that the probability of the
murder of one of the beneficiary endowment is to be removed. (Article 349 of the
Civil Code)
Along with the civil law that the principle of sale of endowment is on the
destruction of the endowment property, some jurisprudents believe that the state of
destruction is not the subject of a permission, but the subject of the decree is the lack
of profit from the object of endowment and the failure is its introduction and there
may have been other factors that may cause the possibility of non-profit.22
Accordingly, it can be said that in addition to the two above-mentioned cases, which
are approved by the legislature, other provisions of the sale of endowment have been
authorized in Islamic jurisprudence, which are not discussed in civil law. Perhaps the
reason for mentioning these cases in Islamic jurisprudence is the subject of benefit
because, basically, the goal is to profit, use, and benefit of beneficiaries of endowment
from revenues. If there is no benefit in any case, then withholding property will not
have a rational meaning, and therefore there will not be endowment.23 The important
point is that the principle of endowment should not be compromised in order to
provide the continuity and durability of this blessed institution, and as a result of the
profits of the next classes, it should become goodness after sale, that the realization of
this important subject due to the supervision of the representative of the supreme
leader and the guardian of Hajj and endowment and charity organization is not so
difficult.
Including these cases is the creation of conditions in which the interests of the
beneficiary of an endowment cause the sale of the endowment property. For example,
with the sale of the endowment property and the conversion of it, more profit to be
for the endowment. In addition to this, Sheikh Mofid24, and some other jurists believe
that when beneficiaries of endowment need to the replacement of the endowment
property, sale of object of endowment is permitted. Therefore, it can be deduced that
22
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the reason for the jurists is that in general the purpose of the endowment is to attract
the benefits for beneficiaries of endowment and their benefit from the object of
endowment. Therefore, if this objective is not possible with the survival of the object,
and the need of beneficiaries of endowment necessitates the sale of the object of
endowment, it is permissible to sell it.25
Another condition during the decline is the endowment, which is permitted in
the Islamic jurisprudence to the sale of endowment. In the jurisprudence of
Imamiyeh, many jurisprudents and considered the decline of the endowment from the
permitted cases of endowment sale. There are many differences in civil rights in Iran.
Therefore, it can be said that because in jurisprudence and in civil rights, the
destruction of the property of endowment has been declared as the cases of
permission of sale, decline of the endowment can be considered as a kind of
destruction of the endowment property and issued a sale permission.
Conclusion
The research findings show that according to the lack of a direct legal
definition of any of the infallibles and Arbae religions about the endowment, the
commentary has been opened and, given the sensitivity of the issue of endowment,
the jurists and lawyers each has tried to present a comprehensive definition from
endowment in proportion to their thinking that this issue has created a lot of
definitions. A review of opinions and views of jurists and lawyers showed that the
source of disagreement is more in the nature and conditions of the endowment.
Differences are also in topics, contract or unilateral legal act of endowment, the
condition for the intention of proximity, and also in the delivery of object of
endowment. But fortunately, apart from all the differences, all jurists and lawyers have
agreement in two issues that by thinking about these issues can sum up all definitions
in a definitive definition and propose to amend the definition contained in Article 55
of the Civil Code of Iran.
1. Withhold property from all credit and foreign transfers. It means when a
property is endowed, it is not generally transferable and transacted, except in
exceptional cases accepted in jurisprudence and civil law, such as a sharp difference
between the beneficiaries of endowment or destruction of property of endowment
that in this regard, there is a legal gap in articles 88 (the subject of the destruction of
endowment property) and 349 (sales of the endowment property) of the civil law of
Iran. Because in these two articles, the issue of decline of endowment has not been
explicitly considered permitted and has been interpreted for the destruction of the
endowment property and the use of Article 88. It is important that this legal gap is
overcome and the legislator explicitly refers to these issues.
2. Dedication of interests or so-called interests of endowment property in a
particular direction. The majority of jurists and lawyers believe that in the endowment,
the interest of the endowment property will be used in a direction that donor has
determined, and certainly a person or persons other than donor or donors will benefit
25
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from the interest of the endowment. If donor considers himself as beneficiaries of
endowment or paying debts and expenses from the interest of the endowment
property, endowment will be void. This is explicitly mentioned in Article 72 of the
Civil Code of Iran, and legal gap is not felt from this field.
Considering definitions provided by Imamiye jurists, the definition of civil law
has been adapted from the famous Imamyeh definitions. It is possible to be imagined
that in the civil law of Iran, the intention of closeness to god is the condition of
accuracy or fulfillment of the endowment contract and without the intention of the
closeness, endowment is not fulfilled, but it cannot be deduced the intention of the
closeness from the word dedication. Because the consumption of the benefits of
property in the good and legal affairs, though without intention of affection is good,
and the human and emotional motivation is adequate and the dedication is not related
to the intention of the closeness. However, because of this definition, it is not possible
to establish a specific boundary for the separation of endowment from the other
withholdings, such as absolute withholding, residence, and the right of unilateral legal
act and also because the concept of dedication of profitability in the votes of the
majority of jurists and lawyers means that the interests of property is released for the
satisfaction of God in which case the intention of proximity is conditioned in
fulfillment of the endowment. Finally, due to the separation of the institution of
endowment from other similar institutions, it is suggested, based on the common
definitions of the jurists and lawyers, in the definition of endowment in Article 55 of
the Civil Code of Iran, after the word withholding to be added a complete and
permanent word to eliminate the defect. It is also suggested that this definition to be
included in the law of organization and authorities of the Organization of
Endowments and Charity, approved on February 10, 1986.
("Endowment:" permanent and complete withholding" of object of property
and dedication of interests).
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Introduction
The myriads of Nigeria’s sociological and economic challenges are well
documented and discussed in literature. The national challenges have ranged from
institutional, grand and general corruption; mismanagement and misappropriation of
resources; a blighted electoral system; infrastructural underdevelopment; ethnicity and
separatist movement; sectarian cleavages; the peculiar Boko Haram menace; general
insecurity; an oil-driven, mono-cultural economy; among others.However, from
scholarly writings and experimented approaches in similar political situations, there
have been established practical and theoretical approaches as well as templates and
strategies to overcoming national challenges. This paper outlines Nigeria’s major
problems of national development and makes a position on how the country can
rebound and be stabilized based on borrowed templates and tested, workable
strategies from other climes and scholarly submissions.
An Outline of National Challenges

Corruption and Mismanagement of Public Fund
One of the major challenges facing Nigeria over the years is the issue of
corruption and its debilitating ancillaries, including bribery, graft, fraud, manipulations,
indiscipline and nepotism. Corruption has become so deep-seated that it has stunted
growth in all sectors and has been the primary cause for Nigeria’s socio-economic
backwardness. This bequeathed an abnormal legacy of prebendal politics on the
nation1 gravitating and manifesting in different ways at one time or the other, from
“contractocracy” (1960s to1980s), “settlementocracy” (mid 1980s to mid 1990s) to
“kleptocracy” (1990s to date).
The embarrassing rate of corruption up to the late 1990s earned Nigeria a
place in the top-ten of the world’s most corrupt nations in the Transparency
1

D. Seteolu, The Challenge of Leadership and Governance in Nigeria, Odion, 2004.
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International Perception ranking index (2004). Six years after the first ranking, Nigeria
moved to number six from the second position (T1, 2005) demonstrating the impact
of the drive of the anti-corruption crusade. Indeed, corruption has cost Nigeria a
whopping 220 billion pounds since 1966. The ravaging effect of corruption on
national development in Nigeria is therefore phenomenal, which made the Olusegun
Obasanjo administration to institute a twin-process to combat it. Obasanjo’s
Independent Corrupt Practices and Other Related Offences Commission (ICPC) and
Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC) established by the AntiCorruption Acts of 2000 and 2002 respectively, have been effectively throwing
spanners in the wheels of corrupt and potentially corrupt individuals, groups and
institutions, unearthing frauds and recovering public loots.2
Empowered by the Corrupt Practices and Other Related Offences Act of
2000, the ICPC was formed on 29 September as an apex body not under the control
of any person or authority to fight corruption and other related offences (ICPC,
2006). To boost the anti-corruption war and cover up the inadequacies of the ICPC,
the EFCC was set up in 2002 to tackle economic and financial crimes, including
international and advance fee fraud(419) for which Nigerians were infamously known
globally, and money laundering (EFCC, 2002).
It is pertinent to mention that the acts of corruption and mismanagement of
public fund in Nigeria led to the very overthrow of the First Republic politicians and
administration in January 1966; overthrow of the General Yakubu Gowon regime in
1975; return of the military in December 1983, which toppled the civilian
administration of AlhajiShehuShagari, who had just won a re-election after only four
years of democratic rule; and the many cases of attempted (but failed) coups during
the Generals Babangida and Abacha era.3 Aside political instability which corruption
has caused for Nigeria since independence, the roads and power infrastructures have
never worked fine because of the problems of ‘kickbacks’, ‘ten percent’, ‘settlement’
and ‘no appearance’ of government and private contractors who do shabby or no jobs
after having bribed government officials. The security system is in a mess as a result of
the compromises by the police, immigration, customs and other security agencies,
who have been bribed by leaders of smuggling, kidnap, ritual and robbery syndicates.
To say the least, corruption in particular has been the principal bane of Nigeria’s
national development and a compelling reason why it has not been able to realize its
greatest potentials.

Leadership Meltdown
Nigeria’s political independence should have brought substantial change in the
economic conditions and social welfare development. Rather, the standard of living in
Nigeria has steadily deteriorated with high unemployment, inflation, civil strife,
poverty, illiteracy, insecurity, et cetera. Leadership ineptitude and lack of empathy
S. Folarin, "Africa’s Leadership Challenges in the 21st Century: A Nigerian Perspective," African
Journal of Political Science and International Relations, VII (2013), no. 1, p. 1-11.
3 S. Adedire, D. Ogoma, "Military Intervention in Nigerian Politics," in O. Ajayi, Y. O. Fasgba(eds.)
Understanding Government and Politics in Nigeria. Omuaran, Landmark University, 2014.
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explain all these. The emergent political leadership of the post-independence Nigeria
has shown a disappointing incapacity to manage the affairs of the country. The
citizens are feeling thoroughly embarrassed and disappointed by the turn of events
because of unfulfilled expectations and dashed hopes. Despite Nigeria’s hyped and
celebrated economic growth and in spite of its economic and resource endowment, it
has not translated to social welfare and reduced poverty or unemployment. Poor
leadership has only subjected the over 170 million people to perpetual economic
diatribe. In most parts of the country today, millions of human inhabitants share water
from the same source with animals; water infested with bacteria and viruses. Nigeria is
poorly governed, hence her failure to rise to the height.4
The political challenges caused by leadership crisis are more perennial and
indeed central to the causation or escalation of the other challenges. These are political
instability, sit-tightism; construction of a pseudo-democratic subsystem or otherwise
militarization of the ostensibly democratic institutions or praetorianism,5 that is
excessive politicization of issues and policy-making; political corruption,
manipulations of electoral processes; political assassinations; rulers compromised to
western dictates; maladministration; ideological differences; disunity; failed policies;
failed unions, etcetera.
Another dimension to the Nigerian leadership crisis is that the most of the
rulers never really made it to power by popular means or by having any popular and
strategic agenda for national development. They were either accidents of history (as
argued in Folarin, 2017, a paper earlier submitted) or had ethnic (power balancing)
motives for intervention or occupation of power. For instance, Generals Murtala
Mohammed, Muhammadu Buhari, Ibrahim Babangida and SaniAbacha staged their
coups at different points in time to become heads of state of Nigeria between 1975
and 1999 to fulfill the leadership destinies of the Hausa-Fulani; while others also made
their attempts to occupy this exalted position, but by the virtue of the firm placement
of the instruments of coercion in the hands of the North since 1966- and which they
have consolidated over the years- these aggrieved groups in the army have ended up
failing. The institutional machinery for the exercise of power and its basis in
occupational groups, social strata and social classes and their concrete economic and
political interests are not perceived with this shallow outlook. This perception of
politics is, itself, derived from certain false assumptions about what constitutes
nations, nationalities, ethnic groups and polities.6

Ethnic Separatism, Religious Crisis, Boko Haram and General
Insecurity
The most difficult challenge Nigeria is facing is insecurity. The causes are not a
weak military as Nigeria still has one of the strongest militaries in Africa and one of
4

L. U. Odo, "Democracy, Good Governance and Development in Nigeria: The Challenges of
Leadership," in IOSR Journal Of Humanities And Social Science (IOSR-JHSS), XX (2015), no. 6, p. 1-9.
5 K. Amuwo, et al (eds.), Federalism and Political Restructuring in Nigeria, Ibadan, Spectrum Books, 1997.
6 S. Folarin, "The Anti-Corruption War in Nigeria: A Critical Appraisal of the ICPC and EFCC," in A
Journal of the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission. I (2009), no. 2, p. 14-36.
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the largest and most active in world peacekeeping missions (UN, 2015); but perennial
ethnic conflicts, separatist movement and sectarian violence. A Civil War from 196770 led to about 3m Nigerians killed (Achebe, 2013) and the Boko Haram terrorist
menace from 2011 to date has led to the death of over 3 thousand, disappearances of
tens of thousands, displacement of over 3 million people and an escalated case of
hundreds of thousands of Nigerians seeking refuge in neighboring Chad, Cameroon
and Niger Republics.7
Aside terrorism and the previous Civil War, there have been cases of ethnic
separatist movement since independence- the Isaac AdakaBoro Niger Delta separatist
agitation set the pace for the 1967 secession by Southeastern Nigeria and the current
bids by a section of the predominantly Igbo Southeast to revive ‘Biafra’ and declare its
independence once again. The spate of lawlessness of the group, Independent People
of Biafra (IPOB) in Nigeria’s Southeast led to a state of emergency in which the
military in an operation code-named ‘Python Dance’ massed and employed force to
restore order. Boko Haram cannot be classified as a religious group because of its
nebulous and vacuous, explicitly blurred vision. It is simply considered a terrorist
group which goes after Christians, Muslims and animists alike. Therefore, it cannot be
placed in the category of religious movements Nigeria has experienced over the years.
Aside the Maitatsine uprising in Kano and Northern Nigeria in 1980 and mid-2000’s,
there was also the Dzango-Katarf (Southern Kaduna) religious riots of 1987 and
Southern Kaduna religion-inspired killings of January 2017; the Sharia riots from 1999
to 2002 and several other pockets of religious conflict. The impact of all these has
been retarded physical development and shift of investment from such trouble-spots
to other regions and completely out of the country.8

Election Crises
The many electoral issues Nigeria has experienced are traceable to weak
democratic institutions, a military-organized electoral process devoid of civilian inputs,
compromised judicial system, ethnic politics, non-independent electoral body and
ignorance of the voters capitalized on by the political class to manipulate the process,
steal votes or rig elections. Electoral malpractices have come with huge costs- poor,
ill-educated leaders running the public domain, frequent excuses for military take-over
or cancellation of the most famous and popular 1993 presidential elections.

Monocultural, Oil-Driven Economy
Nigeria’s economy has, since 1970, been driven by crude oil. The discovery of
oil was in 1957 in Oloibiri, but a commercial quantity was not until shortly before the
Civil War. Just after the war in 1970, a massive reconstruction, rehabilitation and
reconciliatory efforts were undertaken by oil wealth. Oil money soon made a joke of
revenue from agriculture, Nigeria’s immediate post-independence source of aggressive
7

F. Olanrewaju, Women and Internally Displaced Persons in Northeast Nigeria. A PhD Seminar in the College of
Leadership Development Studies, Covenant University, Ota, Ogun State, Nigeria, 2017.
8 A. G. Alamu, "Religion and Nationhood," in O. Ajayi, Y. O. and Fasgba, (eds.) Understanding
Government and Politics in Nigeria.Omuaran, Landmark University, 2014.
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development and within a short period of time, abandonment of agriculture and solid
minerals occurred and the sudden oil boom and huge wealth soon had adverse effects
in forms of inflation, capital slush, corruption, embezzlement in public offices,
emergency contracts, misappropriation of public fund and white elephant projects
pervaded the system. With inflationary trends reaching all-time high and
unprecedented and incalculable damages caused by corruption, oil boom became ‘oil
doom’ from the 1980’s to the present. Different development plans and projects to
remedy the situation incidentally turned out to be more conduits in the hands of
public office holders to steal more money . The Structural Adjustment Program (SAP)
of the Babangida administration in 1989 and Obasanjo’s economic diplomacy from
1999-2007 turned Nigeria into a rentier state and the Nigerian project became one
competitive enterprise in the hands of the highest bidders from global capitalist
leaders.9
The Way Forward: A Multi-Pronged Strategic Solution Approach
The crisis of leadership in Nigeria has results in continued poverty for millions
of men, women and children, underdevelopment and continued dependency on the
west. The causes of this crisis have been identified. But high among them is the fact
that Nigeria lacks a broadly shared vision of the future that effectively melds the
demands of globalization with local values. To overcome the perennial leadership
challenges, we may need to follow the suggestions of a Zimbabwean official of the
World Bank, who noted in 2001 that political leaders must:
(i) Identify and address their personal strengths and weaknesses as leaders,
(ii) Understand the challenges they face as participants in a rapidly globalizing
society,
(iii) Share and refine their respective visions of the society they would like to
live in,
(iv) Lead by example in building this society.
Nigeria stands on the verge of an opportunity which should be grasped. Other
African leaders like that of Rwanda, Namibia, Cote d’Voire, Uganda and South Africa
are beginning to leave Nigeria behind as they are increasingly taking the reins to define
where they want to take the countries. They have been more serious about the African
Initiative adopted by the African Union in Lusaka in 2001. As they take this forward
forcefully and are emerging as best countries to live in or countries with the higher
Human Development Index (HDI) on the continent, wither Nigeria? Poverty
reduction should be at the center of development efforts in Nigeria and the
development agenda should be led by with all sense of duty and responsibility. Africa
is the only continent where poverty is on the rise and not decreasing. With its
enormous wealth and human capital, decisive action is needed if Nigeria in particular
wants to cut severe poverty by half in the nearest future. There is a need for more

9

J. Bamiduro, S. Oshewolo, "Debt Crisis, Structural Reforms and Debt Relief," in O. Ajayi, Y. O.
Fasgba (eds.), Understanding Government and Politics in Nigeria, Omuaran, Landmark University, 2014.
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growth, at least 5 to 7 percent, and it is required that that the poor benefit from such
growth.

Redefining Leadership in Nigeria
This will require setting agenda, goals and targets that are well informed by a
sound technical and knowledge base, and by a vision that is vigorously pursued, not
mere dreams that die with the dreamer. Indeed, through the strengthening of
democracy, civil society becomes a tool with a capacity to enhance sustainable peace,
security, stability and development; and that there can be no civil society without our
collective and direct involvement. Much international spotlight has been cast on the
severity and magnitude of Nigeria's challenges. Addressing those challenges in a new
cooperative spirit should nurture and sustain change and renewal in Africa. But
problems and challenges can be hardly tackled in a vacuum. A collective approach
(collective responsibility) in all spheres of leadership is reduces the crisis.

A Leadership Training and Culture
This is the belief that becoming a leader is only possible when training grounds
are not just available, but are properly positioned for great acculturation for the youth.
This is desirable for an increasing population of future leaders, who, at present, are at
best seeing poor leadership being normalized and the right thing.

Need for Emergence and Emulation of Role Models

Nigeria is secure if there are role models for the leadership “apprentice” or
student to emulate or to inspire them. The youth best learns by example, not
experience. Old ideas are good guides, but fresh ones build changing societies.

Improving Governance and Resolving Conflicts
It is observable that well-managed countries, countries with effective
institutions and sound policies tend to be more peaceful and prosperous. Over the last
decade, dysfunctional governance has taken a heavy toll on Nigeria’s development.
Endemic corruption, skewed budget allocations and a corroded fabric of state-society
relations, often continue to undermine the potential for successful development, and
in some cases even foster conflict.A quantum improvement in governance is needed.
Ethnic and sectarian conflicts need quick, honest and permanent resolution and this is
possible only when there is

Investing in the People
It is pertinent to note that development is not possible where the productive
age of the population is ravaged by illiteracy, unemployment and disease. Nigeria has a
key role to play, particularly with regard to prevention of these high rates of the
aforementioned. For instance, in battling HIV/AIDS, the World Bank approved a
$500 million multi-country project, financed through concessional credits. Others, and
in particular the EU, have also been very active. There is also the Global Trust Fund
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to fight AIDS .10But the challenge before Nigeria and others entitled to these funds is
to develop the implementation capacity to ensure that such funds can be effectively
spent.

Economic Diversification
Nigeria has fallen behind, in terms of both investments and productivity. It is a
general economic problem in Africa, but it is least expected in Nigeria in view of its
huge potentials. A country that has abandoned its solid minerals and agriculture,
which were the sources of its greatness ab initio, it has a low HDI compared to its
contemporaries in Africa and beyond. With dwindling oil fortunes and the growing
unpopularity of crude as source of energy among the biggest buyers of its oil, which
led to its worst cash crunch and a horrific recession recently, Nigeria needs to diversify
its economy. What it should do is to create a larger economic space, with more
opportunities for investors and entrepreneurs.

Infrastructural Development and Increasing Finance forDevelopment
This is critical for national and economic development. How could business
operate for instance, where the phone systems do not work, there are frequent power
outages, or poorly maintained roads? Only 0.4% of internet content in use in Nigeria
is generated in Nigeria; as such, it would be difficult for the country, like other African
countries, to compete effectively in today’s world.
Also, Nigeria will continue to need substantial external assistance in the
foreseeable future if does not strategize on how to get out of aid dependency. Nigeria
and Africa need to find the resources it so crucially needs through trade and private
investment, through debt relief and also, of course, through official development
assistance (World Bank, 2001). Again there is the need to ensure that debt relief and
cancellation as it has been for African countries and Nigeria in recent times, is used
effectively, for development purposes.
Conclusion
The strategic pathways out of the crisis of nation-building and national
development outlined notwithstanding, everything is yet dependent on a public space
that has a minimal tendency for corruption. Anti-corruption and democratic
institutions that ensure moral integrity have to be politically independent, strengthened
and manned by men and women of proven integrity. It can be argued that corruption
is the very reason for leadership failure in Nigeria because even those with track
records of integrity had entered government and gotten corrupted, compromised and
messed up. A new national moral culture must evolve through reorientation and a
culture of discip0line conscientiously and unselectively pursued by government.

10

World Bank (2001). A Report of The World Bank on Africa. Retrieved from www.worldbank.org,
accessed 12. 05.2017.
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Abstract.This study aims to identify and analyze the significance effect of job involvement,
commitment and conflict role on the legislators’ performance at South Buru District by descriptive and
associative approaching. The population of this study is all legislators of South Buru regency as many as 30
people. Full sampling was conducted with consideration of a homogeneous population and the number of
members can be reached by investigators. Data were analyzed using multiple linear regression. The results
showed that job involvement, commitment and conflicting roles simultaneously and partially significant effect on
the performance of members of South Buru regency legislature. The commitment of the organization can be
improved by efforts to instill pride and self-awareness that lawmakers who became a deputy in championing the
rights of the community. Role conflict can be minimized through increasing ability to manage conflicts, both
emotionally, psychologically and spiritually.
Keywords: commitment, conflict, job involvement, performance.

Introduction
The Regional Legislative Council is one of the government officials which
carry out its function as a democratic ideals executor in a certain District. In order to
support board members to perform well, productive and satisfying, they should be
improved through human resource development. However, these institutions are
often highlighted with regard to function and position in the organization of regional
governance. In the New Order, members of Parliament are often perceived as a
political vehicle for the regime perpetuation rather than to represent the people in
policy-making and implementing control functions. Thus the performance issue in this
era, particularly in the district of South Buru, need serious attention. If we look at the
present time, where the members of the Council, in general, has shown a slump
performance.
Regional Autonomy Constitution implementation insists a good governance in
the regional administration should prioritize accountability and transparency. In
connection with this, the role of members of the Regional Representatives Council has
become increasingly strategic in achieving regional development objectives by means
of supervising the use of local finance. In general, the legislature has three functions,
i.e.: legislation (the function of making laws), budgeting and control function.
Performa board members work closely with their attitude towards work. What
one does is determined by the attitude he has. Attitudes have three components:
cognitive, affective and behavioral.1 In this case, positive or negative work attitudes
evaluations regarding the environmental aspects of work-related attitudes such as job
involvement. Aspects of the work environment include individual characteristics like
sex, age, education level and job characteristics itself define the job involvement as a
*
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1 S. Govender, S. Parumasur, "The relationship between employee motivation and job involvement," in
South African Journal of Economic Management Sciences, XIII (2010); p. 237-253.
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condition that describes the extent to which a person identifies himself psychologically
to the job, or the extent of the importance of work for the overall image of himself,
and the extent to which the working view affect his self-esteem. 2 Job involvement
consists of four dimensions, i.e.: response to work, expression of being job Involved,
sense of duty, and feeling about unfinished and absenteeism work . Job involvement is
an important aspect that may affect the board members effort in performing optimal
work performance.
Hiriyappa defined job involvement as the level where the individual identifies
himself with his work, actively participating and considers the performance of
accomplishments critical to making much of him.3 The level of work engagement will
decrease absenteeism and resignations of employees in an organization. While low
levels of work engagement would increase absenteeism and the number of resignation
higher in an organization.
Patchen (in Srivastava) states that a person who has high job involvement will
show a high sense of solidarity in the company and has a high internal work
motivation and vice versa. 4 That is, an individual with low work participation are
individuals who see work as an important part of his life, having a sense of lack of
pride in the company, and participate less and less satisfied with their jobs. Sharagay
and Tziner states the relationship between job involvement and individual inner depth
and complexity, good running by achieving the value of the work is a source of
income 5 Work is part of the individual include self-image, and therefore job
involvement is an important means to satisfy a deep need and allows through selfexpression. Mahfouz showed that both employee engagement and effectiveness of
work teams are at high levels resulting in performance that is high enough. 6 In
addition, research findings reveal a significant impact of employee engagement on the
effectiveness of teamwork.
Organizational commitment can be defined as a strong desire to remain as a
member of a particular organization, strive as desired organization, and certain belief,
acceptance of the values and goals of the organization. In other words, reflects the
organization's commitment to the organization of employee loyalty and continuous
process in which members of the organization expressed concern about its success
and sustainable progress.
Conflict does not always have a negative impact on individuals or groups
concerned. According to Netemeyer et al., the conflict has many positive functions,
the most important is how to manage the conflicts that arise so as not to cause harm
2

A., Zopiatis, P. Constanti, Theocharous A.L.," Job involvement, commitment, satisfaction and
turnover: evidence from hotel employees in Cyprus," in Tourism Management, IXL (2014), p. 129-140.
3 M. Hiriyappa, Organizational Behavior, New Delhi, New Age International (P) Ltd, Publishers, 2009, p.
156-168.
4 S. Srivastava, Organizational Behaviour and Management, New Delhi, Sarup & Sons, 2005, p. 87-93.
5 D. Sharagay, A. Tziner, "The generational effects on yhe relationship between job involvement, work
satisfaction and OCB," in Social Science Research Network, XXVII (2011), p. 143-157.
6 M. Judeh, "An examination of the effect of employee involvement on teamwork effectiveness: an
empirical study," in International Journal of Business Management, VI (2011), no. 9, p. 202-209.
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but brought a constructive impact for individuals or groups involved. Conflict group
encourages individuals therein to engage and learn about the decision-making process
within the group and learn to be responsible for what he had done and realized
instructions and guidance obtained from others. The important thing is how to
manage the conflicts that arise do not have negative consequences but would bring a
constructive effect. Netemeyer et al. describe their key antecedent and consequences
of role conflict, on the customer service performance and job stress.7 In their study of
employee stress levels become a major predictor of the in-role performance supervisor
and extra-role performance of employees and customers directly. While the workfamily conflict (WFC) and family-work conflict (FWC) resulted in job stress, and
fairness supervisor at employee-rated along with interpersonal relationships value in
reducing job stress.8
The Regional Legislative Council as a dynamic organization constantly
confronted with the possibility of the emergence of various conflicts caused by the
diversity of political parties belonging, variations in personal characteristics and social
characteristics of each member of the legislature. Conditions as above often lead to
conflicts, if not taken seriously will result in a very meaningful to the business
achievement of objectives, one of which is the low overall employee performance will
affect the productivity of the company. 9 The dual role conflict cut employee
performance and urge in resigning increased absenteeism, and a decline in
organizational commitment. 10 So this is a dangerous situation for the organization
because it causes the execution of the work is interrupted, which could eventually
decline in performance of the organization. It is one thing to be aware of companies
in the processing of Human Resources to improve the efficiency and effectiveness.
Labour conflict affect the performance of employees within a company. Conflict is
unfair competition based on ambition and emotional attitudes in obtaining a victory
that causes tension, confrontation, arguments, stress and frustration if their problems
cannot be solved.
This research aims to analyze the effects of job involvement, commitment and
role conflict on the performance of legislators in South Buru district. It is important
since the legislature as spearhead the implementation of the role and functions of
legislation, is a valuable asset to the organization, so that the human resource
management which includes job involvement, commitment and conflict should be
addressed as well as possible in order to increase the performance of legislators.

7

R. Netemeyer, J. Boles, D. McKee, R. McMurrian, "An investigation into the antecedents of
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9 A. Rahati, "Job involvement and organizational commitment of employees of prehospital emergency
medical system," in Nursing and Midwifery Studies, IV (2015), p. 1-6.
10 J.S. Boles, W.G. Howard, H. Donofrio, "An investigation into the inter-relatioanship of work-family
conflict, family-work conflict and work satisfaction," in Journal of Managerial, XIII (2003), p. 376-390.
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Methodology
This study was designed based on the targeted goal by descriptive and
associative approach that illustrates descriptively about job involvement, commitment
and role conflict on the performance of members of the legislature. As well as
describing the effect of various variables through hypothesis testing. The population
of this study was all members of the legislature South Buru regency as many as 30
people. Sampling was conducted with a full sampling of consideration member
homogeneous population and the numbers could be reached by the researchers as
many as 30 people. Data were analyzed with multiple linear regression analysis. This
method is used to look at the level of influence of independent variables on the
dependent variable, either simultaneously or together or partially. For that we used
multiple regression formulae with the formulation:11
(1)
Where:Y
= legislators’ performance
X1
= job involvement
X2
= commitment
X3
= role conflict
b0
= constants
b1, b2, b3
= variable correlation coefficient X1, X2, X3
e
= standard error
All collected data were analysed using SPSS 15.0.
Results and Discussion
Descriptive Analysis
There are three independent variables, i.e.: job involvement, organization
commitment and role conflict along with one dependent variable that is performance.
Job Involvement Variable (X1)
It is the legislators’ emotional or mental engagement with their job. The
constituent sub-variables and indicators as follows: emotional involvement, cognitive
and behavior.
The frequency distribution of respondents to the indicator variable job
involvement can be seen in the Table 1. It indicates that the first indicator of the
moral involvement in the work as legislators, the largest proportion are scores of 4 or
agreed by 21 people (70.0 %). The second indicator of the involvement in the
community in, the largest proportion are scores of 4 or agreed by 22 people (73.30 %).
The third indicator regarding active involvement in improving knowledge as a
member of the legislature, the largest proportion in a score of 4 or agreed by 15
people (50.00 %). The fourth indicator on the active involvement in improving his
11

A. Singh, B. Gupta, "Job involvement, organizational commitment, professional commitment, and
team commitment: a study of generational diversity," in Benchmarking: An International Journal, XXII
(2015), p. 1192-1211.
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skills as a member of the legislature, the largest proportion of the scores of 5 or
strongly agreed by 16 people (53.30 %). The fifth indicator concerning active
involvement in displaying behavior that reflects the people's representatives in the
legislature, the largest proportion in the scores of 5 or strongly agreed by 13 people
(43.30 %). The sixth indicator on the active involvement in any social activities, the
largest proportion in a score of 4 or agreed by 15 people (50.00 %). Based on the
results of the calculation of average respondents to variable work involvement showed
4.12, which means that the understanding the job involvement of the legislators at
South Buru Regency is very high.
Table 1. Job involvement variable description. SD = Strongly Disagree, D = Disagree, U =
Uncertain, A = Agree, SA = Strongly Agree
Answering Frequency (%)
Indicator
Total
Average
SD
D
U
A
SA
Morally, I feel involved in
20.0
70.0
10.0
100
3.90
the work as legislators
I am actively involved in
26.7
73.3
100
3.73
collecting
people’s
aspirations
I am actively involved in
improving knowledge as a
16.7
50.0
33.3
100
4.17
member of the legislature
I am actively involved in
3.3
43.3
53.3
100
4.50
improving his skills as a
member of the legislature
I always display behaviors
that reflect community
20.0
43.3
36.7
100
4.17
representatives
in
the
legislature
I am involved in any social
13.3
50.0
36.7
100
4.23
activities
Average
3.00
4.00
5.00
4.12

Organizational Commitment Variable (X2)
Organizational commitment is an attitude process, in which a person feels has
a high relationship to the organization. The frequency distribution of respondents to
the indicator variable organizational commitment can be seen in the Table 2.
Table 2. Organizational commitment variable. SD = Strongly Disagree, D = Disagree, U =
Uncertain, A = Agree, SA = Strongly Agree
Answering Frequency (%)
Indicator
Total
Average
SD
D
U
A
SA
Have a high commitment
3.3
86.7
10.0
100
4.70
to work continuously
Have a high expectation on
10.0
73.3
16.7
100
4.07
organization
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Do not any planning to
resign
Do not have any planning
to move into another
organization
Responsible in all
organization performances
Proud and glad as a part of
organization
Average

-

-

16.7

40.4

43.3

100

4.27

-

-

3.3

36.7

60

100

4.57

-

-

20.0

23.3

56.7

100

4.37

-

-

13.3

53.3

33.3

100

4.20

-

-

20.0

70.0

10.0

100

3.90

-

-

3.00

4.00

5.00

-

4.21

It indicates that the first indicator of the commitment to continue work as
people’s representatives, the largest proportion are scores of 4 or agreed by 26 people
(86.70 %). The second indicator of the high expectations of the organization, the
largest proportion are scores of 4 or agreed by 22 people (73.30 %). The third
indicator of the absence of desire to move to another unit, the largest proportion of
the scores of 5 or strongly agreed by 13 people (43.30 %). The fourth indicator of the
absence of desire to move to another organization, the largest proportion of the
scores of 5 or strongly agreed by 18 people (60.00 %).
The fifth indicator about the high morale, the largest proportion of the scores
of 5 or strongly agree as many as 17 people (56.70 %); The sixth indicator of the high
responsibility of the organization as a whole, the largest proportion in a score of 4 or
agree as many as 16 people (53.30 %); The seventh indicator of the feeling of pride
and joy as lawmakers South Buru district, the largest proportion in a score of 4 or
agree as many as 21 people (70.00 %) Based on the results of the calculation of
average respondents to organization variable shows commitment figure of 4.21 which
means that the commitment organization for legislators South Buru Regency is very
high.
Role Conflict Variable (X3)
Role conflict is the legislators’ ability to manage conflicts, both individual, and
organizations. The frequency distribution of respondents to the indicator variable role
conflict can be seen in the Table 3.
Table 3. Role conflict variable description. SD = Strongly Disagree, D = Disagree, U =
Uncertain, A = Agree, SA = Strongly Agree
Answering Frequency (%)
Indicator
Total Average
SD
D
U
A
SA
I am accustomed to
13.30
50
36.70 100
4.23
working pressure
The number of job
demand does not
6.70
40
53.30 100
4.47
hamper my work
This job does not lead
16.70 56.7 26.70 100
4.10
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me missing family
time
I was able to handle
busy life with work
I was able to face a
conflict
of
commitment to family
I am used to the
pressure of being a
parent
Pressure marriage did
not hamper my work
I did not face the
problem of lack of
couple engagement
I do not feel less
involved as a parent
Average

-

-

3.30

43.30

53.30

100

4.50

-

-

20

43.30

36.70

100

4.17

-

-

13.3

50

36.70

100

4.23

-

-

10

73

16.70

100

4.07

-

-

16.70

40

16.70

100

4.27

-

-

3.30

36.70

60

100

4.57

-

-

3

4

5

-

4.29

Performance Variable (Y)
Performance is the work of legislators. The frequency distribution of the
answers of respondents to the indicators on the performance variables can be seen in
the Table 4.
Table 4. Performance variable description. SD = Strongly Disagree, D = Disagree, U =
Uncertain, A = Agree, SA = Strongly Agree
Answering Frequency (%)
Indicator
Total
Average
SD
D
U
A
SA
I am accustomed to
working under
3.30 43.30 53.30
100
4.50
pressure
The number of job
demand does not
20
43.30 36.60
100
4.17
hamper my work
This job does not
lead me missing
13.30
30
36.70
100
4.23
family time
I was able to handle
6.70
40
53.30
100
4.46
busy life with work
I was able to face a
conflict of
16.7 56.70 26.70
100
4.10
commitment to
family
Average
3
4
5
4.29

It indicates that the first indicator of the quality assurance work, the biggest
proportion are scores of 5 or strongly agree as many as 16 people (53.30 %). The
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second indicator of the quantity of work in accordance with the standards, the largest
proportion are scores of 4 or agree as many as 13 people (43.30 %). The third
indicator regarding timeliness, the largest proportion are scores of 4 or agree as many
as 15 people (50.00 %). The fourth indicator of the effectiveness in carrying out the
work, the highest proportion in a score of 5 or strongly agree as many as 16 people
(63.30 %). The fifth indicator on the independence of the work, the highest
proportion in a score of 4 or agree as many as 17 people (56.70 %). Based on the
results of the calculation of average respondents to variable performance figures
showed 4.29, which means that the understanding of the performance of legislators
South Buru district is very high.
Inferential Analysis
The influence of the independent variable is job involvement, commitment
and role conflict is the performance on the dependent variable (Y) is known by
multiple linear regression calculations (Table 5).
Table 5. Results of multiple linear regression analysis
Regression
Variable
T Count
Probability
Coefficient
Job Involvement (X1)
0.184
2.058
0.003
Commitment (X2)
0.634
3.292
0.003
Role Conflict (X3)
0.418
3.960
0.001
Constanta: 0.935
F ratio: 19.988
R Square: 0.698
Probability: 0.000
Multiple R: 0.835
N: 30

R2 Partial
0.332
0.509
0.452

The table shows the results of multiple linear regression analysis, which shows
that the greatest value of the regression coefficient is a variable commitment as well as
the t value and partial r2 value, which indicates that the biggest impact is coming from
with great commitment variables influence 50.9 %, as it has value. The correlation
coefficient between the two other variables. The regression coefficient indicates the
influence of each independent variable (X1, X2, X3) to dependent variable (Y) when
another large independent variable that exists in the fixed model.
The regression equation obtained is below:
(2)
Job involvement variable (X1) turns positive sign, this means that if an
understanding of the demands of the task increases will result in performance is also
increased. Furthermore, the magnitude of the regression coefficient 0.184 means that
each increase of a unit variable work engagement will result in an increase of 0.184
units of performance when other variables constant.
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The coefficient of determination partially explained the effect of any change in
the independent variable (X) to change the dependent variable (Y). From processing
the data show, that the partial coefficient (r) for variable work engagement at 0.332.
This means that: work engagement variables explain any variation of the change in
performance of 0.332 with the assumption that the other variables constant, meant to
show that work engagement had a sizeable correlation with the performance of
33.2 %, assuming other variables unchanged.
Testing of regression coefficients variable, then the job involvement variable
(X1) is significant or insignificant, testing significance Tprice. The test is done by testing
a two-way, by using the real level of 5 %. The result was also obtained t for variable
work engagement of 2.058. While the magnitude of Ttable at 5 % confidence level is ±
1.97. The values mentioned above can be explained that partially (their own), work
engagement variables significantly affect the performance of South Buru Regency
legislators because Tcount > Ttable. T value of the independent variables are within the
area of rejection H0, this means that the regression coefficient variable job
involvement is not equal to 0, in other words, the variable coefficients are significant.
Based on the results of descriptive analysis found that the variable work
engagement at the high category. This is supported by observations indicate that
improved performance can be achieved by improving the understanding of job
involvement. This is consistent with the statement of Li and Long (in Khan et al.) that
the work engagement as when someone shows the degree of emotional or mental
involvement with the work that is closely linked to performance 12. Thus employees
who have high job involvement in this work have full focus on his work, the employee
will have a high performance.
In line with the opinion of Nwibere that employees who have a high level of
engagement very impartial and genuinely concerned with the field of work they do 13.
Someone who has a high work engagement will melt in the work he is doing. So that
employee who has a high work engagement will yield high performance.
Commitment Influence on Performance
Organizational commitment variable (X2) turns positive sign, this means that
when commitment to the organization increases will result in performance is also
increased. Furthermore, the magnitude of the regression coefficient 0.634 means that
each increase of a unit variable organizational commitment will lead to an increase of
0.634 units of performance when other variables constant.
The coefficient of determination partially explained the effect of any change in
the independent variable (X) to change the dependent variable (Y). From processing
the data show, that the partial coefficient (r) for the variable organizational
12

Khan T.I., Jam F.A., Akbar A., Khan A.B., Hijazi S.T., "Job involvement as predictor of employee
comitment: evidence from Pakistan," in International Journal of Business Management, VI (2011), no. 4, p.
252-262.
13 B. M. Nwibere "Interactive relationship between job involvement, job satisfaction, organisational
citizenship behaviour, and organizational commitment in Nigerian Universities," in International Journal of
Management and Sustainability, III (2014), no. 6, p. 321-340.
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commitment of 0.509. This means that: organizational commitment variable explain
any variation of changes in the performance of 0.509 with the assumption that the
other variables constant, means indicate that organizational commitment has a sizeable
correlation with the performance of 50.9 %, assuming other variables unchanged.
Testing of regression coefficients variable, then the variable organizational
commitment (X2) significant or insignificant, testing significance Tcount. The test is
done by testing a two-way, by using the real level of 5 %. The result was also obtained
t to variable organizational commitment amounting to 3.292. While the magnitude of
Ttable at 5 % confidence level is ± 1.97. The values mentioned above can be explained
that partially (alone), variable organizational commitment significantly affect the
performance of South Buru district legislators because t count > ttable. T value of the
independent variables are within the area of rejection H0, this means that the
regression coefficient variable organizational commitment is not equal to 0, in other
words, the variable coefficients are significant.
Based on the results of descriptive analysis found that the variable
organizational commitment at the high category. According to Luthans, the
organizational commitment reflects the employee loyalty to the organization and
ongoing process in which members of the organization expressed concern to the
organization and success and sustainable progress.14 Similarly, Moynihan and Pandey,
that the commitment is a psychological condition that characterizes the relationship
between employees and the organization.15 The commitment of these organizations
determines the viability of employee relations with the organization.
The results are consistent with the findings of Rahati et al. concluded that
organizational commitment has a positive influence on employee performance. It is
also supported by research conducted by Singh and Gupta which stated that the
organization's commitment to a positive effect on performance.
Role Conflict Impact on Performance
Role conflict variable (X3) turns positive sign, this means that when the ability
to manage conflicts better role will result in performance is also increased.
Furthermore, the magnitude of the regression coefficient 0.418 means that each
increase of a unit variable ability to manage conflicting roles will lead to an increase of
0.418 units of performance when other variables constant.
The coefficient of determination partially explained the effect of any change in
the independent variable (X) to change the dependent variable (Y). From processing
the data show, that the partial coefficient (r) for the variable ability to manage conflicts
roles 0.452. This means that this variable explained any variation changes the
performance of 0.452 with the assumption that the other variables constant, meant to

14

F. Luthans, Perilaku organisasi. Edisi 10, Jakarta, PT. Macanan Jaya Cemerlang, 2009, p. 124-144.
D. P. Moynihan, S. K. Pandey," Finding workable levers over work motivation: comparing job
satisfaction, job involvement and organizational commitment," in Administration & Society, XXXIX
(2007), no. 7, p. 803-832.
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show that the conflict has the role of a sizeable correlation with the performance of
45.2 %, assuming other variables were unchanged.
Testing of regression coefficients variable, then the variable of role conflict
(X3) is significant or insignificant, testing significance t price. The test is done by
testing a two-way, by using the real level of 5 %. The result was also obtained t
variable role conflict by 3.960. While the magnitude of ttable at 5 % confidence level is
± 1.97. The values mentioned above can be explained that partially (alone), role
conflict variables significantly affect the performance of South Buru district legislators
because tcount> ttable. T value of the independent variables are within the area of
rejection H0, this means that the regression coefficient motivation variable is not equal
to 0, in other words, the variable coefficients are significant.
Conflict is not always a negative impact on individuals or groups concerned.
According to Magnini, conflict has many positive functions. 16 The most important
thing is how to manage the conflicts that arise so as not to cause harm but would
bring a constructive impact for individuals or groups involved. Conflict group
encourages individuals therein to engage and learn about the decision-making process
within the group and learn to be responsible for what he had done and realized
instructions and guidance obtained from others. The important thing is how to
manage the conflicts that arise do not have negative consequences but would bring a
constructive effect.
Job Involvement, Organisation Commitment and Role Conflict
Influence on Performance
Based on the results of multiple linear regression analysis, it is known that the
influence of the independent variables are the determinant of 83.5 %, which indicates
that the variable job involvement, organizational commitment, and role conflict jointly
affect the dependent variable is the performance. While the remaining 16.5 % is
influenced by other variables outside the model. This suggests that there are other
variables, in addition to those mentioned above, which affects the performance of the
performance of South Buru Regency legislators is not examined.
The analysis showed that the variables of job involvement, organizational
commitment, and role conflict had a significant effect on the performance of the
performance of the performance of South Buru district legislators. This can be
evidenced from the calculation turns out F count 19.988, while Ftable 4.08 at the level
of 5 %. F count value is greater than the Ftable, in other words when the F count is in
the region of rejection H0, so the results of these calculations can be said that H0
refused and H1 accepted meaning all independent variables jointly affect the
dependent variable.
This is in line with the results of research Sharagay and Tziner that to maintain
existing performance is not easy, because the performance of the organization is very
influential on the vision and mission of an organization. As we know the performance
16

V. P. Magnini, "Poising frontline service providers for success: an integrative review and future
directions," in Cactus Tourism Journal, III(2012), no. 1, p. 7-15.
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is the result of work achieved in executing the tasks assigned to him, the performance
is derived from the performance, which also means job performance, work
performance, attainment of employment or work, performance as deeds, power order,
achievements, results of the implementation, the implementation of the execution of
duty or obligation. In measuring employee performance can be evaluated from the
purpose of the organization itself. The job requires interaction with colleagues and
superiors, follow the rules and policies of the organization, meet the performance
standards, life with working conditions that are often less than ideal, and the like.
Conclusion
The work involvement, organizational commitment, and role conflict
significantly influenced the performance of legislators at South Buru Regency. The
involvement of the legislative work can be overcome through public aspirations, both
derived from the electoral area or outside the constituency and who are directly related
to improving people's welfare. The commitment of the organization can be improved
by efforts to instill pride and self-awareness that lawmakers who became a deputy in
championing the rights of the community. Role conflict can be minimized through
increasing ability to manage conflicts, both emotionally, psychologically and spiritually.
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Intrinsic Betterness And Reason Based Extrinsic Preference Towards
Social Shopping: A Study Among College Students In Bangalore*
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India
Abstract. The main purpose of this study is to analyze the Intrinsic and Extrinsic factors and its
impact on the social shopping of student community in the city of Bangalore. Bangalore is one of the most
popular cities in the down south. This city attracts a mix of various cultures from various countries of the world.
Thus, this city and population would be apt to study the social shopping pattern considering the Intrinsic and
Extrinsic factors. The data was collected from the student community, perusing their college education in the city
of Bangalore. Using convenient sampling method, a sample size of 225 was drawn from educational
institutions in the city of Bangalore. The research work makes use of both first hand and second-hand data.
The reliability of the data is acceptable as the Cronbach’s alphas value is more than .6. The drafted
questionnaire was subjected to expert opinion before the data collection process. The study results make it clear
that both intrinsic and extrinsic values motivate the consumers to get involved in the social shopping. But
comparatively consumers are more influenced by those factors present in the external environment. It can be
concluded by saying that, youngsters are quite smart before putting themselves into the purchase behavior, as
they are in a group of friends, they get influenced by various experiences and comments shared by many. In a
way social shopping is better, as too many minds generate ideas for a single purchase.
Key Words: Social shopping, intrinsic factors, extrinsic factors, consumer behavior.

Introduction
Social network marketing provokes external factors and then influences a
person’s inner perceptions and finally it will affect consumers. The social media
marketing will influence the consumers to a greater extend .1 Nowadays most of the
shopping is done online. The reviews, comments and recommendations given by
others are more important than the advertisements. There are social shopping
websites which give their customers the facility for group shopping where the
customers can buy in bulk and there will be reduction in price. There are many factors
which influence a person’s buying decisions. When we want to buy a product, we visit
various websites, read the reviews, ask for suggestions from our friends, family and
others and finally come to a conclusion. Each consumer behaves differently which
makes it difficult to predict the consumer decisions. Intrinsic and extrinsic attributes
have important influence on consumer behavior. However, extrinsic attributes are
considered to be more influential than the internal factors. External factors have a
greater influence on the consumers and those factors will finally influence a person’s

* This paper is a team effort with an eminent scholar of Christ University, Miss. Delfy David. The
scholar has been motivated to conduct a study on social shopping as it is an emerging trend and the life
style of the current world. Mr. Anand Shankar Raja M is an Assistant professor in the Department of
Commerce, Christ University Bangalore. He has published research papers in both national and
International journals and has presented papers in conferences organized by various Universities in
India.
1 C. R.-M.-M.-B. Enrique Bigne -Alcaniz, "Inﬂuence of online shopping information dependency and
innovativeness on internet shopping adoption," in Journal of marketing management, 2008, p. 21.
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internal choices and decisions.2Trust has a major role in influencing the buyers.
Therefore, a social shopping website should provide information about product
recommendations that consumers trust.3 Trust is an important aspect which will
influence a lot of customers. This research paper will give an idea of the internal and
external factors affecting social shopping and the comparison between the two factors.
Review Of Literature
Lim Pei Ling & Dr. Rashad Yazdanifard, used secondary data to emphasize on
internal factors and external factors in studying the impulsive buying and finds that
psychological factors play important role in influencing the buying behavior. However,
the extrinsic factors can also contribute in influencing purchase in online market. Yi
Jin Lima, Abdullah Osmanb, Shahrul Nizam Salahuddinc, Abdul Rahim Romled,
Safizal Abdullahea,4 conducted a study among university students to find out the
relationship between normative beliefs, helpfulness and online buying behavior while
intervened by an intention to acquire. They concluded that intention to purchase and
online purchase behavior has strong link between each other. By this we can conclude
that the college students’ purchase intention was impacted by the views of the families,
companions and media. Maoyan, Zhujunxuan and Sangyang,5 found out that social
media marketing will trigger the external factors and then this will influence the
buyer’s internal intuition, which will in turn affect the consumers' purchase decision.
The study concluded that focusing on marketing features, focusing on interactive
promotion and information mining, to set up advertising database were the online
marketing strategy based on social media marketing.
Guijun et al. investigated the effect of situational factors on shopping center
customers' purchasing choices. They found that 9 of the 13 situational factors
considered fundamentally influenced customers' purchase of an item. Raising
customers' purchasing aims and extending customers' opportunity in the shopping
center can altogether improve the probability of them purchasing.
Study Objectives
To study the internal and external factors affecting social shopping behaviour
among the student community and to suggest certain measure which can be
considered by the student community to better facilitate the shopping behaviour.
Research Materials & Methods

2

A. T. Guijun Zhnang, "Impact of situational factors on buying deceisions in shopping malls: An
empherical study with multinational data," in European Journal of Marketing, V (2006), p. pp. 27-37.
3J. C.-C.-Y.-P. Kuo-Lun Hsiao, "Antecedents and consequences of trust in online product
recommendations: An empirical study in social shopping ," in Emarald Insight, VII (2015), p. 19-28.
4 A. Yi Jin Lima, "Factors Influencing Online Shopping Behavior: The Mediating Role of Purchase
Intention," in Procedia Economics and Finance, LIV (2015), p. 10-17
5 Z. Maoyan, "Consumer Purchase Intention Research Based on Social Media Marketing," in
International Journal of Business and Social Science, LIV (2014), p. 6-12.
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The researcher has used both primary and secondary data to find the internal
and external factors influencing a person’s purchasing decisions. The study period
adopted for this research is in the month of July 2017. Since the factors influencing
purchasing decisions vary from each individual first-hand data was collected. First
hand data was collected from the college students of Bangalore using a questionnaire
schedule. Using convenient sampling method, a sample size of 225 was drawn from
educational institutions in the city of Bangalore. The Survey Monkey software was also
used to get the responses. Bangalore city is selected as the study area for this research.
Dimension reduction technique called the factor analysis has been used for the
analysis. The reliability of the data is acceptable as the Cronbach’s alphas value is more
than 0.6. The drafted questionnaire was subjected to expert opinion before the data
collection process.
1.0 MODEL FRAMEWORK
FACTORS
INFLUENCING
SOCIAL SHOPPING
Internal Factors

External Factors

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

27.
28.
29.
30.

Motives
Attitudes
Learning
Personality
Perception
Needs
Life style
Beliefs
Emotions
Memory
Self – Concept
Values
Taste & Preferences
Satisfaction
Attention
Interest
Hobbies
Buying Habits
Behavior Patterns
Expectations
Moods
Opinions
Involvement
Familiarity
Goals
Instrumental
Conditioning
Convenience
Purchase Reason
Desire
Pleasure
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14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Environment
Social Class
Customs
Product
Economic
Business
Reference groups
Role
Status
Marketing Activities
Technology
Product Catalogs
Geographical
Location
Brand
Quality
Price
Features
Social Networks
Advertisements
Culture
Time
Trend
Innovation
Politics
Usefulness
Government Policy
Situation
Duration
Brand Leaders
Replication
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From the above model work 1.0 it is understood that there are different
reasons for purchasing a product. Social shopping can be influenced due to different
reasons. It can be due to intrinsic and extrinsic factors. The intrinsic factors are those
factors which affect the inner self of an individual. It can be due to various reasons.
The researcher has selected few factors. The motives, attitudes, learning, personality of
an individual have a strong influence on their shopping behaviors. If a person does
not have a need for a particular product, he is less likely to purchase that product. The
life style, beliefs, emotions and memory power of a person will have an influence on
his buying habits. Self – Concept refers to collection of beliefs about oneself. Each
individual will have different beliefs about oneself. This will affect the shopping
behavior of an individual. The taste & preferences differ from person to person.
Therefore, this has a strong influence on a person’s purchasing behavior. If an
individual is satisfied with a product, he is likely to purchase it again. People with good
attention level will notice all the details about a product. The buying habits, behavior
patterns, expectation level of a person, the ultimate goal for purchasing a product will
influence his future purchase decisions. The moods of a person, the internal opinions,
familiarity with the product also have a strong influence on social shopping behavior.
The extrinsic factors are those outer factors that influence a person’s decision making.
The social class and culture to which a person belongs is also a factor that will
determine his buying pattern. The type of product to be purchased also has an
influence in the buying behavior. The type of business, the reference groups, the role
and status is also considered before buying a product. If a company has good
marketing activities, they can attract larger group of people. The adoption to latest
technology, product catalog, the geographical location will help a person in gaining
larger views about a particular product. Some people buy only branded goods.
Therefore, brand is an important external factor. The quality, price and features of a
product will also influence people to buy that product. Social networks,
advertisements, the social standards, the duration of a product also have a great
influence in today’s world. The current trend followed is very likely to be followed by
the people. The political issues, usefulness, government policies will also influence a
person’s purchasing decisions. The situation a person is involved in can also have an
effect on the purchasing patterns.
Data Analysis & Interpretations
Table No 1.1 KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
.664
Adequacy.
Approx. Chi-Square 4522.502
Bartlett's Test of
Df
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Sphericity
Sig.
.000
Component Matrixa
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Table No 1.2
Component
INTERNAL
1
2
3
4
5
6
FACTORS
My motivation level
has an influence in .093
purchase decision.
My attitude plays an
prominent role in
.382
making purchase
decision.
I learn from the
previous shopping .286
behaviour.
My personality has an
influence on my
.169
buying decisions.
The way I think plays
an important role in
.523
purchase decisions.
My necessity for
buying a product has
.539
an influence in
purchase decisions.
The way in which I
live affect my buying
.621
patterns.
Beliefs that I hold will
affect my purchase
.044
decisions.
My emotion plays an
important role in
.552
making purchase
decisions.
My memory has an
influence on purchase
.418
decision.
Self – Concept from
others has an
.235
influence on my
buying behaviour.
My values play an
important role in
.168
shopping behaviour.
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My taste &
preferences has an
.209
influence on purchase
decisions.
The fulfilment of my
wishes is important in
.199
making purchase
decisions.
My attention level
plays an important
.118
role in buying
behaviour.
My interest has an
influence on purchase
.213
decision.
My hobbies will affect
.168
my purchase decision.
My pattern of buying
habits has an influence
.307
on shopping decision.
My behaviour patterns
has an influence on
.012
purchase decision.
My expectations have
an influence on my
.302
purchase decisions.
My mood will
influence my buying
.088
behaviour.
My opinion plays an
important role in
.128
purchase decision.
My involvement has
an influence on buying
.241
behaviour.
My knowledge about a
product will affect
.113
purchase decision.
My goals play an
important role in
.013
shopping behaviour.
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Instrumental
Conditioning
(rewards) given will
influence my purchase
decision.
My convenience has
an influence on
shopping behaviour.
My reason for
purchase plays an
important role in
purchase decision.
My desire has an
influence on purchase
decision.
My pleasure plays an
important role in
purchase decision.
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
a. 9 components extracted.

.257

.015

.259
.27
5
.23
4

Factor Analysis Interpretation for internal factors
After screening through the sample size and adequacy of 225, was done in this
study using Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) & the Bartlett’s test which specified the
reasonable basis for a factor analysis to check the interlink between the variable, and
the results clearly portrayed that the sample adequacy norms were met and the
variables used in the analysis were highly correlated with each other. Almost all the
scale items had a good communality range as shown under extraction except a few
which were removed from being clubbed for the allocation of appropriate name.
Component 1
Component 2
Component 3
Component 4
Component 5
Component 6
Component 7
Component 8
Component 9

Motivational level and attitude
Personality and status
Deep internal beliefs
Taste and preferences
Interests of an individual
Unique behaviours
Participation and end results
Contributes to easy way of living
Internal satisfaction

Table No 1.3 KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Approx. Chi-Square
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Df
Sig.
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Component Matrixa
Table No 1.4 EXTERNAL
FACTORS
Environment plays a prominent role
in making purchase decision.
Social class of a consumer has an
influence on purchase decision.
My customs will have an impact on
the shopping patterns.
The type of product to be
purchased has an influence on my
purchasing decisions.
Economic pattern has an influence
on my purchase decision.
The type of business will impact my
buying behaviour.
The group to which I am compared
will affect my shopping decisions.

1

2

3

Component
4
5
6

.093
.382
.286
.169
.523
.539
.621

The part I play in the society has an
influence on his purchase decision.

.044

My socioeconomic status has an
influence on purchase decision.
Marketing activities undertaken
plays an important role in my
shopping decisions.
Technology to a great extent
influences my purchasing decisions.
Product catalogues published has an
influence on my purchase decision.
My geographical location plays a
prominent role in making purchase
decisions.
Certain brands play a major role in
making my purchase decisions.
Quality of a product will affect my
purchase decisions.
Price plays a dominant role in my
purchase decision.

.552
.418
.022
.168
.209
.212
.118
.213
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Features of a product will impact
my buying behaviour.
Social networks play an important
role in making my purchase
decisions.
Advertisements has an impact on
my purchase decision.
My culture will influence my buying
patterns.
Time has an influence on me in
taking purchase decision.
The trend followed by others plays
an important role in my purchase
decision.
Innovative products will have an
impact on my purchasing decisions.
Government policies play an
important role in my purchase
decision.
I prefer to purchase products that
are useful to me.
Politics has an impact on my buying
behaviour.
My situation has a prominent role in
purchase decision.
Duration of a product has an
influence on my purchase decisions.
Brand Leaders has an influence on
my purchase decision.
I tend to replicate the purchase
decisions of others.
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

.073
.134
.012
.302
.158
.128
.241
.113
.060
.257
.015
.141
.275
.234

a. 9 components extracted.
Factor Analysis Interpretation for external factors
After screening through the sample size and adequacy of 225, was done in this
study using Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) & the Bartlett’s test which specified the
reasonable basis for a factor analysis to check the interlink between the variable, and
the results clearly portrayed that the sample adequacy norms were met and the
variables used in the analysis were highly correlated with each other. Almost all the
scale items had a good communality range as shown under extraction except a few
which were removed from being clubbed for the allocation of appropriate name.
Component 1
Component 2

Environmental influences and own customs
Reference groups and economy
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Component 3
Component 4
Component 5
Component 6
Component 7
Component 8
Component 9

Role and status in the society
Technological adoption
Brand name and standard
Promotional activities
Creativity and government interventions
Utility obtained
Durability of a product

LIMITATIONS
1. The study is confined only to the city of Bangalore and the respondents are
only the youth community.
2. This study only concentrates on the internal and external factors related to
social shopping.
3. The sample size is limited to only 225 respondents and there might be bias
in the respondent’s response.
Scope for Future Research
Future researchers can undertake a study in the other areas since this study is
confined only to Bangalore. They can also make comparisons among the factors
influencing social shopping among people in different regions. There are other factors
that influence a person other than the internal and external factors. Only the college
students of Bangalore are considered for the research. Future researchers can conduct
a study among other age groups.
Conclusion
Social shopping is an emerging trend. This field is moving faster than the
internet giants. They are adding large number of customers a year and they become
billionaires in a day. Consumer behavior refers to the decisions which the consumers
take before purchasing a product. Each consumer behaves differently which makes it
difficult to predict the consumer behavior. If the suppliers are able to find out the
factors that will affect a consumer’s behavior they will be able to win the market.
Consumer behavior will help in anticipating the needs of the consumers and find out
what motivates a consumer. The study results make it clear that both intrinsic and
extrinsic values motivate the consumers to get involved in the social shopping. But
comparatively consumers are more influenced by those factors present in the external
environment. It can be concluded by saying that, youngsters are quite smart before
putting themselves into the purchase behaviour, as they are in a group of friends, they
get influenced by various experiences and comments shared by many. In a way social
shopping is better, as too many minds generate ideas for a single purchase.
Recommendations
Shopping has become the life style of the current world. It is not just confined
to the higher sections of the society but also to the middle and lower classes of the
society. Gone are the days when a product is bought without considering it with
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others. Nowadays we ask the preference of two or more individuals to come to a
conclusion. The reviews of a product are easily available online with just a click of a
button. We can also share our review on a particular product. Due to the introduction
of online facilities, consumers are able to get more details about a product and can
also find out how other consumers react to a particular product. Social shopping is
now creating a shift by moving customers away from traditional shopping methods to
new online shopping methods. This field is moving faster than the internet giants.
There are many factors that influence a person towards social shopping. There
are internal as well as external factors that influence an individual. Some of the internal
factors that influence social shopping are personality, values, motivation etc. Some of
the external factors are culture, status, durability etc. This differs from person to
person. This study has found out the internal and external factors influencing social
shopping. It is found that external factors have more influence that the internal
factors. The tendencies for a person to get influenced from the external sources are
more likely than the influence from internal factors. Therefore, the suppliers should
stimulate the consumer’s external sources that influence his shopping decisions for
better results. They can get more customers if they are able to personalize their
services and find out what can influence a person’s purchase decisions.
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Abstract. This paper sought to provide solutions to the legal problems hobbling the economic
development of Kazakhstan emerging in the consequences of corruption offences in the higher state organizations.
To get an idea of the current acute social and legal problems in Kazakhstan facts and statistics were analyzed,
as well as the elements of corruption offenses were revealed. On a wave of heightened attention to this topic, the
activity of public and state structures dealing with the problems of corruption has been intensified. The most
worrisome is the situation in the sphere of public administration, which has long become the embodiment of
corruption in the public consciousness. It is no secret that among the ordinary people the terms of official and
bribe are inseparable concepts. The purpose of this paper is the study of current legislation and beyond that the
comprehensive examination of organised crime and corruption, as well as the development of specific conclusions
and proposals aimed at combating them based on statistical indicators of crime and materials of judicial
practice. The research lead to the conclusion that it is necessary to activate the scientific and practical
investigations in the state organizations of Kazakhstan, as well as it it important to establish contacts with the
Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute of the United Nations in order to obtain consultations and
take part in scientific developments on combating corruption and organized crime.
Keywords: Kazakhstan, law, corruption offenses, combating crime, state
organizations.

Introduction
The problems of corruption are usually understood in two ways:
1. What are the legal consequences of corruption?
2. What are the causes of corruption?
We will briefly review some of the questions arising here and give individual
answers. Our research consists of a review of empirical materials such as explaining
the emergence of corruption problems from the economic and legal perspectives,
presence and development of them, difficulties of combating corruption and
presenting the results of some discussions on the economic role of corruption in a
transition economy.
The rampant corruption in the country has become a factor restraining the
progressive development of the state and society causing a significant damage to the
economy, culture, to the spheres of socio-political, spiritual and other relations. It is
influencing the authority and image of state organisations and officials, the work
discipline and orderliness is also weakening.
According to the data of the Agency for Combating Economic and
Corruption Crimes, the Committee for Legal Statistics and Special Accounts of the
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General Prosecutor’s Office of the Republic of Kazakhstan during 2014-2015 528
officials were brought to the court for commission of corruption crimes, including 35
akims (heads of a local government in Kazakhstan), 8 judges, 41 employees from
internal affairs’ bodies (the ministry of internal affairs), 17 from the judicial
administration committee, 15 from tax service authorities, 12 from organizations of
emergency situations, 10 from justice and 378 from other state structures. For 6
months of 2016, there were facts showing the growth of bribery from 72 - 75 cases. In
addition, the number of registered crimes increased from 1330 to 1613, which was
amounted to 77.7%. Only in Astana, in 2015, a large number of persons were
sentenced to imprisonment for committing corrupt crimes.1
The consequences of corruption lead to the substitution of state goals, the
growth of population’s mistrust in a state and its institutions. Moreover, corruption
contributes to the erosion of public morality, hinders the introduction of new
technologies and, ultimately, damages the country's competitiveness in the world
market. These factors mostly predetermined the choice of this research topic.
Analysis of recent studies
The problem of crime, its causes and conditions that contribute to it, the
identity of criminal and preventive measures for it have always been of concern to
scientists in the history of human development. In the writings of Aristotle,
Democritus, Plato, Socrates, Abai, Al-Farabi, these problems occupied a special place.
They have not lost their relevance since then. The continuing growth of different
crimes against individuals such as violence, assassination, negative consequences of
alcoholism, drug addiction, prostitution, organised crime and corruption are an
incomplete list of the of modern crimes.
The pervasiveness of corruption in the country has become a factor holding
back the development of the state and society which is causing a significant damage to
the economy, culture, socio-political relations. Because of its influence, the authority
and image of state bodies and officials are decreasing, as well as discipline and order in
public institutions are weakening. Corruption offences are not new to the science, the
numerous works of domestic and foreign scientists have already been devoted to
them. These issues have been studied by scientists like Agybaev A.N., Maulenov G.S.,
Ongarbaev S., Rakhmetov S.M. and other scholars.
It should also be noted that the legislative activity related to the improvement
of criminal liability measures for corruption offenses with amendments and additions
to the Criminal Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan2 and the Law of the Republic of
Kazakhstan "On Combating Corruption" has not decreased.
The purpose of the study
1 Statistics of the Committee on Legal Statistics and Special Records of the General Prosecutor's Office
of the Republic of Kazakhstan as of November 2016. Availble at http://pravstat.prokuror.kz/rus,
accessed 12. 03. 2017.
2
Criminal Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan, July 3, 2013. Availble at www.zakon.kz, accessed 12.
03. 2018.
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The purpose of this paper was to develop recommendations and proposals for
the improvement of a number of economic, criminal and special criminological
measures in combatting corruption offences and analysing the main theoretical studies
that explain the nature of corruption and its main influence on the economy.
Methods of research
The work is based on general and particular methods of research - complex,
historical, comparative-legal, logical, specifically sociological. In the process of
research, various private-scientific methods were used, in particular, questioning,
interviewing law enforcement officers, interviewing law-abiding citizens, studying
criminal cases, comparative analysis of indicators of corruption. In writing this work,
departmental documents of law enforcement bodies of the Republic of Kazakhstan,
legal and special literature on the research topic were studied and used.
Main results of the study
Corruption is manifested as one of the most dangerous phenomena in any
society, representing a threat in various periods of formation and development of a
state [Amandykova, Syrlybayev and Saimanova, 2016]. The spread of corruption in the
country has become a factor restraining the progressive development of the state and
society, causing a significant damage to its economy, culture, spheres of socio-political
and spiritual relations. The Republic of Kazakhstan still has "serious analytical,
organisational and propaganda works to develop a new conceptual model for
preventing corruption that integrates the capabilities of society and the state."3
In the reference document of the United Nations on international fight
against corruption, the notion of "corruption" is defined as follows: "Corruption is the
abuse of entrusted power for personal gain". This definition, in our opinion, is
understood more broadly than the concept of "bribery" and implies the
misappropriation of public funds for private use.4
In general, corruption is a phenomenon that is quite typical for most countries
that are making a transition to market relations. However, it is not the only a problem
of developing or third world countries. Corruption, as an antisocial phenomenon,
appeared when one subject of social relations received (or took by force) more rights
and freedom than other members of the community. The constitution of the state as a
structured and hierarchical relationship of people's domination over people means the
complication of the regulatory and managerial bureaucracy that led to a greater
dependence of society on state structures. This is the emergence of organised crime as
a fifth authority. All of them have turned corruption into a constant companion of
political-power relations.5Moreover, corruption can be considered an inalienable
3

G. Zhumasheva, Legal barriers to fighting corruption in public service. Proceedings of the International Scientific
Conference "Legal Innovations in Countering Corruption," Moscow. 2012, p. 94-97.
4
S. Ongarbayev, "Fighting corruption and protecting the rights of citizens are key areas of our activity,"
in Journal of law Russia, I (2009), p. 26-30.
5
T. Rakhmetov, "The basic directions of the prevention of corruption," in Journal of law Russia, III
(2004), p.29-31.
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attribute of the state power, which cannot exist without being abused.
The list of actions which are considered as corruption includes bribery,
extortion, nepotism, fraud, the use of connections, "
а ыва
[greasing]"
(money paid to a government official to expedite the processing of certain cases,
which are within the competence of this official), embezzlement.
Discussion.
Thus, "corruption is an integral characteristic of organised crime, it is derived
from the state of organised crime. In order to bribe the highest echelons of power,
people need to have a sufficient fund.6 The favourable condition for the spread of
corruption in state bodies was formed due to the sharp decline in the living standards
of civil servants and law enforcement officials, their demoralisation in the eyes of
public opinion, the fall of discipline and, eventually, the outflow of the most
professional specialists into business structures.
The urgency of these problems presupposes their theoretical, criminological,
legal and practical solutions with the ultimate practical goal of increasing the
effectiveness of measures to counteract corruption and organised crime. At present,
special attention should be focused:
- on analysing the situation in the sphere of combating crime, encroaching on
people, their rights and legitimate interests; as well as on fighting crime in the field of
economy and public security;
- on analysing the causes and conditions contributing to the development of
corruption;
- clarifying and legislatively establishing the notion of "corruption",
"corruption offence".
The poor countries tend to be more corrupted than the rich. This conclusion
is confirmed by numerous statistical studies. Thus, a significant negative correlation
was found between GDP per capita and the level of corruption in the country.
Unfortunately, the existing methods of statistical analysis do not allow revealing
reliably the cause-effect relationship: either corruption makes the country poorer, or
the country's poverty predetermines the high level of corruption. Apparently, this
topic will continue to be the subject of discussion and various statistical researchers in
the future. Another relevant issue is the relationship between the level of corruption in
the country and the rate of economic growth. To establish a reliable statistical
connection between them has not been possible till now, despite the repeated
attempts made by statisticians.
Conclusion.
According to the results of this study, we come to the conclusion that bribe
has the following characteristics: the property benefits; using its official position to
commit a crime; the bribery. If relatives and friends of an official accept property
benefits like gifts, money, services with his/her consent, then this action of the official
6

G. Maulenov, "Causes and conditions conducive to corruption," in Femida, I (2006), p. 21-24.
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should also be qualified as a bribery. This fact allows us to point out that the provision
of beneficial services to an official or his/her relatives, payment of overestimated
royalties, overcharging lectures and consultations are considered a bribery.
The effectiveness of combatting corruption during the period of legal reform
depends to a large extent on the qualitative investigation of criminal cases connected
with malfeasance. At present, the malfeasance investigation is carried out by
investigative agencies of different departments under National Security Committee of
the Republic of Kazakhstan, Ministry of Internal Affairs of Kazakhstan, and Tax
Police of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
Corruption is manifested as one of the most dangerous phenomena in any
society, representing a threat in various periods of the formation and development of
the state. The prevalence of corruption in the country has become a factor restraining
the development of the state and society, causing a significant damage to its economy,
culture and policy. The Republic of Kazakhstan has still needed an analytical,
organisational and propaganda work to develop a new conceptual model for
preventing corruption that integrates the opportunities of society and the state. The
decrease in the living standard of state workers and law enforcement officials, their
demoralisation in the eyes of public opinion, the fall of discipline, the outflow of the
most professional cadres into business structures were the main causes of the
widespread corruption in public organisations.
It should be noted that the phrase - the provision of property benefits – is
confusing. It means officials could benefit from different organisations’ and
companies’ services in return for their assistance. It may or may not be recognised as a
crime depending on the type of service they received. For example, providing
privileged services like organising business trips for officials. Here the actions cannot
be considered as a crime because state workers are allowed to make business trips and
could go on their own. In this regards, the view of the Belarusian legislator regarding
the article 433 about the acceptance of state employees any illegal remunerations, is
interesting. But it is not clear enough how this norm differs from other types of
crime.7
The article concludes that the bribe has the following characteristics: the
property benefits; using its official position to commit a crime; the bribery. If property
benefits like gifts, money, services are offered to the relatives and friends of an official
with his/her consent, then this action of the official should also be qualified as a
bribery. This fact allows us to point out that the bribery may result in the form of
beneficial services to officials and their relatives, also may be a payment of
overestimated royalties, overcharging lectures and consultations.
The experience of the western world as the European Union and the United
States shows that investigative agencies of the Ministry of Justice deal with the
investigation of crimes committed by officials. In order to improve the quality of the
investigation of this category of criminal cases, I suggest that to delegate the
investigation of malfeasance to the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Justice of the
7

A. Agybayev, Responsibility of officials for service crimes, Almaty, 1997, p. 304.
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Republic of Kazakhstan - on the basis of the Committee for the Execution of Judicial
Orders.
Furthermore, the lack of scientific research on organised crimes is one of the
reasons for the ineffectiveness in combatting corruption. Before passing any bills and
making decisions the issue should be scientifically studied by considering the national
specifics of the phenomena. In practice, there are risky experimentations and
automatic borrowing of recommendations prepared for diverse conditions and
regions.
The way out of this situation is to support and intensify the scientific research
in organisations working in this area, as well as to set up a contact with the
Interregional Scientific Research Institute of the United Nations in order to obtain
consultations and participate in scientific developments on combating corruption and
organised crime.
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Abstract. The current trend of globalization and stakeholder’s increasing demand of corporate to
accept social responsibilities encourage them to engage in social responsibilities. Corporate in developing countries
are willing to move towards global markets as a result of globalization. Hence, they have to show that they are
performing their social responsibilities in order to be accepted in the global markets. Therefore, in this research,
the effect of social responsibility on stock returns of the corporate has been examined as a reference to make a
decision for investors. Information related to 127 corporate listed in Tehran Stock Exchange during the period
of 2011-2015 were analyzed in this research and the effect of variables of humanitarian responsibility, ethical
responsibility, legal responsibility and economic responsibility on Stock returns was confirmed according to the
obtained results .
Keywords: Social Responsibility, Humanitarian Responsibility, Ethical Responsibility,
Legal Liability, Economic Responsibility, Stock Returns.

Introduction:
The concept of social responsibility accounting was introduced in the early
1960s by writers such as Anderson, Mobley and Lin Aus. Corporate social
responsibility is an important index for measuring corporate’s performance and
management ability; and has recently been become a new criteria for assessing
corporate success and a factor in making investors' decisions.1 New issues and
problems have been created with the growth and development of different business
units that are resulting from the consequences and effect of the business unit's
activities on the environment and society.2 On the other hand, the wave of financial
scandals and collapse of large corporate and institutions at the beginning of the
twenty-first century represent evidences of unethical and irresponsible commercial
trends of social dimension .
commercial units in the case can create wealth, employment and innovation,
supply the market, strengthen their activities and improve their competitiveness, that
cooperate to preserve the community that they themselves have had the role in
establishing it, and on the other hand, the community, also provides the appropriate
contexts for the development and improvement of commercial units by providing the
necessary conditions in order to achieve returns by investors and ensuring the
stakeholders of the absence of unfair activities. as a result ,the responsibility of
commercial unit towards to community is beneficial to both the unit itself and the
community and its potential benefits can lead to significant return on investment for
corporate. One of these benefits is the increase in sales and customer loyalty, so that a

1 Min Chung Kima, Yong Hee Kim, "Corporate social responsibility and shareholder value of
restaurant firms," in International Journal of Hospitality Management, XL (2014), p. 120–129.
2 P. Sikka, "Accounting for human rights: The challenge of globalization and foreign investment
agreements," in Critical Perspectives on Accounting, XXII (2011), no. 8, p. 811-827.
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number of studies point to a growing and large market for products and services that
have been created by corporate with high social responsibility.3
On the other hand, a stock return is one of the basic criteria for deciding on
the capital market. Stock returns alone have information content, and most actual and
potential investors use it in financial analysis and predictions. Return is the ratio of the
total income (loss) from the investment in a certain period to the capital that has been
used to obtain this income at the beginning of the period.
Since the purposes of the corporate, type of business and commercial unit’s
activities and its benefits should be used in order to obtain maximum returns for the
owners of the corporate, meanwhile, one of the most important criteria for assessing
the performance of the corporate is the rate of return on resources used by the
corporate. Since changes in financial position show changes in assets, debt, capital,
and changes in capital shows net flow, and these changes in financial position can
have a significant effect on stock returns (San & et al. 2010), so it is expected that
corporate social responsibility has an effect on the stock returns of the corporate, and
corporate that perform their social responsibility better to have higher stock returns.
Theoretical Foundations and Research Background
Foreign Studies
Broair et al (2016) examined the relationship between corporate social
responsibility, investor protection and equity costs over the period 2002-2013 in an
international study. Research results showed that in countries where the level of
investor protection is high and strong and corporate invest in social responsibility,
their equity costs are reduced. Ming-Chuan Chen, Chen-Fu Lee & Chien-Ming Huang
(2016), examined the effect of corporate social responsibility on the return on
investment funds in China. The results show that corporate with high social rankings
has better return than low-rated corporate.
Saeedi et al. (2014)4, in a research entitled "How social responsibility causes to
strengthen financial performance," examined the direct relationship between social
responsibility in large corporate with financial performance. The results show a there
is a positive relationship between social responsibility and financial performance.
Min Chang and Hang Hee (2014) examined the relationship between social
responsibility and systematic risk as well as financial performance (Tobin's Q) in a
research titled "Corporate Responsibility and Corporate Stock Value". The results
show that stock value , financial performance also improves by strengthening social
responsibility , while the value of stock decreases and systematic risk increases by
weakening of social responsibility,.

3

Ming-Chuan Chen, Chen-Fu Lee & Chien-Ming Huang, "The Effects of Corporate Social
Responsibility on Equity Fund Returns: Evidence from China," in International Journal of Economics and
Finance, VIII (2016), no. 10.
4 S. P. Saeidi, et al., "How does corporate social responsibility contribute to firm financial performance?
The mediating role of competitive advantage, reputation, and customer ...,” in Journal of Business Research,
2014.
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Borghesi et al. (2014)5 examined corporate and corporate managers in their
research entitled "Investing in Social Responsibility: The altruism, humanism and
reputation of managers and interests of stakeholders." In their research, they stated
that large corporate, corporate with more cash flow and more advertising costs are
more likely to have higher tendency to social activities. Also, female, young and
reputable managers are more interested in social activities than other managers, and
they have more investments in this field.
C Petta et al. (2013) presented a paper titled, The Effect of Corporate Social
Responsibility Information Disclosure on the corporate Financial Performance and
Value in the banking industry in the Indonesian Stock Exchange, that its results show
disclosure of corporate social responsibility information has an effect on financial
performance measurement.
Sajias et al. (2012) in their research examined the effect of corporate social
responsibility on projected capital costs over the period of 2010-2003. The results
showed that social responsibility indexes have a decreasing effect on the cost of
ordinary stock.
The results of Jo and Harjoto’s research (2011) show that corporate social
responsibility has a positive effect on the corporate value that has been measured by
the Tobin's Q criteria. Lee (2011) also has found that there is a negative relationship
between social responsibility and the corporate value.
Domestic studies:
Faghani-makrani et al. (2006)6 have examined the relationship between social
responsibility and the risk of falling stock prices in companies listed in Tehran Stock
Exchange in a research. The model of Hatan et al. (2009), and the checklist for
Barzegar (2013) and the logistic regression model have been used in this research.
Results indicate that there is a significant relationship between social responsibility
reporting and the risk of falling stock prices.
Rezaie et al. (2016)7 examined the relationship between social responsibility
and cost stickiness in corporate. The results of the research showed that there is a
positive and significant relationship between corporate social responsibility and cost
stickiness.
Azimi et al. (2015) have examined the effect of corporate social responsibility
on financial reporting quality. Solowski & Sowlch (2012) method has been used for 69
companies listed in Tehran Stock Exchange for the one-year period 2011 in this
research. The results of the research indicate that there is no significant relationship

5

R. Borghesi, J. F. Houston, A. Naranjo, "Corporate socially responsible investments: CEO altruism,
reputation, and shareholder interests," in Journal of Corporate Finance, XXVI (2014), p. 164-181.
6 Faghani Makrani, Khosrou, Keramatollah Heidari Rostami, Vahid Amin, "The Investigation of the
Relationship between Social Responsibility and the Risk of Reducing Stock Prices in the Companies
Accepted in the Tehran Stock Exchange," Quarterly Journal of Investment Knowledge, V (2016), no. 19.
7 Rezaie Farzin, Mahsa Mohammadpour, The Relationship between Social Responsibility and the Cost of Stock
Exchanges of Bourse Companies, Master's thesis of the University of Qazvin, Faculty of Labor, 2016.
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between corporate social responsibility and conservatism rate. There was also no
significant relationship between corporate social responsibility and accrual quality.
Rezaie and Hadizadeh (2014) examined the relationship between income
quality and corporate social responsibility, by emphasizing the sustainability of their
performance. The obtained results of the research showed that there is a significant
relationship between corporate social responsibility with emphasis on corporate
performance sustainability, and accruals, operating cash flows and optional
manufacturing and operational costs of the corporate.
Arab Salehi et al. (2013)8 have conducted a research entitled "The Relationship
between Financial Performance and Social Responsibility" and the results indicate that
there is a significant relationship between customer and community components and
performance, but there is no significant relationship between the components of
employees and the environment.
Ghazizadeh et al. (2013)9 have conducted a research entitled identifying the
relationship between corporate social responsibility and customer loyalty. The results
of the research show that financial performance is related to the corporate social
responsibility towards customers and institutions in the society. But financial
performance has no significant relationship with social responsibility of the corporate
towards employees and the environment.
Bozorgasl et al. (2012) presented a paper entitled Investors' Reaction to
Corporate Social Disclosures. The results of the research showed that investors
reaction to kinds of social disclosures, but there is no significant difference between
the reaction of professional and less professional investors to the four kinds of social
disclosures.
Abbasi et al. (2012) examined the financial reporting of the environmental
performance of polluting corporate listed in the Tehran Stock Exchange. According to
research findings, it seems that corporate disclose their environmental performance.
Until disclosure of environmental performance data to be voluntary and without
obligation, corporate use different procedures for reporting, and the rate of corporate
environmental disclosure fluctuates.
Development of hypotheses and conceptual model:
Hypothesis 1: Corporate humanitarian responsibility affects its stock returns.
Hypothesis 2: Corporate ethical responsibility affects its stock returns.
Hypothesis 3: Corporate legal responsibility affects its stock returns.
Hypothesis 4: Corporate economic responsibility affects its stock returns.

8

Salehi Arab, Ghazal Mahdi, Sadeghi, Mahmoud Moein al-Din, "The Relationship of Social
Responsibility with the Performance of CompaniesAccepted in Tehran Stock Exchange," in Empirical
Accounting Research, III (2013), no. 9, p. 20.9 Mostafa Ghazizadeh et al. "Identifying the Corporate Social Responsibility of the Corporate with
Customer Loyalty (Case Study: Mellat Bank)," in Journal of Research in New Marketing Research, III (2013),
p. 94-100.
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In this research, four dimensions of humanitarian, ethical, legal, and economic
responsibility have been used as dimensions of social responsibility. The research
model is based on the independent variables of social responsibility (economic, legal,
ethical and humanitarian) and control variables: corporate size, financial leverage, sales
growth and systematic risk, as follows:

That we have in the above models:
= Stock returns at end of financial period t for corporate i;
Corporate social responsibility at the end of the financial period t for
corporate i that is measured by the four dimensions mentioned above
= It is natural logarithm of the total assets of the corporate as a
criterion of the corporate size at the end of the financial period t for the corporate i;
= It is the ratio of liabilities to total assets as a corporate financial
leverage criterion at the end of the financial period t for corporate;
=It is the sales growth ratio at the end of the financial period t
for corporate i;
= Corporate Systematic Risk at end of financial period t for
corporate i;
= Measure error at the end of financial period t for corporate i;
Corporate Social Responsibility: Corporate social responsibility includes duties
such as not polluting the environment, non-discrimination in employment , acting in
ethical way, consumer awareness of the quality of products or services, and positive
participation in life of community people, and is a very good guarantee of compliance
Laws and regulations that have been set in the public interest .In this research, four
humanitarian, ethical, legal, and economic responsibility dimensions have been used as
dimensions of social responsibility.
Economic responsibility: Economic growth of corporate is a process in which
the production of goods and services is constantly and sustainably increasing with
proper speed and its growth rate is considered one of the most important indexes of
the corporate progress and development.10 This dimension is calculated as follows:11

10

Ahmad Ahmadpour, Salehpour Sepahrdost, "The relationship between economic growth and
accounting profit in companies accepted in Tehran Stock Exchange.," in Tehran Stock Exchange, XXII
(2013), p. 103.
11 Ibidem.
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MVEit : The value of the equity market of the corporate i in the period t
TEit: The total book value of corporation's equity i in period t.
Legal responsibility: In the legal dimension, corporate are required to operate
within the framework of laws and regulations. The community determines these laws,
and all citizens and companies are required to respect these regulations as a social
value. This dimension is calculated using the effective tax rate and as follows:

TAX: stated Tax
EBT: Profit and loss before tax subtract
Ethical responsibility: In this dimension, companies are expected to respect
like other members of the community to the values, norms and beliefs of the people,
and to consider them in their activities.12 This dimension is calculated using the quality
of accruals and is calculated as follows. It is optional Accruals that is calculated as
follows:

TACit: Total accruals of corporate i in period t, which is operating profit after
deduction of cash flows from operating activities
TAit-1: Total assets of corporate i in period t
REVit: Changing in the operating incomes of corporate i during period t
RECit: Change in accounts receivable corporate i in period t
Humanitarian Responsibility: Includes those activities of corporate that are
done in respond to society's expectations for identifying a corporate as a good citizen
(Carol, 1979). This dimension is measured by using logarithm of the number of
employees employed by the corporate that is provided notes with financial statements.
Stock returns: Stock returns, is the same annual profit and changes in stock
prices, which changes (price) have been eliminated of it due to the increase in capital
and share gains. These returns are usually expressed as percentages and rates. There
are different methods to calculate stock returns.
Profitability: Profit alone cannot be a criterion for comparing corporate, and
the sources that have caused to generate profits should also be considered. For
example, the ratio of profits to performed investment can be determined as a criterion
of profitability.
Methodology

12

Mohammad Amin Mirzaie, "Social Responsibility of the Corporate," in Strategic Research Center of the
Expediency Council, 2008, p. 91-108.
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Given that the data used in this research is real and historical information, it is
a post-event type. This research is applied in terms of purpose and its data is a kind of
quantitative.
In the present research, library resources including valid scientific books and
papers published in journals both inside and outside the country as well as papers
from reputable and authoritative various sites have been used to collect theoretical
data. The information related to variables of the research, that includes the
information contained in the financial statements of the corporate, as well as the
information on the exchanges of Tehran Stock Exchange and other information, have
been extracted through various software and information system of Tehran Stock
Exchange and thus the resulting information has been collected from financial
statements through the Rahavard Novin software and the Codal site. Meanwhile,
Excel software has been used to correlate and calculate some formulas and variables,
and Eviews9 software has been used to test the research hypotheses.
Corporate that have had all of the following situations have been selected as
the sample statistical population:
1. To be accepted by the end of March 2010 in Tehran Stock Exchange and
its fiscal year to be ended in March.
2. Corporate have not changed the Fiscal year and subject of their activity
during the considered period.
3. The information needed to conduct this research in the period from 2011
to 2015 to be fully available.
4. It is not part of investment corporate, banks and financial intermediation.
As a result, 127 corporate (635 years - companies) were selected as sample
during 2011-2015.
5. Analysis of data
Now, we examine the relationships between variables using appropriate
statistical techniques and methods and analyze the results of these tests.
The research variables are briefly examined in Table 1.
Table 1: Descriptive statistics
Humanit
Financi
Ethical
Legal Economic
arian
al Corpor
Stock Responsi responsibil responsibil responsibil Corpor Levera ate Systema
returns bility
ity
ity
ity
ate size ge growth tic risk
RET CSR1
CSR2
CSR3
CSR4
SIZE LEV GROW BETA
mean
0.2569
0.53017 2.59085 0.05033 0.11909 3.85452 6.09367 0 0.22900 0.11873
media
0.2200
n 0.52000 2.56000 0.05000 0.13000 2.62000 6.02000 0 0.18000 0.09000
maxi
0.8500
mum 1.70000 4.63000 0.26000 0.25000 65.3300 8.30000 0 4.69000 4.30000
minim
0.0100
um 0.40578 1.11000 -0.18000 0.00000 0.38000 4.42000 0 0.90000 -3.52000
Standa 0.41649 0.47472 0.04424 0.08281 5.24553 0.63334 0.1751 0.48822 0.87029
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rd
9
deviati
on
Skewn
0.72146 0.9742
ess 0.14676 0.95173 0.09276 -0.21276 7.62587
7
5 4.20457 0.16080
Elong
3.5258
ation 2.62339 7.32600 8.54268 1.56693 78.9566 4.14938 6 33.6898 7.39693
jarque
-bera
103.52
test 5.79474 567.744 781.710 56.7995 152551. 86.4963 6 25736.4 494.009
Signifi
cant
0.0000
level 0.05516 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0 0.00000 0.00000
observ
ations 610
610
610
610
610
610
610
610
610
Table 1- Descriptive statistics (Source: Researcher's findings)

Table (1) contains the main central and dispersion indexes. In this research,
elongation is positive for all variables.
Based on the values presented in Table 1, since the values of the significance
level, the stock return variables are more than 5%, so the null hypothesis, that means,
the normality of the variable is confirmed. Therefore, the stock return variable has a
normal distribution.
5-1 Stability test of research variables
In the present research, ADF Fisher test has been used for diagnosis of
stability.
Hypotheses related to the stability of the variables are as follows:
: Variables are instable
Variables are stable:
Table 2: Stability test results of variables
FIRST ORDER
ADF FISHER
STATISTICS

SIGNIFICANT
LEVEL

RET

318.629

0.0009

CSR1

204.118

0.9633

CSR2

304.559

0.0017

CSR3

301.830

0.0000

VARIABLES

STOCK
RETURNS

Humanitarian
Responsibility
Ethical
responsibility
Legal
responsibility
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DIFFERENCE
SIGNIFICANT
LEVEL

RESULT

I(0)
0.0010

I(1)
I(0)
I(0)
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Economic
responsibility
corporate size
Financial
Leverage
Corporate
growth
Systematic risk

CSR4
SIZE

473.734
343.624

0.0000
0.0000

LEV

249.078

0.3636

GROW
BETA

255.766
415.117

0.2897
0.0000

I(0)
I(0)
0.0000

I(1)

0.0000

I(1)
I(0)

The significance level of the unit root test is less than 0.05 in all variables other
than the variables of social responsibility, financial leverage and corporate growth and
shows that they are from zero order (I) and are at the level of stable, this means that
the mean and Variance of variables over time and covariance of variables had been
constant between 2011 and 2015 years. As a result, the use of these variables in the
model does not lead to create false regression.
Checking the Normality of Error sentences
Jarque-bera test is used due to the importance of the normalization of error
sentences in the research model,
H  : Error sentences are normal

H 1 : Error sentences are not normal
Table 3: jarque-bera test results
VARIABLE NAME

STOCK RETURN
MODEL

NUMBER

550
2.672

jarque-bera
statistic

0.2628

SIGNIFICANT
LEVEL

Source: Researcher Findings

In this test, it is assumed that the error statements are not normal unless
proved to be contrary. Based on the values presented in Table 3, since the values of
the significance level, the research models are more than 5%, so the null hypothesis is
not rejected for them, and the error sentences are normal.
F Limmer Test and Hausman Test
After examining the stability of the variables, the estimation method should be
specified. The data of this research is hybrid kind. But before estimating the models, it
is necessary to determine the estimation method (hybrid or panel). F Limmer test has
been used for this purpose.
F Limmer test and Hausman test
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Hybrid
Random effects

Hauseman
test

Panel

F
Limmer

hybrid

Constant
effects

Source: researcher findings

Stock
return
model

The test results are as follows:
Table 4: Results of the F Limmer and Hausman tests
F Limmer
Significant
result
Hausman
Significant
test
level
test
level
6.926691
0.0000
panel
189.586761
0.0000

result
Constant
results

Source: researcher findings
Table 5: Summary of test results of hypotheses using data panel method during 2011-2015
variables
coefficients
Standard statistic - Significant result
error
level
t
Width from
a0
positiv
6.305461
0.522537 12.06702
0.0000
source
e
Humanitarian
positiv
Responsibility
CSR1
0.112661
0.053356 2.111502
0.0352
e
Ethical
positiv
responsibility
CSR2
1.080900
0.417712 2.587670
0.0100
e
Legal
positiv
responsibility
CSR3
0.450409
0.216993 2.075683
0.0385
e
Economic
positiv
responsibility
CSR4
0.006988
0.002836 2.463748
0.0141
e
Corporate size
negati
SIZE
-1.070457
0.083706 12.78825
0.0000
ve
Financial
positiv
Leverage
LEV
1.214241
0.186187 6.521628
0.0000
e
corporate
positiv
GROW
0.074407
0.028714 2.591271
0.0099
growth
e
Systematic risk
negati
BETA
-0.068422
0.013906 4.920177
0.0000
ve
The coefficient
F-statistic
of
determination
0.687736
8.195031
Adjusted
Significant
coefficient of
level
determination
0.603815
0.000000
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Durbin Watson
2.315443
Source: Researcher Findings

The results of the estimation show that the probability of statistics t for the
constant coefficient and coefficients of the variables of Humanitarian responsibility,
ethical responsibility, legal responsibility, economic responsibility, size of the
corporate , financial leverage and growth of the corporate on the stock returns are less
than 5%; therefore, the above relationship is statistically significant. And the estimated
coefficient by software for the variables of Humanitarian responsibility, ethical
responsibility, legal responsibility, economic responsibility to stock returns is positive
and significant. The adjusted determination coefficient shows the explanatory power
of the dependent variable and independent variables, which is capable of explaining
60% of the changes of the dependent variable by independent variables. The
probability of the F statistic indicates that the whole model is statistically significant.
Given the hypotheses such as variables of Humanitarian responsibility, ethical
responsibility, legal responsibility, economic responsibility on stock returns is
significant in the model, so the assumption of H0 is rejected, that is, social
responsibility of corporate affects their stock returns.
Co linearity test
Another assumption that must be evaluated prior to the use of compound
linear regression is the linear independence of independent variables.
In this section, the Pearson linear correlation coefficient has been used to
measure the linear independence of the independent variables of the model. Table (46) shows the summary of the results of this assessment.
Table 6: Correlation test results
CSR2
CSR3
CSR4
SIZE

RET3
CSR1
RET3
1
CSR1 0.136478
1
CSR2 0.182141 0.034070
1
CSR3 0.219840 0.057468 0.050794

LEV

GROW BETA

1
CSR4 0.205550 0.035314 0.114671 0.006693
1
SIZE 0.018386 0.475115 0.038270 0.153453 0.120492
1
LEV 0.072555 0.043116 0.647945 0.004829 0.039503 0.020161
1
GROW 0.160404 0.016034 0.325593 0.113160 0.081572 0.010296 0.040533
1
BETA 0.082550 0.014058 0.025441 0.062256 0.005193 0.009057 0.024532 0.008810

1

Source: Researcher Findings

Table 6 shows that, whenever the correlation coefficient to be less than 0.5,
there is no Co linearity between independent variables, and if the correlation
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coefficient to be between 0.5 and 0.75, then it shows, the Co linearity is negligible in
this state.
Table 7: Summary of Findings of the Test of Research Hypotheses
TESTING THE
RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN
VARIABLES

ADJUSTED
COEFFICIENT OF
DETERMINATION

STATISTIC
T

SIGNIFICANT
LEVEL

THE RESULT
OF TEST

HYPOTHESIS
THE
1
HUMANITARIAN
RESPONSIBILITY
OF CORPORATE
AFFECTS THEIR
STOCK
RETURNS.

HYPOTHESIS
2

HYPOTHESIS
3

HYPOTHESIS
4

CONFIRMED

2.112

0.0352

THE
ETHICAL
RESPONSIBILITY
OF CORPORATE
AFFECTS THEIR
STOCK
RETURNS.
THE LEGAL
RESPONSIBILITY
OF CORPORATE
AFFECTS THEIR
STOCK
RETURNS.
THE ECONOMIC
RESPONSIBILITY
OF CORPORATE
AFFECTS THEIR
STOCK
RETURNS.

CONFIRMED

2.588

0.0100

CONFIRMED

2.076

0.0385

CONFIRMED

2.464
Source: Researcher Findings

0.0141

Discussion and Conclusion
Four dimensions of social responsibility (humanitarian, ethical, legal, and
economic) were used to investigate the effect of social responsibility on stock returns
of corporate, .The effect of social responsibility on the returns of corporate was
confirmed by collecting data from 127 corporate listed on Tehran Stock Exchange
between 2010 and 2015, and it was found that corporate that perform their social
responsibility better have higher returns. This result could be considered by investors
in the capital market, so that investors can expect higher return by choosing corporate
that performs more appropriately their social responsibilities.
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Sfântul Dimitrie Basarabov – simbol al unităţii naționale românești
Lucian Zenoviu BOT
Faculty of Orthodox Theology, Craiova University, Romania
Abstract. The present study presents the spiritual bound between Bulgarians and Romanians
referring to Saint Demetrius from Basarabovo. Saint Demetrius was a Bulgarian monk that lived in the
thirteenth century. His relics were brought to Romania by the Russian general Petru Salticov in June 1774
and remain in Bucharest from that moment on. He is proclaimed protector of the capital in the time of Filaret
(1792-1793) and his worship is generalized in 1955. After giving an historical background, the study shows
the relation between Orthodoxy and national ideals and how this relation is reflected in the worship of Saint
Demetrius.
Keywords: Saint Dimitrie Basarabov, Unity, Romania, Christian faith, aghiography.

Introducere
Pus în situaţia de a creiona imaginea ލinteracţiunii spirituale ތdintre bulgari şi
români există întotdeauna riscul de a fragmenta istoria celor două popoare în diversele
momente când comuniunea lor s-a făcut vizibilă. Pertinent şi cronologic, un asemenea
fragmentariu nu explică în adâncime ce anume înţelege Biserica Ortodoxă prin această
interacţiune şi de ce există momente care au rămas vii în conştiinţa ambilor parteneri,
în timp ce altele şi-au pierdut astăzi relevanţa. Studiul de faţă încearcă un astfel de
răspuns, pornind de la contextul în care apropierea dintre cele două popoare s-a
manifestat dinamic, de la soarta pe care au avut-o în România moaştele Sfântului
Dimitrie Basarabov. Istoria moaştelor oferă suportul unei discuţii mai largi despre
naţiune ܈i Biserică. Metodologic acesta este ܈i traseul studiului prezent, care redă
succint povestea Sfântului, iar, apoi, pune în discu܊ie dimensiunea na܊ională a
experien܊ei ecleziale, pentru ca, în final, să revină la încercarea de a explica semnifica܊ia
legăturii spirituale dintre români ܈i bulgari.
1. Istoria unei călătorii
Sfântul Dimitrie a trăit în apropierea râului Lom, un afluent al Dunării, fiind
asumat şi de români, şi de bulgari drept una dintre figurile reprezentative a Bisericii
răsăritene din Balcanii secolului al XIII-lea1. Presupusa origine vlahă a Sfântului este
temeiul afirmării unei apartenenţe etnice române܈ti, însă perioada în care vieţuieşte
Sfântul Dimitrie implică existenţa unei forme statale bulgare şi a unei identităţi slave
bine conturate2. Aghiografia nu oferă suficiente informaţii despre obârşia Sfântului şi
despre modul în care îşi înţelege propria apartenen܊ă etnică, astfel că oricare dintre cele
două poziţii poate fi supusă criticilor. Totu܈i, pentru că alege să-܈i desăvâr܈ească
voca܊ia monahală – caracterizată în Ortodoxie de efortul unei înstrăinări – într-o
pe܈tere de pe marginea râului Lom, cea de a doua op܊iune pare mai plauzibilă decât
Mircea Păcurariu, Sfinţi daco-români şi români, Iaşi, Editura Trinitas a Mitropoliei Moldovei şi Bucovinei,
1994, p. 106-7.
2 Ivan Zhelev-Dimitrov, „The Orthodox Church in Bulgaria Today”, in The Greek Orthodox Theological
Review, VL (2000), no. 1-4, p. 491-2.
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prima. Împrejurările mor܊ii sale rămân necunoscute ܈i moa܈tele sale sunt descoperite
târziu.
Potrivit tradi܊iei, trupul Sfântului a fost a܈ezat în satul Basarabov într-o biserică
zidită de „unul dintre domnitorii ܉ării Române܈ti”3. Ele sunt luate din acest loca ܈de
o܈tirile generalului rus Petru Saltâcov, pentru a fi protejate de orice profanare
musulmană ܈i pentru a fi duse în Rusia. În luna iulie a anului 1774, moa܈tele ajung în
România, unde ܈i rămân la insisten܊ele lui Hagi Dimitrie, un „drept-credincios”, ܈i ale
mitropolitului Grigorie II al ܉ării Române܈ti4. Moa܈tele sunt dăruite Bisericii de către
generalul rus ca formă de mângăiere pentru suferin܊ele îndurate de poporul român în
perioada războiului ruso-turc (1768-1774). Până aici istoria acestor sfinte moa܈te nu
comportă ceva extraordinar, în sensul că pot fi găsite numeroase texte aghiografe
asemănătoare.
Extraordinare sunt, însă, consemnările despre Sfântul Dimitrie din perioada
Primului Război Mondial. La începtul Războiului, în toamna anului 1916 când trupele
germano-bulgare se pregăteau să ocupe Bucure܈tiul, administra܊ia ܈i oficialii români
decid să evacueze ora܈ul. Retragerea autorită܊iilor române܈ti contrastează cu rezisten܊a
duhovnicească a Sfântului, pentru că moa܈tele sale nu se lasă mutate din catedrală.
Mitropolitul Conon Arămescu, scăpat de moarte după bombardamentele din 13
septembrie, decide să rămână împreună cu preo܊ii în ora܈. Astfel că la 23 noimebrie
mitropolia era singura institu܊ie românească care înfrunta ocupa܊ia străină prin
reprezentan܊ii ei5. La începutul Războiului, un Sfânt bulgar întruchipa rezisten܊a
comunită܊ii române܈ti, comunitate pe care o ܈i aduna în jurul său.
Simbolistica a primit la sfâr܈itul conflagra܊iei mondiale o nouă confirmare,
după ce în noaptea de 16 spre 17 februarie 1918 un grup de solda܊i au furat din
catedrala mitropolitană moa܈tele Sfântului încercând să le mute în Bulgaria. Ho܊ii au
fost prin܈i de autorită܊ile germane datorită unei întâmplări minunate. Soldaţii bulgari sau rătăcit în Bucure܈ti ܈i „au înconjurat străzile capitalei, dar n-au nimerit ܈oseau care
duce la Giurgiu, ca să treacă Dunărea”6. O însemnare a lui Alexandru Marghiloman ܈i
două adrese trimise de mitropolitul Conon către feldmare܈alul August von Mackensen
confirmă întâmplarea ܈i redau o versiune u܈or diferită a evenimentelor care au condus
la capturarea solda܊ilor7. Este demn de remarcat, că Viața oficială a Sfântului ܈i textul
scrisorii mitropolitului accentuează dimensiunea etnică a evenimentelor. Furtul a „lovit
atât în interesul Bisericii noastre ortodoxe, cât ܈i în credin܊a ܈i interesele poporului
Pr. prof. Mircea Păcurariu, Sfinţi daco-români şi români, p. 107.
Viața, acatistul și paraclisul Sfântului Cuvios Dimitrie cel Nou, Bucure܈ti, Editura Cuvântul Vie܊ii a
Mitropoliei Munteniei ܈i Dobrogei, 2011, p. 30-31.
5 Sfântul Dimitrie cel Nou, patronul Bucureștilor, Bucure܈ti, Editura Funda܊ia culturală d'ale Bucure܈tilor,
1995, p. 45.
6 Viețile Sfinților pe luna octombrie, edi܊ia a II-a, Sihăstria, Editura Mănăstirii Sihăstria, 2005, p. 337.
7 Alexandru Marghiloman (în Note politice 1897-1924, vol. 3: 1917-1918, Bucure܈ti, Editura Institutului
de Arte Grafice, 1927, p. 335) afirma că automobilul ho܊ilor s-a stricat ܈i ace܈tia au fost nevoi܊i să pună
racla Sfântului într-o căru܊ă, fiind prin܈i la Daia, lângă Călugăreni.
3
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român [...] Sfântul Dimitrie fiind însu܈i Patronul Capitalei Bucure܈tilor de sute de
ani”8. A܈adar, întâmplarea din 1918 întărea sentimentul unei reciprocită܊ii
duhovnice܈ti. Sfântul a ales să rămână împreună cu poporul român, iar comunitatea
din Bucure܈ti ܈i-a ales ca model duhovnicesc pe Sfântul Dimitrie din Bararabov9.
Întâmplările conduc la o serie de întrebări privind rela܊ia dintre neam ܈i
Biserică. Aceste interoga܊ii pot fii articulate fie din perspectiva comunită܊ii, fie din
aceea a Sfântului. Pentru studiul de fa܊ă sunt importante prima categorie de întrebări.
De ce se identifică întreaga comunitate românească cu un Sfânt de na܊ionalitate
diferită?
2. Naţiune și Biserică – o relație contextuală?
Majoritatea Bisericiilor Ortodoxe autocefale – care au, adică, dreptul să se
guverneze singure – au în titulatura lor o referin܊ă na܊ională. Cele două no܊iuni,
autocefalie bisericească ܈i na܊iune, se întrepătrund ܈i sunt într-o interdependen܊ă.
Lucrurile nu au stat întotdeauna a܈a. Ini܊ial, organizarea teritorială a Bisericii nu a
depins de un principiu etnic sau cultural, dreptul auto-chivernisirii apar܊inând unei
provincii imperiale. După Edictul de la Mediolanum (313) ܈i proclamarea cre܈tinismului
drept religie oficială a Imperiului (380), dreptul acesta a început să fie aplicat doar celor
cinci scaune patriarhale: Roma, Constantinopol, Ierusalim, Alexandria ܈i Antiohia. Nici
în acest context nu a existat o prioritate etnică sau culturală, de܈i aten܊ia fa܊ă de astfel
de realită܊i a sporit. În secolul al cincilea sunt consemnate localită܊i în care au existat
comunită܊i ortodoxe distincte, în func܊ie de limba pe care o vorbeau diferitele etnii10.
O nouă reformă conceptuală are loc în secolul al treisprezecelea, când autocefalia a
fost dublată de manifestarea politică ܈i etnică a popoarelor, devenind simbolul
independen܊ei statale ܈i al coeziunii na܊ionale11. Privită în sine, evolu܊ia istorică a
no܊iunii are la bază ra܊iuni practice. Atât prima, cât ܈i a doua redefinire a dreptului de
auto-guvernare sunt motivate de necesită܊i pastorale. Contextul social a obligat
Biserica la căutarea unei soluții de organizare sinodală, unde comunicarea dintre
comunită܊i deosebite să fie înlesnită şi reală. Se poate spune, aşadar, că Biserică
na܊ională reprezintă o soluție contextuală?
În ultimele decenii rela܊ia dintre naţiune şi Biserică a revenit în dezbateri.
Motivele sunt multiple şi trebuie căutate în spaţiul eclezial şi în realitatea socială,
deopotrivă. Datorită migra܊iei, numeroase comunită܊i ortodoxe s-au format în afara
grani܊elor na܊ionale, constituind ceea ce se nume܈te diaspora. Diaspora trăieşte dilema
Adresa nr. 168 din 17 februarie 1918, disponibilă pe www.historia.ro, la data de 6 martie 2018.
Aceasta pentru că oficial Sfântul Dimitrie a fost ales ocrotitorul Bucure܈tilor abia la 28 februarie 1950.
Detalii la pr. prof. Mircea Păcurariu, op. cit., p. 108.
10 Ruth Rouse şi Stephen Charles Neill (ed.), A History of the Ecumenical Movement, vol. 1 (1517-1948),
Geneva, WWC Publications, 2004, p. 13.
11 John Erickson, „Autocephaly in Orthodox Canonical Literature to the Thirteenth Century”, în St.
Vladimir’s Theological Quarterly, XV (1971), nr. 1-2, p. 29-31.
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relaţiei dintre na܊iune ܈i ekklesia ca pe un fapt cotidian12. Persoanele din diaspora sunt
puse în situaţia de a alege în mod concret măsura coincidenţei dintre mărturia de
credinţă şi expresia naţională. Spaţiul eclezial este, nu arareori, locul unui refugiu
identitar unde limba şi cultura naţionale sunt considerate sacre. Acelaşi spaţiu devine
pentru a doua sau a treia generaţie de ލimigranţi ތsemnul unei profunde ostracizări.
Nici limba, nici cultura tradiţională a părinţilor nu rezonează cu felul în care îşi înţeleg
identitatea tinerii din diaspora. Mai mult, persoanele din aceste comunităţi se descriu
ca cetă܊eni ai ţărilor pe care le-au părăsit şi ai ţărilor în care vieţuiesc. Pentru diaspora,
relaţia dintre neam şi Biserică are o relevenaţă imediată. Este o relaţie care obligă la
răspuns personal.
Exemplul diasporei este sugestiv pentru problematica contemporană. Pornind
de la realitatea practică, unii teologi vor sus܊ine că parohiile „din afara” teritoriului
Bisericilor autocefale trebuie să fie înso܊ite astfel încât identitatea lor să nu se dilueze13.
Raportul dintre na܊iune ܈i parohie este portretizată ca un adevărat pelerinaj, în care
rezisten܊a neamului este eclezială. Altfel spus, comunitatea nu face exerci܊iul de
fructificare a darului, ci face un efort de conservare a acestui dat. Dacă la prima vedere
situa܊ia pare să corespundă misiunii ecleziale, la o cercetare mai atentă ea î܈i descoperă
neajunsurile. Sus܊inerea istorică de care s-a bucurat na܊iunea are la bază o realitate
pastorală eclezială ܈i a avut efecte benefice pentru via܊a comunită܊ilor biserice܈ti.
Recunoscând etnicitatea ca dar, Biserica a lucrat pentru a face din acest dar contextul
unei apropieri de Hristos. De pildă, slujirea într-o limbă na܊ională a consituit prilejul
unei apropieri între comunitate şi ortodoxie. Când această recunoa܈tere a darului
devine încremenire în dat, atunci ea păgube܈te temeliile pe care se construie܈te relaţia
dintre Biserică şi neam.
O a doua pozi܊ie teologică s-a conturat ca răspuns la abordarea pastorală. Unii
ortodoc܈i vor sus܊ine, după sinodul constantinopolitan din anul 1872, că organizarea
bisericească trebuie să urmărească doar criterii geografice ܈i canonice14. La baza acestei
poziţii stă convingerea că în Hristos „nu mai este iudeu, sau elin” (Galateni 3, 28), ci
to܊i formează „un neam sfânt” (1 Petru 2, 9). Totu܈i, în această prezentare unitatea
devine uniformitate ܈i nuan܊ele sunt desfiin܊ate. Se poate întreba dacă expresia „neam
sfânt” este sau nu o referin܊ă etnică? Personal, cred că poporul cel nou este unit de
mărturia pe care o face în lume, iar diferen܊ele dintre „iudei ܈i elini” sunt covâr܈ite de
Daniel J. Sahas, „The Orthodox Diaspora, Canonical and Ecclesiological Perspective: A Response”,
în The Greek Orthodox Theological Review, XXVI (1979), nr. 2-3, p. 216: „Diaspora este constituită din
cre܈tinii ortodoc܈i care, în urma imigrării lor sau a înainta܈ilor lor, trăiesc în afara grani܊elor geografice a
Patriarhiilor sau Bisericilor autocefale tradi܊ionale Ortodoxe, în ܊ări care nu au o tradi܊ie Ortodoxă, ܈i
care, alături de converti܊i din popula܊ia bă܈tina܈ă, formează o comunitate cre܈tină într-o ܊ară oarecare,
păstrând anumite aspecte culturale ale ܊ării originare”.
13 Prof. Iorgu D. Ivan, „Etnosul – neamul –, temei divin ܈i principiu fundamental canonic al autocefaliei
biserice܈ti”, în Autocefalia: Libertate și demnitate, Bucure܈ti, Editura Basilica a Patriarhiei Române, 2010, p.
29-34.
14 Antonie Arjakovsky, „The Issue of Diaspora at the Future Pan-Orthodox Council: Pragmatic
Proposals”, în St. Vladimir’s Theological Quarterly, LX (2016), nr. 1-2, p. 160.
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experien܊a comună a vieţii în Hristos. Cu alte cuvinte, etnicitatea ܈i limba rămân valori
importante pentru cre܈tinism câtă vreme nu cultivă antagonismul ܈i nu se
absolutizează.
În ܊ările ortodoxe, ideea de na܊iune se dezvoltă în corela܊ie cu mărturia
sfin܊eniei. Dacă este comparat felul în care diferitele Istorii din perioada iluministă
construiesc imaginea unită܊ii na܊ionale, se poate observa că majoritatea prezentărilor
converg spre afirmarea biblică a etnicită܊ii. Diferen܊a dintre popoare este concepută
printr-o serie de exemple ale Sfin܊ilor care au dat lumii întregi ceva, au făcut un dar
indispensabil existenţei comunitare şi universale. De pildă, prima Istorie a bulgarilor
vorbe܈te despre descenden܊a vechi testamentară a comunită܊ii slave ܈i accentuează
realitatea unei continuită܊i etnice prin reliefarea figurilor individuale reprezentative15.
Este o cronologie a persoanelor, nu a comunită܊ii per se. Acela܈i lucru se poate spune ܈i
despre modul în care este construită ideea na܊ională în spa܊iul românesc. Afirmarea
indivizibilită܊ii na܊ionale este legată de vechimea ܈i continuitatea experien܊ei ecleziale.
Nu întămplător, Sfântul Apostol Andrei a fost numit ocrotitorul României ܈i numero܈i
al܊i Sfin܊i români au fost canoniza܊i în perioada relativ recentă.
Este, atunci, Biserica na܊ională o soluție contextuală? Răspunsul este complex,
pentru că presupune trei paliere diferite de articulare.
Pentru Ortodoxie, neamul este un dar comunitar a cărei unicitate are
corespondent în iconomia lui Dumnezeu. Părintele Stăniloae obi܈nuia să spună despre
na܊iuni că sunt nuane܊e din spiritualitatea nesfâr܈ită a Treimii16. Fiecare neam
contribuie la frumuse܊ea crea܊iei ܈i face cunoscută frumuse܊ea Creatorului. Din acest
punct de vedere, Biserica na܊ională este forma eclezială de recunoa܈tere a diversită܊ii
dăruite de Dumnezeu. Este o realitate contextuală, în sensul că articulează în istorie
darul specific al unui neam.
La un alt nivel, neamul presupune o ipostaziere ܈i necesită o întrupare. Dacă
este dat, el trebuie să se exprime concret ܈i vizibil, în ac܊iuni concrete ܈i în persoane
concrete. Niciun neam nu se realizează ideatic, ci în istorie ܈i în fapte istorice. În
virtutea acestei ipostazieri a darului, Sfântul Vasile cel Mare a vorbit despre faptul că
fiecare popor este oblăduit de un arhistrateg17. Neamul trebuie închipuit, el este realitate
Detalii la Dragica Tadic-Papanikolaou, „The Construction of the National Idea and Identity Through
Ecclesiastcal Narratives”, în St. Vladimir’s Theological Quarterly, LVII (2013), nr. 1-2, p. 398-402.
16 Pr. prof. Dumitru Stăniloae, Ortodoxie și românism, în coll. Opere complete, vol. 8, Bucure܈ti, Editura
Basilica a Patriarhiei Române, 2014, p. 43.
17 Sfântul Vasile cel Mare (Împotriva lui Eunomie 3, 1, în coll. PG, vol. 29, col. 656 B – 657 A; în limba
română cf. Sfântul Vasile cel Mare, Scrieri dogmatice și exegetice, în coll. PSB, vol. 4, seria nouă, traducere de
ierom. Policarp Pîrvuloiu ܈i pr. prof. Dumitru Fecioru Bucure܈ti, Editura Basilica a Patriarhiei Române,
2011, p. 172-3) afirma: „Fiindcă to܊i îngerii au o singură denumire, astfel vor avea o fire care este întru
totul aceea܈i. Unii dintre ace܈tia sunt a܈eza܊i în fruntea popoarelor, al܊ii sunt înso܊itori ai fiecărui
credincios. ܇i, bineîn܊eles, cu cât mai de cinste este un popor întreg decât un singur om, cu atât mai
mult, neîndoielnic, va fi mai mare în demnitate îngerul etnarh decât acela căruia i s-a încredin܊at
ocrotirea fiecăruia. Există un înger care înso܊e܈te pe fiecare credincios, călăuzindu-l în via܊ă ca un fel de
pedagog sau ca păstor; faptul nu va fi negat de nimeni [...] Iară܈i, că există îngeri care stau în fruntea
15
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personală ܈i comunitară. Privită din acest unghi, Biserica neamnului este nimic altceva
decât întruparea darului, o afirmare a diversită܊ii prin liturgic ܈i prin asceză personală.
Biserica nemului este slujirea comunitară a unui popor ܈i expresia desăvâr܈irii acestui
popor prin Sfin܊ii pe care îi dă lumii întregi.
În sfâr܈it, na܊iunea presupune o reciprocitate lipsită de antagonisme, iar
Biserica neamului trebuie să fie manifestarea vie a reciprocită܊ii. Nu neamul care se
define܈te pe sine împotriva celuilalt este puternic, nici Biserica a cărei individualitate se
construie܈te în opozi܊ie cu alţii este drept-slăvitoare. Biserica na܊ională prin excelen܊ă
este slujitoarea străinului. Din acest punct de vedere, Biserica neamului nu poate fi
concepută în termeni exclusivi܈ti nici măcar în spaţiul unui stat modern. În marea
majoritate a statelor contemporane există persoane de confesiuni ܈i religii diferite, dar
acest lucru nu afectează cu nimic conceptul de Biserică na܊ională. Biserica Ortodoxă
Română, de pildă, nu se define܈te ca na܊ională împotriva luternailor din România.
Fiind expresia unei slujirii ܈i a unei jerfe pentru neam, Biserica nu se percepe ca
reprezentarea exclusivă a neamului. Ea suferă pentru întregul neam ܈i se dă pe sine
pentru a câ܈tiga întreaga lume. Totu܈i, fiindcă se în܊elege pe sine ca împlinire a
neamului, Biserica Ortodoxă nu poate fi redusă la sau confundată cu na܊ionalitatea. Ea
nu este expresia na܊ionalită܊ii pur ܈i simplu, ci a neamului orientat creator înspre
Dumnezeu. Merită observat că numeroşi Părinţi contemporani, precum Sfântul Paisie
Aghioritul, au articulat această experienţă a neamului orientat către Dumnezeu
folosindu-se de conceptul de patriotism. Patriotismul este maracat de reciprocitate şi
reprezintă atitudinea capabilă să creeze coeziune naţională în acord cu exigenţele vieţii
bisericeşti. La capătul celălalt, naţionalismul, aşa cum îl defineşte modernitatea, nu
găseşte rezonanţe în adevărul propovăduit de Biserică.
3. Sfântul Dimitrie Basarabov, simbol al unităţii naționale românești?
Relaţia aceasta dintre naţiune şi Biserică este reliefată de cazul Sfântului
Dimitrie. Viaţa Sfântului face o trecere treptată de la experienţa darului, la rezistenţa
spirituală a comunităţii şi, în final, la mărturia vie a reciprocităţii. Comunitatea din
Bucureşti primeşte moaştele Sfântului Dimitrie ca mângâiere pentru suferinţele
îndurate de toţi românii în perioada războiului ruso-turc. Contextul apropierii dintre
Sfânt şi români este unul al dăruirii şi oferă temelia unui început istoric. După vremea
nefastă a războiului, persoana Sfântului stă semn al unui legământ între Dumnezeu şi
comunitate. El împuterniceşte perspectiva desăvârşirii şi profilează nădejdea prezenţei
tămăduitoare a lui Dumnezeu în mijlocul neamului asuprit. Când contextul istoric se
schimbă, Sfântul ipostaziază rezistenţa spirituală a întregii comunităţi. Este o afirmare a
unicităţii neamului românesc. Merită remarcat că ipostazierea aceasta nu se lucrează
împotriva cuiva, ci pentru păstrarea vie a identităţii ameniţate din afară. Sfârşitul
Primului Război Mondial confirmă şi dezvoltă această situaţie paradoxală. Cuviosul
popoarelor ne înva܊ă ܈i Moise în Cântarea sa, spunând: «Când Cel Preaînalt a împăr܊it popoarele ܈i a
împră܈tiat pe fiii lui Adam, a orânduit hotarele popoarelor potrivit numărului îngerilor Săi» (Deut. 32,
8)”.
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bulgar este recunoscut acum ca patron al capitalei româneşti, pentru că rămâne în chip
minunat alături de acest popor. Nu ştiu să existe o afirmare mai coerentă a
sobornicităţii ecleziale, decât recunoaşterea străinului ca mijlocitor al propriei
comunităţi.
Simbolistica întâmplărilor din perioada Primului Război Mondial nu trebuie
exagerată. Chiar dacă închipuie rezistenţa spirituală a poporului, Sfântul nu poate fi
transformat într-un totem. El rămâne o persoană vie a cărei slujire demonstrează
frumuseţea crea܊iei şi frumuseţea neamului angajat eclezial în istorie. El rămâne o
persoană vie a cărei comuniune poate foarte bine să fie refuzată şi a cărei provocare la
rezistenţă spirituală în faţa asupririi poate trece neobservată. Totuşi, istoria moaştelor
oferă imaginea armoniei dintre diferitele popoare ale lumii.
O concluzie deschisă: imaginea unei comunicări spirituale
Între români ܈i bulgari au existat numeroase momente de comunicare
spirituală. Privite cronologic aceste momente nu oferă un răspuns asupra semnifica܊iei
interac܊iunii spirituale dintre cele două popoare. Într-un anume sens, istoria moa܈telor
Sfântului Dimitrie Basarabov imaginează un posibil răspuns. Dacă în܊elegem na܊iunea
ca dar ipostaziat în reciprocitate, atunci comunicarea dintre popoare este legată de
expresia reciprocită܊ii. Nu împrumutul cultural vremelnic – nu evenimentele separate,
ci deschiderea sobornicească spre celălalt define܈te interac܊iunea ܈i comunicarea
spirituală. Or, afirmarea desăvâr܈ită a acestei deschideri este ipostazierea reciprocită܊ii:
străinul devenit simbol al unei comunită܊i deosebite etnic de el. Este imaginea unui
pelerinaj în care slujirea jertfelnică pentru celălalt devine suportul rezisten܊ei în lume.
Este imaginea desăvâr܈ită a neamului devenit Biserică.
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Abstract. This paper analyses the role of economic vulnerability of Christian youth in the process of
Islamic radicalization in Kenya. Using an ecumenical perspective, the article proposes a Christian economic
paradigm for Church’s response to counteract Christian youth radicalization which is assuming a worrying
trend in the country. The infiltration of the Al shabaab activities against Kenya, if not checked, has the potency
to aggravate the situation on ground. Economic vulnerability of Christian youth manifesting in limited access to
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allegations of exclusion of the youth from planning and decision making on matters pertaining development
agendas, providing basis for Islamic radicalization, will be examined in this paper. This author notes that this
phenomenon is exacerbated by the negative ethnicity and nepotism that locks out youth with huge
potential.Accordingly, it is the intention of this paper to extrapolate the issues surrounding the developing
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Given the rapid changes taking place in the global economy, access to
“employment” opportunities in the developing world is becoming increasingly
difficult, leaving many young people in situations of poverty. In light of the weak
responses of many governments to these challenges, young people are engaging in
protest against some of the policies that affect them since they are both vulnerable to
the impact of governmental failures and they are frustrated regarding their future. As a
result of the above, the youth is at risk of becoming radicalized and this has become a
problem not only for governments and policy makers, but also for religious
institutions. In this respect, the recent decades have been characterized by a significant
terror challenge, which is frequently driven by the radical youth, not only in Kenya,
but globally too. According to Valter Vilkko1 superpowers as well as regional powers
also often back proxy-forces in the foreign countries who seek to promote their
geopolitical agendas, adding to the potential for terror groupings to receive
international funding.
Kenya is known for its multiplicity of religions.2Christianity is the largest
religion practiced in the area. Islam which is the second largest and the fastest growing
religion, makes up 7.5% percent of the country’s 40 million people. Kenyan Muslims

1Al-ShabaabValterVilkko

(2011), "From External Support to Internal Extraction A Minor Field.Study
on the Financial Support from the Somali Diaspora to al-Shabaab", in Ben Knighton (ed.), Politics in
Kenya. Essays in Honor of a Meddlesome Priest,Basingstoke, Palgrave Macmillan, 2009, p. 2, also available on
http://www.uu.se/digitalAssets/57/a_57537-f_MFS_paper_Vilkko.pdf, accessed 5th10/2017.
2 Ben Knighton (2009). Religion and Politics in Kenya, essay in honor of Middlesome Priest,p. 34,
available online on www.springer.com/de/book/9780230614871, accessed 5th 10/2017.
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are mainly Sunni and have generally followed moderate forms of Islam, 3 but there are
also more fundamentalist strains of Islam present in the country. Factors such as
political marginalization, poverty, unemployment and underdevelopment seem to have
accelerated the radicalization of the Islamic youth in the recent years.4 It is particularly
in the Kenyan coastal region and the northern and eastern areas, where the majority of
Muslims reside, that fewer schools and hospitals, and generally poor or non-existent
investment in infrastructure prevails.
There is growing evidence that the number of young persons from diverse
locations across the world who are becoming members or supporters of various
terrorist organizations is growing as well. This is why youthful radicalization leading to
vulnerability is an area of increasing concern.5There is also a widespread perception
that Muslims in Kenya are underrepresented politically, despite attempts to include
them in government (Daily Nation [Nairobi], June 20). These factors have fueled
resentment and oppositional activities among the youth population which in turn has
encouraged them to join al-Shabaab and other militia groups in the country. Building
on these grievances, for example, al-Shabaab has built a cross-border presence and
underground support network among the Muslim population in north-eastern Kenya
as well as in Nairobi and Mombasa and has been recruiting the youth.6
In Mombasa tensions have also been heightened by the deaths of leading
extremist clerics. One of the most prominent was Shaykh Aboud Rogo Muhammad,
who was shot dead in August 2012; he was the fifth local Muslim cleric to die under
unclear circumstances. His death triggered violent protests in the coastal city, with two
churches being looted. Rogo had been known for preaching radical sermons at the
Masjid Musa Mosque (The Star [Nairobi], August 28, 2013). Tribe ethnic conflicts in
Kenya this issues are related to socio-political ie unfair distribution resources
On November 7th 2015 in a report by Standard news Paper, reports that, chief
Justice Willy Mutunga warned that Kenya needed an urgent intervention to deal with
the myriad of grave challenges facing the youth. He said “the country is dancing on a
precipice and it may flip over. The economic, social, cultural and political problems faced by young
people, are worsened by a never ending political crisis in the country”. On January 7th 2016 the
Daily Nation new paper, reported that the president had asked the religious leaders to
intervene and start preaching peace because none is different from the other, and that
segregtion because of color, race, or tribe was unacceptable, because everybody is a
Kenyan and deserves equal distribution of resources and job opportunities. He said all
3Daily

Nation News (2014) Attacks over religion rose in 2014: Report,,avallable on:
http://www.nation.co.ke/news/Attacks-over-religion-rose-in-2014/1056-2920018-format- xhtmlbpyj3p/index.html,accessed 22/4/2017.
4IRIN, May 6, 2013. Islamist Radicalization: A New Challenge for Kenya, Publication: Terrorism
Monitor Volume: 12 Issue: 23 https://jamestown.org/program/islamist- radicalization-a-newchallenge-for-kenya/,accessed 22/4/2017.
5 Cf. AbubakarAbla, Factors contributing to vulnerability of Kenyan Muslim Youths to religious radicalization: a case
of Muslim Youths in Mombasa, University of Nairobi College of Education and External Studies, 2011.
6Jeremy Lind, Patrick Mutahi and MarjokeOosterom April 2015. TANGLED TIES: AL-SHABAAB
AND POLITICAL VOLATILITY IN KENYA, http://chrips.or.ke/docs/publications/tangledties-al-shabaab- and-political-volatility-in-kenya.pdf, accessed 3/10/2017.
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Kenyans should be treated equally and given equal opportunities especially the young
people who are the most affected by diverse challenges in the society. However, the
former prime minister had pointed out that church leaders can never be trusted in
Kenya following a series of conflicts among churches claimed lives of hundreds of
people, including two bishops from the Nineveh Church. He then challenged religious
leaders to clear their houses first as they join the national battle against corruption and
conflicts and joblessness in the.7

7

Standard Diggital News Paper (October 30th 2015). Drums of violence in Kenya are beating, CJ Willy
Mutunga and church warn: https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/article/2000181199/drums-of-violencein-kenya-are-beating-cj-willy-mutunga-and-church-warn, accessed 5th/10/2017.
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Abstract. The aim of this article is to raise the problem of modern education and to formulate the
need for new educational standards related to both regional and modernization processes of society development
in the period of globalization. The article considers the comparative approach to education as a single process of
education and upbringing. The role of education in the formation of humanistic principles in the formation of
man and the relationship of Western and Eastern learning through a relatively historical method of
investigation. The natural connection of education with spiritual and moral perfection is shown, both in the
East and in the West. The result of the research is the solution of the problem of innovative approach to the
problem of education, connected with the study of traditional education systems of East and West.
Keywords: education, human, moral improvement, East, West, training, upbringing,
philosophy, a comparative approach, dialog.

Introduction
Modern society as a society of postmodernism and information, increasingly
strives to create new educational standards that would meet a different understanding
of human development. Man is a phenomenon based on the need for a humanistic
attitude to himself and the world, for, as the ancient Chinese philosopher Confucius
believed: "When asked about humanity, the teacher replied:" Humanity is a love for
people. "To the question "What is knowledge?" – the teacher answered: "Knowledge
is the knowledge of people."1 That is, humaneness of a person is determined by his
knowledge of himself and the world as a part of the universe, the Higher Cosmos,
which gives rise to the primitive images that arise in the mind of man. This was
written by the German philosopher of the 20th century. V. Shubart which
distinguishes four archetypes, as key positions of the aspirant to the sublime,
harmonious existence of man, i.e. life: "harmony with the world, domination of the
world, flight from the world and sanctification of the world. The harmonious person
lives in the whole world and with the whole world, connected with it in a single
whole."2 Cognition of the world occurs not only through the natural way, through
ordinary everyday activities, but also through education, which is a single purposeful
process of education and training, as well as the totality of acquired knowledge, skills,
values, experience and competence.3 Education is a constant intercultural dialogue, the
result of which is an understanding based not only on the perception of "one's own"
cultural norms, patterns of behavior, meanings and cognitive systems, but also on the
needs of conscious humanism to oneself and society, which is possible through the
acquisition of knowledge, knowledge of themselves, society and the whole life, which
1

L.I. Golovacheva, Confucius Lun Yu (Conversations and Judgments), Sayings, Moscow, Eastern Literature,
1994, p. 61.
2 V. Shubart, Europe and the soul of the East, Moscow, Science, 2000, p. 11.
3
Federal
Law
"On
Education
in
the
Russian
Federation,"
available
at:
http://pravo.gov.ru/proxy/ips/?docbody=&nd=102162745, accessed 18.03. 2018.
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give freedom. "The true freedom of our spirit is not to be carried away by our own
mind. To be free in this understanding is true freedom of the mind, it gives us the
ability to show genuine free will."4
Features of freedom and creativity in the learning process
Freedom reveals in man his creative potential, which is born precisely through
the educational process of teaching knowledge. This was also written by the Russian
existentialist philosopher N. A. Berdyaev: "Man was created in order to become in
turn a creator. He is recognized for creative work in the world, he continues the
creation of the world. The meaning and purpose of his life is not reduced to salvation.
Creativity is always a transition from non-existence to being, that is, creation from
nothing. Creativity from nothing is creativity from freedom."5 The second millennium
of world culture, the 21st century, is characterized by a transition to a new type of
thinking - a transition to a noospheric understanding of the world, and hence to a new
level of life. Therefore, education has become the foundation, the foundation of all
social transformations, of all social transformations. It is education that is assigned to
the mission of modernization of all spheres of public life, which fundamentally
changes its status. Modernization processes, characteristic of globalization in modern
society, also form a new attitude to education. Because society "is in a state of
differentiation. Moreover, we can never predict - no matter how perfect our predictive
tools are - the sequence of future states of society. The best thing in this situation ... is
to secure the choice of our education system. Just as genetic diversity contributes to
the conservation of species, the diversity of education systems increases the chances
of society to survive."6 Education henceforth requires closer attention and the creation
of one's own science, the aim of which is to study the essence of the educational
system, its methodological and ideological foundations, since it bears in itself the
character of human interaction with society and the surrounding reality.
The philosophical essence of education
Still Kh.G. Gadamer wrote: "The general essence of human education is that a
person makes himself in all respects a spiritual being."7 Moreover, education has
become the main driving force of social development, the foundation of culture,
therefore the problems of education require a comprehensive historical, philosophical
and socio-philosophical analysis of its foundations and essential approaches to its
definition, as well as psychological foundations that move education in a new
direction. The American futurist E. Toffler came to a conclusion close to the opinion
of the psychologist Herbert Gerjoy from the Human Resources Research
Organization who gave the following formulation: "The new education should teach
the individual how to classify and reclassify information, how to evaluate its reliability,
how to change the categories, how to move from concrete to abstract and vice versa,
4

D.T. Suzuki, Zen Buddhism, Bishkek, Sofia, 1993, p. 596.
N.A. Berdyayev, O.N. Berdyaev: pro et contra. Anthology, St. Petersburg, RKhGI, 1994, p. 25.
6 E. Toffler, Shock of the future, Moscow, AST, 2001, p. 447.
7 H.G. Gadamer, Truth and method, Moscow, Progress, 1988, p. 53.
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how to look at problems from a new angle, how to engage in self-education. Illiterate
in the future will not be the person who cannot read, but someone who has not
learned to learn."8 Otherwise, the essence of education should be in understanding the
need for training, which reveals the philosophical nature of the humanization of the
education system. And this is possible only in the study of a number of fundamental
philosophical problems, and above all, the Hegelian interpretation of the nature of
education that does not lose its significance, on the basis of an understanding of the
individual "I" as rooted in the universal. In culture and society, two opposing
processes are being carried out, of which education is formed: the first, about which
Hegel spoke, is the rise of the individual to general experience and knowledge, since
man does not by nature by what he should be. But it is necessary to note the second the subjectivization of general experience and knowledge in the individual forms of
the "I" and self-consciousness. Analysis of education in these two perspectives, where
the universal character of the "I" and the independent significance of "living"
individual subjectivity are recognized simultaneously outside of universal forms, makes
it possible to reveal hermeneutic meanings of education. There is a process of
formation of a unified educational system, a new ideal of an educated, intelligent
professional person is formed, which, "first, must be a highly qualified specialist in a
wide field (through the study of fundamental, related and special disciplines); secondly,
it is called upon to embody the type of attitude towards man (society) as a goal, and
not as a means; and, thirdly, it is able to realize its relation to nature at the level of the
formed ecological consciousness."9 These three main components of the new
educated person allow us to distinguish three main paradigms of the new educational
system: fundamentalization, humanization and ecologization. Moreover, in the
presence of these three models, a person begins to behave like a man, "only when he
is able to overcome the level of psychophysically-organismic givenness and to treat
himself, not necessarily confronting himself,"10 i.e., he must unite in his education on
a psychological level these three components. Because education is a cultural
phenomenon, a social institution, and is an important component of the spiritual and
practical activities of society and man, it is characterized as the process of individual
development of culture in all the diversity of its forms and species. As a result, the
content of education reflects the state of society, the transition from one state to
another. Education is a part of the culture of a society in which the introduction of
new educational models inevitably entails an intrusion into such spheres as values,
outlook and world outlook.
Harmonious formation of personality through the learning process
It turns out that education as a complex process of becoming a person, in
which a merger and constant dialogue of the rational (the West) and the spiritual - the
sensual (the East), is conducive to the harmonious formation of the personality
8

E. Toffler, Shock of the future, Moscow, AST, 2001, p. 451.
M. S. Ashilova, The philosophy of education of the East and West: general and special. Author's abstract of the
thesis ... f. n. Novosibirsk, NGPU, 2012.
10 V. Frankl, Man in the search for meaning, Moscow, Progress, 1990, p. 7.
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through learning. Hence, education is the process of search and assimilation of the
knowledge system and the result of this assimilation, expressed in a certain level of
development of cognitive forces, as well as in the theoretical and practical training of
man. In the process of education, a person learns the content of knowledge about
nature, society, thinking, ways of doing things that allow him to occupy a certain
position among people, to achieve specific goals and results in professional activity,
interaction and communication with other individuals. The result of education is the
comprehensive development of the individual, i.e. the formation of a person who has
broad fundamental knowledge, stable skills and abilities, combining physical and
mental work, which produces material and spiritual goods for society. Another
Russian philosopher I. A. Ilyin speaking about the Academy as an education believed
that the academy "educates a person to spiritual and intellectual independence, to
active observation and thinking, to research and, therefore, to spiritual freedom (I was
singled out by EG.)"11 Hence, a person should be harmoniously developed in physical
and spiritual relations, an active public figure and citizen with high moral ideals,
developed aesthetic taste, versatile material and spiritual needs. What are the features
and possibilities of education that allows the socialization of man and the
humanization of society and the individual? The answer to this question can be found
by comparing the western and eastern education systems. "In order to understand the
relationship and the relationship between East and West in all their significance, the
problem must be placed within the broad framework of being. In other words, it must
be connected with the deep questions of human existence. In other words, it must be
made the subject of philosophy," wrote V. Shubart.12 In Europe, it is necessary to
more deeply study the educational values of the peoples of Asia and practically use
Eastern wisdom and didactic ideas, since many national forms, methods and methods
used in the East in the distant past are quite applicable in modern education
modernization. As a result of the comparison of the development of pedagogical
thought in the East and the West, "from antiquity to the beginning of the twentieth
century, we came to the following conclusions: 1. The pedagogical ideas of the
Renaissance, realized in practice in the East and, in particular, in Central Asia, on the
development of pedagogical thought in Europe. 2. Deep study of the popular
pedagogy, the heritage of the great scientists of the East Farabi, Ibn Sino, Najmiddin
Kubro, Abuali Ahmad bin Yakub Rosi, Beruni, Ulugbek, life-affirming ideas of the
enlighteners of the 20th century should be among the urgent problems for a
comprehensive study of the modern history of pedagogy. 3. Insufficient knowledge
and attention to the pedagogical experience of advanced countries in the XVII - XIX
centuries. On the territory of Central Asia and in particular Turkestan (Uzbekistan)
caused the emergence in the XX century of enlighteners with ideas about reforming
the pedagogical system of education. 4. An important role in the development of
pedagogy is played by the study and development of advanced ideas in the republics
of the former Soviet Union (in the twentieth century) and modern national states (on
11
12

I.A. Ilyin, The way to evidence, Moscow, the Republic, 1993, p. 342.
V. Shubart, Europe and the soul of the East, Moscow, Science, 2000, p. 22.
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the territory of the former Union). 5. In the further development of didactics in
Uzbekistan, of course, cooperation in the field of education with developed foreign
states and integration into the world educational system is of great importance."13 This
foundation also determined the way of life of a person, the system of social and ethical
norms, rituals and holidays. Neither upbringing nor training was considered to be allpowerful. Innate qualities and heredity within the framework of this tradition
completely conditioned the possibilities of upbringing and education in the process of
human development.14
Importance of national education systems
The creation of national education systems focused mainly on Western
European and American standards revealed their development problems, which
require rethinking not only the educational process, but also the conditions of social,
cultural life, the type of thinking. In a number of countries, such conditions for the
development of education are in conflict with national characteristics, culture and
mentality.
The Soviet philosopher E.V. Ilyenkov noted that "... the border between the"
West "and the" East "does not follow the Elbe or the Berlin" wall ". It lies much
deeper: the crack passes through the heart of the whole modern culture, not at all
coinciding with the geographical boundaries and political boundaries of the modern
world. It lies not only between parties within the same country, but often even
through the mind and heart of the same person."15 The mind is the West, and the
heart is the East, according to A. Jo. Toynby, who cannot exist without each other.
They create a single whole - the harmony of the world and, in particular, of man. As a
consequence, "the basic philosophical traditions of the great civilizations of the East
determined the oriental type of upbringing."16 This type is characterized by strict
requirements for the implementation of traditional norms and canons. Man here is
understood as the spiritual unity of emotions, will and mind, where "the mind is the
brother of morality ... that in logic is called argument ad hominem ... He claims
absolute dispassion, a higher objectivity."17 As a result, for the individual of the East,
the restriction of individual freedom, independence of thinking, independence in
various spheres of public life was typical. "The spiritual civilization of the West turned
out to be more open to changes, searching for truth in various directions, including
atheistic, intellectual, practical, defining the western type of education". The
philosophical problem "East-West" initiated an independent course of philosophical

M.E. Inoyatova, “Some comparative aspects of the development of didactics in the West and in the
East”, The Young Scientist, IV (2012), pp. 409-412.
14 A.A. Rean, N.V. Bordovskaya, S.I. Rozum, Psychology and pedagogy, Moscow, Psychology, 2002.
15 E.V. Ilyenkov, Marx and the Western World. Philosophy and culture, Moscow, Politizdat, 1991, p.157.
16 O.A. Mikhalina, “The philosophy of education of the West and the East: the need to develop
intercultural dialogue”, Analytics of Culturology, Electron. Sci. Publ., III (2009), Issue 15, p. 120-125.
17 L. Shestov, Potestas clavium (Power of the keys), works in 2 vols., T. 1., Moscow, Science, 1993, p.308.
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thought - a comparative philosophy that arose by the end of the twentieth century.18
The goals of philosophical comparativistics from the 30s of the XX century. were
connected, on the one hand, with the idea of affirming the synthesis of philosophical
systems, the search for the methodological foundations of integrative processes in
modern philosophical thought, on the other hand, with the problem of selfidentification of the national philosophical culture, the identity of thinking. Both
tendencies at first glance are mutually exclusive, but they are compatible on the basis
of comparativistics. We acquire knowledge through comparisons. Paraphrasing this
dictum, the modern political scientist P. Sharan says: "It is impossible to think without
comparing. Therefore, without comparison, neither scientific thought nor scientific
research is possible."19
It turns out that the comparative approach in the study of the ratio of the
formation of the East and the West characterizes the dialogicity of the two systems,
which is based on the synthesis of opposing opinions complementing each other, but
not contradicting each other.20 The comparative methodology helps to identify the
communicative nature of humanitarian knowledge and, thereby, asserts the dialogue as
the norm of modern philosophical thinking and the historical and philosophical
process. Because education acquires a philosophical character, being a social
phenomenon in which the humanistic orientation of man's knowledge of both the
world and himself reveals, it determines the essence of social development in the
period of globalization, proceeding from the moral and psychological foundations of
human being. This is most clearly stated in Zen Buddhism, which compares education
with life itself: "To become free, life must become an absolute statement. It must
become higher than the conventions, limitations and oppositions that interfere with its
free manifestation,"21 i.е. affirms the famous Russian proverb: "the century live learn". And from these positions, education suggests looking at the history of
philosophy as a history of the dialogue of philosophical cultures,22 formed through the
training and moral perfection of man.
Conclusion
18

T.G. Craig, Comparativistics. Almanac of comparative social and humanitarian studies, St. Petersburg, Science,
2001; E. G. Khiltukhina, Socialization of the individual and the role of education, Russia, Trends and
development prospects, Yearbook, issue 9, part 2, Moscow, RAS, 2014, p. 25.
19 Ibidem, p. 31.
20 G. V. Golosov, Contemporary Comparative Political Science: Anthology, Moscow, Moscow State University,
1997; A.S. Kolesnikov, Philosophical comparativistics: East-West, St. Petersburg, Publishing house of St.
Petersburg University, 2003; E. G. Khiltukhina, “Humanitarian and Cultural Education: Pros and Cons.
Actual problems of development of oil and gas complex in Russia”, in VIII All-Russian Scientific and
Technical Conference, dedicated to the 80th anniversary of the Gubkin Russian State University of Oil and
Gas (February 1-3, 2010), Abstracts, Part II. Section 5-11, Moscow, 2010; E. G. Khiltukhina, “The role
of aesthetic education in the formation of man”, in Problems of modern science and education, II (2017), Issue
84, pp. 77-81.
21 D.T. Suzuki, Zen Buddhism, Bishkek, Sofia, 1993, p. 64.
22 M.E. Inoyatova, “Some comparative aspects of the development of didactics in the West and in the
East”, The Young Scientist, IV (2012), p. 409-412.
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National-regional peculiarities refer to education as a natural natural historical
process, in the conditions and relations of which a humanistic beginning is observed,
outwardly designed for identity. At the same time, universal values remain unchanged
and bear the character of an educational and educational process based on, as well as
thousands of years ago, the striving for harmony and perfection of the inner spiritual
world. Human values in education play a special role, since they reveal the human in a
person, which is possible only in a dialogue, with a communication approach where
subject-subject relations prevail. Due to the fact that humanity is one and the people
are constantly in interaction, interconnected and interdependent, they create one
universal human culture, therefore education must be of synthetic humanistic
character.
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Abstract. The article provides a brief philosophical analysis and clarifies the philosophical aspects of the
project-based learning as an innovative epistemological phenomenon, its ontological, dialectical, sociophilosophical, anthropological, axiological, epistemological, futurological foundations and characteristics. An
invariant of its application to philosophy as a discipline, its stages, means, and requirements for learning
outcomes are given. The results of the research can be applied in the practice of teaching philosophy and to the
project-based learning as an explanation of its nature and specifics.
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Introduction
Philosophy explores the universally general character of being. Its methods,
laws, and categories are also universally general, otherwise, they would not be
philosophical.
The research will conduct to a philosophical analysis, consider project-based
learning not only on the part of its innovativeness but on the part of its applicability
to teaching philosophy itself.
The required consideration is possible from several angles, we choose two of
them. First, we study the philosophical aspects of the project-based learning method
as a phenomenon of modern innovative education and as a phenomenon of
epistemology in general, and second, we will define the limits of applicability of the
project method to teaching philosophy itself.
Subjects and Methods
The object of research is the actual project-based learning method, which is
considered from the general theoretical standpoint, its essence, specificity, origin,
internal contradictions, role in a changing society, influence on the modern person,
prospects for the near future are investigated.
The research shows that the project method considered from the standpoint of
philosophical analysis has realized the entire palette of philosophical aspects.
Ontologically, from the point of origin and essence, it grows out of the
requirements for school didactics, becoming an outstanding pedagogical technology;
it was developed for school education,1 but extrapolated to the higher level,
including bachelor's, master's, postgraduate programs.
The essence of the method is the achievement of the planned goal of education
through the development of an appropriate technology, while the technology options
vary, are not always strictly defined or are completely undefined.
The project method dialectically unites the various methods and tools that make
up its "tactics", but the quantitative aspect of these means passes to qualitatively new

1

E. S. Polat, “Project method: history and theory”, School technology, VI (2016), p. 43-44.
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learning outcomes - from comprehending philosophy as a science to philosophizing as
a process.
The unity of these diverse ways, means, techniques, tactical and strategic goals
and methods, through a dialectically understood struggle between them, leads to the
accumulation of quantitative changes, which inevitably lead to a change in the quality
of education. Quality reveals the question: what is contained in the subject under
study, the quantity - how much of this quality is in this subject. If the project
method is aimed at innovation, then this characteristic, innovation, accompanies at
least 80% of its components and methods. If the innovation/tradition ratio is
between 40% and 60%, we can only talk about a trend that has ambivalent
prospects. If these characteristics are achieved in the range below 20%, then it
should be said that the phenomenon under study lacks the necessary and sufficient
characteristics for existence.
The philosophical analysis implies the use of the dialectic of the negation of
negation law, according to which the process of the development of a particular
phenomenon will go toward that opposite, which is stronger or is requested by
surrounding conditions. This is how the process of self-organization of any
phenomena occurs, including the one we are studying.
Negation of negation presupposes a step-by-step character of the development
of the phenomenon, allows some regress in the movement. The general tendency is
important: in the end, a dialectical process of development occurs in which the old
state disappears, but so that on its basis a new state of the system appears that more
adequately reflects the essence of the surrounding conditions, is more adapted to the
new and continuously updated challenges of modern times, higher in the level of
development.
The socio-philosophical significance of the project-based learning method, its
real penetration into social life at the level of dynamically developing production
relations, is also interested in the corresponding development of the productive
forces. Equally important is the degree of reflection of this trend in social
production in the public mind; the analysis shows that the ubiquitous spread marks
the transition from an industrial society to a modern innovative society interested in
self-organizing production, engineering, and creative teams.
The task of self-organization acquires at least three capacities: government
management technologies (self-government at the level of civil society), social
management technologies (including management of the innovative economy and
modern production projects) and humanitarian technologies (forming a new type of
person meeting the challenges of government and social innovations). In this aspect,
the project method can serve both the means and the goal of the education
development process, as it grows directly from the needs of the innovative economy.
The anthropological aspect is the combination of the use of individual projects
of individual creators and a massive transition to collective creativity, which has
always been the essence of engineering education. Most modern objects of the
economy alone are not developed and exploited single-handedly, due to their social,
that is, collective, purpose.
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The project method leads to the formation of a creator in the team, and this has
a socio-anthropological significance: the person-individual-individuality forms the
need and the capacity for collective creativity, consequently, individualism and
selfishness are pushed in the background and again the value system drifts towards
general human, general social, collectivist preferences. That is, the immanent
axiological content of both the learning process and the labor processes in the future
changes.
The gnoseological and especially epistemological aspect of the project method
characterizes it primarily as a method in comparison with the philosophical methods
of cognition. The method of natural sciences is mostly generalization; it is
supplemented, enriched and rivals the method of social and humanitarian sciences individualization, which is opposed to generalization.
Subsequently it manifests itself in breaking general scientific methods of
cognition (observation, description, comparison, measurement, ascent to the stage
of experiment), and passes to the level of analytical work of the team, the formation
of a specialist philosophically synthesizing not only individual self-assessment, but
also successfully carrying out a collective assessment and expertise phenomenon.
The ultimate result of mastering philosophy is mastering the method of ascent
from the abstract to the concrete comprehended as the unity of the historical and
logical approaches to cognition, in our case accompanied by the transition to a new
stage of mastery of philosophy, expressed not only in the knowledge of the subject
matter, but also in the ability to apply the acquired knowledge to the philosophical
analysis of reality.
The futurological aspect marks a predictive model of the phenomenon for the
future. In the short term, the project method does not have full-fledged competitors,
if we consider it not as an exclusively teaching method, but as a fundamental,
framework concept that predetermines the format of education and economy in the
foreseeable future.
Philosophical analysis leads to an understanding of the essence of the
phenomenon. Leading professors of the Russian Academy of Education introducing
this method into pedagogical technologies emphasize: "The project method is a
method of achieving the didactic goal through detailed development of the problem
(technology) which must end with a very real, tangible practical result, executed in
one way or another" 2.
From this point of view, we turn to the second stated item for consideration of
the issues covered. In the present study, one of the possible invariants of solving the
problem of implementing the project method in teaching philosophy as a discipline
is proposed.
Let us consider a possible invariant of teaching the university course of
philosophy using the project method. At the beginning of the course, the topic,
object, subject, goal, tasks to be solved during the semester are announced, all the
2

E. S. Polat, Project method, Moscow, 2017, p. 20. Available
http://distant.ioso.ru/project/methodproject/metoodpro.htm, accessed 03. 09. 2017.
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predicative material is stated in the methodological instructions, seminar plans, work
program, tests of the three attestations and the final attestation based on the
semester results. The methodology of teaching is explained, with an emphasis on the
phased implementation of assignments.3
Such a strategy is the result of breaking general cultural and professional
competencies, which are stipulated by the requirements of the Federal Educational
Standard in the current version, but we emphasize that its implementation began in
the FES standard of the second generation.
Logically, according to the International Engineering Education Initiative
CDIO (conceiving - designing - implementing - operating), Program 4P in Russia,4
introduced and discussed in the system of higher education, the project method is at
the second stage of the cycle: the plan is conceived, the time has come for its
development and application, which is what happens in the education system,
determining the inconsistent nature of the actual state of affairs in this area.
Designing in our case means the stage of implementation of the adopted plan,
including thinking over the technologies, developing programs, tools, methods, and
ways to implement the plan in a particular project, developing requirements for the
results of production or the product.
At lectures held as a combination of on-line and off-line formats, presentations
and slideshows are used, which is consolidated by an express test on the material
passed. The bachelor student attends the systematic course of philosophy whose
goal is to understand what philosophy is in the 21st century in our country. 80% of
the time is devoted to the presentation of the foundations of philosophy, 20% is the
interactive consolidation of the material passed in the form of a game "all sciences
answer the question "what", philosophy -"why", developed on the platform of the
game "molecule" or "snowball" widely used in education.5
Seminars, as well as lectures, combine on-line and off-line technologies, but the
proportions of time management are developed in favour of independent work
(80% of independent individual work, 20% of work in the group).
The goal is the same - mastering philosophy, but the methods vary: on the basis
of studying the works of the philosophers of the past, the bachelor student recreates
modern philosophy, assimilating the contribution that an author made and his
influence on modern philosophy.

M. N. Prosekova, “Methodology of scientific knowledge: case studies in practice-oriented
application”,
Engineering
education,
(2015)
no.
17,
pp.
33-38.
Available
at:
http://elibrary.ru/contents.asp?issueid=1431849, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
4 M. N. Prosekova, “Implementation of the international standard CDIO and innovative approaches to
the methodology of scientific creativity”, Engineering Education, (2014) no. 16, pp.114-119. Available at:
https://elibrary.ru/item.asp?id=23438544, accessed 12. 06. 2017.
5 M. N. Prosekova, “Innovative technologies in teaching the master's preparation course "History and
methodology of science", Innovations in vocational education: Proceedings of the International Scientific and Practical
Conference, Tyumen, 2013, pp. 77-79. Available at: https://elibrary.ru/item.asp?id=21454404, accessed
12. 05. 2017.
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The historical course assumes the knowledge of the answer to the question how
the philosophy was formed in the past, what contribution to its present state was
done by any epoch, any philosopher under study, their ideas.
Practical independent work in the form of self-preparation, compiling tests,
analysis of cases, and group discussion, involves knowledge, abilities, and mastering
of the application of philosophical approaches, categories and methods to the
analysis of the phenomena of the system "nature-society-man-thinking" in all
manifestations, that is to the transition from philosophy-science to philosophizingprocess 6.
The innovativeness of the project method implies not only self-control of
mastering the material, but also the mutual control of knowledge, supplemented by
the method of case analysis and expert assessments. The case analysis method, in
this case, works as one of the means in a series of techniques and learning
technologies that motivates an individual to formulate questions to the case text,
ordering knowledge in the field of philosophical theory, translating it into abilities,
skills, and experience in philosophizing.
Of particular importance is the competence of decision-making under
conditions of uncertainty. Case analysis teaches students to dialectically analyse the
situation and take a dialectically weighted decision, choosing a plan that is as close to
implementation as possible, speaking in philosophical categories, the embodiment of
possibility into reality 7.
As a result, there is something "tangible" - the portfolio of a bachelor student,
taking into account his current academic performance and individual achievements,
for each portfolio an expert sheet is put together collectively. The group, as a
collective subject of training, has the right to correct the assessment of knowledge,
abilities, skills.
Based on the results of training in each team, an assessment is made of the
contribution of a participant to the achievement of the project goal. The portfolio
consists of three levels of the subject: individual, characterizing the academic
performance of the bachelor student, his contribution to the project's savings box,
subject to self-evaluation and peer review; group, assuming concentration in one
hand (the group head, the project manager or the leading expert) and the tutor (the
alleged "customer" of the project).
The objectivity of the assessment is made up of the collegiality of the expertise
of the portfolio materials, the collective nature of the reasoning arising from the
unity of the evaluation criteria, taking into account the self-assessment as well, and
M.N. Prosekova, D.Z.A.A. Mohammed, “Interactive interaction as intensive methods of group
participation in the research process”, Level training of specialists: state and international standards of engineering
education: a collection of proceedings of the Scientific and Methodological Conference, National Research Tomsk
Polytechnic University, 2013, pp. 83-85. Available at: https://elibrary.ru/item.asp?id=20873964,
accesed 12. 05. 2017.
7 M.N. Prosekova, M.D.Z.A. Abidin, “Innovations in vocational education “, Proceedings of the
International
Scientific
and
Practical
Conference,
2013,
p.
59-60.
Available
at:
https://elibrary.ru/item.asp?id=21454407, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
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the use of comparative methods of comparing the efforts and performance with the
others.8
As its goal objectivity pursues the method of expert assessments produced not
only in an arbitrary form but according to a certain algorithm, for convenience
reduced in the table. The list of evaluated positions is equal to 100, each is estimated
at 0-1 points, so you can get in the rating results and be certified, and also admitted
to certification for a higher score, which is a certain action of the philosophical laws
of the mutual transition of quantitative and qualitative changes and negation of
negation.
Conclusions
The project method as an innovative technology presupposes the existence of a
certain supertask which can be solved collectively.
Bachelors fill out a summary table which is a philosophy project, resulting in a
visually and logically most complete picture - the structure of modern philosophy
(dialectics, ontology, social philosophy, anthropology, axiology, gnoseology,
epistemology, futurology) is deepened and expanded due to a historical course, when
every outstanding philosopher is studied from the point of view of the contribution
he makes to science, his dialectical, ontological, socio-philosophical, anthropological,
axiological, gnoseological, epistemological and futurological views.
As a result, the general knowledge of philosophy turns out to be voluminous,
which makes science much more accessible for understanding and assimilation, goes
to the level of application in the form of a philosophical worldview 9, assimilation of
the philosophical view of the world.

M. N. Prosekova, “SMART-education in forming the competence of the master of the profile "oil and
gas engineering", Electronic Education: prospects for using SMART technologies, Materials of the III
International Scientific and Practical Video Conference, Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian
Federation, Tyumen State Oil and Gas University, 2016, pp. 132-135. Available at:
https://elibrary.ru/item.asp?id=26012031, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
9 M.N. Prosekova, I. O. Aksenov, “SMART-technologies in innovative work of oil and gas industry
specialists”, Geology and oil and gas content of the West Siberian megabasin (experience, innovations),
Proceedings of the tenth international scientific and technical conference (dedicated to the 60th
anniversary of the Industrial University of Tyumen), 2016, pp. 132-134. Available at:
https://elibrary.ru/item.asp?id=27444682, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
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Abstract. The object of the study is visualization in the teaching of a foreign language. The article
presents the results of studying the peculiarities of teaching with the help of visualization at the present stage of
teaching a foreign language. The current situation in didactic research is described when new knowledge
suggests innovative approaches to teaching and learning a foreign language. The work is done on the basis of
the German language. It is proposed to consider modern parameters of teaching and learning a foreign
language with the help of visual aids at several language levels identified for systematization. The most
important parameters and methods of perception and understanding of visual aids for each level are
determined. Types of visualization are identified, and some principles of learning are presented to improve
understanding and to activate memory acquisition when working with visual aids.
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Introduction
The current situation in didactics is well characterized by the words of Dieter
Wolf in his work "The Cognitive-psychological foundations of new principles of
teaching foreign languages", published in 1996. "At present, we are in a phase in
which teaching, as well as teaching foreign languages, has fundamentally changed.
This change occurred not only in the change of the methodological paradigm but also
in the cognitive-theoretical plan: I would like to call this change a transition from
instructivism to constructivism. This change is initiated by new knowledge of
cognitive psychology, developmental psychology, as well as new reflections in
philosophy (radical constructivism) and knowledge in the field of biology " 1.
Subjects and Methods
The object of study is visualization in teaching a foreign language. The subject
of study is the features of teaching with the help of visualization at the present stage
of teaching a foreign language.
Theoretical grounds for the study. "All new knowledge points out that human
knowledge and human life happen somewhat differently from what they were
thought to be before and what didactics did before". The theoretical statements of
cognitive science, constructivism,2 are considered in the work.
1

D. Wolff, Kognitionspsychologische Grundlagen neuer Ansätze in der Fremdscprachendidaktik, Info DaF, 1996,
p. 541-560.
2 M.R Zheltukhina, E.V.Biryukova, S.A. Gerasimova, E.A. Repina, A.M. Klyoster, L.A. Komleva,
“Modern Media Advertising: Effective Directions of Influence in Business and Political
Communication”, Man In India, XCVII (2017) issue 14, p. 207-215; M.R. Zheltukhina, V.L.
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Let us dwell on several language levels for examining modern parameters of
teaching and learning a foreign language using visual aids, remembering that
visualization is representation of a phenomenon or process in a form that is
convenient for visual perception. Of theoretical significance is consideration of the
cognitive level, content-objective level, cognitive-theoretical and learningpsychological levels, etc.
Main part. On the cognitive level, as a result of the orientation of the
processes of learning a (foreign) language to the learner himself, the question of how
the learner activates information, that is, how human perception and activation of
semantic impressions proceed and how this affects assimilation of linguistic material,
is at the centre of the study.
Theoretical statements of cognitivism proceed from the fact that any
perception and understanding are a process in the paradigm of activating
information, and the determining factors for contemplation are knowledge with its
components and strategies for activating information.
What is perception and understanding of visual aids, namely visual pictures?
Perception is how the extracted information is understood and interpreted by the
senses. Perception is active, subjective, constructive, interpretive, based on
preliminary knowledge, contextually dependent. It is also dependent on the
"perceptual set", that is, on the interaction of the task, expectation, attention,
preparation, cultural orientation system, emotions, etc.
 Processes of understanding visual images are described by researchers in the
form of different stages of these processes. Thus, the description of mental processes
by Weidenmann is given with a distinction between the two modes: "ecological" and
"indicative", and by Balstadt - with a distinction of the three stages (pre-attentive,
attentive, elaborative) in the form of a "continuum of costs for activation."3 This
makes it necessary to conduct the following in relation to teaching with the help of
visualizations when teaching German as a foreign language:
1) determining the type of visual pictures;
2) considering the relationship picture - learner;
3) transmitting the process/strategy, constructing an understanding that takes
Mouzykant, V.V. Barabash, E.B. Ponomarenko, E.V. Morozova, S. Mori, “Russian and Japanese
Younger Generations in Search for a New Media Product”, Man in India, XCVII (2017) issue 3, pp.
223-236; M.R. Zheltukhina, G.G. Slyshkin, V.L. Muzykant, E.B. Ponomarenko, A.R. Masalimova,
“Functional Characteristics of the English and Russian Media Texts about the Sochi 2014 Winter
Olympic Games: Political and Linguistic Aspects”, Linguae Journal, X (2017) issue 3, p.83-100; M.R.
Zheltukhina, L.G. Vikulova, N.A. Kovaleva, E.M. Ryanskaya, Zh.V. Fomina, “Symbolic Nature of
Culture: Features of the English Floristic Symbolics in Modern Economic and Political Media Texts”,
Man in India, XCVII (2017) issue 14, pp. 61-71; M.R. Zheltukhina, L.G. Vikulova, S.V. Mikhaylova,
L.A. Borbotko, A.R. Masalimova, “Communicative Theatre Space in the Linguistic and Pragmatic
Paradigm”, Linguae Journal, X (2017) issue 2, p. 85-100; 2 I.A. Zyubina, G.G. Matveeva, M.R.
Zheltukhina, G.G. Slyshkin, A.V. Shevchenko, “Forensic Prosecutor’s Speech as a Speech Genre”,
Linguae Journal, X (2017) issue 3, p. 312-323.
3 B. Weidenmann, Arbeiten zur Empirischen Pädagogik und Pädagogischen Psychologie Nr. 27,
Instruktionsmedien, Gelbe Reihe, 1996.
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into account the specific nature of the picture;
4) setting goals and objectives for the picture.
Is it possible to define perception in terms of objectivity or subjectivity?
Radical constructivism proceeds from the fact that there is no objective reality
and perception, but that each person constructs reality according to his biographical
background.
It does not deny the concept of reality that exists outside consciousness, but
only emphasizes that this reality is independent, that is, it can be perceived
objectively.
It is postulated that
1) understanding depends on experience;
2) experience determines cognition;
3) cognition does not come from the outside, they are constructive processes
and, accordingly, their results.
On the content-objective level, it should be noted that:
 different types of visualization have different potentialities for reflecting
linguistic and non-linguistic interrelations and, accordingly, different possibilities for
learning and mastering a foreign language and culture;
 such visualizations as artistic pictures, advertising pictures, "talking
pictures", "narrative pictures" or interesting country-specific photographs transform
the experience openly, ambiguously, alienatedly, creatively, expressively and/or
anticipate it in the form of an alternative utopian proposal.
Associated with openly structured schemes, they activate language knowledge
and knowledge of reality and serve as a reason for the development and accumulation
of this knowledge in memory. They are the products of the process and therefore the
potential of the process; they are procedural-constitutive.
1. So, depicting pictures show how things look.
2. Informative pictures are expressed not in specific content in instructive
situations in order to know and be able to convey.
3. Logical pictures, such as diagrams, simplify reality, reduce complexity.
4. And such as diagrams, graphs, concretize abstract relationships through
spatial metaphors.
Cognitive-theoretical and learning-psychological level.
To teach (according to Weidenmann) is to change existing knowledge
structures (diagrams, abstracts, mental models). This idea can mean the expansion,
adjustment or complete reorganization of the structure of knowledge 4. When
learning, the structure of knowledge changes on the basis of new data, as can be seen
from the following comparison (Table 1).
Knowledge
4

Table 1. Changing knowledge structure
Cognitivism
Constructivism

B. Weidenmann, Lernen mit Bildmedien, Psychologische und didaktische Grundlagen, 1991.
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Understanding

activated
internal activation process

Learning strategy

teach declarative and procedural
knowledge

Learning objective

solution

Learning strategy
Learning
environment
Role of the learner

observe / assist / instruct
teaching aids, training systems

Form of learning
Feedback

cognition
modelled from the outside

guardian, educator

subjectively constructed
operates
subjective
situation
actively
master
the
complex situation, act on
one's own initiative
constructing
new
knowledge
cooperate / construct
authentic, open learning
environment
coach, partner, ready for a
differentiated
and
individual
consultation,
encouraging autonomy
interactivity
modelled from the inside

General methods of teaching typical for constructivists (according to D.
Wolf) are as follows,5 only what is associated with already existing knowledge can be
understood and learned.
1. The applied constructive processes are individually different. Knowledge is
always subjective; the results of assimilation processes are therefore individually
different.
2. New knowledge implicates restructuring of already existing knowledge.
3. The social context and social instruction are crucial in mastering.
4. An individual, as a closed system, organizes himself and thereby organizes
the world for himself.
5. An individual is responsible for his own assimilation because by this he
ensures his survival as a system.
Results and discussion.
Some psychological principles of teaching for better understanding, for
activation and memorization when working with visual aids can be formulated in the
following theses:
1) consider the importance of information in visual pictures and the degree
of their motivation;
2) intensify attention, since its extent is important;
3) a link to the already familiar information is required, with what has already
been learned;
4) important are the depth of activation, and hence the degree of unrest due
to unawareness;
5) mnemotechnical coding is possible;
D. Wolff, “Zur Bedeutung des prozeduralen Wissens bei Verstehens- und Lernprozessen im
schulischen Fremdsprachenunterricht’’, Die Neueren Sprachen, LXXXIX (1990) issue 6, p. 610-625.
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6) a review of individual information can lead to a fruitful thought.
On the emotional level, it should be noted that "visualizations awaken
attention and curiosity", give "an emotional occasion for reaction: laughter,
puzzlement, thoughtfulness, etc." 6
Attention towards learning through visualization becomes an effective factor
if it is held up by unexpected, unknown, outstanding details or features of visual
pictures.
The orientation of the student or the autonomy of the student, along with the
use of preliminary knowledge and skills as key categories of the cognitive principle,
also presuppose assimilation, value representations, capacity for empathy, emotions.
To assess visualization in textbooks on the explicated models of understanding visual
images and the degree of their activation, it is necessary to raise the question with
relation to "the one using visual aids - the learner", as well as the "visual aid (picture) its type - task".
It should be noted that textbooks underestimate emotional components, that
is, do not consider the student's preliminary knowledge, his interests, the admissibility
of the interpretation ambiguity, and also infringe the emotional sensitivity of the
learner.
Intercultural level. In the work "Intercultural Communication" Andreas Paula
writes: "Knowledge of a different culture is reflected not only on the intellectual level
but also in relation to the individual to foreign cultural techniques. Other being
cannot be taught, it must be experienced. It's not about accepting foreign knowledge,
but about the perception of your own momentary life situation and about solving this
problem in reflection and action." 7.
Therefore, at the intercultural level, the didactic path must be passed as a
productive insecurity, as learning to perceive, extracting strategies for revealing
meaning, and the ability to compare cultures. The didactic structure of action with the
help of visual aids can be represented by the three steps:
Perception is the perception and identification of the known (it is necessary to
touch upon the preliminary knowledge and the world of the learner's experience, to
activate cognitive schemes).
Reception is the formation of a hypothesis, the search for meaning based on
the world of experience (it is necessary to find similarities and differences, that is,
compare).
Interpretation is the disclosure, reconstruction of a value when integrating the
unfamiliar, evaluating, taking a certain stand.
This didactic structure of an action must be applied constructivist-like, that is,
it should be regarded as opening and self-assimilation, as analytical-strategic planning
and action with visual pictures based on prior knowledge, cognition and imagination,
through interaction in intercultural communication, as perception of one's own and
6

J. Stary, Visualisieren, Ein studien- und Praxisbuch, Berlin, 1997.
A. Paula, “Interkulturelle Kommunikation’’, Informationen zur Deutschdidaktik. Innsbruck-Wien XXI
(1997) issue 1, p. 48-53.
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foreign (own and unfamiliar).
Didactic-functional level. At this level, one should once again emphasize the
feature of the constructivist process of teaching foreign languages, when radical
constructivism concentrates on the events, results, and actions of the processes of
perception and consciousness.
The following techniques are examples of cognitive-constructivist learning
with the help of visual pictures.8
1) Communicatively-conditioned learning through visual pictures, that is,
knowledge through picture. Here it is necessary to prepare knowledge of the picture
and make it productive - tell about the forms, lines, colours, techniques, artist's time,
culture of that time, that is, with respect to content, perceive, receive, interpret, and
property to awareness of the determination of objective, social and personal worlds.
2) Presentation of pictures as a teaching design. Paintings are presented in
phases, for example, from the external to the internal, to the centre, from the
situational to the actual, particular, specific case; from the detail to the general view,
while the temporary, spatial, social, communicative "open spaces" or gaps (lacunas)
are "closed".
3) Communicative action in visual aids (pictures). The situation of the picture
is understood, designed as a photo novel, a number of paintings are provided with
fragments of dialogical speech, combinations of text and pictures are possible. There
are also situations with pictures as a play-like frame, such tasks as: "Change the
picture/Monument to whom?/, etc.
4) Communicative action with visual aids. Students choose to work with a
partner or a group, distribute responsibilities themselves, form, compare, change ...
etc.
The following tasks are used: select from the pack of 8-10 pictures two which
show that
- this is my photo about Germany;
- this is how people in my country Germany look like;
- this is what Germany should be like;
- these two pictures correspond to my image of Germany;
- this is my image of Weimar.
5) Project work with pictures. The essence of it is regional studies which
must be experienced. Conducting a search through pictures. Production of own
photos and their thematic use, etc.
Conclusion
The subdivision into the above levels is done for the purpose of
systematization and does not have an ultimatum character since it is likely that they
intersect. The main thing is that this can serve as a probable didactic project when
working with visualizations in the teaching of a foreign language at the present stage.
B. Biechele, “Visualisierung in Lehrwerken für DaF – ein Beitrag zur Gedächtnisschulung?,’’
Materialien DaF, XLVI (1997), pp. 57-71.
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The following methods of cognitive-constructivist learning are determined
with the help of visual pictures:
- Communicatively-conditioned learning through visual pictures, that is,
knowledge through picture.
- Presentation of pictures as a teaching design.
- Communicative action in visual aids (pictures).
- Communicative action with visual images.
- Project work with pictures.
During the research, the most important parameters and methods of
perception and understanding of visual aids for each level are determined. Types of
visualization are identified, and some principles of training are discovered that
improve understanding and activate memorizing when working with visual aids.
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Abstract. The content of the teaching and methodological complexes of the disciplines "Noxology",
"Industrial sanitation and occupational health", "Fundamentals of ergonomics" and their opportunities for
ensuring the professional project activity of the graduate in the training direction 20.03.01 - Technosphere safety
(bachelor's level) are analyzed. A model-layout method for designing the location of production facilities
providing hygienic and ergonomic requirements, as well as working conditions necessary to preserve the health of
workers, and protection of the environment from the impact of man-made factors is proposed. The developed
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conditions at the workplace.
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Introduction
Hygiene and ergonomics have many integrative opportunities to increase the
labor efficiency, by optimizing working conditions and all processes associated with
them. The accident-free production in any industry is influenced by working
processes and comfortable conditions for employees, including the established
technological, economic, organizational, and human factors, since man is an integral
part of the production system.
The inclusion of hygienic and ergonomic knowledge in the design of
production systems to a large extent should be aimed at ensuring the requirements of
comfortable work and the safety of personnel, which determines the relevance of our
study.
The degree of scientific elaboration of the research problem: the concept of
"projection" is considered in detail in the works of G.K. Jones,1 S.S. Ermolaeva,2 N.O.
Yakovleva;3 the term "production system" is presented in GOST R ISO R6385-2007;4
the main components of the production system are considered in the work of B.A.
Smirnova, Yu. I. Gulogo, A. A. Kharchenko;5 hygienic requirements for the design of

1

G.K. Jones, Design Methods, Translation from English, Moscow, Mir, 1986, p. 326.
S.S. Ermolaeva, “Model of pedagogical design of the quality of the organization of training at the
university”, Bulletin of KSU, (2010), no. 1, pp. 249-254.
3 N.O. Yakovleva, “On pedagogical designing ...”, Vocational education, (2001), no. 5, p. 13. (in Russian)
4 GOST R ISO R6385-2007, Application of ergonomic principles in the design of production systems,
Moscow, Standardin form, 2008, p. 16.
5 B.A. Smirnov, Yu.I. Gulyj, A.A. Kharchenko, Ergonomic evaluation of the "Human-Machine" systems,
Khabarovsk, Publishing house "Humanitarian Center", 2014, p.404.
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industrial enterprises are defined in JV 2.2.1.1312-03,6 the questions of ergonomic
design of production systems are presented in the papers of A.A. Frumkin, T.P.
Zinchenko, L.V. Vinokurova,7 and G.A. Sulkarnaeva.8
The elements of GOST R ISO R6385-2007 "Application of ergonomic
principles in the design of production systems" are taken as the basis of ergonomic
design. The Standard is used in situations where the design of production systems
assumes the use of knowledge and experience in the field of ergonomics.
The term "production system" is used to refer to a large number of production
conditions and structures that are considered to improve, design (redesign) or modify.
The production system includes people and equipment at a given working
space and production conditions that interact with the functioning of this system on
the basis of the appropriate organization of the work process.
The production system (work system) is defined as a system that includes one
or more workers and production equipment working together to perform production
functions in a specific work space, in a working environment, under conditions
defined by production targets.
The term "design" refers to an iterative and structured process consisting of
several stages, which result is a new or modified project. Design is best done by a
multidisciplinary (multifunctional) design team. Accordingly, the preparation of
university graduates for project activities should be conducted on a multidisciplinary
basis.
The field of professional activity of graduates, indicated in the Federal State
Education Standard of Higher Education in the field of training 20.03.01 Technospheric safety (bachelor level), provides for human safety in the modern world,
the formation of a technosphere comfortable for life and human activity, minimizing
the technogenic impact on the environment, preserving life and human health through
the use of modern technical means, methods of monitoring and forecasting.9 In
connection with the designated, we believe that the bachelors’ training in this area
should be carried out on the basis of the implementation of an integrative approach.
To ensure the field of professional activity of graduates, "Noxology", "Industrial
sanitation and occupational health" and "Fundamentals of ergonomics" are defined as
integrated disciplines (modules).
In developed by the authors of the paper, educational and methodological
complexes of integrated disciplines, topics of lecture and practical classes, control and

6

Sanitary-epidemiological rules SP 2.2.2.1312-03 "Hygienic requirements for the design of newly
constructed and reconstructed industrial enterprises", Electronic resource, Consultant Plus, Version
4012.00.78 Consultant Plus CJSC, 1992 – 2015.
7 A.A. Frumkin, Methods and means of design ergonomic support, St. Petersburg, PGUPS, 1999, p. 178.
8 G.A. Sulkarnaeva, Ergonomic design of production systems: Methodological instructions for performing practical and
independent work, Tyumen, TyumGNGU, 2015, p. 77.
9 Order of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation dated March 21, 2016 no.
246 (as amended on July 13, 2017) "On approval of the Federal State Educational Standard of Higher
Education in the training field 20.03.01 Technospheric safety (bachelor level)". Available at:
http://www.consultant.ru/document/cons_doc_LAW_42349/, accessed 12. 03. 2017.
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evaluation tools, aimed at ensuring the professional project activity of the graduate are
designated.
Subjects and Methods
The subject of the study is the educational process of the higher educational
institution training students for the direction 20.03.01 – Technosphere safety
(bachelor level). The main research methods are:
- analysis of the contents of educational and methodological complexes in the
disciplines (modules): "Noxology", "Industrial sanitation and occupational health" and
"Fundamentals of ergonomics";
- method of integrating the educational disciplines in order to ensure the
professional project activities of the graduate;
- model-layout method of designing the location of production facilities which
provide hygienic and ergonomic requirements, as well as working conditions necessary
to preserve the health of workers, and protection of the environment from the impact
of man-made factors;
- method of iterations when designing the organization of production systems;
- methods of ergonomic design;
- method of ergonomic evaluation (equipment compliance with the ergonomic
requirements).
Analysis of the content of educational and methodological complexes in the
disciplines (modules): "Noxology", "Industrial sanitation and occupational health" and
"Fundamentals of ergonomics" included the definition of the topics of practical
classes and their content, when their study the use of design techniques is possible.
The method of integration of the academic disciplines with the purpose of
ensuring the professional project activity of the graduate was used by us to distinguish
the integrative areas of the academic disciplines, and also for the purpose of phased
use of the developed training tools: the model-layout and the content of assignments
for its use having specificity depending on the discipline being taught; as well as the
content of situational tasks, test tasks requiring knowledge in these three disciplines.
The basis of the model-layout design method is the layout of volumetric
models and layout parts directly in space. This design method allows a relatively short
time to consider a large number of options for locating production facilities relative to
the terrain, landscapes, the location of water bodies, sources of water supply, wind
rose, transport infrastructure and residential area.
The model-layout design method is accompanied by the iteration method. An
iterative process is the process of performing design work in parallel with the
continuous analysis of the results obtained and the correction of the previous work
stages.
The method of iterations is used by us in the process of evaluating the suitable
alternatives for the design of production systems and provides for the accumulation of
sufficient information in various design areas. The design information of one
discipline studied and located in a certain order is used in subsequent design stages,
when studying subsequent disciplines.
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The method of ergonomic design and the method of ergonomic evaluation
(conformity of production equipment to the requirements of ergonomics) are based
on ergonomic guidelines for designing an optimal working environment in terms of its
comfort, safety and personnel health, including increasing its professional skills and
acquiring additional professional skills to achieve the required technological and
economic efficiency.
At each stage of ergonomic design, the interaction of numerous factors in the
production system is taken into account: decisions are made on the distribution of
functions between personnel and equipment, the requirements for training are
considered; multifactor influence as well as the influence of factors on each other are
taken into account; alternatives are evaluated by students participating in the design
and a final decision is made.
When designing production systems, the main stages were used, as reflected in
GOST R ISO R6385-2007 4:
- formulation of objectives (analysis of system requirements);
- analysis and functions distribution;
- the project concept;
- detail project;
- performing, validation and implementation;
- evaluation.
Results
The analysis of the content of educational and methodological complexes in
the disciplines (modules): "Noxology", "Industrial sanitation and occupational health",
"Fundamentals of ergonomics" made it possible to determine the topics of practical
classes and their content, in which study, it is possible to use the project technology:
- teaching materials in the discipline "Noxology" ("The impact of enterprises
on the environment", "Technogenic hazards: hazardous chemicals and vibroacoustic
factors", "Determination of the size of the source of contamination during the
discharge (outflow) of chemically hazardous substances"), "Determination of
categories of premises for explosion risk"; "Consequences of accidents on chemically
hazardous objects", etc.);
- teaching materials in the discipline "Industrial Sanitation and Occupational
Hygiene" ("Hygienic requirements for the design of industrial enterprises", "Classes of
working conditions: general principles for the prevention of adverse impacts of
production factors", "Microclimate in the production room", "Recommendations for
the prevention of the effects of a cooling and heating microclimate", "Toxicity
assessment of industrial poisons", "Means of collective and individual protection from
harmful substances", "Hygienic evaluation of industrial dust", "Measures to combat
dust in the workplace", "Air cleaning of dust and harmful chemicals", "General
approaches to solving the problems of nanotechnology safety for workers' health",
"Hygienic assessment of industrial ventilation", "Arrangement of supply and exhaust
ventilation", "Hygienic assessment of the insolation regime, natural and artificial
lighting", "Development of measures to improve lighting conditions", "Protection in
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production from electromagnetic fields", "Development of measures to protect
against ionizing radiation", "Collective and individual means of protection against
industrial noise and vibration", "Measures to protect against biological production
factors" etc.);
- teaching materials in the discipline "Fundamentals of ergonomics"
("Fundamentals of ergonomic design of production systems", "Ergonomic design of
location and layout of an industrial enterprise", "Assessment of the quality of humanmachine systems", "Ergonomic requirements for the design of the workplace,
workplaces and technical facilities activity", "Workplaces Design", "Operator in the
"man-machine" system and the general scheme of its activity", etc.).
Further, we have defined the integrative fields of these disciplines. For
example, the integrative field "Designing the location of industrial enterprises"
includes: a noxological component "The impact of enterprises on the environment", a
sanitary and hygienic component "Hygienic requirements for the design of industrial
enterprises", an ergonomic component "Ergonomic design of location and layout of
an industrial enterprise". Analogously to this example, integrative areas have been
formed: "Design of industrial buildings", "Workplaces Design", "Design of individual
protective equipment", etc.
To implement the integrative field "Designing the location of industrial
enterprises" step by step, in accordance with the curriculum of the disciplines study,
we used the model layout of the voluminous situational plan of the terrain (see Fig. 1)
to locate production facilities relative to the residential area, terrain, landscapes,
agrophones, location of water reservoirs, sources of water supply, wind rose, transport
infrastructure, etc. When developing the model-layout, the recommendations of D.N.
Kavtaradze10 were used.
This model-layout was used by us, at the first stage, when studying the
Noxology, for designing the location of industrial enterprises and determining their
impact on the environment.
At the second stage, when the study of industrial sanitation and occupational
health, the layout of industrial enterprises was designed on the same model-layout in
accordance with hygienic requirements (taking into account the aeroclimatic
characteristics, terrain topography, patterns of industrial emissions in the atmosphere,
atmospheric pollution potential, leeward side in relation to residential one,
recreational, resort area, recreation area of the population, as well as sanitary
protection of water supply sources, water protection and coastal river zones).
For production facilities with technological processes which are sources of
adverse effects on the human habitat and health, sanitary protection zones are
allocated in accordance with the sanitary classification of enterprises, industries and
facilities. The size of the sanitary protection zone, its organization and improvement
are determined in accordance with the requirements of existing regulatory documents.
D.N. Kavtaradze, “Imitative Games as a Means of Ecological Education”, Biologiya v shkole, (1990),
no. 3, pp. 32-34; D.N. Kavtaradze, Training and play. Introduction to active teaching methods, Moscow,
publishing house of Flint, 1998, p. 280.
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On practical classes on
industrial sanitation and occupational
health, the adequacy of the size of the
sanitary protection zones width is
determined by the calculations of the
predicted levels of atmospheric air
pollution, noise spreading, vibration,
electromagnetic fields, radiation and
other factors, taking into account the
background pollution of the habitat. Thus, the second stage in the formation of
professional project activities of students is integrative and iterative, because it is based
on the knowledge, skills and abilities obtained in the design of the noxological
component.

a

b
Fig.1. The volumetric model-layout of the situational plan of the terrain, used to design the
location of industrial enterprises (a – the design beginning, b – the design process)

At the third stage of the design, when studying the module "Fundamentals of
ergonomics" of the discipline "Engineering Psychology and Ergonomics", the
ergonomic design of the layout of production systems was carried out on the same
model-layout. In the process of ergonomic design, the convenience of locating an
enterprise with sources of raw materials, a settlement and a railway (for transporting
goods, parts, and other produced at the given enterprise) was taken into account etc.
The third stage of the formation of professional project activities of the students was
the ergonomic design of the location and layout of the industrial enterprise. It was
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accompanied by the use of the iteration method. Each step of the design was analyzed
in parallel and adjusted from the perspective of ergonomics, as well as industrial
sanitation and noxology.
The above mentioned option of the implementation of the integrative field
"Designing the location of industrial enterprises" is possible only with the coordinated
activity of teachers of all three academic disciplines, determining the specific scope of
design and content of design assignments, in accordance with the specifics of the
discipline taught and the presence of the model-layout.
The implementation of integrative areas "Design of industrial buildings",
"Workplaces Design", "Design of individual protective equipment", etc. requires also
the consistency of teachers, as well as the availability of schemes (drawings) of
industrial buildings for their expertise and design; photos (slides) of workplaces for the
design and development of recommendations for their optimization; real personal
protective equipment to develop measures to improve them.
The effectiveness of integrated and phased use in practical exercises on
Noxology, Industrial sanitation and occupational health, Basics of ergonomics of
methods of integrating educational disciplines, the model-layout design method, the
iteration method in design, ergonomic design methods and the ergonomic evaluation
ones is confirmed by the results of testing conducted at the end of the third stage of
formation of professional project activity. Compared with the control group, where
traditional forms of training were used, the experimental group showed better results.
Of the 50 test tasks on the topic "Design of production systems" in the control group,
on average, only 32 tasks and in the experimental group on average 46 tasks were
coped.
The effectiveness of using the methodology of developing an ergonomic
algorithm for the design of production systems in practical classes on the "Basics of
Ergonomics" was determined by the ability and willingness to develop the right
recommendations for optimizing working conditions in the workplace, including at
workplaces.
Conclusion
The carried out analysis of the contents of educational and methodological
complexes in the disciplines (modules): "Noxology", "Industrial sanitation and
occupational health" and "Fundamentals of ergonomics" made it possible to identify
the integrative areas "Designing the location of industrial enterprises", "Designing
industrial buildings", "Workplaces design", "Design of personal protective
equipment", which implementation should be carried out in stages with the
coordinated activity of teachers of all three academic disciplines, the exact amount of
design and content of design assignments, in accordance with the specifics of the
discipline taught and the presence of the model-layout.
The proposed model-layout represents a voluminous situational plan for
locating production facilities in relation to the residential area, the terrain, landscapes,
agrophones, location of water bodies, water supply sources, wind rose, transport
infrastructure, etc. We use the model-layout for the phased implementation of the
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integrative field "Design of the location of industrial enterprises" and its nosological,
sanitary and hygienic and ergonomic components.
The results of the comparative experiment prove the effectiveness of the
integrated and phased use in practical exercises the methods of integration of
educational disciplines, the model-mock design method, the iteration method for
design, ergonomic design methods and ergonomic evaluation in Noxology, Industrial
sanitation and occupational health and Basics of ergonomics as well as the higher level
of formation of professional competences in the project activity among the students
of the experimental group.
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Abstract. The article is devoted to the consideration of issues of organization of independent work
relevant to modern education in the training of a competent specialist capable of professional growth and
professional mobility. The authors show the possibilities of independent work on the example of the subject
Olympiad in the Russian language and the Culture of speech and emphasize the advantages of using this type
of independent work. A great place in the work is the description of the stages of the inter-faculty Olympiad.
Information technologies used in the Olympiad as well as the possibilities of implementing the didactic,
methodological and psychological principles of instruction in the organization of this type of work with the use of
information technology are considered. In conclusion, the authors come to the decision that the use of information
technologies in the organization of independent work opens up new opportunities for self-development and selfimprovement of the future specialist.
Keywords: information technology, Olympiad, professional communication,
motivation, self-teaching, self-education, multimedia resource, electronic poster.

Introduction
Priority tasks of the state language policy today are the formation of a
responsible attitude to the Russian language, concern for preserving the purity of the
Russian language and its development. Everyone speaking the Russian language has to
know the language well, be able to use its riches and right use speech means to speak
properly.
One of the main tasks of the university is the training of a competent
specialist, capable of professional growth and professional mobility. Special
importance in this process is the knowledge of the basics of the culture of speech, the
ability to build verbal and written statements on certain topics, accurately and correctly
express their thoughts, while thinking creatively and unconventionally.1
The development and improvement of the mentioned skills is facilitated by the
development of the discipline "Russian Language and Culture of Speech" by the
future specialists. This course is included in the variable part of the curriculum of all
faculties mastering the higher education programs at the Ryazan State Medical
University named after academician I.P. Pavlov. The study of the mentioned discipline
assumes, apart from classroom activities, the independent work, which takes a third of
the time from the total amount of hours. Competently organized independent work of
students (writing essays, publication of abstracts, participation in research, in
Olympiads and contests, etc.) is, in our opinion, one of the ways to improve the
efficiency of language training by medical school students. The importance and
N. A. Dmitrienko, “The formation of a competent specialist in the process of teaching the foreignlanguage communication”, Young scientist, II (2012) no. 1, p. 83-85.
1
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necessity of evaluating the students’ independent educational activity is that it
motivates both educational and public students’ activity. In the context of our work,
the subject Olympiad will be considered as one of the most effective forms of
organizing the creative development of a personality.
The purpose of such type of independent work is the formation of cognitive
strategies for self-teaching and self-education as the basis and integral part of future
professional activity.2
Participation in the independent productive activity assumes that the learner is
included in the goals definition of the mastering the discipline and relates them to his
real interests and needs. The organization of independent work enables students to
freely track the process and the success of the results obtained at different stages of its
implementation, assess their achievements and the opportunities for their use in
further professional activities.3
Subjects and Methods
The Olympiad, conducted by the Latin and Russian Language Department of
the Ryazan State Medical University, aims to improve the skills of mastering the
Russian language and speech culture in the general cultural and professional training
of future specialists, as well as stimulating interest in the Russian language and speech
culture among students.
The objectives of the Olympiad are:
- development of motivation among the participants for self-education and
self-development in the field of the Russian language and culture of speech;
- identification of the participants’ competence level in the field of the Russian
language and culture of speech;
- creation the conditions for the disclosure and improvement the participants’
capabilities, focused on research and development activities.
The described Olympiad has a two-sided orientation, an adversarial and an
educational one and is conducted in two stages: the first stage is testing and the
second stage is the creation and protection of the creative project.
The effectiveness of organization of the subject Olympiad and its activation
largely depends on the use of pedagogical educational technologies. It can be case
studies, technology of project training, already used in our university as well as
unlimited opportunities for learning multimedia and computer technology.
Multimedia technologies create new opportunities for the implementation of
didactic, methodological and psychological educational principles such as taking into
account the level of language proficiency preparation, accessibility and feasibility of
the proposed tasks, carrying out activities in familiar and comfortable conditions for
2

O.S. Spitsyna, Independent work as a means of forming a creative personality of a specialist capable of selfdevelopment, self-education and innovation activity. Available at: https://nsportal.ru/npo-spo/obrazovanie-ipedagogika/library/2016/12/11/samostoyatelnaya-rabota-kak-sredstvo, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
3 N.O. Khlupina, Organization of students’ independent work on mastering competences in institutions of secondary
vocational education: PhD thesis in Ped. Sciences, Kemerovo, 2017.
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the student, taking into account the individual psychological characteristics of an
individual (regime, scope of tasks at this point in time), the possibility of presenting
visual material, increasing the self-esteem and a high motivation degree 4.
One of the effective technologies used in the Ryazan State Medical University
for conducting the Olympiad in the Russian language and Culture of speech is the
virtual learning environment Moodle (Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning
Environment).
The Virtual Learning Environment Moodle is a content management system
specifically designed to create online courses by faculty. This system is oriented, first
of all, to the organization of interaction between teachers and students and is suitable
for organizing the students’ independent work (classroom and extracurricular one).5
To organize the first stage of the Olympiad in the Russian language and
Culture of speech, the module "Test" was used which included the following
possibilities:
- creation in the web-interface a database containing questions for repeated use
in various tests;
- automatic tests evaluation (and the possibility of reassessment when the
"cost" of questions changes);
- limiting the test time frames;
- multiple passage of tests, as well as the opportunity to see comments on the
answers and / or the correctness of the answers;
- possibility to include pictures, audio and video files into questions;
- possibility to include questions with one or more correct answers;
- possibility to include questions with a response in the form of a word or
phrase;
- possibility to include alternative questions (true / false).
The test of the first round contains 30 tasks and tests knowledge of the norms
of the Russian language, the rules of spelling and punctuation, the language features of
the various speech styles.
,
,
,
,
,
: Most of the tasks are based on common vocabulary, but there are also tasks
containing the vocabulary of the professional sphere, for example:

After a consonant, E is pronounced, and not O in words ...
obstetrician
obstetric
4

A. E. Rakhimova, "Advantages of using computer technologies in teaching the foreign languages," in
Foreign languages at school, X (2012), p. 56-59.
5 A.Sh. Baychurina, "Use of the virtual learning environment Moodle for the organization of students’
independent work of non-linguistic specialties," in Organization students’ independent work: Proceedings of the
II All-Russian scientific and practical Internet conference, Saratov, Publishing house New Project, 2013, p. 2933¸ O.G. Maslennikova, E.Yu. Nadezhdina, “Using virtual learning environment Moodle in the
organization of independent work of students of non-linguistic universities”, Philological Sciences. Questions
of theory and practice, IV-II (2014) issue 34, p. 134-138.
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amebiasis
newborn
amoeba

Antonym to the word "polyuria" is the word ...
tachycardia
anuria
hemicranium
diarrhea
A separate block in the test contains tasks of an elevated level, checking not
only the knowledge of various phenomena of the Russian language, but also by the
students’ erudition. Among such tasks we can meet:

В а х
ч
х
у
а
а
а
? In which of the following examples
homonyms as the basis of conscious verbal play are used?
You cannot spend a vacation: it always ends on time.
The athlete with his mark of game hit not only the target, but also the spectators.
The people were, the people are, the people will eat.
You see on the screen Gavrilov in a beautiful combination.

What will these words denote: BLOCK, ROSE, KURGAN, DESNA, if
you write them with a capital letter?
In the test in a large scope the first stage of the phraseology of the Russian
language is presented. There are tasks checking knowledge of phraseological units,
their meanings, authorship of the catchphrase and the ability to choose a Russian
analogue to foreign phraseology. Here are some examples of tasks:

The phraseological "VERSTA KOLOMENSKAYA" has a meaning ...
measurement unit
being very far
distance from any point to Kolomna
a very tall man

Specify the author who owns the catchphrase: "BORN CROWD – CAN
NOT FLY!"
A.P. Chekhov
M.Yu. Lermontov
A.S. Pushkin
M. Gorky

Choose a Russian analogue to foreign phraseological units: A SHEEP
ON THE FIFE FEET (Fr.); A WHITE THRUSH (Sp.). Write it down.

A great part of the test contains the most popular type of tasks – the multiple
choice ones. However, here there are also questions for correspondence and tasks for
short answer. For example:

Specify which dictionaries should be used to choose the correct option.
Match the options with the dictionaries.
Options
Dictionaries
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conclude a peace - a fantasy world Dictionary of paronyms
actor - mummer
Etymological dictionary
spillikins
Phrasebook dictionary
hidden - secretive
Dictionary of Homonyms
Synonym dictionary
Write out the "odd" word from the series: essence, phenomenon, experimental,
postulate, construct, gasp.
In the course of performing the tasks, students not only show their
competencies, new knowledge and skills, but they also use various learning strategies,
including metacognitive ones, which, according to researchers, are especially important
for learning. These strategies include process thinking, planning and self-evaluation of
learning outcomes.
Testing is carried out offline, during off-hour time, the results of the first
round of the Olympiad participants will not be recognized immediately, but after the
completion of the first stage by all students. The Organizing Committee of the
Olympics has the results of the first round in the news column of the distance
education system, as well as on the information stand of the department.
The second round of the Olympiad in the Russian language and Culture of
speech reveals how well a student owns the basics of oratory, can coherently,
deliberately, with maximum simplicity, but effectively communicate with the audience
and convincing it in one or another way. The participant of the second round of the
Olympiad should prepare and pronounce a three-minute speech on one of the
following topics:
1. Why did I choose this profession?
2. If I was the rector of the university ...
3. What reforms of the Russian language I would have pursued as a Minister of
Education?
4. What code of the verbal behavior of the doctor I will introduce, if I become a member of
the Association of Russian Physicians?
5. If I became a President of the Russian Federation ...
6. What do I like to do in my free time (my hobby)?
7. What do I want to have the most?
8. What character traits do I want to get rid of?
For greater persuasiveness of the oral report, students are encouraged to
prepare an electronic poster (poster) accompanying the presentation. The poster is an
electronic form to demonstrate on the slides the illustrative and textual material for
the oral report. It is this multimedia educational resource that makes it possible to
demonstrate the material in a variety of forms, to use creative approaches to teaching,
to intensify the research work of students, to develop their cognitive independence
and, ultimately, to promote the development of a personality oriented in the
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information space attached to information and communication capabilities through
modern technologies 6, 7.
When creating an electronic multimedia poster, Microsoft PowerPoint is used.
The content of the speech should be fully presented in the form of multimedia
presentation on no more than 5-8 slides during their opening. The poster can contain
drawings, graphics, diagrams, tables, photo materials, animation (in gif and swf
formats). Audio and video information is also allowed.
The algorithm for working on a poster is as follows:
1. Definition of the subject of the poster.
2. Statement of problems.
3. Choice of materials.
4. Making a creative product.
5. Product Presentation.8
The first slide of the electronic poster is the title, a demo, a kind of menu of
the created electronic resource. It contains navigation buttons, pictures, labels, to
which hyperlinks to other slides (or files) are connected. During the presentation, the
student controls the slide show.
Electronic multimedia poster must meet the requirements of visibility and
optimality. It should be visible at a distance, be understandable and well perceived by
the viewer.
Criteria for evaluating the entire creative project are:
- the reasoning of the choice of the work topic, justification of the project
relevance;
- volume, completeness, fulfillment of the norms accepted in the design,
originality of the solutions found;
- the project technology;
- project completeness and complexity;
- the reasoning of the proposed solutions, approaches and conclusions
- independence and creativity level;
- the originality of the material embodiment and project presentation,
preparedness for the perception of the project by other people.
In addition, the oral presentation of the speaker is evaluated according to the
following criteria:
 compliance with the regulations (3-5 minutes);
 coherence, consistency, deliberation;
6

N.P. Kalymbetova, "Use of the electronic poster in the process of teaching the Russian language," in
Innovations and modern technologies in the educational system: materials of the III International Scientific and Practical
Conference on February 20-21, 2013, Prague, Vědecko vydavatelské centrum Sociosféra-CZ, 2013, 335-337.
7 Yu.I. Kostyushina, G.V. Korneva, "Computer technologies as a means of professionally oriented
teaching of Russian as a foreign language (using the example of an electronic textbook)," in Interactive
methods of teaching Russian and foreign languages. Collective monograph, Moscow, 2016, p.104-108.
8 A.N. Lymar,
Use of poster technology in history and social science lessons. Available at:
https://multiurok.ru/files/mastier-klass-ispol-zovaniie-postiernoi-tiekhnolog.html1, accessed 12. 05.
2017.
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 maximum simplicity of speech, naturalness;
 meeting the requirements of communication and effective communication
with the audience.
As an illustrative example, the title slide of the electronic poster of one of the
winners of the Olympiad, held in 2016-2017 academic year is presented (Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Title slide of an electronic poster

– Why I chose the profession of a

doctor
«

,

,
» - "A skilled doctor who helps the sick, reminds Jesus on his art"
– Health cannot be bought for any

money

М
. . . .
- Federal State Budgetary
Educational Institution of Higher Education "Ryazan State Medical University named
after academician I.P. Pavlov
№ 15 – Secondary school No. 15
– Biology
– Chemistry
– Physics
М
– Mathematics
– Russian language
– English language
– To help people
– Chemical processes
– Image of a doctor
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– Hard
– Resolute
Ч
,
– An up-streaming man
«
,
» - "Every
house I would enter, I will go in there for the benefit of the sick"
Conclusion
Thus, the use of information technology in carrying out the subject Olympiad
in the Russian language and the Culture of speech provides a number of advantages
over traditional methods and forms of organizing the students independent work. In a
rapidly changing world, young people need to have soft skills in order to be successful
regardless of their chosen profession. Information technologies open such
opportunities for self-development and self-improvement of the future specialist and
give grounds for a fundamental revision of the educational process in the university.
They (information technologies) offer a variety of teaching materials different from
traditional ones, as well as new forms, methods and working practices.
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Abstract. The article presents the results of research on the problems of the educational sphere in
the formation of engineering thinking of technical specialists, in the conditions of a shortage of engineering
personnel. Conceptual issues are discussed in the article, such as the development of a doctrine on the formation
and development of engineering thinking, especially training of engineering personnel at the current stage of
development, the purpose of the professional orientation of education in engineering universities. The article
presents an assessment of the engineering support of the technical environment. The primary tasks of the
educational environment and the action plan for technological modernization of the country are determined.
Keywords: engineering thinking, goals and content of education, technocratic and
innovative approaches, learning foreign languages in engineering universities.

Introduction
Experts in technical and engineering areas of training experience the
technocratic approach of the educational system of training personnel. It is obvious
that modern educational policy is increasingly aimed at training a specialist who
perfectly knows telecommunication and information technologies, but lacks the
originality of perception, creative component, and innovative thinking. The present
day of the post-industrial society requires enormous expenditures of various resources
for the formation of innovative thinking in future active citizens, which is
characterized not only by the creation of an unusual, atypical idea but also by the
ability to translate it into socially useful industrial technology which gives a real
opportunity for profit. The basis of the engineering language is a highly developed
ingenious mind, creative imagination, systemic comprehension of knowledge, creative
fantasy, mastery of the methodological technique of creativity, which allow controlling
the process of generating new ideas consciously and determining the result, quality,
and properties of any intellectual activity.1
Subjects and Methods
The essence of the fundamental contradiction between the technocratic and
innovative approaches in engineering education is that the former is aimed at
typification, standardizing, benchmarking of not only industrial products, but also
value orientations, important perceptions, worldview in general, which can lead to the
most disturbing cultural changes. It is known that technological progress can turn into
moral, spiritual, cultural regress.2 The creative approach, on the contrary, promotes
Yu. Grablevskaya, “Lifelong learning as a resource for organizational development”, Higher education in
Russia, (2007) no. 11, p. 146-148.
2 N.V. Gorokhova, On the role of humanitarian knowledge in the sphere of technical education, Modern
education: content, technologies, quality: Materials of IX International scientific-practical conference, St.Petersburg,
Technolit, 2013, p. 233-234.
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preservation of individuality, exclusiveness, uniqueness in everything, can correctly
direct and orient the specialist in various spheres of activity: political, scientific,
commercial, industrial and others, provides people with virtually limitless
opportunities to uncover their potential in the complex realities of modern society.3
According to scientists, in order to become innovative, creatively developing
and advanced, society must follow five simultaneously acting conditions: 1) creation of
space and conditions for the development of creativity and the emergence of new
ideas, creative thoughts, unconventional concepts; 2) conformity of manufacture to
modern technical characteristics and requirements; 3) formation of a community of
professionals capable of generating innovative ideas; 4) make purpose, content, and
results of the educational process key objects of consideration in the family, public
institutions, state, business, industry; 5) competitiveness of production of goods and
services on the market.4
The Centre for Economic Development and Certification notes with regret
that many of the conditions necessary for the innovative development of society are
not fully observed, that the "educational background of the Soviet period" has ended,
that free thinking, freedom, and restructuring of the 1990s have led to a serious
distortion in the social, economic and industrial spheres, namely, to the surplus of
specialists with low professional literacy in the humanitarian field and virtually
personnel shortage in the production and technical branches.5
Today, monitoring the level of knowledge formation demonstrates the quite
obvious fact that the need for engineering personnel is constantly growing, due to the
reluctance of highly qualified specialists who not only provide operation of complex
equipment (3D printers, laser machines, etc.) but, in fact, form the surrounding reality,
work in production. As a consequence, motivation for technical education and interest
in engineering are at an extremely low level.6
There are several reasons for this situation: 1) low motivation of students to
obtain technical training because of students' lack of understanding of the specifics of
future professional activity; 2) lack of free training and production institutions that
provide pre-professional training for engineers; 3) lack of methodological equipment
in educational institutions; 4) lack of career guidance in the stages of early selfdetermination; 5) a small number of technical clubs; 6) poor equipment of the
laboratory and technical base; 7) lack of pedagogical staff trained in engineering ; 8)
low level of professional competence formed during training; 9) disappointment in the
area of training and refusal of work in the specialty, etc.
3

Opinions of Russian politicians on the shortage of engineering personnel, Government news. Available
at: http://www.gosnews.ru/business_and_authority/news/643, accessed 01. 11. 2017.
4 P.V. Zuev, E.S. Koshcheeva, “Development of engineering thinking of students in the learning
process”, Pedagogical education in Russia, (2016) no. 6, p. 44-49.
5 V.V. Putin, Premises of soviet time clearly ended. Competences of success. Center for Economic
Development
and
Certification
CERS
INES,
Available
at:
http://profiok.com/about/news/detail.php?ID=1908, accessed 28. 06. 2014.
6 Opinions of Russian politicians on the shortage of engineering personnel, Government news. Available
at: http://www.gosnews.ru/business_and_authority/news/643, accessed 01. 11. 2017.
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There is an urgent need to develop an action plan for the formation and
development of engineering thinking of technical students. Engineering thinking is
traditionally understood as "a complex of intellectual processes and their results that
ensure the solution of problems in engineering and technical activity,"7 "... the ability
to connect images, concepts, ideas, determine the possibilities of their application, the
ability to solve emerging problems, substantiate conclusions and decisions concerning
the creation and operation of technology" 8, "... a theoretical form of reflecting reality
in the form of concepts, hypotheses, theories using which the engineer solves practical
problems" 9, "a special type of thinking that emerges and manifests itself in the
solution of engineering tasks that allow quickly, accurately and ingeniously solving the
tasks assigned to meet technical needs in knowledge, methods, techniques, creating
technical means and organization of technologies,"10 "thinking aimed at providing
activities with technical objects carried out at the cognitive and instrumental levels and
characterized as a polytechnic, constructive, scientific-theoretical, transformative,
creative, social and positive."
Today, solving problems of forming engineering thought among students of
technical specialties requires the inclusion of three important principles in the
education system at different stages of the development of thinking (logical, creative,
constructive, visual-figurative, practical, scientific-theoretical, technical, social-positive,
etc.), namely: 1) mechanicality, 2) seriality, and 3) rationality, as well as basing on six
main categories: knowledge, understanding, application, analysis, synthesis, and
assessment, determined by Bloom taxonometry, to diagnose specific objectives which
the future specialist should achieve.11
Another important feature of engineering thinking is its systemic nature11. The
formation of engineering thinking occurs in the process of teaching not only the
STEM subjects but also the subjects of the humanitarian cycle, especially in foreign
language classes. They are based on the principle of teaching structured thinking.
Modern requirements for technical education presuppose training of qualified
specialists capable of comprehensive research, design and entrepreneurial activities
aimed at developing and producing competitive engineering products, and rapid
positive changes in the country's economy. English in the university is a compulsory
subject of the curriculum for an obvious reason: a modern engineer needs to orientate

7

Z.S. Sazonova, N.V. Chechetkina, Development of engineering thinking - the basis for improving the quality of
education: training manual, MADI (GTU), Moscow, 2007, p. 195.
8 E.S. Sinitsyn, Formation of engineering thinking in school, Development of physical and mathematical thinking in
students, Novosibirsk, NGKhA, 2011, p. 174.
9 V.V. Grabar, Engineering thinking as a socio-cultural phenomenon of education // Man and Science: electronic
scientific library, 1997. Available at: http://cheloveknauka.com/inzhenernoe-myshlenie-kaksotsiokulturnyy-fenomen-i-problema-gumanitarizatsii-inzhenernogo-obrazovaniya, accessed 02. 02.
2015.
10 E.A. Duma, K.V. Kibaeva, D.A. Mustafina, G.A. Rakhmankulova, I.V. Rebro, “Levels of formation
of engineering thinking”, Successes of modern natural science, (2013) no. 10, p. 143-144.
11 A.P. Usoltsev, T.N. Shamalo, “On the notion of innovative thinking”, Pedagogical education in Russia,
(2014) no. 1, p. 94-98.
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himself in the features of technical English which has become the main language of
the scientific engineering environment.12
The priority goal of the formation of engineering thinking of the 21st century
is the formation of the technological culture of students, receiving a high-quality
education that meets the practical challenges of innovative development of modern
natural and mathematical sciences and industrial production, which are the basis for
specialised and vocational education and the main goal of education. Formation of the
technological culture of students is associated with the creation of a new educational
environment at all levels of learning, which includes curricula, additional education,
project-based and research activities, including in English.13
The main problem facing civilized society is increasing the prestige of technical
specialties and providing conditions for the conscious choice of further professional
activities by graduates. The implementation of the educational system of educational
institutions should contribute to the formation of engineering thinking, familiarization
with innovative projects that give students not only skills of professional work but also
knowledge of a foreign language as a modern requirement of society.
Knowledge of English, in turn, turns into one of the priority areas of
vocational training for specialists in engineering specialties; the importance of using it
as an international and multifunctional, almost universal means of communication,
can not be overemphasized. The English language predetermines that future technical
staff need to know it. According to the analysis, the requirements for the level of
knowledge of a foreign language by specialists in engineering areas of training are now
significantly increasing. For example, interviewing employers of the transport sector
demonstrates that "proficiency in a foreign language ranks second among the
requirements they set for a graduate," surpassing even computer competence. It is
quite obvious that a future specialist with knowledge of at least one foreign language is
more competitive in the labour market, since language skills help to increase the
professional value of the employee, the quality of his business initiative and
effectiveness in resolving professional issues, "increases his self-esteem, raises
confidence in the future, ... strengthens stress-resistance."14
There is also no doubt about the influence of the process of studying a foreign
language on the development of the future engineer's personality since this is one of
the most important intermediaries that educate the spirit and mind of the individual,
create and define his worldview, accustom him to communication and respect for his
culture, customs, traditions and also liberalism in relation to other linguistic cultures,
readiness for civilized interaction. Increased attention to the problems of language
12

E.S. Baglasova, B.A. Rusanov, Fundamental research as a way of development of engineering
thinking of students, Formation of engineering thinking in the process of training: Materials of International scientificpractical conference, Ekaterinburg, Urals State Pedagogical University, 2015, p. 20-22.
13 D.V. Bayandin, N.N. Medvedeva, O.I. Mukhin, “Management of educational activity and its
monitoring on the basis of training technology”, Educational Technology and Society, XV (2012) no.1.
Available at: http://ifets.ieee.org/russian/depository/v15_i1 /pdf/8.pdf, accessed 03. 11. 2017.
14 T. Yu. Polyakova, “Foreign language in the professional activity of engineers”, Bulletin of the Moscow
Automobile and Road Construction State Technical University (MADI), (2006) no. 7, p. 5-10.
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training of students in a non-linguistic university, and, most importantly, the final
result - the formation of a foreign language competence is an objective need
conditioned by the requirements of modern society, labour market and ensuring the
effectiveness of vocational education.15
Based on the obtained analytical data, it can be concluded that technological
modernization of the state is unattainable without changes and rationalization of
engineering education.16 The foreground is the formulation of the following questions,
which are waiting to be answered:
✓ updating the content of engineering education. For an innovative economy,
an engineer must first of all be a creator, an inventor, who applies a wide range of
specialties in his work;17
✓ studying innovative developments, advanced technologies, know-how in
the field of science, industrial production and other spheres of human activity ;18
✓ ensuring in-depth teaching of basic and interdisciplinary programs, which
determines training specialists with a wide range of skills, wisely using their knowledge,
abilities, and skills to solve complex production problems;17
✓ training future engineers in the fundamentals of business and management,
and managers - in the basic principles of engineering and process technology;19
✓ providing the possibility to have production practice on real production;
✓ attracting employers to solve problems of student employment through the
use of a common mechanism in the world practice - contracting for targeted training
and providing students with returnable subsidies, when the graduate has the
opportunity to work for three to five years in the acquired specialty;
✓ creating state programs at national research universities (engineering
centers, technical headquarters, engineering and research bases, etc.), the main
purpose of which is the development of applied research that provides and develops
engineering creativity 20;
V.V. Pak, T.N. Melnikova, S. Fedin, S.A. Zdanovich, “The development of engineering students’
innovative thinking by the means of project activities”, International research journal: Scientific journal, (2014)
no. 11 issue 30, p. 100-103.
16 Federal state educational standards of general education, 2014. Available at: http:// и
р уки.рф
/ ку
ты/543, accessed 13. 08. 2016.
17
Innovating Pedagogy, Open University Innovation Report. Available at:
–
http://www.openeducationeuropa.eu/sites/default/files/news/Innovating_Pedagogy_2014.pdf,
accessed 25. 12. 2014.
18 O.I. Mukhin, O.A. Polyakova, K.O. Mukhin, “Electronic educational resources and information
technology in the innovation program of a technical university”, Teaching information technology in Russia,
2015. Available at: http://www.it-education.ru, accessed 24. 02. 2015.
19 A. Picciano, C. Dziuban, Blended Learning: Research Perspectives, Needham, MA, Sloan Center for Online
Education, 2007.
20 R.Z. Fazliakhmedova, Development of engineering thinking of students through design and research
activity, Collection of materials of the St. Petersburg Scientific-Teaching Conference "Cultural and technological
foundations for the development of youthful engineering thinking in additional education", 2014. Available at:
http://nsportal.ru/shkola/dopolnitelnoeobrazovanie/library/2014/05/20/razvitie-inzhenernogomyshleniya, accessed 22. 02. 2015.
15
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✓ improving the system of financing engineering education in several
directions at once: the development of regulations on financing vocational training
institutions, the growth of budget support, subsidies from the business community;
✓ improving the material and technical base necessary for practical classes
through the establishment of direct links between educational organizations and
employers and the use of the material and technical base of the latter for educational
purposes.
Conclusion
In conclusion, it should be noted that training in technical universities
throughout its history has always been professionally oriented, where engineering
thinking has always been at the forefront of the entire educational system. In modern
conditions, training of engineering personnel with an innovative type of thinking
becomes especially relevant and is further developed in the principles of professional
adequacy in non-linguistic universities. The general erudition of future specialists
prepares to a greater degree for the multifarious conditions of intercultural interaction
in the professional sphere and will allow a clearer recreation of those elements of
personality development that are of paramount importance in the formation of
engineering thinking.
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Abstract. The article presents an analysis of distance platforms used to study a foreign language, in
terms of their focus on people with special needs. The problem of insufficient attention of developers to this
category of students is raised. The difficulties in teaching a foreign language to people with limited health
possibilities are listed. It is noted that teaching a foreign language the people with limited health possibilities is
primarily correctional. A comparative analysis of platforms is made. The advantages of working with the
Blackboard platform are described in detail.
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Introduction
For the past decade, the problem of education for people with disabilities has
increasingly come to the research interest of both foreign and Russian scientists (E.A.
Morozova, T.M. Zhuravleva, T.V. Vaskevich, O.A. Prusova and others). And this is
not accidental: in 2000 (we emphasize that these are today's potential applicants), there
were 1 disabled child for 50 children, and the main reasons for obtaining disability
were diseases of the nervous system, mental disorders, congenital anomalies (given in
order of prevalence of the disease).1 According to World Health Organization, to date,
in Russia, out of 27 million children and adolescents, about 1 million suffer from
hearing impairment.2 Since 2010, the number of children with the third disability
group has been steadily increasing, which indicates the health status of future students
of higher education educational institutions.
Since the ratification by Russia of the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities in 2012, the development of inclusive education
has become one of the priority areas of educational policy. Educational standards are
being revised. The rights of people with limited health possibilities are fixed to obtain
affordable and quality education, based on the principles of equality of opportunity,
respect for rights, personal independence and independence.3 People with limited
V. Shkarovskaya, “How many disabled children do we have”, Arguments and Facts, (2002) no. 9 (1114).
Available at: https://lib.sale/sotsialnaya-rabota-knigi/statistika-invalidnosti-51151.html, accessed 14.
10. 2017.
2 Statistics of disability in Russia. Available at: http://specialbank.ru/2016/10/18/stats_russia, accessed
14. 10. 2017.
3
Convention
on
the
Rights
of
Persons
with
Disabilities.
Available
at:
http://glazunovcons.ru/images/pictures/glazunovcons/konventsiya.pdf, accessed 14. 10. 2017.
1
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health possibilities have the opportunity to learn the types of professional activity that
suit them. A variety of forms and the ability to build individual learning paths with the
use of distance technologies makes it possible to effectively implement educational
programs. In some regions of the Russian Federation, it is working for implementing
the project "Development of distance education for disabled children" within the
framework of the priority national project "Education". This project has a significant
social significance. The centers of distance learning are opened on the basis of various
educational institutions.4
Subjects and Methods
For a long time, training of people with disabilities in our country took place in
closed educational institutions.5 Therefore, many researchers6 point to the problem
associated with social adaptation and social integration of this category of people. In
the focus of researchers of the possibilities of distance learning of the majority of
scientists, such characteristics as "gentle", flexible form of training appear.
As for the teaching of a foreign language, it has a pronounced corrective
character for people with limited health possibilities of different age categories.7
However, we see a greater potential of distance learning both for increasing
knowledge and developing skills, and for personal development of students. As S.V.
Timofeeva, the goal of English language lessons using distance technologies is the
development of the child through the creation of optimal conditions for his/her
activities, the practical training of children for independent living, work, the formation
of knowledge and skills which contribute to social adaptation.
Organization of teaching a foreign language with the use of distance
technologies allows the most complete disclosure of their opportunities in the
education of people with limited health possibilities, since the study of a foreign
language is in itself difficult for any student, since the information is constantly
recoded from one language to another. And with the limitations of health

4

S.V. Timofeeva, Correctional focus of English lessons for children with limited health opportunities, 2015. Available
at:
http://mmodomodedovo.ru/tvorcheskaya-masterskaya/master-klassy/korrektcionnayanapravlennost-urokov-angliyskogo-yazyka-dlya –det, accessed 14. 10. 2017.
5 T.V. Vaskevich, “Analysis of the theoretical and methodological foundations of inclusive education”,
Historical and Socio-Educational Thought, VIII (2016) no. 5-3, p. 47-50.
6 Т.V. Hartman, “Distance Education as a Method of Socialization and Development of Disabled
Children of the Kemerovo Region”, The Way of Science, (2014) no. 4 issue 4, p. 96-97; I.V. Kitaeva,
“Possibilities of distance education of disabled children as one of the forms of socialization in the
conditions of general education school”, Bulletin of scientific conferences, (2017) no. 6-1 issue 22, p. 42-44.
7 M. Delaney, Teaching English to learners with Special Educational Needs (SENs) – Myths and realities.
Available at: http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/teaching-en..–-myths-realities, accessed 14. 10.
2017; Inclusion of Students with Special Educational Needs Post-Primary Guidelines, Dublin,
Stationery Office, 2007. Available at: https://www.education.ie/en/Publications/Inspection-ReportsPublications/Evaluation Reports-Guidelines/insp_inclusion_students_sp_ed_needs_pp_guidelines_pdf
a ccessed 14. 10. 2017.
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opportunities, this process is even more complicated. Let's list the difficulties that
people with limited health possibilities, can face when studying a foreign language: 8
1. Group work (with difficult socialization in general, restrictions in
movement, difficulties of domestic character, etc.).
2. Restrictions imposed on this or that type of speech activity. Accordingly,
taking into account the need to develop all four types of activities for the integrated
development of a foreign language, students with limited health possibilities should be
provided with additional devices and programs.
3. Evaluation of exercises of other types of work when teaching a foreign
language.
4. Independent fulfillment of tasks. For example, there is often no motivation
for learning by children with a delay in mental development when concentration is fast
lost.
5. Faster occurrence of overwork by students.
6. Necessary differentiation in the choice of materials for employment,
depending on the type of health restriction. For example, when teaching people with
hearing impairments, the clarity of the material is very important, and when teaching
people with visual impairment, the material is introduced by ear, for its fixing, audio
files are used: songs, poems, audio texts, tongue twisters, counting rhymes.
Therefore, it is very important to follow the principles of training people with
limited health possibilities. The principles given in the study of O. A. Prusova, in our
opinion, can equally apply to students of higher education: 1. Individual approach. 2.
Preventing the fatigue. 3. Use the methods activating cognitive activity of students,
developing their oral and written speech and forming the necessary training skills. 4.
Manifestation of pedagogical tact, constant promotion for the slightest success, timely
and tactical help to everyone, development of faith in one's own strengths and
capabilities.9
In our opinion, on-line platforms of different types provide an opportunity to
overcome the above mentioned difficulties and introduce the principles of working
with students with limited health possibilities. For example, if you need to reduce the
written work, it is possible to use online tests; mastering of vocabulary is possoble
through video resources, on-line games and other content.10
Educational online platforms in Russia are developing very rapidly over the
past five to seven years. In the world, this process began even earlier, so for the study
of a foreign language in distance form, there is a whole set of such platforms. Let's
8

K. Viskari, Foreign language learning disabilities: Theoretical and Practical Tools for English Teachers in Finnish
Upper Secondary Schools, A Pro Gradu Thesis in English. Dept. of languages, Huhtikuu, 2005; M.C.S.
Wight, “Students With Learning Disabilities in the Foreign Language Learning Environment and the
Practice of Exemption”, Foreign Language Annals, XLVIII (2015) issue 1, p. 39–55.
9
O.A. Prusova, Features of teaching English to children with HIA Available at:
https://docviewer.yandex.ru/view/196929306, accessed 14. 10. 2017.
10 E. V. Gerdt, M.A. Fedorova, Watch and study, Studen’s book, Omsk, 2014; T. A. Vinnikova, Some
linguistics problems of English as foreign language. Language of science and technik in the modern
world. Omsk, OmSTU, proc. of the V int. Scient-techn prakt conf., 2016, p. 222-224.
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describe only some of them, paying attention to the possibilities and disadvantages of
their use when teaching a foreign language to students with limited health possibilities
(Table 1).

Coursera

Busuu

Lingualeo

Duolingo

Table 1. Comparison of the most common on-line platforms in terms of teaching a foreign
language to students with limited health possibilities
Main content
Name
Form
Advantages
Disadvantages
Languages
Learning
foreign Website,
Individual
Less attention is
languages
mobile
promotions
paid to the
English (American), application
development of
German, Spanish,
conversation
French
skills
Learning
foreign Website,
A variety of Most courses
languages
mobile
content.
and simulators
English
application
Language
are paid
proficiency
test
and
related
assignments
Learning
foreign Website,
Possibility of Free
content
languages
mobile
getting
a (flash cards) is
,
application
certificate.
not suitable for
И
,
Off-line
visually
И
я
,
learning mode impaired
Ф цу
,
students
у
,
Ту ец
,
,
,
Не ец
,
у
,
,
К
.
ее 1400 у
Website,
A variety of At least a basic
mobile
thematics
level of English
application
courses, both is required
linguistic and
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Website,
mobile
application

ее 500 у

Website,

ее 700 у

Website,
mobile
application

EdX

Futurelearn Udemy
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professional.
In
addition,
courses
on
studying
a
foreign
language for
any level are
offered.

Responsibility
for quality of
teaching
is
borne
personally by
the
teacher.
Teachers
are
not required for
the ability to
work
with
people
with
limited health
possibilities
At least a basic
level of English
is required
High
requirements
for students, it
is necessary to
have a basic
level of English,
most courses
are paid

It's fair to mention the popular in many countries of the world virtual learning
environment Moodle which allows create and manage a variety of courses. The
obvious advantages of this system are following: it is free, updated and, most
importantly, is based on pedagogical principles (cooperation and constant feedback,
creativity, flexibility, etc.). However, experience shows that it is practically impossible
to extend the functionality of this system without the help of professionals. Despite
the availability of ready-made templates, the filling of the courses is carried out by a
subject instructor who does not possess the professional competencies of the
programmer, and, therefore, the addition of special options for students with special
and different needs, as of today, remains an impossible task.
Results
The use of the above mentioned platforms in most Russian non-linguistic
universities is carried out on a voluntary basis and out of altruistic motives, and
therefore depends on the willingness, abilities and skills of a particular teacher.11
However, as the analysis showed, despite the advantages of these platforms, the

M.A. Fedorova, “Development of the system of scientific communications in a technical college”,
Bulletin of the Irkutsk State Technical University, (2012) no. 8 issue 67, p. 362-366.
11
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developers did not pursue the goals of creating special conditions for training people
with limited health possibilities.
The most interesting product, widely spread in the sphere of higher education
both in Russia and abroad, is the "Blackboard" system, a virtual learning environment
developed by the company "Blackboard Inc". The platform is characterized by
convenient control, a customizable toolbar, as well as a simple and intuitive design.
One of the key components of "Blackboard" is the so-called "Repository of training
materials", where educational information can be saved in a single file storage, which
allows avoid re-downloading materials in various training courses, significantly saving
the teacher's time. The great advantage of this system is the fact that it allows building
in the learning environment the materials of Barnes & Noble, Pearson, McGrawHil,
YouTube, SlideShare, Flickr, etc. thanks to close cooperation with these world
publishers.
It is significant that the Blackboard platform was recognized by the non-profit
organization National Federation of the Blind as the first and only e-learning system
that has passed the testing and certification of Non-visual Accessibility Gold
Certification. Indeed, for the blind and weak-seeing students, Blackboard offers
convenient interaction with the platform through the introduction of simplified forms
of writing assignments and file downloads as well as participation in discussion
forums, and much more. However, the teaching of a foreign language has its own
specifics and, as noted above, it assumes the development of all four types of speech
activity, which is not aimed by the developers of the system and, consequently, creates
difficulties in the process of online learning.
Limitations imposed on this type of speech activity as reading can be
overcome by the teacher independently, by downloading to the "Repository" and
subsequent application in teaching materials, which format allows the use of special
programs for reading from the computer screen, such as JAWS (Job Access With
Speech). Their principle of action is to provide the learner with information (texts,
exercises) displayed on the screen, through text-to-speech and using the Braille script
allowing the using the keyboard.
However, the specialized materials on the foreign language for higher
education, designed for visually impaired people of different specialties and faculties,
are significantly less than those for other students. The creation and development of
such materials is primarily the task of the teacher himself. As a result, the course of a
foreign language without visual support is built more like an audio course, which
seems logical, since the blind can better develop the auditory channel of information
perception. Nevertheless, students may feel a lack of tactile perception, which they are
accustomed to by traditional education, since the formation of the visions of blind
people occurs in the process of direct perception of objects, namely, on the basis of a
tactile examination of the subject. It is worth acknowledging that, despite the
advantages of the Blackboard platform, with the development of reading as a speech
competence, there are still certain difficulties that can be overcome only by further
developing the system itself, taking into account the specifics of teaching a foreign
language, in order to fully develop all the speech competencies of student.
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Conclusion
Thus, as the analysis showed, most of the educational technologies on the
modern market of on-line platforms used for teaching foreign languages do not take
into account the needs of students with the limited health possibilities. The system
"Blackboard" meets the basic principles of teaching people with special educational
needs, but it does not remove all the difficulties of studying a foreign language due to
the lack of tools for "adjustment" for the development of all types of speech activity
for different categories of students. Consequently, the developers of platforms need to
focus on a different contingent of students, including those with special needs.
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Abstract. The article is devoted to the problems of computer generation of semantically abnormal
texts possessing a grammatically connected structure, but entering into an obvious contradiction with the logic of
objective reality. Using the example of the "Autopoet" service developed by Yandex showed that machine text
generation is of interest not only in the applied aspect, but also as an instrument of aesthetic influence that allows
rethinking the traditional paradigms of literary and art creation. Processing millions of search requests,
"Autopoet" generates absurdist poems on their basis. Examination of the functioning principles of the
"Autopoet" in the existential and phenomenological aspects allows concluding that, on the one hand, its poetic
experiments embody a completely impersonal type of writing and, consequently, do not have a clear compositional
and semantic structure. On the other hand, amorphous and rhizomatic computer "auto-text" every time as a
building made of bricks, consists of self-sufficient microtexts, once entered by users in the search box and carrying
a powerful existential charge, because each of them captures the unique moment of everyday human existence.
Thus, the "Autopoet" alienating the verbal and existential acts from the subject who performs them, accumulates
them in the space of the text, changing them into a pure, impersonal existence.
Keywords: semantic abnormality, existence, generation of text, automatic processing
of natural language, Yandex

Introduction
In contemporary linguistics, the research path "from text to meaning" can be
considered generally accepted: the worldview of the linguistic personality is
reconstructed on the basis of the thesaurus analysis and the image of the world that
exists in the people's consciousness, based on the dictionary and the text corpus
created by the society as a whole. Going this way, a scientist comes to a conclusion
about the subjective vision of objective reality and its fragments: a linguist judges how
a person perceives qualities, emotions, feelings, the world around him, etc.
In a large number of cases, a researcher reconstructs the "normal world" - a
picture of reality surrounding us, colored in the tone of our assessments and opinions,
knowledge and delusions. However, at times the world represented in the text is far
from reality (in other words, normality) - this is an abnormal world.
Language abnormalities is a linguophilosophical concept, which is confirmed
by the tradition of its description in the works of L. Wittgenstein, B. Russell, N.
Chomsky, N. D. Arutiunova, Yu. D. Apresyan, I. M. Kobozeva, TB Radbyl, S. P.
Potseluev, etc. 1 The efforts of linguists are aimed primarily at the typology of
1

Yu. D. Apresyan, Language anomalies: types and functions, Res Philologica, Moscow, Science, 1990, p. 50–71;
N.D. Arutiunova, “Anomalies and language (To the problem of the language "worldview")”, Questions of
linguistics, (1987) no. 3, p. 3–20; L. Wittgenstein, Logic-philosophical treatise, Philosophical works, Moscow,
Gnosis, 1994, p. 22–65; I. M. Kobozeva, N. I. Laufer, "Language anomalies in the prose of A.
Platonov," in Logical analysis of the language. Contradiction and deviance of a text, Moscow, Science, 1990, p.
125–130; S.P. Potseluev, “Nonsense in the aspect of semantics. Essay on the history of ideas”, Logos,
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linguistic abnormalities, which are perceived as such against the background of the
norm, the latter being understood in the cultural and speech aspect as an approved
exemplary way of using the units of language, and in the cognitive - as a representation
of the proper, typical, ordinary, widespread.
Among the various "abnormal" units of speech, attention is drawn to semantic
abnormalities - word combinations, utterances and whole texts that violate the logic of
the language (remember the famous phrase of N. Chomsky "Colorless green ideas sleep
furiously") and the world (Thus, D. Harms, A. Platonov, A. Vvedensky and others - the
creators of the "abnormal artistic discourse" (the term by T. B. Radbil) 6). It should be
noted that semantic abnormalities are also of interest to philosophers who reveal the
ontological and phenomenological aspects of meaningless utterances.
Without dwelling on the theoretical foundations of the study of semantic
abnormalities, let us turn our attention to one curious fact that is significant for
studying the object chosen.
Solving the problem of automatic processing of natural language, scientists
include in their arsenal a method of semantic analysis aimed at assessing the
possibilities of a semantic understanding of the text (it is natural that despite the
complexity of the grammatical system of any natural language, artificial intelligence has
much more difficulties in work with the sphere of meanings). At the same time, amid
the search for ways to teach artificial intelligence to create semantically acceptable text,
the semantically abnormal texts generated by computer acquire special attractiveness.
So, on the cusp of verbal art and the latest information technologies, vanguard art
projects are created that allow the artist, experimenting with non-standard means of
expression, to significantly enrich the traditional poetic tools and look at the problem
of creative symbiosis between man and machine at the different angle.
Subjects and Methods
Perhaps the most widely known project of this kind is the "Autopoet",
launched in 2013 by "Yandex" company.2 The mechanism of its work (if not to go
into technical details) is relatively simple. Out of hundreds of millions of user’s queries
daily processed by the search engine, the algorithm selects those that fit the given
conditions (for example, fit into certain metric schemes), and composes them. At the
end of this process, there is a short poem, consisting of meaningful or partially
meaningful lines that do not add up to any meaningful whole.
The first verses of the virtual author were blank:
proverbs - camertones
posthumous medallions
smiling melancholic
symbols of the president
(2006) no. 6 issue 57, p. 21–67; T.B. Radbil, Language anomalies in the literary text: thes. of doctor of philology,
Moscow, 2006. p. 496; B. Russell, The study of meaning and truth, Moscow, Idea-Press, House of
Intellectual Book, 1999, p. 400; N. Chomsky, Aspects of the theory of syntax, Moscow, MSU Publishing
House, 1972, p. 129.
2 Yandex Autopoet. Available at: https://yandex.ru/autopoet/, accessed 31. 10. 2017.
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[poslovitcy-kamertony
posmertnye medalony
ulybchivyi melankholik
simvolika prezidenta].3
However, as the algorithms improved, it learned to use the rhyme skillfully and
mastered various strophic models, including the Onegin stanza, limerick, monorhyme,
"powder" (a humorous quatrain written in a iambic tetrameter, with the distribution of
syllables in verse: 9-8-9-2).
When a reader comes to the web page of "Autopoet", he is randomly issued to
one of the robot-created opus. Updating the page or using the buttons "Back" and
"Forward", one can continue acquaintance with the works of the virtual poet - their
corpus is quite extensive.
The use of the neural network approach allows Autopoet's absurdist works to
simulate works of any of the classics of Russian poetry.
Scrupulous works creation dates, as well as frequently encountered "personal"
notes referring to one or another events from the life of an imaginary author help to
simulate a genuine creative process: "November 2015, sunny", "February 3, 2014, at
home", "January 2015, after the holidays" etc. The opportunity to listen to its poems
in "audio recordings", which appeared in 2015, reinforces the impression of direct
contact with the "poet". At the same time, carefully tuned voice synth settings create a
reliable illusion of live reading - leisurely, thoughtful one, with a barely perceptible hue
of tongue-tied language.
At first glance, the Yandex project may seem like nothing more than a byproduct of applied research in the field of computer processing of information,
designed to attract the public's attention to the company's main services, and to
demonstrate its technological leadership. The project manager Alexei Tikhonov tends
to regard it as a funny joke, extremely high-intellectual in execution, but quite ordinary
in terms of its effect. Comprehending what he has done, he ends his reasoning with
the following ironic conclusion: "Automatic texts lack a through structure, semantics but their figurativeness is already high enough so that as you read it, you could try to
come up with some sense on your own, even if there is no sense".
However, if we consider the basic principles of the work of "Autopoet" and its
poetic production in existential and phenomenological aspects, this generator of
semantic abnormalities can be considered one of the most striking breakthroughs in
the techno-vanguard art of the current decade.
According to the memoirs of V.B. Shklovsky, Vl.Mayakovsky appealed to
street and newspaper advertising in discussions about verse meters, asserting that "he
does not know the meters at all, but that, probably, trochee is a phrase: Shop and
workshop of brushes and brushes [Magazin i masterskaia shchetok i kistei ]. And iamb
is: The music orchestra plays on Tuesdays and Thursdays [Orkestr muzyki igraet po
3

A. Tikhonov, Autopoet: Is it possible to automate creativity, Yandex Blog. July 8, 2016. Available at:
https://yandex.ru/blog/company/avtopoet-mozhno-li-avtomatizirovat-tvorchestvo, accessed 31. 10.
2017.
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vtornikam i chetvergam].4 The sharp sensitivity to the poetic nature of the unethical,
everyday word, in Shklovsky's presentation, was inherent in all futurists.
However, the appearance of "Autopoet" became perhaps the most spectacular
manifestation of the idea of natural poetic language in the last century. While
metrization in search queries is rare (though due to their syntactical specificity, still
somewhat more often than in everyday speech), and their rhyme is in fact the result of
the computer program, the plenty of "Self-piecing" poems, collected together in the
format of a lyrical book, involuntarily - and contrary to all logical arguments - leads to
the thought that this is not an artificially multiplied accident, but a manifestation of
some unobvious regularity peculiar to speech production processes.
However, much more interesting object of analysis is not the literary
production of "Autopoet", but the very principles of its "creativity".
Alexei Tikhonov managed to do the impossible by designing an ideal machine
for a subjectless, utterly impersonal writing, which at the same time, paradoxically, is a
perfect machine of existential creation. This effect is possible due the fact that the
integral unit of any combinatorial transformations is an internally complete microtext
that is not subject to any structural modifications: the absurdizing logic of computer
"thinking" completely subordinates the structure of the final text, but does not extend
to its constituent parts (ie separate lines), which are taken unchanged.
As Tikhonov noted, in search queries, especially in the so-called low-frequency
ones, "... real human life is visible: [what to hang in an apartment to marry],
[tadadadadam hockey melody], [porno for nokia 320x240], [red pants on chandelier to
love reviews], [I was right that we will not win this World Cup]. Each example helps
to imagine this or that life story».
Therefore, the emotional and thematic range of the "Autopoet" turned out to
be unexpectedly wide - from funny absurdist verses to unexpectedly dramatic
philosophical miniatures, where the meaning is slowly and painfully pronounced
through the verbal indiscretion, through the heavy "rolling of the tongue", through
internal discord (just like, for example, the creative process was felt by Boris
Pasternak):
oblivion consciousness oblivion
table of planets' sizes
moments or moments
laws - to search - Internet
[zabvenje soznanje zabvenje
tablitca razmerov planet
mgnoveniia ili mgnovenja
zakony iskat' internet]
...
whether I wake up tired in the night
forget nothing understand
4

V. B. Shklovsky, Once upon a time: Reminiscences. Memoir notes. The stories about the time: from the end of the
XIX century to 1964, Moscow, Soviet writer, 1966, p. 326.
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reclusive flight six-fingered
how to clarify the meaning correctly
[v nochi li prosnus ia ustalyi
zabyt nichego ne poniat
zatvornik polet shestipalyi
kak pravilno smysl utochniat].5
Indeed, the verbal construction introduced by the user into the search string
very often represents a narrative in miniature or a lyrical statement condensed to a few
words: it captures our experiences and reflections, the problems that concern us and
the challenges we face, our social connections and our social phobias, our pressing
needs and our plans for the future, our hidden complexes and our secret dreams. As S.
Stevens-Davidovich, who has worked for a long time as a data analyst in the "Google"
corporation, notes: in his dialogue with the soulless search engine, people are almost
always much more relaxed and open than in dealing with their own kind: for example,
specialists received an adequate idea of the prevalence of some psychological
problems only as a result of analyzing the search statistics.6
In fact, each search query is a tiny, but mentally and emotionally saturated part
of our existentiality, wasted away by us into virtual nothingness.
Autopoet's "creativity" is interesting because it demonstrates an unprecedented
in its scope non-violent alienation of human existence by a machine, in recent decades,
rapidly gaining momentum. Every day, appropriating hundreds of millions of
existential text atoms, the machine includes them as a building material in its own
word-generation processes, completely neutralizing the intentions originally set by
their addressees and surgically separating them from all contextual shells. This
automatic writing for the sake of writing, which has no ultimate goal outside of itself
and has reached that degree of depersonalization, when not only the author is dead
(the subject striving to impose a meaning on the text), but also the scripter (a subject
striving to impose a certain structure on the text).
Nevertheless, as has already been pointed out, the "violent grammar" of
automatic writing does not affect the search microtexts themselves, which objectify
some "point", but existentially significant, life-building efforts of the individual.
"Autopoetry" of "Yandex" is based on the almost oxymoronic contrast of the
postmodernist friable text designed by the computer, and the energetic search "oneline verses", created by man and filled with his thought, will, desire, which clearly
appear through the flabby rhizomatic structure of the absurdist centon.
Thus, a person triumphs over a machine: steadily "stealing" his existence, the
dead artificial mind is not able to use the "kidnapped" to find his own living being.
In the language of metaphors, "Autopoet" fulfills the function of an existential
"accumulator", catching and preserving the particles of our existence, scattered in a
5

"Zabven'e soznan'e zabven'e..." Yandex Autopoet Available at: https://yandex.ru/autopoet/other/25,
accessed 31. 10. 20176 O. Khazan, “Our Searches, Ourselves. Google reveals the truth about people’s romantic insecurities”,
The Atlantic, 2017. Available at: https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2017/06/our-searchesour-selves/529740/, accessed 31. 10. 2017.
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digital vacuum, so that at the first request they can be returned to their rightful owners
in the most concentrated form. After all, if the traditional poem, as a rule, is
existentially monopolar (that is, it fixes the comprehension and experience of one's
being by a separate subject), Autopoet's experiments differ in a principled existential
multipolarity, since they reduce in a single framework context up to one and a half
dozen textually objectified self-sufficient existential acts.
It is curious that "Autopoet" is an extremely sensitive tool that allows one to
"measure" the existential potential of the initial text material.
On April 1, 2016, having decided to celebrate The Laughter Day with some
moderately hooligan action, the developers submitted titles of news messages
processed by the aggregator "Yandex. News". The experiment turned out to be so
effective that later, as far as we know, has not been renewed.
"Referred" to a chain of nominative "one-liners", the media space frighteningly
exposed its simulant underside, so that any randomly selected poem from the April
Fools' collection could compete with the books of Baudrillard in terms of the
persuasive power:
the State Duma will have its own choir
robber and thief is arrested in Cheboksary
the mayor of the neighboring Samara left his post
deposit rates continued to rise
a hidden layer was found in the picture of da Vinci
indestructible steel wall of propaganda
Pitt and Jolie's kids want tattoos
five thefts were solved over the past day
[u gosdumy poiavitsia sobstvennyi khor
v cheboksarakh zaderzhan grabitel i vor
mer sosednei samary pokinul svoi post
depozitnye stavki prodolzhili rost
na kartine da vinchi nashli skrytyi sloi
nerushimoi stenoi propagandy stalnoi
deti pitta i dzholi khotiat tatuazh
za minuvshie sutki raskryto piat krazh].7
Reduced to the linearity of headlines, news texts, the last stage of reduction of
which is the poem quoted by us, are unexpectedly realized by the reader as redundant:
they exist, and if desired they are easily found on the Internet, however they are
completely insignificant. Their careful evaporation in the crucible of "Autopoet"
proves that they lack any immanent senses: the only thing that remains as a result of
trying to thicken them to the maximum semantic concentration is pure nonsense.
As in the case of poems automatically created on the basis of search queries, a
fundamentally important factor here is the combination of individual independent
microtexts in macrotext with a convincingly constructed pseudo-structure (the
7

"Yandex" brought together Autopoet and Yandex.News, Interfax. April 1, 2016. Available at:
http://www.interfax.ru/russia/501482, accessed 31. 10. 2017.
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presence of rhyme and poetic size as indicators of structural integrity, designed to
indicate the existence of the meaningful integrity). However, due to the specific nature
of the initial material, the directly opposite effect is achieved.
For all its primitiveness, user search queries that fix the "atomic" states of
individual existence have an undeniable existential saturation. The headlines of news,
designed to capture all significant events in the sphere of social life, are extremely
existentially devastated.
Finally, touch on one significant point that attracts attention when analyzing
the stanza "preferences" of "Autopoet". His adherence to Onegin stanza (according to
our calculations, more than 40% of the total number of poems) is not accidental. The
developers of the project transparently hint that today it is Yandex that can be
considered a true "encyclopedia of Russian life". A search engine that creates a
continuous, everyday text, made out of the many millions of lines of inquiries that
hold the human being objectified in the word, certainly does not pretend to compete
with the author of "Eugene Onegin" in artistic skill, but its "novel in verse" is, to some
extent, no less grandiose: it is precisely what Russia as a whole speaks and thinks of
itself.
The "Autopoet" verse is miniscule (and carefully selected, including by the
aesthetic principle) share of this textual Gulf Stream, too huge for to be contained by
human consciousness. However, in their smallness they particularly emphasize the fact
that modern search engines have outgrown the level of complexity inherent in
automated mechanisms of analysis and functional processing of textual information.
Preserving and constantly increasing their operational potential, they at the same time
acquire new integrative properties, not related to their direct functional purpose.
Search engines like "Yandex" can be considered as self-sufficient writing
machines, generating an infinite text that has neither the author nor the recipient, and
at the same time possessing an unconditional existential content, repeatedly
concentrated in comparison with the texts of familiar format.
Conclusion
Automatic generation of meaningful or pseudo-meaningful texts in natural
language is today one of the priority tasks facing the IT industry and scientists working
on problems of artificial intelligence.
However, computer text generation is increasingly becoming not only the
object of applied research, but also the most important tool of vanguard artistic
practices seeking to comprehend a person's place in the new, informational reality, the
specificity of his existential self-realization in a world of total simulation where all the
symbolic structures are devaluated.
And this is one of the few areas where Russian techno-vanguard not only
anticipates global trends, but creates original, innovative models of creativity that
differ in their conceptual richness and aesthetic laconism.
Using the example of the "Autopoet" service of the "Yandex" company, we
showed how a purely technological development unexpectedly develops into a bright
and original art project that allows the reader to survive the dramatic ups and downs
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of the struggle of the absurdizing logic of artificial intelligence and living human
existence, a struggle in which the personality starts unexpected, but convincing victory
over the depersonalizing influence of the machine, gradually penetrating into
computer-generated semantically abnormal texts.
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Abstract. The article reviews the history of the appearance of the case method, studies its basic
categories and concepts, and denotes the characteristics and features of its use in the learning process. The
author considers the method of analyzing a specific situation as a modern interactive method of teaching, which
allows developing the professional competencies of students. The possibilities of the method in the process of
training a veterinary specialist in specific disciplines are described. It is determined that the essence of the casemethod in the disciplines in veterinary medicine is the organization of training using the description of specific
situations from the real activities of a veterinarian. The results obtained by the authors in solving the cases allow
us to state that the method proposed contributes to the formation of elements of professional competencies and
allows activating the entire volume of students' knowledge, which leads to the actual need for its acquisition.
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Introduction
The world space in which resources, people, ideas freely move across national
borders is the dominant tendency of the present. One consequence of this trend is the
convergence, integration of national education systems. The globalization of education
means the transformation of various educational systems into a single pan-European,
and then world, while preserving the differences due to tradition and culture. Due to
the globalization processes, specialists are presented with special requirements that are
formulated not only in the "knowledge" format of graduates, but in terms of methods
of activity ("skills", "ability", "readiness").1 Thus, the goals of education are
fundamentally changing. In higher education there is a shift in emphasis from
"knowledge" to a competence approach to education. The success of the competence
approach in teaching of students can be judged by how much they are ready to
withstand competition in the free labor market in the future and to take a rightful
place in society.2 At the same time, accepting the above-mentioned approach as the
defining requirement in the training of a specialist at the present stage of the
development of society raises new needs and opportunities for organizing academic
and extracurricular work with university students. Formation of the competencies
stated in the FSES (Federal State Education Standards) involves the use of new
technologies and forms of educational work - active and interactive teaching methods,
which should be correlated with the competencies that are being formed. Among
teachers, there is an understanding that following the above-mentioned approach
makes it possible to achieve the graduate model of the level of higher professional
education, which possesses the necessary knowledge, practice-oriented skills and
T. I. Avdeeva, M. I. Vysokos, S. I. Zycova, “Application of the case-study method in teaching”,
Humanitarian, Socio-Economic and Social Sciences, X (2015), p. 10.
2 E. V. Eliseeva et al., Information technologies in educational process, Novosibirsk, CRNS, 2015, p.194.
1
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sufficient skills for professional activity. Each teacher has a need to determine the
priorities of methods and tools as elements of professional activity, based on the
semantic load of the academic discipline, the initial level of students' knowledge, their
own pedagogical experience and the possibilities of attracting methodological and
organizational assistance from colleagues and students. Awareness of a certain method
of teaching is an important step in achieving the results - the mastery of competencies,
and therefore one should understand from the very beginning how to apply it, to what
extent it should be followed and how this method should be consolidated in future.
Long-term pedagogical experience of the authors of the article makes it possible to
assume that in modern conditions, interactive method of teaching is one of the most
important in improving the preparation of students and is an obligatory condition for
the effectiveness of the competence approach implementation. Generalization and
description of the accumulated experience creates the necessary prerequisites for
subsequent adjustments, not only in the implementation of the pedagogical process of
teaching, but also in the theory of methods of vocational training in higher education.
Such methods and forms of training as brainstorming, discussions, business
games, case-method, etc. play a key role in the activation of students in the classroom.
These and other interactive methods and forms of training not only enhance the
students' learning activity, but also significantly affect the final result of their
education. This is primarily due to the possibility to combine theory and practice
organically at such classes, which contributes not only to obtaining the necessary
knowledge, but also to the formation of practical skills in the subject field of their
future professional activity.
Case-method is one of the interactive teaching methods most successfully used
for the preparation of future veterinary specialists in the agricultural university. The
analysis of the studies devoted to the problem of introducing the case-study method in
the process of teaching university students and the theoretical literature containing
information on the development of the case-study method as a method for teaching
business and economics3 made it possible to establish that this issue requires careful
development in the context of application in the field of veterinary education, which
determines the relevance of the issue raised by us: a case-study method in the structure
of training a veterinarian. The necessity of theoretical justification and practical
integration of the case-method into the educational process for the formation of
professional competencies of students of agricultural universities is the purpose of the
study.
Under the case study, we mean a certain kind of tasks that have a projection
not only on the theoretical aspects of one of the subjects, but, as a rule, are polysubject, directed simultaneously to the formation of practical professional skills, high
motivation of the students, allowing to combine the components of competences
together.4
3 E. N. Krasikova, The case-study method in the structure and content of methodical competence of linguist-teacher,
Abstract of dissertation of candidate of pedagogical Sciences, Stavropol, 2009, p. 24.
4 M. A. Nikitina, Case as a means of teaching and control in conditions of competence-based education in high school,
Abstract of dissertation of candidate of pedagogical Sciences, Barnaul, 2014, p. 24.
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Subjects and Methods
The object of research is students of major "veterinary medicine" in higher
education under conditions of competence education.
The subject is a process of teaching veterinary medicine specialists using the
case-method on the material of veterinary disciplines within the framework of
competence education.
To study the suitability of the case-study method in teaching the veterinary
specialists, general scientific methods of logic, comparison, and also the method of
covert observation were used. For three years, the authors of the article had been
observing the control student group because of the use of the case-study method in its
classes.
Main Part
To use the case-method in the learning process, the basic role is played by the
definition of its basic concepts and categories. In the scientific literature, such
concepts as "case", "case study", "case method", "situation" and "analysis" are
considered.5 In English, "case" means "box", "suitcase" - a type of suitcase, "an
attache case" [Dictionary. Internet resource]. A distinctive feature of the case-study
method is the creation of a problem situation based on facts from real life. Meanwhile,
in different national and theoretical traditions, branches of science and practice, the
term "case-study" has various semantic nuances. R. Yin, a well-known English casestudy researcher, gives the following definition of it as a strategy: "this is an empirical
study that studies a particular phenomenon in its real context when the boundaries
between the phenomenon and the context are not distinct and in which a multitude of
diverse sources of information are used". For educational purposes, such a broad
understanding was not entirely appropriate, therefore it was more logical to use the
case-study as a method. As for the education system, in foreign practice the concept
of "case" is regarded as a "document package". It was in this form that the case-study
method was first applied during the teaching of management disciplines at the
Harvard Business School, well known for its innovations. Gruzkova S.Yu., Kamaleeva
A.R.,6 considering the history of origin and the problem of introducing the case-study
method into the practice of vocational education, based on situational learning, noted
that it was at Harvard that the teachers began to organize a student discussion in
addition to the lecture, namely, that a problem was given to students ("presentation of
the problem" was carried out by the teacher) and they considered various options for
its solution. In the early twentieth century (in 1921), with the active participation of
the dean of the Harvard Business School, Wallace B. Donham, the first textbook on
writing situational exercises was published. After a while, in 1925, the first collections
E. V. Dybinina, “Categorical apparatus of the case-study method and its features”, Education and science
in modern conditions: materials of the VIII international Scientific-practical Conference, Cheboksary, 2016, p. 71-76.
6 S. Yu. Gruzkova, A.R. Kamaleeva, “Case-study method: the story of the development and application
of the method in education”, in Modern Research of Social Problems, VI (2013) issue 26, p. 24.
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of cases were already published in the reports of Harvard University The article "Casemethod in vocational education" by N. Pavelyeva7 studies the work of the American
(Harvard) and the European (Manchester) schools, where the organization of
educational process was accompanied by the application of the case-study method. As
a method, case study became widespread in the world in the 70-80s, in the same
period it gained currency in the USSR. This method was used, at first, for teaching
managers, mainly in economic universities to form the ability to make decisions in
students. The case-study method is formulated ambiguously by methodologists: some
of them refer it to the technology of problem training, others - to project training. In
Russia, case study is treated simultaneously as a case-study method, a method of
analyzing specific situations, case method, situational exercises, etc. Western authors,
who treat it as an effective pedagogical basis, came closest to defining the essence of
the case study as a method. Conceptually, case study suggests that the learning process
is more effective if students search or construct knowledge with the teacher than they
sit passively and are satisfied with the position of the "wise contemplative."8 Dubinina
E.V.9 Case-method from the point of view of the structure with the allocation of
situational-analytical characteristics and functionality, where the case-study method is
considered as an algorithm of actions for the analysis of a certain situation, combining
simultaneously three types of human activity: practical, cognitive and evaluative. At
the same time, the method is based on the concept of the case, which is a certain
information flow. Russian scientists10 considering its structure, in one form or another,
distinguish the following parts: a description of a specific situation, tasks to the case,
background information. Western specialists distinguish the fourth part of the case
study - "teaching notes" -methodical instructions for using the case, accompanying the
case.11
Contemporary authors also note that a teacher needs to clearly formulate the
purpose in the preparation of cases; to choose a material that is relevant and
illustrative, based on the knowledge level of the group, the case in its decision should
have several solutions that will allow the teacher to create a problematic situation that
can be solved only during the discussion. Thus, case study allows students to solve
complex problems in the group during the communication. Using the case-study
method in teaching, domestic scientists Avdeeva T.I., Vysokos M.I., Zykova S.I. 12
distinguish several groups of cases: firstly, it is so-called illustrative ones, which
basically contain knowledge that can teach students to make the right decisions,
N. Pavelyeva, “The case-study method in professional education”, Campaign, (2008) no. 43 pp.33-42.
J. Boehrer, “On Teaching a Case”, International Studies Notes, XIX (1994) no. 2, p.14-20.
9 E. V. Dybinina, “Categorical apparatus of the case-study method and its features”, Education and science
in modern conditions: materials of the VIII international Scientific-practical Conference, Cheboksary, 2016, pp.71-76.
10 G. M. Gadgikyrbanova, “The method of using the case-study method (case study) in the educational
process of the University”, Bulletin of the University, XIX (2013), pp. 263-271; M. A. Nikitina, Case as a
means of teaching and control in conditions of competence-based education in high school, Abstract of dissertation of
candidate of pedagogical Sciences, Barnaul, 2014, p. 24.
11 J. Boehrer, “On Teaching a Case”, International Studies Notes, XIX (1994) no. 2, p. 14-20.
12 T. I. Avdeeva, M.I. Vysokos, S.I. Zycova, “Application of the case-study method in teaching”,
Humanitarian, Socio-Economic and Social Sciences, X (2015), p. 81-83.
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following the developed algorithm. Secondly, educational cases that describe a specific
situation in a specific period of time, which set the students the task of making
decisions independently and diagnosing the situation. Thirdly, applied cases that
substantiate a concrete situation, and students need to find ways out of it.
Thus, the case-study method, representing an innovative method, can be
regarded as a learning goal, the achievement of which will ensure the possession of
such professional skills as: analytical, practical, creative, communicative, social and
self-analysis skills, and also as an interactive educational one, close to problematic
learning. For the purpose of studying use of the case-study method, a group of
students of the Veterinary major of the FSBEI of Higher Education "Northern TransUral State Agricultural University" was chosen. Work on the study of the application
of the case-study method had been conducted since 2014 to 2017 in such disciplines
as animal anatomy, physiology and animal ethology, cardiology, pathological anatomy.
The group of students consists of 27 people, which includes 6 men and 21 women.
The use of the case-study method required additional efforts from teachers to
develop educational materials that would describe the problematic situation, since in
the scientific and methodological literature all the examples are mainly given on
humanitarian or socio-economic subjects. At the same time, in the activity of a
veterinarian, problem situations occur every day and it is necessary to prepare students
for them. Therefore, the preparation for carrying out the case is conditionally divided
into three parts. Firstly, a methodical part, which a teacher is engaged in: development
of a case study, that is, defining a problem situation, defining competence that this
case should form, and evaluation tools; definition of basic and auxiliary materials for
the preparation of students (the formation of the educational goal and objectives);
development of the course of the session (the material layout, choosing the form of
presentation, preparation of guidelines for students). Secondly, the educational work
on the case implementation, which involves the organization of preliminary discussion
of the case, the division of the group into subgroups, case discussion in subgroups in
order to solve the problem situation, providing additional information and conducting
presentation and examination of the results of the work of small groups in a general
discussion. Thirdly, a reflexive stage, which involves the preparation of individual
written reports on the lesson on the topic. At each stage of the implementation of the
case-study method, the teacher adjusts the work of the students directing them in the
correct practical and theoretical direction, and setting the pace for the discussion, if
necessary. When introducing the situation presented in the case to the students, first
of all, it is necessary: to identify the key problems of the case and to understand which
of the ones presented are important for the solution; to enter the situational context of
the case, determine who its main actors are, select the facts and concepts necessary for
analysis, understand what difficulties might arise in solving the problem; to choose a
research method. The organization of the case discussion involves the formulation of
questions for students, their inclusion in the discussion. Questions are usually
prepared in advance and offered to students along with the text of the case. The
essence of the case-study method in the disciplines in veterinary medicine is the
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organization of educational process using the description of specific situations from
the real activities of a veterinarian. Students should comprehend the situation - a
particular animal disease, analyze it and give their vision of solving the problem
according to the situation, i.e. to run diagnostics and offer treatment. During the work
on the case, a particular topic or paragraph on a particular discipline is studied on
one's own. And the problem itself does not have unique solutions.
In the course of studying the discipline "Anatomy of Animals" on the topic
"Anatomical Designer", the purpose of the lesson was defined: to form students'
professional competence (FSES HE in the area 36.05.01 "Veterinary Medicine
(specialist program)" approved by the Ministry of Education and Science of the
Russian Federation № 962 of September 3): GPC-3 "The ability and readiness to
evaluate morphofunctional, physiological conditions and pathological processes in the
human body for solving professional problems". The tasks are defined: to study the
composition of the skeleton and its structure, and apply the knowledge of the
anatomical structure to determine the location of different bones in the skeleton. The
type of class is practical and the type of education is problematic. The following
materials and equipment were used: Case in paper version on the topic of the lesson,
the skeleton of a dog and a pig. At the beginning of the lesson, the teacher introduced
the students to the case materials in paper form, then each student was offered a
questionnaire, for example: "Which bones form the basis of the skull, vertebral
column, thorax, thoracic extremity, etc.?" that should be answered in written form,
and a skeleton sketch should be made. The second stage is work in groups: the
students were divided into 2 groups. As a result of teamwork, an anatomically correct
skeleton of the animal was put together in each group, with the exact location of all
the bones. The third stage is to defend the results of the work of the whole group.
The teacher asks questions about the anatomical features of different bones. At the
end of the lesson, the results are summed up with typical errors.
Studying the discipline "Physiology and Ethology of Animals" is the formation
of fundamental and professional knowledge of students about physiological processes
and functions in the body of mammals and birds, their qualitative identity in the
organism of productive agricultural animals, necessary for a scientist to substantiate
activities related to the creation of optimal conditions of management , feeding and
exploitation of animals, prevention of diseases, assessment of health, nature and
extent of violations of organs and organism, determination of ways and methods of
influencing the body for the purpose of correcting the activity of organs. The purpose
of the lesson was defined: to form in students the professional competence PC-2 "The
ability to correctly use medical and technical and veterinary facilities, instruments and
equipment for laboratory, diagnostic and therapeutic purposes and possession of the
technique of clinical study of animals, putting on the necessary treatment in
accordance with the diagnosis". The topic of the lesson is "Blood physiology", tasks:
To study the structure and functions of the blood system, the scheme and basis of
hematopoiesis regulation, morphological, cyto-, biochemical and functional features of
blood cells. To study methods of investigation of peripheral blood, hemostasis system.
To learn how to differentiate blood cells from healthy animals by morphological
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features. To study the mechanisms and methods of research of coagulation and
anticoagulation systems of blood. The type of lesson is practical and the type of
education is problematic. The following materials and equipment were used: Case in
paper version on the topic of the lesson, blood, medical equipment. Then each
student was offered a form with questions, for example: "Blood, its composition and
functions?", "Leukocytes, their structure, functions and methods of determination?"
etc., which had to be answered. The second stage was work in groups: students were
divided into 4 groups. As a result of teamwork in each group, students had to
determine the leukocyte formula using a hematological analyzer, and by preparing a
blood smear, coloring it and counting leukocyte cells with an immersion under a
microscope. Based on the data obtained, students make a conclusion. At the third
stage, students defend the work done. The teacher asks questions about the research
topics.
When studying the discipline "Cardiology" on the topic "Endocarditis.
Pericarditis. Myocarditis", case-study method was used as follows. Initially, the goal of
the lesson was formulated: to form in students the professional competence PC-5
"The ability and readiness to perform basic medical measures in the most common
diseases and conditions in adult livestock of animals, young and newborns, capable of
causing severe complications and (or) death: diseases of the nervous, endocrine,
immune, cardiovascular, respiratory, digestive, genitourinary systems and blood, timely
detect life-threatening disorders (acute blood loss, respiratory failure, cardiac arrest,
coma, shock), use the methods of their immediate elimination, perform anti-shock
measures ". The tasks are defined: to consider various types of inflammation of the
heart; describe the methods of diagnosis that will be suitable for these diseases, to
learn to make diagnosis based on symptoms and brief data of primary inspection and
the results of special diagnostic methods; to learn how to prescribe remedial measures.
The type of lesson is practical and the type of education is problematic. The following
materials and equipment were used: Case in paper and electronic versions on the topic
of the lesson, multimedia projector, PC. The teacher at the beginning of the lesson
introduced the case materials in paper form to the students, then each student was
offered a clinical case (5 variants), which includes a brief anamnesis of the animal,
leading symptoms and results of the initial examination. Example of variant №4: "A 6year old Central Asian Shepherd Dog is admitted to the veterinary clinic. Complaints:
atony, tolerance to stress, apathy, dyspnea, cyanosis of the mucous membranes. Tones
can not be heard on auscultation of the heart. Weak pulse. Your further actions?"
Students had to make a preliminary diagnosis, appoint an additional examination to
this patient. If the diagnosis was correct, then it was necessary to prescribe treatment
and give further recommendations. The second stage is work in groups: students who
have received the same variant hold a council must justify their assumptions on the
correctness of the diagnosis and prescribed therapy. The third stage is to defend the
results of the work of the whole group. The teacher acts as the owner of the animal
and the students need to bring all the information to him. Written presentation of the
results of individual work - written prescription for the owner of the animal. Summing
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up the lesson with the analysis of errors is carried out at the final stage, after the
performance of all groups. As an independent work, students are offered to write a
clinical case, found on end-to-end practice in the university veterinary clinic.
When studying the discipline "Pathological anatomy and forensic veterinary
examination" in the second term after studying the main histopathological changes in
infectious diseases in the learning process, it was suggested to students to study the
protocols of autopsy with histopathological diagnoses and give a conclusion in which
they should reflect the cause of death of the animal, and also to present differential
diagnoses and describe which pathological material should be sent to the laboratory
for diagnosis confirmation. Individual work was based on the study of the proposed
animals autopsy protocols (pigs, cattle) and writing a pathologist's report. Work in
groups was based on the principle of division into 3 subgroups with the same variants.
Students who receive the same variant hold a council: they must justify their
diagnoses, suppose differential diagnoses and find mistakes in the pathologist's reports
of each other. On defense, students need to justify the correctness of their
pathologist's reports and to present a general report from the group. Competence PC7 "The ability and willingness to conduct autopsies and professionally make a
postmortem diagnosis, evaluate the correctness of the treatment conducted in the
order of forensic veterinary examination and arbitration proceedings" was fixed as a
result of the solving of this case.
As a result of the case-study method application, we found that the student
not only mastered the material, but also managed to apply analytical thinking,
mastered the skills, that is, mastered this professional competence.
Conclusion
For successful interaction of subjects and objects of the interactive educational
environment, teachers need to constantly monitor its effective functioning. Changes
to the requirements for training future veterinarians, the availability and improvement
of anatomical drugs, visual aids and other factors can be a signal for additions and
modernization of the interactive educational environment. The use of interactive
methods, forms and means of training veterinarians is primarily aimed at the
acquisition of practical experience. The interactive methods, forms and means of
teaching used in the classes are oriented towards the meaningful and justified free and
independent actions of each student. The effectiveness of the cognition process
depends to a large extent on the cognitive activity of a student. The success of
achieving this goal depends on what is learned and how it is acquired, this happens in
a group or individually, in humanistic or authoritarian conditions, through
reproductive or active teaching methods.
The method of the case-study method application in the classroom is such that
the teacher guides the activity of the students towards the achievement of the
objectives of the lesson, i.e. independent acquisition and formation of knowledge,
competences and skills on the discipline subject. In the educational process, almost all
the students are involved in the process of cognition. The students' teamwork in the
process of mastering the teaching material means that each one makes his/her
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individual contribution; there is an exchange of knowledge, ideas, work methods.
Collective search for truth stimulates the intellectual activity of the participants. Such
interaction allows students not only to receive new knowledge, but also to develop
their communicative skills: the ability to listen to the opinion of another, weigh and
evaluate different points of view, participate in the discussion, work out a joint
decision, tolerance, etc. The case-study method should be considered as an integrative
method of teaching and control. Through the solution of educational cases, it is
possible to ensure the formation of a system of competences based on the
establishment and strengthening of links between its elements. The study of concepts
and issues of an interdisciplinary nature ensures the integration of core and non-core
disciplines, which allows creating an environment for the formation and development
of the competence of specialists as a system characteristic.
Inclusion of cases in the learning process determines the increase in the
educational motivation of students, because requires students to mobilize knowledge
and skills in various subject areas of veterinary medicine and personal qualities that
correspond to a set of competences for a particular discipline. It is also important that
the case-study method integrates the components of the motivational sphere (the
ability to make decisions, take responsibility for them, to identify the main and minor,
etc.). The medical problems contained in the case prompt the discussion, in which
polar points of view are expressed, which contributes to the formation of a
professional worldview; allow one to acquire research skills, select the necessary
information from the data stream, organize step-by-step activities to solve the
problem, analyze, select the optimal and alternative solutions.
The solution of cases contributes to the formation of elements of competence,
activates the entire amount of knowledge of students, which leads to the actual need
for its acquisition. The introduction of this method allows us to solve the educational
problems of higher education and achieve the main goal of modern education - the
formation of a competent specialist.
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Abstract. The dynamics of architectural education manifests itself at different levels, on the
"empirical", "theoretical and methodological" as well as "paradigmatic". Among them, the paradigmatic level
is the most abstract one, absorbing fundamental regularities in the dynamics of the content and forms of
architectural education. Therefore, in the most general terms, this dynamics can be represented precisely at the
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Introduction
Knowledge of the regularities of the dynamics of architectural education is
always in demand in the educational process, especially today in the period of
revolutionary transformations in the sphere of architectural education.
Didactic concepts change in correlation with the changing content of social
and architectural practices. Proceeding from this, in the history of architectural
education, it is possible to single out mega-periods corresponding to previously
designated paradigmatic periods in the history of architecture,1 which a certain didactic
concept corresponds to: the concept of "industrial training" corresponds to the period
of "handicraft civilization", the concept of" academic education", corresponds to the
period "industrial civilization", the concept of "self-development" corresponds to the
period of "post-industrial civilization".
Subjects and Methods
The didactic concept of vocational training emerged and functioned as the
leading one in the period of domination in the society of "handicraft production" as
well as the paradigm of "structure", "design and construction" architectural practice as
the main form of occupational employment of the architect and the "tectonic"
method as the leading one.
At this time, the formation of architects was performed in the form of a labor
process, that is, in the form of vocational training, when the learning process was not
carried out in special educational institutions, but directly in the process of design and
construction practice, while working as mates with a "master" ("expert architect").
That is, the basics and subtleties of the architectural profession were mastered not in
the framework of a specially organized educational process, but, as it were, "in the
course of" the process of the main employment of an architect expert (master), during
the process of designing and building various objects, directly in the process of the
labor professional activity and by means of this activity.

N. F. Metlenkov, “Paradigmality in architecture,” in Architecture and Construction of Russia, 2011-3, p.213.
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The leading role in the process of industrial training was played by "tradition"
as the main didactic means. As a consequence, an actual being mastered method in the
architectural practice for students was that one, which content was actively shown to
students by the "master teacher". Mostly, it was a "tectonic" method – the method of
creating constructively reliable and simultaneously harmonically proportioned
construction sites on already tested, real "sample construction sites".
Master teacher used those pedagogical means which also oriented students to
develop, mainly, traditional professional tools, and above all the essence of the
didactic concept of vocational training where the teacher teaches students how and
what he himself considers as necessary , using for this purpose the corresponding
didactic principles, and first of all, the military principle of the command: "Do it so!"
or "Do it as I do!" In the middle ages, this form of architectural education resulted in
"guild" training – training in a brigade, shop, guild, team of masters. In Moscow, for
example, there were the architectural teams of V.I. Bazhenov, A.P. Balashev, M.F.
Kazakov, D.V. Ukhtomsky and others. But, the essence of practical, vocational, labor
training did not change from this: acting as master assistants (workers, apprentices,
gazelles) in all his professional initiatives, the students also mastered the essence and
details of the architectural profession, and first of all, the content of the tectonic
method of an architect (usually during ten to twenty years).
Industrial training at that time was predetermined by the level of development
of society, and above all the level of development of the productive forces, in
particular the handicraft production method, where manual labor predominated.
Therefore, very insignificant changes arose in the architecture, in the content
of the didactic concept of "vocational training" and in the technologies for mastering
the architectural tectonic method. In no small measure and for this reason, the
architecture evolved into this "handicraft" period very slowly: the style existed for
centuries. Consequently, the paradigmatic period of "vocational training" was one of
the longest in the history of architectural education. It lasted until the XV-XVIII
centuries, to the paradigmatic period of "function", the emergence of special
architectural educational institutions and the didactic concept of "academic
education".
The didactic concept of academic education emerged and functioned as
the leading one during the period of domination in the society of "industrial
production" (in the period of the industrial society, beginning with the industrial,
scientific and technological revolutions in the 15th and 16th centuries to the present
day), the paradigm of "function" and "project" architectural practice as the main form
of professional employment of an architect and his leading method – the "functional"
one.
Academic education in architecture for the first time begins to declare itself as
a relatively independent form of professional activity from the first architectural
schools established in the 6th century in Byzantium by the decree of Emperor
Justinian. Then, in connection with the appearance of the first universities on the basis
of monasteries, the academic architectural education began to assert itself as a general
progressive form of education. But, actively and directed, architectural academic
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education began to develop from the 16th to 19th centuries, in connection with a new
round of labor differentiation, conditioned by industrial and scientific and
technological revolutions, when labor and work training began to separate again in
society, forming relatively independent spheres.
The content of architectural academic education was formed under the
influence of cultural processes, especially two of them: emerging "machine
manufacturing" and a suddenly appeared "information explosion".
Machine manufacturing in Europe began to evolve from the XIII century,
with the emergence of industrial machines. It was organized on the basis of principles
that ensured survival in the competitive struggle, and above all it is the ultimate
division of labor and the linear organization of manufacturing processes. These
principles of manufacturing organization began to influence all civilizational
phenomena – from the mentality of the subjects of this era to the sphere of
architectural education. As a result, academism has become part of the content of
architectural education, along with the attributes of sovereign educational institutions,
detached from the professional design and construction practice, and above all with its
space (in the form of buildings, rooms, classrooms, laboratories) in the form of
specialized schools, institutes, universities , academies; with its hierarchical
administrative apparatus (in the form of ministries, rectors, faculties, departments);
with their production technologies (in the form of expert models, training programs
and plans for their implementation). In our country, for example, architectural
educational institutions of academic type began to emerge from 1749 at the Moscow
University, from 1758 at the St. Petersburg Academy of Arts. And soon there were
independent architectural educational institutions: the first architectural school in
Moscow (1783), the architectural school in St. Petersburg (1830), the school of
painting, sculpture and architecture in Moscow (1865), the Institute of Civil Engineers
(1882) women's architectural courses in Moscow (1896) in the Moscow Higher
Technical School (1907), the Higher Artistic and Technical Workshops in Moscow
(1920), the Higher Art and Technical Institute in Moscow (1926), Moscow
Architectural and construction institute (1933).
The information explosion also arises in connection with the industrial and
scientific and technological revolutions of the 15th – 17th centuries, which brought with
them a huge and ever increasing volume of information. In the architectural
education, accordingly, a lot of purely information courses (lecture disciplines,
courses) began to appear. Academic architectural education began to go into the
format of knowledge activity, divorced from real architectural creativity. And the real
architectural creativity of an architect began to focus more on "designing" as the main
kind of his activity. Therefore, in the field of architectural education, too, soon the
"architectural design" becomes the main type of educational activity, and, therefore,
"Architectural design" becomes the main educational discipline.
Initially, the design training of architects in the framework of educational
architectural design resembled the form of pre-academic, "vocational" training very
much. Training was carried out in educational and design "workshops". This process,
which existed before the 1930s and 1940s, was very much like training in medieval
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"teams", where students created real architectural projects under the guidance of the
master (G.B. Barhin, broth. Vesnin, I.A. Golosov, M.Ya. Ginzburg, A.V. Shchusev
and others).
Only after a while academic activity was introduced more active in the
educational process. Workshops were replaced by classrooms. Projects began to be
increasingly educational in nature, that is, they had the form of training projects,
assignments which main goal was to learn the laws of project creativity (B.G. Barhin,
M.O. Barshch, I.S. Nikolaev, and others).2 In the design classes, problems were raised
and the means of architectural design work were mastered. The mastering of project
creativity was carried out, mainly, in the process of approximated design (simplified in
comparison with the real one), since in many respects such tasks as economics,
technology and organization of decision-making processes, and often their engineering
support, as well as detailed design objects, issue and approval of permissive and
working documentation, etc. were eliminated. Over time, the connection with real
architectural practice has further diminished. And today only specific names of topics
and specific situations of construction sites remained in the educational process as
reminders of the once-old real design and construction "study-practice" of students.
At the same time, the content of architectural education did not bear the
format of "established". All the time its dynamics took place. So, in the architectural
practice at the turn of the XIX-XX centuries new reinforced concrete and metal
structures were actively used, engineers with a mathematical calculus were working
with them. Architects, in the main, were occupied with the solution of traditionally
artistic, in particular, stylistic tasks, and often with stylistic means. As a consequence,
other specialists, especially engineers, began to solve actual problems of organizing
real social processes and architectural spaces, and architects began to move to
secondary roles in this creative architectural process. This situation in architectural
practice was also reflected in the sphere of architectural education, where stylistic
form-building, the eclecticism, also began to dominate.
Artists-abstractionists began to search for the real output of architectural
creativity and architectural education: V. Kandinsky, L. Lisitsky, K. Malevich, etc.
They "saw" in the various types of artistic creativity (especially in music,
choreography, painting and sculpture) the common features of their structural
harmony, in particular, some of the simplest elements of space are "atoms": spacetime units (sounds, pauses, pa, figures, punches, primitives) and the most general
principles of their co-organization into definite structural arrangements. They "saw"
that these units constitute the "frame" of any work of spatial forms of art, and thus
constitute the basic content and basic means of any kind of artistic creation, including
architectural one, spatial in its essence. And if we work with architectural space at the
level of this fundamental content, then the style features of architectural objects
become not the main ones, they go to the second or third background. And the
"spatial-compositional" content comes to the fore with its results, the "spatial
2

B. G. Barkhin, The method of architectural design, Moscow, Stroiizdat, 1993, p. 436; I. S. Nikolaev, The
profession of an architect, Moscow, Stroiizdat, 1984, p. 384.
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compositions". In this regard, in architectural schools, and especially in Higher Artistic
and Technical Workshops in Moscow and Bauhaus, arises a new training course, and
then the discipline "Volumetric-spatial composition" (General Professional
Competence). The educational process began to be built in two parts: 1) "volumetricspatial composition" is a discipline for mastering compositional means in the 1st and
2nd courses of the university (V.F. Krinsky, N.A. Ladovsky, I.V. Lamtsov, A.V.
Stepanov, M.A. Turcus and oth.);3 2) "architectural design" is the discipline for
mastering the means of functional composition as well as material and constructive
organization of spaces in 3-6 courses of the university (B.G. Barkhin).
As a result of such structural changes in architectural education, the method of
architectural creativity began to change in real practice. From the syncretism of the
plurality of design and construction problems, two types of problems have come to
the fore: 1) artistic ones, in particular "compositional"; 2) ergonomic ones, the socalled "functional". So architectural education and in particular the architectural
method and methods of its development in its co-evolution made a significant step
from the "tectonic" approach of content (constructively proportional) to "functional"
(formal-functional). So it was in the period of industrial civilization that the content
began to characterize the formal and functional format of architectural "academic
education" in the second half of the 20th century and in the first quarter of the 21st
century as the main format and the main vector of its development. However, already
at the beginning of the 21st century, the new format – the one of a new didactic
concept – the concept of a post-industrial civilization, the concept of "selfdevelopment" began to appear and claim a leading role.
The didactic concept of "self-development" is characteristic for the
modern period (the period that starts from the last third of the 20th century), the
period of the formation of the postindustrial society with its main purpose and means
- a creative personality.
In fact, a person is an integral part not so much of his profession, as of the
whole world, and, consequently, of the whole society. And from this it follows that a
person serves not so much his profession as his society, including through his
profession, and even in the status of not only a representative of society, but also the
main creative social unit. And now, when, due to the massive activation of democratic
processes in society, this civil feeling is becoming more and more acute: the feeling of
being a citizen: both practitioner teachers and students are particularly exacerbated by
the need to communicate with the society directly without the mediation of managers
or trade unions and associations. The subjects of society want ultimate independence:
they want to independently observe and assess themselves, they want to rely more on
their own vision and understanding, they want to feel their own civic responsibility for
their thoughts and actions and they want to be significant units of society.
In the process of the formation of such a sharpened civil attitude of a person
(to himself, to the profession, to the education to the life), old ideas begin to
3

V.F. Krinsky, I.V. Lamtsov, M.A. Turkus, Elements of the architectural and spatial composition, Moscow,
Stroyizdat, 1968, p. 168; A. V. Stepanov, M. A. Turkus (eds.), Volume-spatial composition in architecture,
Moscow, Stroiizdat, 1975, p. 193.
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degenerate in society and new ideas develop about the role and place of man in
general (in the world, in the society and in the profession), and about the essence and
the content of architectural education in particular. This newly emerging civic line in
society and in architectural education as well, can be considered as a kind of "lifebuoy"
for a developing civilization, which education still functions as "professional". The
education of an industrial society is socially outdated, inefficient and stagnating itself,
profession and society. Civil education will bring architectural education to new "rails"
of its being – the rails of self-developing being, and its subjects – to the path of selfdevelopment.
Civic education sets as its main goal the development of a creative personality for
being, first of all, in society, including in the profession. But since the only form of
development is self-development (E.F. Solopov, Yu.A. Urmantsev, A.D. Ursul, etc.),4
then, applied to the education, this provision can be interpreted through "selfeducation": the best education is the self-education, as F. Engels insisted at his time.
Today the self-education appears as a form of education that is possible not only
individually, in a single form, but also in mass education. And mass self-education
today is not only possible, but also necessary as one of the main means and conditions
for the existence of civil society.
Thus, the newly emerging postindustrial society places in the center of
attention not products of commodity production, and, consequently, commodity
production in itself, or its various technologies, but a personality in its entirety, and
this means a creative personality who creates all these technologies and not only
technologies, but most importantly oneself, including with the help of these
technologies: one's inner world, the personal space of spiritual being, personal creative
potential. In this regard, it requires a fundamentally different concept of architectural
education than the existing concept of "academic education" (and in fact,
"manufacturing training"). The concept of "self-development" is put forward for the role
of such a concept, which can be characterized by three main positions: "goal",
"didactic method" and "methodical means".
1. The goal of self-development is better represented two-fold, in accordance with
the double meaning of the concept of "architect": in the first sense, the architect is
primarily a "specialist", and in the second sense, the architect is primarily a
"personality". Depending on the discretion in the architect as the dominant beginning
either "specialist" or "personality", two fundamentally different models of architectural
education can be distinguished.
In the first case, when an architect is first of all seen as an expert and the
educational process is appropriately organized, a "centralized" and, more often, a
"state" system of architectural education arises. And it, as a rule, develops in the
countries with the centralized economy.
In the second case, when an architect is first of all seen as a person, a citizen and
a creator and the educational process is appropriately organized, a "decentralized"
4

A. D. Ursul, On the way to the model of education of the XXI century. Synergetics and educational process, Moscow,
Publishing House RAGS, 1999, p. 127-129.
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("liberal", "civil") system of architectural education emerges. It arises, mainly in
countries with market economies and democratic constitutions.
At the present stage, as a goal of the architectural self-development (selfeducation) a creative personality as a sovereign unit of society, and above all, such
qualities as the creative potential of self-determination and self-development in society (including
in the profession), its civil and moral position should be considered. And this goal also
requires special means of achieving it, in particular, the didactic method of selfdevelopment.
2. The didactic method of self-development, aimed at achieving such a goal as
"education of the creative personality", and a didactic method aimed at achieving such
a goal as "specialist’s training" are fundamentally different.
In the case where the specialist’s training appears as the goal of the
architectural education, the above-mentioned "method of formation" becomes the
leading didactic method, which means the formation of an architect from an entrant
by teacher. This method leads to the set goal – the specialist’s training – and even
leads significantly faster than other known methods of mass education. But it has two
significant drawbacks. Firstly, it does not ensure unconditional mastering of the
foundations of the creative method and often leads to the development of only the
reproductive form of the method, forming "executors" in mentality from students and
"developers" in terms of qualification. Secondly, this method is a one-way method, the
method of a single and unchanging way of obtaining an architectural education.
Because of this, he excludes any subject of the educational process that deviates from
the main provisions of the uniform model of the specialist, which is not only socially
human but also professionally not true, since otherwise talented young people who are
thinking can be enriched, which, in principle, could enrich both the profession and
social relations generally.
In the case when the goal of architectural education is the education of a
creative personality, the leading didactic method is the "method of self-development",
that is, a method of self-development of a person in society, including architecture:
self-development in the form of self-education of students in accordance with their
individual abilities, personal priorities and their own concepts of essence, content,
forms and values, both of life and professional creativity. This method is a method of
multi-path, a method of a set of constantly refining ways of becoming always unique
creators, reminding the process of "Brownian motion." A similar educational process
in the Bologna movement was called "student-centered educational process"
(educational process, organized and managed, mainly for students and by the students
themselves). However, the introduction of the didactic method of self-development
into educational process requires special architectural and methodical means.
3. Methodological means of self-development are conditioned, first of all, by the socalled. "Education model" or "Educational program" (within the framework of
Federal State Education Standards-3 it is the "Basic educational program" of the
university – the general educational program).
For a centralized system of architectural education, the model of education, as
shown above, is developed and implemented in a single variant.
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For a decentralized system of architectural education, the model of education
in its former status (the state model of education in a single variant) as such is not
developed at all. Only the principles of constructing such models are formulated,
which are declared more often by educational standards. In Russia, these are the last
generations of Federal State Education Standards of higher education (FSES-3, FSES3 + and FSES-3 ++). Following these principles, students have the opportunity for
themselves to build individual educational trajectories – "models of education".
Results
Five leading principles of the concept of self-development in education can be
identified: "self-determination", "leveling", "modularity", "competence" and
"fundamentality."
Self-determination is the title principle in the organization of the educational
process, which requires students to choose for themselves the already identified (often
approved) diverse ways of becoming an architect, or for different reasons, to build
their individual original ways of professional development in architecture and above all
two main ones – "subjective" and "objective": a) on the subjective basis, individual
educational trajectories are built based on the existence of a variety of activity types of
creative personalities (designer, researcher, critic, teacher, manager, realtor, economist,
lawyer, etc.) or based on the existence of various universal personal types (technical,
artistic, scientific, philosophical, organizational, economic, legal etc.); b) on the objective
basis, individual educational trajectories are built, based on the existence of
functionally different projected types of objects – architect, architect-town planner,
industrial architect, dwelling architect, landscape architect, architect-designer, etc.
The process of building curricula in accordance with the principle of selfdetermination in recent years in the architectural schools of the countries of the
European Union, America and Japan is intensifying. But, even in such advanced
schools, this model of building the learning process is not fully realized. They still
remain (as a rudiment from the medieval method of handicraft manufacturing labor
training), although partially (about 30-50%) the "single-path model" in the guise of the
"federal component", the "national component" and the "professional minimum".
Consequently they always have blocks (cycles) of disciplines that are mandatory for
mastering by all students.
The principle of self-determination is realized to a large extent through the
following four principles: "leveling", "modularity", "competence" and
"fundamentality".
Leveling or level educational process in foreign countries, and in recent years in
our country, is built as a process consisting of separate relatively independent and at
the same time interrelated levels of different duration:
the 1st level, "Bachelor" is the process of becoming, as a rule, designerdevelopers (4-6 years);
the 2nd level, "magistracy" is the process of becoming predominantly master
designers (architects-conceptualists), masters-teachers (architects-teachers –
researchers of architectural object typology and pedagogical activity) – 2-4 years;
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the third level, "doctoral studies" is the process of becoming researchers of the
highest category – doctors of architecture, (or, in Western terminology, "doctors of
philosophy in the direction of architecture" – leaders of research, design or
pedagogical activity).
The level education system allows students to choose (study or work) more
than once when they enter the university (as it is the case with a centralized education
system), but much more often, almost in front of each of the three educational levels
(bachelor, master, doctoral). And such an opportunity – the possibility of choice – is
one of the basic conditions for the self-evolving formation of a personality.5
Modular content of education is one of the prerequisites for building the
modern education, which, in order to increase the mobility of subjects of education,
should have the form of education associated with the formation of countries in the
Bologna space.
The main direction of identifying the structure of modules is the analysis of
the content of professional architectural activities. As a result of this analysis of
professional architectural practice, six basic types of professional activities of the
architect are defined: "project", "research" (theoretical and empirical), "managerial"
(organizational and managerial), "communicative", "critical" and "pedagogical". The
didactic scan of the contents of these six types of modern professional occupations of
the architect led to seven educational modules of the domestic higher professional
architectural education, which are correlated to a considerable extent with the content
of training modules in a number of leading architectural schools in the USA and
Europe: "architectural design"; "architectural and construction structures, materials
and technologies", "engineering systems and environment", "history and theory",
"professional language and means of communication", "management, law and ethics"
and "architectural pedagogy".
Competence is the level of education, the professional potential of a specialist,
determined by the effectiveness of possession of necessary knowledge and skills. The
educational process, built on the basis of competences – the "competence approach"
– began to be remembered and tested in foreign national educational systems, mainly
from the last quarter of the twentieth century.
Our domestic experience in the application of the competence approach
begins with the time of the development of the third generation of Federal State
Educational Standards of Higher Education of the third generation and its
introduction into the educational process since 2010.
Until now, the educational process in our country has been built, including the
State Standard of the second generation, based on the so-called "disciplinary
approach".
What is the difference between competence and disciplinary approaches?
The disciplinary approach, inherited by the sphere of education from classical
science, requires filling the entire content of educational processes, in fact, with
scientific disciplines.
5

N. Abbagnano, L'esistenzialismo positive, Torino, Taylor Editore, 1948, p. 217.
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Because of this, the student must know the basics (and often even more
deeply) of the discipline studied, where, due to the logic of constructing discipline, a
lot of material is included that does not have or has an indirect relationship to the
profession being mastered. As a result, the student is studying much more than
necessary and is often overloaded. That is, the efficiency of education is much lower
than expected. The applied scale of effectiveness of educational activity – the so-called
knowledge, skills and abilities – V.P. Bespalko in the sphere of higher professional
education was also oriented towards a disciplinary approach.
The competence approach seeks to avoid this and requires filling out the field
of subject content in educational processes with only those training courses that are
directly needed by the future professional. That is, it is required to build a model of
professional competencies that would include all the necessary and sufficient qualities
of professionals. For this purpose, when developing the Federal State Education
Standards for higher professional education of the third generation, it was proposed
first to build a competency model of professional architectural activity, a "model of
professional competencies" (PC), and then a "model of general cultural competencies"
(GKC), which together would represent "a model of higher professional architectural
education", with the expansion of the latter at two interrelated levels – "bachelor" and
"magistracy".
As a result, the Bachelor of Architecture is mainly represented as a "developer"
who mastered the competence of the first academic degree, which oriented graduates
to a solution, first of all, of regular mass project tasks. After passing the licensing
procedure, the Bachelor, in principle, can even be awarded an "architect" qualification,
or he can continue further education in magistracy.
The master of architecture is represented mainly as a professional with a
second academic degree, that is, with a professional degree: with either a scientificproject orientation ("architect-conceptualist") or a scientific pedagogical orientation
("architect-teacher").
The master of architecture in designing is appealed to solve non-nominal and
exclusive tasks as well as problems of increased complexity (specialized,
interdisciplinary and, most importantly, conceptually innovative and advanced), to be
able to perform applied scientific research (pre-project analysis, as well as project and
post-project analysis), to be able to identify project concepts, develop project
programs and assignments, be able to prepare justifications, conduct examination and
evaluation of projects. In addition, masters should supplement the educational
building of architectural schools, especially for the implementation of bachelor
programs. The master must be also prepared to perform the functions of management
and administration in the field of the project management, be ready to work in the
constantly updated socio-cultural context as the general manager of the process of
transformation of the architectural environment.
The fundamental nature of education is the mastering the practical and theoretical
foundations of professional activity. Fundamentality of education has always been one
of the main criteria of the educational level, and one of the leading problems in the
sphere of education. Today, as in most cases so far, not only design as the main type
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of architectural activity but virtually all disciplines are mastered either "in a practical"
(by organizing a real design process), or "informational" way (in the process of lecture
courses), which in any case is not the most effective approach.
So that both practical and theoretical education, and, ultimately, the
fundamental nature of education, have become today an obvious reality, the main way,
in accordance with the requirements of the modern main type of architectural activity
– "research and design" – is a way of strengthening the theoretical component, and in
particular , the way (in accordance with R. Deckart) of isolating the methods of these
two components of architectural activity (practical and theoretical) into relatively
independent but nevertheless interrelated educational subjects. In accordance with this
requirement, each training module, academic discipline or training course should
always have a two-part structure in the form of their "Theoretical part" and "Practical
part". That is why, during the development of the Federal State Education Standard of
Higher Professional Education of the Third Generation (FSES-3), the "theoretical
part" was the first introduced as a compulsory and sovereign component of any
module,6 discipline and course, including module "Architectural design", where there
were two disciplines instead of one as a result of this action: the project discipline is
mainly in its existing practical form – "Architectural design" – and "Architectural
methodology", a new research discipline, relatively independent and at the same time
closely interrelated with the "Architectural Design", a discipline of a direct theoretical
and methodological orientation, that is, orienting students to develop architectural
method in its theoretical foundations.
Conclusion
These are the main contours of the model of the dynamics of architectural
education, whose knowledge today during the period of revolutionary changes in
society is particularly in demand both in the profession and in the educational process.
The proposed model of the dynamics of architectural education represents three
historical formations of architectural education, and accordingly, three didactic
concepts (vocational training, academic education and self-development). The modern
postindustrial period in the development of civilization requires a fundamentally
different didactic concept for the organization of educational processes in modern
higher education: the concept of self-development. The main goal of its
implementation is the mastering of the means of self-development of the creative
personality and the self-developing and creative personality.

6 V.G. Budanov, Synergetic methodology and the problem of the dialogue of cultures, Philosophy in the modern world:
the search for methodological grounds, MSU-UlSTU, Ulyanovsk, 2005, Release. 4, p.130-149; V.I. Vernadsky,
Biosphere and noosphere, Moscow, Nauka, 1989, p. 258; I. Prigozhin, Order from chaos: A new dialogue between
man and nature, Ilya Prigozhin, Isabella Stengers; trans. from English by Yu. A. Danilova; Society. Ed.
V.I. Arshinov, Moscow, Progress, 1986, p. 431.
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Abstract. The article provides a holistic approach to the analysis of the phenomenon of virtual
reality, which is viewed from the standpoint of philosophy, the natural science concept, architecture and technical
knowledge. Virtuality characterizes, mainly, the artificial environment created by modern technology. In the
article, the phenomena of virtual reality are considered in the technical world, the possibilities of its application
in the educational environment are determined, optimizing the learning process.
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Introduction
In modern culture and education, the notion of "virtuality" or "virtual reality"
has been widespread; it is usually used to describe the reality created by computer
technology or the media. The concept of "virtuality" arose in the classical mechanics
of the XVII century as a designation of a mathematical experiment. Even then,
"virtuality" included duality: it was both a fiction and a reality, an unreal reality, a
paradox.
Today, virtual reality technologies are widely used in various areas of human
activity: design, mining, military technology, construction, simulators, marketing, and
advertising, but in the field of domestic education its game capabilities are not used
enough.
The purpose of this article is to give a holistic view of virtual reality from the
standpoint of philosophy, the natural science concept, architecture and technical
knowledge. Phenomena of virtual reality are considered in the world of technology,
information space, the possibilities of its application in the educational environment
are determined, allowing optimizing the process of teaching students.
The phenomenon of virtual reality is relatively new, but it is actively explored
in various areas of scientific knowledge. From the standpoint of philosophy, this
problem was studied not only by foreign scientists but also by Russian scientists and
philosophers. For example, Lobankov I.D. in the work "Modern concepts of virtual
reality" analyses the main theoretical approaches to the definition of virtuality and
examines the notion of the ontological status of virtual reality. Gavrilov A.A. in the
work "Understanding the phenomenon of virtual reality in philosophical discourse"
analyses the advantages and disadvantages of existing approaches to studying the
phenomenon under consideration. Shustov NA.. in the work "Aesthetic Experience
and Virtuality: Problems of Interaction" analyses the ontological nature of virtual
reality and the specifics of its relationship with the aesthetic subject.
Methods

Comprehensive approach to the analysis of the phenomenon of virtual
reality
The concept of "virtual", from the Latin word virtus in antiquity denoting a
complex of excellent characteristics of a man, in the thirteenth century is used in both
French and English culture. Moreover, in the English language, thanks to the
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appearance of computer technology, the notion of "virtual" specifies such values as
an object that does not exist in reality but emerges due to software. It is interesting
that the English word "virtual" carries various meanings. So, first of all, it has the
meaning of "real as opposed to formal," that is, a truly real, essential.1 It is also
necessary to take into account the meanings of the word virtuoso (virtuoso,
connoisseur of art, etc.) or virtuosity (love of art, artistic taste, etc.) that refer us to the
aesthetic reality of art combining the "essence", "Ideal" and "incarnation in the
material." A virtuosic imitation of nature seeks to give the illusion of the latter and
even to substitute it.
The philosophical approach to the definition of virtual reality is that the
idea of virtual reality is abstracted from its immediate technical embodiment, it itself
is treated as a kind of model of real processes, the content and form of which does
not coincide with these processes. At the same time, virtual objects are considered
apart from reality, however, they are recognized as potential and conditioned by this
reality. Such properties of virtual reality as its generation, relevance, autonomy,
interactivity are identified.
The emergence of virtual reality is spontaneous, sudden, it resembles
"balancing on the brink", which supports the regime of actualization of the chaotic
state. The result of this state of the system, for example, can be the influence of
bifurcation, which in the catastrophe theory describes the phenomenon of
"bifurcation" of objects when the parameters that determine them change. We can
assume that the properties of virtual reality as a natural phenomenon, one way or
another, should manifest themselves in artificial virtuality, especially such as
extraordinary dynamism, ease of transition from one state to another balancing on the
verge of chaos, unpredictability, propensity to catastrophism and bifurcation.
In the scientific world, in physics, the explanation of virtual reality is
possible due to the discovery of a new model of the quantum vacuum proposed in
1980 by A.E. Akimov. He bases this model on two postulates. According to the first
one, each element of the universe is filled with convolutions from the circular waves
of electrons and positrons, and the convolution has a zero total charge, the spins of
the particles forming it are directed to each other and equal to zero. The second
postulate is that the total mass of the convolution is equal to zero. This is a
consequence of the law of conservation of mass-energy in the formation of a
convolution its mass is transformed into the energy of a pair of gamma quanta.
Akimov proposed to call this quantum system, which has zero values of mass, charge,
and spin, a phyton. The phyton model of quantum vacuum allows explaining the
emergence of fundamental interactions in a new way: the electromagnetic field can be
understood as the charge polarization of a vacuum, and the gravitational one - as
longitudinal states of spins ordered in phytons, the spinning of a vacuum is called
torsion. The fact that this new type of field exists in nature has now been confirmed
in numerous experiments (E.Cartan, G.I. Shipov). Particles of the quantum vacuum,
whose energy during small time intervals (corresponding to the mass of the electron:
1

***, English-Russian dictionary, Vol. 2, Moscow, 1977.
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Δt = 10-21 seconds) undergoes quite large oscillations, called virtual. Individually they
do not show themselves in any way, but as a system ensemble they quite noticeably
influence the difference in the property of matter (the magnetic moment of an
electron, the spectral characteristics of atoms, etc.). Thus, this vacuum virtual "fog" is
a very real phenomenon.
As a natural physical phenomenon, virtuality is described in quantum physics as
the sudden appearance of virtual particles that can emerge from "nothing", gaining a
fleeting existence, and then disappear again. They live a very short time, as their energy
is "borrowed" as a result of quantum effects and must be returned 2. The theory of the
quantum field depicts all interactions as a process of exchange of virtual particles. The
field theory considers nucleons as centers of constant activity, surrounded by "clouds"
of virtual particles. Entire virtual "clouds" are formed - dynamic patterns which
determine the forces of interaction. This manifests the dynamic nature of the vacuum,
which contains all forms of particles. Each particle can be considered only in relation
to the whole.
In the technical world, virtual reality acquires a new meaning under the
influence of information technology: it is understood as a characteristic of the
consciousness and perception of the subject when he loses the difference
between the real and the constructed. Examples of the practical application of
virtuality in the technical world can be found in the cinema, when in 1962
Morton Heilig created the first prototype of a multi-sensor simulator, Sensorama,
immersing viewers in virtual reality with the help of short films. Each film was
accompanied by smells, wind, noise of a megacity from an audio recording. It was
in the 1970s that computer graphics replaced video shooting, and flight
simulators worked in real time. The first successful implementation of virtual
reality is the computer program "Aspen Movie Map", created in 1977 at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
In the mid-80s of the XX century, former hacker Jaron Lanier introduced the
term "virtual reality" in the field of computer technology. The modern level of
computer technology allows us to create a special artificial reality which gives the
illusion of true reality. And this does not require full reproduction of the latter.
Symbolism and conventionality of human perception allow schematizing reality while
preserving the illusion of its authenticity. It is enough to have two moments: first, not
only the eyesight should be involved, but also other senses, for example, hearing and
touch, should be affected. Secondly, through special techniques, a person can even
"touch" an object that exists only in the computer's memory.3

L. A. Mikeshina, M.Yu. Openkov, “New images of knowledge and reality”, in Journal Man, 1993 no. 1,
p. 36-38.
3 G. I. Ruzavin, Virtuality, New Philosophical Encyclopedia, Institute of Philosophy RAS, 2nd ed., Rev. and
add., Moscow, Mysl, 2010; R. V. Leushkin, “Virtual object as a problem of constructive realism”, in
Fundamental Research, (2014) no. 6; S. V. Matveyev, M. Göbel, Direct interaction based on a two-point laser
pointer technique, ACM SIGGRAPH 2003 Sketches & Applications, San Diego, California, New York,
NY, USA, ACM, 2003.
2
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At the present stage of culture, we can confidently say that virtual reality
technologies are widely used in various fields of human activity: design, construction,
marketing, and advertising.
Discussion
The use of virtual reality opens up many new opportunities in education and
training which are too complex, time-consuming or expensive with traditional
approaches, if not all of that at the same time. There are five main advantages of using
AR/VR technologies in education. 1. The principle of visibility - using 3D-graphics,
you can detail the chemical and physical processes up to the atomic level. And nothing
forbids to go even deeper and to show how inside the atom the nuclear division
happens before the nuclear explosion. Virtual reality can not only provide information
about the phenomenon itself, but also demonstrate it with any degree of detail. 2. The
principle of safety, which can be illustrated as follows. Operation on the heart,
controlling a high-speed train, space shuttle, safety procedures in case of fire - you can
immerse the viewer in any of these situations without the slightest threat to life. 3. The
principle of involvement. Virtual reality allows you to change scenarios, influence the
course of an experiment or solve a mathematical problem in a playful and
understandable form. During a virtual lesson, you can see the world of the past
through the eyes of a historical character, go on a journey through the human body in
a microcapsule or choose the right course on the Magellan ship. 4. Focusing. The
virtual world, which will surround the viewer from all sides to all 360 degrees, will
allow you to concentrate entirely on the material and not be distracted by external
stimuli. A first-person view and a sense of being present in the painted world is one of
the main features of virtual reality. This allows you to conduct lessons entirely in
virtual reality.4

Application of various types of virtual reality in the learning process.
Let us dwell on those types of virtual reality that are designed to make the
learning process more efficient, voluminous, and vivid.
First. This is the application of interactive computer games based on the
interaction of the player with the virtual world he creates, identification with the
character of the game, whether visible or implied. Here we use qualitative threedimensional graphics, the principle of individualizing the process of cognition. In a
technical university, it is important to find the possibility of using autostimulants,
economic stimulators the game world of which models the important physical laws,
creating a model close to reality. Virtual reality is an indispensable condition for
effective training of professions, where the operation of real devices and mechanisms
is associated with risks or costs (train driver, dispatcher, oilman, builder, engineer,
architect, etc.). A good example in this regard is the decision of the Case Western
4

S. V. Matveyev, M. Göbel, The optical tweezers: multiple-point interaction technique, Proceedings of the ACM
symposium on Virtual reality software and technology, Osaka, Japan, New York, NY, USA, ACM, 2003,
p. 184-187; T. Jordan, Cyberpower: The Culture and Politics of Cyberspace and the Internet, Routledge, 1999.
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Reserve University on the introduction of Microsoft Augmented Reality technology in
the training of students.
Second. Cyberspace, a special kind of space of objects widely distributed in a
computer network, for example on Web sites, is the origin of Internet events. To
present readers with cyberspace, that is, a comprehensive fabric that includes
individual virtual events, Gibson applied the method of a series, in his culture - this is
a series of chases in a fictional world. In modern times, the metaphor of cyberspace is
not just a convenient way of describing events, but also a practical necessity. Despite
the fact that such professions as computer programmer appeared, in practice, it is very
often naive to assume that any video editing engineer is familiar with HTML, a web
designer with Per language, and a database programmer does not always understand
packet switching.
Along with cyberspace, the phenomenon of the digital world is also effective a holistic parallel universe created from Internet information. Students can get in the
digital world physically, and not by immersing themselves in the computer world. A
good example in this regard is the mathematical cartoon Cyber Pace, the action of
which takes place in the Cyberspace controlled by the Motherboard. Like the authors
of this idea, any creative teacher can offer students to move to a virtual world where a
variety of mathematical concepts will be explained in the best possible way.
Third. Using the avatar - a graphical representation of the user, his alter ego, a
game Internet character. An avatar is either a two-dimensional image in web forums,
chats, blogs, social networks, or a three-dimensional model in virtual worlds, massively
multiplayer online games. An avatar can be either an arbitrary image, or a documented
or processed photo of a user that is freely selectable, while the author's file can be
either static, or graphic, or a video file. It should be well understood that the main
purpose of the avatar is a graphic representation of the individual character of the
user, the disclosure of his personal spiritual qualities and social status. It is important
that teachers can create their own avatar and teach students the ability to use the
opportunities provided by the avatar, it is a desirable attribute of web forums, it can
be posted next to each participant's post on the forum topics. In addition, avatars
make it easier for participants in an intellectual event to perceive the discussion of the
topic, allowing them to easily associate the content of speeches with the individuality
of their authors.

Virtual reality in architectural design.
Architecture is the creative embodiment of scientific knowledge in the
field of construction and the formation of the environment. Creativity here is the
beginning. Let us consider how the virtual reality influenced the design processes
by the example of "sketch", "drawing on paper" and "digital drawing". We will
consider the definitions and draw a conclusion:
1. A sketch on a sheet of paper - a general drawing or layout, made in advance.
2. Drawing on a sheet of paper - an accurate projection image of objects on
paper.
3. A digital drawing - by definition it is the same, but it is perfectly accurate
with the possibility of free use and transformation of the containing material.
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At all points the subject performs the process of forming the model of the
object, the difference is only in accuracy. Here, accuracy is used not only as an ideally
identical projection but as a completeness and the possibility of conveying the original
meaning of the subject. In the architectural world, virtual reality is an "instrument" by
which the subject's imaginative thinking embodies an object in the digital reality
(virtual space). For architects of past eras, a "mock-up" could be considered as such a
tool for designing. This is the maximum proximity to the building that has not yet
been built. The problem was that there was no full picture because it was impossible
to take into account the possibilities of constructive, climatic, seismic features, but
only aesthetic ones. Therefore, construction of the building required a long-proven
experience of the past. Modern architects have the opportunity to take into account
all these factors and make appropriate adjustments. It can be concluded that the
phenomenon of virtual reality directly accelerated the development of technology in
architecture.
Results
However, until the use of technologies and the devices themselves are as sharp
as possible, there will be minuses and potential problems of using virtual reality in
education.
1. Any discipline is quite large, which requires a lot of resources to create
content for each topic of the lesson - in the form of a full course or dozens and
hundreds of small applications. Companies that will create such materials should be
ready to develop for quite a long time without the opportunity to recoup it before the
release of a full set of lessons.
2. In the case of distance learning, the burden on the purchase of a virtual
reality device rests with the user, or this device can be his phone. But educational
institutions will need to purchase sets of equipment for classrooms in which classes
will take place, which also requires substantial investment.
3. Virtual reality, like any technology, requires the use of its own specific
language. It is important to find the right tools for making content visual and
engaging. Unfortunately, many attempts to create training VR-applications do not use
all the possibilities of virtual reality and, as a result, do not fulfil their function.
In order to test the effectiveness and viability of using virtual reality in
education, VRArlab has developed an experimental lesson in physics. The study
involved 153 people: adolescents 6-17 years old, their parents and relatives. After
viewing the participants were asked to answer three questions: how well the
educational material filed is assimilated in this way; what is the opinion of children on
learning in virtual reality; what school subjects (according to schoolchildren) are
preferable for creating lessons in virtual reality.
The lesson was on the topic of electric current in the simplest electric circuit.
Wearing glasses, the user was in the room in front of the table, on which the simplest
electric circuit was visualized. Then the user got inside the conductor, where he had to
study its structure (visualization of the structure of the atom, the crystal lattice,
conditional visualization of the current flow in conjunction with the power source).
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The lesson is designed for six students, accompanied by a lecture of the teacher and
lasts from 5 to 7 minutes. The respondents were asked to answer three closed
questions of the questionnaire: which of the listed particles is not a particle of the
atom; what the nucleus of the atom consists of; what particle is responsible for the
transfer of electric charge. The result was excellent - only 8.5% of respondents did not
understand the material. As for the opinion on such lessons, according to VRAR lab,
148 respondents out of 153 (97.4%) would like to continue using virtual reality
technologies in school lessons, and most of them indicated physics and chemistry as
disciplines.
In general, the experiment conducted by VRAR lab showed the success of VR
in education. Modern technologies, despite the long path of development, are still
young, but still, virtual reality is the next big leap in the development of the sphere of
education. And in the near future, we will see many interesting discoveries in this
area.5
Conclusion
"Virtuality" and "virtual reality" are fashionable concepts, but they still require
further scientific elaboration. They are very promising for modern theory since they
adequately describe modern reality. In marginal times, border realities "in between",
which include laughter and virtuality, myth, dream and illusion, come to the fore. Their
correlative historical research could be useful. In the field of national education,
virtual reality technologies have not yet gained their well-deserved wide application.
Virtual reality is the alluring world that we ourselves can create. It is interesting
and insightful, but sometimes it can disorient a person, where real reality and virtual
reality will merge. A person develops behavioural levels on which he thinks only
within the boundaries of the usual virtual space. Therefore, one should carefully
introduce a virtual approach to the educational process only with the purpose of
strengthening or improving understanding, interpretation of the educational material.
A person should correlate himself with the real space and evaluate the virtual space
purely as an instrument.

5 M. Meadows, I. Stephen, Avatar; The Culture and Consequences Of Having A Second Life. Peachpit, New
Riders, 2008; R. J .S. Sloan, B. Robinson, M. Cook, and J. Bown, "Dynamic emotional expression
choreography: perception of naturalistic facial expressions," in M. Capey, B. Ip and F. Blastland, (eds.),
SAND Conference Proceedings, Swansea, UK 24-28 November 2008, Swansea Metropolitan University,
Swansea; N. Wood, T. Michael, R. Solomon and G. Basil, “English. Personalization of Online Avatars:
Is the Messenger as Important as the Message?”, in International Journal of Internet Marketing and
Advertising, II (2005) issue 1/2, p. 143-161; N. A. Shustov, Aesthetic experience and virtual reality: problems of
interaction. Information on. Available at: https://cyberleninka.ru/article/n/esteticheskiy-opyt-i-virtualnostproblemy-vzaimodeystviya, accessed 12. 05. 2017; I. D. Lobankov, Modern conceptions of virtual reality.
Available at: https://cyberleninka.ru/article/n/sovremennye-kontseptsii-virtualnoy-realnosti, accessed
12. 05. 2017.
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Abstract. Specificity of philosophy as information is revealed under the condition of the structuring
of being into object layers (objectivity). The whole array of objects, focusing on one or the other basis of division,
can be combined into a whole object layer of being, the objectivity of being. Methodological experience of such
division and integration is realized, in particular, in the concept of the dialectic of nature in F. Engels works,
as well as in the ontological studies of N. Hartmann, who, in the theory of a new ontology, also owns the term
"layer of being". Engels and his followers, based on the data of modern science, divided the material being into
physical (mechanical), chemical, geological, biological and social matter and the forms of the motion of matter
corresponding to these material carriers. At the same time, it seems that in this gradation of being the object
approach prevailed. The foundation of structuring, one way or another, was nature, where the object-substrate
principle, the desire to reveal the elementary material form of the structural layer of matter and to explain its
origin from the mature form of the preceding material level dominated. For example, atoms and molecules from elementary particles, the elementary form of the living - from complex organic molecules, the elementary
form of the social - from complex biogeocenotic processes. According to Hartmann, there are four main layers of
being: physical-material, organic-living, spiritual, historic-spiritual. In it the subjective accent prevails. The two
above-mentioned doctrines on the structural levels of being are shown as the most prominent. They gave rise to
other attempts to structure the universe. The article proposes the concept of the stratification of being on the
instrumental, symbolic, sign and ultimate-sign (universal) layers. Culture as a whole appears as a universal
means of human relationship to the world, which contains four groups of these means. Each of them in its own
way unites the subjective and objective components of being. Accordingly, philosophy is treated as information
that takes and transmits the specificity of the ultimate-sign (universal) object layer of being. This level provides
objectivity relevant to the person's philosophical personal identity.
Keywords: instrument use, symbolism, universality, information, objectivity,
interaction, conjugation.

Introduction
Philosophy for many centuries has been and remains one of the most
important resources for the development of human knowledge and society as a
whole. However, in the modern world, it is replaced by a more simple and accessible
information, and information systems and technologies, including it in its resource,
subordinated and almost absorbed it, becoming dominant. All this actualizes the
fundamental problem of clarifying the meaning of philosophy as information, for
any "philosophy is a breakthrough to the world of meaning,"1 but "philosophical
activity in giving meaning is the alpha and omega of all scientific knowledge."2
Philosophy synthesizes the meanings, views, worldviews of the "builders" and
"architects" of new epochs in search of optimal ways of technical-technological,
economic, ecological and socio-cultural development. Philosophical comprehension
1
2

N. A. Berdyaev, Philosophy of Freedom, Moscow, Respublika, 1994.
M. Schlick, Positivism and realism, Poznanie, vol. 3 -1932-33, 1932-33 p. 7-8.
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and representation of the universe and all its elements is much more important and
more valuable than ordinary information.
Subjects and Methods
Philosophy has the form of speech which a person turns to another person,
to the world or to himself. It acts as a monologue, a dialogue or a polylogue. The
first, the second, and the third is the exchange of information. Naturally, a question
arises of the relation of philosophy to information in general, 3 a question of the
specifics of precisely the philosophical information against the background of its
other types.
If we interpret information as the exchange of information, the generic
concept is "relation". Let us digress for the time being from the specifics of the
related parties, which gives the relation a specific difference, characteristic precisely
for information as the exchange of information. To begin with, it is sufficient to fix
the relation itself as a structure that presupposes the parties involved and the
interaction between them as elements. The simplest dialectical analysis gives the
following picture of the moments of interaction: the direct identity of the related
parties, the direct difference, the mutual self-mediation and the mutual transition.
The related parties coincide (are identical) because both are the source of
information. But they are different because the information of both sides has
substantial differences. This is the initial ontological interpretation. It allows us to
turn to the development of mutual mediation and mutual transposition of the parties
in a relation in time and space, to concretize the relation as information. We are
interested in the specifics of philosophy as information, philosophy as a special type
of information exchange. 4 To clarify the specifics of philosophy as information,
philosophy as a special type of information exchange, we will denote features of the
types of non-philosophical information. We state that the information is of an
objective nature, that is, the parties involved in the exchange of information are
objectively defined. Each related party transmits information about itself as
something that is communicated to somebody or someone else. The transmission of
information as a form is a metamorphosis. Media changes, but the form as the
transmitted information remains invariant. The very word "information" can be
treated as a "form invariant". Invariance in the transmitted information is necessary.
It ensures the adequacy of interpretation during metamorphosis, transferring the
form to a subjectively different environment. Information is based on
metamorphosis. It assumes a mutually intermediate movement of the subject form,
the exchange of subject forms between the related parties. Mutual mediation of
information is precisely the exchange of objectively defined forms. The isolation of
information in a special stream, along with the flows of matter and energy, is
S. Dutta, “Philosophy of information: Range and Tenets”, in Annals of Library and Information Studies,
LXIII (2016) issue 2, p. 91-102.
4 T. Gorichanaz, “Information and experience, a dialogue”, in Journal of Documentation, LXXIII (2017)
no.3, p. 500-508.
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justified by the fact that it is necessary to fix the universal metamorphosis, the
exchange of objectively defined forms in the universe.
Since the certainty of information is rooted in the objective structure of
being,5 it is natural that a research interest in it arises. On this path, we assume the
discovery of the specifics of philosophy as information. The object structure of life
has, as its fundamental principle, activity, a practical, social and historical
development of the world by people. In the structure of activity, the object, subject,
means and subject matter are distinguished. They, as the moments of living, actual
activity, are objectified, "fade away" in the product and in the result. The result,
unlike the product, contains an objective component that is not taken into account
in the subject's goal. This component can be called a "delta result". The product is
the realized goal of the subject. The delta result expresses the difference between the
result and the product.6 But we are interested in, first of all, not materialized, not
objectified, but living activity with the above-mentioned structure "object-subjectmeans-subject matter". The object here is treated in the sense of a category close to
objective reality. Its essential feature is independence from the intentions, goals,
motives of the subject's activity. This is a world in itself, outside the sphere of
influence of the subject on it. This is what Kant insisted on,7 describing the "thingin-itself", but without the element of his agnosticism. The category of the subject is
the pole of the free creative principle. The subject goes beyond objective
determination, knowing the necessity of the object, but following the free choice.
Goals of the subject are objectified in the means. In the means, the goal is moved
beyond the subject, becomes a real force. In a material world, for example, the goal
in the means becomes a special thing along with things and acquires the actual
material force of self-affirmation. A means is what a person (subject) places between
himself and the world as a vehicle for the targeted impact on the world and a
conductor of the reverse impact of the world on a person. The means sets the
subject "angle of view" of the object. Taken from this angle, the object appears as a
subject matter.
The array of objects can be combined into a whole objective layer of being,
the objectivity of being. It is sufficient here to recall the methodological experience
of such unification by F.Engels,8 in the studies of N.Hartmann,9 who introduced the
very term "layer of being". Engels, relying on the data of modern science, subdivided
the material being into physical (mechanical), chemical, geological, biological and
social matter and the forms of the motion of matter corresponding to these material
carriers. At the same time, it seems that in this gradation of being the object
5

A. B. Nevelev, The existence of man: the dialectic of objectivity and energy, 2012. Available at:
https://cyberleninka.ru/article/n/bytie-cheloveka-dialektika-predmetnosti-i-energiynosti, accessed 26.
10. 2017.
6 A. B. Nevelev, N. L. Khudyakova, Philosophy of knowledge: Textbook, Chelyabinsk, Chelyabinsk State
University Press, 2015.
7 V. Kant, Critique of pure reason, Moscow, Mysl, 1994.
8 F. Engels, Dialectics of nature, 1934.
9 N. Hartman, Systematic Philosoph, Faust and Zarathustra, St. Petersburg, ABC, 2001, p. 207-272.
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approach prevailed. The basis of structuring, one way or another, was nature. The
substrate principle dominated, the desire to identify the elementary material form of
the structural layer of matter and explain its origin from the mature form of the
previous level. For example, atoms and molecules - from elementary particles, the
elementary form of the living - from complex organic molecules, the elementary
form of the social - from complex biogeocenotic processes. According to Hartmann,
there are four main layers of being: physically-material, organically-living, spiritual,
historically-spiritual. The subjective accent prevails in it. The two above-mentioned
doctrines on the structural levels of being are shown as the most exemplary. They
gave rise to other attempts to structure the universe. In connection with our theme,
it seems necessary to discover in an explicit form the real basis for structuring being
without evasion both in subjectivity 9 and in objectivity.8 The subject and the object
are the categories specifying activity. Both are moments of internal selfdifferentiation of activity. We noted that the categories of product and result are the
fixation of an objectified being in which an object, a subject with its goal, a subjectmatter, and a means are brought together. In a living form, in the actual, here and
now ongoing activity, its objective quality, which interests us, is most clearly fixed.
The correlation between the means and the object is clearly visible. A means is a
prism, "glasses" through which a person sees an object, as an angle of view of an
object. A means appears as a clearly defined form of the qualitative structuring of
the subject. A means captures that quality in the object that turns an object into a
subject-matter, limiting the uncertainty of the object. A subject-matter is an object
that is limited by a means. In the subject-matter, the subject (goal), object and means
are represented as an "externalized" goal. Now we can begin to objectively structure
being, what we need, ultimately, to identify the specificity of philosophy as
information against the background of its other (non-philosophical) subject-matter
forms. To escape from the extremes of objectivity and subjectivity in the
identification of the objective layers of being, we will make a methodological
emphasis on the categories of the means and the object taken in their mutual
correlation. And we will focus on the state of the actual cohesion of the means and
the object, their actual relationship here and now.
The first layer of being is connected with the material relation in which the
materially acting subject, material means and object are connected. The organic and
inorganic body (material culture) of a person as a subject here is involved in direct
material contact. Man, being, among his other determinations, a body, always retains
material and sensory contact with the environment through the means, is bodily
linked to it. He reproduces this contact (cohesion) throughout his life. Other people,
society participate in this contact either directly or indirectly through the inorganic
body, material culture. This production and reproduction of material life, where a
tool is a means, an instrument of material life. Accordingly, the object appears as an
instrument-driven. The first of the objective levels of being, therefore, is represented
by an instrumentally mediated material relation. The first objectivity is an
instrument. Ignoring the considered material relation in the study of the bodily
existence of the human individual exceeds the permissible interval of abstraction.
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The material-objective (instrumental) layer of being becomes material-ideal, sensually
supersensitive, when the subject sets aside used tools, ceases to use them. In this
case, the material relation associated with them turns into a represented relation, into
a representation, acts as a material image, a "transplant" of a material relation into
the consciousness of a person occurs. The ideal is the material, transplanted into the
human head and transformed in it (Marx). The parties of the former material
relationship represent each other and the former relationship in a figurative way.
One side (means or object) can be given bodily-sensually, the other - ideally,
figuratively. Also, the relation itself can be given ideally. The material relation has
become an image, has become symbolic. The symbol stands in the place of the
instrument as a means. The sensual-bodily was replaced by the sensual-figurative.
This is the symbolic objectivity of being, the second (figurative) objective layer of
being, superimposed on the first objectivity.
Finally, the relationship loses its relevance when passing to a signified
being, when the word replaces the image (Hegel). The sign, the third objective level
of being, is predominantly ideal, supersensitive. The related parties go into the
shadows, the word, the sign, stands in the place of the image. The image is largely
replaced by conventionality about the meaning and sense of the sign. Those who are
related now appear as significantly differentiated. The sounding word differs
significantly from other sounds. In order to maintain an idealized relation, there
must be a sign in the sign world that spontaneously and objectively, in a competitive
struggle with other sign means, could assume the function of expressing a
generalized idealized relationship. Historically, language takes on itself the function
of retaining and consolidating idealized relations in the human mind. Finally, in the
process of steady abstraction of the relationship from the related parties, a
categorical pair of "being-non-being" arises with the ultimately leading role of being.
In these categories, universal coverage in the mind of a person of all reality, the
relationship of everything to everything is performed. This, relatively speaking, is the
fourth, existential, universal subject-matter layer of being.
It seems that only now we have the opportunity to categorically strictly
distinguish philosophy as information from other types of information. The four
substantive layers of being considered (instrumental, symbolic, sign and universal)
allow one to classify information in an objective manner, and exchange information
between the related parties. Instrumental objectivity is associated with the
instrument-driven information. The penetration of man into the depths of the ocean
and into the cosmic heights, inside the atom and into the mystery of the birth of the
universe, into archaeological artefacts and geographic neoplasms - all this was
accomplished through the use of instruments, instrument-mediated activity. Human
life is also permeated with artificially determined information about housing,
machinery, economic mechanisms, types of cure for ailments, forms of cultivation
of land plots and so on. Instrument-driven information is information about the
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production and reproduction of a person's material and physical life.10 The first
objectivity is an initially generating variety of information, where the variety of
object-material existence determines all other diversity. But there is also an
instrumental unity, which on closer examination appears to be the constituent basis
for this objective layer of being, and therefore for objectively defined information,
for the first-level objective (instrumental) information. The symbolic objective level
of being generates a figurative, figurative-sensory layer of information. It concerns,
first of all, the symbolic existence of man, an array of figurative ideas about the
world and about oneself. It is appropriate to recall here the aesthetic relation of man
to the world, presupposing a priori standard forms of man's experience of his being
in the world.11 A person is immersed in a symbolic layer of objective being and
draws his identity from it. This is the specificity of the second objective layer of
being in conjugation with the information generated by it. The third layer is a
symbolic being that generates the corresponding data, sign information. Here,
language dominates as a "home of being" (Heidegger). Sign reality tends to
conceptualism, to the emphasis on the essential features of the conceivable subject,
on the content of the concepts under discussion. Aggravating and limiting the
element of thought, the reality of the related parties is taking second place. The data
exchanged by the related parties in the messages are summarized, the information
has a character of high abstraction. This requires "negotiating words" because of
their possible polysemy, "language games" (Wittgenstein). This situation can be
interpreted in a constructive, positive sense - as a person's freedom in the sphere of
the object-ideal, sign layer of being.
With the fourth objective layer of being, which is often closed to the
understanding of most people, philosophy is connected as information. One cannot
do without a taste to the ultimate, universal abstraction in philosophy. The exchange
of philosophical data, philosophical information presupposes the personal identity
of philosophizing people with the ultimate relation to everything, with being in
general as such. In addition to objectivity, the universally philosophically
conditioned energy plays a role here. Philosophy as information acquires an
extremely personalized, individualized character. Communicating philosophical
information, it is impossible to hide from demonstrating your preferences.
Conclusion
So, philosophy as information is, firstly, data from the sphere of the ultimate
subject community; secondly, it is data reported on the relation of everything to
everything; thirdly, it is data constituted by the universal of being as such; fourthly, it
is data that are extremely personalized; fifthly, it is data (news) about the event of
the mutual transition of the universal into the unique and the unique into the
universal.
J. D. Dinneen, “Information research, practice, and education continue to invite and benefit from
philosophy”, in Education for Information, XXXIII (2017) issue 1, p. 1-2.
11 J. Furner, “Philosophy of data: Why?,” in Education for Information, XXXIII (2017) issue 1, p. 55-70.
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Abstract. The article discusses the problem of using audiovisual visibility in the lessons of Russian
as a foreign language in a military engineering university. The authors analyzed domestic and foreign theoretical
sources on this issue. The principles of selection of audio-/video materials, tasks and methods of working with
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Introduction
Currently, innovative trends are actively manifested in the change in the
content and organization of the educational process in higher education institutions.
Education is considered as one of the types of services that brings to the forefront the
issue of competitiveness and variability, compliance with which requires changes in
the content of the educational process and teaching. Knowledge of a foreign language
enables the student to study the achievements in the professional sphere and then use
the acquired skills and abilities in his activity.
The educational process, during which the development of Russian as a
foreign language is carried out, has its own specifics associated with the need to ensure
constant monitoring of the level of students' motivation and with the difficulties of
forming a communicative competence.1 These features of the educational process set
an important goal for the teacher - to continually use new achievements in the field of
methodology and technology of teaching Russian as a foreign language. It is fair to
consider interactive methods of teaching (simulation of communication close to real,
educational games, round tables, mini-conferences, discussions, etc.) as such
achievements, as well as methods of applying computer and telecommunication
technologies in the lessons of Russian as a foreign language. When solving the
problem of mastering communicative competence, training equipment (TE) play an
important role, which not only remain the main means, but also find new application,

E. V. Dzyuba, A. E. Massalova, “Psychological-pedagogical, sociocultural and methodical foundations
of teaching the Russian language as a non-native”, in Philological class, III (2017), issue 49, p. 41-47.
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give development to new directions in the methodology of teaching Russian as a
foreign language.2
The use of TE by students gives more complete and accurate information on
the topic, increases the visibility of learning and causes the desire to further improve
the language culture, in other words, has a great influence on the formation of
motivation.
Motivational sphere is a complex and flexible mechanism, which, if properly
organized, can be effectively managed. To develop practical skills in the use of language,
the teacher must constantly pay attention to motivation. At the same time, it is necessary to
involve the emotional sphere of students, which is an important impulse for communication
in general. The use of audiovisual visual aids potentially contributes to the formation
and development of a motivational basis of foreign competence,3 corresponds to the
psychological and pedagogical prerequisites for the successful formation of
motivation, that is, it affects the emotional sphere and, thus, contributes to the
formation of motivation for learning. In addition to the above-mentioned,
methodically correctly selected authentic audio and video materials are of practical
importance for the formation of linguistic and cultural competence, because they have
an aesthetic value and reflect the linguistic and ethno-cultural identity of the country
of the studied language.
Audiovisual materials introduced into the educational process at the military
engineering university are considered from the viewpoint of the formation of special
competencies, in particular professional ones, and acquire the importance of
professionally-oriented visibility that is able to satisfy the special requests of students
and which is thus an effective mechanism for the formation of motivational readiness
for learning and a means of preventing demotivation to learn the language throughout
the course. The use of audiovisual tools offers pictures bearing a professionally
significant and moral load. Hence, the importance and urgency of using authentic
audio- and video-materials in the lessons of Russian as a foreign language is obvious.
Methods
Based on the study and analysis of theoretical and practical research (B. A.
Altshuler, S. I. Arkhangelsky, A. M. Helmont, N. I. Zhinkin, E. I. Ioch, Yu. O.
Ovakimyan, V. L. Polevoy, L. P. Pressman, G. I. Khozyainov, N. M. Shakhmayev), it
turned out that the methodology for working with video materials is not sufficiently
developed. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the basic principles and criteria for
selecting audio and video materials for their inclusion in the educational process, to
identify the grounds for their classification, to form a set of exercises and tasks topical
for this issue, in other words, to determine the methodology of working with
authentic materials that contribute to the formation of professional and
2

G. M. Kodzhaspirova, K.V. Petrov, Technical means of teaching and methods of their use, Moscow, Academy,
2003, p.256.
3 P. I. Pidkasistyi (ed.), Pedagogics. Textbook for students of pedagogical educational institutions, Moscow, The
Pedagogical Society of Russia, 2002, p. 608.
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communicative competence of engineers of the military school, studying Russian as a
foreign language.
It is important to select audiovisual means based on the following principles:4
- methodological appropriateness (compliance of features of video material
content to educational objectives);
- authenticity of video production (use of video materials containing authentic
language material reflecting the peculiarities of the country's language, as well as
professional authentic materials reflecting the level of development of military
equipment and weapons in the students' major);
- cultural conformity (illustration of the sociocultural background of the
language being studied);
- the principle of the correspondence of the language content of the video
material to the level of language preparation of students;
- the principle of the correspondence of the content of video material to the
professional orientation of students.
The use of video materials in teaching Russian as a foreign language is based
on one of the general didactic principles – the principle of visibility. Due to the ability
of a person to perceive and process speech and visual information, it seems possible
to use a variety of visual means.
The implementation of the principle of visibility as one of the leading in the
process of forming motivation is important in the course of this study. This principle
has two forms of expression: linguistic (verbal-speech) and non-linguistic (subjectvisual). In the course of the work, it is advisable to use the following teaching
methods:
- use of sound recording, listening (when preparing and reading reports on
problem topics, a recording is made to the recorder, in order to correct the said);
- use of visual aids (natural visibility). They include educational pictures ("Map
of military operations", "Types of crossings", etc.), films fragments ("Officers", "Hot
snow", "Crew of a fighting machine") and video films ("Machinery of engineering
weapons", "Explosive work"), tables, etc. The main purpose of the listed means is
visual semantization and simulation of the communication situation (military
etiquette, verbal forms of commands, etc.);
- formation of skills and abilities of independent work using technical means,
for example, making a presentation when working with features of the scientific
speech style on the topic "History of military maps".
Visualization serves as a support in understanding the material perceived by
the ear, ensures correct interpretation and stimulates the utterance in the studied
language. A.A. Leontyev5 emphasizes that visibility has four main functions:
- cross-cultural function (description of the given country, its landscapes, cities,
historic monuments; industrial and domestic scenes, culture-specific elements);
- function of visual presentation of objects, actions, phenomena;
4
5

A.N. Shchukin, Technique of using audiovisual means, Moscow, Russian language, 1981, p. 129.
A.N. Leontiev, Activity. Consciousness. Personality, Moscow, Academy, 2005, p. 14.
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- function of representing the subject situation (the basis for the description of
the picture, a visual commentary on the content of the text, a visual motivation for
communication, a direct illustration of the situation of communication, a meaningful
basis for the utterance);
- function of visual stimulation of the utterance (stimulation of the utterance as
a whole, part of the utterance, check and correction of the understanding of the
utterance).
The principle of professional orientation of education is not considered a generaldidactic principle, but is taken into account in secondary and higher education.6 When
teaching foreign students, the orientation towards the future profession really
becomes a learning principle, which is determined by a number of factors: the agespecific psychological characteristics of foreign students determine the formation of a
conscious need for higher education in a particular profile; the professional
orientation of training serves as an active source of motivation for learning activities.
This principle is implemented in the selection of material for Russian as a foreign
language. They include reading texts, topics and situations of communication,
assignments focused on the major.
Results
To effectively use audio and video materials, the teacher should meet a
number of requirements:
- methodically justified use and organization of video materials should
correspond to the level of general and language preparedness of students;
- It is necessary to organize the preparation of students for the forthcoming
work, which consists in setting a concrete and motivated task;
- The duration of the video fragment should not exceed the actual possibilities
of the lesson stage;
- communicative situations in video fragments should represent interesting
opportunities for the development of language, speech, socio-cultural and professional
competencies of students;
- text of the video should be accompanied by a clear instruction aimed at
solving a specific learning problem that the students understand.
Compliance with the requirements mentioned, corresponding to the content
of the lesson and the methodological principles of education, will ensure the success
of the educational process.
In accordance with the proposed requirements, oral speech, as well as the
image of objects, persons and situations in dynamics, acts as a teaching material. The
educational tool in this case is a flash card, and the technical device is a computer. The
perception of information in the process of using this training tool takes the form of
watching a video.

6

V. I. Borodkin, Changes in the needs-motivational sphere of the individual when adapting to the educational process.
Thes. of cand. of p.sciences, Minsk, 1988, p.231.
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The system of exercises should be aimed at the practical knowledge of a
foreign language, "it must be aimed at mastering those operations with material that
are necessary for understanding and expressing thoughts in a foreign language."7
Operating at different levels of material organization and having different conditions
for implementation, exercises should provide controlled learning of a foreign language
as a means of communication. From what has been said, it follows that it is advisable
to classify exercises in accordance with the operations that the student should master.
Many foreign methodologists (R. Cooper, M. Lavery, M. Rinvolucri, M. Allan.
C. Leany, P. Viney, S. Stempleski, J.-L. Chiss, J. David) offer three main types of tasks
when working with video materials, which include active viewing; making your own
videos; creation of a video application to the course book.8 This classification is based
on the criterion of the degree of activity of students and teachers in the work with the
use of video materials. Given the available material and technical base, as well as the
skills of working with video equipment (video camera), the most attention should be
paid to the first kind of work - active viewing, which involves working with
methodically prepared video materials, including a variety of tasks aimed at forming
communicative competence, and requires the greatest activity of students in the
process of viewing.9
In accordance with the classification proposed in the dissertation research of
Pisarenko V.I., the exercises are divided into receptive and productive. Receptive
exercises with video materials consist in their viewing/listening; productive exercises
with video materials can be divided into 2 large groups by the purpose of their
performance: 1) exercises to control the understanding of the sound series; 2)
exercises for the further formation of the communicative competence based on video.
There are no clear boundaries between these two types of exercises, since they are
both speech-type and productive.
Give the examples of some tasks based on the material of the fragment of the
film "Crew of a fighting machine" (1983) and used in the lessons of Russian as a
foreign language with foreign military personnel of the engineering university.
Before watching the film, pre-watching tasks are used, explaining unfamiliar
vocabulary, terminology and subjects. At this stage, the teacher removes possible
difficulties in the perception of the text and prepares students for the successful
performance of assignments for the film. За а ия,
ы а а иа
и ф а
:
1. Exercises to control understanding (short answers like "yes-no" or others,
consisting of one or two words, to questions about the content of the video):
This fragment shows Russian soldiers-tankers.
Yes / No

The fourth soldier from the crew was killed.
7 Yu. I. Verisokin, “Video films as a means of motivating students in teaching foreign languages”, in
Foreign languages at school, V(2003), p. 32.
8 R. Cooper, M. Lavery, M. Rinvolucri, Video, Oxford University Press, 1996, p. 3.
9 V.I. Pisarenko, The technique of using video materials in teaching a second foreign language (On the basis of the
French language in a non-linguistic high school): Thes. ... cand. ped. sciences: 13.00.02, Taganrog, 2002, p. 181.
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Yes / No

In this fragment the soldiers are dressed in a battle dress.
Yes / No

Actions in this fragment take place in winter.
Yes / No
2. Choosing the right answer from a number of suggested answers:
Choose a variant corresponding to the content of the dialog in this fragment:

- How many tanks did you lose this week?
-…
a) three;
b) five;
c) many;
d) none.

What do you think is a white triangle shown in this fragment?
a) letter;
b) telegram;
c) notebook;
d) newspaper.

Finish the phrase: “We expect the divisional …”
a) armored personnel carriers;
b) Katyushas;
c) squad vehicles;
d) tanks T-34.

What message did the Germans (the Fritzes) pass to the Russian
soldiers?
a) German ace burned three Russian tanks in one battle;
b) German tank crossed the front line;
c) Russian intelligence officers were captered by the Germans;
d) Germans counterattacked.
3. Choosing the appropriate titles for each part:

Break this passage into semantic parts and title them.
Offer your own titles to each part.
Title this fragment.
4. The association of information material (dates, proper names, geographical
names, etc.) with different parts of the video material:

Suppose, what period (of military actions) is described in the film. Why?
Soldiers of what nationalities fought in the Russian army? How did you
determine this?
On the eve of what battle, do the actions of the film take place? Justify
your answer.
5. Drawing up a plan for the plot of the video material; etc.

Make questions about the content of the video. Pay attention only to the
basic facts.
Make a plan for the video fragment, using questions.
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Outline the content of the video fragment, based on the plan.
The necessary requirement in the performance of these tasks is the reliance on
oral speech, and not only on the visual series, because here, first of all, it is important
to understand the content of the video / video fragment. Otherwise, if this condition
is not met, students' responses may be false and, as a consequence, the main goal of
the assignment will not be achieved. The teacher, in turn, to realize the task, should
simplify the difficulties of formulating oral speech and memorizing the visual series.
Among the tasks aimed at development of communicative competence, there
are oral statements about the contents of videos and express their opinions, formed as
a result of viewing. The development of personal statements can be stimulated
through the following questions and assignments: Were you interested in the

problem raised in this video? Do you consider the topic of the video relevant?
Have you ever seen other videos on this issue? Express your point of view on
this issue. Has your country ever faced such a problem? How and where can
you use the information from the video?
For self-study, students are given an essay "My favorite war film".
When organizing verbal communication in the lesson, one should keep in
mind that it can be simulating real speech communication (for example, compiling and
playing dialogs by analogy, by keywords), "simulating" communication in situations of
natural communication (for example, role-playing or business game) and authentic
(utterance from one's own person).10 The choice of appropriate tasks and exercises
depends on the goal set by the teacher before the participants of the educational
process, that is, what skills and abilities should the assignments to video materials be
focuse on.
Video materials that combine various aspects of the act of speech interaction
have great potential and advantage over audio recordings and printed texts. In
addition to educational and developmental value, the video contains visual
information about events and people (appearance and non-verbal behavior) and, what
is especially important, if the right problem and topic is chosen, it becomes
professionally significant.
Conclusion
Thus, the use of audiovisual tools will contribute to the intensity of the
learning process in the lessons of Russian as a foreign language in a military
engineering university through the creation of a natural foreign language environment;
realization of the principle of visibility important for the formation of motivation;
accounting for individualization; creating optimal conditions for monitoring and
evaluation; maximum use of analytical capacity and internal resources of students.
Carrying out a lesson using this kind of visibility undoubtedly increases cognitive
activity, motivation, and also creates conditions for the development of
communicative skills and language skills in the academic and professional fields.
10

N. D. Galskova, Modern methods of teaching foreign languages. A handbook for teachers, Moscow, ARKTI,
2000, p. 104.
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Abstract. This article describes the practice of using project-based learning in the system of higher
education. This method has a long history, but its reasonable balance between academic knowledge and
pragmatic skills remains relevant and effective at the present time. The proposed international
telecommunication project "Congratulations and wishes in national linguocultures" is a modern format of
educational project activity which aims at forming a number of competencies among students, including
linguistic, regional, cultural, computer, project, and management. The presented project, based on the use of
modern electronic educational resources in conjunction with the linguistic communication skills of students, can
cover the audience of many thousands of project participants in different parts of the globe. The versatility of
the communicative situation of this project allows one to design the project activity in diametrically opposite
directions, using similarities and differences in the language and conceptual representation of congratulatory
formulas and wishes. This project contributes to the formation and improvement of skills refined in foreign
language classes, inspires participation in global social processes taking an active civil position, creates
prerequisites for the internationalization of both the discipline and the entire module of the curriculum, meets
both the official requirements of state educational standards, and the practical needs of the teacher in classroom
and extracurricular work. The very specificity of this project assumes active use of the results obtained both in
the everyday practice of communication between native speakers representing a homogeneous culture and in the
aspect of interpersonal intercultural communication, forming positive trends for linguistic and cultural
adaptation in a foreign society for representatives of diverse cultures. In particular, the results of the
implemented project can find application in the course of adaptation language courses for forced migrants in the
process of their language adaptation and social integration.
Keywords: project-based learning, international telecommunication project, roadmap,
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Introduction
The project-based learning method in the educational process is not a
fundamentally new approach to learning. The idea of project activity as a teaching
method arose several centuries ago, but it has not lost its relevance and effectiveness in
modern educational conditions since this technology has a fairly wide scope of
application at all levels of the organization of the education system. Initially, this
didactic approach was called a method of problems involving teaching on an active
basis through the learner's relevant activity, combined with his personal interest in a
certain knowledge. Originating in the 16th-18th centuries in Italy and France, projectbased learning was applied in architectural educational institutions, where students
designed and planned their sketches, translating them into reality. Further, from the
technical and construction educational institutions of France, the idea of the project
method spread to the higher educational institutions of Germany, Austria, and
Switzerland. From the middle of the 19th century, the project method was developed
in the USA first in secondary educational institutions and only at the beginning of the
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last century, thanks to the work of the American philosopher and teacher J. Dewey1
and his follower W. Kilpatrick project-based learning became an educational method
in the pedagogical sphere, which was actively supported not only by foreign,2 but also
by Russian methodologists.3
It is noteworthy that J. Dewey criticized his student and friend W.H. Kilpatrick
because of the biased one-sided orientation toward the student. In his opinion, the
project is, first of all, the joint product of the student and the teacher, their "joint
activity," and not only "the student's activity". Emphasizing the role of the teacher,
Dewey argued that "students tend to exaggerate their abilities and choose more
complex projects, entangled in which, they get only "raw "results."4 At the same time,
he attributed the responsibility for the wrong choice of the student to the teacher and
believed that using a stimulating complex of exercises the teacher is able to eliminate
these inconsistencies.5
Critical statements of J. Dewey entailed some cooling of teachers' interest in
this method, in particular, W.H. Kilpatrick distanced himself from his own research
since at one time it became quite provocative.
Having gone through a complex historical path of development and
incorporating various didactic methods, the project-based learning method is a
1

J. Dewey, The way out of educational confusion, The later works of John Dewey, Carbondale, Southern
Illinois University Press, 1931, p. 75-89; J. Dewey, Experience and education, The later works of John
Dewey, Carbondale, Southern Illinois University Press, 1938, p. 1-62.
2 M. Knoll, J. Dewey, Kilpatrick und „progressive“ Erziehung, Kritische Studien zur Projektpädagogik.
Klinkhardt, Bad Heilbrunn 2011; J. Oelkers, Reformpädagogik: Eine kritische Dogmengeschichte, Weinheim,
Juventa, 1996; M. H. Bleeke, The project: From a device for teaching to a principle of curriculum (Doctoral
dissertation), Madison, University of Wisconsin, 1968; H. J. Apel, M. Knoll, Aus Projekten Lernen.
Grundlegung und Anregungen , Oldenbourg, München, 2001; L.G. Katz, S.C. Chard, Engaging children’s minds:
The project approach, Nordwood, Ablex, 1989.
3 E.S. Polat, “The project method in foreign language lessons”, in Foreign languages in school, II (2000), p.
3; V. V. Guzeev, N.V. Novozhilova, A.V. Rafaeva, G.G. Skorobogatova, “Consultations: project
method”, in Pedagogical technologies, VII (2007), p. 105-114; M. A. Fedorova, M. V. Tsyguleva, “Formation
of the reflexive environment of a technical university as a condition for the formation of a
"humanitarian engineer", inHigher education in Russia, V (2016), p. 143-149; A. M. Klyoster, "Detailed
study of textual professionally oriented material in the process of teaching a foreign language in a
technical university," in S.V. Burenkova (ed.) The role of Siberia in the multicultural and multilingual world of
modern Eurasian space, collection of articles in 2 parts, 2015. p. 89-93; R. V. Lyamzin, “The use of the project
method for teaching English at a university in students of economic specialties”, Bulletin of Science and
Education, II (2017) no. 3 issue 27, p. 81-83; M. B. Balikayeva, “Theoretical bases of foreign professional
self-education of students studying in the university”, in Quality. Innovation. Education, (2013) no. 8 issue
99, p. 43-47; A. M. Akopyants, V. V. Yelkin, “On the role and place of information and communication
technologies in the teaching and learning of foreign languages”, in Information Technologies in Humanities
Education, 2008, p. 26-33; E. N. Melnikova, “Modern technologies of cooperative teaching in foreign
languages (on the example of the German language)”, in University readings, 2017, p. 85-89; Yu.A. Butor,
“Use of the project method in teaching foreign languages to students of non-linguistic specialties”, in
Bulletin of the Polotsk State University, V (2010) no. 5, p. 72-76.
4 M. Knoll, J. Dewey, Kilpatrick und „progressive“ Erziehung. Kritische Studien zur Projektpädagogik, Klinkhardt,
Bad Heilbrunn, 2011. ISBN 978-3-7815-1789-9.
5 J. Dewey, Experience and education, The later works of John Dewey, Carbondale, Southern Illinois
University Press, 1938. p. 1-62.
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constantly changing and transforming learning technology without a unified
definition. Nevertheless, the project method has a number of criteria that
fundamentally distinguish it from other models of building the educational process.
The following are the main elements of the project-based learning method:
- active mental and physical activity of students;
- self-organization and responsibility for their activities, combined with their
personal interest;
- the use of different methods of cooperative learning, that is, the ability to
work in a team.
In addition, project-based learning implies the use of interdisciplinary
knowledge, which allows for a rational combination of theoretical knowledge and
their practical application, which contributes to the joint solution of specific academic
problems.6 It is also characterized by integrity, i.e. not only the result of the project
activity, but the entire process of work on the project and the personal contribution
of each participant is evaluated.
The method of project-based learning includes several stages that involve
preparing for the project with the definition of the theme and objectives of the
project:
1. Planning. At the planning stage, information sources and evaluation criteria
are identified, and tasks are assigned to the project participants.
2. Conducting research. The research itself presupposes the collection of
information and the solution of intermediate tasks, followed by a stage of analysis and
generalization of information with the formulation of results and conclusions.
3. Conclusion. The final stage of the project activity is the report and
presentation of the project itself with a possible prospect of implementing the results.
In modern conditions, the technology of the project-based learning is focused,
first of all, on the personal interest of the students in the acquired knowledge and
assumes their independent activity, which can be expressed in different forms of
training - individual, pair or group, which the students perform for a certain time.
Project-based learning in the educational process implies that students understand and
apply the knowledge, abilities, and skills that they acquired in studying various subjects
on an integrative basis. This goal involves the solution of certain tasks related to
training in planning, the formation of skills in information gathering and processing,
and the ability to analyse, which promotes the development of creativity and critical
thinking. In addition, mastering the basics of project activities develops the student's
ability to write a written report, form a positive attitude to work, and also facilitates
the creation of effective implementation of analytical and organizational and
managerial functions, which together provides the competitiveness of a professionally
trained specialist.
Project-based learning and its organization are distinguished by the following
typological features:
6

Gudjons, Herbert: Was ist Projektunterricht? In: J. Bastian (Hrsg.): Das Projektbuch. Bergmann + Helbig,
Hamburg, 1994.
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- dominant activity (for example, search, role-play, research, etc.);
- content of subject activity (mono-projects or inter-subject projects);
- project coordination (rigid, subtle, flexible, etc.);
- level of project implementation (internal, regional, international);
- number of participants (individual, pair, group, etc.);
- execution time (short, medium and long term).
Proceeding from the above typological features, E.S. Polat distinguishes the
following types of projects:
1. Research;
2. Informative;
3. Creative;
4. Play;
5. Training;
6. Applied.7
One of the types of project activity, as well as one of the effective models and
forms of organization of the educational process, is an international
telecommunication project, which we understand as a joint educational, cognitive,
research, creative or play activity of students who are representatives of various
educational institutions, organized on the basis of computer-mediated
telecommunications, developed on the basis of the "road map", having a common
problem, goal, objectives, coordinated methodology, aimed at achieving a common
result.
As an example of an international telecommunications project, we suggest the
project "Congratulations and wishes in national linguocultures", which is an academic
cooperation between two or more groups of students and educators representing
educational institutions from different countries of the world.8, Its main feature is the
orientation towards the formation of a new type of university graduates transformational leaders and project managers, innovation processes and social
transformations, possessing an advanced transformation-oriented methodology and
corresponding innovative technological competence.
Subjects and Methods
The objects of this project are not only the process of the educational activity
itself, in the course of which there is a qualitative change of the actants participating

E.S. Polat, “The project method in foreign language lessons”, in Foreign languages in school, II (2000), p.
3.
8
A.M. Klyoster, "Detailed study of textual professionally oriented material in the process of teaching a
foreign language in a technical university," in S.V. Burenkova (ed.) The role of Siberia in the multicultural and
multilingual world of modern Eurasian space, collection of articles in 2 parts, 2015. p. 89-93; A.M. Akopyants,
V.V. Yelkin, “On the role and place of information and communication technologies in the teaching
and learning of foreign languages”, in Information Technologies in Humanities Education, 2008, p. 26-33; E.
N. Melnikova, “Modern technologies of cooperative teaching in foreign languages (on the example of
the German language)”, in University readings, 2017, p. 85-89.
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in the project in terms of acquiring new integrated knowledge, abilities, and skills, but
also the necessary compliance with certain requirements of the curriculum.
In addition to acquiring new competencies by students, the project should
answer the question: "How will this project improve the quality of life on our planet?"
This vision and goal is the link between all participants in this project, giving them the
opportunity to become real global citizens, who can make a significant contribution by
cooperating with their peers around the world.
By directly connecting students of an educational institution with their peers
anywhere in the world, this project motivates students to participate in a significant
and meaningful dialogue of cultures. The friendly relations that both students and
teachers establish during the joint work on the project form the necessary discursive
context that promotes both mutual understanding and the realization of educational
goals. Participating in such a project, students deepen the skills of critical thinking,
form the skills of practice-oriented activities in relation to a particular problem,
develop intercultural competence, not only tolerance but also respect for a different
culture, as well as global citizenship.
This project:
- forms and develops various kinds of competences (linguistic, regional,
cultural, computer, project, management, etc.);
- contributes to the formation and improvement of the 21st Century Skills;
- activates teamwork;
- forms civil consciousness and inspires to participate in global social
processes, taking an active civil position;
- creates the prerequisites for the internationalization of a separate discipline
or curriculum module;
- meets both the official requirements of state educational standards and the
practical needs of the teacher in classroom and extracurricular activities.
Results
The international telecommunication project "Congratulations and wishes in
national linguocultures", is open in nature because at any stage a project team can join
it from any educational institution located anywhere in the world. This is due to the
very specifics of the issue under consideration, based on the universality of the
communicative situation inherent in virtually every national culture in the world.
On the other hand, the possibility of involving representatives of different
national and linguistic communities in the project participants' circle is determined by
the similarities and even more by differences in the linguistic and conceptual
representation of the congratulatory formulas and wishes that exist in certain event
areas. The generalized etiquette nominations contain the centuries-old communicative
experience of the people connected with culture, its customs, and traditions, a
complex of associations and representations.
Congratulations and wishes as cultural concepts in linguistic consciousness are
represented by a multidimensional network of meanings, expressed by rich resources
of language, mainly represented by lexical and phraseological units, as well as by
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certain etiquette formulas. These circumstances stimulate the participants of the
project to learn and study another linguoculture, to explore communicative processes
that are in constant flux and change in a modern society characterized by openness,
global character, the intercultural character of interaction, and the formation of a new
type of thinking.
The organization of the project activity of students in the university requires a
competent scientifically grounded approach and a solution of a complex of
organizational, managerial, educational, methodological, informational, didactic and
psychological-pedagogical tasks.
This international telecommunication project is carried out in several main
stages, which are carefully planned and thought out.
1. The organizational stage includes the presentation and search for partners
(for example, searching the database of the project online iEARN Collaboration
Centre (https://iearn.org), exchanging emails, social networks, using electronic
messengers, Skype-conferences, etc.).
2. Coordination of the basic concept, which includes determining the
relevance, goals, and objectives, clarifying the strategy for achieving the goals and
discussing the planned results. This stage is carried out at the level of specific
instructors-curators with the participation and support of coordinators on
international activities of partner universities implementing this project.
3. Discussion of methodological aspects and approaches, as well as
organization of students' work in the course of classroom and extracurricular work.
Given the difference in the methodological approaches of partners from different
countries to the solution of the same educational tasks, in this situation and at this
stage we consider it relevant and reasonable to be guided by the principle stated in the
aphorism of Mark Antony de Domini "In the main - unity, in the secondary freedom, love in everything" (Latin In necessariis unitas, in dubiis libertas, in omnibus caritas),
9
understanding this as the expediency of giving each teacher the opportunity to act at
his own discretion within the framework of his usual methodological concepts, with
the assistance of coordinators on international activities of partner universities.
In general, this international telecommunication educational project assumes a
radical change in the role of the teacher, who can now act as an organizer, coordinator
of student project activities, project manager, consultant, local coordinator and even
participant.
4. Formation of project student groups and subgroups in each
educational organization with bringing to their attention the basic concept, goals
and objectives, strategies for achieving the goals and planned results.
5. Structuring the project with the identification of subtasks for certain
groups of students, selecting the necessary materials. At this stage, the overall
simple plan becomes detailed, the stages and their tasks (sub-tasks) are singled out and
9

Marco
Antonio
de
Dominis:
De
Republica
Ecclesiastica.
Available
at:
https://books.google.de/books?id=QcVFAAAAcAAJ&pg=PA676&hl=ru#v=onepage&q&f=false,
accessed 12. 05. 2017.
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distributed among student groups, taking into account their interests, the level of
specific skills and competencies, planned results and ways of presenting them.
6. Project work. Carefully designed tasks for each group and subgroup (2-5
students) of the students and selected (if necessary) or intended for use material allow
the teacher not to interfere with the work of the group, acting as a consultant and
curator. At this stage, an intensive exchange of information, opinions, intermediate
results between partner groups of different universities implementing this
telecommunications project is expected.
The development of this project can be carried out both on the platform of
the project on-line iEARN Collaboration Centre, which unites more than 2,000,000
students in 30 languages and 50,000 teachers from 140 countries all over the world,
and on an Internet site specially created for this purpose on a free platform (for
example, Wix, UCOZ, etc.), which does not require special knowledge in the aspect of
programming, with an intuitive interface and easy editing. A mandatory condition for
using such a site in the implementation of the international telecommunications
project "Congratulations and wishes in national linguocultures" is the option of
installing widgets for online counselling, feedback, chat or forum. A useful bonus of
such a site is also the availability of functionality for transforming the site into a
mobile version and adapting it for optimization in search engines.
7. Summarizing and finalizing the results. At this stage, the groups
(individually or jointly with partners, according to the agreement reached beforehand)
generalize the results of their work, formalize them in the form of a certain product /
specific products of their creative research work.
Actually, the creation of the above-mentioned Internet site and filling it with
relevant and relevant content can be considered as a practical result of the
implementation of the international telecommunications project under consideration.
Another result can be the creation, using one of the computer compilers, of both a
monolingual and multilingual congratulations and wishes database, in the form of an
executable electronic file containing a ready-to-run computer program. Moreover, the
obtained results and data can be multiplied through the creation of translation
glossaries accompanied by interpretation, commentaries and communicative examples
of dialog unities representing real situations of speech interaction using certain
etiquette formulas that are generally accepted in a single linguistic culture and in which
a specific speech intent of the speaker is realized.
We believe that the assembled and structured corpus of congratulations and
wishes with proper software processing can be a useful application that anyone can
download to their electronic device (smartphone, tablet, etc.) and use it in case of
need in the framework of intercultural communication in contact with representatives
of a foreign society.
8. Presentation of the project. A ready and designed project should go
through the presentation stage during a joint on-line conference, where the results
should be presented and discussed by a wide audience of teachers and students. The
presentation always implies a discussion, the opportunity for the participants to ask
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any questions on the topic of research, creative work and receive reasoned answers
from the developers.
9. Implementation of the results of the developed project into socially
useful practice. The specificity of the international telecommunications project
"Congratulations and wishes in national linguocultures" presupposes the active use of
the results obtained both in everyday communication between native speakers
representing a homogeneous culture and in the aspect of interpersonal intercultural
communication, forming positive trends for linguistic and cultural adaptation in a
foreign society for representatives of different cultures. In particular, the results of the
implemented project can find application in the course of adaptation language courses
for forced migrants, which should have a beneficial effect on the process of their
language adaptation and social integration.
Conclusion
The empirical data obtained as a result of the approbation of the educational
international telecommunications project "Congratulations and wishes in national
linguocultures" in a Russian university testify that this project is effective both in terms
of forming social, linguistic, cultural, communicative and information competences,
and from the point of view of development and maintenance of international
relations in the field of education and upbringing. Today, the educational process goes
far beyond the framework of a separate institution, forming various types of academic
network cooperation both within the country and outside it.
This international project is characterized by the versatility of the
communicative sphere of using the results obtained, which allows involving an
unlimited number of participants in this kind of project activity at different stages of
its implementation. The use of modern Internet resources in the project activity
provides unlimited opportunities for the exchange of research information directly
with the bearers of a particular language culture.
In addition, the language material, which is a thematically structured body of
examples of congratulatory phrases and expressions, is not fixed but undergoes
structural and semantic changes depending on the communicative situation. This fact
allows us to consider such a project as a continuously developing communicative
activity and involving representatives of the international society in it will allow
expanding students' opportunities both at the stage of information gathering and in
the process of implementing the results of the project activity.
Today, in the context of intercultural mixing, such linguistic and
interdisciplinary projects are most relevant, since their conception includes not only
the formation of certain disciplinary skills but first of all the development of the 21st
century skills, implying an active civic position and tolerant attitude towards
representatives of another linguistic cultural society.
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Abstract. The purpose of this article is to discuss the aspects of designing learning tasks using webquest technology as a method of independent information search by students on a given topic with the
involvement of foreign language sites. The object of this article are the learning tasks designed by the teacher for
the effective teaching of a foreign language. A review of previous studies is presented, a position is suggested
according to which the result of this design is a three-stage model that includes modeling the communicative
situation, defining the complexity of the learning task and determining the form of the task and the technology
for solving it. On this basis, the authors outlined the fundamental principles required for the development of
learning tasks and related tasks: the principle of tasks' correspondence to normative documentation; the
principle of consistency; the principle of individualization and differentiation of education; principle of
development of independence; principle of reflexivity. These principles formed the basis for the proposed author's
algorithm for the phased development of learning tasks based on the web-quest technology. It is noteworthy that
the algorithm steps are specified for different subjects of their implementation: a teacher, taking into account the
experience of colleagues, and students working individually, in pairs or in groups. The discussed algorithm is
applied in the development of a web-quest on the relevant topic "Martin Luther and the 500th anniversary of
the Reformation". The proposed topic can be studied in "Foreign Language" classes within the "Great People
of Germany" block of the work program. The authors demonstrate Internet sources that make it possible to
collect information about the person being studied, his creativity and the essence of the Reformation, as well as
sites that can be used to compile and post web-quests on other topics being studied.
Keywords: learning tasks, principles of class assignments design, task approach, the
technology of the webquest, information technologies.

Introduction
The development of telecommunications means is largely determined by
changes in the paradigm of foreign languages teaching aids, which, on the one hand,
are due to new technical capabilities, and, on the other hand, due to new needs of the
students themselves. A modern student has, with almost no exceptions, a high level of
media competence, actively uses the resources of the Internet in solving both
professional (educational) and everyday tasks.
Thus, the current situation is characterized by the availability of technical
capabilities and a sufficient level of technical literacy of students, which can and
should be reflected in the development of methodological strategies for using these
conditions in the design of the teaching process, including foreign languages teaching.
The concept of "design," understood as an activity aimed at creating a project,
assumes "a technology for working with the future, including the development of
ideas for transforming the world and their implementation, as a result of which the
transformed becomes not just another (as it would change in the course of natural
evolution) , but also exactly as it was intended."1
1

The newest philosophical dictionary, Moscow, 1998, p. 791.
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The principle of situationalism proposed by E.I. Passov in the concept of a
communicative approach to teaching foreign languages, suggesting the modeling of
the communicative situation in the lesson, acts as a theoretical justification for the
design of tasks as a means of training.2 According to this principle, any exercise should
be of a communicative nature and show the potential of the material being studied for
practical application.
In the 60-70's of XX century, the concept of a learning or cognitive task was
the basic one in the works of G.A. Ball, B. Blum, A.V. Brushlinsky, P.Ya. Galperin,
I.Ya. Lerner, D. Poya, D. Tollingerova, and others.3 The educational task is considered
as a criterion for determining the level of competence formation.4 In more detail, the
types of tasks are presented in the works of Yu. S. Zayats, S. I. Desnenko, L. I.
Ivashova, A. V. Zakharov, O. A. Avtushko, T. I. Kovtunova and analyzed in the work
of O. N. Igna.5
To clarify the terminology, we propose to distinguish such concepts as "task"
and "exercise". A task is considered by us as a problem, a situation from a real
professional, educational or domestic sphere that can be solved by means of the
studied language. Such tasks can include search of information, oral or written
utterance, and so on. An exercise is "a methodical category that simulates a task
through a single assignment or a set of assignments aimed at practicing operations
(language skills) and target action (speech skills)."6 Depending on the complexity of
the task, an exercise can be single-phased or complex. Therefore, in the development
of study assignments, the complexity of the task should be determined, which in turn
is represented in the form of operations, the perfomance of which will lead to the
solution of the entire task.
We see the solution of the problem in the deepening of the problem approach,
within the framework of which situations are created for teaching purposes that
simulate possible tasks that require the knowledge of a foreign language. We refer the
search for information on a given problematic with the involvement of foreign sites,
which in organizational form is presented in the form of such a modern instrument of
knowledge as web-quest to such models.
The concept of "web-quest", proposed by the professor of educational
technologies B. Dodge (University of San Diego, USA) in modern literature is
E. I. Passov, N. E. Kuzovleva, A lesson of a foreign language, Rostov-on-Don, Phoenix, Мoscow, GlossaPress, 2010, p. 124.
3 T. P. Ilyevich, Linguistic analysis of cognitive problems as a pedagogical concept for designing study sessions in the
higher education system. Actual Problems of Teaching Humanities: Theoretical and Applied Aspects: a collection of
scientific materials on the results of an international scientific and practical conference, Orekhovo-Zuevo, Publishing
house of the State Humanitarian-Technological University, 2017, p. 76-79.
4 I. R. Fedorova, “To the question of the method of designing educational tasks”, in Modern problems of
science and education, (2015), no. 5. Available at: elibrary.ru/download/elibrary_24848299_22774026.pdf,
accessed 12. 05. 2017.
5 O. N. Igna, “Modern Classifications of Educational Methodological Problems”, in Tomsk State
University Journal, (2010), no. 338, p. 177-182.
6 O. P. Kazakova, “Simulation of tasks in teaching a foreign language for special purposes”,
inComparative linguistics, (2016), no. 5, p. 238-242.
2
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interpreted not only as a certain Internet site which the students work with performing
the exercises, but also as a problematic assignment, including elements of the roleplaying game based on information sources of the global network.
Web-quests are classified according to the following characteristics: temporary
(short-term, long-term), substantial (narrowly specialized, intersubject) and typological
(various types of tasks are offered).7 Being a kind of project method developed by J.
Dewey,8 the web-quest should have a certain structure and include the following
components: introduction, assignment, proposed resources, description of the
perfomance process, evaluation and conclusion.
Domestic and foreign methodologists9agree that the use of web-quest
technology facilitates the formation of competencies that are necessary for the study
of foreign languages: linguistic, communicative, sociocultural, media, strategic, search,
etc.
Subjects and Methods
The object of this work are the teaching tasks designed by the teacher when
teaching a foreign language using web-quest technology, including:
- increasing motivation to learn a foreign language;
- development of foreign language communication skills;
- improving linguistic skills;
- formation of skills of independent and research work;
- development of communication skills and communicational culture;
- improving the use of media to solve professional tasks.
The development of tasks to find information on foreign language sites is
defined as one of the most important communicative tasks, since this is the most
common situation for subjects with any level of foreign language proficiency.
Moreover, the implementation of this type of task involves basically mastering the
skills of scanning or reading for specific information, which makes their application
possible already at the initial stage of studying.
7

B.
Dodge,
Some
Thoughts
About
WebQuests,
1995-1997,
Available
at:
http://webquest.sdsu.edu/about_webquests.html, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
8 J. Dewey, Experience and education, The later works of John Dewey, Carbondale, Southern Illinois
University Press, XIII (1938), p. 1-62,
9 A. Koohang, K. Harman, Learning Objects: Theory, Praxis, Issues and Trends, Informing Science Press,
2007, p. 104; A. Lamb, Locate and Evaluate WebQuests, Teacher Tap.Internet resourses, Webquests, 20002004. Available at: http: // eduscapes.com/tap/topic4.htm, accessed 12. 05. 2017; T. March, Working
the Web for Education, Theory and Practice on Integrating the Web for Learning, 1997- 2001. Available at:
http: //www.ozline.com/learning/theory.html, accessed 12. 05. 2017; Ya .S. Bykhovsky, What is an
educational web-quest? Available at: http:www.iteach.ru/met/metodika/a_2wn4.php, accessed 12. 05.
2017; A. A. Dragunova, “Educational Internet resources as a means of forming a professional foreign
language communicative competence of students”, in Yaroslavl Pedagogical Bulletin, II (2013) no. 1, p. 163167; E. S. Polat, M. Yu. Bukharkina, M. V. Moiseeva, A. E. Petrov, New pedagogical and information
technologies in the education system, Textbook for students of pedagogical universities and the system of
professional development of teaching staff, Moscow, Publishing Center "Academy", 2001; E. V.
Nechitaylova, Web-quest as a teaching methodics based on Internet resources. Available at:
http://pmedu.ru/res/2012_2_13.pdf, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
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Apart from communicative and other developed and implemented approaches
(system-activity, intercultural, problematic, competence) to teaching foreign languages,
the aim is to apply the language studied in various situations of life activity, to develop
the ability to carry out various types of operations by means of a foreign language. The
same goal is also put in the framework of a problem approach that determines the
organization form of the content of the learning process in form of a certain system of
learning tasks.
Thus, the first two stages of study assignments development are traced:
modeling of the communicative situation and definition of the complexity of the
learning task. At the third stage, the form of the assignment and the technologies for
its solution are chosen. The proposed three-stage model for the design of learning
tasks is the basis for the algorithm for developing assignments with the use of webquest technology aimed at solving learning tasks while learning a foreign language,
taking into account the set principles.
Results
The proposed three-stage model for the design of learning tasks, undoubtedly,
requires clarification with reference to the object of research, in our case in the
context of teaching foreign languages. From a methodical point of view, it becomes
important to develop an algorithm for the actions of a teacher or another designer
who prepares educational tasks and assignments for his students using web-quest
technology.
As an initial, we would like to take the results of a study by I.R. Fedorova, who
comes to the conclusion that "the application of the system of educational tasks,
designed taking into account all the above-mentioned features, rules and criteria,
contributes to giving the learning process the nature of technology."10 Thus, in order
to talk about technology, certain rules must be defined for the development of an
algorithm for designing learning tasks that can act as criteria for their quality.
The system of teaching problems became the subject of research for T.P.
Ilyevich, whose work in the context of higher education notes the complexity of
designing learning tasks, such as the coordination of the competences system formed
in FSES, and the direction of corresponding tasks, and therefore "the problem of
developing a system of educational or cognitive tasks as the basis of competence
design of a lesson in a university."11 The same can be said about the system of
education of other levels, hence the first important principle of the development of
learning tasks is the correspondence of the content of the learning tasks to the target areas presented
in the normative documentation that determines the level of education. Such documentation
I. R. Fedorova, “To the question of the method of designing educational tasks”, Modern problems of
science and education, (2015), no. 5. Available at: elibrary.ru/download/elibrary_24848299_22774026.pdf,
accessed 12. 05. 2017.
11 T.P. Ilyevich, Linguistic analysis of cognitive problems as a pedagogical concept for designing study sessions in the
higher education system. Actual Problems of Teaching Humanities: Theoretical and Applied Aspects: a collection of
scientific materials on the results of an international scientific and practical conference, Orekhovo-Zuevo, Publishing
house of the State Humanitarian-Technological University, 2017, p. 76-79.
10
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includes federal state educational standards and work programs of higher, school or
additional education.
The following principle, which is required to the development of learning tasks
and corresponding assignments, is the principle of systematicity, since we consider each
assignment as an element of the system that is a component for solving subsequent
tasks, and also is based on previously solved tasks. With regard to teaching foreign
languages, such elements can be considered as language and speech assignments. In
this case, the first are aimed at the formation of language skills, namely lexical,
grammatical, phonetic, spelling ones. Speech assignments have a focus on the
development of communicative skills of speaking, reading, writing and listening.
Systematicity can be traced in the framework of achieving the goal of the cycle of
studies, to which private goals are subordinated; while for each particular goal, there
corresponds a specific learning task or their complex. Systematicity is also observed at
the level of the hierarchy of exercises aimed at gaining knowledge, which becomes the
basis for solving the final assignment. Thus, local knowledge becomes the basis for a
presentation made on a specific topic. The last example reflects a part of the content
of independent student learning activities, in which they collect information on the
selected country-specific aspect (holidays, political system, customs, sights, cinema,
etc.), on its basis they prepare a presentation and make a report on the results
obtained.
The introduction of new educational standards raises the question of how to
make the educational process available to different groups of students, and for
different styles of teaching. The solution of this problem is proposed in the
development of the personality-oriented approach, according to which the educational
process is built taking into account the personality of the student and his level of
knowledge of foreign languages, which determines the relevance of the principle of
individualization and differentiation of learning in general and the design of learning tasks
in particular. Web-quest technology allows us to implement this principle at the level
of defining assignments for performance, at the level of choosing the resources for
studying. We allow the possibility of attracting sources in their native language, when
it comes to information about regional features, and also at the level of determining
the timing for the assignment.
First of all, we consider web-quest as a technology for organizing the
independent work of students, and performance of this type of exercises in class is
only a stage designed to become a model, an example of their implementation.
However, the differentiation may take place in the classroom. For example, it becomes
possible to distribute the activities is such a way that low-level students select
resources for a particular topic, and more advanced ones adopt the role of process
managers. The authors emphasize that the personality-oriented approach is focused
primarily on the motivation of the individual to creativity, innovation, research, but
consider this approach not effective for mastering knowledge, but, perhaps, the only
possible way to create new knowledge as a result of such activity. We consider it
possible to combine both personal orientation and creative forms of work, as well as
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methods of mastering the language knowledge in web-quest technology on the basis
of which educational tasks are designed.
The fourth principle, which seems to us important in the framework of the
topic under discussion, is the development of the independence of students who study based on
learning tasks. This principle should be implemented through the gradual transfer of
management functions from the teacher to the students, and the learning tasks should
be carried out first in joint activity with the teacher, then under his guidance, and then
independently. However, the technology of the web-quest will lose its motivating
potential if the students completely fulfill all the steps of independent learning activity
from setting the goal and defining the task to its implementation and correction, since
in preparing the quest for themselves they already know the answers in advance.
Therefore, in regard to the technology being developed, it is more expedient to
consider the joint work of students, in which one or more of them develop a webquest, select resources for it, and others solve the proposed assignments, and vice
versa, as the last stage in the implementation of the principle of independence. This
move is focused on mutual control, which, in the final analysis, is also a preparation
for self-monitoring.
The fifth principle is also based on the requirements of the standards, but with
respect to non-subject, but meta-subject results (school-level standards) and with
respect to general cultural competencies (university-level standards). We are talking
about the principle of awareness, which can be presented as a principle of reflexivity of the
task, which provides an awareness of what action and how it was performed in solving
the learning task, which will ensure the transfer of the formed skills or operations to
the structure of other tasks and, ultimately, will promote the implementation of the
principle of systematicity. Federal state educational standards of the school level
introduce such a concept as universal educational activities. The implementation of
the principle of reflexivity, the formation of generalized methods of action, reflects
regulative and cognitive UEA, since it involves the formation of skills in setting a goal,
developing strategies for achieving it, finding and processing information, monitoring
results and planning actions for subsequent correction.
Thus, to the principles of learning tasks design, we refer the following:
1. principle of compliance of the tasks to normative documentation;
2. principle of systematicity;
3. principle of individualization and differentiation;
4. principle of development of the independence;
5. principle of reflexivity.
Let us note once again that following the principles selected gives the learning
process the nature of the technology, so we consider it possible to talk about the
technology of the web-quest in language education. Let us show in what way is this
technology reflected in the learning tasks designer's actions algorithm. We note that
we consider the system of assignments as the matrix of the organization of the
educational process as a whole, including the independent work of students.
So, before the learning task is developed, the situation, topic is determined
within which a fragment of the educational process will be organized. According to
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the topic under study, we immediately determine the form of the assignment as a webquest. Let us trace our algorithm on the example of the relevant topic "Martin Luther
and the 500th anniversary of the Reformation". This topic can be studied at "Foreign
Language" classes within the "Great People of Germany" block of the work program.
In addition, this topic is declared as a cross-cultural topic as an aspect of the AllRussian Olympiad in the German language among schoolchildren in 2017/18 school
year.
Having determined the topic, corresponding to the nomenclature
documentation, we turn to the selection of tasks to be solved within the framework of
this topic. Considering web-quest as a form of organization of scanning and reading
for specific information using telecommunication technologies,12 the main task is to
gather information about the person being studied, his creativity and the essence of
the Reformation. The latter aspect is possible with the appropriate qualification of
students, but in general terms, it can be touched on by taking into account the age and
level of performance, both in linguistic and in general cultural aspects. Thus, for the
learning task of gathering information, the task of finding the requested information
becomes the leading one. But this task can be considered not only as an independent
assignment, but also as preparation for a more complex kind of tasks - presentation,
interpretation of collected information or development of another web-quest.
Exercises can be of a linguistic character: finding the context, determining the
meaning of a word, listening to the rules for reading selected words, for example,
numerals that are of great importance when working with biographies. At the
grammatical level, you can find analogs to selected constructions, trace the application
of the rule being studied, transfer information using specified structures, and so on. In
the end, at this stage of the algorithm, we isolate the various types of planned results
that should result from the implementation of technology.
The next step is to select the resources to complete the tasks set in the webquest. For our topic, we can offer the following:
 www.luther2017.de - an official site of the anniversary celebration with
assignments, texts on the topic;
 www.lieder-archiv.de/vom_himmel_hoch_da_komm_ich_hernotenblatt_200060.html - an example of a Christmas song, written by Martin Luther;
 www.ardmediathek.de/tv/LexiTV/Martin-Luther-imSchnelldurchlauf/MDR-Fernsehen/Video?bcastld=7545188&documentld=28295678
- a film about the personality of M. Luther and the course of the Reformation with
the comments of experts;
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CHSE8Gat-U
the abovementioned film, translated into Russian, may be recommended for students who are
weak in terms of language;

12

A.M. Klyoster, Learning a foreign language with the use of WEB 2.0 tools, Information technologies in the research
space of the difference-structured languages. Collection of articles of the First International Internet Conference of Young
Scientists, Kazan, Kazan Federal University, 2017, p. 119-120.
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 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gVLyT-MxTV4 - a cartoon in
German about Martin Luther and faith;
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ZDc-xqOQYw - a short film
about the personality of M. Luther;
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZAcpiAqHPCk – information about
M. Luther;
 www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kvu9fVtDr2w
– information about M.
Luther;
 http://www.dw.com/search/?languageCode=ru&item= арти %20 ютер
&searchNavigationId=9119&sort=RELEV - resources in Russian;
 http://www.dw.com/search/de?searchNavigationId=9077&languageCode
=de&origin=gN&item=martin+luther resources in German.
Having materials on a topic that can be collected with the help of students, we
rank them according to the relevance of the topic, the degree of language complexity,
the age of students. We consider it possible to work with different sets of resources,
even within the framework of one group of students, when the answers to the same
questions are sought based on different types of resources. Note that in order to take
into account different styles of teaching, it is reasonable to rely on different perception
channels, therefore, to select resources both in text format for reading and in video
format.
Who should choose the resources for the quest and other exercises is a
methodically important question. Based on the principle of development of
independence, we consider it necessary to begin with the stage when the resources are
provided by the teacher, which will save time and the motivation for the web-quest.
According to the selected resources, we start creating the web-quest as a
teacher, or we organize a special working group that performs this step of the
algorithm. Telecommunication technologies can help at this stage, as there are readymade quests developed by other colleagues in the network, for example:
 Ready-made quest in English in interactive mode 13;
 Quest "The Life of Martin Luther" with the use of QR code 14 and others.
Detailed instructions on how to compose a web-quest can also be obtained
from the Internet sources listed in the references in this article 15, 16, and the site
zunal.com can be used as a platform for posting one's guidance paper.
13

Protestant Reformation quiz. Available at: https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/worldhistory/renaissance-and-reformation/protestant-reformation/e/protestant-reformation-quiz., accessed
12. 05. 2017.
14
Quest
"The
Life
of
Martin
Luther".
Available
at:
http://wiki.soiro.ru/index.php/%D0%9A%D0%B2%D0%B5%D1%81%D1%82_%D0%96%D0%B
8%D0%B7%D0%BD%D1%8C_%D0%9C%D0%B0%D1%80%D1%82%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%
B0_%D0%9B%D1%8E%D1%82%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B0, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
15 FOCUS: Five Rules for Writing a Great WebQuest Bernie Dodge, 2001. Available at:
webquest.sdsu.edu/focus/focus.pdf, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
16 Web-quests Available at: http://zunal.com, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
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However, the process of designing learning tasks using a particular technology
will not be completed, if we only focus on the development of the task, since it will
not provide data on the effectiveness of the technology used. The full activity cycle
includes both performance and its monitoring, based on which correction techniques
are offered. The simplest method of correction is the exchange of tasks, which will
show how consciously the subject worked at the control phase.
If the task is not the final one in the set of exercises, or is aimed at achieving a
particular goal, then the possibility of transferring the results of its performance in the
solution of the following complex tasks is thought over.
The demonstrated variant of the algorithm can be presented in a generalized
form for its application in creating the learning tasks using other forms of
performance:
1. The definition of the topic, the situation in accordance with the program
requirements;
2. Selection of tasks for the solution in accordance with the content of the
work program;
3. Selection of exercises, the implementation of which will ensure the solution
of the whole task;
4. Specification of the purpose of studying the whole topic and particular
goals, determining the results planned;
5. Selection of resources for the assignment and their ranking according to the
degree of difficulty, age characteristics and other criteria;
6. Selection of the form of the task presentation, its design (web-quest);
7. Performing exercises independently or under the guidance of a teacher;
8. Monitoring the correctness of the performance on the part of the teacher,
the interactive program or in the form of mutual control;
9. Correction or repetition of the solution of the learning task;
10. Transfer of the results of the assignment to other activities according to the
general goal of the study of the topic.
Note that almost any step of the algorithm can have different subjects of their
performance: a teacher (including with the involvement of colleagues' experience),
students individually, or in pairs or in groups.
Following the proposed algorithm, built on the principles outlined above,
provides planned results of the technology both at the level of acquired knowledge,
and at the level of mastered modes of action. As part of our practice, this algorithm
was used not only as a method to organize search reading on the basis of websites and
performance of the web-quest, but also as a basis for developing assignments in the
course "Fundamentals of the theory of a second foreign language". The students were
tasked with generalizing knowledge on the course being studied, which consisted of
compiling their own test on the basis of the read. However, at the preparatory stage
they had to perform the teacher's test, we consider this kind of work as motivation to
re-view the studied topics. At the second stage, the problem of undergraduates
consisted in reading new topics and compiling their own test on the basis of the read,
followed by a stage of mutual performance of the tests prepared. The positive aspects
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of this kind of work include the independence of the task, the motivation for its
performance through an unusual form of control, but on the other hand, students
were not always able to isolate important information, so that not all aspects of the
new topics were presented in the exercises prepared.
As a variant of the web-quest technology, students are asked to search for
information on any cross-cultural topic, to select resources and prepare their webquest for fellow students or their own presentation, after presentation of which
listeners should answer the questions of the quests. At the stage of reflection, students
noted the motivating nature of such forms of tasks, as well as the opportunity to work
at their own pace.
As we can see, the developed algorithm can be applied in different forms of
design of study learning assignments and has a great potential for the implementation
of various educational goals in different types of educational institutions, namely:
 realization of an individual-educational route through differentiated
assignments;
 development of self-dependence through mutual control;
 application of technology at any educational level, both in linguistic and nonlinguistic education.
Conclusion
Thus, web-quest technology, which has proved itself in a number of
implementations of various methodical developments, can be successfully applied in
the field of teaching a foreign language for various purposes. These are linguistic and
non-linguistic higher education institutions, general education schools, refresher
courses for various educational programs. The technology makes it possible to
differentiate approach to the organization of the learning process, to implement the
personality-oriented approach, to develop the self-dependence of the students, which
is facilitated by the possibility of applying technology both within the classroom and
in the organization of independent work of students.
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Abstract. Different nations and cultures, which have to coexist together, are all intermixed in
contemporary society. Any attempts to create a multicultural society do not settle problems of a mutual
coexistence. Tolerance, leniency, toleration, political correctness with their merits and demerits fail to resolve all
issues of an interethnic, intercultural and interfaith tension. It becomes evident in a pedagogical process starting
from school days where one can meet representatives of various nations and cultures. Worldcentrism, having a
common basis for different ethnic groups, cultures and religions, can become a uniting factor.
Keywords. Multiculturalism, tolerance, leniency, toleration, political correctness,
worldcentrism, peacemaking in a pedagogical process.

Introdution
The contemporary society, we live in, “poses serious challenges and tasks,
which we did not know 15 years ago. Opening of borders and “the Iron Curtain”,
mobile communications, air travel connectivity, the Internet, opportunities to live and
study outside homeland and many other things have resulted in mixing various nations
and cultures. The world is like a boiler where everybody stirs and stews in the same
broth - multiculturalism. The boiler temperature is so high that it can reach its boiling
point. An attempt to create a multicultural society in some European countries has
almost failed.”1
Neither European laws nor their economies manage the migration streams
that are reluctant to adopt foreign values. Moreover, they force their own ones. The
atmosphere is tense. Conflicts arise because of both racial and religious persecution.
And all this has come to the Russian Federation.
Main part
Provide that we see the fulfillment of Samuel Huntington’s prophecies on the
clash of civilizations,2 it is necessary to search for other interaction ways for different
ethnic groups, cultures and religions. And if multiculturalism values are deadlocked,
we need to develop other forms of a dialogue aimed at resolving issues in a nonviolent way. One of culturology founders, American scholar, Leslie Alvin White,
writes that “all world cultures are closed in cultural systems of sovereign states and
until they are “opened” – released from nationhood bonds, future perspectives of the
civilization are not very comforting.” 3 Therefore, in this case it is very important not
to talk about what separates us but to talk about what unites us. It is natural that any
culture interacts with other cultures; meanwhile, it strives to maintain its identity. It is
necessary to be tolerant to other worldviews and values in this cultural interaction.
V.G. Filisyuk, “The Role of University Teacher’s Cultural Level and Abilities in Discovering and
Forming Students’ Talents”, Komsomolsk-on-Amur STU Transactions, II 2017 no. 3 issue 31, p. 27-33
2 S. Huntington, The Clash of Civilizations, Moscow, AST Publisher LLC, 2003, p. 603.
3 L. White, The Selected: Science on Culture, Moscow, RОSSPEN, 2004, p. 960.
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This necessity also persists in a pedagogical process, where representatives of different
ethnic, economic, social, religious, geographical and many other groups, are in one
classroom as schoolchildren or students. It is significant for a teacher, understanding
the level of his responsibility and tending to a high cultural level, merely not to reveal
knowledge but to prepare students for a dialogue, without which it is impossible to
solve any interaction issues of different ethnic groups, cultures and religions.
It is difficult to overestimate the role of a dialogue in classrooms between
subcultures within one great cultural entity like Russia. As far as researchers state
“under the conditions of coexistence of contrasting cultures, a forceful obtrusion of
some values shall destroy social consensus, arouse opposition on behalf of individuals
who are willing to defend their lifestyle.”4 To establish good-neighbor relations one
needs knowledge about other people and cultures. However, mere theorism and
education, despite their significance, are not sufficient. It is required for theoretical
knowledge, as a gesture of good will, to come into act, co-action. In the dialogue
process in existence, a joint experience will come into being based on a mutual
communication action, which, in turn will affect favorably the consciousness of
individuals belonging to various cultures. This dialogue must take into account the
value of other opinions, approaches and beliefs; and rely on mutual acceptance,
mutual respect and mutual assumption. It must also assume a fight, a dispute of the
equal. If this dialogue is in process, a culture, which is not aimed at an armed
confrontation but at a peaceful settlement of disagreements and mutual coexistence, is
formed therein.
Nowadays more than ever, mutual respect and mutual assumption for
representatives of various nations and cultures are important, especially inside
educational institutions, where characters of young people are formed and most
responsibility rests on a teacher. As defined, pedagogics is a science on human
education and upbringing and a teacher is a person dealing with academic and
educational work on a professional basis. Let us provide some texts confirming the
importance and significance of pedagogics and a teacher: “The pedagogics subject is a
holistic pedagogical process aimed at developing and forming a personality under the
conditions of his teaching, educating and upbringing… Pedagogics is extremely
complicated as a science. Its responsibility is a human. We shall keep it in mind every
day of our teaching life” V.F. Shatalov.5 “An educational process is a personality
development process, which includes both an externally directed impact and selfimprovement… Both an educator and learners develop.”6 “A university lecturer is a
scholar, teacher and educator. What kind of teachers do students love and colleagues
esteem? First of all, those who have a remarkable talent, reputable knowledge and who

I. B. Muravyev, “Man in a Cultural Dialogue and Problem of Ideal Choice”, in Bulletin of Tyumen State
University, I (2003), p. 33-42.
5 G. М. Kodzhaspirova, Pedagogics. Study guide for students of secondary professional educational institutions,
Мoscow, VLADOS Human, Publishing Centre, 2003, p. 352.
6 I. P. Podlasyy, Pedagogics. New course: textbook for higher education students: in 2 Vol., Мosow, VLADOS
Human, Publishing Centre, 2002, p. 256.
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is able to attract students.”7 “In teaching activities it is necessary to pay respect to
different communication styles, specific for every individual in his interaction with
others” 8.
But apart from teacher’s or educator’s responsibility for upbringing and
transmitting of moral standards to the younger generation, nobody waives
responsibility from parents. Thus, if parents do not realize the importance of
peacemaking among representatives of various cultures, beliefs and ethnic groups, it
will be difficult for teachers to remedy it. There is a nice English proverb, which says
“Do not raise children, yet they will like you. So, educate yourself”. Thus, we can
rephrase the words of Anton Semenovich Makarenko and say that to educate a
peacemaking and mutual respect in children to another community starts from
educating their parents. That is why some concerted efforts of the whole state are
required to achieve peace inside and outside the country.
In dialogues arising in classrooms experts recommend to focus on tolerance,
political correctness, leniency (toleration). But these concepts have their merits and,
unfortunately, demerits.
So, for instance, tolerance allows being tolerant to different worldviews, it
gives the right to other people to live pursuant to their own opinions, rules, habits and
it implies the attitude to other people as to an equal and dignified individual. At the
same time, tolerance can lead to connivance to evil and leniency to infringement upon
human freedom and moral dignity. It should be impossible for the society to be
tolerant to theft, offence, deceit, violence and so on and so forth. Similarly, if to
demonstrate total tolerance in immigration issues, a country can come to a case when
its natives are displaced by another community, which forces its principles and cultural
behavior; at present, we can observe it more or less in educational institutions of
several Russian regions.
Another trend to reduce tension in relations is leniency, identical to tolerance
but of a passive nature. This nonviolent behavior is based on achieving consent with
others. To show leniency means to allow others to do something you could prevent
and leave them unpunished. Leniency merits can include a refusal from aggressive
actions towards dissidents and a mutual coexistence assumption. The society shows
patience to others like inevitable evil or chronic disease. Leniency demerits can be
observed right away. Should we be patient to a murder, satanism, sexual violence, and
harassment? Shall we transfer our educational institutions into “a house of
sufferance”? Leniency borders must run along where a threat to public safety starts.
One more concept, which is used in a pedagogical process to avoid conflicts
between schoolchildren and students representing various cultures, beliefs and ethnic
groups, is political correctness. “Political correctness is a prohibition to use words and

S. D. Reznik (ed.), University Teacher: Technology and Organization of Activities: Course book, Мoscow,
INFRA, 2010, p. 389.
8 V. V. Kasyanov, Culturology: Study guide for higher school, 3rd edition, Rostov-on –Don, Fenix, 2010, p.
574.
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expressions, which tend to be offensive for certain social groups distinguished by a
race, sex, age, faith criteria.”9
In many modern educational institutions political correctness is “a civilization
test”. “Politically correct people, by definition, are pleasant but in dealing with people
who have their own point of view politically correct people become cautious, they
choose words thoroughly and lose most meaning occasionally in communication” 10.
It disturbs honesty. A high priority is given to please people rather than to persist in
your point. In particular, trying to be politically correct, now and then we choose a
third party in a two-way issue. Due to political correctness, people are scared and they
avoid any topics related to critics of national minorities, ethnic criminality and similar
ones because they fear to be accused of racism or extremism. As a result, political
correctness divides young people more than it unites. If a person strongly believes in
something, he will definitely meet an individual who has another point of view.
Therefore, we can see that tolerance, leniency, political correctness having
their merits do not resolve primary issues arising in tense relations between
representatives of various cultures, ethnic groups and religions. Conformity will not
help in settling these issues either because it means adaptation and accommodation
but not resolving problems of a current tension between different social groups.
Obviously, tolerance, leniency and political correctness have to be developed and
present in any society but we need to search for new opportunities in settling a
confrontation arising in contemporary society. It is only possible in a constructive
dialogue or, broadly speaking, in a polylogue, which must be conducted from the very
beginning of a pedagogical process.
In the communication process between young people in an educational
institution, we do not have the right to expect that they will always agree with each
other and with us, no matter how close they are to us. Moreover, if two people always
agree in everything, then such communication is not constructive. If there were no
scientific disputes and disagreements between scientists, we would be still sitting at a
bunch of brushwood, trying to kindle it by rubbing the rods. A man is always in a
dialogue and certain dispute with the outside world, with the laws of nature, with
another person or society, even in a dialogue with himself. We can see a true
monologue only on the face of a deceased. In any other case, there is a dialogue. At
the same time, it is possible to disagree with the person’s belief but it is necessary to
respect his right to believe and think the way he thinks right. Any dialogue “must
account for the value of other views, attitudes, and beliefs and be based on mutual
acceptance; mutual respect and mutual admission. And, simultaneously, it must
presume a struggle, dispute of the equals” 11. This dispute should be meant not at a
confrontation but at a peaceful resolution of contradictions and peaceful coexistence
inside one educational institution.
9

Political Correctness. Available at: Wikipedia.– Access mode: https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/, accessed
12. 05. 2017.
10 B. Carson, G. Lewis, The Big Picture: Translated from English, Zaokskiy, Istochnik Zhizni, 2013, p.320.
11 I.B. Muravyev, “Man in a Cultural Dialogue and Problem of Ideal Choice”, in Bulletin of Tyumen State
University, (2003) no. 1, p. 33-42.
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Speaking of one's own or another person's rights, declaring a freedom of
choice, it is necessary to make a schoolchild or a student understand that the rights
and freedom of one person end where a threat to another person’s safety starts. If my
freedom hurts the freedom of another person, then this is not freedom, it is
suppression. That is why peacemaking efforts are necessary. Today's society does not
need multiculturalism; it needs worldcentrism, so that the whole society together
looked for peace between all its representatives. Jesus Christ said: "Blessed are the
peacemakers." One should strive for understanding, sympathy, and assistance to the
person who committed a crime but not be tolerant to the crime committed by him.
"Court proceedings can solve a legal controversy, condemn, pass a sentence to a
criminal, but in no case can they reconcile people or help them change attitudes or
behavior. Peacemaking is much more difficult than leniency or tolerance. It asks for a
great sacrifice on a human behalf. Peacemaking requires us to recognize the
vulnerability of our own position, our mistakes and responsibilities, before pointing
out the mistakes of others. Admitting our mistakes honestly, we often evoke a
response from our opponents and give access to a sincere dialogue and constructive
negotiations” 12. Worldcentrism encourages all separated society segments to bury the
hatchet, not to do what is unacceptable to others but jointly strive for peace. Peace is
better than any war. Worldcentrism does not suppress cultural, national, religious and
other peculiarities of different social media but it helps to use them reasonably and it
has no sense of grandeur of some individuals over others.
Teaching these truths to schoolchildren, then to students is complicated as
their understanding of the world around is often at a “childish” level. Some people say
that children are not ready for such relations, children are tough, they do not want to
admit mistakes, sacrifice their time, efforts for the sake of others, etc. But everybody
accepts that at a tender age a child is more adoptive to these truths and if he sees that
those, who tell him the truths, practise what they preach, then he will adopt these
truths sooner or later and it will help him to make fateful decisions in his life.
“To be of use to the world is the only way to be happy”, said Hans Christian
Andersen. The responsibility of a teacher before God and people is much greater than
we can imagine. Teachers see not just young people, whom we teach their future
profession, but those who will learn from this process not only job-related knowledge
but also good and evil that a teacher brings. The way how we teach, what we say, how
we say, how we treat our students affects them and “everyone will have to give
account on the day of judgment for every empty word they have spoken. For by your
words you will be acquitted, and by your words you will be condemned”, Matthew
12:36-37.13 “No man can be independent of other people ... the well-being of others
depends on everyone’s well-being, God’s goal is that every person feels himself
needed by someone and was looking for opportunity to bring happiness to others ...
voluntarily or not we are affecting every person we contact. This is our responsibility,
12

K. Sande, The Peacemaker: A Biblical Guide to Resolving Personal Conflict, Translated from English, St.
Petersburg, Shandal, 2002, p. 272.
13 Bible, Synodal translation, Moscow, RBO Edition, 1993, p.1346.
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which we can not free ourselves from. Our words, deeds, clothes, manners, even facial
expressions - all of them matter.”14
In this relation we want to show the viewpoint of main religions on
peacemaking as a possibility of a human peaceful coexistence in contemporary society.
All world religions encourage worldcentrism in particular.
For instance, Androsov V.P., orientalist scholar, writes: “Buddha called not to
impose own teaching on those people who have not become spiritually mature yet and
who have not come to the Master themselves. He considered that each explorer has
the right on his own spirituality search.”15
Among Indian Buddhists, tolerance was “a religious ideal”. Thus, Emperor
Ashoka, a famous Buddhism spreader, told his followers: “One should respect
another faith. Doing so, [a man] encourages his faith success and supports another
faith. Doing otherwise, he roots his faith and hurts another’s”.
Peacemaking in Islam visualizes in the Quran, for example, it says that a
religion shall not be enforced:
Surah Al-Baqarah 2:256: “There shall be no compulsion in acceptance of the
religion. The right course has become clear from the wrong. So whoever disbelieves in
Taghut and believes in Allah has grasped the most trustworthy handhold with no
break in it. And Allah is Hearing and Knowing.”16
Also, some advice is given in case of a dispute, it should be settled in the best
possible way. One should instruct but not fight!
Surah An-Nahl 16:125: “Invite to the way of your Lord with wisdom and good
instruction, and argue with them in a way that is best. Indeed, your Lord is most
knowing of who has strayed from His way, and He is most knowing of who is rightly
guided”.
And it says that all believers are brothers.
Surah Al-Hujurat 49:10: “The believers are but brothers, so make settlement
between your brothers. And fear Allah that you may receive mercy”.
Peacemaking in Judaism can be seen in lections of one of the most famous
and distinguished rabbis, Hillel. He said: “Be of the disciples of Aaron, loving peace
and pursuing peace, loving your fellow creatures and drawing them near to the Law”
17
. The Mishnah also states: “Whoever pursues righteousness and kindness will find
life, righteousness, and honor” Mishle 21:21 18. When building a temple King Solomon
asked God to hear prayers of mixed multitude. And the traditional greeting in Hebrew
itself, “shalom aleikhem” (equivalent to Arabic “salam aleykum”) conveys a peace
message to each person.

14

E. White, Talents. Hidden Treasures: Translated from English, Zaokskiy, Istochnik Zhizni, 2007, p. 160.
V. P. Androsov, Buddha. Shakyamuni and Indian Buddhism. Modern Interpretation of Ancient Texts, Moscow,
Vostochnaya Literatura, Publisher RAS, 2001, p. 508.
16 E.R. Kuliev, Quran, Moscow, UMMAH, Publishing House, 2007, p. 688.
17 R. Kipervasser (ed.), Talmudic Treatise, Pirkey Avot, Moscow, Mosty Kultury, 2010, p.326.
18 Mishnah, PEA Treatise, Translated from Hebrew, With comments of Rabbi P. Kegati, Jerusalem,
АМАNА, 1991, p. 208.
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In Christianity, peacemaking is not just a slogan or words but it is the essence
and meaning. It is enough to give some texts from New Testament without any
comments:
“Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called children of God”,
Matthew, Chapter 5, Verse 9.19
“Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good” Romans, Chapter 12,
Verse 21.
“Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse. Rejoice with those
who rejoice; mourn with those who mourn. Live in harmony with one another”,
Romans, Chapter 12, Verse 14.
Thus, we can see that all world religions appeal to peacemaking as the best way
to resolve all conflicts, which can arise among schoolchildren and students.
Not so many works are dedicated to peacemaking because of its complexity.
One of them is “The Integral Vision” by Ken Wilberg.20 Its main concept: to achieve
peace we need to move along the way from what is beneficial for me – egocentrism
towards what is beneficial for us – ethnocentrism and further to what is beneficial to all
of us – worldcentrism.
Demonstrating the movement from egocentrism to ethnocentrism and further
to worldcentrism, it is appropriate to make a comparison with a little child who is at
his “ego” or egocentric stage from birth. It should be noted that some young people
may have a very long-term childhood as the first stage. The next stage in this chain is a
family. We take care of it forgetting sometimes about all other people who are not part
of our family. This is the second stage, “ethnocentrism”. Subsequently, ethnocentrism
expands to a class, school, city, country or nation. But it is necessary to leave the
borders of our family vision and try to see that my neighbors are all humans, at least,
that part which is close to me and which is in need (material, spiritual, etc.). This is the
way to worldcentrism. It opens to people when they contact more and more other
people instead of turning inward. Young people have a wider social network than
adults, and they can see who needs help.
A certain range of professions and occupations is well-known where people
have to talk specifically more, much more than others. In particular, it includes
teachers and priests (preachers). The article authors have been their representatives for
several decades. So far we understand that a number of words uttered from a podium
in a classroom or church will reach both hearing and hearts of listeners only if we
offer them an opportunity to speak out what bothers them.
To be a peacemaker also means to speak avoiding rash words, lies, rumors,
speculations, exaggerations, and other idle chitchat. You should speak to people but
not about them. We can display our love for neighbors only communicating with
them. In this dialogue it is more important to listen than to speak. A listening skill is
quite a rare talent nowadays. The Bible gives a wish to everyone who reckons himself
a peacemaker: “everyone must be quick to hear, slow to speak and slow to anger; for
19

Bible, Synodal translation, Moscow, RBO Edition, 1993, p.1346.
K. Wilberg, The Integral Vision, USA, Shambhala Publications, 2007, p. 231. Available at:
https://ufayan.ru/info/ken-uilber/integralnoe-videnie/ebook.pdf, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
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the anger of man does not achieve the righteousness of God”, James 1:19. It takes
time but in future it brings the result, which best proves the correctness of such
attitude to a partner.
We can not always agree with a person’s opinion but we need to respect his
right to believe and defend his point of view. We need to respect any person as an
equal and dignified individual and mutually, in a constructive dialogue, search for the
ways of a peaceful coexistence.
Conclusion
Peacemaking activities of teachers help if not to accept totally another person
and his traditions, at least, not to quarrel with him but to allow living close without
breaching rights and freedoms of one another, at that, to allow competing with each
other in good works, showing one’s own culture and religion in the best possible way
and to discuss and analyze current conflicts in a constructive way; ultimately, it shall
enable to develop in young people a citizen, who takes responsibility for his neighbors,
for his country.
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Abstract. Fundamental changes in social processes that come with information technology
make it necessary to philosophize the transformation of man as a social being. The thing is that the sociocultural values of the information society are novel, which cannot be qualified only as positive changes. Favorite
subject of science fiction about the transformations of the human body and spirit becomes like reality. This is
inevitable due to human aspirations to change the environment, adapting it to ourselves, changing ourselves,
adapting to the environment, and going beyond it. The modern stage of adaptations looks impressive and even
menacing, since the level of novelty of changes along with the positive sides necessarily contains negative ones. To
comprehend and appreciate this negative is the most important task of humanitarism, because people still want
their life to be possible and worthy. The dream to conquer nature does not disappear anywhere.
Keywords: posthuman, self-awareness, comprehension of life situations, information
overload of people, Indigo children.

Introduction
Anthropological practices of self-change have a long history. Caring for
yourself was built in an ancient society, which is concerned with the state of human
health (in a healthy body - a healthy mind), but special attention is given to the
consequences of sexual intercourse.1 The rules of self-organization, built by Aristotle,
are based on submission to the human mind as the highest instance.2 Serving the
mind, a person transforms morally. With the onset of Christianity, the notions of
human changes are related to the notion of an afterlife. There are no longer people
living there, but some people who have been "processed" by ascetic practices.
Practices of modern times are based on cognitive aspirations and rely on the body as a
kind of machine of bones, muscles and nerves, which artificial devices help to use.
Main part
However, modern anthropological practices claim not only for the variability
of the body, but also for the variability of human consciousness. Being subject to
erosion is the status of a human being as a natural being, the fear of a crisis of a
person's self-identification, the transformation of a person into a post-man is more
and more often heard. This concept captures a number of specific features of a person
transformed. First, we are talking about clones representing genetic copies of the
human body. Secondly, the notion of "cyborg" spread as a result of the splicing of
man and machine devices. Third, in the notion of a posthuman, the brain-machine
interface is described. The variety of content suggests the loss of humanity in an
attempt to overcome human weaknesses that are characteristic of the human being.
However, the situation develops so that getting rid of some weaknesses, a person
acquires many others thanks to the invented "technological prostheses." One such
1

M. Foucault, Taking care of yourself, Moscow, Refl-beech, 2008, p. 282.
Aristotle, Nikomakh's ethics, 1098a7, Aristotle. Sob, Op in the 4th volume T.4, Moscow,
Prosveshchenie, 1984, p. 424.
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prosthesis is, for example, a mobile phone that has turned a person into a "mobile
primate", unable to take a step without this device. 3 In other words, the positive effect
of technological expansion of a person is accompanied by abuses, the strength of
which is not fully known.
Reflections on abuses of technological possibilities contain even more serious
fears - technologies change the inner world of a person, his personal life. The question
of reproduction has become especially relevant, since interference in this process
threatens the human race. (No wonder the ancient Greeks cared about the
"correctness" of sexual relations). Cloning, in vitro fertilization, makes sexual
attraction unnecessary. This "aspect" of sexual relations is biologically determinate, but
it can be expected that the sexual instinct will be defeated by the technologies of
reproduction. The broken and weakened human instincts, in comparison with the
animals, about which F. Nietzsche wrote, at all retreat. Man is no longer a "sick
monkey," but an asexual device. Asexual reproduction does not need empathy, love,
enough autonomous practices of obtaining pleasure of some other quality.
Homosexual offensive appears as a tendency to combat sexual reproduction of man
precisely because sex is a nature, a nature built on the principle of complementarity
and attraction of similar and unlike, at the same time ensuring human integrity. Such
"depolarization" of roles is a sign of a posthuman with a blurred sexual identity. 4 We
also add that mass cloning (in case of such a turn of events) will destroy the
dichotomy of masculinity and femininity as a cultural foundation and mechanism of
self-consciousness. 5 Transsexual chaos instead of traditional sex leads to indifference
of sex, that is, to ugliness, the essence of which lies in the lack of correlation with its
opposite. J. Baudrillard notes that people are turning into "small idle mechanisms", as
the "adventures of creatures endowed with sexual characteristics" have come to an
end."6
In this regard, the problems of human evolution caused by the nano-bioinfocognitive and social sciences (NBICS) are actualized. Technobioevolution needs
to be understood, because both the environment and the person are not static, but it is
important to represent the boundary beyond which humanity disappears. 7 Convergent
development of NBICS pretends to "improve" human functionality, consisting in
acquiring the qualitatively new abilities of a person forming a new person - "Human
2.0". Against this background, the transhumanism movement is gaining ground, which
was named in our country "Russia - 2045". Begun as an idea of cryonics, it has
A. Sh. Tkhostov, K.G. Surnov, “Influence of modern technologies on personality development and
formation of pathological forms of adaptation: the reverse side of socialization”, in Psychological Journal,
XXVI (2005) no. 6, p. 15-23.
4 V. A. Emelin, “Technology as a factor in the transformation of identity: the formation of homo
technologicus”, in National Psychological Journal, I (2016) no. 1, p. 9-18.
5 P. D. Tishenko, “The threat of multiplicity and the idea of humanitarian expertise”, Bioethics and
humanitarian expertise, 2008, p. 102.
6 G. N. Mustafaeva, “Social aspects of Internet addiction”, in National Psychological Journal, (2012) no. 2,
p. 4.
7 I.Yu. Alekseev, V.I. Arshinov, V.V. Chekletsov, "Technologists versus "posthumans": NBICS is the
revolution and the future of man”, Issues of Philosophy, IV (2013), p. 12-19.
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become a series of teachings about life outside of human forms. Exploiting the idea of
the evolution and development of information technologies, transhumanists pretend
to formulate new meanings of human existence that do not need more such
fundamental foundations as body, sex, feelings. A hybrid being appreciates the
progress of information technology, the infinity of knowledge and immortality. 8
Proponents of the transformation of the biological nature of man appeal to
scientific achievements, which in theory prove that immortality is entirely possible.
First, by virtue of the principle of isofunctionalism, the essence of which is that the
same complex of functions can be reproduced on different physical substrates.
Secondly, the principle of information invariance allows one and the same information
to be placed on media with different properties9. The question arises: if a significant
number of people have eternal life, then subsequent generations of people should not
appear? The biological law of reproduction is abolished? If no one leaves, no one can
come to replace them.
It becomes clear that the ideology of transhumanism is trying to remove the
limit of being in the form of death, suppressing the existential sense of man: an
infinite life has no price, and there is no need to seek the meaning of life. Fear of nonexistence lives in the soul and generates the meaning of this life. But now the search
for meaning is meaningless, and the natural instincts stop working. Thus,
transhumanism relies on the management of human evolution through technology.10
Specialists note a number of social consequences of the transhumanist
movement. A qualitative change in social reality is caused by a significant increase in
life expectancy, which will make the training of older people more useful, but will also
enhance social polarization, as the well-off layers can benefit from bio-medical
technologies. In addition, cloning processes deform social relationships in general and
the relationship between parents and children in particular. 11
Humaneness is destroyed through a deviation from moral values. The desire to
cross the limit and play God will end badly because of the irresponsibility of the game,
based on uncontrollability and unpredictability. These fears only increase the appeal to
traditionalism and respect for nature. There is a paradox: a person's rate on the
progress of technology to improve life is in conflict with the risks and threats
emanating from progress. The play of hope and fear, the right to know or not to know
the truth, implies the freedom of the individual. This is an empirical condition for
understanding life situations. That is why in the modern world, life, nature have

8

V. I. Katasonov, Transhumanism: a new civilization threat to humanity. Available at: file: // C: Users /
gasman / Desktop, accesed 12. 05. 2017.
9 D. I. Dubrovsky, Human nature, anthropological crisis and cybernetic immortality, The Global Future. Convergent
technologies (NBICS) and transhumanist evolution, Moscow, Scientific Council of the Strategic Social
Movement "Russia-2045", 2013, p. 246.
10 M. More, Transhumanism: Towards a Futurist Philosophy. Available at: http: // www: //maxmore.com/
transhum.htm., accessed 12. 05. 2017.
11 O.Yu. Rybakov, S.V. Tikhonova, Social perspectives of transhumanism, Availale at: file // C: / Users /
gasman / Desktop, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
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acquired the status of moral value, and our body and mind reject an unnatural order,
this gives hope for the continuation of life.12
At the same time, the number of alarm signals caused by the use of modern
technologies is growing rapidly. Philosophers and psychologists state the modification
of higher mental functions: induction and deduction are supplanted by imaginative
and intuitive thinking; reduced verbal memory; lost skills of orientation in space and
writing skills (literate - in particular).13 Improper handling of information can lead to
"debilitating" large groups of the population.14 This is possible due to the fact that the
information has the property of infinitely expanding on the type of mold, which
because of large volumes begins to feed on human consciousness, causing distortions
of meanings and exorbitant illusions.15
Anxiety is caused by Internet addiction, that is, a pathological attraction to
pastime in the network. This is not just a departure from reality, but a stop in personal
development. The brakes of personal development multiplied by the ability to
experiment with one's own identity on the network just causes "debility", social
maladjustment, manifested in the inability to control time, to establish relations with
people in reality (social deprivation). 16 Data from the psychology of reading can serve
as an illustrative example. It turns out that only 16% of the readers surveyed are able
to read the text word by word, the rest snatches only individual words or sentences. 17
The problem of information overloading of people due to uncontrolled growth of
information deserves serious attention, which causes not only a drop in the quality of
information, but also the clutter of our intellectual paths, preventing the identification
of cause-effect relationships. Information overloading is a "craziness" arising from the
trash that needs to be processed to get to the really relevant information. The
consequence of this is a drop in awareness and a real aversion to working with
information. There is a false idea of facts because people are not able to adequately
absorb new information in a collision with old information - perception is distorted, a
sense of loss of strong life bases appears. We are no longer talking about the dangers
of consuming risky and unethical content, the loss of confidentiality.
Children deserve special attention, a name has appeared for modern children "indigo children. These are children with impaired attention, visual and auditory
perception, do not tolerate overloads, they do not possess themselves well. Experts
believe that this is a consequence of a large number of diverse information, noise that

12

H. Jonas, The Imperative of the Responsibility in Search of the Ethics for the Technological Age, Chicago, 1984, p.

4.

V.A. Emelin, “Technology as a factor in the transformation of identity: the formation of homo
technologicus”, National psychological journal, (2016) no. 1 issue 21, p. 9-18.
14 Challenges of the Information Age. Available at: capital_eng.
15 N. D. Astashova, A. N. Fortunatov, Information absorption as a property of a post-industrial society. Available
at: npj_no_8_2012_95, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
16 G.N. Mustafaeva, “Social aspects of Internet addiction”, National psychological journal, (2012) no. 2, p.
14-19.
17 A.V. Ivanov, Psychology of reading or Culture of information consumption. Available at: http //
www.youtube.com, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
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falls on both children and parents, preventing normal forms of interaction. 18
Apparently, such people in the conditions of dissemination of information
technologies tend to leave real space in virtual space, because in the real world they are
uncomfortable. Imaginary world, imaginary friends turn them into "eternal suckers",
unable to overcome real difficulties and take on real responsibility. 19 This explains the
fragmentary perception of reality, "clip-art thinking," the essence of which is the
existence of visual images in the absence of logic.20 The digital generation of people
"Y" (born from 1985 to 2000) and the "Z" generation (born in 2000 and after)
acquired Asperger's syndrome, a form of autism that is characterized by inability to
interpret nonverbal language (gestures, facial expressions, intonation). Increasingly,
there are violations of the skills of using real objects in children who are dependent on
virtual space. For example, in virtual space there is no sense of pain, and the child
beats a real dog without regret, as he does in virtuality. 21 Thus, a number of
consequences are formed that determine the reduction of the spiritual content of life
and cause a negative assessment: the fall of the authority of parents, teachers,
historical and cultural knowledge; domination of entertainment free from any values
(cult of pleasure); Instead of ideals - utilitarianism, instead of life - a game. This is
"boundless self-improvement", which does not imply the strengthening of such
human qualities as empathy, love.
Experts in the field of information processes raise the issue of information
culture, since the objective parameters of safe online presence are 19 hours a week.22
In addition, the physiology of the brain has not changed, and the ability to perceive
information is still limited by the "Miller's purse": a person is able to simultaneously
memorize seven elements (plus / minus two).23 We find some recommendations for
the acquisition of an information culture: - use only useful information; - be honest
with yourself in the sense that you do not try to drown the alarm in a stream of
unnecessary information; - solve existing problems consistently; - observe the balance
of work and leisure. In other words, the essence of the information culture lies in the
user's responsibility to himself in order to form an integral character of perception of
reality and to find a real application to his essential forces.
We have the right to ask a question about whether there is a solution to the
problem caused by the transformation offensive. There is a point of view according to
which a person is a "changing construct" capable of controlling his evolution,
therefore it is quite permissible to extend the notion of "human". Expansion should
preserve the appearance of man, such is the power of tradition and the aesthetics of
perception. However, the change in the human genome is acceptable while preserving
***, “Indigo Children. In search of a new person”, in A man without borders, V (2006), p. 4-15.
V. M. Leibin, “The role of information and communication technologies in changing the relationship
between imaginary, symbolic and real”, Issues of Philosophy, VI (2011), p. 93-103.
20 The Internet Development Fund. Available at: rkn. gov.ru, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
21 G.V. Losik, Lemma on the anthropogenic nature of the development of information technology. Available at: lib.
vsu. By, accessed 12. 03. 2017.
22 V. Brenner, “Parameters of Internet Use, abuse and addiction: The first 90 days of the Internet Usage
Survey”, Psychological Reports, LXXX (1997), p. 876.
23 Challenges of the Information Age. Available at: capital_eng, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
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the character of reproduction, symbolism and history of mankind. 24 He is such a
"posthuman".
An interesting point of view, advocates of which believe that computer
technology is a new round of the genesis of the cerebral cortex, because the cranium,
given to us by nature, can no longer increase. A laptop is a new department of the
brain that exists outside the skull. It turns out that technogenesis simply continues
anthropogenesis.25
Conclusion
The appeal to common sense suggests that the body and consciousness reject
this order of transformation. J. Baudrillard expressed the idea that the spread of allergy
can be considered a sign of protest against transformations that are catastrophic in
their uncertainty.26 A person separates himself from the external environment, and as
long as there is a boundary between "I" and "not-I" there is a hope to believe that we
are still people. It is necessary to leave and from a panic, and from illusions. It seems
necessary to follow the principle of proportionality of transformations to the natural
possibilities of man. The answer to the question - why do you need a technique? - it is
unequivocal: to serve a person, and not vice versa. Since the expansion of technology
is now perceived as a threat, it is necessary to restore the natural environmental
environment in which the "normal" person will be safe and comfortable.

24 N.D. Astashova, Fortunatov AN Information absorption as a property of a post-industrial society. Available at:
npj_no_8_2012_95, accessed 12. 02. 2016.
25 G.V. Losik, Lemma on the anthropogenic nature of the development of information technology. Available at: lib.
vsu. By, accessed 12. 05. 2017.
26 J. Baudrillard, Transparency of evil, Moscow, Retur, 2000, p. 14.
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Abstract.The improvement of the competitiveness of a country can not be separated from the
competitiveness of the territory beneath it and the smallest area according to the rule of law is the village or
kelurahan in the region. With the issuance of RI Law no. 6 year 2014 about the village, it is expected the
village to be strong, advanced, independent, and democratic so as to create a strong foundation in implementing
governance and development towards a just, prosperous and prosperous society. Village Owned Enterprise
(BUMDes) is a form of strengthening to the village economic institutions as well as a means of utilizing the
local economy with various types of potential in the village. BUMDes can be the backbone of the village
government's economy in order to achieve increased welfare and employment. Based on PP N. 60 Year 2014
on Village Funds, BUMDes has 4 objectives: (1) Improving Village Economy, (2) Increasing Village
Original Income, (3) Improve management of village potentials in accordance with community needs, and (4)
Become the backbone of growth and equity of village economy.
Keywords: Regional Competitiveness, Village Owned Enterprise, Sustainable
Development.

Introduction
Competitiveness is often mentioned to be one of the keys to the progress and
success of the nation. Therefore, efforts to increase competitiveness become one of
the points of Nawacita (8 missions of President of Republic Indonesia), especially
point 6 which reads to improve people's productivity and competitiveness in
international markets so that the nation of Indonesia can advance and rise with other
Asian nations.
Competitiveness is defined as the ability of living things to grow normally
among other living beings as competitors in one habitat (in one business area and so
on). From this definition it can be concluded that an organization or a company or a
country must have the competitiveness to grow normally in the midst of diverse
organizations / companies / countries alike who also need to sustain.
Porter1 in his presentation to the Thailand Competitiveness Institute (TCI),
defined competitiveness as something related to sustainable productivity
improvement. From this definition can be concluded that if a nation / country wants
to have competitiveness, then the productivity of the country should always be
improved in a sustainable manner. As is known, productivity is the level of ability to
produce something (output) with a certain amount of input.
To measure the competitiveness of a country, the World Economic Forum
(WEF), an agency that annually lists the competitiveness ratings of countries in the
world defines competitiveness as a country's ability to achieve sustainable GDP /

1

M. Porter, Competitive Strategy: Thechniques for Analyzing Industries and Competitors. New York, Free Press,
1980.
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capita growth. The WEF measures the competitiveness of a country based on 12
measurement indicators.
The Competitiveness Advisory Group (CAG) stated that competitiveness
should be seen as a basic way to improve living standards, providing employment
opportunities for unemployed and lowering poverty. Competitiveness contains not
only elements of productivity, but also efficiency and profitability. CAG further
confirms that competitiveness is not a goal, but a tool or a way to achieve improved
living standards and social welfare. That is, every country must realize that efforts to
achieve high power is just a way to prosper the people. Thus, the competitiveness of
the state should ultimately be concentrated on the competitiveness of individuals who
work together to realize the competitiveness of the state (national).
Why should we pay attention to our State (National) competitiveness rating
compared to other countries? The main reason is because the index or ranking of
competitiveness is always a reference of potential investors to invest in a country. The
higher the competitiveness rating of a country, the greater the investment interest in
investors in the country.
f Indonesia's competitiveness ratings are declining, then our concern is that
our country will not attract investors. Though the investment is needed by the nation
and our country in doing development in all fields. It also triggered our joint question,
is whether Indonesia is ready to face the current global competition, one of which is
the ASEAN Economic Community (MEA) that is applicable today?
The government of Joko Widodo and Jusuf Kalla are very aware of the
importance of increasing competitiveness in the era of "Openness and Competition"
at this time, efforts to increase competitiveness become one thing that is very
important note. Various efforts are made by the government to improve the
competitiveness of Indonesia, among others through the massive infrastructure
development, deregulation and debirokratisasi, the launch of the package of economic
policy I-XIII, and improvement of human resources quality and efforts to eradicate
corruption and Pungli.
The Indonesian government is keenly aware of the need for our nation to
improve its competitiveness, therefore the Vice President of the Republic of Indonesia
affirms that at present the government has implemented three pillars of strategy aimed
at increasing competitiveness and increasing the number of industries in Indonesia. As
a country rich in natural resources, Indonesia should be able to develop the processing
industry so that the wealth of natural resources can be utilized as efficiently as
possible. The three pillars of the Vice President are:
1. Indonesia no longer sells raw materials to the world market. This strategy is
followed by a downstream program to increase added value.
2. Growing the domestic industry to create equality and create new jobs.
3. Being part of the global supply chain.
The next question is how does Indonesia's power ranking compare to other
countries in the world? At the end of September the new World Economic Forum
(WEF) again announced the Global Competitiveness Report for 2016 - 2017, the
announcement being the competitiveness rating of 130-140 countries in the world
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measured by 12 measurement indicators. The result of the announcement was not
very encouraging for us because the measurement result puts Indonesia ranked 41 out
of 138 countries surveyed by the executives who attended the World Economic
Forum. For 2 consecutive years Indonesia has decreased the competitiveness rank
from 34 (2014-2015) and then decreased to 37 (2015-2016) and from 2016-2017 to 41.
Compared to other ASEAN countries, Indonesia's rank still lags far behind compared
to Singapore (2), Malaysia (25), and Thailand (34). But still higher than other countries
outside the three countries. Table 1 below shows the competitiveness rating of 10
ASEAN countries for 5 consecutive years.
Table 1. ASEAN Competitiveness Ranking
201220132014No
Country
2013
2014
2015
1
Singapura
2
2
2
2
Malaysia
25
24
20
3
Thailand
38
37
31
4
Indonesia
50
38
34
5
Philipina
65
59
52
6
Brunei
28
26
7
Vietnam
75
70
68
8
Kamboja
85
88
95
9
Laos
81
93
10
Myanmar
139
134
Number of Countries
144
148
144

20152016
2
18
32
37
47
56
90
83
131
140

20162017
2
25
34
41
57
58
60
89
93
138

The rating is based on the total score of 12 measurement indicators used by
the World Economic Forum (Schwab, 2013), namely: (1) institutional; (2)
infrastructure; (3) macroeconomic environment; (4) basic education and health; (5)
higher education and training; (6) efficiency of the goods market; (7) labor efficiency;
(8) development of financial markets; (9) technological readiness; (10) market size; (11)
business sophistication; and (12) innovation.
These 12 indicators place a ranking of the competitiveness of a country's
economy. The higher the ranking of competitiveness, then the economic resources
owned by the country has a high level of productivity. The high productivity will be
the determinant for improving economic prosperity and return on investment through
sustainable economic growth. Increased investment will boost economic growth, and
economic growth will ultimately provide returns to investors. The higher the
economic growth, the higher the rate of return on investment to investors. In other
words, the economy, which has a higher level of productivity, tends to grow faster
over time.
Based on the data contained in Table 2 below, it can be seen that the causes of
the decline in Indonesia's competitiveness rating are: labor market efficiency, health
and primary education, higher education and training, technological readiness,
infrastructure and institutions.
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Table 2. Indonesia : Global Competitiveness Index 2016
2014
2016
Pilars
Value
Rank
Value
Rank
Institutions
4,1
53
4,1
56
Infrastructure
4,4
56
4,2
60
Macroeconomic environment
5,5
34
5,5
30
Health and primary education
5,7
74
5,3
100
Higher education and training
4,5
61
4,5
63
Goods market efficiency
4,5
48
4,4
58
Labor market efficiency
3,8
110
3,8
108
Financial market development
4,5
42
4,3
42
Technological readiness
3,6
77
3,5
91
Market size
5,3
15
5,7
10
Business sophistication
4,5
34
4,3
39
Innovation
3,9
31
4,0
31

Theoretical Framework
Some scholars argue that there are at least two approaches that the State (or
companies) can use to achieve high competitiveness. The first approach is known as a
market-based approach that states that to have a strong competitiveness a country
must start by looking at its primary market environment first. This approach believes
that no strategy works without basing it on the fulfillment of current market needs.
This market-based approach is often associated with the thinking of Michael Porter
(1980) famous for the Five Competitive Forces model.
The second approach argues that high competitiveness stems from the ability
to create innovation in the future through the utilization of resources to build core
competencies .2The concept of core competence began to get the attention of
management researchers since Hamel and Prahalad wrote the article "The Core
Competence of Corporation" in 1990. This article was further developed into a book
entitled "Competing for the Future" which generally states that in order to compete in
the future a company (and also a state) must be able to master competencies that are
vital to the success of the company (the country).
Hamel and Prahalad were inspired by the success of Japanese companies that
were then able to overcome competitors from the United States. Hamel and Prahalad
see that the success of Japanese companies is not just because they are able to meet
the market needs they serve, but more importantly, these companies are able to
identify their core competencies and utilize these competencies to produce a variety of
products that previously never even imagined by the market (consumers). Hamel and
Prahalad define core competencies as follows:
• A set of integrated capabilities of a set of resources and supporting tools as a
result of the accumulated learning process, which will be beneficial to the success of a
business. Self-running capabilities can not optimally support competitiveness.
• Collective learning outcomes in particular on how to coordinate the varying
production capabilities and integrate them with emerging technology flows.
2

G. Hamel, C. Prahalad, Competing for The Future. USA: Harvard Business Press, 1994.
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• Core competence is a source of competitive advantage that can be developed
to deal with competition at the global level. Core competence should contribute
greatly to benefiting the users of the products to be produced.
• Core competencies have the potential to be applied in various markets, both
local, domestic, and international markets. The development of core competencies
should open opportunities to produce a variety of products of value to the market.
• Core competence should be difficult to imitate competitors because it is a
unique ability possessed by the organization and in accordance with typical
characteristics of the organization.
Indonesia's competitiveness is the total accumulation or total of the
competitiveness of 34 existing provinces and the competitiveness of the province is
the accumulation of the competitiveness of districts and cities in the province. At the
lowest level is the competitiveness of the Village or Kelurahan as a determinant of the
competitiveness of the region on it.
The ranking of provincial competitiveness in Indonesia is issued by Asia
Competitiveness Institute - Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy in Annual
Competitiveness Analysis of 33 Indonesian Provinces 2015. The first rank is held by
DKI Jakarta both in 2014 and 2015 while the last ranking is Papua Province in 2015
which decreased from the previous year. While the ranking of West Java Province
increased 1 ranking to 4th place in 2015 from the previous order to-5. The
competitiveness rating of the province consists of 4 (four) components, namely
Macroeconomic Stability, Government and Institutional Setting; Financial, Businesses
and Manpower Conditions; and Quality of Life and Infrastructure Development. Of
the four components of the ratings of West Java Province is the 3rd, 12th, 5th, and
9th.
2015 Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Table 3. 2014-2015 Overall Competitiveness: Ranking and Score
2014 Rank
Province
1
DKI Jakarta
2
East Java
3
East Kalimantan
5
West Java
4
Central Java
6
DI. Yogyakarta
11
Riau Islands
8
South Kalimantan
12
Banten
7
South Sulawesi
10
North Sulawesi
14
Bali
15
Central Kalimantan
27
Jambi
19
North Sumatra
9
Riau
16
South Sumatra
25
West Sulawesi
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2015 Score
3.260
1.951
1.769
1.133
1.057
0.900
0.724
0.422
0.411
0.356
0.246
0.159
0.141
-0.048
-0.075
-0.202
-0.256
-0.262
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2015 Rank
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

2014 Rank
18
21
29
17
30
13
24
22
28
26
23
20
33
32
31

Province
West Kalimantan
Central Sulawesi
Southeast Sulawesi
West Sumatra
Bengkulu
Aceh
Lampung
West Nusa Tenggara
Gorontalo
West Papua
Maluku
Bangka Belitiung Islands
North Maluku
East Nusa Tenggara
Papua

2015 Score
-0.300
-0.301
-0.336
-0.341
-0.562
-0.652
-0.707
-0.762
-0.819
-0.968
-1.124
-1.126
-1.152
-1.162
-1.375

Based on the opinion of some experts and also consider the assessment criteria
set by both the World Economic Forum and the Asia Competitiveness Institute, here
are some important things that must be considered by both the Central Government
and West Java Provincial Government to improve national competitiveness and
regional competitiveness:
1. Human Resources must be improved its quality through academic
education programs and vocational education so that they can become a well-educated
and skilled Manpower and able to manage existing Natural Resources. As we know by
2015, Indonesia's Human Development Index (IPM) is ranked 110th out of 187
countries (UNDP), with an index value of 0.684.
2. Governments together with Entrepreneurs and Trade Unions should sit
together to make an agreement on the Minimum Wage determination formula. As we
all know, there are frequent demos by the Trade Union to demand an increase in the
Minimum Wage each year.
3. Bureaucratic Reform both at the Central and Provincial level (Provincial /
District / City) should be continued so that there will be no rambling and inefficient
government bureaucracy.
4. Deregulation to eliminate various regulations that may hinder investment.
5. Increased infrastructure that can support national and regional economic
activities such as the construction of ports, airports, toll roads, power plants, broad
bands, and so forth. For the record, there are now many mangkrak projects that must
be completed / resolved, including the criminal action if there are indications of its
typicity in the projects.
6. Application and use of appropriate technology tailored to the needs.
7. Finding and formulating the Industrial Core Competencies Each area, once
found, then further focus on developing the core competence of the regional industry.
It is clearly understood that resources should be managed effectively in order
to create competitive advantages. Huff et.al argue organization is a bundle of
resources capable of creating value for stakeholders. So, companies should select
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resources that really relevant and combine it to create capabilities. Therefore, those
capabilities will become core competencies needed to gain competitiveness in a
dynamic environment.
The other argument from Marcus3 support the importance of competencies
which allow managers to link key resources and capabilities and to combine,
transform, and channel them to satisfy customer needs.
There are many competencies can be identified depending on the type of
business and its surrounding environment. Kalam4proposes four dimensions in
relating to rural enterprise comprise of natural resources such as rainfal, geological
formation, insolation, wind, climate. Traditional such as crafts, arts, cultural heritage.
Skills and innovation, and the last dimension is proximity based that is opportunities
to be aucillary supplies to a larger nearby industry.
As mentioned before that Resource Based View stress the importanc of
resorces and capabilities as a basis of competitiveness, one can not deny exploiting the
market as a source of opportunities is also crucial. That is why Van Assen et al 5state
sustainable competitive advantage must be created by matching RBV and market
based view (MBV).
Research Method
This research used quantitative approach. The data used in this research was
secondary data. Research was choosen East Priangan in West Java Indonesia. East
priangan is the area in the east of West Java. The reasons author choose this place are
1. Those places are relatively low in Human Development Index and Village
Development Index.
2. The areas still have potential growth for competitiveness in the near and
long term.
The data was analyzed using descriptive statistic and core competencies data
which was taken from the secondary data.
Discussion
East Priangan consists of 4 regencies and 2 cities in West Java Province,
namely Garut, Tasikmalaya, Pangandaran, Ciamis, Tasikmalaya, and Banjar. Based on
BPS data in 2015, East Priangan area is 8,335.07 km2 or 23.56 percent of West Java
Province. While the number of residents of East Priangan in the same year amounted
to 6.105.154 people or 13.07 percent of the population of West Java. East Priangan
consists of 1245 villages / kelurahan or 20.88 percent of the total village / kelurahan
in the province of West Java. Meanwhile, according to data from Pusdatin Ministry of
Village, Development of Disadvantaged Areas, and Transmigration stated that the
number of villages in West Java number 5,319 villages and in East Priangan is 1,139
villages or 21.41 percent of the total villages in West Java. The villages in East
3

A. Marcus, Management Strategy: Achieving Sustained Competitive Advantage, Boston, Mc-Graw Hill, 2011.
A. Kalam, Target 3 Billion, New York, Penguin Books, 2011.
5 G. Van Assen, P. Pietersma, Key Management Model, London, FT Prentice Hall, 2009.
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Priangan consist of 26 villages of underdeveloped villages, 1,035 categories of
developing villages, and 79 independent village village villages.
Table 4. Comparison of East Priangan to West Java and Indonesia Province in 2015
Number of
Number of
No
Regency/City
Areas
Citizens
Villages
1 Regency Garut
3,074.07
2,548,723
442
2 City Tasikmalaya
171.61
657,477
69
3 Regency Tasikmalaya
2,551.19
1,735,988
351
4 Regency Ciamis
1,414.71
591,058
265
5 Regency Pangadaran
1,010.00
390,483
93
6 City Banjar
113.49
181,425
25
East Priangan
8,335.07
6,105,154
1,245
West Java
35,377.76
46,709,569
5,962
INDONESIA
1,913,578.68
255,461,700
81,936
% East Priangan to West Java
23.56%
13.07%
20.88%
% East Priangan to West Java
0.44%
2.39%
1.52%
Source : BPS, Statistik Indonesia 2016 dan Jawa Barat dalam Angka 2016

Development of Regency / City in Southern part of West Java including East
Priangan not as fast as North West Java. This can not be separated from the available
infrastructure even though potential resources are very potential, such as agriculture,
plantation, catch fishery, tourism, processing industry, handicraft industry and mineral
mining. Based on Spatial Planning and Regional Planning of West Java Province 2009
- 2029, the focus of WP Priangan East-Pangandaran development, including:
1. Tasikmalaya City, directed as part of the Regional Activity Center (PKW)
with integrated facilities and infrastructure, as well as centers for the development of
handicraft, trade and services industries;
2. Tasikmalaya Regency, directed to agriculture, plantation, forestry, livestock,
agroindustry, fishery and fishery processing industries, handicraft industry
development centers, nature tourism, and metal and non-metallic mineral mining
activities;
3. Garut Regency, directed to agriculture, plantation, forestry, livestock,
animal husbandry, fishery, nature tourism and special interest activities, as well as
metal and nonmetal mineral mining activities as well as development of integrated
facilities and infrastructure, as well as special interest tourism activities at the
Provincial Activity Center (PKWP) Rancabuaya;
4. Ciamis Regency, directed to agriculture, plantation, forestry, livestock,
animal husbandry, fishery, coastal tourism, non-metallic mineral mining activities and
provision of integrated PKW Pangandaran facilities and infrastructure as well as
development of Pangandaran Provincial National Activity Center (PKNP) national
and international tourist destinations;
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5. Banjar City, directed as PKWP with integrated urban facilities and
infrastructure, trade activities, services, and as a gateway area bordering Central Java
Province
Based on a study conducted by the Ministry of Industry in the year 2009 2011 has been formulated Regional Core Competencies District / City in East
Priangan region as follows: Garut regency focus on the ability to produce goods of
quality leather, Tasikmalaya City focus on high-quality border production capability
and quality design, Tasikmalaya regency focus on wicker craft industry, Ciamis
Regency focus on coconut processing ability to be various derivative products in an
integrated manner. The results of the study have been set forth in the Decree of the
Minister of Industry concerning the Map of Development Guide of Regional
Industrial Core Competencies as outlined in Table 5.
As explained earlier, the improvement of the competitiveness of a country can
not be separated from the competitiveness of the territory beneath it and the smallest
area according to the rule of law is the village or kelurahan in the region. With the
issuance of RI Law no. 6 year 2014 about the village, it is expected the village to be
strong, advanced, independent, and democratic so as to create a strong foundation in
implementing governance and development towards a just, prosperous and
prosperous society.
One of the important driving force in the development of the village is the
existence of the Village Owned Enterprise (BUM). Under the Act, chapter X section
87 is explained about BUM Desa and article 89 mandated for the Government,
Provincial Government, Regency / City Government, and Village Government to
encourage the development of BUM Desa, through a. provide grants and / or access
to capital; b. technical assistance and access to markets; and c. prioritizing BUM Desa
in managing natural resources in the village.
About BUM Desa it has been regulated in the Minister of Home Affairs
Regulation Number 39 of 2010 on Village Owned Enterprises. Village BUM
Regulations are then supplemented by Regulation of the Minister of Village,
Development of Underdeveloped Regions, and Transmigration of the Republic of
Indonesia Number 4 Year 2015 on Establishment, Management and Management,
and Dissolution of Village Owned Enterprises. The type of business allowed for BUM
Desa is wide enough, namely:
1. BUM Desa can run a simple social business that provides public services
(serving) to the community and obtain financial benefits, including: a. village drinking
water; b. village electricity business; c. barns; and D. local resources and other
appropriate technologies
2. BUM Desa can run a business of renting goods to serve the needs of the
village community and aimed to obtain the original income of the village, including: a.
means of transportation; b. party tools; c. meeting hall; d. shophouse; e. land owned
by BUM Desa; and f. other rental goods
3. BUM Desa can run a brokerage business that provides services to residents,
including: a. electricity payment services; b. Village market to market products
produced by the community; and c. other services
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4. BUM Desa can run a business that produces and / or trades (trading)
certain goods to meet the needs of the community and is marketed on a wider market
scale, including: a. ice factory; b. liquid smoke factory; c. agricultural product; d. means
of agricultural production; e. ex-mining wells; and f. other productive business
activities.
5. BUM Desa can run a business finance (financial business) that meets the
needs of micro-scale enterprises run by village economic business actors
6. BUM Desa can run a joint venture (holding) as the parent of business units
developed by the village community both in the local village and rural areas, including:
a. the development of large-scale village ships to organize small fishers to
make their business more expansive;
b. Tourism Village which organizes a series of business types from community
groups; and
c. joint business activities that consolidate other types of local businesses.
Table 5. Core Competencies of Regency and City in East Priangan Region based on Study of
the Ministry of Industry of the Republic of Indonesia
No
Regency/City
Core Industry
Supported Industry
Relevant Industry
1
Regency Garut
Leather Goods
Manufacture
Industry. Focus on
the ability to
produce quality
leather goods
2
City Tasikmalaya
Manufacture of
Manufacture of
Fashion industry
based on Permen
various embroidery- fabrics, yarn industry,
and Handicraft
Perindustrian
based products.
yarn dyeing industry,
industry
No.155/MFocus on high
Manufacture of
IND/PER/
quality border
auxiliary materials
12/2012
production
(fasteners, pedals, hard
capability and
fabrics, plastics),
quality design.
Industrial machinery,
computer joy and
embroidery,
Pamindangan tools
industry, seal business,
dye industry
3
Regency
Craft Industry
Mendong, Pandan and Meubelair, Animal
Tasikmalaya based
Webbing
Bamboo Agribusiness; Feed industry,
on Permen
Machinery and
Fertilizer industry
Perindustrian No.
equipment
134/MIND/PER/12/2011
4
Kabupaten Ciamis
Processing Industry Packaging, coconut
Food and beverage
based on Permen
made from coconut saprotan, machinery
industry,
Perindustrian No.
raw. Focus on the
and chemical industry restaurants, hotels,
147/Mability to process
processing equipment and
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No

Regency/City
Ind/Per/12/2012

Core Industry
Supported Industry
Relevant Industry
kelapamda be
pharmaceutical
various derivative
industries
products are
integrated
Source: Processed from the Regulation of the Minister of Industry concerning Map Guidance
of Development of Industrial Core Competence Area.

Table 5 above has mentioned about the core, the supporting and the relevant
industri for the districts in East Priangan West Java. However competitiveness must
also considered the demand side of the business that is potential market for the
product or services. Exploiting market opportunities need to be thorougly analized in
a sense the demand and the size followed by potential growth to support sustainability
of products and services. Therefore, the government take an active support to identify
which market to be entered.
Still relating to the market accessability, government must also play an
important role to build infrastructure such as roads, railways and sea transportation
that makes channel of distribution for the products or services faster and cheaper. The
other factor that also important to support is an access to the capital needed (ie.money
and technology) by BUM Des.
Those capital should be supported by preparing human resources the so called
Human Capital Investment through intersive training and develpment. Human capital
and technological readiness can be considered as prerequisite for the effectiveness of
business operation. Human Capital investment especially for managerial and
leadership skills followed by technical aspects (vocational training and apprenticeship)
will be more beneficial for the long term competitiveness.
Table 5 also informs that there are many sectoral industries which have
interest in the existence end continuity of BUMDES. Consequently sustainability of
competitiveness should be carried out based on collaborative governance.
In this case collaboration will be more strategic in the long term because in the
environment that is more complex, dynamic end hostile every stockholders must
cooperate on the basis of mutual interest mutual support and exchange information
and knowledge. BUMDES alone cannot be survived in the long term because the
managerial ability of manage its operations are very limited.
AS Indicated in table 2 it is clear enough that most BUMDES in Indonesia are
lock of skills and expertise and the readiness to handle technology is also limited.
Again, Human Capital investment will be more strategic for future competitions. The
present of government policy and regulation create a collaborative governance and
synergy among stakeholders namely supporting and relevant industries such as
ministry of tourism, ministry of villages, disadvantaged regions development and
transmigration. Those ministries should work harmoniously to create policies that
based on mutual support and understanding.
Higher authority policy and regulation should also be aligned with the rules
and regulation in the level of districts and villages. Collaboration also very critical
horizontally among BUMDES. Inter-collaboration at the phase of networking,
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followed by cooperation may become competitive especially for information and
resource sharing.
BUMDES created across village must be well coordinated for the business
which uses the same resource. This is happened when the potential resources can be
shared to create BUMDES under management and arrangement by more than one
BUMDES. In this case, the roles of Badan Musyarawah Antar Desa (Inter Villages
Board of Consultative) must be positive to discuss and consult the potential of
collaboration.
As for the type of business that can be developed through the BUMDes can
follow the results of studies from the Ministry of Industry of the Republic of
Indonesia on Core Competence in the area of East Priangan as contained in Table 5
previously.
Conclusion
With the BUM Desa as a business entity, whereby all or most of the capital is
owned by the village through direct participation derived from village wealth, the
establishment and development of BUMDesa is a form of strengthening to the village
economic institutions as well as a means of utilizing the local economy with a wide
range types of potential that exist in the village. BUMDes can become back bones of
economy of village administration in order to achieve increased welfare and
employment in East Priangan region.
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Abstract. The objectives of this study are to analyze the influence of profitability, leverage and type
industry on ssustainability reporting and type industry on value of the firm, to analyze the influence of company
size on ssustainability reporting and value of the firm, to analyze the influence of ssustainability reporting on
value of the firm. The samples in this study are all the company listed in IDX that report sustainability
reporting. The conclusion are: Profitability has no influence on Sustainability reporting, pprofitability has
influence on Value of the firm, leverage has no influence on Sustainability reporting., leverage has no affect on
value of the firm, high profile industry has influence on sustainability reporting, high profile industry has no
influence on value of the firm, company size has influence on ssustainability reporting, company size has no
influence on value of the firm, ssustainability reporting has no influence on value of the firm.
Keywords: Sustainability reporting, profitability, leverage, type industry, company
size.

Introduction
In recent years emerged the concept of sustainability reporting , which is
development of financial reporting and green reports ,the Financial reports has
disadvantage since it focuses on presentation of financial information ,While other
information underlying the financial information (social, environmental, governance,
risk, and prospects, business continuity, etc.) are ignored in the reporting.
Sustainability Report is a model corporate information to stakeholders which integrate
financial reporting with social, environment and corporate governance reporting in
one report package. The company is responsible for the actions that affect the
consumer, society and the environment. Internationally there is growing concern
about the social and environmental impact.
This study analyzes the antecedents and consequence of sustainability
reporting. The issue that arises is in recent years emerged the concept of sustainability
reporting is the development of financial reporting and green reporting. Financial
reporting has the disadvantage of presenting items of financial information (position
and financial performance) and financial indicators. While another information such as
financial information (social, environmental, governance, risk and prospects, business
continuity, etc.) are ignored in the reporting. Before arise the concept of sustainability
reporting, there is green reporting first, but the green reporting was limited in the
report of financial reporting and the report of social responsibility that mostly
expressed in the form of separate reporting thus confusing the user, because there is
less integration between financial reporting with reporting financial performance as
well as the management of the company, that also reflected in annual report. Then
came the concept of sustainability reporting so that researchers interested in
conducting research related to sustainability reporting. Because still new topic so it will
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be interesting to analyze the effect of sustainability reporting on the value of the firm
based on that phemonema.
Sustainability Reporting is useful report on the disclosure of the company that
was published to the public in order to give more general information about the
company to take care of the community and the environment. Although the
sustainability reports are very important, but not all the companies to publish
sustainability reports yet, so this will be the research gap phenomenon is interesting, it
will be the problem of the research in the factors affecting the sustainability reports
and the value of the company. Related to above issues, the writer composes this thesis
with the title “firms characteristics, sustainability reporting and value of the firm”.
Reseach Questions
1. Does profitability have influence on Sustainability reporting ?
2. Does profitability have influence on value of the firm?
3. Does leverage have influence on sustainability reporting?
4. Does leverage have influence on value of the firm?
5. Does type industry have influence on sustainability reporting?
6. Does type industry have influence on value of the firm?
7. Does company size have influence on sustainability reporting?
8. Does company size have influence on value of the firm?
9. Does sustainability reporting have influence on value of the firm?
Research Objectives
1. To analyze the influence of profitability on sustainability reporting.
2. To analyze the influence of profitability on value of the firm.
3. To analyze the influence of leverage on ssustainability reporting.
4. To analyze the influence of leverage on value of the firm.
5. To analyze the influence of type industry on ssustainability reporting.
6. To analyze the influence of type industry on value of the firm.
7. To analyze the influence of company size on sustainability reporting.
8. To analyze the influence of company size on value of the firm.
9. To analyze the influence of ssustainability reporting on value of the firm.
Literature Review
To obtain an understanding of why companies choose to disclose voluntary
information in form of sustainability reporting and how this information can be useful
for the different actors, we use the stakeholder theory. The model aim to describe a
company's environment and its influencing forces and the model can be divided into a
number of stakeholders.
Sustainability Reporting
Sustainability Reporting has diverse definitions, SR means a report containing
information not only financial performance but also non-financial information
consisting of social activities and environmental information that allows companies to
grow sustainably (sustainable performance). Sustainability reporting will be a major
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concern in non-financial reporting, Reporting contains four main categories: business
landscape, strategy, competencies, and resources and performance. 1
Value of The Firm
The value of the firm in this study is defined as the market value. Because the
value of the firm can deliver maximum shareholder wealth if the stock price increases.
The higher the stock price, the higher the wealth of shareholders. To achieve
enterprise value investors generally handed management to the professionals. The
professionals positioned as a manager or commissioner.
Company Size
Company size refers to large or small size of firm according to total assets.
Large firms have high level of operational cash flow, therefore they increased their
cash holdings and expected that there is impact of size to cash holdings. Although
pecking order theory stipulated that there is no optimal cash level, some of its
empirical predictions are similar to those of the trade-off theory. So, it is difficult to
distinguish empirically between these two theories.
Profitability
Profitability is a performance indicator in managing the wealth of the
company’s management indicated by the profit generated. The dependent variable
used as a measure of profitability of a company in this study is Return On Assets
(ROA). The formula of ROA: ROA= Net Profit/Total Assets Earnings information
may be indicated as the ability to respond to the market return. In other words,
earnings are reported to have a response force (power of response). Earnings reflect
how much profit the company earned in a given period. Profitability is the company's
ability to produce a profit that would sustain long-term and short-term growth.
Leverage
On the isue of leverage, generaly higher leveraged companies are perceived to
be more risky due to them having a larger proportion of fixed interest bearing capital.
Thus, high leveraged firms that fail to demonstrate that they are environmentaly
responsible may be faced with the posibilty of their positon in the capital market
being threatened. This is primarily because curent or potential stakeholders, especially
institutional investors may raises their future or curent busines relationship with such
firms.
Type Industry
Type industry is the classification of the company, that can be divided into two
groups, that is low profile and high profile. Low profile included that companies of
services, banking, securities. Meanwhile high profile included that companies of
1

J. Falk, "Inventing a sustainable future," in Report of the Review of the Registered Schools Board, Small Business
and Education Reference Committee, 2007.
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manufacturing. Roberts (1992)2 explains that high profile industry is an industry that
has consumer visibility, the level of political risk, and a high level of competition.
Hypothesis
H1a: Profitability has a positive influence on Sustainability reporting
H1b: Profitability has a positive influence on Value of the firm.
H2a: Leverage has a negative influence on Sustainability reporting
H2b: Leverage has negative affect on value of the firm
H3a: Type industry has a positive influence on sustainability reporting
H3b: Type industry has a positive influence on value of the firm
H4a: Company size has positive influence on sustainability reporting
H4b: Company size has positive influence on value of the firm
H5 : Sustainability reporting has a positive influence on value of the firm
Methodology
Types of Research
Purpose of this research is to test the hypotheses and explains the relationship
between independent variables toward dependent variables. Type of this research is
quantitative research with the data of financial statements and annual report of
companies listed on Indonesia Stock Exchange for period of 2012-2015.
Population and Sample
The population of this study are all public companies listed in Indonesia Stock
Exchange (IDX). The samples in this study using non probability sampling that is
purposive sampling method, which is done by taking a sample of a population based
on a certain criteria. Sampling criteria are as follows.
1. Public companies from the all the company that shares are listed on the
Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) during the period 2012-2015.
2. Companies that publish sustainability reporting during the period 20122015 in the annual report.
Variable Definition
1. Dependent Variable: Value of the firm
2. Intervening Variable: Sustainability reporting
3.Independent Variable:
- Profitability: ROA (Return On Asset)
- Leverage: DER (Debt Equity Ratio)
- Type Industry : Low & high profile , measured by dummy variables .
- Company Size : log. Total asset
Method of Analysis
2

R. Roberts, Determinants of Corporate Social Responsibility Disclosure: An Application of
Stakeholder Theory. Accounting, Organizations and Society, Vol. 17(6), 1992, pp. 595-612.
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In this study, testing was conducted with path analysis and using Smart PLS.
Analytical techniques that will be used is to use SEM techniques with Smart PLS
version 3.0 was used to test the influence of independent variables on the dependent
variable or independent or dependent variable.
Hypothesis Testing
If Sig (p-value) < 0.05 then Ho is rejected or accepted Ha.
If Sig (p-value) > 0.05 then the Ho accepted or rejected Ha.
RESULT AND ANALYSIS
The table below showed the descriptive statistics in this research:
Variables
ROA
DER
Size
SR
PBV

N
81
81
81
81
81

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics
Minimum
Maximum
-0,0579
0,4038
0,0071
10,9755
12,2511
14,9042
0,1319
0,9560
0,0689
4, 6147

Mean
0,0821
2,3517
13,6612
0,5816
1,9714

Std. Deviation
0,0852
2,8274
0,5539
0,2518
1,1417

From the table 1., it showed that ROA has minimum -0,0579 this mean that
the sample of companies in this research has proportion between earning after tax and
total assets -5.79% (it means not profit but loss). Maximum value is 0,4038 this means
that the proportion between earning after tax and total assets is 40,38%. Meanwhile
the mean is 0.0821 this reflected that the proportion between earning after tax and
total assets is 8.21% and this means that total assets of the companies can be effective
in resulting earning after tax 8.21%. Standard deviation is 0.0852 showed the deviation
and this value is more higher than mean, so it can be say that the data in this research
has variations.
For variable leverage (DER) the minimum value is 0.0071 this means the
proportion between total debt and total equity in this research minimum is 0.71%.
Maximum value is 10.9755 this means that the proportion between total debt and total
equity in this research maximum is 10.9755. Mean of DER is 2.315668 this reflected
that the proportion between total debt and total equity is 2.3157 times or in another
words, total equity can effective to pay debt 2.3157 times. Standard deviation is 2.8274
higher than mean, so it can be say that the data in this research has variations.
Size has minimum value 12.2511 and maximum 14.9042, mean of size is
13.6612. This reflected that the companies in this research has means logaritm total
assets 13.6612. Standard deviation is 0.5539 lower than mean, so it can be say that the
data in this research has small variations.
SR (Sustainability reporting) has minimum value 0.1319 and maximum 0.9560.
This means the minimum value of sustainability reporting index disclosure in this
research is 13.19% and maximum companies disclose sustainability index 95.60%.
Mean of SR is 0.5816 this reflected that the companies in this research average has
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disclose SR 58.16%. Standard deviatioin is 0.25178 is lower than mean, so it can be say
that the data has small variations.
PBV has minimum value 0.0689 and maximum 4.6147, also mean is 1.9714
this reflected the proportion between book value of assets and book value of equity in
this research is 1.9714 times. Standard deviation is 1.1417 is higher than mean, so it
can be say that data in this research has variations.
Table 4.2. Type Industry

Valid

,00
1,00
Total

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

24
57
81

29,6
70,4
100,0

29,6
70,4
100,0

Cumulative
Percent
29,6
100,0

From the table 4.2., it showed that from all 81 companies, only 24 companies included in low
profile industry and 57 companies (70.4%) included in high profile industry

N
Description
O
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

DER-> PBV
DER -> SR
ROA-> PBV
ROA-> SR
SIZE >PBV
SIZE ->SR
SR ->PBV
TypeIndustr
y ->PBV
TypeIndustr
y ->SR

Table 4.3. Path Coefficient (Hypothesis testing)
ORIGIN
STANDART
AL
SAMPEL
T STATISTICS
ERROR
SAMPE
MEAN (M)
(LO/STEER)
(STEER)
L (O)
-0.044
-0.039
0.071
0.614
0.071
0.077
0.124
0.571
-0.131
-0.161
0.071
1.854
0.034
0.021
0.111
0.308

P
VALUES
0.270
0.284
0.032
0.379

-0.087

-0.092

0.058

1.498

0.067

-0.173
0.061

-0.158
0.054

0.077
0.107

2.241
0.574

0.013
0.283

0.023

0.021

0.113

0.205

0.419

0.334

0.334

0.106

3.139

0.001

H1a: Profitability has a positive influence on Sustainability reporting
First Hypothesis is relationship between profitability and Sustainability report
(SR), the p-value is 0.379 > 0.05 this mean there is no relationship between ROA and
SR. So it can be say that H1a is rejected.
H1b: Profitability has a positive influence on Value of the firm.
The probability value or p-value between ROA and value of the firm is 0.032
< 0.05 this mean there is relationship between ROA and PBV. So it can be say that
H1b is accepted.
H2a: Leverage has a negative influence on Sustainability reporting
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Second Hypothesis is relationship between leverage and Sustainability report
(SR), the p-value is 0.284 > 0.05 this mean there is no relationship between DER and
SR. So it can be say that H2a is rejected.
H2b: Leverage has negative affect on value of the firm
The probability value or p-value between DER and value of the firm is 0.270
> 0.05 this mean there is no relationship between DER and PBV. So it can be say that
H2b is rejected.
H3a: Type industry has a positive influence on sustainability reporting
Third Hypothesis is relationship between type industry and Sustainability
report (SR), the p-value is 0.001 < 0.05 this mean there is relationship between type
industry and SR. So it can be say that H3a is accepted.
H3b: Type industry has a positive influence on value of the firm
The probability value or p-value between type industry and value of the firm is
0.419 > 0.05 this mean there is no relationship between type industry and PBV. So it
can be say that H3b is rejected.
H4a: Company size has positive influence on ssustainability reporting
Fourth Hypothesis is relationship between company size and Sustainability
report (SR), the p-value is 0.013 < 0.05 this mean there is relationship between
company size and SR. So it can be say that H4a is accepted.
H4b: Company size has positive influence on value of the firm
The probability value or p-value between company size and value of the firm
is 0.067 > 0.05 this mean there is no relationship between company size and PBV. So
it can be say that H4b is rejected.
H5 : Sustainability reporting has a positive influence on value of the
firm
The probability value or p-value between company sustainability reporting and
value of the firm is 0.283 < 0.05 this mean there is no relationship between company
sustainability reporting and PBV. So it can be say that H5 is rejected.
Discussions
Relationship Between Profitability and Sustainability Report (SR)
From the result of hypothesis testing using PLS program in this research, the
first hypothesis is relationship between profitability and Sustainability report (SR), and
the p-value is higher than 0.05 this mean there is no relationship between ROA and
SR. So it can be say that H1a is rejected. Various benefits that can be learned by the
company in producing and issuing the sustainability reporting in the shareholders’
perspectives. The number of reports that publised by the organizations or the
companies can be increased significantly from year to year. It shows a high awareness
of the importance for the company in acheiving its success. From year to year
Sustainability Reporting also showed rapid growth.
According to stakeholders theory, who have the power and can influence the
company to work towards certain goals or implement specific practices.
ROA has minimum -0,0579 this mean that the sample of companies in this
research has proportion between earning after tax and total assets -5.79% (it means
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not profit but loss). Maximum value is 0,4038 this means that the proportion between
earning after tax and total assets is 40,38%. Meanwhile the mean is 0.0821 this
reflected that the proportion between earning after tax and total assets is 8.21% and
this means that total assets of the companies can be effective in resulting earning after
tax 8.21%. So because the mean so low, this make hypothesis rejected
Relationship Between ROA and value of the firm
From the result of hypothesis 1b, the probability value or p-value between
ROA and value of the firm is lower than 0.05 this mean there is relationship between
ROA and PBV. So it can be say that H1b is accepted. The better growth profitability
means that the company's prospects in the future assessed better as well, means the
better the value of the company in the eyes of investors. if the ability company to
generate profit increases, the stock price will also be increased. Price reflecting rising
stocks the value of the company is good for investors. The value of shareholders will
increase if the value of the company characterized by increased levels high return on
investment to shareholders.
PBV has minimum value 1.0002 and maximum 2.4386, also mean is 1.0571
this reflected the proportion between book value of assets and book value of equity in
this research is 1.0571 times. The higher ROA will affecting the higher PBV.
According to stakeholder theory, that stated a theory of organizational management
and business ethics that addresses morals and values in managing an organization. It
was originally detailed by Ian Mitroff in his book "Stakeholders of the Organizational
Mind, published in 1983 in San Francisco. Freeman had an article on Stakeholder
theory in the California Management Review in late 1983, but makes no reference to
Mitroff's work, attributing the development of the concept to internal discussion in
the Stanford Research Institute. He followed this article with a book Strategic
Management: A Stakeholder Approach. This book identifies and models the groups
which are stakeholders of a corporation, and both describes and recommends
methods by which management can give due regard to the interests of those groups.
In short, it attempts to address the "principle of who or what really counts". The
stakeholder view of strategy integrates both a resource-based view and a market-based
view, and adds a socio-political level. One common version of stakeholder theory
seeks to define the specific stakeholders of a company (the normative theory of
stakeholder identification) and then examine the conditions under which managers
treat these parties as stakeholders (the descriptive theory of stakeholder salience.
So the better profitability of a company reflects the better contribution to
stakeholders and will increase value of the firm. This findings also consistent with
previous study done by Husna (2012).3
Relationship Between Leverage and Sustainability report (SR)
3

P. Husna, "The Influence of Sustainability Report Towards the Company;s Financial Performance:An
Empirical Study of Oil and Gas Industry Listed in Indonesian Stock Exchange (IDX) 2007-2011," in
Journal of Economics and Accounting, I (2012), p. 30-38.
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The second hypothesis is relationship between leverage and Sustainability
report (SR), and the p-value is higher than 0.05 this mean there is no relationship
between DER and SR. So it can be say that H2a is rejected. This findings also not
supported by stakeholder theory that explained about the theory related to the welfare
of stakeholders in a company and the management perspectives how to make good
strategies to the shareholders perspective as well as leverage policies also in the
companies.
Leverage (DER) the minimum value is 0.0071 this means the proportion
between total debt and total equity in this research minimum is 0.71%. Maximum
value is 10.9755 this means that the proportion between total debt and total equity in
this research maximum is 10.9755. Mean of DER is 2.3157 this reflected that the
proportion between total debt and total equity is 2.3157 times or in another words,
total equity can effective to pay debt 2.3157 times. Because the low mean of DER so
DER not affecting significantly on Sustainability reporting and make hypothesis
rejected.
Leverage is a tool to measure how large companies depending on the lender to
finance the company's assets. Businesses have a high degree of leverage means is
highly dependent on loans outside to finance its assets. While companies that have a
level low leverage more finance its assets with its own capital. Thus, the level of
leverage of the company, describe the financial risk the company. Leverage is a
condition that occurs when company has fixed costs that must be borne. A company
with high leverage means the bad news because leverage is not good, so the high
leverage will make the investors not interesting to the company performance and this
will affect the lower sustainability reporting. Based on the result it say that there is no
relationship between leverage and Sustainability reporting.
Relationship Between DER and Value Of The Firm
The probability value or p-value between DER and value of the firm is higher
than 0.05 this mean there is no relationship between DER and PBV. So it can be say
that H2b is rejected. The reason to reject this hypothesis because the mean of DER
low so DER not significantly affecting value of the firm.
This findings not supported by stakeholder theory, a central premise of much
of the literature on stakeholder theory is that focusing on stakeholders, specifically
treating them well and managing for their interests, helps a firm create value along a
number of dimensions and is therefore good for firm performance.
Between Type Industry and Sustainability report (SR)
The third hypothesis is relationship between type industry and Sustainability
report (SR) and the p-value is lower than 0.05 this mean there is relationship between
type industry and SR. So it can be say that H3a is accepted. This also supported by
stakeholder theory, that stated there is relationship between the social responsibility
activities of a business organization highlighted that the stakeholders have the ability
to influence the corporate decisions and the business strategies. CSR could be simply
described as the policies or actions that will reflect a company’s interest in the social
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related issues. This also reflected that CSRD from the company related to the high
profile and low profile industries. The company that include in high profile company
such as manufacturing industry have to be more clear and have more disclose their
activities in producing goods, so the investor and public can know the development of
their disclosure.
Meanwhile, the company that classified in low profile industy, has no
sustainability reporting as complete as the company in high profile industry because
their activities such as banking, financial institution not need to reveal more caring in
environment.
Relationship Between Type Industry and Value Of The Firm
The probability value or p-value between type industry and value of the firm
is higher than 0.05 this mean there is no relationship between type industry and PBV.
So it can be say that H3b is rejected. This not supported by stakeholder theory that
stated there is relationship between the social responsibility activities of a business
organization highlighted that the stakeholders have the ability to influence the
corporate decisions and the business strategies. CSR could be simply described as the
policies or actions that will reflect a company’s interest in the social related issues. This
also reflected that CSR from the company related to the high profile and low profile
industries. The company that include in high profile company such as manufacturing
industry have to be more clear and have more disclose their activities in producing
goods, so the investor and public can know the development of their disclosure and
this is the good news fot the investors and will increasing value of the firm
Relationship Between Company Size and Sustainability Report (SR)
Fourth Hypothesis is relationship between company size and Sustainability
report (SR), the p-value is 0.013 < 0.05 this mean there is relationship between
company size and SR. So it can be say that H4a is accepted. Size has minimum value
12.2511 and maximum 14.9042, mean of size is 13.6612. This reflected that the
companies in this research has means logaritm total assets 13.6612. The higher size of
a company will reflecting the higher sustainability reporting. Along with the
development of the business environment that is increasingly considering the
reputation of the company, the achievement of social and environmental performance
as one of the achievements of management will be a special consideration for the
external parties, especially the investors.
If a company has big size this indicates that the company has a good
performance, also higher asset company owned, so this might impact the higher
sustainability reporting. The company size will measured by total asset that reflected
the total asset that company owned so the total asset more higher this is the good
news for investor and according to the stakeholder theory, this will lead to the higher
sustainability reporting. So it can be say that company size can affecting ssustainability
reporting.
Relationship Between Company Size And Value Of The Firm
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The probability value or p-value between company size and value of the firm
is higher than 0.05 this mean there is no relationship between company size and PBV.
So it can be say that H4b is rejected. The reason to reject the hypothesis is because the
investors did not pay attention to the soze of company small or big company from
total asset, and this is not affecting value of the firm, they will see the profitablity that
affecting value of the firm. This is not supported by stakeholder theory that inline
with the development of the business environment that is increasingly considering the
reputation of the company, the achievement of social and environmental performance
as one of the achievements of management will be a special consideration for the
external parties, especially the investors.
If a company has big size this indicates that the company has a good
performance, also higher asset company owned, so this might impact the higher
sustainability reporting and this will lead into the higher value of the firm. The
company size will measured by total asset that reflected the total asset that company
owned so the total asset more higher this is the good news for investor and according
to the signaling theory, this will lead to the higher vlue of the firm. So it can be say
that company size can affecting value of the firm and this findings not also consistent
with previous study done by Ioannou and Serafeim.4
Between Sustainability Reporting and Value Of The Firm
Fifth hypothesis is relationship between sustainability reporting and value of
the firm is 0.283 > 0.05 this mean there is no relationship between sustainability
reporting. So it can be say that H5 is rejected. So the higher sustainability reporting, it
will not affecting value of the firm.
This also not supported by stakeholder theory. Financial performance is
important to many of a firm's stakeholders, but it is not the only aspect of value that is
important to stakeholders. Consistent with Freeman's fundamental idea that a firm
should serve multiple stakeholders, firm performance might be defined as the total
value created by the firm through its activities, which is the sum of the utility created
for each of a firm's legitimate stakeholders.
Conclusion
Based on the result and analysis, so the conclusion that can be drawn in this
research are:
1. Profitability has no influence on Sustainability reporting.
2. Profitability has influence on Value of the firm. So the higher profitability
reflected the better performance and this will affecting the higher value of the firm.
3. Leverage has no influence on Sustainability reporting.
4. Leverage has no affect on value of the firm.
5. High profile industry has influence on sustainability reporting. So the
company that include high profile industry has more higher sustainability reporting
4

I. Ioannou, G. Serafeim, "The Consequences of Mandatory Corporate Sustainabiity Reporting," in
Harvard Business School Working Paper, 2011.
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rather than low profile industry. This findings consistent with stakeholder theory and
previous study done by Gasior.5
6. High profile industry has no influence on value of the firm. So the
company include in high profile industry, will not have higher value of the firm rather
than low profile industry. This findings also not consistent with stakeholder theory
and previous study done by Gasior.6
7. Company size has influence on sustainability reporting. So the higher
company size, will affecting the higher sustainability reporting. Tthis findings also
consistent with stakeholder theory and previous study done by Ioannou and Serafeim.7
8. Company size has no influence on value of the firm. So the higher
company size, will not affecting the higher value of the firm.
9. Sustainability reporting has no influence on value of the firm. So the higher
sustainability reporting will not affecting higher value of the firm. This findings also
not consistent with stakeholder theory and previous study done by Chek et al.8
Practical Implication
This study has practical implication that are for the investor and issuers can
realised factors affecting sustainability reporting and value of the firm, such as
profitability, leverage, type industry and company size. Also make broarded and deep
understanding about the relationship between sustainability reporting and value of the
firm.
Theoretical Implication
This study make more contribution about the antecedent and consequences of
sustainability reporting, especially in the relationship between sustainability reporting
and value of the firm, with comprehensive framework based on stakeholder theory.
Limitation
This research has some limitation such as only use the period of 4 years and
only done the in Indonesia capital market, so the result maybe different for another
country
Suggesstions
Based on the result to this study, the suggestions of this research are:

M. Gąsior, D. Pres," G. Stasik-pres, Effect of blood glucose levels on prognosis inacute myocardial
infarction in patients with and without diabetes, undergoing percutaneous coronaryintervention," in
Cardiology Journal, XV (2013), no. 5, p. pp. 422–430.
6 Ibidem, p. 422-430.
7 P. Sethi, "Social Reporting By Indian Banks and Foreign Banks- A Comparative Analysis," in IOSR
Journal of Business and Management, XV (2013), p. 45-53.
8, I. T. Chek, M. Zam Zuriyati, J. Yunus, "Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Disclosure in
Consumer Products and Plantation Industry in Malaysia," in American International Journal of Contemporary
Research, III (2013), p. 65-72.
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1. For listed companies should increasing the value of the company so as to
attract investors to invest in their company, and corporate issuers should also able to
increase profitability so that the company's performance finances to be good in the
eyes of investors. Also make lower leverage.
2. For investors, in giving assessment of an enterprise should also consider
factors another affect the value of the firms, such as activity ratio, growth, the
uniqueness of the company, the value of assets, tax savings, exchange rate fluctuations
and the state of the capital markets.
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(PSO) Using Cubic Criterion Functions and Various Price Penalty Factors
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Research Institute for Spices and Medicinal Plants, Bogor, West Java, Indonesia
Abstract. Various pollutants, such as sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOX), and carbon
dioxide (CO2), affect the environment. The economy‒environment dispatch problem has generally been solved by
considering each objective separately or by applying the weighted sum method to both objectives. This paper
formulated a solution to the dispatch PSO method that considers the impact of various pollutants and various
factors, such as the price penalty min‒max, max‒max, and average in solving multi-objective problems using
the cubic criterion function for the cost of fuel and emission values. The multi-objective functions method
proposed in this research was validated using IEEE 30-bus systems with 6 generating units. The results of the
simulation using the min‒max penalty factor indicated a lower total fuel cost value than the simulation using
the max‒max and average penalty factors. In general, the comparison results were min‒max type = 100%,
max‒max type = 266.9%, and average type= 191.8%; the max‒max penalty factor provided a lower
emission value than the min‒max and average penalty factors. In general, the comparison results were
max‒max type = 100%, min‒max type = 102%, and average type = 100.2% for ETSO, while for ETNO
and ETCO they were not significantly different; the average penalty factor provided a lower fuel cost value than
the max‒max and average penalty factors. The comparison resulted in average type = 100%, min‒max type
= 101.8%, and max‒max type = 100.3%.
Keywords: economic‒emission dispatch, multi-objective, cubic criterion function,
price penalty factors, particle swarm optimization.

Introduction
The electrical energy supply system faces considerable problems, namely
generator efficiency, transmission efficiency, distribution system efficiency, or a
combination of these three problems. Previous efforts to solve these problems have
concentrated on minimizing the operational cost of fuel consumption, which has
become the objective function, and other requirements as the constraints. There have
been various OPF formulations depending on the objective functions and certain
constraints being developed. Previous research has concentrated on OPF problem
solving by considering the system security.1
Recent optimization techniques that have been developed in a different area of
the electrical energy system are the single-objective function PSO, multiple-objective
functions PSO, and hybrid PSO. Singh and Erlich attempted to make estimations
based on the optimal block incremental cost obtained from the instantaneous
incremental heat rate curve of the generating unit using the PSO approach.2 K.
Thanushkodi achieved a satisfying result by applying the PSO technique to the

1

S. Yong-Hua, Modern Optimisation Techniques in Power System, Kluwer, Kluwer Academic Publisher, 1999;
R.V. Amarnath, N.V. Ramana, "State of Art in Optimal Power Flowsolution Methodologies," in Journal
of Ttheoretical and Applied Iinformation Ttechnology , XXX (2011), no. 2, p. 128-148.
2 R.C. Bansal, "Optimization Methods for Electric Power Systems: An Overview," in International Journal
of Emerging Electric Power Systems, II (2005), no. 1, p. 1-8.
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economic dispatch problem using smooth and non-smooth cost functions considering
the effects of valve point loading .3
Z. Al-Hamouz successfully demonstrated the PSO algorithm application to
solve optimal reactive power planning problems by reducing the short-term operating
costs and investment costs .4
Another problem of electricity today is caused by the pollutants resulting from
the fuel consumption process. Energy source diversification has been undertaken.
One implementation was the usage of coal as a power plant fuel, which was effective
in reducing energy costs. However, the use of coal as a fuel resulted in carbon dioxide
(CO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and oxides of nitrogen (NOX), which polluted the air.
These pollutants caused acid rain, which contributed to forest and plantation damage.
These pollutants ignited the greenhouse effect, which increased the global temperature
and caused other side effects.
To anticipate the pollutant problem, the PSO algorithm was proposed,
containing multi-objective functions, namely an economic objective function (fuel cost
and transmission losses) and an emission objective function.
Economic‒Emission Problem Formulation
The OPF problem is a non-linear optimization problem with an objective
function and non-linear constraints. It is used to calculate the generation system and
distribution of electric power to obtain the best and most profitable results. The
methods of problem solving in the conventional OPF, namely the Newton method,
gradient, and interior point, have been used extensively. OPF problem solving requires
non-linear equations and the description of the optimization, security, and operation
of power systems. According to the designation, the optimization problem can be
expressed mathematically by Equation (1) to Equation (3).
Minimize
subject to

(1)
(2)
(3)

F ( x, u )
g ( x, u )  0

h ( x, u )  0
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Equation (1) defines the general objective function, while the equality
constraints represented in Equations (2) and (3) are the inequality constraints of vector
arguments x and u . x is the state variables, and u is the vector of control variables.
3

A. Piccolo, A. Vaccaro, Fuzzy Logic Based Optimal Power Flow Management in Parallel Hybrid
Electric Vehicles, Iranian Journal of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Vol. 4 (2), 2005, pp. 85-93.
4 V. Dieu, O. Weerakorn, "Augmented Lagrange Hopfield Network for Large Scale Economic
Dispatch," in International Symposium on Electrical Electronics Engineering, HCM City, 2007, p. 19-26.
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The state variables are the angle (  ) and voltage ( V ) of the load buses. The control
L

variables are generator active power ( P ), bus voltage ( V ), transformers’ tap setting
G

( t ), and shunt capacitors/reactors ( Q

SH

G

).

Objective function
The economic‒emission dispatch for all thermal power generation systems is
formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem. As a result, the
economic‒emission dispatch problem considers four conflicting and noncommensurable objectives. Besides the fuel cost, these objectives are sulfur dioxide
emission (SO2), nitrogen oxide emission (NOX), and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.
Mathematically, these objective functions are expressed as follows.
Economic objective function
The total costs of operating thermal plants include labor and maintenance
costs in addition to the costs of fuel and other supplies. In general, the economic
dispatch process considers the cost of the fuel burnt in the fossil units. Rather than
being neglected, the other costs are commonly assumed to be a fixed percentage of
the incoming fuel costs. The input to the thermal plant is generally measured in
MBtu/h, known as the “heat rate” curve, and the output power is in MW. The heat
rate curve is converted into the fuel cost curve representing the relationship of the
operating cost of a fossil-fired thermal unit and its output power. This cost is
approximated as a cubic function model of the real power generation.
The first objective (FTBB) is the fuel cost function of the thermal generating
units as expressed in Equation (4):
NG

F BB   Fi ( PGi )
T
i 1

NG


 ( a1 PGi3  b1 PGi2  c1 PGi  d1 )

$/hr

(4)

i 1

where PGi is the real power output of the ith generator; NG is the number of
thermal generating units; and ai, bi, ci, and di are the fuel cost curve coefficients of the
ith generator, respectively.
Emission objective function
The objective function of emission quantity minimization is formulated by
including the reduction of emissions as an objective in the following equation:
The second objective function is the total sulfur dioxide emission (ETSO),
referring to the amount of SO2 emissions modeled as a cubic function of the output
power of the generating units, which is expressed in Equation (5):
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NG

E SO   ( a
P3  b P2  c P  d
)
SOi Gi
SOi Gi
SOi Gi
SOi
T

kg/hr

(5)

i 1

a

SOi

,b

,c

SOi

SOi

,d

SOi

are the sulfur dioxide emission coefficients of generator

unit i.
The third objective function is the total nitrogen oxide (ETNO) emissions,
referring to the amount of NOX emissions as expressed in Equation (6):
NG

E NO   ( a P 3  b P 2  c P  d
)
NOi Gi
NOi Gi
NOi Gi
NOi
T

kg/hr

(6)

i 1

a

NOi

,b

NOi

,c

NOi

,d

NOi

are the nitrogen oxide emission coefficients of generator

unit i.
The fourth objective function is the total carbon dioxide emissions (ETCO),
referring to the amount of CO2 emissions as expressed in Equation (7):
NG

E CO   ( a
P3  b
P2  c
P  d
)
COi Gi
COi Gi
COi Gi
COi
T

kg/hr

(7)

i 1

a

COi

,b

COi

,c

COi

,d

COi

are the carbon dioxide emission coefficients of generator

unit i.
These objective functions are subject to various equality and inequality
constraints as follows:
Active power balance equality:
NG

 PGi  PD  PL

i 1

where PD is the total load demand and PL is the transmission power losses as
a function of the real power generation.
Generation capacity limits:
PGimin  PGi  PGimax
where PGimin and PGimax are the minimum and maximum generation limits of the
ith generating unit.
Formulation of the multi-objective function
The fuel cost and emissions are the two objective functions to be minimized
simultaneously in a bi-objective problem. Three types of price penalty factors are
applied to convert this multi-objective optimization into a single-objective
optimization problem for the various emissions. The next problem is related to
solving the impact of all three emissions simultaneously with the same power demand.
Bi-objective optimization of cost and emissions
Three problems are formulated separately for every emission, as expressed by
Equations (8), (9), and (10).
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Optimization of four objectives
The total fuel cost for SO2, NOX, and CO2 emissions is given by Equation
(11).
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Formulation of price penalty factors
The price penalty factor for the combined economic–emission dispatch
problem is the ratio of fuel cost to emission value. The role of all the penalty factors is
to transfer the physical meaning of the emission criterion from the weight of the
emission to the fuel cost for the emission.
The use of three types of price penalty factor in the problem-solving
optimization PSO method developed in this study provides an alternative option for
the optimization results for the OPF problem, whether it is focused on the cost of
fuel or the emissions produced as the main objective function.
Price penalty factor min–max
h MinSOi
h MinNOi

h MinCOi 

where
h MinSOi

h MinNOi

3
2
( a i PGi
 b i PGi
 c i PGi min  d i )
min
min
3
2
( a SOi PGi
 b SOi PGi
 c SOi PGi max  d SOi )
max
max
3
2
( a i PGi
 b i PGi
 c i PGi min  d i )
min
min
3
2
( a NOi PGi
 b NOi PGi
 c NOi PGi max  d NOi )
max
max

3
2
( a i PGi
 b i PGi
 c i PGi min  d i )
min
min
3
2
( a COi PGi
 b COi PGi
 c COi PGi max  d COi )
max
max

– Min–Max of the SO2 Emission
– Min–Max of the NOX Emission
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–
Min–Max
of the CO2 Emission
h
MinCOi

Price penalty factor max–max
h MaxSOi 
h MaxNOi 

h MaxCOi 

where
h MaxSOi
h MaxNOi
h MaxCOi
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( a i PGi
 b i PGi
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( a i PGi
 b i PGi
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3
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( a NOi PGi
 b NOi PGi
 c NOi PGi max  d NOi )
max
max

3
2
( a i PGi
 b i PGi
 c i PGi max  d i )
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max
3
2
( a COi PGi
 b COi PGi
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max
max

– Max–Max of the SO2 Emission
– Max–Max of the NOX Emission
– Max–Max of the CO2 Emission
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– Average of the SO2 Emission
– Average of the NOX Emission
– Average of the CO2 Emission

Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
The PSO algorithm is based on particles inside a population that work
together to solve the existing problems regardless of their physical positions. The PSO
algorithm combines a local search method and a global search method to balance
exploration and exploitation. It has several similarities to GA. The system is started by
a population formed by random solutions, and it seeks optimization through random
generation changes.5
Each particle that stores the position traces in the search space is defined as
the best solution that has been achieved. The personal best (pbest) is the best value of
5

M. Younes, M. Rahliga, GA Based Optimal Power Flow Solutions. Electrical and Instrumentation Engineering
Department, Thapar, Thapar University, 2008.
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the particle, while the global best (gbest) is the best value that takes into account all
the particles in the population. Each particle in every iteration is given information
about the latest gbest value, which becomes an information-sharing mechanism in one
direction to make the process of finding the best solution with a rapid convergence
movement.
The PSO algorithm consists of three steps, namely determining the particle’s
position and velocity, updating the velocity, and updating the position. The position
x

i
k

and velocity

v

i
k

of particles are initialized randomly using the value of the highest

and lowest variable according to the design, while the rand (r) is a random value
between 0 and 1. Each particle tries to update its position using such information, the
current position, the current velocity, and the distance between the current position of
pbest and the current position of gbest. Mathematically, the particle velocity update
(v i

k 1

) is expressed by Equation (12).
v

i
k 1

i

v  c r ( p
k

1 1

i



k

i

g

i

k

k

x ) c r ( p  x )
k

2 2

(12)

The results obtained from the new velocity calculation for each particle are
based on the distance from the pbest owned and the distance from the gbest position.
The particle position update ( x i

k 1

x

i
k 1

 x

i
k

 v

) is formulated in Equation (13).

i

(13)

k 1

Simulation Results Of The Multi-Objective Dispatch Problem
The optimization studies using the IEEE 30-bus test system have 6 units of
thermal power plants at bus 1 (P1), bus 2 (P2), bus 5 (P5), bus 11 (P11), and bus 13 (P13).
The optimization problem is formulated in 4 conflicting objective functions, namely
the fuel cost objective function (FTBB) as Equation (4), the SO2 emission objective
function (ETSO) as Equation (5), the NOX emission (ETNO) objective function as
Equation (6), and the CO2 emission objective function (ETCO) as Equation (7).
Each generator has generator limits, fuel cost coefficients, SO2 emission
coefficients, NOX emission coefficients, and CO2 emission coefficients in the form of
a cubic equation. The types of price penalty factors used by a generator are min–max,
max–max, and average.
Table 1. The active power limit of each plant
Generator
Pmin
Pmax
Bus
(MW)
(MW)
P1

50.00

200.00

P2

20.00

80.00

P5

15.00

50.00
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P8

10.00

50.00

P11

10.00

50.00

P13

12.00

40.00

Table 2. The coefficient of the fuel cost and emission coefficients of each plant
Objective

Fuel Cost
$/hr

Emission
SO2
kg/hr

Emission
NO2
kg/hr

Emission
CO2
kg/hr

Coefficients

Generator Bus
P1

P2

P5

P8

P11

P13

0,0010

0,0004

0,0006

0,0002

0,0013

0,0004

0,0920

0,0250

0.0750

0,1000

0,1200

0,0840

14,50

22,00

23,00

13,50

11,50

12,50

-136,00

-3,50

-81,00

-14,50

-9,75

75,60

0,0005

0,0014

0,0010

0,0020

0,0013

0,0021

0,150

0,055

0,035

0,070

0,120

0,080

17,00

12,00

10,00

23,50

21,50

22,50

-90,00

-30,50

-80,00

-34,50

-19,75

25,60

0,00 12

0,0004

0,0016

0,0012

0,0003

0,0014

0,0520

0,0450

0,0500

0,0700

0,0400

0,0240

18,50

12,00

13,00

17,50

8,50

15,50

-26,00

-35,00

-15,00

-74,00

-89,00

-75,00

0,0015

0,0014

0,0016

0,0012

0,0023

0,0014

0,0920

0,0250

0,0550

0,0100

0,0400

0,0800

14,0

12,5

13,5

13,5

21,0

22,0

-16,0

-93,5

-85,0

-24,5

-59,0

-70,0

Objective functions’ optimization, total fuel cost, fuel cost of SO2
emission, fuel cost of NOx emission, and fuel cost of CO2 emission
The simulation is performed by combining FTBB, the fuel cost of the SO2
emission, the fuel cost of the NOX emission, and the fuel cost of the CO2 emission
simultaneously to obtain the optimal total fuel costs in the electric power system
taking into account the constraints that have been specified.
Table 3. The best results of the optimization of the total fuel costs (FTOTAL)
Output
Power Demand 250 MW
Power Demand 300 MW
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Generator

Min-Max

Max-Max

Average

Min-Max

Max-Max

Average

P1 MW

57,6244

50,0000

50,0124

70,8686

58,3956

52,1467

P2 MW

41,0046

45,4282

48,6034

59,9754

65,7594

74,2059

P5 MW

20,9845

26,3671

23,3791

35,9990

42,5597

40,3564

P8 MW

50,0000

50,0000

50,0000

50,0000

50,0000

50,0000

P11 MW

49,0339

42,3893

42,2406

50,0000

50,0000

50,0000

P13 MW
Power
Losses
FTBB $/hr

35,5944

40,0000

40,0000

40,0000

40,0000

40,0000

4,2418

4,1846

4,2356

6,8430

6,7147

6,7091

5181,2

5081,1

5079,7

6772,8

6667,5

6649,9

ETSO kg/hr

6352,7

6143,0

6181,1

7878,4

7665,7

7727,7

ETNO kg/hr

4452,8

4376,4

4379,6

5771,1

5557,7

5485,7

ETCO kg/hr

5217,9

5027,2

5041,4

6797,4

6591,4

6605,5

FTOTAL $/hr
7487,1
19832,0
14547,0
9938,5
26525,0
19067,0
Table 3 shows the best results of the optimization of the total fuel costs FTOTAL with three
types of price penalty factors for consideration in operating the thermal electric power system.

Cost $/hr

Table 4. The total fuel cost (FTOTAL)
Power Demand 225 MW
Power Demand 300 MW
Min-Max

Max-Max

Average

Min-Max

Max-Max

Average

FTBB

4488,400

4402,100

4395,800

6772,800

6667,500

6649,900

FTSO

647,177

4399,100

2721,300

1066,700

6845,300

4125,000

FTNO

674,219

4392,000

2732,100

1079,400

6715,200

4149,200

FTCO

609,114

3932,300

2733,300

1019,600

6296,600

4143,000

FTOTAL

6418,900

17126,000

12583,000

9938,500

26525,000

19067,000

Table 4 shows that the total fuel cost FTOTAL is determined by the cost of
emissions FTSO, FTNO, and FTCO. The emission costs of the min–max type are far
below the value of FTBB with an insignificant difference, while the emission costs of
the max–max type are similar to the value of FTBB with an insignificant difference.
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Fig. (1). The results of the four cost optimization objective functions

Figure 1 shows the results of the four cost optimization objective functions
obtained from the total fuel cost with the power demand 225 to 300 MW. FTOTAL is
the result of a combination of FTBB, FTSO, FTNO, and FTCO. The costs of FTSO,
FTNO, and FTCO indicate insignificant differences in any type of price penalty factors
with the same power demand.
Optimization Study of the PSO Method and Lagrange’s Algorithm
(Lag) For Multi-Objective Functions
Table 5. The results of the optimization of FTBB and ETSO
Power
FTBB $/hr
ETSO kg/hr
Price Penalty Factor Demand
PSO
LAG 6
PSO
LAG 7
MW
150

2734,200

2729,349

3193,600

3091,648

175

3236,300

3475,409

3904,900

4142,176

200

3784,900

4210,303

4670,600

5053,584

225

4402,300

5130,534

5426,100

6106,498

Max-Max

Table 5 shows the results of the optimization of FTBB and ETSO for the max–
max type between the PSO method and the Lagrange algorithm with the power
demand 150 to 225 MW. The FTBB and ETSO of the PSO method are always better
than those of the Lagrange algorithm and there are significant differences.

6

S. Krishnamurthy, T. Raynitchka, Impact of the Penalty Factors on the Solution of the Combined
Economic Emission Dispatch Problem using Cubic Criterion Functions, 2012, IEEE, pp. 1-9.
7 S. Krishnamurthy, T. Raynitchka, Impact of the Penalty Factors on the Solution of the Combined
Economic Emission Dispatch Problem using Cubic Criterion Functions, 2012 IEEE, pp. 1-9.
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Fig. (2). The results of FTBB optimization for the max–max type
Figure 2 suggests that, regarding the results of FTBB optimization for the
max–max type, the PSO method is better than Lagrange’s algorithm for the power
demand 175 to 225 MW, while for the power demand 150 MW there is no significant
difference. The results of the PSO method in the form of a straight line (linear) and
the greater power demand yield a greater fuel cost.

Fig. (3). The results of ETSO optimization for the max–max type
Figure 3 shows the results of ETSO optimization for the max–max type, for
which the PSO method is better than the Lagrange algorithm for the power demand
175 to 225 MW. The largest difference occurs in the results of ETSO optimization for
the power demand 225 MW, which is 680.398 kg/hr.
Like the results of ETNO optimization for the min–max type (Table 6).
Lagrange’s algorithm is better than the PSO method, but in the results of ETSO
optimization, the PSO method is better than Lagrange’s algorithm.
Table 6. The results of the ETNO optimization for the max–max type
Power
ETNO kg/hr
ETCO kg/hr
Price Penalty Factor
Demand
PSO
LAG
PSO
LAG
MW
Max-Max

150

2424,600
759

2448,218

2607,100

2537,122
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175

2879,700

2604,886

3178,000

3613,531

200

3373,200

3102,077

3771,500

4473,369

225

3877,600

3798,383

4403,000

5502,522

Figure 4 shows that the results of ETNO optimization using Lagrange’s
algorithm for the max–max type have a different shape from the results of ETNO
optimization using Lagrange’s algorithm for the min–max type. The ETNO of the
PSO method produces the same form for both types.

Fig. (4). The results of ETNO optimization using Lagrange’s algorithm for the
max–max type
Based on the results of ETNO optimization, the PSO method has better
consistency, accuracy, and stability in all the objective functions than Lagrange’s
algorithm. Figure 5 shows the detailed results of ETCO optimization between the PSO
method and Lagrange’s algorithm, which suggest that the results of the PSO method
are always better, especially for the power demands of 175, 200, and 225 MW.

Fig. (5). The detailed results of ETCO optimization between the PSO method
and Lagrange’s algorithm
The largest difference is that the power demand of 225 MW is 1098.522 kg/hr
while the power demand of 175 MW is 435.531 kg/hr.
Table 7. The results of the objective function total fuel cost (FTOTAL)
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Price Penalty Factor

Power
Demand
MW

PSO

LAG [9]

Power
Losses
MW

150

10385,000

10264,566

1,7201

175

12425,000

13251,517

2,1799

200

14642,000

16077,409

2,5073

225

17125,000

19661,328

3,4263

FTOTAL $/hr

Max-Max

Table 7 shows the results of the objective function total fuel cost FTOTAL
optimization and network power losses between the PSO method and the Lagrange
algorithm for the max–max type. There are very significant differences between the
results of the objective function total fuel cost FTOTAL optimization of the PSO
method and those of Lagrange’s algorithm, especially for the power demand 175 to
225 MW.
In the results of the objective function total fuel cost FTOTAL optimization, the
PSO method is always better for every power demand. The network power losses for
each power demand are obtained from the PSO method, because Lagrange’s
algorithm does not consider network power losses.

Fig. (6). The results of the objective function total fuel cost (FTOTAL) soptimization

between the PSO method and the Lagrange algorithm
Real difference in the results of optimization occur for the power demand of
225 MW, which is $2536.328/hr, while for the power demand of 175 MW the figure is
$826/hr.

Fig. (7). The network power losses of the PSO method for the max–max type for the
power demand 150 to 225 MW
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There is no significant difference between the network power losses for the
min–max and max–max types of the shape and percentage. The network power losses
are not linear-shaped, but there is a sharp rise in the power demand above 200 MW.

Fig. (8). The different voltages at bus 1 to bus 30 for the power demand 150 to 300
MW for the min–max type

The voltage at the PV buses and slack bus has not changed or is equal to the
value of the initial voltage at the start, but the PQ bus voltage has changed. A great
power demand on the PQ bus will decrease the voltage. However, it should not
exceed 0.95 pu. The voltage at bus 26 and bus 30 shows a large difference between the
power demand 150 MW and the power demand 300 MW compared with the other
PQ buses.
Conclusion
1. The results of PSO method optimization have been proved to be better
than those of Lagrange’s algorithm. An innovation in the form of a recent
improvement using the fuel cost function models of cubic form and three price
penalty factors, namely min–max, max–max, and average, while considering the
network power losses was able to solve the OPF problem simultaneously.
2. The price penalty factor of the min–max, max–max, average, and fuel cost
function model of the cubic form to solve OPF using the PSO method was able to
provide an optimization alternative.
1) The type min–max produced the best result with a minimum cost for
FTSO, FTNO, FTCO, and FTOTAL compared with the max–max and average types. In
general, the comparison results were min–max type = 100%, max–max type =
266.9%, and average type = 191.8%.
2) The average type produced the best FTBB separately or in combination as
compared with the min–max and max–max types. In general, the comparison results
were average type = 100%, min–max type = 101.8%, and max–max type = 100.3%.
3) The max–max type produced the lowest ETSO emissions, ETNO, and
ETCO separately or in combination compared with the min–max and average types. In
general, the comparison results were max–max type = 100%, min-max type = 102%,
and average type = 100.2% for ETSO. Meanwhile, there was no significant difference
between ETNO and ETCO.
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Rationale of the System Approach to Education of Future Specialists in the
University
E.N. KARPANINA, A. Yu. GURA, I. N. RON
Kuban State Technological University, Krasnodar, Moskovskaya
Abstract. The article presents the substantiation of a systematic approach to the upbringing of
future specialists in the university. Treatment of education as the main factor of formation of an independent
and creative personality of a specialist that meets the current requirements for the development of society,
actualizes the problem of strengthening the educational potential of the university and objectively involves the
implementation of the most important strategic approaches: humanistic, Competence, culturological, axiological.
The theoretical aspects of the education of students are considered. Successful realization of the selected
approaches is possible if they are included in the educational process of the university in the form of pedagogical
goals, objectives, content, forms, methods, pedagogical technologies, and in case of its involvement to the process of
professional education as part of the process of professional education. The problems of system maintenance of
educational process and scientific coordination of educational work in modern high school are analyzed. It is
impossible to bypass the upbringing process when you want to speak about the upbringing. According to the
public theory of activity and the theory of the mental development of the individual, we find it possible to
consider upbringing activity as one of most important for student.
Keywords: Upbringing, Educational system, education, Self-education, systems
approach, Formation of personality

Introduction
In the early 1990s, when the destructive tendencies in Russian education for
the umpteenth time in our history clearly prevailed over the creative ones, the
realization of the educational functions of the school, including university, suffered
significant losses. Even the "upbringing" term began to disappear from normative
documents on education and pedagogical lexicon. In complete contradiction with the
Russian tradition, it began to be replaced by the concept of "education". This led to
the fact that the problems of education were forgot by many reasons, the main was
economic crisis also the upbringing process degraded inside of the family.
In the real life, the importance of education as an important factor in shaping
the new quality of the economy and society increases with the growth of the influence
of human capital. Developing society needs modernly educated, moral, enterprising
people who can independently make responsible decisions in the situation of choice,
predicting their possible consequences, capable to cooperation, characterized by
mobility, dynamism, constructiveness, and with strong feeling of responsibility for
country of possessing a developed sense of responsibility for the future of their
country.1
In these manner, treatment of education as the main factor of formation of an
independent and creative personality of a specialist that meets the current
requirements for the development of society, actualizes the problem of strengthening
the educational potential of the university and objectively involves the implementation

1

E.A. Klimov, Psychology of professional self-determination, 1996, p. 113.
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of the most important strategic approaches: humanistic, Competence, culturological,
axiological.
Methods
Successful realization of the selected approaches is possible if they are included
in the educational process of the university in the form of pedagogical goals,
objectives, content, forms, methods, pedagogical technologies, and in case of its
involvement to the process of professional education as part of the process of
professional education. It is necessary to note that the problem of constructing the
theory of professional education and its implementation in institutions of higher
professional education still exist. Even though the coverage of various aspects of the
formation of the specialist, attract a lot of attention. In this manner, E.F. Zeer under
the formation of personality understands the continuous process of progressive
personality change under the influence of social influences and self-activity of selfimprovement and self-realization.2
At the same time, according to analysis, the problem of professional
upbringing of future specialists in conditions of their training in institutions of higher
professional education is considered not enough! The term system requires
clarification and correction of professional education, its content, forms, methods and
features of implementation in institutions of vocational education are not determined
enough, the educational opportunities, potential of vocational education institutions,
ways and conditions of its activation and development.
It is impossible to bypass the upbringing process when you want to speak
about the upbringing. According to the public theory of activity and the theory of the
mental development of the individual, we find it possible to consider upbringing
activity as one of most important for student. This statement is based on an
understanding of the meaning of professional and pedagogical education, which
should lead to the formation of a person who is capable of self-development, selfrealization and the formation of generalized skills.
The problem of the formation of generalized abilities to learn has a long
history. I. Kant (in his philosophical lectures of 1765-1766) expressed the idea that it is
more appropriate for a student to learn how to think and act independently in the
learning process. A.V. Humboldt considered that the school should teach pupils to
study and prepare for studying at the university. Humbolt said that pupil "if student
learned so much from others, so now he can study by himself."3 In this case, the
teacher of the university is "no longer a teacher, and a student is no longer a student",
since he conducts research independently, and the professor directs and supports him
in independent activity.4

2 E.F. Zeer, "Professional-educational personal space: a synergetic approach," in Education and Science, I
(2011), p. p. 41-49.
3 V.A. Slastenin, Formation of the personality of the teacher of the Soviet school in the process of professional training,
Moscoq, 1987, p. P.89.
4 W. Humboldt, Language and philosophy of culture, Moscow, Progress, 1985, p. 19.
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Results
This situation is possible if the level of development of the independence of
the teaching is high. The independence of the teaching in your university from the
psychological point of view is understood as the achievement by the personality of
such level of self-regulation of the teaching and other forms of activity and
relationships in the process of assimilation of knowledge that ensures the
development of character traits and beliefs, as well as behavior.5 "And this is achieved
only in the case when the learning process in the university is not reduced to the
assimilation of the subject content of special and general education subjects, but
makes the subject of consciousness and development. The structure of the educational
activity is a subject of educational process as well and it has goal, methods of
implementation, control, correction and result, manifested not only and not so much
in the amount of acquired subject knowledge, but more in knowledge about the ways
of obtaining knowledge and skills to perform actions on their realities.
However, the formation of meta-knowledge system doesn't provide stabile
results without involvement in the process of mastering the educational activity of
personal transformations, changing in personal attitudes toward the importance of
mastering such activities without developing and consolidating the professional
orientation on the future activity on the developed training skills. It is confirmed by
the author's during years of practice, and other researchers: special semiannual
learning to learn does not have a lasting effect. This conclusion was made by MSU
scientists who conducted a special formation of the first-year students learning abilities
in the course of work on the course "Introduction to the specialty.6 The educational
process has to be organized on person-oriented and personified basis to solve this
problem. The personal basis becomes more difficult to organize because of several
streams, collection for lectures and the group studies is not using in the universities as
the lecture course of the course increasingly serves as a training group. From the
psychological-pedagogical point of view is much more difficult to solve the formative,
developing tasks of the personal formation of students.

5

I.G. Asadulina, Education and training in the classes of pre-professional training: history, theory, practice,
Kostroma, KSU them. NA Nekrasov, 2009. p. 121.
6 A.V. Kiriakova, Theory of personality orientations in the world of values, Orenburg, 2012, p.61.
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Abstract. The paper discusses the Malaysian tourism industry. Beginning with the history of
governmental attempts to bolster this important segment of the economy, the paper describes the most important
aspects of Malaysian tourism, including respects in which it has fallen short of the hopes of relevant parties.
While there are several challenges that threaten to harm the industry, and to retard its development, the focus in
the paper is in particular on the environmental aspects of these challenges, in particular the problems with air
and water pollution that are contributed to by the burgeoning industry. The paper concludes with some concrete
recommendations on how Malaysia can help to protect the environment while still protecting and growing its
crucial tourism industry.
Keywords: Tourism, Art, History, Economy, Malaysia.

Introduction
Malaysia has one of the strongest economies in all of Asia, and it appears to be
growing positively with each year that passes. Tourism is one Malaysia’s largest
sources of income and foreign exchange. Indeed, the country ranks near the world’s
top ten tourist destinations, and is the second most popular tourist destination
Southeast Asia. However, the tourism industry in Malaysia has been threatened
recently by a number of factors, chief among them air and water pollution, and
deforestation, factors which, unfortunately, are arguably necessarily associated with
major sectors of its economic vitality and growth. The present paper has three goals.
First, to describe the current state of the tourism industry in Malaysia, including its
hospitality sector. Second, to explain how various agents within Malaysia, or relevantly
associated with it, can help to sustain and even improve its tourism industry. Finally,
to make some suggestions concerning how the factors identified above that are having
a deleterious effect upon Malaysian tourism can be dealt with in such a fashion as to
improve the tourism industry without adversely affecting the economy as a whole.
One reason that the Malaysian government has actively promoted tourism in
recent years is to help the country become less economically dependent upon its
various exported goods. There is a specific governmental agency that has been
charged with caring for and nurturing Malaysia’s tourism industry, namely the Malaysia
Tourism Promotion Board (MTPB). This Board was established in 1992, growing out
of the older Ministry of Culture, Arts and Tourism (MOCAT).
Methodology
What are the primary forms of tourism in Malaysia? One somewhat unusual
form of tourism is medical tourism. The term ‘medical tourism’ refers to the travel of
a person or group from the country in which they reside to another country in order
to obtain medical treatments or supplies. In the past most medical tourism involved
those in developing countries traveling to a developed country for medical purposes.
(It can also involve traveling from one developed country with poor national health
services, such as the United States, to another developed country with good national
health services, such as Canada.) Perhaps perversely, however, in more recent years
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much medical tourism has flowed in the other direction from developed to developing
countries, which latter often offer less expensive health-care options. In any case,
Malaysia receives over half-a-million foreign patients every year. Furthermore, unlike
some countries with socialized medicine that are wary of admitting foreigners who
seek to take advantage of their health care and other opportunities England being a
good example Malaysia largely welcomes the practice, presumably this is at least in
part because the practice often combines medical with more traditional forms of
tourism, which leads to a benefit for the country’s economy.
Setting aside medical tourism, the remainder of Malaysia’s tourism industry is
more-or-less what one would expect. It features many seaside hotels and restaurants,
gorgeous mountains and caves for exploring, coral reefs and national parks, islands
and beaches, museums, and so on. Singapore, while not strictly part of Malaysia, is
also a great tourist attraction. And generally speaking each of Malaysia and Singapore
benefits from the tourism of the other.
A recent study details the considerable extent to which the Malaysia
government and related agencies have taken measures to develop tourism in the
country, beginning as early as the 1960s. What initially began as an attempt to develop,
for more general reasons, rural areas and the national economy as a whole quickly
turned into a tremendous boon for the Malaysian tourism industry. The study
describes in detail the progression of these efforts, from what is called the ‘First
Malaysian Plan’ of the period 1966-1970, to the ‘Ninth Malaysian Plan’, of the period
2006-2010 (Marzuki 2010). For present purposes a brief summary of this study is
sufficient. Apart from its intrinsic interest, the results of the study provide a useful
transition from the first part of this paper which describes the current state of the
tourism industry in Malaysia to the second part the goal of which is to look at how the
various agents and agencies within the country actually are promoting, and potentially
could promote, the tourism and hospitality industries in Malaysia.
Results
Four central points in the study will be focused upon here. First, while
Malaysia has always enjoyed something of a tourism industry, since even before its
unification and partial emancipation from British rule in 1946, it was not until 1953
that organized, active steps to promote tourism began to be taken. In that year the
Cultural Department of Malaysia was formed, along with the Ministry of Cultural,
Sport and Youth 11 years later. Prior to this period the primary economic forces in
Malaysia revolved around traditional economic sectors, such as the manufacture of
rubber and tin. Nevertheless, it was not until the 1972 Conference of the Pacific Areas
Travel Association (PATA), which was held in Kuala Lumpur, that tourism really
began to take off as an economic industry in Malaysia. The primary reason that this
conference was so effective is that it provided to the Malaysian government and its
citizens information concerning the valuable opportunities to be found in the tourism
and hospitality industries.
The second point relates to the aforementioned MOCAT, which recall was
created in 1987. This agency led, in a few years, to a specific initiative designed to
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increase the tourism industry. The objective of the initiative was to ‘expand and
diversify the tourism base and to reduce the country’s dependency on a narrow range
of activities and markets’ … In achieving that objective, MOCAT was responsible for:
 assisting the states to create and promote distinctive identities so as to be
more attractive to domestic tourists, and
 encouraging states to promote their tourist attractions and destinations and
assist through joint promotions and the provision of promotional expertise at the state
level.1
Though generally little remarked upon, domestic (or intra-country) tourism is a
vital part of most tourism industries, especially within larger and more diverse
countries.
The third germane point from the study is that the year 1991 marked a
turning-point for tourism in Malaysia. Despite the considerable effort that had
thitherto been devoted to developing tourism and the hospitality industry, certain
prominent critics pointed out that, well over a decade after the so-called ‘Tourism
Master Plan’ had been deployed, the development of tourism was still not equally
distributed across the region, as the Plan had intended for it to be. In response to this,
the government launched what became known as the ‘National Development Policy’.
At the most general level, the goal of his Policy was to more even distribute tourism
development initiatives across relevant regions. More specifically, several discrete goals
were mentioned. One was to reduce the disparity between urban and rural areas.
Another amounted to the promotion of what was called a ‘progressive society’, in
which material and social and spiritual goals were met by all citizens of Malaysia. And
there were several more specific goals mentioned in the Policy, including
diversification of tourism products and services, promotion of national and
international markets, involvement of the private sector in the tourism industry,
through investment, local community involvement, and finally development of an
effective communications system.
Finally, the fourth point of this seminal study was the identification of a crucial
symmetry between tourism development and economic development for the country
as a whole. As Marzuki puts it, “Almost all policies support the government strategies
to use the tourism industry as a catalyst for economic and social development”. At
some level this point may be obvious, but it is worth stressing nevertheless. It is
difficult, if not impossible, to have a thriving tourism industry in a country as large and
diverse as Malaysia if economic growth in general is not attended to. As an aside, the
crucial and successful involvement of the Malaysian government in developing, not
only its tourism industry, but also its economy as a whole, stands as a clear potential
counterexample to the orthodox American ‘supply-side’ brand of economic theories,
in which government involvement in the economy should be minimal, insofar as there
is any involvement at all.

1

A. Marzuki, "Tourism development in Malaysia. A review on federal government policies," in
Theoretical and Empirical Researches in Urban Management, XVII (2010), p. 85.
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We arrive at the third and final goal of the paper. It is to ask, and contribute
toward answering, two questions: (I) What are the most serious problems facing the
contemporary Malaysian tourism industry? And (II) What can and ought to be done to
solve these problems? While there is no space here for a detailed treatment even of
the most prominent and significant problems, or their solutions, one that is
particularly pressing will be briefly discussed.
It was mentioned at the outset that water pollution, among other factors, was
one source of difficulty with the growth and continued vibrancy of the tourism
industry in Malaysia. Now to be fair, pollution in general, and water pollution in
particular, is a problem for every developed country, and not a problem that Malaysia
faces as the result of some gross negligence. Nevertheless, the problem is real, and
addressing it responsibly could be a key to reviving and growing Malaysia’s critical
tourism industry. The discussion to follow will be restricted to Malaysia’s hotel
industry.
The key conceptual point to be made is that it is a mistake albeit an
understandable mistake to think that the tourism industry (and the hotel industry in
particular) is environmentally unproblematic. One naturally thinks of manufacturing,
and perhaps also recovery of energy reserves, as the primary contributors toward
environmental problems. And this is indeed the case. However, there are features of
the hotel industry that also contribute to harming the environment. The chief
recommendation of this paper is that these features need to be taken account of in the
search for a viable way to extend and maintain Malaysia’s crucial hotel industry.
Recent research on tourism in Malaysia has focused upon the Business
Environmental and Social Responsibility (BESR) concept. A growing literature has
been devoted to this topic, as well as its implications in a number of significant
sectors. The mission statement of this concept is said to be defining and protecting
“the responsibility of business irrespective of size towards environmental and social
issues relevant to its operation”.2 Two reasons for adopting this acronym as opposed
to the more familiar ‘Business Social Responsibility’, and ‘Corporate Social
Responsibility’ are first, that the notion of social responsibility is too broad to serve in
this context, in the sense that ‘social responsibility’ may refer to many things (such as
human rights and poverty) that are not directly at issue in the discussion of the
environment and the tourism industry, and, second, that tourism is a fragmented
industry that is not always (at least not yet) governed by corporations. That is to say,
many small businesses are run around tourism, and depend upon it for their viability.
For these reasons the acronym BESR serves best in this context.
Having explained this much, attention for the remainder of the present paper
will be confined to the environmental issues that are raised by the tourism industry,
especially the operation of hotels. This is not to denigrate the importance of the social
issues that may also be raised, but is only intended to make the ensuing discussion
manageable.
2

A. Kasim, "The need for business environmental and social responsibility in the tourism industry," in
International Journal of Hospitality & Tourism Administration, VII (2016), no. 1, p. 1-22.
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Three key environmental issues are raised by the hotel industry, in respect of
their relation to tourism in Malaysia. First, hotel construction inevitably produces land
erosion and water runoff. The land erosion may be benign in some sense, but the
water runoff is not. The water is contaminated with a variety of substances, some of
which are toxic. Second, and perhaps most significantly, hotels cause a severe increase
on water usage. This is for the obvious reason that occupants, in every occupied
room, will typically takes baths or showers every day, but also, and perhaps more
importantly, because hotels require a tremendous amount of laundry to be done on a
daily basis. Finally, air pollution is produced at an accelerated rate by hotels, both
directly in terms of water heating, room heating, and food production, but also
indirectly through the constant need for the transportation of the occupants to and
from the hotel.3
The final question to be addressed is what can be done about these problems.
Two recommendations will be made, each of which has precedent in situations in
other countries.4 First, group (or mass) transportation should be utilized wherever
possible. This will minimize the need for private cars, limousines, and taxis constantly
to be making the trek to and from the hotel in question. This should have a significant
effect on the air pollution issue. Second, an expedient already in use in hotels around
the world should be mandated in Malaysia. This is making optional the daily
laundering of blankets, sheets, towels, and wash rags in the hotel. It can be as simple
as placing within each room a sign, to be posted on the door or placed somewhere in
the room similar to the familiar ‘Do Not Disturb’ signs that indicate whether or not
the guest wishes his or her linens and towels to launder that day.
Conclusion
This approach can be taken a step further than it most often is. A small
surcharge could be applied to the accounts of those guests who wish for their linens
and towels to be washed each day. This will not only help to protect the environment,
but will cut down on operating costs for the hotel.
This paper has briefly examined the tourism industry in Malaysia, as well as
some of the most serious difficulties and opportunities it confronts. One important
issue is the effect that the industry has on the environment. (And it should be
mentioned that this issue potentially bears upon the desirability of any given tourist
attraction or destination, in as much as pollution of water sources will eventually and
inevitably detract from the enjoyment of the tourist visiting the relevant destinations.)
Among the most important of these is the effect that the hotel industry has on water
pollution and energy costs. The most obvious and simple way to respond to this
formidable challenge is to make it optional or even to institute a surcharge policy for
the relevant contents of each hotel room to be laundered on a daily basis. This would

3

A. Movafegh, A. Movafegh, "The impact of service quality on tourist loyalty," in Malaysian tourism
industry. International Journal of Innovative Ideas, XIII (2013), no. 1, p. 1-19.
4 S. M., Deng, J. Burnett, "Water use in hotels in Hong Kong," in International Journal of Hospitality
Management, XXI (2002), no. 1, p. 57-66.
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be a great start toward maintaining, and making environmentally viable, Malaysia’s
crucial tourism industry.
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Juditz Tydor Baumel-Schwartz, A Very Special Life: The Bernice Chronicles. One Woman's
Journey Through Twentieth Century Jewish America, Bern, Bruxelles, Franfurkt am Main,
New York, Oxford, Warsawa, Wien, Peter Lang, 2017, 433 p.
Everyman's life is special in one way of
other. While some have experienced difficulties
on their lives, others have witnessed important
moments in the history of humanity or, just
lived in a normal way, trying to achieve,
inasmuch as possible, knowledge or
competences. Conscious each man's life value
as a testimony, researchers of contemporary
period have developed a section of their work
that focuses either on oral history, or on the
complementarity between it and the
documentary investigation.
In this section of research can be also
classified the latest work of Juditz Tydor
Baumel-Schwartz, entitled: A Very Special Life:
The Bernice Chronicles. One Woman's Journey
Through Twentieth Century Jewish America, issued at
Peter Lang Publishing House in 2017. The
book is in fact a biographical reconstruction of
her mother in law's life. Starting in a proustian way with the description of her 90th
anniversary (p. 9-11), it aims to bring into attention not only the main data's that fill an
ordinary biography, but also the fact that the presented women it represents somehow
an important category of people, the daughters and granddaughters of the Jewish
European immigrants from the second half of the 19th centuries and the first two
decades of the 20th one. Therefore, as she mentions in the introductory part:
"This book tells the story of a very special life which my mother-in-law described in her
message to me, and through it, the story of an entire generation of Jewish woman who came of age in
America during and right after the Second World War. They were the daughters and, in some cases,
like my mother-in-law, also the granddaughters of 2.2 million Jewish immigrants who had come to
America during the Great Wave of Immigration (1881-1914), mostly from Russia, Rumania, and
Austro-Hungary. For those immigrants, America was the Goldene Medine (the golden country)
which had given them a new home. Their loyalty to America was absolute, but unless they had come
at young age, American society often remained somewhat foreign to them and sometimes even
threatening, often caused them to retain a certain degree of disconnect throughout their lives." (p. 11).
Therefore, it is obvious the fact that the work is not only a simple historical
research which, with competence and a well-done methodical approach is trying to
immortalize inside of a book the image and life of a Jewish woman from American
space of the 20th century, but also a work with sociological, religious and psychological
applicability that has not only a trans disciplinary character but also multiple valences.
This also explains why, sometimes in her descriptions, the author inserts aspects of the
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intimate biography of her mother in law, insists on details or even presents her own
opinion related to a presented event.
Segmented into ten big chapters, the book is also accompanied by an
introductory part (p. 9-39), which is not only a description of the story, but also a
historiographical demarche. There, after using the presentation of Bernice's 90th
anniversary as a pretext, she speaks about the characteristics of her generation (p. 1116), linking this with the idea of such an enterprise like the aforementioned book (p.
16-21) and with the topic of micro-history (p. 21-22) and his relevance for the
understanding of the history of Jewish immigration to USA (p. 23-26). Methodological
aspects are also clearly emphasized there (p. 26-36), like the acknowledgements (p. 3639). Author desire's for scientific accuracy is also the one which justify the huge
amount of references from researches dedicated to the demography of the topic (like:
Walter Wilcox (ed.), International Migrations, vol. II – "Interpretations), Cambridge,
National Bureau of Economic Research, 1931; C. Morris Howowitz, Lawrence J.
Kaplan, The Jewish Population of the New York Area 1900-1975, New York, Federation of
Jewish Philanthropies of New York 1959 or: Paul Ritterband, "Counting the Jewish of
New York 1900-1991: An Essay in Substance and Method," in Jewish Population Studies
(Papers in Jewish Demography, XXIX (1997), p. 199-228), the history of Jewish people
from there (like: Deborah Dash Moore, GI Jews: How World War II Changed a
Generation, Cambridge, Mass and London, Harvard University Press, 2004; Deborah
Dash Moore, At Home in America: Second Generation New York Jews, New York,
Columbia University Press, 1981; Alexandro Portes (ed.), The New Second Generation:
Segmented Assimilation and its Variants, New York, The Russel Sage Foundation, 1996; S.
Karthick Ramakrishnan, "Second-Generation Immigrants? The 2. 5 Generation" in
United States," in Social Science Quarterly, LXXXV (2004), no 2, p. 380-399, or Philip
Kaznitz, John. H. Mollenkoph, Mary C. Waters, Jennifer Holdaway, Inheriting the City:
The Children of Immigrants Come of Age, New York, The Russel Sage Foundation, 2009)
or other works related with her topic. Her care for the accuracy of the investigation
can also be seen in the attempt of reconstructing the family tree at the end of the book
(p. 343-346), offering a glossary of terms for the readers un-familiarized with some
topics (p. 347-350), the long list of general bibliography (p. 351-366), photos and their
legend (p. 367-410) and the index of names (p. 411-422), places (p. 423-428) or
organisations and institutions (p. 429-433).
Placed under some very inspired titles the book presents her childhood (p. 4170), education period and its influence of her later development (p. 71-98), army
period (p. 99-122), travel to Israel (p. 145-176) and its meaning for the young Jewish
from USA, her love stories (p. 177-230), family life and experiences (p. 279-298) and
many other important moments of her life. Sometimes Juditz Tydor Baumel-Schwartz
compares her life with the one of other Jews, or shows how even the interaction
between people from the same nation, both emigrants, like her mother and father in
law have challenged their families in the moment of their marriage (p. 177). For
making the presentation clear and easy to understand for reader, she uses goes in
some situations deep inside the history and points even detailed aspects in her
presentation. For this reason, paragraphs like this are, from time to time also making
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the transition between explanations or offering details creating in some cases a
sensation of discontinuity:
"Although he was also the child of two Jewish immigrants from Eastern Europe who had
come to New York during the Great Wave of Immigration, Arthur Schwartz's history and family
background were somewhat different than Bernice's, and, of course, so was his personality. To see who
he was and how his life was shaped by his family and his environment, let us go back in his family
history in order to understand how two young and newly-married Jewish immigrants from Europe
ended up living in Nyack, N. Y." (p. 177).
Written in a pleasant way and offering not only a huge amount of information
but also an interesting approach with sociological and psychological accents, the book
of Juditz Tydor Baumel-Schwartz, entitled: A Very Special Life: The Bernice Chronicles.
One Woman's Journey Through Twentieth Century Jewish America, that presents the
biography of her mother in law is an important contribution to the understanding of
the way how the second generation of Jewish people who emigrated into USA in the
last part of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th one have become part of the
new state and its life keeping some of its customs, loosing or winning new wishes,
learning or teaching their new neighbours.

Iuliu-Marius MORARIU
Yasmina Khadra, Sirenele Bagdadului, trad. Marie-Jeanne Vasiloiu, Bucureşti,
Editura Trei, 2009, 296 p.
Ultima carte a lui Yasmina Khadra, cu
care încheie trilogia referitoare la fenomenenul
terorist, care cuprinde: Rândunelele din Kabul,
Atentatul și Sirenele Bagdadului, a cunoscut şi o
traducere românească în anul 2009. Acțiunea
are loc în contextul invaziei americane în Irak,
din anul 2003 și destituirea raisului, Saddam
Hussein, care concentrase în mâinile sale
puterea din 1979. Fondul pe care se instituie
invazia Statelor Unite și ale aliaților care li s-au
alăturat este suspiciunea posedării, de către
Bagdad, a armamentelor nucleare. Această
temă, a cauzei sau a pretextului invaziei
constituie un subiect amplu expus, dezbătut și
disecat în cadrul primei părți a cărții.
Sirenele Bagdadului începe cu un fragment
din partea a doua a cărții, care surprinde personajul principal într-o misiune de o
deosebită importanță, în capitala Libanului, Beirut. Misiunea este atât de secretă încât
nici el nu știe exact în ce constă aceasta, fiind doar plasat la un hotel din capitală, și
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așteptând ordine de la superiorii ierarhici prin oamenii lui de legătură. Titlul cărții este
unul sugestiv, dar a cărui dublă semnificaţie nu este pe deplin în conţinutul cărţii,
autorul lăsând la latitudinea cititorului să decidă dacă este vorba de sirenele
ambulanțelor care sună neîncetat în capitala irakiană măcinată de atentate zilnice ale
"irakienilor contra irakienilor”. Pe de cealaltă parte, titlul poate fi și o alegorie la
cântecul amăgitor al sirenelor, care-i vrăjea pe marinari. Aici, "cântecul” care seduce
este o metaforă care se referă la ideea înrolării în gherile și organizații militare de
rezistență anti-americană, chemând "fii irakului” la sacrificiul suprem (detonarea sau
orice alt atac sinucigaș, care să șubrezească poziția americanilor și a elitelor-marionetă
impuse de acestea).
Yasmina Khadra este semnătura de scriitor a lui Mohammed Moulessehoul,
algerian, născut la 10 ianuarie 1955. El a fost ofițer în cadrul armatei algeriene,
adopând numele soției sale, ca un psedudonim pentru ca scrierile sale să evite cenzura
militară. Şi-a dezvăluit adevărata indentitate abia în 2001, când a părăsit Algeria,
mutându-se în Franța. Revista Newsweek, îl definea în anul 2014 a fiind "unul dintre
puținii scriitori capabili să confere un înțeles și un sens violenței actuale din Algeria”.
Nuvelele sale, amintite mai sus au fost nominalizate cu International IMPAC Dublin
Literary și Prix des libraries, în 2006.
Cartea este împărțită în trei mari capitole, fiecare denumind locul acțiunii din
partea respectivă a lucrării. Astfel, primul capitol este intitulat Kafr Karam, acesta fiind
numele satului în care copilărește personajul principal. Locul desfăţurării acţiunii este
prezentat ca fiind un sat izolat, sărăcăcios, unde toți membrii sunt conectați prin
legături tribale. Comunitatea de la Kafr Karam este una închistată în normele
ancestrale beduine ale tradiției și onoarei, iar pe tot parcursul primei părți, se
conturează foarte fin adevărata realitate tribală și comunitatea tradițională irakiană.
Satul respectiv este uitat de istorie, timpul curge diform. Își duce existența monotonă
în paralel cu ororile, luptele și atentatele care se petrec, nu departe de ei, la Bagdad.
Fiind o comunitate bediună tradițională, ierarhia este una strictă și inflexibilă, bătrânii
satului, care aveau locul lor special de întâlnire pentru pălăvrăgeli legate de situația
politică, fiind incotenstabili, iar șeful clanului, chiar infailibil. Cu toate acestea, micul
sat și ordinea bediună care domnea în el din ”noaptea timpurilor” este scurtcircuitată
de două evenimente amplu detaliate în prima parte. Este vorba de primul contact al
sătenilor cu forțele americane; eveniment încheiat dezastruos pentru primii amintiți.
Tot în acest cadru, Kafr Karam iese din anonimitate, fiind ținta unui atac cu dronă, în
cadrul unei nunți. Al doilea eveniment, alimentat de contactul nefast cu soldații
americani, marchează noile tendințe centrifuge ale tinerilor din sat. Aceștia, conștineți
că țara lor este supusă unor umilințe neimaginabile și insuportabile, sesizează faptul că
mulți dintre "frații lor irakieni” au luat calea armelor, și luptă la Bagdad în cadrul
grupărilor de rezistență în timp ce ei dezbat verbal aceste chestiuni, la Kafr Karam.
Autoritatea bătrânilor începe să fie contestată și tinerii se revoltă. Tradițiile sunt puse
sub semnul întrebării și chestionate. Sentimentele militantiste le iau locul și tinerii din
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Kafr Karam încep să aibă legături cu mișcări de rezistență din Bagdad. Ei încep să
lupte pentru cauză, nu mai "stau degeaba și vorbesc”.
De o deosebită importanță în cadrul primei părți este discuția bătrânilor de la
frizerie în care este dezbătut subiectul pretextului invaziei americane. Autorul oferă
perspectiva authotonilor, a irakienilor autentici, care au perceput invazia
Washingtonului ca o încercare de a submina capacitatea de dezvoltare militară a
Irakului, care risca să pună în dezavantaj strategic Israelul. Interesant este că tema
petrolului nu este inclusă la cauzele intervenției, liderul clanului sunnit concluzionând
că acesta a fost doar un bonus de care americanii, "afaceriști care l-ar vinde și pe
Hristos pentru profit” au beneficiat, însă doar în mod secundar. Principala teamă a
fost aceea de a nu lăsa un stat arab, care urma să dețină arma nucleară să fie "cu
adevărat suveran”, pentru că, odată obținută, ponderea puterii politice a Irakului ar fi
crescut nepermis de mult în relația cu Occidentul, în defavoarea aliatului lor, Israelul.
Yasmina Khadra pune în antiteză, prin discuția bătrânilor, situația Irakului din
vremea "rasilui”, adică a dictatorului Saddam Hussein și cea rezultată în urma
înlăturării acestuia. Perspectiva, la Kafr Karam este că, deși Saddam a fost un dictator
brutal, sub care Mukhabaratul (serviciile de securitate arabe) era atotputernic, măcar el
era arab, și că instabilitatea și riscul morții nu plana asupra oamenilor ca în perioada de
instabilitate politică cronică, survenită după înlăturarea sa.
Partea a doua este intitulată Bagdad și debutează cu decizia personajului
principal de a renunța la viața și rutina din căminul său, motivat, până la fanatism de
ideea răzbunării dezonoarei la care a fost supus, în urma unui raid american din Kafr
Karam. Povestea sa întruchipează mai multe destine dramatice care, au văzut în cauza
fedainilor singura rațiune de a mai exista. Fără să-l intereseze ce mănâncă și unde
doarme, aderarea la cauza rezistenței anti-americane era singurul impuls care conta.
Moartea prin răzbunarea dezonoarei, era singura care mai justifica viața. "Suntem
beduini, spălăm cu sânge onoarea pătată”. Autorul surprinde haosul care
catarcterizează capitala: atentate zilnice, sirene atotprezente, zeci de cadavre uitate în
străzi și, peste toate acestea, reziliența cu care locuitorii, erau obligați să-și ducă mai
departe viețile. Odată recrutat într-o facțiune condusă de tinerii din satul său,
protagonistul începe să înțeleagă mecanismul de funcționare al gherilei și a acțiunii
subterane: magazine-paravan, deținute de lideri pentru a-și masca operțiunile ilegale,
mita ofițerilor de poliție, împărțirea cartierelor pe zone și străzi între facțiunile de
gherilă ale rezistenței, planificarea atentatelor și a răpirilor plus testul așteptării la care
este el supus, în vederea însăcinării cu o "misiune adevărată”.
Ideea centrală din cea de-a doua parte a cărții constă în discuțiile pe care
protagonistul le are cu un fost cunoscut din sat, care, venind și el la Bagdad înaintea
celui dintîi, avâd același scop, a rămas deziluzionat de incosistența cauzei fedainilor.
Dualitatea aceasta între fanatismul protagonistului și determinarea sa fanatică de a se
răzbuna, este pusă în contrast cu ceea ce înseamnă, efectiv, răzbunarea, și anume:
completarea numărului de irakieni masacrați. Momentul mult așteptat de protagonist
este surprins de autor prin aflarea veștii cum că a fost selectat de superiori pentru a
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îndeplini o misiune cu adevărat specială, care va determina situația Orientului Mijlociu
și va îngenunchea Occidentul. Astfel, intrăm în ultima parte a cărții, din care ni s-a
prezentat un fragment în introducere.
Ultima parte este intitulată Beirut, pentru că în capitala libaneză, prin
conexiunile facțiunii din Irak, protagonistul urmează să primească informațiile strict
secrete ale operațiunii sale. După o serie de analize și tratamente aparent ciudate, el
primește sarcina mult așteptată: oportunitatea răzbunării prin îngenunchierea
Occidentului, și înclinarea blanței în favoarea arabilor. Pus în fața faptului împlinit,
protagonistul, descumpănit, distinge cântecul amețitor al sirenelor de realitatea care-l
lovește în față și-i schimbă complet optica: viața, în fond merită trăită, iar el, care nu a
făcut a acest lucru, nu are niciun drept să le nege altora acest lucru. Eșecul vieții sale
nu justifică negarea vieții celorlalți, ca victime colaterale într-un război.

Adrian-Radu MĂRINCEAN
Dagmar Heller, Baptized into Christ. A Guide to Ecumenical Discussion on Baptism, Geneva,
World Council of Churches Publications, 2012, 275 p.
Profesor
şi
decan
al
Institutului Ecumenic din Bossey,
pastor şi teolog reformat, membru al
comisiei "Faith and Order" a
Consiliului Ecumenic al Bisericilor,
Dagmar Heller este autoarea unor
lucrări, studii şi articole depotrivă utile
şi
interesante
pentru
teologia
ecumenică, traduse în mai multe limbi
(a se vedea, de exemplu: Schriftauslegung
und geistliche Erfahrung bei Bernhard von
Clairvaux, Würzburg 1990; Dagmar
Heller, Thomas F. Best, So We Believe,
So We Pray. Towards Koinonia in Worship,
Geneva, World Council of Churches
Publications, 1995; Ion Bria, Dagmar
Heller (eds.), Ecumenical Pilgrims,
Geneva, World Council of Churches
Publications, 1995; Thomas F. Best,
Dagmar Heller (eds.), Eucharistic
Worship in Ecumenical Contexts. The Lima
Liturgy - and Beyond, Geneva, World
Council of Churches Publications,
1998; Thomas F. Best, Dagmar Heller
(eds), Becoming a Christian. The
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Ecumenical Implications of Our Common Baptism, col. "Faith and Order Paper," no. 184,
Geneva, World Council of Churches Publications, 1999; Peter Bouteneff, Dagmar
Heller (eds.), Interpreting Together. Essays in Hermeneutics, Geneva, World Council of
Churches Publications, 2001).
Cea pe care o avem în vedere, deja tradusă în anul 2015 în limba rusă (Vo
Christa Krestivschiecja, Duh i Litera, Kiev, 2015), se constituie într-un frumos apendix al
documentelor privitoare la documentul Botez, Euharistie şi Ministeriu (Lima, 1982),
cunoscut spaţiului teologic şi sub titlul de BEM (cf: ***, Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry,
col. "Faith and Order Paper", no. 111, Geneva, World Council of Churches, 1982; ***,
Baptism, Eucharist & Ministry 1982-1990. Report on the Process and Responses, col. "Faith
and Order Paper", no. 149, Geneva, WCC Publications, 1990; Max Thurian (ed.),
Churches respond to BEM. Official responses to the "Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry" text, vol.
1, col. "Faith and Order Paper", no. 129, Geneva, World Council of Churches, 1986;
Max Thurian (ed.), Churches respond to BEM. Official responses to the "Baptism, Eucharist and
Ministry" text, vol. 3, col. "Faith and Order Paper", vol. 135, World Council of
Churches, Geneva, 1987; Max Thurian (ed.), Churches respond to BEM. Official responses to
the "Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry" text, vol. IV, col. "Faith and Order Paper", no. 137,
Geneva, World Council of Churches, 1987; Max Thurian (ed.), Churches respond to
BEM. Official responses to the "Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry" text, vol. 5, col. "Faith and
Order Paper", no. 143, Geneva, World Council of Churches, Geneva, 1988; Max
Thurian (ed.), Churches respond to BEM. Official responses to the "Baptism, Eucharist and
Ministry" text, vol. 5, col. "Faith and Order Paper", no. 144, Geneva, World Council of
Churches, 1988).
După cum ţine să precizeze autoarea încă din prefaţă, volumul se doreşte un
fel de auxiliar didactic, fiind legat de experienţa de predare pe care aceasta o are (p.
VII). Onestă cu sine însăşi, ea ţine să precieze încă dintru început că s-ar putea ca
fundamentele luterane ale credinţei ei să-i fi influenţat modul de a scrie şi gândi (p.
VIII) şi că, o limitare a cercetătrii o constituie faptul de a fi consultat doar lucrări în
limbile engleză, germană, franceză şi câteva în cea rusă (p. VIII), acestea fiind limbile
pe care le cunoaşte.
În ciuda acestor limite pe care singură şi le impută, volumul, structurat în cinci
capitole mari, se constituie într-o frumoasă incursiune în teologia, istoria şi ritualul
Tainei Botezului în diferite rituri creştine. În prima unitate tematică (p. 1-42), autoarea
analizează diferite poziţii confesionale cu privire la Botetz şi practicarea lui,
segmentându-şi analiza în două categorii confesionale mari, respectiv bisericile
pedobaptiste (p. 1-26) şi cele credo-baptiste (p. 27-41), şi prezentând, în finalul
analizei, consecinţele recunoaşterii mutuale a Tainei în ciuda practicilor diferite (p. 4142).
În cea de-a doua (p. 43-102), într-un mod specific cercetării istorice şi totuşi,
parcă aşteptat încă din debutul unei astfel de investigaţii, vorbeşte despre backgroundul istoric al botezului, reliefând aspectele esenţiale privitoare la practicarea lui în
peisajul neo-testamentar, în biserica primară, Evul Mediu, timpurile reformaţiei şi alte
perioade, până în zilele noastre. Analiza, ce îmbină aspectele doctrinare cu cele istorice,
oferă cititorului un frumos şi interesant periplu în istoria botezului şi o prezentare a
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formelor pe care le-a luat acesta de-a lungul timpului, influenţat fiind de anumite
elemente teologice sau culturale.
Urmează apoi un amplu capitol, dedicat modului în care s-a regăsit subiectul
investigat în cadrul discuţiilor ecumenice (p. 103-160). Autoarea alege să-l segmenteze
în două părţi mari, analizând în cea dintâi rolul lui în dialogurile multilaterale (p. 103132), iar în cadrul celei de-a doua, modul în care a influenţat el dialogurile bilaterale (p.
133-160). Cititorul poate regăsi aici o prezentare sistematică a modului în care dialogul
dintre bisericile ce practică pedo-baptismul şi cele ce au ca doctrină botezul
credincioşilor de vârstă adultă a evoluat de-a lungul timpului. Interesantă este atât
capacitatea de sinteză a autoarei, cât şi modul în care reuşeşte să înţeleagă şi să prezinte
într-un mod atractiv, despovărat de detalii irelevante, anumite aspecte de relevanţă
primordială ale problematicii. Iată, de exemplu, cum rezumă ea punctele comune ale
percepţiei cu privire la botez din dialogul dintre Ortodocşi, Vechii-catolici şi
Ortodocşii necalcedoneni
"1. Necesitatea botezului pentru mântuire;
2. efectele botezului...;
3. încorporarea în biserică prin botez;
4. relaţia botzezului cu misterul Treimii;
5. legătura esenţială dintre botez,;
6. rolul Duhului Sfânt în botez;
7. Necesitatea apei care simbolizează noua naştere prin botez" (p. 147; Cf. Thomas F.
Best, Dagmar Heller (eds.), Becoming a Christian: The Ecumenical Implications of Our
Common Baptism, col. "Faith and Order Papers", no. 184, Geneva, World Council of
Churches Publication, Geneva, 1997, p. 677).
Cel de-al patrulea capitol (p. 161-196), amplu şi sensibil ca abordare, este apoi
dedicat controverselor pe care le iscă botezul între diferitele denominaţii creştine.
Dagmar Heller vorbeşte aici despre diferitele percepţii cu privire la practicarea lui, cele
iscate de materie, percepţia rolului Duhului, inculturaţia şi alte chestiuni similare,
oferind un tablou amplu şi obiectiv al diferenţelor de percepţie ce pot fi regăsite în
diferite denominaţiişi culturi. Lucrarea nu se termină însă într-o notă pesimistă cu
această abordare, ci prin intermediul unui capitol intitulat: "Înspre revcunoaşterea mutuală a
Botezului" (p. 197-242), în cadrul căruia, vorbind despre anumite aspecte teologice, dar
şi despre chestiuni precum dragostea creştină, înţeleasă ca virtute cu valenţe
fundamentale pentru fiecare confesiune, punctează câteva aspecte care ar putea să
ducă nu doar la înţelegerea şi acceptarea comună, dar şi la întărirea relaţiilor existente,
pornind de la botez şi înţelegerea lui.
Ca orice text ştiinţific ce se respectă, volumul doamnei Dagmar Heller se
încheie cu o listă bibliografică amplă şi bine întocmită (p. 243-262), în cadrul căreia
lucrările ce au stat la baza investigaţiei autoarei sunt prezentate în ordine alfabetică şi
împărţite pe diferite categorii, de un glosar de termeni (p. 263-266), util atât cititorilor
din afara spaţiului teologic, cât şi celor specializaţi pe anumite arii de cercetare din
cadrul unei anumite confesiuni, şi un amplu indice de nume, locuri, evenimente şi
trimiteri scripturistice (p. 267-275), ingenios încocmit.
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Prin intermediul lucrării intitulate: Baptized into Christ. A Guide to Ecumenical
Discussion on Baptism, apărută sub auspiciile Consiliului Ecumenic al Bisericilor în anul
2012, Dagmar Heller reuşeşte să ofere o prezentare interesantă, utilă deopotrivă
pentru cercetarea istorică cât şi pentru cea teologică, în cadrul căreia se regăsesc atât
aspecte din istoria bisericii, cât şi din teologia diferitelor confesiuni creştine, şi să arate
modul în care poate fi înţeles botezul în spaţiul creştin şi valorificat el în contextul
dialogului ecumenic.

Iuliu-Marius MORARIU
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